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Bradly 5. Torgan, JD, AICP
927 Kings Road #220

West Hollywood, CA 90069
323.574.7554

btorgan@ix,netcom,com

VIA HAND DELIVERY

July 2, 2013

Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Marvin Braude San Fernando Valley
Constituent Service Center
Van Nuys, CA 91401

Re: Appeal of Case No. CPC-2010-31S2-ZC-HD-SPE-SPR-SPP-CUB, related to
Case No. VTTM 61216-CN-IA (II Villagio Toscano), and ENV-2004-6000-EIR

To Whom It May Concern:

This office represents Sherman Oaks Residents For A Safe Environment ("SORSE"),
whose members live and work in Sherman Oaks and the surrounding area who will be adversely
impacted by development of the II Villagio Toscano project ("Project"). This appeal of Case No.
CPC-201O-31S2-ZC-HD-SPE-SPR-SPP-CUB is filed on its behalf.

As a preliminary matter, please also ensure that notice of all hearings, actions, events and
decisions related to the Project are timely provided to this office. All objections, including those
regarding proper notice and due process, are expressly reserved.

Reasons for the appeal include, but are not limited to:

1. The City cannot make the findings required for exceptions to the Specific Plan.

• The Applicant has not provided sufficient evidence to show that the strict application of
the regulation of the specific plan to the subject property would result in practical
difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and intent of
the specific plan. The Project Applicant instead improperly relies on purported project
benefits and compliance with public policy goals to justify the exceptions sought.

.. The Applicant has not provided sufficient evidence to show that there are exceptional
circumstances or conditions applicable to the subject property involved or to the intended
use or development of the subject property that do not apply generally to the other
property in the plan area. Again, The Project Applicant instead improperly relies on
purported project benefits and compliance with public policy goals to justify the
exceptions sought.

.. The Applicant has not provided sufficient evidence to show that an exception from the
specific plan is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right or use generally possessed by other property within the specific plan and are in the
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same zone and vicinity but, which, because of special circumstances and practical
difficulties or unnecessary hardships, is denied to the property in question

.. The Applicant has not provided sufficient evidence to show that the granting of an
exception will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property or
improvements adjacent to or in the vicinity of the subject property. To the contrary,
substantial evidence shows that the exceptions to increase density of multi-family units
within 35 feet of a major freeway will be detrimental to the public welfare. The traffic
impacts resulting from the increased density allowed by the exceptions will also be
detrimental to the public welfare.

.. The granting of exceptions will not be consistent with the principles, intent and goals of
the Specific Plan, Community Plan and Air Quality Element ofthe General Plan. While
the Determination Letter asserts consistency with the Framework Element, the
Framework Element does not apply to construction-level projects.

2. The findings for additional height caunot be made because the proposed Project will have
substantial adverse impact on residences within 600 feet as a result of traffic and other impacts.

3. The significant adverse air quality impacts related to the Project require rejection in its
current form because the Project is inconsistent with both City policy and City precedent with
respect to air quality.

These reasons for many of these deficiencies are more fully spelled out in the attached
February 14,2013 letter to Nicholas Hendricks of the Department of City Plarming in the related
matter ofVTTM 61216-CN-IA and the attached Apri123, 2013 letter to the City Plauning
Commission.

The City Plarming Commission erred and abused its discretion in making contrary
determinations and findings that are not supported by substantial evidence in the record.
Moreover, the conclusions of the Project EIR on which the City Plarming Commission relied are
themselves not supported by substantial evidence in the record, including but not limited to
impacts to fire department response times, impacts of noise, and impacts of increased traffic.

As noted above, the members of SORSE are aggrieved by the decision of the City
Plauning Commission in that they will be adversely affected by the negative impacts of the
Project on the surrounding area that include, but are not limited to, traffic/circulation and
parking, aesthetics, public services, noise and air quality. SORSE also has an interest in
compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code with respect to the Project, and is additionally
aggrieved when decisions are made as to the Project that are not in accordance with applicable
statutes and ordinances.
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As required by the Master Appeal Form, an original and seven (7) additional copies of the form,
this correspondence with attachments, and the City Planning Commission Determination Letter
are enclosed. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

e,fg-A1;p
Attachments



••radiy S.Torgan, JD, AICP
927 Kings Road #220

West Hollywood, CA 90069
Phone 323.574.7554

Fax 323.417.7151
btorgan@ix.netcom.com

VIA EMAIL (WITHOUT ATTACHMENTS) AND U.S. MAIL

April 23, 2013

Commissioner WiliiamRoschen, President
Commissioner ReginaM. Freer, Vice President
Commissioner Sean Burton
Commissioner Diego Cardoso
Commissioner GeorgeHovaguimian
Commissioner RobertLessin
Commissioner BarbaraRomero
Commissioner Dana Perlman
Commissioner CamillaEng
City Planning Conunission
Department of City Planning
City of Los Angeles
6262 Van Nuys Blvd. Room 351
Van Nuys, CA 91401

Re: Additional Objections to Proposed Environmental Impact Report and
Entitlements for Il Villagio Toscano, ENV-2004-6000-EIR, SCH No.
2004111068, CPC-2010-3152, VTTM-61216: Appeal ofVTTM-61216

Dear President Roschen and Commissioners:

L INTRODUCTION.

This office represents Sherman Oaks Residents for a Safe Environment ("SORSE"),
whose members live in Sherman Oaks and who will be adversely impacted by development of
the proposed Il Villagio Toscano project ("Project"). This correspondence constitutes written
comments on and objections to the proposed EIR and entitlements for the Project that
supplement comments previously made. This correspondence also supplements correspondence
appealing the Advisory Agency conditional/contingent approval ofVTTM-61216.

Please ensure that notice of all hearings, actions, events and decisions related to the
Project are timely provided to this office. All objections, including those regarding proper notice
and due process, are expressly reserved.

II. THE SIGNIFICANT AND UNMITIGATED AESTHETIC IMPACTS OF THE
PROJECT WARRANT ITS REJECTION.

In its prior comments, SORSE noted that the Project is as much as four times taller than
the two-story motel directly across Camarillo onSepulveda, 60% taller than the Grand
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Apartments, as much as 60% taller than the parking garage, and as much as eight times as tall as
the residential buildings and homes across Sepulveda. This large difference in scale creates
significant aesthetic impacts that the ErR does not acknowledge.

The Supplemental Responses to Comments uses Figure 1, Section Showing Building
Heights (p, 7) to attempt to show scale. This Figure, though, offers no substantial evidence for
that claim. No scale is given on the Figure, but it appears to be something slightly less than
1"=200'. At that scale or smaller, every building on the west side of Sepulveda looks relatively
similar in size.

The EIR's use of the lo-stcry, 200-foot tall Comerica Bank building at the opposite
comer of Galleria Plaza and Sepulveda Boulevard as a comparative standard is also misleading.
The bank building itself rises significantly over everything to the north and east. It also is
separated from the Project site by a relatively uniform, intervening five-story roof line
approximately one-eighth of a mile in length. If anything, the Comerica Bank building suggests
that aesthetically appropriate development for the site would be that which "steps down" the
farther one moves north on Sepulveda Boulevard from Ventura Boulevard. It certainly does not
suggest that the granting of a height exception is appropriate.

Moreover, by asserting that the Comerica Bank Building is "in the project vicinity," one
must also accept that much ofthe residential neighborhood to the east is also "in the project
vicinity," and must be looked at in the context of that neighborhood, as well. This even larger
difference in scale creates even larger aesthetic impacts.

III. THE SIGNIFICANT AND ADVERSE AIR QUALITY IMPACTS RELATED TO
THE PROJECT REOUIRE ITS REJECTION.

A. The CPC Has Alreadv Set Precedent That Multi-Familv Units Should Not Be
Located Within 500 Feet Of A Freeway; That Alone Should Mandate Denial
Of The Project.

Many ofthe air quality concerns that have been raised here by SORSE, SCAQMD and
other commenters were addressed recently by the CPC during consideration of another project,
the Casden West project near the 405 Freeway in West Los Angeles on February 28, 2013.
While the CPC ultimately recommended approval of the project, the crc did so only after
imposing a project condition requiring the applicant to move all residential units outside of 500
feet from the freeway. (See Exhibit 1 [April 4, 2013 Determination letter, pp Q-6, F-44].) The
findings noted health risk impacts, and specifically identified outdoor air quality as a concern as
a basis for the condition. (rd. [pp. F-114-116].) During the course of the February 28 hearing
the CPC expressed numerous health risk concerns. These included:

• The general health concerns of putting residential units within 500 feet of a freeway;
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• The difficulty in relying on a HEPA filter ofMerv-13 to achieve 0.1 micron diameter
filtration, the particulate matter that poses the greatest health risk, according to the air
quality consultant who testified at the hearing; and

• The reduction in the effectiveness of any filter with windows (and, as here, balcony
doors) that open. -

The CPC should demand of this Project no less than it demanded of Casden West. We
understand that it some circumstances it may not be possible to preclnde all new residential use
within 500 feet of a freeway; however, at the very least, the CPC should not be granting
exception to increase the FAR, height, and density of residential units within 500 feet of not just
one, but two freeways, the 101and the 405. The subject area at the intersection of the 101 and
405 is one of the most congested freeway and air quality "hot spots" in all of Sonthem
California. Granting exceptions to increase the height, FAR and density of residential units
within 500 feet of those freeways is contrary to established CPC policy, contrary to recent
precedent, and is in disregard of significant health and safety issues which this very CPC
extensively addressed in its consideration of the Casden West project and its rejection of new
multi-family dwelling units within 500 feet of a freeway.' In that case, there was only one
freeway. In this case, there are two. Granting exceptions under these circumstances would be
contrary to and entirely inconsistent with the CPC's actions on Casden West.

While it is not the City's official transcript, we have transcribed a portion of the CPC
hearing of February 28, 2013 and have attached it as Exhibit 2. The copy of this letter provided
to Nicholas Hendricks also includes audio files on CD of the hearing.

B. The Project Is Inconsistent With The Freewav Adjacent Advisorv Notice For
Sensitive Uses.

The basis of these concerns can be found in Zoning Information (ZI) No. 2427, Freeway
Adjacent Advisory Notice for Sensitive Uses, attached as Exhibit 3. It is clear from the ZI that
the Project is inconsistent with standard conditions and design alternatives to consider, in
particular building orientation and reduction in operable windows. Granting a height exception
for the portion of the Project site closest to the freeway in order to increase density on that
portion of the site is also inconsistent with the intent of the ZI.

C. The Project Is Inconsistent With the General Plan Air Quality Element.

The ZI also shows this Project's inconsistency with General Plan Air Quality Element
Policy 4.3.1, "revise the City's General Plan/Community Plans to ensure that new or related
sensitive receptors are located to minimize significant health risks posed by air pollution
sources." (Id.) Granting significant exceptions to the Conununity Plan in order substantially

Here, it appears there are residential units within 50 feet of the freeway right of way.
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increase the density and number of units in the Project does the exact opposite of minimizing
significant health risks posed by air pollution sources.

We also note the findings of the Casden West project include the following Land Use
Planning significant impact, "Land Use Planning (Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or
Regulation) It is located in close proximity to the San Diego Freeway, which may result in health
risk impacts. Specifically outdoor air quality impacts .... " (Exhibit 1 [p, F-114).) These impacts
result in additional inconsistencies with relevant land use plans and policies @. [" ...impacts
related to the inconsistencies with General Plan policies, including the health risk impacts
discussed above will remain significant and unavoidable.").)

D. Air Quality Issues Prevent The Necessary Findings For Approval Of A
VTTM From Being Made.

While the environmental impacts of existing air pollution on potential residents may not'
be "impacts" for the purpose of CEQA, the fact remains that the Project will result in residents
unnecessarily being placed in harms way. This is amply demonstrated by the Exhibits to
SORSE's comment letter of February 14,2013 and the comment letters of the SCAQMD. It is
also implicit in the Project's rejection of standard conditions and design alternatives to consider
as described in ZI No. 2427. In addition, a study released by UCLA and USC only last month
links autism to pollutants from the 101 and 405 freeway-traffic. (Exhibit 4.)

Further, it also appears that the Project's Revised Pollutant Exposure Assessment (PEA)
may have underestimated exposure. A UCLA/CARB study published in December 2012, a full
I Yo years after the PEA was prepared, shows markedly higher concentration of freeway
pollutants in the early morning hours, when people are more likely to be at home, than had
previously been believed. (Exhibit 5.) See also the April 17, 2013 Los Angeles Time article,
"Freeway Air Pollution Travels Farther In Early Morning." (Exhibit 6.) As such, regardless of
how it may be treated for purposes of CEQA, the necessary findings for approval of a VTTMM
cannot be made. See Govt. Code §§ 66474.61(d), (f).

Mr. Hans Giroux, who has commented previously, has provided additional analysis
detailing deficiencies in the Project's Health Risk Assessment and over-reliance on MERV16-
rated air filters. His comments and qualifications are attached as Exhibit 7.

IV. THE PROJECT CREATES SIGNIFICANT AND UNMITIGATED TRAFFIC
IMPACTS.

Attached as Exhibit 8 is a response from Mr. Arthur Kassan to Appendix C of the
Supplemental Responses to Comments ("Crain letter"). Mr. Kassan's letter points out continued
deficiencies in both the initial Traffic Impact Study and the Crain letter. These areas of
deficiency include:
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• Related Projects Database
• Future Study Year; Traffic Counts; Related Projects Database
• Project Driveway/Fire Land Assess
• Driveway Criteria
• Camarillo Street Access
• Galleria Lane
• Neighborhood Traffic Analysis
• Alternatives Analysis
• All Residential Use Alternative.

We also offer additional comments with respect to circulation, parking, and
transportation hazards created by the design of the Project.

A. The Transportation Analvsis Fails To Analvze And Account For The Allev
To The West Of Sepulveda.

The response to comments entirely misses the point of the discussion of the alley and
driveways on the south side of Camarillo. As previously noted, there is a likelihood that those
access points/driveways will be temporarily blocked during the p.m. peak hour by vehicles going
eastbound on Camarillo. This has the real possibility of creating a significant safety hazard.
Vehicles attempting to make a left tum into the alley or drivewayto access the motel or Grand
Apartments parking will be impeded, potentially backing up traffic into the Camarillo/Sepulveda
intersection.

The Crain letter's response is that "it should be noted that the California Vehicle Code
prohibits unsafe tum movements at intersections and motorists are assumed to abide by the law
and make turns only when safe." (Appendix C, p. 5.) This defies common knowledge and
collective experience. We have all seen or been involved in situations where a motorist tries to
be the last vehicle to make it through a yellow light, only to be caught in the intersection by
stopped traffic and blocking a lane until traffic moves again. I have personally seen this happen
often throughout the San Fernando Valley and Westside. That the tum may - in hindsight - be
unsafe doesn't mean that it doesn't happen on a regular basis.

Likewise, common knowledge and collective experience dictate that "do not block"
markings on the pavement in front of a private driveway or alley are likely to be honored only in
the breach, contrary to the suggestion in the response to SORSE's comments. The absurdity of
the response is compounded by the response's suggestion that "motorists experiencing delay
while attempting to make left tnms into access points on the south side of Camarillo Street can
continue westerly to the terminus of Camarillo Street. .. make aU-tum ... and make a right turn"
into the alley or driveway. What this response tells us is that when confronted by an alley
blocked by a traffic queue, a motorist will go to the end of the street, make a U-tum (or even a
three point U-tum) at a point where motorists may also be trying to exit the fire lane serving the
Project or the Galleria parking structure, and get into the very queue that was blocking him or her
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in the first place. This is highly unlikely. Human behavior and common experience tell us that a
motorist will wait for a break in the traffic in order to make that left turn.

B. The Project Will Have A Significant And Unmitigated Impact On Parking.

The gist of SORSE's prior comments with respect to parking is that the net amount of
parking provided the Project is how significance is determined. If the net amount of parking that
exists after Project approval is less than gross amount required by the LAMC or other applicable
policies, then there is a significant impact that has not been mitigated to a level of less than
significant. Here, the Project provides only the bare minimum to meet its own gross demand. It
also, though, resnlts in the loss of some 50 or more public on-street parking spaces or Camarillo,
Sepulveda, Ventura, La Maida and the alley at the rear of the Project site. The result is a
significant adverse impact to parking that is not mitigated and goes unacknowledged.

The response to this comment is essentially "there's on-street parking elsewhere, so the
impact is not significant." This conclusion fails on two independent grounds. First, as a simple
determination of significance, if the net number of parking spaces is less than needed to meet
Project demand, then the impact is significant.

Second, the response offers only a bare conclusion with respect to the assertion that other
existing on-street parking is sufficient to cover the impact of those that Will be lost to the Project.
Bare conclusions do not suffice for substantial evidence, and the EIR provides no support in the
form of an on-street parking utilization study to support that bare conclusion. The response also
claims that SORSE provided no evidence to claim the loss of on-street parking would result in
spillover into the adjacent residential neighborhood. We refer those preparing the response to
comments to page 6 of Mr. Kassan's February 13,2013 correspondence, in which he opined as
an expert with over 50 years experience that it is reasonable to infer that the loss of on-street
parking spaces will result in a spillover into adjacent neighborhood east of Sepulveda.
Moreover, this response ignores the testimony of numerous residents of that neighborhood
before the Neighborhood Councils and Advisory Agency as to the spillover effect caused by past
development and on-street parking restrictions elsewhere in the vicinity.

Mitigation Measure K.l5 is inadequate to address this significant impact for two reasons.
First, expenditure from the fund is not limited to parking replacement. There is no guarantee
that the lost on-street public parking will even be replaced. Second, the funding provided
pursuant to Mitigation Measure K.15 is inadequate to mitigate the impact even if it were all used
for parking replacement, which is not assured. Standard pro formas generally pencil out parking
spaces at $6,000 per surface lot space and $30,000 per structure space. Parking provision is
also non-linear in that it is difficult to create only a space or two at a time. Combined with a lack
of a guarantee that the funds will actually be used to replace on-street parking, this mitigation
measure it totally insufficient to reduce the impact to a level less than significant.
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C. Calling the Residential Parking For The Project "Code Compliant" Is
Meaningless.

The applicant and the EIR continue to tout the Project as exceeding LAMC parking
standards for multi-family housing. The statementa are meaningless and designed only to
obfuscate the issue. They should be ignored. LAMC parking standards for multi-family housing
are not the relevant standards. The findings for VTTMM-61216 make clear that the relevant
standard is the City Planning Department's Residential Parking Policy for Division of Land -
Number AA 2000-1, applicable to condominiums. The Superior Court for Los Angeles County
has also made clear that a condominium project for which an applicant asserts will initially be
rented as apartments cannot rely on apartment standards from the LAMC. La Mirada Avenue
Neighborhood Association of Hollywood v. City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Superior
Court Case No. BS132533 (July 23, 2012) p. 3, n. 4; see also p. 9, n. 11 ["Although Real Party
repeatedly refers to the City's parking requirements for apartments, this project was a
condominium project"].) (Exhibit 9;)

D. Potentially Significant Transportation Hazards Are Created Bv The Design
Of The Pro ject.

Mr. Kassan has also confirmed the existence of a traffic/public safety hazard created by
the design of the Project itself, a hazard briefly touched on in testimony before the Advisory
Agency.

As shown by Exhibit 10, truck traffic can only reach the grocery store loading dock by
making a right turn from Camarillo northbound onto the fire lane. Trucks can only do this,
however, by swinging into oncoming southbound traffic on the fire lane. This southbound lane
is the only means of resident access to northbound Sepulveda and only means of ingress from
northbound Sepulveda.

One of the Transportation Thresholds of Significance is if the Project would substantially
increase hazards due to a design feature. As Mr. Kassan has explained, that threshold has clearly
been crossed with respect to this hazard. Yet, the potentially significant impact has not been
identified or analyzed in the EIR, and no mitigation has been offered. The EIR is legally
deficient until it does so.

This design flaw and resulting hazard is also another reason why the finding necessary to
approve the VTTMM cannot be made. Govt. Code § 66474.61; LAMC § 17.06.A.2.a.

V. THE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS IS INADEQUATE AND INACCURATE.

The Final ElR response to comments regarding noise impacts relative to outdoor
balconies is simply to ignore it. The relevant comments noted that the ElR used the lack of a
City noise limit or threshold of significance applicable to private balconies to incorrectly imply
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that exposure to sound levels of 78 dBA does not create a significant impact. Moreover, land use
compatibility guidelines in the EIR (Table rV.H-l) serve as a de facto threshold of significance
and show exposure to sound levels of 78 dBA is clearly unacceptable.

How does the ErR respond? By essentially saying that exposure to sound levels of78
dBA does not create a significant impact because there is no threshold of significance applicable
to private balconies. This totally ignores common sense that exposure to 78 dBA is significant
and clearly unacceptable.

More recent data also suggest that this 78 dBA reading underestimates actual exposure.
Correspondence from the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association dated February 14,2013
noted that measurements taken from the sixth floor of the Galleria parking lot were on the order
of80 dB CNEL, and likely underestimates levels on the Project site by another 2-3 dB. (Exhibit
11.)

We also poiut out that the preparers of the EIR have decided to change the land use
compatibility guidelines that serve as a de facto threshold of significance, changing the "clearly
unacceptable" threshold from 70 dBA to 75 dBA. This moving of the goal posts in the middle of
the game is improper and prejudicial error. The City cannot simply change the methodology in
the middle of the analysis when that methodology leads to inconvenient conclusions. Doing so
"violates the commonsense notion that it is unfair to 'change the rules ofthe game' in the middle
offhe contest." Evangelatos v. Superior Court (1988) 44 Cal.3cl 1188, 1194. .

Moreover, the EIR provides no substantial evidence to support this change. Simply
saying that "per discussion with City Planning Department Staff, the overlapping of noise levels
for the Residential use categories currently shown in the L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guides
document is incorrect" is not substantial evidence. All we have is an unsupported attempt to
eliminate an impact with a virtual eraser.i

Finally, in dismissing the comparison of background traffic noise with a garbage disposal
or being shouted at from three feet away, the response to comments ignores the EIR. The EIR
itself uses these as examples of common sound levels on an A-weighted scale near SOdB. (EIR,
p. rV.H-2.) One can presume if the EIR included it, the general comparison of one loud thing to
another has some general validity.

This inadequate analysis has implication not only for CEQA, but for the Subdivision Map
Act and LAMC Chapter 17. While the environmental impacts of existing noise on potential
residents may not be "impacts" for the purpose of CEQA, the fact remains that the Project will
result in residents beiug exposed to clearly unacceptable levels of noise. As such, regardless of

2 Nevertheless, 70 dBA is still "normally unacceptable" for which "new construction or
development should generally be discouraged." (EIR, p. IV.H-S.)
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how it may be treated for purposes of CEQ A, the necessary findings for approval of a VTTM
cannot be made. See Govt. Code §§ 66474.61(d), (f).

VI. THE EIR IS INCORRECT IN ASSERTING GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY.

In attempting to claim Project consistency with the General Plan Framework Element,
both in the Draft ElR and the Supplemental Response to comments, those making the claim
refuse to confront the plain and unambiguous language ofthe General Plan Framework Element:
"[t)he Framework Element is not sufficiently detailed to impact requests for entitlements on
individual parcels. Community plans will be more specific and be the major documents to be
looked at for consistency with the general plan for land use entitlements." (Exhibit 12.) Thus,
by its very terms, the relevant analysis to determine land use consistency is not the General Plan
Framework Element.

Supplemental Response to Comments 1-5 notes that "the City ultimately interprets the
meaning of its own plans .... " Yet the approach this EIR takes with respect to General Plan
Framework consistency is contrary to the position taken by the City with respect to other
projects, and thus arbitrary and capricious. The City'S interpretation of the General Plan
Framework Element in recent litigation over the Emerson College project in Hollywood was that
"the Framework Element establishes the broad overall policy and direction for the entire general
plan. [Citation omitted.] By its own terms, the Framework is not intended to impose procedural
requirements on individual entitlement applications." See Respondents' and Real Party In
Interest's Joint Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to [Petitioner's) Petition
for Writ of Mandate, EastWest Studios, LLC v. City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles Superior Court
Case No. BS128294 (June 10,2011) (Exhibit 13 [excerptj.r' See also, LA Neighbors United v.
City of Los Angeles (2013) 2013 WL 1099017 at *4 ("The General Plan Framework envisions
that its policies will be implemented through amendments to community plans and attendant
revisions of LAM C.") The ElR is thus incorrect in its assertion that the General Plan Framework
Element is applicable to individual entitlement applications for purposes of consistency
determinations.

VII. THE PROJECT IS INCOSISTENT WITH THE SHERMAN OAKS-STUDIO
CITY-TOLUCA LAKE-CAHUENGA PASS COMMUNITY PLAN.

A. The Proiecds Inconsistent With The Residential Goals, Policies And
Objectives Of The Sherman Oaks-Studio Citv-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass
Communitv Plan.

3 Applicant's counsel and applicant's land use consultant for Emerson College in the
East West Studios case are the same counsel and land use consultant for the applicant in this case.
An applicant's representatives should not be allowed to engage in such "self-contradictions and
opportunistic flip-flops" before the City. See Ferraro v. Camarlinghi (2008) 161 Cal.AppAth
509,558.
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The EIR claims that the Project is consistent with Community Plan Objective 1.1, "to
provide for the preservation of existing housing and for the development of new housing to meet
the diverse economic and physical needs of the existing residents and projected population of the
Plan area to the year 2010," because it provides new housing. One cannot make that
determination, however, without actually reviewing the policies adopted by the City to
implement the Objective. In actually reviewing the policies that implement this Objective
(which the EIR conveniently does not do), the incorisistency of the Project with this Objective
1.1 becomes readily apparent. In particular, the Project is inconsistent with the following
policies:

"1-1.2: Protect existing single family residential neighborhoods
from new, out-of-scale development.

"1-1.3: Protect existing stable single-family and low density
residential neighborhoods from encroachment by higher density
residential and other incompatible uses.

"1-1.4: Protect the quality of the residential environment through
attention to the appearance of communities, including attention to
building and site design.

"1-1.6: The City should promote neighborhood preservation,
particularly in existing single family neighborhoods, as well as in
areas with existing multi-family residences."

As amply demonstrated throughout this and prior correspondence, a Project of the height,
size, and scale sought by the applicant does not protect nearby residential neighborhoods from
out-of-scale, incompatible uses. No matter how nice a building may look in a vacuum, a Project
out-of-scale and incompatible with the surrounding neighborhood degrades the quality of that
neighborhood. A Project that creates significant unmitigable traffic impacts to virtually the
entire ingress/egress of a residential neighborhood, as this Project does to the neighborhood
bordered by Kester, Sepulveda, the Ventura Freeway and Ventura Boulevard, does not promote
preservation of that neighborhood. Rather, it promotes deterioration and destruction of that
neighborhood.

. The response to comments attempts to justify its failure to analyze Policies 1-1.2 and
1-1.3 by asserting they do not apply to projects adjacent to a single-family or low density
neighborhood. There is, however, no such language oflimitation in the policies of the plan;
they are written broadly to encompass new development both within and adjacent to low
density neighborhoods. Moreover, the word "encroachment" implies advancing beyond
some set of limits. By definition, encroachment upon a neighborhood starts from outside the
neighborhood bonndaries. This same analysis also applies to Policy 1-1.6.
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The response to comments also goes onto say that the policies are not relevant
because the implementation programs do not apply to the Project. Direct implementation of
a policy, however, is different than whether a Project is consistent with a policy. The
policies are not so narrow in language, nor is there any language of limitation in the policies
that indicates that implementation of a single program is the only measure of consistency.
Loan programs, as an example, are not the only means to promote neighborhood
preservation.

This approach taken with respect to Policies 1-1.2, 1-1.3, and 1-1.6 is also
inconsistent with the approach taken elsewhere in the responses to comments, for example
Policy 2-3.5. That response notes that the policy is only applicable to sites in designated
pedestrian oriented districts, but then asserts consistency with the policy even though the
response acknowledges the Project is not in a designated pedestrian oriented district. In
addition to all of the other flaws noted above, those responding to comments cannot assert
some policies are narrowly drawn to preclude their application to the Project, but not others.

B. The True Transportation Impacts Of The Project Render It Inconsistent
With The Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lakc-Cabuenga Pass
Community Plan.

Goal 12 of the Specific Plan seeks "a well maintained, safe, efficient freewayhighway
and street network." As noted above and in the Kassan Report, the Project creates potentially
unsafe conditions at the Camarillo/Sepulveda intersection, rendering the Project inconsistent
with this Goal.

According to Policy 13-1.4, "new development projects should be designed to minimize
disturbance to existing flow with proper ingress and egress to parking." Again, as noted above,
the Project potentially creates a severe disturbance to the existing ingress and egress to parking
accessible only from the alley west of Sepulveda and south of Camarillo. This results in an
inconsistency with Policy 13-1.4. The Project also potentially creates ingress/egress
disturbances at the signalized ingress/egress to the Sherman Oaks Galleria on Sepulveda between
Moorpark and Camarillo that are not analyzed in the EIR.

According to Policy 13.2-1, "[n]o increase in density and intensity shall be effectuated by
zone change, variance, conditional use, parcel map, or subdivision unless it is determined that the
transportation system can accommodate the increased traffic generated by the project." The
Project results in significant and unavoidable impacts at five intersections, even if all of the
mitigation measures proposed are determined to be feasible or alternative measures of equivalent
effectiveness are provided. (EIR, 1-88.) No such determination C3l1 be made for a project that
creates such a significant and unavoidable impact to traffic. This is especially so given the scope
of the exceptions sought by the applicant to increase the density far above that which would be
allowed if no exception was sought for height and FAR increases.
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GoallS seeks "a sufficient system of well-designed and convenient on-street parking and
off-street parking facilities thronghout the plan area." The Project removes a substantial number
on-street parking spaces and places additional time restriction on an undisclosed number of other
on-street parking spaces without sufficient mitigation. This renders the Project inconsistent with
GoallS.

VIII. THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE VENTURA-CAHUENGA
BOULEVARD CORRIDOR SPECIFIC PLAN.

Given the number of exceptions from the Specific Plan still necessary for the Project to
move forward, no one could argue anything other than the inconsistency of the Project with the
Specific Plan. The Specific Plan does create a mechanism for granting exceptions, but granting
the specific exceptions sought by the applicant wil.l not eliminate inconsistency with the Specific
Plan.

In granting any exception from a standard in the Specific Plan, consistency must still be
demonstrated with the relevant purposes outlined in Section 2 of the Specific Plan. The Project,
however, is not consistent with those purposes and remains inconsistent with the Specific Plan
even if, or especially if, the exceptions sought are granted.

Purpose A of the Specific Plan is "to assure that an equilibrium is maintained between the
transportation infrastructure and land use development in the Corridor and within each separate
community of the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan area." As noted in
SORSE's February 14,2013 comment letter, the disequilibrium caused by the Project is a
function of substantial and siguificant traffic and circulation impacts that remain even after
alleged mitigation.

The response ignores this, instead setting up a straw man to deflect the criticism -
discussing other potential projects that might be permitted under the Specific Plan that would
create even more traffic. The consistency determination, however, must be to this Project
measured against Purpose A, not a comparison to some other fantasy project. Moreover, there
are potential projects, such as the alternative suggested by the Shennan Oaks Homeowners
Association, which may create less impact than both the Project and the straw men set up in the
response.

Purpose B of the Specific Plan is "to provide for an effective local circulation system of
streets and alleys which is minimally impacted by the regional circulation system and reduces
conflicts among motorists, pedestrians, and transit riders." This Project, with the exceptions it
seeks, creates significant traffic impacts at every intersection along Sepulveda from Ventura
Blvd. to the freeway that cannot be mitigated to a level of less than significant, and severely
impacts access to parking for the motel and Grand Apartments. This is far more than a minimal
impact.
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The response to SORSE's comment with respect to inconsistency with Purpose B
suggests that SORSE believes consistency with Purpose B requires a development moratorium.
SORSE\ comment suggests nothing of the sort. Rather, we believe that granting the exceptions
to allow these impacts will not be consistent with this Specific Plan purpose. SORSE has not
objected to a project that requires no exceptions because one has not been proposed.

The response here also suffers the same failure as the response to comment detailing
inconsistency with Purpose A. Again, the response sets up a straw man - other development
locations in the community further away from the 1011405. The consistency determination,
however, is whether this Project is consistent with Purpose B, not whether a project elsewhere- .

would be less consistent.

With respect to Purpose C and Purpose E, SORSE acknowledges the Project has changed
and that an exception for height is not being sought for the entire Project. It is still out-of-scale
to that which surrounds it, however, and is still inconsistent with those Specific Plan purposes.

Purpose L of the Specific Plan is "to provide community development limitations based
on the community infrastructure's transportation capacity." That is exactly what the Standards in
the Specific Plan are intended to do. If a project results in significant and unmitigable impacts to
circulation, those impacts are substantial evidence that the transportation capacity is being'
exceeded. This Project does have those impacts, creating further evidence of inconsistency with
this purpose of the Specific Plan.

None of the foregoing should be used to respond that any exceptions would violate the
stated purposes of the Specific Plan. If that were the case, then the process for seeking
exceptions for a project would be superfluous. It is the exceptions being explicitly sought for
this Project that result in inconsistency with the stated purposes of the Specific Plan.

IX. THE FINDINGS REOUIRED FOR THE EXCEPTIONS SOUGHT FROM THE
VENTURA-CAHUENGA BOULEVARD SPECIFIC PLAN CANNOT BE MADE.

The Project requires numerous exceptions from the Specific Plan. The findings
necessary for any exception are:

"(a) That the strict application of the regulations of the specific
plan to the subject property would result in practical difficulties or
unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and
intent of the specific plan;

"(b) That there are exceptional circumstances or conditions
applicable to the subject property involved Or to the intended use
or development of the subject property that do not apply generally
to other property in the specific plan area;
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"(c) That an exception from the specific plan is necessary for the
preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right or USe
generally possessed by other property within the specific plan area
in the same zone and vicinity but which, because of special
circumstances and practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships is
denied to the property in question;

"(d) That the granting of an exception will not be detrimental to
the public welfare or injurious to the property or improvements
adjacent to or in the vicinity of the subject property; and

"(e) That the granting of an exception will be consistent with the
principles, intent and goals of the specific plan and any applicable
element of the general plan." (L.A.M.C. §11.5.7.)

These findings are virtually identical to those required for a variance under L.A.M.C. §
12.27. Exceptions are variances by another name and subject to the same legal standards.
Exceptions should be thought of in those terms, since in practice they are variances.
Significantly, all of the five findings must be made.

Although the EIR merely' notes the need for these exceptions without analysis, it is
abundantly clear from the EIR and the additional analysis provided herein that the findings
cannot be made for this Project.

Zoning that is inconsistent with the applicable land use designation is neither a practical
difficulty nor an unnecessary hardship as contemplated by the Specific Plan. A rezoning to
create consistency can be accomplished without need for exceptions. An FAR that prevents
maximization of unit density under a particular zoning is also neither a practical difficulty nor an
unnecessary hardship. The property can still be developed without the exceptions. The Specific
Plan deliberately created a cap lower than the zoning might otherwise provide. A consequence
that was intended is neither a practical difficulty nor an unnecessary hardship for purposes of an
exception. These all prevent finding (a) from being made.

The location of the Project site is neither an exceptional circumstance nor condition such
as to warrant the grant of exceptions. To suggest generally that location is an exceptional
circumstances or condition would create a loophole that swallows the rule. Moreover, the
location of this Project suggests exactly the opposite; as suggested by policies such as ZI No.
2427, exceptions should not be granted to allow densities beyond what the Specific Plan and
other relevant plans allow, especially given the air quality problems and noise to which potential
residents would be subjected. As such, findings (b) and (c) cannot be made. The traffic impacts
alone ensure that finding (d) cannot be made. The welfare of the residential neighborhood to the
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east4 will clearly be damaged by the significant unrnitigable impacts to intersections along
Sepulveda Blvd., Ventura Blvd., and Kester Avenue that provide access in and out of the
neighborhood. As noted above, the Project will also be injurious to nearby properties by
degrading access to parking. Moreover, as demonstrated throughout this and previous
correspondence, granting the exceptions results in a Project detrimental to the public welfare
through excessive exposure to air pollutants and noise. See Sections III, V, supra.

Further, as noted above in Sections IILC, VII, and VIII, the Project is inconsistent with
the Specific Plan, the Community Plan, and the Air Quality Element of the General Plan. It is
also inconsistent with the recommendations ofZI No. 2427. Section IILB, supra. As noted in
Section VI, the General Plan Framework Element is not applicable to project-specific
consistency analysis.

Significant numbers of comments from members of the community have opposed the
Project in its current form and have asked for a Project that is "compliant with the Specific Plan."
The applicant's only response has been circular and the essence of sophistry - that the Specific
Plan allows for exceptions and if the exceptions are granted, the Project is compliant. Either
unintentionally or deliberately, this response misses the point of the opposition to the
exemptions. Those' who have raised the issues understand what the Specific Plan represents - a
compromise between community interests and development interests. Variances/exceptions of
the level sought by the applicant - including increasing the FAR in order to substantially
increase the density of units and increasing the height over a significant portion of the Project
site - upsets that compromise, and without proper justification to do so. '

The issues the applicant has raised to justify the exceptions are not hardship issues. They
are design issues. The applicant merely thinks his design is better with a different height and a
different FAR than that allowed under the Specific Plan. That is not sufficient to warrant the
significant and substantial exceptions to the Specific Plan sought here.

X. CONCLUSION.

On behalf of SORSE, I respectfully urge that the appeal of VTTM-61216 be granted and
that the Project be denied in its entirety.

Sincerely,

~~a--L----

Attachments

A count using ZIMAS maps indicates approximately 510 parcels in the
neighborhood. See Exhibit 14.
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cc: Mr. Nicholas Hendricks, City Planner
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CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
200 N. Spring Street, Room 272, Los Angeles, California,.90012, (213) 978-1300

www.lacity.or9fPLNflndex.htm

Determination Mailing Date: _A_P_R_' 9,-. 4_. _20_13 _

CPC-2008-4604-GPA-ZC-HD-CUB-DB-5PR
CEQA: ENV-2011-0585-EIR, SCH No. 2011031049

Location: 11122 W. Pica Boulevard; 2431-2441
S. Sepulveda Boulevard; ADD Area: 11240,
11250,11120,11160, 11110W. Pica Boulevard
Council Districts: 5 - Koretz, 11 - Rosendahl
Plan Area: West Los Angeles
Requests: General Plan Amendment, Zone
Change, Height District Change, Conditional
Use, Density Bonus, Site Plan Review

Applicant: Gasden West LA, LLC and Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
Representative: Howard Katz, Gasden West LA, LLG

At its meeting on February 28, 2013, the following action was taken by the City Planning Commission:

1. Approved a General Plan Amendment to Ghange the Light Manufacturing and Public Facilities land use designation
to Community Commercial.

2. Disapproved a General Plan Amendment for the Add Area located at 11110, 11200, 11240, 11250 and 11160 W.
Pica Boulevard.

3. Approved a Zone Change from M2 and PF to (T)(Q)C2-1-0.
4. Approved a Height District Change for the PF zoned portion of the site from Height District 1XL to Height District 1.
5. Approved a Conditional Use to permit the sale and dispensing of a full-line of alcohol for off-site consumption for

one grocery tenant.
6. Approved a Conditional Use to permit the sale and dispensing of a full-line of alcohol for off-site consumption for

one retail tenant.
7. Approved a Density Bonus to allow 71 Very Low Income Senior Household units with 36 parking spaces, utilizing

Parking Option, with one on-menu incentive to permit a floor area ratio of 3:1.
8. Approved the Site Plan Review.
g. Adopted the attached Conditions of Approval.

10. Adopted the attached Findings.
11. Certified that it has reviewed and considered the Environmental Impact Report, ENV-2008-3989-EIR (SCH No.

2009061041), Including the accompanying mitigation measures, the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting program, and
Adopt the related environmental Findings, and Statement of Overriding Considerations as the environmental
clearance for the project and Find: .
a. The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Gasden Sepulveda Project, which includes the Draft EIR and the

Final EIR, has been completed in compliance with the Califomia Environmental Quality Act'.(CEQA), Public
Resources Code Section 21000 et seq., and the State and City of Los Angeles GEQA Guidelines.

b. The Project's EIR was presented to the City Planning Commission (GPC) as a recommending
body of the lead agency, and the CPG reviewed and considered the information contained in the EIR prior to
recommending the project for approval, as well as all other information in the record of proceedings on this
matter.

c. The Project's EIR represents the independent judgment and analysis of the lead agency.
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Recommendation to the City Council:

1. Recommend that the City Council Approve a General Plan Amendment to Change the Ught Manufacturing and
Public Facilities land use designation to Community Commercial.

2, Recommend that the City Council Disapprove a General Plan Amendment for the Add Area located at 11110,
11200, 11240, 11250 and 11160 W. Pico Boulevard.

3, Recommend that the City Council Approve a Zone Change from M2 and PF to (T)(Q)C2-1"(),
4, Recommend that the City Council Approve a Height District Change for the PF zoned portion of the site from

Height District 1XL to Height District 1. . . .
5, Recommend that the City Council Adopt the attached Conditions of Approval.
6, Recommend that the City Council Adopt the attached Findings, .
7, . Recommend that the City Council Certify it has reviewed and considered the Environmental Impact Report, ENV-

200B-3989-EIR (SCH No, 2009061041), including the accompanying mitigation measures, the Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting program, and Adopt the related environmental Findings, and Statement of Overriding Considerations
as the environmental clearance for the project and Find:
a, The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Casden Sepulveda Project, which includes the Draft EIR and the

Final EIR, has been completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Publio
Resources Code Section 21000 et seq., and the State and City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines,

b. The ProJeot's EIR was presented to the City Planning Commission (epC) as a reoommending
body of the lead agenoy, and the CPC reviewed and considered the Information contained in the EIR prior to
recommending the project for approval, as well as all other information in the record of proceedings on this
matter,

c. The Project's EIR represents the independent judgment and analysis of the lead agency.

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through fees.

This action was taken by the following vote: . ;-

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Roschen
Lessin
Burton, Eng, Hovaguimian
Freer, Cardoso, Perlman, Romero

Vote: 5-0

mission Executive Assistant II
sion

Appeals: If the Commission has disapproved the Zone Change request, in whole or In part, the applicant may appeal
that disapproval to the Council within 20 days alter the mailing date of this determination, Any appeal not filed within
the 20-day period shall not be considered by the Council. All appeals shall be filed on forms provided at the Planning
Department's Public Counters at 201 N. Figueroa Street, Fourth Floor, Los Angeles, or at 6262 Van Nuys Boulevard,
Suite 251, Van Nuy s,

APR 242013Final Appeal Date: _

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to CalHornia Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition
for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's
decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6, -There may be other time limits which
also affect your ability to seek judicial review,

Attachments: Conditions, Maps, Ordinance, Findings, Resolution
City Planner: Henry Chu
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35. Driveway Plan. Prior to the issuance of a demolition permit, the Applicant shall submit a
driveway plan, to the satisfaction of DOT, which addresses:

a. Pedestrian safety and technology and equipment installed within the driveways
proposed along Pica Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard.

b. All delivery truck loading and unloading shall take place on site with no vehicles
backing into or out of the Project site from any adjacent street.

The driveway and circulation plan shall be submitted to DOT's Citywide Planning
Coordination Section (201 N. Figueroa Street, 4th Floor, Station 3, at 213-482-7024) to
avoid delays in the building permit approval process. In order to minimize and prevent
last minute building design changes, it is imperative that the Applicant, prior to the
commencement of building or parking layout design efforts, contact DOT for driveway
width and internal circulation requirements so that such traffic flow considerations are
designed and incorporated early into the building and parking layout plans to avoid any
unnecessary time' delays and potential costs associated with late design changes.

36. Wayfinding Signage. Prior to the issuance of any Certificate of Occupancy or
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy, the Applicant shall submit plans for wayfinding
signage along the perimeter of the Project property.vat the above-ground podium level
for residents, and throughout the site to increase awareness of non-car amenities, to the
satisfaction olthe Planning Department.

37. Bus/Shuttle, Layover Areas. When reasonably appropriate prior notice has been given,
the Applicant shall participate in all meetings conducted by staff of the applicable transit
agencies pertaining to the development of bus/shuttle layover areas within or near the
project site.

Residential Dwelling Units. No residential dwelling units shall be within 500 feet of the
Freeway.

-7 38.

39. Big Box Retail and Grocery Market Entrance/Exit. The Applicant shall design the
Project to include an Entry/Exit access point at the southeast portion for the big box retail
store and grocery market. The entry/exit access point shall not be limited to an
emergency exit but shall serve as an additional entry/exit for the patrons.

40. Public Restrooms. The Applicant shall submit final plans detailing the incorporation of
public restrooms located at the southeast portion of the project site to the satisfaction of
the Director of Planning. The final design shall specify the location of the facilities and
identify how access to and from the facility will be achieved.

41. Affordable Senior Housing Building. The Applicant shall maintain the restricted
Affordable Senior units in a separate building form the unrestricted units, and shall
design the restricted building to meet the physical and social needs of senior citizens so
as to comply with California Civil Code Section 51.2.

0"."'.,'". ->,", .. ',.
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• Lowered Podium Level
The Revised Project eliminates one level of above grade commercial space,
which sets the podium level approximately 22 feet lower than the Original
Project

• Peak Building Heights Reduced
The removal of a 22-foot commercial story and the redistribution of units reduces
the top building height of the rear structure by five feet (from 201 feet to 196
feet). Further. the heights to the tops of the other structures were lowered by 6 to
12 feet.

• Increase in Distance between Structures
Under the Revised Project, there is a distance of 84 feet between the two
Sepulveda Boulevard structures and 118 feet between the Exposition Boulevard
fronting structures.

• Increased Number of Residential Units
The Revised Project increases the number of residential units from' 538 to 638,
which includes an increase of 12 in senior affordable units from 59 to 71 units.

• Direct Multi-Level Commercial Garage Access
The Revised Project will provide di rect access to the various levels to the new
garage. All commercial parking levels will be linked internally.

• Commercial/Resident Parking Levels
Parking Level P4 of the Revised Project is designed to accommodate both
commercial and resident parking. The allocation of spaces between these two
uses will be able to be changed should parking demand shift and more spaces
need to be allocated to one use or the other.

• No Building Construction on Public Storage Land
The design of the Revised Project no longer includes the construction of any
garage space below or residential space above land owned by Public Storage.
The Revised Project only will utilize a surface easement to improve the
pedestrian access to the residential and retail lobbies on Pico Boulevard.

• Parking
The number of residential parking spaces increased as the number of residential
units increased. However, the total number of parking spaces in the project
decreased by 234. Parking will still exceed LAMC requirements.

While the City Planning Commission recommended different condtions of approval at its
hearing on February 28, 2013, those conditions do not affect the development envelope
of the Project Most notably. the heights of the Project buildings would remain within the
heights previously analyzed in the Final EIR even accounting for the Commission's
condition that no residential dwelling unit be within 500 feet of the Freeway. Accordingly,
the findings made below concerning the Revised Project are equally applicable to ·the
Project as conditioned by the Commission.
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would eliminate the CO significant impact that would have occurred under the Original
. Project.

2. Mitigation Measures.

a. See Mitigation Measure (b) in Section F.2. below.

3. Findings.

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Original Project,
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of operational
emissions generated by the Original Project. Yet, the potential for a significant project-
specific and cumulative impact remains, as is the case for the Revised Project. There
are no feasible mitigation measures that would avoid or substantially lessen these
significant environmental impacts. However, for the reasons described above, the
Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or increase the severity
of any previously identified significant impact with respect to this environmental impact,
and the same mitigation measures will be incorporated into the Revised Project.
Specific. economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
considerations identified in Section XI of this document (Statement of Overriding
Considerations) justify the decision to proceed with the Revised Project despite this
Significant impact.

4. Rationale for Findings.

The following rationale was applicable to the Original Project and remains applicable to
the Revised Project: Operational emissions will be primarily generated by motor
vehicles. The Project will prepare and implement a TDM program to the satisfaction of
LADOT that will reduce traffic impacts of the Project and encourage Project residents,
employees, and patrons to reduce vehicular traffic on the street and freeway system
during the most congested periods of the day. Moreover, the Project is a transit oriented
development that will increase density in proximity to, and encourage the use of public
transit in an established urban environment. However, even with implementation of this
mitigation, impacts related to ROG, NOx and CO will remain significant and unavoidable.
There is no feasible mitigation that would further reduce this impact.

5. Reference.

For a complete discussion of Air Quality (operations) impacts, see Section IV.C of the
DEIR, MMRP (Mitigation Measure N-2), and Errata #3.

-7 c. Land Use Planning (Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy Of Regulation)

1. Description of Significant Effects.

The Original Project would require the demolition of existing buildings at the Project Site
and the development of the site wiih mixed-use commercial and residential uses. The
applicant is requesting multiple discretionary approvals in connection with the same.
While the Original Project would result in new mixed-use residential and retail
development, it is located in close proximity to the San Diego Freeway, which may result
in health risk impacts, specifically outdoor air quality impacts, and is inconsistent with
certain policies and objectives set forth in the City's General Plan concerning
preservation of industrial uses.
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For the same reasons, the Revised Project will be inconsistent with those policies since
the Revised Project would provide the same uses (residential and commercial) and
generate substantially the same aggregate number of employees and resident.

The Add Area Project is the re-designation of three properties from Ught Manufacturing
and Public Facilities to Community Commercial in order to provide for logical, consistent
area-wide planning and uniform land use designations in the future. No zone change is
proposed in connection with the re-designation. Accordingly, there will be
inconsistencies between the zoning of the Add Area Project properties and the new
General Plan designation if the Add Area Project is approved. Said inconsistencies will
also mean that the existing self-storage facility on the Add Area Project site will become
a non-conforming use if the Add Area Project is approved.

2. Mitigation Measures.

a. For the residential portion of the Development Project, an air
filtration system shall be installed arid maintained with filters
meeting or exceeding the ASHRAE standard 52.2 Minimum
Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 13, to the satisfaction of the
Department of Building and Safety.

3. Findings.

Changes or alterations had been required in, or incorporated into, the Original Project,
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects related to land
use and planning, and generated by the Original Project.·· However;' the potential for
significant project-specific and cumulative impacts remain. The same level and impacts
apply equally to the Revised Project, although for the reasons described above, the
Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or increase the severity
of any previously identified significant impact with respect to this environmental impact,
and the same mitigation measures will be incorporated into the Revised Project There
are no feasible mitigation measures that would avoid or substantially lessen these
significant environmental effects. However, specific :economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations, including considerations identified in Section XI of
this document (Statement of Overriding Considerations) justify the decision to proceed
with the Revised and Add Area Projects despite this significant impact.

4. Rationale for Findings.

The following rationale was applicable to the Original Project and remains applicable to
the Revised Project The inconsistency of the Project with certain policies and
objectives in the General Plan relate to the siting of residential uses near sources of air
pollution and the preservation of existing industrial uses. Inconsistency in these
respects does not necessarily dictate that the Project is inconsistent with the General
Plan as a whole. State law does not require a perfect match between a· proposed
project and the applicable land use plan. Thus, state law does not impose a.requirement
that a proposed project comply with every policy in a land use plan since such policies
often try to accommodate a wide range of competing interests. Thus, to be 'consistent"
with a land use plan itself, the proposed project must only be 'in harmony' with the
applicable land use plan. As found in the Findings Regarding General Plan Amendment
and Zone Change for Casden West LA, LLC's Proposed Project at Pico Boulevard and
Sepulveda Boulevard, the Revised Project is consistent with numerous policies in the
General Plan and Community Plan, including policies encouraging transit oriented
development and increasing density near rail lines. The Project Site is consistent with
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those policies, which existing uses at the Project Site do nothing to advance. However,
the inconsistency with objectives related to the siting of residential uses near air pollution
sources and preserving existing industrial uses may cause a land use impact that is
significant within the meaning of CEQA, given the City's particular CEQA significance
threshold for land use impacts for this project.

The Project will exceed relevant health risk thresholds as indicated in the Final EIR. No
feasible and quantifiable mitigation is available to reduce outdoor PM10 and PM2.5
emissions and indoor N02 t-hour concentrations to levels below relevant health risk
thresholds. While there is no quantifiable mitigation available to reduce the potential
impacts set forth above, there are several available mitigation strategies that could
improve outdoor and indoor air quality at the Project Site. These include: (1) locate
opens space areas (courtyards, patios, balconies, etc.) as far from the freeway sources
as possible; (2) plant vegetation between receptors and freeway sources; (3) consider
site plan design minimizing operable windows and .building frontages to the freeway; (4)
consider options for mechanical and ventilation systems (i.e., supply or exhaust based
systems); (5) if a supply-based system is proposed (l.e., actively brining outside air
through intake ducts), consider locating intakes as far from the freeway sources as
possible. To the extent feasible, these strategies will be implemented, and they may
serve to reduce the aforementioned impacts to a less than significant level. However,
because these strategies are not quantifiable, impacts related to inconsistencies with
General Plan poticies, including the health risk impacts discussed above' will remain
significant and unavoidable.

The Add Area Project is the re-designation of three properties from Light Manufacturing
and Public Facilities to Community Commercial. The re-designation is intended to
provide for logical, consistent area-wide planning and uniform land use designations
within the Development Project area, and in the neighborhood as a whole.
Notwithstanding this intent, the re-designation will create zoning inconsistencies in the
short term because the Add Area Project parcets are not currently zoned consistent with
the proposed General Plan designation. For these reasons, impacts related to land use
consistency would atso be significant and unavoidable for the Add Area Project. There
is no mitigation that would avoid these conflicts.

The Project will result in the loss of an existing industrial site in the City. It will replace
existing industrial uses with a job-rich, mixed-use housing development, however, and
will result in a net increase of jobs at the Project Site. Nonetheless, and because of
General Plan policies that express a preference for preserving industrial uses within the
City, this impact will remain significant and unavoidable.

5. Reference.

For a complete discussion of Land Use Planning impacts, see Section IV.I of the DEIR,
(Mitigation Measure 1-3), Errata #3, and the Findings Regarding General Plan
Amendment and Zone Change for Casden West LA, LLC's Proposed Project at Fiico
Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard. .

D. Original and Revised Project - Noise (Cumulative Construction and
Operation) .

1. Description of Significant Effects.

As discussed above, project-specific construction noise impacts would not rise to a level
of significance. Nonetheless, the Original Project, together with associated related
projects could result in a cumulatively significant impact with respect to construction
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City Planning Commission Meeting 2-28-13 re Casden West

Part 5; 18:50

Henry Chu:

Commissioner:

Chu:

Commissioner:

Chu:

Commissioner:

Should we go into health and air quality?

Yes, let's go there.

Okay, so it's Building 4. The Council office made a comment that
50% -- or 25% of the residences were within --

I think he said 25%.

25% were within -- were in -- were closer than 500 feet from the 405
freeway. So, yes, Building 4 is actually 350 feet away from the 405
freeway and -- umm this is City Planning Commission policy of not
enf -- not allowing residential developments within 500 feet of the
freeway. The applicant has stated that they would install HEPA
filters of -- I believe it was 13 -- on the opposite end, but the air is
constantly moving in the area. Even if you put the project 500 feet
away from the freeway, it wouldn't change the air quality impacts.

So let's take a minute on this one. This has been a long time focus
of this Commission, going back literally 7 years. We have tried to
focus on ways to look at the health of our citizens, to look at the
health certainly of sensitive users. Urn, this is -- we've actually held
here at Commission invited guests to speak to the particulate issue
which is where the SOO-footnumber comes from. This is study that
has been done around ultra-fine particulates at USC and we invited
them to come here and talk to us about it. Our threshold in the past
has been looking at a zoning change to residential from a public
facilities issue as a concern. It's hard to go to residential when we
clearly know the health risks that we're putting, I think, our residents
under. My sense is that this project, if they held to the SOO-foot line,
which is what we would have to ask them to volunteer to do, would
be to move the residence 500 feet back from the freeway. My
concern also is that the very tallest building is the one closest of the
freeway. So for me, that would be the threshold of discussion
around this project and let's get right to it and talk about the density
issue. lfwe were to move the building back, the question would be
for the applicant, we would advise to keep the same volume that the
project now represents, the same envelope that's been reviewed in
terms of the EIR and in terms of the project. So that would mean a



reduction in units for the total project. So, that would be the
scenario that I would say that this Commission needs to discuss and
see if it's an opportunity for us to review the project in that light. So
I put that on the table. One, because this Commission has
consistently done that and reviewed projects with this issue on
public facility sites, and second, because it is very clear new
evidence about health concerns and I'm very reluctant to approve a
residential use within that 500 feet. Others?

Commissioner 2: Just for clarification, Commissioner Burton, which portion of the site
is public facilities and what is not?

Chu: The MTA portion of the site.

Commissioner 2: Right, so what percentage of the site is that? Approximately?

Chu: Urn, probably about 25 to 30 percent.

Commissioner 2: So about 1/3 of the site?

Chu: I would say.

Commissioner 1: Others? Sean?

Commissioner 2: I mean Commissioner Roschen, one of the -- you know, I understand
that the Commission has adopted this policy. One of the concerns I
have is making the project more dense if you were to push the
residential over. One of the things I like about the current site
design is that the amenities are in the middle of the project and they
have access. It's more of a village concept. There's some different
massing. It gives people in the project equal opportunities to the
amenities. So one of the things I would be concerned about is
moving the entities to the extreme of the project and I think farthest
away from where the seniors are located. [would just want to think
about that.

Commissioner I: Why don't we do this, because I think, I' d hate to put that up as the
discussion point. That versus health, but let's take that under the
discussion around, let's call it the TOD orientation, the urban design
of the project.

Commissioner 2: That would be fine. And I think it would be great to have more
information on the health aspect. We've heard you talk a little bit



about potential HEPA filters, as well as it being an active air -- area.
It would be interesting to have more data on that as we discuss this.
I don't know who best to provide that, but that would be useful.

Chu: We do have an environmental consultant present, Mr. Brett
Palmeroy, who conducted the air quality study.

Commissioner 1: And we've had this discussion of course, previously in the
Commission. And the concem around the filters too, is that with
bedrooms you have open windows and so the filters are less
effective. Others on the air quality issue?

Commissioner 3: I have one question.

Commissioner 1: George?

Commissioner 2: I'm sorry, I'm not quite -- can we hear at some point from the
consultant and hear some perspective on that issue?

Commissioner 1: Sure. Do you want to ask him that? Do you want to invite him up?
Is he here?

Commissioner 2: George, I didn't mean to cut you off just before we move off this
topic.

Commissioner I: No. Thank you, Sean.

Brett Palmeroy: Hi. My name is Brett Palmeroy with Parker Environmental
Consultants. Was there a specific question? I didn't hear the
specific question from the back.

Commissioner 2: We're just trying to make a determination of the health risks within
500 feet of the freeway and there was some discussion of adding
HEP A filters or being an active air area. Can you just shed some
light on that for us?

Palmeroy: Well based on my experience with coordinating with the South
Coast Air Quality Management District and I believe it was already
referenced with the USC studies, the carcinogenic materials are the
ultra-fine particulars, the 0.1 diameter microns. So the HEPA filters
really achieve their most effectiveness with the larger diameter
pollutants. So the measureable effectiveness is hard to relate to an
urbanized and developed location like this. You can do it in a lab,



but in terms of the nature of the impact being reduced to a less than
significant level from a CEQA perspective, it is difficult to rely on a
HEPA filter or a MERV-J3 to achieve a 0.1 micron diameter
filtration. The effectiveness is really targeted more from the two
microns up to the J0, the PM2.5, the PMI O.

Commissioner 4: Everyone understand that?

Commissioners: [Laughter.]

Commissioner 5: George did.

Palmeroy: It's in the HRA specifically with respect to the effectiveness of the
reduction of particulate matter as a whole and the HEP A filters will
serve to do that, and in terms of the diesel particulate and the ultra-
fine particulates, that's where the study area becomes a little less
concrete and a little less of a guaranty in terms of a mitigation
standpoint.

Commissioner 3: And what's the effect of being 500 feet away from the freeway
versus 350 feet from the freeway?

Palmeroy: The effect is that is that the impacts will be reduced. To the extent
that they are reduced --

Commissioner 3: Significantly reduced?

Palmeroy: In terms of CEQA language or in terms of every day language? I
mean, it's a -- with every distance you are set back, you will see an
improvement. That's the nature of the situation. So, from a 500-
foot setback scenario, you'd be needing CARE's recommendation
and their siting criteria for sensitive receptor. That's where the
analysis would fall in terms of the CEQA language.

Part 6; 00:00

Commissioner 3: And that was one of the bases for the 500-foot?

Palmeroy: Right.

Commissioner I: And that's the LAUSD prop -- policy as well.

Palmeroy: Right.



Commissioner 3: And what about this notion that you mention as active air area. Can
you explain that a little bit to us? How does that -- what does that
mean and how is that different from other areas?

Palmeroy: 1think there's a lot of things to consider in this particular location,
the freeway being elevated compared to the ground level location.
And the climate in this particular location is predominately trending
from the west to the east to the north from the winds location, from a
climate perspective. And then you have a lot of different sources
contributing to the ambient air quality. The freeway is one source,
but you have roadways and other local networks and buses and
trucks and things that actively use the smaller side streets too, which
are also contributing to the air quality. The HRA itself just focuses
on just the freeway because that's what the policies are trying to
address. There's a lot of different things factoring into the actual air
quality conditions of the site, in addition to just the freeway. So it's
worth noting that the ambient air quality for the entire basin, for
some perspective, the cancer risks that were modeled back in 2004
by the Air Quality Management District, concluded that the basin
average for cancer risks is somewhere around 1200 per I million.
And for this particular study, we concluded that around 300 feet, it
was about 400 perl million from just the freeway. So the freeway
contributes to the ambient, but as a basin-wide issue it's not just -- I
mean it's a localized impact for this project based on the setback
from the freeway, but there's multiple factors contributing to the
ambient air quality of the project.

Commissioner 1: So, at this point, 1want to thank you Brett. Sean, I' d like to cover all
these other things if we can and we can always revisit this. That was
really helpful. Thank you. Henry --

Palmeroy: Thank you.

Commissioner I: Let's go on to the next --

Commissioner 6: Can ljust ask one question?

Commissioner 1: Yeah if you can kinda --

Commissioner 6: Yeah, very, very small question. Can you address the effectiveness
ofHEPA filters in a residential where you have open windows--
what is it going to be doing? And especially in an area where the



climate is moderate where you don't need to run the air conditioning
all the time? So what would HEPA really do to the people living in
those units?

Palmeroy: That's a very good question and it's something I that needs to be
discussed in coordination between the I-IBAC and mechanical team
from the site design perspective. Based on just ventilation of the
building itself, there are a lot of different ventilation options, supply
based and exhaust based meaning you're either bringing in active air
from the outside through your building or you're allowing the
building to send the air from the inside out. So, it's an exhaust --
that would be the exhaust scenario. So to answer your question, the
HEPA filters, the AQMD has said there is about an 85% per
MERV13 equivalent HEPA filter, which is about an 85% real world
reduction effectiveness of reducing the particulate matter in a
residential project like this assuming there is operable windows.
They've done a few studies to show that there's -- even though in a
lab setting, if you look at a chart for MERV ratings, you can achieve
something better in real life that usually comes around to 85%
removal efficiency.

Commissioner 1: Brett, I'm going to say thanks very much. Really helpful. We do
have to keep this moving and there's still a lot to cover. So, Henry
can we take on the next issue?
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Mr. Silverstein:

RE: PublicRecordsActRequestFor_iIilit~~ili!I

This letter is a follow up to our extension letter dated March 29, 2013, in response to your
request dated March 21, 2013, seeking records from the Department of City Planning pursuantto
the California Public Records Act (CPRA) regarding the above.

After thorough research, the Department advises you to use the link below which may be
responsive to your requests #J and 2:

&~pImmiOOlj""kty,,,,g!soole.sl"d"""i8"fqlllill!!W~RI!I,J\"''''iSlOIi¥Notica ..EXhibitsA-F.pdf
_. _"''',_',., --- •• '--'"~"".'-"""""""""" _ •.••• , •• _.:",..... --, - . '0' ".,,, '-', "-, __ ,,,,.,' ;.:C ,',,,, '" •• ",.;. __: ... \ .:;,.',_ '.' ...... -_ ' " •

Also, for # I, and attached to the email whicb contained tbis letter, is th<liBiilm1lhe~l'I¥i~dry
~;for Freeway Adjacent Sensitive Uses, which became effective in November 2012.

For #3, the audio of the hearing of City Planning Commission Case #2008-4604-GPA-ZC-HD-
CUB-DB·SPR can be accessed via our website: www.plarming,lacilv.org, under Meetings and
Hearings. The case file itself can be viewed beginning on Wednesday, April 17,2013. Please
call me at 213-798-1260 to make an appointment to review thiscase,

Please cal! me at 213-978-1260 should you have any questions. Thank you.

Sincerely,

~fl~
,.~ Mark Lopez- U Custodian of Records

ML:bp
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. lONINGINFORMATION (l.l.) NO. 2427
FREEWAY ADJACENT ADVISORY NOTICE FOR SENSITIVE USES

Effective: November 8,2012
Council District: Citywide, within 1,000 feet of freeways

Instructions:

All applicants filing a discretionary application for which the City Planning Commission is
the initial decision-maker or the decision-maker on appeal, shall receive a copy of the
attached Advisory Notice. The Advisory Notice applies to the following types of
discretionary applications:

Discretionary Permit _ LAMe Section
Conditional Use Permits granted b-y-:;th-e-C=P"'C--------..:1::O:2"'.2"-4;:-U~==---
Density Bonus 12.21A25
Public, Quasi-Public Open Space Land Use Categories 12.24.1
Zone Change 12.32
General Plan Amendment 11.5.6
Major Project Review/CUP 12.24.U .14
Tentative Tract Map 17.06
Preliminary Parcel Map 17.50

Please review the "Frequently Asked Questions" attachment and refer any other pre-
. filing questions regarding the notice or its applicability to the Development Services

Center (213) 482-7077 or planning@lacity.org. Inquiries regarding the applicability of
the Advisory Notice to a specific project or case may be directed to the Project Planner
assigned to the application.·



FREEWAY ADJACENT ADVISORY NOTICE FOR SENSITIVE USES
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. Why am I.receiving a copy of the Freeway Adjacent Advisory Notice?

In recent years ,..the City Planning Commission (CPC) has taken an increased interest in
projects classified as sensitive receptor sites, particularly schools and residential uses, in
close proximity to freeways.

In order to inform applicants of the CPG's concerns on the matter and provide guidance
for addressing this issue from the early inception of a project, the Freeway Adjacent
Advisory Notice is being distributed to all applicants for new projects and expansions of
existing development involving sensitive uses within 1,000 feet of freeways.

2, Why was 1,000 feet chosen as the boundary for the Advisory Notice?

Freeways are a major stationary source of air pollution and their impact on the air we
breathe and public health in cities has been and continues to be a subject of public

. health research.· Scientific literature previously focused on impacts to immediately
surrounding communities within 500 feet of freeways; however, recent studies have
established strong links to negative health outcomes affecting sensitive populations as
far out as 1,000 feet from freeways, in some instances up to one mile. The Commission
felt that 1,000 feet would be a conservative distance that would include potential
properties that could house populations considered to be more at-risk of the negative
effects of air pollution caused by freeway proximity.

3. Are the recommendations in the Advisory Notice mandatory?
The Advisory Notice is informational in nature and does not impose any additional land
use or zoning regulations. It is intended to inform applicants of the significance of this
issue for the City Planning Commission. Several recommended approaches are
highlighted to assist in navigating through this complex issue; however, applicants need
not adhere to anyone particular method for addressing air quality impacts on a particular
project. Project design features or conditions may be tailored to individual projects as
deemed appropriate.

4. Is this a prohibition or a moratorium?
The Freeway Adjacent Advisory Notice is not a prohibition or moratorium on new
development near freeways. It is advisory only and serves as an early notification to
applicants of discretionary projects who may not otherwise be aware of the potential
impacts on future building occupants of siting a building near a freeway. The notice
provides backqround on the issue and guidance that will assist the City Planning
Commission in making required findings for discretionary approvals after considering the
unique circumstances of each individual case.



ADVISORY NOTICE REGARDING SENSITIVE USES NEAR FREEWAYS

TO: APPLICANTS FOR NEW PROJECTS AND EXPANSIONS OF EXISTING
DEVELOPMENTS INVOLVING SENSITIVE USES WITHIN 1,000 FEET OF FREEWAYS

FROM: THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 8,2012

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION'S STATEMENT OF CONCERN:
The purpose of this notice is to alert applicants to the City Planning Commission's recent
concerns relative to the placement of sensitive uses near freeways. In recent years, the City
Planning Commission (CPG) has taken an increased interest in projects classified as sensitive
receptor sites, particularly schools and residential uses, in close proximity to freeways.

APPU:;ABILITY AND INTENT OF THIS NOTICE:
This notice serves to advise applicants for discretionary land use requests under the authority of
the City Planning Commission of.the Commission's concerns. Project design alternatives have
been identified below. If integrated into the project design, these rneasures may help to reduce
or address impacts and public health risks, and therefore, should be considered.

8,f\CKGROUND:
Review of recent air pollution studies shows a strong link between the chronic exposure of
populations to vehicle exhaust and particulate matter from roads and freeways and elevated risk
of adverse health impacts, particularly in sensitive populations such as young children and older
adults. Areas located within 500 feet of a freeway 1 are known to experience the greatest
concentrations of fine and ultrafine particulate rnatter (PM), a pollutant implicated in asthrna and
other health conditions. In 2003, the California Legislature enacted SB 352, which precludes the
siting of public schools within 500 feet of a freeway, unless it can be shown that any significant
health risk can be mitigated.

On January 26, 2009 the City Planning Department presented a report to the City Planning
Commission in response an earlier Commission request for Department staff to outline
recommendations addressing the issue of public health and freeway proximity In response to a
subsequent request on November 11, 2011, the Planning Department submitted a report in
January 2012 outlining potential mitigation measures for housing projects in proximity to
freeways. On July 12, 2012 the CPC directed staff to prepare an advisory notice notifying
applicants of the Commission's interest and careful consideration of public health implications in
their review of freeway-adjacent projects.

DEFINITION OF SENSliwE USES:
South Coast AQMD's Guidance Document for Addressing Air Quality Issues In General Plans
and Local Plannlnq, defines a sensitive receptor as a person in the population who is
particularly susceptible to health effects due to exposure to an air contaminant.

1 Freeway, as defined In the Ca!trans H1ghway Design Manual -Chapter 60, pg. 60-2: (May 7.2012)
"Freeway--A dIvided arterial highway with full control of access and with grade separations at intersections,"



The following are land uses (sensitive sites) where sensitive receptors are typically located:

• residences
• schools, playgroundsand childcare centers
• long-term health care facilities
• rehabilitation centers
• adult day carelconvalescent centers
• hospitals
• retirement homes

EXISTING ADOPTED POLICIES:
The City's General Plan already contains adopted policies addressing health-based risks and
outcomes. Below are a few that are directly related to the placement of sensitive uses near
freeways.

Air Quality Element Policy 4.3.1: Revise the City's General PlanlCommunity Plans to
ensure that new or related sensitive receptorsare located to minimize significant health
risks posed by air pollution sources.

Housing Element Policy 4.1.9: Whenever possible, assure adequate health-based
buffer zones between new residential and emitting industries.

Housing Element Policy 2.1.2: Establish standards that enhance health outcomes.

A Finding of consistency with the existing policies in the City's adopted General Plan will be
weighed in the Commission's consideration of each project, as set forth in LAMC Section 12.32
C.3 (Land Use Legislative Actions):

"Procedure for Applications. (Amended by Ord. No. 173,754, Eft. 3/5/01.) Once a
complete application is received, as determined by the Director, the Commission shall hold a
public hearing or direct a Hearing Officer to hold the hearing. If a Hearing Officer holds the
public hearing, he or she shall make a recommendation for action on the application. That
recommendation shall then be heard bv the Planning Commission. which may hold a public
hearing and shall make a repon and recommendation regarding the relation of the proposed
land use ordinance to the General Plan and whether adoption of the proDosed land use
ordinance will be in conformity with public necessity. convenience. general welfare and good
zoning practice."

STANDARD CONDITIONS AND DESIGN ALTERNATIVES TO CONStDER:
Currently, there is no requirement to provide mitigation measures to address diminished
ambient air quality in projects that are developed "by-right" - that is, without discretionary
approval. However, with projects that require discretionary approval. the City has an
opportunity to impose conditions to lessen the effects of air pollution exposure

Incorporating the following standard conditions can further enable the Commission to evaluate
the merits of a project In order to make the required Findings.

Though impact analysis of the air environment on new sensitive receptors in proximity to
transportation facilities is not required by CEQA, in the interest of providing information to the



public, and creating healthy communities, the following measures should be taken under
advisement.

1. Conduct Site-Specific Health Risk Assessment
The City Planning Commission advises that applicants of projects requiring an Environmental
Impact Report, located in proximity of a freeway. and contemplating residential units, schools,
and other sensitive uses, perform a Health Risk Assessment as a supplemental technical report.
The Health Risk Assessment can provide valuable information to applicants in understanding
any potential health risks associated with a project and will enable applicants to make informed
decisions about site planning and design up-front. from the earliest stages of a project. A Health
Risk Assessment is prepared by a qualified consultant who can: identify air quality levels
particular to a specific project site based upon variables such as topography and prevailing wind
patterns. for example. disclose potential health risks to future residents or occupants that rnay
result from the project; and offer best practices to irnprove health outcomes, based upon
ernerging research and in accordance with policies of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMO).

2. tmprove Indoor Air Quality with MERV-Rated or HEPA Air Filtration Equipment
As a condition of approval. the City Planning Commission may, at its discretion, impose a
requirement that any project proposing sensitive land uses (as defined above) within 1.000 feet
of a freeway shall be required to install and maintain air filters meeting or exceeding the
ASH RAE Standard 52.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 11 or higher.

3. Further Reducing Exposure through Project Design

Building Orientation. Locate open space areas (courtyards, patios, balconies, etc) as far
from the freeway sources as possible;

Screening with Vegetation. Plant vegetation between receptors and freeway sources.
Mature tree species such as redwood, live oak, and deodar trees have found to remove
particulate matter'.

Reduce Operable Windows. Consider designing a site plan that requires minimal
operable windows on freeway-facing frontages.

FUTURE STEPS:
The City may go further to address this issue in New Community Plans. as part of the new
Health and Wellness Chapter of the General Plan Framework, and possibly through
development standards in the Comprehensive Zoning Code Revision. In the interim this
important issue will continue to be brought to the fore, and alternatives and conditions suitable
to each individual project considered.

Removal Rates of Particulate Matter onto Vegetation as a Function of Particle Size
Sacrarnento-Erniorant Tfads
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Research I ns

Ambient Air Pollution and Autism in Los Angeles County, California
TracyAnn Becerra,' Michelle Wilhelm,' Jam Olsen,' Myles Cockburn! and Beate Ritz'
tOepartment of Epidemiology, Fielding School of Public Health, Univers'rty of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA;
2Department of Preventive Medicine, Keck School of Medicine, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, USA

BACKGROUND:The prevalence of autistic disorder (AD), a serious developmental condition, has
risen deamaeicelly oret the' past two decades, but hfgh-qealsy population-based research addressing
etiology is limited.
OBJ£CTIVES:We studied the influence of exposures to traffic-related air pollution during pregnancy
on the development of autism using data from air monitoring stations and a land use regression
(LUR) model to estimate exposures.

METHODS:Children of mothers who gave birth in Los Angeles, California, who were diagnosed
with a primary AD diagnosis at 3-5 years of age during 1998-2009 were identified through the
California Department of Developmental Services and linked to 1995-2006 California birth cerdfi-
cates. For 7,603 children with autism and 10 controls per case matched by sex. birth year, and mini-
mum gestational age, birth addresses were mapped and linked [0 the nearest air monitoring station
and a LUR model. We used conditional logistic regression, adjusting for maternal and perinatal
characteristics including indicators ofSES.

REsULTS:Per interquarrile range (IQR) increase, we estimated a 12-15% relative increase in odds
of autism for ozone [odds ratio (OR) '" 1.12,95% CI: 1.06, 1.19; per 11.54-ppb increase) and par-
ticulate marter s 2.5 pm (OR", 1.15; 95% CI: 1.06, 1.24; per 4.68_pg/m3 increase) when mutually
adjusting for both pollutants. Furthermore, we estimated 3-9% relative increases in odds per IQR
increase for LUR~based nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide exposure estimates. LU~-based associa-
tions were strongest for children of mothers with less than a high school education.

CONCLUSION: Measured and estimated exposures from ambient pcliuteer monitors and LUR
model suggest associations between autism and prenatal air pollution exposure, mostly related to
traffic sources.
KEYWORDS:air pollution, autism, land-use regression. pregnancy, traffic. Environ Health Perspect
121:380-386 (2013). http://dx..doi.org/IO.1289/ehp.1205827 [Online 18 December 2012)

Autistic disorder (AD) is a serious develop-
mental condition characterized by impairments
in social interaction, abnormalities in verbal
and nonverbal communication, and restricted
stereotyped behaviors thought to be artribur-
able to insults to the developing fetal and/or
infant brain (American Psychiatric Association
2000; Geschwind and Levitt 2007). The preva-
lence of autism has risen for the past 20 years,
partly due to changes in case definicion and
improved case recognition. Hew ....Piccicrro and
Delwiche (2009) suggested the observed rise
in incidence in California between 1990 and
2001 may partially but not fully be explained
by younger age at diagnosis (12% increase)
and inclusion of milder cases (56% increase).
Although evidence for genetic contributions
is considered quite strong, twin concordance
research recently suggested that environmen-
tal causes are also important (Hallmayer et al.
20ll), and it is quite conceivable that multi-
pte genes interact with environmental fac-
tors (Cederlund and GiHberg 2004; Glasson
et el. 2004).

Few studies to date have examined the
impact of air pollution on brain develop-
ment in general during pregnancy, although
air pollution exposure during the prenatal
period has been associated with a variety of
adverse birth outcomes (Rirz and Yu 1999;
Ritz er al. 2000; Sram er al. 2005; Williams
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er al. 1977) and neuropsychological effects
later in childhood (Calderon-Garciduenas
et al. 2008; Edwards er al. 2010; Perera
et al. 2006, 2012; Suglia er a1. 2008; Tang
er al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009). The biologi-
cal mechanisms by which air pollution may
cause autism are largely unknown, although
the immune system has been implicated as
possibly playing a role (Herrz-Picciotro er al.
2008). Only three srudies to date have exam-
ined associations between autism and air pol-
lution exposures during the prenatal period
(Kalkbrenner er al. 2010; Yolk er a1. 2010:
Windham et al. 2006). In one study, autism
was associated with ambient air concentra-
dons of chlorinated solvents and heavy metals
near birth residences (Windham er al. 2006).
Another study of autism reported elevated
odds ratios (ORs) for methylene chloride,
quinoline, and styrene exposures in ambient
air, but near-null effect estimates for ambient
air metals and other pollutants (Kalkbrenner
et al. 2010). A third study reponed that chil-
dren born to mothers living within 309 m of
a freeway during pregnancy were more likely
to be diagnosed with autism than children
whose mothers lived> 1,419 m from a free-
way (Yolk er aI. 2010).

We derived air pollution exposure mea-
sures using data from government air moni-
toring stations that provide information on

spatial and temporal variations in criteria pol-
lutants, and from a land use regression (LUR)
model we developed for the Los Angeles Air
Basin. The LUR model allowed us to greatly
improve our spatial characterizanon of traffic-
related air pollution. Because heterogeneity of
the autism phenotype and its severity may be
attributable (Q influences on different critical
gestational windows of brain development
(Geschwind and Levitt 2007), we also season-
alized these traffic measures to investigate vul-
nerable trimesters of development. Here we
examine associations between measured and
modeled exposures to prenatal air pollution
and autism in children born to mothers in Los
Angeles County, California, since 1995.

Methods
In this population-based case-control study,
our source population consisted of chil-
dren born in 1995-2006 to mothers who
resided in Los Angeles County at the time of
giving birth.

Case ascertainment am! definition. In Los
Angeles, children with autism are identified
through seven regional centers, contracted by
the California Deparrrnenr of Developmental
Services (DDS), whose sraff determine eligi-
bility and coordlnace services in their .respec-
rive service areas. Cases are children given
3 primary diagnosis of AD. the most severe
among the autism spectrum disorders (ASD)
diagnoses, between 36 and 71 months of
age at a Los Angeles Regional Center dur-
Ing 1998-2009. During our study period,
ellgibiliry for DDS services did not depend
on citizenship or financial status-services
were available to all children regardless of
socioeconomic, health insurance status, or
racial/ethnic identification. Referrals to the
regional centers are usually made by pediatri-
cians, other clinical providers, and schools,
but parents may also self-refer their children.
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The diagnosis of AD was based on
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, 4th Edition, Text Revision
(DSM-IV-R) (American PsychiatricAssociation
2000), code 299.00, reponed on the Client
Development Evaluation Report (CDER).
Validation studies have established the reli-
ability and validity of the CDER in California
(California Department of Developmental
Services 1986,2007).

Record linkage. We attempted to
link 10,821 DDS records of children with
autism to their respective birth records using
[he National Program of Cancer Registries
Registry Plus" Link Plus Software [Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
2010a). Given the child's first and last name,
birth date, and sex; mother's first and last
name and birth date; and father's last name
and birth date, we probahillstically marched
the rwo records and reviewed all high scor-
ing linkages «! '25), almost half of the llnk-
ages (9,120 of 22,806), only accepting those
manually confirmed to be likdy matches (see
CDC for record linkage concepts) (CDC
2010b). The remaining lower scoring linkages
were reviewed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and accepted on
the condition that the child's first and last
name, and birth date matched perfectly. We
correctly linked 8,600 DDS records (79.5%
of all cases) to birch records. Of the 2,221
DDS records not linked to CA birth records,
35% were not bam in Los Angeles County,
46% were missing birthplace information,
and only 19% recorded the child as bam in
Los Angeles County. The most common rea-
son for nonlinkage was missing or incomplete
linkage information on either of [,he records.

From among linked cases, ~e further
excluded children whose mother'sresidency
was outside of Los Angeles County during
her pregnancy (n "" 41), records with missing
or implausible gestational ages « 21 or > 46
weeks) or birth weights « 500 g or > 6.800 g)
(n '" 508), and cases who did not have a pri-
mary diagnosis of AD (n "" 448), leaving a
final sample of 7 ,603 children with autism
successfully linked to a birth certificate who
met all inclusion criteria.

Control selection. We selected 10 con-
rrols for each case from our source popula-
tion. Using birth certificates, each control was
randomly selected without replacement and
matched on birth year and' sex, In addition,
each control's gestational age at birth had to
be equal to or greater than the gestational age
at birth of their matched case to ensure prena-
tal exposures could be estimated for compa~
rable lengths of time, Children were eligible
as controls if they had no documentation of
autism-did not have a DDS record in Los
Angeles Count)' by 2009, had a plausible
gestational age (21-46 weeks inclusive) and

birth weight (500-6,800 g inclusive), and the
mother resided in Los Angeles County at the
time of birth,

Matching by birth year balanced rhe huge
Increase in autism rates during the case ascer-
tainment period, 1998-2009. The matched
control set included 76,030 children born dur-
lug 1995-2006. From among these, We further
excluded 248 control children who died before
6 years of age (71 months) based on California
death records, leaving 75,782 controls.

Residential locadons at delivery that were
reponed 00 birth certificates were mapped
using a custom geccoder (Goldberg er al.
2008), and further exclusions were necessary
if residential addresses were not geocodable
(9 cases, 147 controls) [see Supplemental
Maredal, Table S 1 (http'!ldx.doi.otg/l0.1289/
chp.1205827)]. TI,e geocoded residentlalloca-
dons at birth were then linked to the near-
est government air monitoring station in Los
Angeles County and our LUR model.

This research was approved by the
University of California. Los Angeles, Office of
the Human Research Protection Program and
the California Committee for the Protection
of Human Subjects, and was exempted from
informed consent requtremenrs.

Exposureassessment. Using measurements
for the criteria pollutants carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen dioxide (N02), nitric oxide
(NO), ozone (03)' and paruculace matter
concentrations wlrh an aerodynamic diameter
s 10 urn (PMIO) and s 2.5 urn (PM,.,) from
nearest monitoring stations, we estimated
average exposures for the entire pregnancy and
for three specific periods during pregnancy
based on the birth date and gestational age
reponed on the birth certificate: first [rimester
(estimated first day of last menstrual period
through day 92), second trimester (days
93-185), and third trimester (day 186 to date
of birth). The length of each pregnancy aver-
aging period for controls was me same as for
their matched case: Averaging periods for each
autistic risk set were truncated at the gesta~
rional age of the matched case at birth. Hourly
measurements for CO, N02, NO, and 03
(1000:-1800 hours) were first averaged for
each day if sufficient data were available [for
details, see Supplemental Material, Table S2
(http://dx.doi.o'g/10.1289/ ehp.1205 827)].
Daily averages for the gaseous pollutants and
24-hr measurements ofPM10 and PM2.S (col-
lected every 6 and 3 days, respectively) were
then averaged over the different pregnancy
periods when data were sufflcienr to do_so
(see Supplemental Material, Table 52).

To classify prenatal exposures to traffic-
related pollutants on a more spatially-resolved
scale, we extracted NO and NO;! concen-
rration estimates at each residential location
from the LUR model surfaces we developed
for the Los Angeles Air Basin (Su er al. 2009).
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This LUR model was based on approximately
200 measurements of outdoor air pollution
taken during 2006-2007 in locations across
Los Angeles Coun ry. in addition to predic-
tors of traffic exhaust concentrations (such as
traffic COUntS, truck routes, and roadways).
The model explained 81 % and 86%) of the
variance in measured NO and N02 concen-
trations, respectively (Su et al. 2009).

The LUR models most closely approxi-
mate annual average concentrations. Thus,
in addition ro using the LUR annual average
("unseasonalized") estimates, we also gener~
ared "seasonalized" estimates to incorporate
yearly and monthly air pollution variations.
Specifically, using ambienr air monitoring
data for NO and N02 at the closest monitor"
ing station, the LUR estimates were adjusted
to represent pregnancy month-specific LUR
values by multiplying the LUR (unseasonal-
fzed) estimates for NO and N02 by the ratio
of average ambient NO and N02 during each
pregnancy month to annual average ambient
NO and NO, (2006--2007). These seasonal-
ized monthly LVR values were men averaged
over each pregnancy period. We applied the
same exclusion criteria for missing values 3,5

described above when generating the preg-
nancy month scaling factors using the govern~
ment monitoring data.

Statistical analysis. We calculated
Pearson's correlation coefficients to examine
relations between the various pollutant mea-
sures. Associations between air pollution expo~
sure and odds of AD diagnosis were examined
using one- and two-pollutant models. We
adjusted for LUR estimates of rraffic-relared
exposures in our monitor-based pollutant
models and assessed particles and the gaseous
pollutant ozone together in the same model.
We calculated ORs and 95% CIs using condl-
donal logistic regression to estimate increases
in odds of AD per inrerquartile range (IQR)
increase in pregnancy exposures, based on
exposure distributions in the controls.

We adjusted. for potential confounders for
which data were available on birth certificates
based on prior knowledge (see Table 1 for cate-
gories used in models): maternal age, maternal
place of birth, race/echnlclry, and education;
type ofbin:h (single, multiple), parlry, insurance
type (public, private, or other, a proxy for soclo-
economic Status); and gestational age at birth
(weeks). In addition, we estimated pollutant
effects without adjustment for gestational age to
allow for the possibility that this factor might be
an intermediate and rhus on the causal pathway
between air pollution and autism.

We expected maternal education to cor-
relate wirh estimates of air pollution and
autism (Ponce er al. 2005), so we also used
unconditional logistic regression models to

estimate associations stratified by maternal
education (less than high school, high school,
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Table 1. Demographic and prenatal characteristics by case {7,5941and control group In = 75,6351in (%H.

Characteristics AD cases Controlsil

Sex
Male
Female

Birthyear
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Gestational age (weeks)(mean± SO)
Materna! characteristics
Materna! age at delivery (years)

$18
18-25
26-30
31-35
>35
Missing

Matemel birthplace
U.s.-born
Foreign-born
Unknown

Maternal race/ethnicitv
Non-Hispanicwhite
Non-Hispanicblack
Hispanic
Asian
Other/unknown

Maternal education
< Highschool
Highschool
> Highschool
Unknown

Prenatal characteristics
Typeof birth

Single
Multiple

Insurance type
Public(Medi-Call
Private
Other
Unknown

Parity
One(index.birth)
Two
Three
> Three
Unknown

Birthweight {gj(mean ± SO)
Paternal age at delivery (years)

$18
19-25
26-30
31-35
> 35
Unknown

Paternal education
< Highschool 1,508(19.9) 23,653131.3)
Hi9h school 1,931125.41 19.725(26.11
> Highschool 3,589 (47.3) 25,145(33.21
Unknown 566(7.4) 7,112(9.4)

"Controls are matched to cases by sex and birth year, and at minimum reached the gestational age of the case.

6,291 (82.81
1,303 (17.21

61,643 (81.81
11,991117.21

277 (3.71
319(4.21
382 (5.01
487 (6.41
455 (6.01
594(7.81
732 (9.61
885(11.71

1.035 (13.61
1,034113.61

874 (11.51
520 (6.91

39.0± 2.6

2,762 (3.71
3,173 (4.11
3,812(5.01

.4,859 (6.41
4,533 (6.01
5,90417.81
7.185 (9.61
8.776 (11.61

10.336(13.71
10,184(13.61

8.735(11.61
5,176(6.81

39.4,2.3

178 (1.31
1,673 (22.01
2,034 (26.81
2,159 (28.41
1,550(20.41

o

4,997 (6.61
13,906 (31.61
20,218 (26.71
16,845 (22.31
9,654 (12.81

5(0.01

3,544(46.71
4.038 (53.21

12 (0.11

32,590 (43.11
42.930 (56.81

115(0.11

2,625 (34.61
622 (8.21

3,183(41.91
1.073(14.11

91 (1.11

20,616 (27.31
6.018 (8.01

40.118153.0f
8.123(10.71

75011.01

1.725 (22.71 '
1.861 (24.51
3,916 (51.71

82(1.11

27.132 (36.01
20,115 (16.61
27.400(36.11

888 (1.21

7,218 (95.01
376 (5.01

73.880 (97.71
1.755 (1.31

2,971 (39.11
4.432 (58.41

117 (1.51
7411.01

39,381 (52.11
33.746 (44.61

1.925 (1.61
582 (0.81

3,280 (43.21
2,556 (33.71
1.134 (14,91

623 (8.21
1 (0.01

3321.0± 640.9

29.399 (38.91
23.495 (31.11
13.196(17.61
9.417(12.41

28(0.01
3377.8± 543.3

53(0.71
1,017(13.41
1,545(20.41
1,999 (26.31
2.502 (31.91

478 (6.31

1.484 (2.01
16.067 (11.11
17.751 (23.51
17,174 (12.71
17,286 (22.91
5.87217.81

382

more than high school) conrrolliug for the
matching variables (birth year, sex, and gesta-
tional weeks at birth) in addition to rile other
covariares noted above.

Results
Both mothers and fathers of children with
autism were older and more educated than
parents of control children, and mothers were
more often non-Hispanic white but less often
Hispanic, especially foreign-born Hispanic
(Table 1), A higher percentage of mothers of
case children were primiparous and had mul-
tiple gestations. As expected, children with
autism had a lower mean gestational age at
birth and birth weight than control children.
Of the children with autism nor linked co a
Los Angeles COUnty birth record, parental
characteristics were undetermined because
of frequent missing informarion-50-60%
missing maternal and paternal age/birthday
(results not shown). However, of these non-
linked DDS records, 42% of families were
Hispanic (results not shown), comparable to
the 41.9% of Hispanic mothers of case chil-
dren included in this study (Table I).

Unseasonalized Ll.lk-based exposure esti-
mates for NO and NOz were negatively cor-
related with entire pregnancy ozone (r '" -0.23
and -0.33, respectively) but positively cor-
related with entire pregnancy CO, NO, NOl,

and PM2.5 (r", 0.22-0.43), and as expected,
correlations between measured levels of pol-
lutants and seasonalized LUR estimates were
stronger than correlations with unseasonal-
ized LUR estimates (r "'" 0.30-0.73) [see
Supplemental Material, Table 53 (http://
dx.dot.org/ 10.1289/ehp.1205827) J. Even
though all trimester-specific measures corre-
lated moderately with entire pregnancy aver-
ages (/' ;?; 0.46), second-trimester exposure
averages correlated most strongly with entire
pregnancy averages (r ~ 0.80), and first- and
third-trimester averages for the same pollutants
were least correlated (r '" 0.05-0.37) (results
nor shown).

We estimated 4-7% relative increases in
odds of an AD diagnosis per IQR increase
in unseasonalized LUR measures of NO and
NO;! in adjusted models (Table 2). These
OR estimates remained similar (1.03 to 1.09)
in two-pollutant adjusted models (Table 3).
ORs for autism per IQR increase in monitor-
based estimates of entire pregnancy exposure
to NO and N02 were slightly smaller than
associations with IQR increases in LUR-
based estimates (Table 2). We also estimated
increases in odds of AD diagnosis per IQR
increase in entire pregnancy exposure to ozone
(OR. 1.06,95% C], 1.01, 1.12) and PM,.,
(OR. 1.07, 95% CI, 1.00, 1.15) (Table 2).
In two-pollutant models these estimates
increased (03 OR "" L 12; 95% CI: l.OG,
1.19, PM,., OR. 1.15, 95% C], 1.06, 1.241
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(
when we mutually adjusted for both pollutants
(Table 3). In addition, without adjustment
for gestarlonal weeks at birth, associations
increased further or remained the same; for
the rwo-polluranr models including ozone and
PM,., (0, OR = 1.14; 95% C], 1.10, 1.19;
PM,s OR = 1.15; 95% CI, 1.09, 1.22) or
0, andLUR-NO, (0, OR = 1.10; 95% C],
1.06, 1.14; LUR-NO, OR = 1.10; 95% CI,
1.07, 1.13) (results not shown).

In general, effect esrfmares did nor show
consistent patterns across trimesters in one-
pollutant models. For example, average second-
and third- bur nor first-trimester exposures to
03 were associated with AD [first-trimester
OR = 1.00 (95% C], 0.97,1.03); second-tri-
mester OR = 1.02 (95% CI, 1.00, l.05); third-
trimester OR = 1.04 (95% C], 1.0!, 1.06)J

. [see Supplemental Material, T;ble S4 (http://
dx.doi.org/!0.1289/ehp.!205827)J.

Table 2, Associations between lORincreases in entire pregnancy average air pollution exposures and
AD: conditional logistic regression analysis using matched controls,"

Unadjusted Adjusted/)

Exposure metric IQR OR rf Icese/conrroll OR(95%CII
U·LUR·NO 9.40 ppb 0.87 7.420/72,231
U·LUR·NO, 5.41 ppb 0.91 7.420/72.231
S·LUR·NO 18.46 ppb 0.84 6.279/52.144
S·LUR·NO, 9.70 ppb 0.87 6.279/52.144
CO 0.55 ppm 0.85 7.421/72.253
NO 29.67 ppb 0.85 7.421/72.253
NO, 10.47 ppb 0.89 7,421/72,253
0, 11.54 ppb 1.19 7.421/72.253
PM" 8.25 P9/m' 0.96 6.795/63,662
PM2.5 4.68 \-I9/m3 1.01 5.840/55.776

1.0411.00. 1.081
1.0711.03. 1.121
1.0210.96. 1.081
1.0510.98. 1.121
0.99 {O.94. 1.051
1.0110.95. 1.071
1.0410.98. 1.101
1.06(1.01.1.121
1.0310.96. 1.101
1.0711.00,1.151

Abbreviations: S-LOR, seasenalized land use regression; U-LUR, unseasonauzed land use regression.
.Controls matched to cases by birth year, sex, and at minimum reached the gestational age of the case. ~Adiusted for
maternal age, education, race/ethnicity, materna! place of birtl1;type of birth, parity, insurance type, qestational weeks
at birth (continuous). tSample with complete data {i.e., Strata with at least one case and nne control).

Table 3. Associations between lOR increases in entire pregnancy average air pollution exposures and
AD: conditional logistic regression analysis using matched contro!s,a adjustedbtwo-poUutant models.

Pollutant 1 lOR Pollutant 2 lOR
rF

{case!controll
Pollutant 2
OR195%CII

PoUutant 1
OR (95%CO

03 11.54 ppb U·LUR-NO
0, 11.54 ppb U·LUR·NO,
NO 29.67 ppb U·LUR·NO
NO 29.67 ppb U·LUR·NO,
CO 0.55 ppm U·LUR·NO
CO 0.55 ppm U·LUR·NO,
PMlO 8.251J9/m3 U-lOR-NO
PM,o 8.25 ~g/m3 U-LUR-NOl
PM2,5 4.681Jg/m3 U-LUR-NO
PMts 4.68 IIg/m3 U-LUR-NOz
OJ 11.54 ppb PMlO
03 11.54 ppb PMZ.5

1.0811.03. 1.141
1.00(1.03,1.141
0.9910.93. 1.051
0.98 (0.92. 1.041
0.9710.92. 1.031
0.9610.91. 1.021
1.0210.95. 1.101
1.0010.93,1.071
1.06(0.99,1.141
1.0510.97.1.121
1.0611.01.1.121
1.1211.06.1.191

1.0611.02.1.111
1.09IH4.1.131
1.04 (1.00. 1.091
1.00(1.03.1.131
1.05(1.00.1.091
1.0811.03.1.131
1.0411.00.1.091
1.0011.03.1.131
1.0310.90, 1.001
1.0711.01. 1.121
1.0410.97,1.111
1.1511.06.1.241

9.4 ppb
5,4 ppb
9.4 ppb
5.4 ppb
9.4 ppb
5.4 ppb
9,4 ppb
5.4 ppb
9.4 ppb
5,4 ppb
8.25IJg/m3

4.68IIg/m3

7.420172.231
7.420172.231
7,420172.231
7.420172.231
7.420172.231
7.420172,231
6.794/63,642
6.794/53,642
5,039155.757
5.839155,757
6.795/63.662
5.040/55.776

U-lUR. unseescnelhed land use regression.
-tcnrrcta matched to cases by birth year, sex. and at minimumreached the gestational age of the case. bAdjusted for
materna! age, education, race/etnnicity, maternal place of birth; type of birth, parity, insurance type, gestational weeks
at birth {ecntinucusl. ~ample with complete data (Le.. strata with at least one case and one control).

Pollution and autism in los Angeles

Adjusting for maternal education changed
air pollution effect estimates most strongly,
likely because socioeconomic Status is strongly
associated both with air pollution exposure and
autism diagnosis. We also investigated potential
effect measure modification of the air pollution
and autism association: We examined whether
air pollution effect estimates vary according to
strata of maternal education possibly due to
differences in vulnerability, in actual exposure,
or exposure and outcome misclasslficacion.
Generally, Ll.lk-bascd traffic-related pollutant
estimates showed the Strongest association with
autism in children of the least educated moth-
ers, compared with mothers in the highest edu-
cational stratum (Table 4),

Discussion
We estimated an approximately 3-9% rela-
tive increase in the odds of AD per IQR
increase in entire pregnancy exposure to NO
(9.40 ppb) and NO, (5.41 ppb) as esrimared
by our rwo-polluranr LUR models. Our LUR
model was built upon neighborhood-level
measures of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and rep~
resents smaller-scale variability in exhaust pol-
Imams, compared with estimates based on
air monitoring station measurements (Zbou
and Levy 2007). We also estimated a 5-15%
relative increase in the odds of AD per IQR
increase in entire pregnancy exposure to
PM:!.) (4.68 pg/m3) (Table 3), a pollutant
whose concentrations are driven partly by
fossil fuel cornbuscion in motor vehicles. In
addition. an 11.54.ppb increase in 03 expo-
sures during pregnancy was associated with a
6-12% relative increase in the odds of having
a chad diagnosed with autism.

Few studies have previously examined
associations between air pollution-related
exposures during the prenatal period and
later development of autism, and none used
ambient air monitoring data or LUR mod-
els to estimate risk in a large population. A
relatively small study (284 cases, 657 con-
trols) in the San Francisco Bay, California,
area used study-specific census tract pollution

Table 4. Associations betv.reen tfiR increases in entire pregnancy average air pollution exposures and AD: unconditional logistic regression by maternal education.

Adjusted DRs by maternal education.1

< High school High school > High school

Pollutant lOR Case/control Adjusted OR Case/control Adjusted OR Case/control Adjusted OR

U·LUR·NO 9.40ppb 1,713/27,051 1.1111.05.1.101 1.842/19.962 1.0310.97.1.091 3.865nB.90) 0.9910.95.1.031
U·LUR·NO, 5.41 ppb 1,713/27,051 1.1711.10. 1.251 1.842/19.962 1.0611.00. 1.131 3.865/26.907 1.0310.99. 1.071
S·LUR·NO 10,46 ppb 1.435/23,270 1.0310.96, 1.101. 1.513/16.533 1.0210.95. 1.091 3.331122.072 1.01(0.96. 1.071
S·LUR·NO, 9.70 ppb 1.435/23.270 1.0410.97, 1.27\ 1.513/16.533 1.0710.99. 1.151 3.331/22.072 1.0) 11.01. 1.121
CO 0.55 ppm 1.714/27.036 0.9010.05, 0.961 1.842/19.949 1.0310.97, 1.091 3.865/26.960 1.0911.04. 1.141
NO 29.67 ppb 1.714/27,036 0.96(0.89.1.031 1.842/19.949 1.0210£5,1.091 3.065/26.960 1.0410.99.1.101
NO, 10,47 ppb 1.714/27,036 0.9710.90. 1.041 1,842/19.949 1.0011.01. 1.161 3.065/26.960 1.0711.02. 1.121
0, 11.54 ppb 1,714/27,036 1.0911.02.1.161 1.042/19.949 1.0711.01. 1141 3.065/26.960 1.0410.99.1.091
PM" 8.25 P9/m' 1,351/20.540 1.04 (0.96. 1.121 1.415/15.547 10911.01. 1171 3.074/21.970 1.0611.00. 1.121
PM" 4.68 po/m' 1,505/24.775 0.97 (0.91. 1.041 1.670/18.273 1.0011.01, 1.161 3.550/24.707 1.0210.97, 1.071
Abbreviations: S·LUR, seascnallzed land use regression; U-WR, unseascnaltzed land use regression. Missing maternal education {case/control): U-LUR: 63(718; S·LUR; 50/605: monitor-
based criteria: 63/715; PMm: 571659; PMu: 51/596.
'Adjusted for child's birth year, sec materna! age, race/ethnicily, maternal place of birth; type of birth, parity, insurance type, gestational weeks at birth (continuous).
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scores derived from annual average concen-
trations and found hazardous air pollutant
(HAP) concentrations {i.c., mercury, cad-
mium, nickel, trichloroethylene, and vinyl
chloride) near birth residences to be associ-
ated with autism (Windham er al. 2006). A
study by Kalkbrenner et al. (2010) in North
Carolina and West Virginia, with less expo-
sure variabfliry compared with California,
reported near-null effect estimates for metals
and several pollutants associated with AD in
the San Francisco study. Both studies relied
on me same HAP pollutant data source and
the CDC autism surveillance sysrem (Autism
and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring
Network) to Identify cases. However, instead
of sampling controls from birth certificates,
the North Carolina/West Virginia study
investigators, using education records, selected
control children with speech and language
impairment (383 cases, 2,829 controls). A
third study (304 autism cases and 259 typi-
cally developing controls) based in California
[Childhood Autism Risks from Genetics and
the Environment (CHARGE) study] reponed
relarlvely strong associations (OR"" 1.86,95%
CI: 1.04. 3.45) between childhood autism
and proximity (living within 309 m) to a free-
way during pregnancy (Herrz-Plcciorro et aL
2006; Yolk er al. 2010). Trimester-specific
addtes~es were geocoded, and measures of
distance to freeways and major roads were
calculated using geographic information sys-
tem software. This small study was the first
to suggest that traffic-related exposures might
increase the risk of autism. In our study, we
observed weaker associations with monitor-
based and modeled air pollution exposure
estimates in a much larger study population,

Gestational toxicity may plausibly result
from maternal exposure to NOl, which has
been shown to disturb early neuromotor devel-
opment in animals. causing coordination defi-
cits and reduced activity and reactivity in rats
(Tabecova er at. 1985); specifically, NO, expo-
sure at low (0,05-0.10 mg/m') and high (I
and 10 mg/m3) concentrations for 6 hr each
clay throughout gestation affected neuromo-
tor development in offspring. The mean NOz
level in our stud), (30.8 ppb) [see Supplemental
Material, Table S3 (http://dx,do(.org/l0.l2891
ehp.1205827)] fulls within the exposure muge
classified as "low" in this animal study (0.05-
0,10 mg/m3 or 26.6-53.2 ppb). Beckerman
er al. (2008) suggested that NO may be a proxy
measure for ultrafinc panicle (UFP; c 0.1 !lm
in aerodynamic diameter) exposures from traf-
fic exhaust and reported strong correlations
between l-week average concentrations of
NO, N02, and NO" and shorr-rerm (10 min)
measures of UFP (r"" 0.8-0.9) at varying dis-
tances from a major expressway in Toronto,
Canada. Fine panicles (PMl.s) can cause oxi-
dative. stress, and in vitro animal and human
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postmortem brain studies showed they can
trigger cellular roxiciry and brain cell pathol-
ogy (Lal et al. 2005; Ll er al. 2003, Peters er al.
2006). Hertz-Picciocto er a]. (2005) found
that maternal PMl.5 exposures 2 weeks before
birth were associated with altered lympho-
cyte immunophenorypes, and suggested that
this might. mediate effects of air polludon on
childhood morbidity. Developmental immune
system disruption has been hypothesized to
playa role in neurobehavioral disorders such
as autism. considering the close connection
between the development of the immune sys-
tem and the central nervous system (Hertz-
Picciotro er al. 2008).

To our knowledge, this is the first study
to suggest associations between ozone and
AD. Although 03 levels have dropped over
the last decade, the Los Angeles region still
ofien has the highest levels of 03 nationwide,
violating federal health standards an average
of 137 days/year (averages from 2007 through
2009) (Roosevelt 2011). In contrast with the
rraffic-relared and particle associations that
became positive only when we adjusted for
maternal education, 03 effect estimates moved
closer toward the null after adjustment for
covariatcs. This is consistent with expectations,
because rraffic-relared pollution is higher in
lower-SES (socioeconomic status) neighbor-
hoods, whereas 03 levels are higher in subur-
ban high-SES areas, and autism is more likely
to be diagnosed earlier in children of mothers
with higher SES. Specifically,OJ and NO fol-
low opposite distribution patterns across the
Los Angeles Air Basin. 03 is formed by photo-
chemical reactions in the presence of precursor
pollutants from exhaust, and concenuarions
are low near freeways/roadways (due to pres-
ence of strong NO emission sources) and
higher in suburban neighborhoods (Willielm
et al. 2009), Controlled animal studies suggest
that 03 may cause adverse neurobehavioral
effects after gestational exposure (Kavlock er al.
1980; Petruzzi et a]. 1995; Sorace eral. 2001).

We relied on information recorded on
California birth certificates to adjust for
potential confounding by prenatal risk factors
for autism reported in the literature (Gardener
er. al. 2009, 2011)-parental age at btrrh,
parity, maternal place of birth, and multiple
births. However, we were unable (0 control
for potential confounding due to maternal
physical and mental health history, or mater-
nal active or passive smoking" Women giv-
ing birth in' Los Angeles are predominantly
Hispanic, and our survey of 2.543 women
giving birth in Los Angeles County in 2003
found that only 1% of foreign-born Hispanic,
5%) of U.S.-born Hispanics, and 7% of non-
Hispanic whites were active smokers dur-
ing pregnancy (Hoggan et al. 2012), Also,
a recent study found no association [preva-
lence racio e 0.88 (95% CI: 0.72, l.08)] of

maternal smoking during pregnancy with
AD (Kalkbrenner et at. 2012). Confounding
by other SES-relared factors potentially cor-
related with air pollution is also a concern.
Families of lower SES are more likely exposed
to air pollution, and less likely represented in
the autism case group, possibly due to under-
ascertainment (Durkin et al. 2010; Grlneski
et al. 2007; Insdeute of Medicine 1999),
which could have potentially biased our effect
estimates toward the null. However, we esti-
mated stronger associations among those with
the lowest maternal education for LUR~based
estimates of NO and N02. We adjusted for
type of insurance (public vs. private pay), as
well as other SES indicators important in the
Los Angeles community (i.e., maternal place
of birth and education) because we previ-
ously showed that these factors were sufficient
to adjust adequately for SES in Los Angeles
County btnh OUtcome and air pollution stud-
ies; effect estimates for air pollution and birth
outcomes were very similar when we adjusted
for maternal occupation, income, and educa-
non or simply for birth certificate-derived
SES measures (Hoggatt er al. 2012),

In addition to being a confounder, ges~
rational age at birth may also be a mediator
between air pollution and autism. In analyses
not adjusting for gestational weeks at birth
we estimated larger or similar effect sizes.
However, not adjusting for gestational age
at birth may also result in biased estimates
because of our matching design. Specifically,
because controls were sampled from among
children who at birth had reached at mini-
mum the gestational age of the matched case.
gesrarlonal age as a matching variable required
that we analytically control for it. Thus the
magnitude and direction of any potential bias
&om adjusting or not adjusting for gestational
age at birth is not easily quantifiable.

A source of exposure measurement error is
the reliance on address information reported
on birth certificates, which does not account
for women who worked far from home or res-
idential mobility during pregnancy. Previous
U.S.-based studies 0997-2004) indicate that
15-30% of women change residence dur-
ing pregnancy (Chen er al, 2010; Lupo er al.
20 I0). In our previous population-based
survey of 2.543 women residing in 1 I 1 ZIP
codes in Los Angeles Count}' and deliver-
ing in 2003, 22% reported moving during
pregnancy (Ritz er al. 2007). Our survey
also found pregnant women of lower SES
less likely to be employed and more likely to
spend time near their residence, suggesting
exposure is less rnisclassified for lower com-
pared with higher-SES women.

Distance from a monitoring station
likely introduced some nondlfferenrial mls-
classification of exposure. especially for pol-
lutants such as CO and NOz that are more
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heterogeneously distributed. On average, the
distance between home addresses and the
nearest monitoring station was 6.7 miles in
our study, and monitor-based estimates of
CO, NO, and -N02 are questionable in their
validity If air pollution measurements are more
accurate representations of actual exposures for
women living closer to a station (Ghosh er al.
2012; Wilhelm ec al. 2011). Ambient station
measures for PM2.5 and 03, however, are less
likely to misrepresent actual exposures,because
these polluranrs are generallyconsidered more
homogeneouslydlsrribured overlarger regions.

LUR-derived NO and N02 estimates are
much more spatially resolved than monitor-
based estimates, and were previously associ-
ated with adverse pregnancy outcomes in the
same Los Angeles population (Ghosh er al.
2012; Wilhelm er al, 2011). Our LUR model
not only represents local traffic-related pol-
lution well, it reduces possible confounding
by spatial SES factors. For example, autism
diagnoses have been reported to vary spatially
in California due to SES (Van Meter er al.
2010). but measures of air pollution are not
inherently influenced by these special factors
related to SES (Wilhelm et al. 2009). For
pollutants that are more homogeneous over
larger regional areas, such as PM2.5 and 03'
confounding due (0 SES is possible; never-
theless, associations were stronger when we
mutually adjusted for both pollutants.

A major strength of our study was the
use of our novel LUR exposure measures for
traffic-related pollution in addition to routine,
government moniwring station dara for crire-
ria pollutants to help identify specific emis-
sions of concern for autism. Furthermore,
selection bias due to participation is unlikely
to have occurred.

Conclusions
The observed association with the LUR mode!
estimates and monitoring station-based 03
and PM2.5 measures suggesr a link between
AD and traffic-related exposures during preg~
nancy. Ideally, future autism and air pollu-
tion studies should use neighborhood-level
monitoring or modeling of air roxins such as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and pos~
sibly spcciated PM2.5 to determine whether
these results are reproducible with improved
air pollution assessment.
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A quarter of Angelenos breathe noxious freeway
pollutants every morning
By Alison Hewitt i April 17, 2013

Although air quality has improved dramatically in Los
Angeles in recent decades, a joint study by UCLA and tile
California Air Resources Board suggests that roughly a
quarter of Angelenos are exposed to noxious plumes of
freeway fumes almost every morning - far more people
than previously believed.

Researchers found that overnight atmospheric conditions
concentrate freeway pollutants in a plume stretching 1.5
kilometers (approximately 0.93 mile) downwind, seeping
inside homes and buildings, and lingering as late as 10 a.m.
The same effect would be expected downwind of any
highway nationwide, the researchers said.

Half of the residents of the greater Los Angeles area live within these impact zones around freeways,
meaning that about a quarter are on the downwind side of a freeway on any given day.

The 1.5 kilometer measurement is in striking contrast to earlier studies in the United States and Australia
showinq that daytime pollutant concentrations extended no more than about 300 meters (about 0.19
mile) downwind of major roadways, and confirms an earlier UCLA study that showed the same result at a
sing Ie coastal location.

Professor Suzanne Paulson of UCLA's Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences and the Institute
of the Environment and Sustainability headed the study, working with Professor Emeritus Arthur Winer of
UCLA's Fielding School of Public Health and led by Wonsik Choi, a postgraduate researcher in Paulson's
lab. The findings were published in December in the journal Atmospheric Environment.

The researchers measured pollutant concentrations upwind and downwind of the 91,210, 110 and 101
freeways using a zero-emission vehicle equipped with specialized instruments to quantify the amount of
ultrafine particles and other tailpipe pollutants such as nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide, Starting
before morning rush hour, a researcher drove back and forth several times on surface streets
perpendicular to the four freeways, visiting each freeway five times,

"This is happening around every freeway," Paulson said. "It's clear that heavily trafficked roadways have
a large impact on downwind populations, and a similar situation likely happens around the world in the
early morning hours. The particles tend to end up indoors, so a lot of people are being exposed inside
their homes and schools."

Although dosed windows help block the particles from seeping inside, previous studies have shown that
indoor pollution levels still reach 50 to 70 percent of outdoor levels, the researchers noted.

By knowing which way the wind is blowing, the researchers can extrapolate their findings to any freeway.
Their latest measurements, and the most common nighttime wind patterns, result in the following impact
zones:
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Sides of freeways in greater Los AnQeles with concentrated pollution in early mornino
Location Freeway !Typically polluted side How determined
Carson 110 Mostly east, sometimes Current study

west
Claremont 210 South Current study
Downtown L.A. 101 South Current study
Paramount 91 South Current study
San Fernando Vallev 101 North Extrapolated from wind data
San Fernando Valley 118 South Extranolated from wind data
San Fernando Valley 405 rvaries: West and east Extrapolated from wind data
Santa Monica 10 South Earlier study
West L.A. 405 West Extrapolated from wind data

The morning concentration of pollutants near highways is due to a combination of the nighttime cooling
of the atmosphere, called a nocturnal surface inversion, and the weak evening breeze. At night, cool air
sinks, trapping polluted air close to the ground, where it can't interact with cleaner air from above. As
drivers create more emissions overnight and during rno rninq rush hour, Los Angeles' mild "!and breeze"
pushes the increasing pollution in a plume to one side of the freeway. The cold layer traps the plume until
well into the morning rush hour, when sun-warmed air begins to rise and a stronger sea breeze takes
over, mixing pollutants throughout the atmosphere and diluting their influence.

"While freeway plumes vary slightly from location to location, all of the sites exhibited highly elevated
traffic-related pollution at distances of at least 1.5 kilometers on the downwind side of the freeway in the
early morning," Choi said.

Freeway pollutants have been linked to increases in asthma, heart attacks, strokes, diabetes, low birth
weight, pre-term births and other ailments. So what can people do to limit their exposure to polluted air?

"If your home is within about 1.5 kilometers of a freeway, you may want to c!ose your windows during
the early morning hours," Winer said. "It's also best not to run or otherwise heavily exercise within the
1.5 kilometer impact zone in the early morning."

Likewise, schools near freeways should avoid holding gym classes first period, and people with breathing
difficulties should filter their indoor air, the researchers suggested. .

The UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustai nability is an educational and research institute
that unites disciplines: physical, life and social sciences; business and economics; public policy and urban
planning; engineering and technology; and medicine and public health. The institute includes multiple
cross-dlsclphnarv research centers, and its environmental science undergraduate degree program is one
of the fastest growing majors at UCLA. The institute also advises businesses and po!icymakers on
sustainability and the environment and informs and encourages community discussion about critical
environmental issues.

For more news, visit the UCLA Newsroom and follow us on Twitter.

© 2013 UC Regents
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Freeway air pollution travels farther in early morning

By Bettina Boxall, Los Angeles Times

1:53 PM PDT, April 17, 2013

Two years ago researchers outfitted an electric Toyota
RA V4 with a set of test instruments and drove back and forth
near four Los Angeles County freeways between 4:30 a.m,
and 6:30 a.m., sampling the air.

advertisement

Most previons air quality studies, based on measurements
taken during the day or evening, have found that vehicle
emission plumes generally blow no more than about 1,000
feet downwind from a major roadway before they break up. ,

The results confirmed that in the early moming, concentrated
plumes of air pollution from freeways can travel more than a
mie downwind, exposing more residents than previously
thought to harmful pollution levels.

But in the hours jnst before sunrise, weather conditions are different. Nocturnal surface inversions, caused by
nighttime cooling, trap air near the ground, slowing the dispersal of concentrated pollution particles and allowing
them to travel further than during the day.

A 2009 study docurnented extended emission plumes near the 10 Freeway in the early moming. To see whether
the same thing was happening elsewhere, researchers from UCLA and the California Air Resources Board in
20 II sampled the air in residential neighborhoods downwind of the 91 Freeway in Paramount, the 210 in
C Iaremant, the 1lOin Carson and the 101 in downtown Los Angeles.

Their findings, published inDecember in the journal Atmospheric Environment, suggest that in the hours before
sunrise, residential exposure to freeway pollution is more far-reaching than previously thought.

"It's clear heavily trafficked roadways have a large impact on downwind populations, and a similar situation
likely happens around the world in the early moming hours," said Suzanne Paulson, a UCLA atmospheric
sciences professor and co-author of the paper. 'The particles tend to end up indoors, so a lot of people are
being exposed inside their homes and schools."

Studies have shown that exposure to elevated levels of vehicle pollution can contribute to asthma, heart disease
and other health problems.

WN'N.latirnes.comlnev;rsfsciencelsciencenO'Nl1a-sci-sn-rreeway.-air-pollutiorr-20130417.0.2295952,print.story 112
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In greater Los Angeles, where apartment buildings and single-fumily homes stand cheek by jowl with some of the
busiest freeways in the nation, the researchers estimated that on any given morning, roughly a quarter of the

."population could be exposed to downwind pollution consisting of ultrafine particles, nitric oxide and
hydrocarbons.

Their advice: If you live within roughly a mile ofa freeway and are downwind, keep your windows closed in the
hours just before sunrise. Use. air conditioning. Install HE!' A air filters. Postpone outdoor exercise until later in
the morning or exercise further away from the highway.

After sunrise, the surface air warms up and the inversion breaks up, diluting the pollution

bett ina. boxalllcil.la! imes.coill

Copyright © 2013, Los Angeles Times
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MEMO

To: Bradly S. Torgan, JD, AICi'

From: Hans Giroux, Senior Analyst

Subject: II Villagio Toscana FEIR Responses Review

Date: April 23, 2013

Via e-mail:

As per your request, we have reviewed the Responses to Comments included in the Final EIR
related to air quality impacts. The responses were largely non-responsive by providing
justification why a recommended line of analysis is not required rather than addressing the
underlying issue. In particular, the responses fail to adequately acknowledge that freeway
proximity has many more health impacts than increased cancer risk. The Los Angeles Times, on
April 18, 2013,.notes as follows:

"Studies have shown that exposure to elevated levels of vehicle pollution can
contribute to asthma, heart disease, and other health problems" (p. AA6)

The impact analysis incorrectly focuses almost exclusively on diesel exhaust and its relationship
to excess cancer risk. The health problems noted above are only fractionally related to diesel
particulate matter (OPM). Fuel combustion produces a wide spectrum of irritants and triggers
that generate acute and chronic health responses beyond cancer risk. Studies by Dr. Suzanne
Paulsen from UCLA found that freeway-induced air pollution can often be five times higher than
ambient conditions (Carmageddon I). The freeway exhaust plume is detectable as far as one
mile downwind during early morning stable meteorological conditions, being maximized
immediately adjacent to the freeway as for this proposed project site.

The responses defend the use ofMERVl6-rated air filters as reducing health impact potential to
less than significant even though the ability of such filters to remove ultra-fine particulates and
non-diesel particulate pollution is unproven. The justification for the failure to demonstrate the
efficacy of such filters is that there are no ambient air quality standards for ultra-fine particulates,
so no analysis is required. An analysis being required is not the issue, the question is do they
work well enough to be credible and defensible mitigation in support of a finding of a less-than-
significant impact. Without a demonstration of efficacy, the Lead Agency cannot accept this
measure as adequate support for a less-than-significant health impact finding.

C :\DOCUME -1 \BRAP'ILOCALS-l ITEMl'\XJ'GRPW1SE\ VILLAG!O O~.23, 1) ,DOC



The same type of response has been provided regarding the failure to use the age specific factors
(ASF) in risk assessment as recommended by OEHHA. The response claims that diesel
particulate matter is not mutagenic. The Journal of Inhalation Toxicology states as follows:

"Concern about the carcinogenic potential of diesel engine exhaust derives in part
from the mutagenic activity of organics that can be extracted from the exhaust
particles. (1999, Mar; 11(3):215-28)

If one "googles" diesel exhaust & mutagenicity, there will be thousands of hits disputing the
contention that diesel exhaust is not mutagenic as justification for not applying age adjustment
factors in risk assessments as recommended by the most cognizant state agency. The same type
of health impact mechanism that makes young children more sensitive to mutagenic effects drive
their sensitivity to non-cancerous air pollution exposure. Construction of a massive residential
project at the junction of two major freeways defies the recommendations of all health scientists
regarding the buffer distance needed to protect the most vulnerable segments of society relative
to air pollution exposure.

Please call me with any questions.

C :\DOCUME-l \BRAD\L.OC ALS-1\TEM?\XPGRPWlSEW!LLAG!O 04.23 _n_DOC



HANS D. GIROUX

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCF;

EDUCATION:

Bachelor of Arts in Physics, University of Cali forni a (Berkeley), 1965.

Bachelor of Science in Meteorology, University of Utah, 1966.

Graduate studies in Meteorology, University of Wisconsin, 1967-68.

Masters or Science in Meteorology, UCLA, 1972.

Candidacy for Doctorate in Meteorology, UCLA, 1974.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Weather Forecaster, U.S, Air Force, Truax ArB, Madison, WI. 1966-67.

Staff Weather Officer/Chief Forecaster, McChord APB, WA, 1968-69.

Teaching Assistant, Basic Meteorology/Advanced Dynamics, UCLA, 1969-71.

Research Assistant, California Marine Layer Structure, UCLA, 1971.

Research Assistant, Remote Air Pollution Sensing by Satellites, UCLA, 1972.

Research Assistant, Climate Change - Aircraft Pollution, UCLA, 1973.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Cal State Northridge, 1972-74.

Air Pollution Meteorologist, S-Cubed, LaJolla, CA 1973-75.

Senior Meteorologist, Meteorology Research, Inc., Altadena, CA 1975-77.

Instructor, Weather for Flight Aircrews, Orange Coast College, 1976.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Golden West Community College, 1976-81.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Orange Coast College, 1977-81.

Consultant, Atmospheric Impact Processes, Irvine, CA, I977-presenL
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PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBIUTlES:

Military: Performed operational weather forecasting for jet aircrews; trained new
personnel; responsible for ground safety, security, records administration,
quality control, forecasting methodology research, and liaison with other base
units; air defense bailie staff weather officer; and deputy detachment
commander.

University: Conducted laboratory sessions; instructed students in the use of
meteorological instrumentation; demonstrated weather analysis techniques;
supervised student weather observation programs; gave lectures and tests.

Private:
Air Quality

Prepared air quality impact assessments lor coal- and oil-fired, nuclear, solar
geothermal and wind energy power generation systems; prepared impact
assessments for transportation systems, industria! emissions sources,
wastewater treatment plants, landfills, toxic disposal sites, oil processing
facilities, mining operations, commercial, residential, institutional and
recreational land uses, airports and harbors; conducted atmospheric gas tracer
experiments; developed numerical airflow analyses; and conducted numerous
meteorological and air quality data acquisition programs with a very strong
emphasis in arid environments, geothermal development, odors and "nuisance
and in regional pollution impacts from Southern Cali Iornia urbanization.

Developed impact assessments for roadways sources, construction
equipment, sand and gravel plants, wineries, industrial equipment, gas
recovery plants, railroads, recrea tional acti vities and oil refi neries; monitored
ambient noise levels from above sources. calibrated highway traffic noise
model (FHWA-RD-77-108), and calculated sensitive receptor noise
exposures; wrote community noise ordinances, purchased monitoring
equipment and trained city stalT;performed noise mitigation studies including
barrier design, location, equipment noise control, and residential building
retrofits.

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

Mr. Rich Ayala, Senior Planner, City of Ontario. 909-395-2421
Mr. Jerry Backoff, Planning Director, City of San Marcos, 760-744-1050
Mr. Albert Armijo, Planning Director, City of Aliso Viejo, 949-425-2527
Ms Alia Hokuki, Senior Planner, AEeOM, lnc., 949-660-8044
Dr. Joyce Hsiao, President, Orion Environmental Associates, 415-951-9503
Ms. Valerie Geier, President, Geier & Geier Consulting, 510-644-2535
Me. Tom Dodson, President, Tom Dodson & Associates, 909-882-3612
Mr. David Tanner, President, EARSi, 949-646-8958
Ms. Betty Dehoney, Principal Planner, IIDR. Inc.. 858-712-8400
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ARTHUR L. KASSAN, P.E.
Consulting Traffic Engineer

April 5, 2013

Bradly S. Torgan, Esq.
927 Kings Road #220
West Hollywood, CA 90069

Subject: II Villaggio Toscano Project
Final Environmental Impact Report

Dear Mr. Torgan:

Crain & Associates (Crain), as members of the applicant's team for the subject project, have
responded to my letter of February 12, 2013 in which I questioned many of the analysis
methods and findings of the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for the project.

In general, running through the Crain letter is the thread that the traffic impact analyses in the
DEIR and the FEIR are factual, while my comments are ..... conclusive and speculative
conclusions [sic]". [page 5]ln reality, the EIR traffic impact study prepared by Crain was based
on many critical, non-factual elements, such as the following:

a) intersection traffic volume data that are five years old and that have been factored using an
arbitrary growth rate applied indiscriminately to all traffic movements, whether or not that growth
rate is relevant and appropriate to the individual movement;

b) estimates of the directions in which new project trips will flow based on the analysts' opinions,
not facts; .

c) estimates of the numbers of vehicles that will be added to the individual movements at the
study intersections based on the analysts' opinions, not facts;

d) estimates of the numbers of people who will choose to use transit or to walk/bicycle, instead
of using their personal vehicles, based on the analysts' opinions, not facts;

e) estimates of the numbers of trips that will be added at each intersection because of other new
developments in the vicinity based on the analysts' opinions, not facts.

The nature and reality of traffic engineering planning and impact analysis is that the process is
based on opinions and estimates about the future that cannot be proven, and thus are not
factual. To imply that the EIR traffic studies are factual is to mislead the reader.

Following are my comments on the specific Crain responses.

1. Related Projects Database

Crain takes credit for not removing any projects from the related (that is, proposed or approved
future) projects list that was compiled in 2008. What they don't state is that they did not add any
new related projects since that year. Instead, to account for all traffic growth, they have relied on
a blanket increase of 1% per year since 2008 for all traffic movements at the study locations,
regardless of whether that growth rate is appropriate.

Telephone
(310) 558-0808

5105 Cimarron Lane
Culver City, CA 90230

FAX
(310) 558-1829
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However, that standard rate of increase was applied irrespective of the actual potential for some
traffic movements to increase more than others as a result of the sizes, types, and locations of
new projects. Two substantial projects were proposed after the 2008 related projects list was
finalized. Both projects are supermarkets located on Ventura Boulevard - one at Kester
Avenue, approximately '/.i of a mile from the II Villaggio Toscano site, will generate over 600
trips in the afternoon peak hour; and one at Hazeltine Avenue, approximately 1 '/.i miles from the
project site, will generate almost 300 trips in the afternoon peak hour. Both would be in
competition with the large supermarket proposed for II Villaggio Toscano. Neither was included
in the EIR analyses.

Contrary to Crain's opinion, unsupported by facts, the future traffic volumes at the study
intersections have been underestimated because of the absence of current related projects
data.

2. Future Study Year; Traffic Counts; Related Projects Database

In order to justify not updating the traffic counts that were used in the third version of the TIS,
completed in 2013, five years after the traffic counts, Crain presents several bits of traffic count
data to show that traffic volumes have not increased markedly since 2008.

• Two of the count comparisons are for freeways in the vicinity of the project site. They are
irrelevant, because freeway traffic patterns are not representative of patterns at surface
street intersections, which were the locations of the TIS analyses. Freeway traffic
includes overwhelming volumes of long-distance travelers and is not subject to
substantial changes because of the locations of individual developrnents and their
access points. Arterial street traffic is far more localized than freeways and subject to
changes because of the development patterns along and near the streets.

• The locations of the traffic data points for the individual arteries presented are
substantially removed from the vicinity of the project site. In fact, none of the count
locations is in the Sherman Oaks community where the project site is located. Reseda
Boulevard south of Sherman Way is approximately 6% miles from the site; Balboa
Boulevard south of Sherman Way is approximately 4% miles from the site; Vanowen
Street east of Firmament Way is approximately 2% miles from the site; and Ventura
Boulevard west of Laurel Canyon Boulevard is approximately 4 miles from the site. None
of those count locations can be considered close enough to the project site to be
representative of the pattern in the site vicinity.

While daily traffic volumes, if they are in a relevant location, may be indicative of the flow
patterns in a general area, they cannot represent the changes in intersection turning
movements that would occur because of the locations and attractiveness of individual related
future projects and the driveways that will serve those projects. For example, a particular project
may attract drivers to turn left from a northbound artery to travel westbound on a second artery
to reach the project's main driveway. That attraction may result in an increase of 2% in the
northbound left-turn traffic volume. However, there would not be any increase in the northbound
right-turn traffic volume or the northbound straight through volume as a result of that particular
related project. But, the method used by Crain would have all three movements increasing at
the sarne rate - 1% per year despite the actual pattern of future development.
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The two supermarkets that have not been included in the Crain related projects list will generate
substantial volumes of southbound left turns and westbound right turns at the Ventura
Boulevard/Sepulveda Boulevard intersection. -There will also be increase in eastbound and
westbound straight movement traffic at that intersection. It is up to the project's analysts, not the
EIR readers, to estimate the numbers of those trips and evaluate how those trips will affect the
project impact study.

4. Project Driveway Access

The Crain letter responds to our concern about the Sepulveda Boulevard driveway, which is
sometimes said not to be planned and sometimes admitted to in the EIR. Crain presents a
complex analysis in which the EIR reader, on his/her own, was supposed to have subtracted
one percentage from another to calculate the percentage of traffic entering that driveway and
repeat the process to calculate the percentage of traffic exiting that driveway. The EIR analyst
had not presented that information, and there was no explanation of the reason for failing to do
so. As that driveway is one of only two project access points along Sepulveda Boulevard, the
reader would infer that information about the driveway would be important to understanding the
estimated operation of the project.

The Crain response is that" ... both inbound and outbound Project trips relating to this access
point were appropriately analyzed and incorporated in the analysis." However, since none of
that information was presented in the EIR (neither main text nor technical appendix), and, in
fact, there were several statements in which it was said that there would not be a project
driveway on Sepulveda Boulevard, the EIR was misleading. Although the volumes at that
driveway were not required for the intersection impact analysis, they should have been
presented to show a thorough depiction of the traffic patterns related to the project, so the
reviewer could be assured that the analyses were complete and that all project trips were
accounted for.

5. Driveway Criteria

Crain implies, in their response, that they have no concern for the inter-play between the
proposed project driveways and the existing driveways that serve developments along the south
side of Camarillo Street They fall back on a section of the California Vehicle Code that prohibits
drivers from making unsafe turning movements at intersections and relying on "... motorists are
assurned to abide by the law and make turns only when safe." The Crain engineers, who have
many years of experience, know that design of safe and efficient traffic facilities does not
depend upon drivers being in conformance with the Vehicle Code, but takes actual driver
behavior into account and minimizes the potential for conflict between competing traffic streams.
Leaving it to the driver's judgment and conformance to the Vehicle Code to overcome poor
design is not an adequate response.

The same can be said regarding the response about potential pedestrian conflicts and hazard.
Relying on pedestrian adherence to the Vehicle Code instead of good design is counter to rnost
traffic engineering experience. Most traffic engineers know from experience that pedestrian
conformance to the Vehicle Code in urban areas is low.
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6. Camarillo Street Access

In Response 5, Crain stated that the EIR did not provide" ." detail regarding the precise widths
and locations of the Project driveways ... " but that the" ... EIR provided substantial
diagrammatic information regarding the location of Project driveways ... "

However, in Response 6 is the statement about driveway design that "Standard engineering
principles, in conjunction with LADOT practice, were applied to ensure safety." How can safety
be ensured when the precise driveway locations, widths, operating methods (such as entry/exit
controls), and traffic volumes are not known? What specifically were the principles that were
applied? At the level of detail at which the project plans have been presented, the reviewer must
speculate, because the plans are not adequate for detailed analysis. It is not up to the reviewer
to prove that the project has or has not been properly designed, but rather for the applicants and
their team to prove adequate design.

Crain then goes on to speculate about the levels of traffic at the guest parking driveway, the
residential drop-off area, and the private driveway/fire lane, using words like "estimated" and
"anticipated" but presenting no facts such as traffic volumes at each facility or the distances
between the facllifies.

Crain states, "The owners of the properties where the referenced driveways are located have
not commented that the project presents any potential circulation or traffic impacts to their
uses." Were the business and property owners specifically and individually contacted and
shown information as to the exact locations and traffic volumes at the proposed project
driveways? If so, where is the material that they were presented in order for them to make
informed judgments? Why isn't that material available to the public in general? If no such
material exists, how did those owners make informed comments? Or, were their no comments
on their part because the applicants have not met with the specific owners? Additionally, the fact
those property owners have not chosen to comment on circulation or traffic impacts does not
mean that those impacts do not exist.

7. Galleria Lane

Galleria Lane is a special traffic facility. While it is a continuous private street through the
shopping center south of the site, it has the appearance of a public street with street-type traffic
controls, including a traffic signal at its intersection with Ventura Boulevard. It also intersects
with Camarillo Street across from the fire lane/driveway that provides the residential access to
the project. Based on its availability as an alternative route between the project site and
Ventura Boulevard, Galleria Lane has the potential to be attractive to project traffic, particularly
residents who will quickly find it to be a convenient route to avoid the congested intersection of
Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard on their way to and from the San Diego Freeway
ramps and areas west of the freeway. Experienced traffic analysts, familiar with the driving .
habits of Los Angeles motorists, cannot ignore the potential for Galleria Lane as a bypass route.
Despite the lack of a specific request from LADOT, the applicants should address the potential
for Galleria Way through traffic and its affect on the operation of the shopping center and on
Ventura Boulevard traffic flow.
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Contrary to Crain's contention, it is not up to the reviewer to provide "facts" regarding such an
issue of the future condition resulting from the project; it is the applicant's responsibility to
address all reasonable issues of potential traffic impacts such as this.

9. Neighborhood Traffic Analysis

According to the latest EIR analysis, the traffic generated by the proposed project will result in a
significant increase of the volume!capacity ratio at the Ventura Boulevard! Sepulveda. Boulevard
intersection - an increase of more than 6%% during the afternoon peak hour after all feasible
mitigation measures have been implemented. The LADOT criterion for significant impact at an
intersection operating at Level of Service (LOS) F is an increase of 1% or more. (That
intersection will be operating at LOS F, with a volume capacity ratio of 1.208, according to the
FEIR - more than 20% above the capacity of the intersection.)

Because of that extreme congestion at one of the most critical intersections in the entire San
Fernando Valley, it can be reasonably expected that westbound drivers on Ventura Boulevard
who want to head north on Sepulveda Boulevard will choose to enter the subject neighborhood
on Noble Avenue or Columbus Avenue, turn onto Moorpark Street, Camarillo Street, or La
Maida Street, and travel to Sepulveda Boulevard to turn right. Drivers who are southbound on
Sepulveda Boulevard will do the reverse, traveling through the neighborhood and turning left
onto Ventura Boulevard at Noble Avenue, where there is a traffic signal.

Most important to note is that the actions described above will not be taken by drivers related to
the subject project only but will be attractive to all drivers transitioning from Ventura Boulevard
to Sepulveda Boulevard or vice versa. The potential for attraction of large volumes of the
general traffic streams should be addressed in the ·EIR.

Even the Crain letter acknowledges that potential: "Increasing congestion may also induce
additional cut-through traffic from other sources. Such additional traffic would exacerbate
conditions in this neighborhood. However, even with the additional cut-through traffic due to
others, the Project's portion would still not be expected to be significant." [page 10] The Crain
analysts then go on to discuss the potential impacts of project-only traffic on the neighborhood
streets, completely ignoring the other traffic that they have admitted will be attracted to those
local residential streets.

The diversion of other traffic, in general, away from the super-congested intersection (estimated
to be operating at more than 20% above capacity) and to the neighborhood streets is a
secondary impact of the project traffic. Crain is contending that the secondary impacts of their
project's traffic should not even be analyzed, although that traffic will contribute 6%% to the
excess congestion. Adapting the contention that secondary impacts can be ignored as an
acceptable level of analysis is to leave the EIR incomplete in its consideration of the full extent
of the traffic impacts of the proposed project. It is not-only the project traffic that must be
considered in the neighborhood impact analysis but all of the traffic that will be induced to use
the neighborhood streets as a bypass route because of the project traffic's addition to the
intersection congestion.
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10. Alternatives Analysis

The Crain letter provides no documentation for the responses regarding the impacts of
alternative reduced projects. As Crain has the burcisn of responding to all comments and they
have the resources to do so (background data, ba se calculations, etc.), they should be
mandated to provide that documentation. Further, if additional project reductions would result in
more complete mitigation of the project traffic impacts. they should undertake to produce
analyses of those reductions.

Crain ignores the comment that the only "All Residential Use Alternative" that was analyzed was
for a SOD-unit development, which was the size of the residential component in the original plan.
Subsequently, a project alternative with a smaller residential component - 399 units - has been
proposed by the applicant, but that alternative included the commercial component, so it was
not an all residential alternative. An "All Residentia I Use Alternative" with 399 units and no
commercial component should be analyzed by Crain.

11. All Residential Use Alternative

Crain's response emphasizes the potential for increased pedestrian activity as a result of the
commercial component of the proposed project. That is the reason given for the applicant
rejecting the "environmentally superior alternative" of the all residential project. There is the
statement, " ... the amount of pedestrian trips generated by the Project's commercial uses would
substantially increase the level of pedestrian activity in the area, compared to existing conditions
... " That is a speculative conclusion with no foundzation or documentation, and it ignores the
experiences at large commercial developments that are isolated from residential areas and
located along heavily-trafficked and wide (eight lanes) arterial streets. That low level of
pedestrian activity would be particularly true at a large supermarket, where most patrons will
purchase large amounts of goods too heavy to be carried by hand. (One item that may increase
will be the number of abandoned market shopping carts in the nearby neighborhood.)

Crain states, "Satisfaction of this objective does not require that most patrons of the grocery
store [supermarket) arrive by foot, as is suggested by the commenter ... " Nowhere in my letter
do I suggest that most, implying more than 50%, of the patrons would have to arrive by foot Nor
do I suggest any other level of pedestrian arrival. To impute that to rne is erroneous and
misleading. But, Crain does not present any numerical or percentage estimate of the pedestrian
activity that will result from the proposed commercial component, and the reader is left to
imagine the possibilities.

If you have any questions about my responses to the Crain letter, please contact me at your
convenience.

Very truly yours,

c:

Arthur L. Kassan, P.E.
Registered Traffic Engineer No. 152
Registered Civil Engineer No. 15563
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CASE NO. BS132533vs

CITY OF LOS ANGELES, ET AL
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COURT'S RULING ON PETITION FOR WRlT OF MANDATE HEARD ON
JULY 20, 2012

Petitioner La Mirada Avenue Neighborhood Asssociation of Hollywood ("La Mirada")
challenges the decision of the Respondents City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles City
Council ("Los Angeles" or "City") to certify an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") and to
approve the Hollywood/Gower Project ("Project"), a proposed residential condominlum tower
with retail spaces on the ground floor. Real Party in Interest 6104 Hollywood, LLC ("6104
Hwd") is the Project developer. Petitioner asserts two arguments: (1) that the City denied La
Mirada a fair hearing and (2) that the City violated CEQA in connection with the Project
approvals.

In opposition, the City and the Real Party in Interest assert that Petitioner received a fair hearing
and that its CEQA challenges are without merit. The City asserts that it afforded Petitioner
ample and legally sufficient due process in this instance. And, the City argues that the EIR's
analysis, most specifically of parking effects of the project, is adequate and supported by
substantial evidence.

After considering the parties' briefs, the augmented administrative record and judicially noticed
materials,' having heard argument and having taken the matter under submission" the Court
rules as follows:

I The Petitioner'S motion to augment the record to include e-mails by certain staff members (tabs 1-5) and
"declaratory evidence of Petitioner'S representative and counsel" (tabs 6-7) is granted.

With respect to the staff generated e-mails contained in tabs 1-5, the motion is granted. The e-mail chatter of certain
staff members, while not ordinarily relevant, may be added to the record when it evinces impropriety in the process
itself. Code of Civ. P. 1094.5; Clark v. City Qf Hermosa Beach, 48 Cal. App. 4· 1152, 1170 n. -l? (1996). And,
this material existed before the agency made its decision and Petitioner was not able with the exercise of reasonable
diligence to present these facts to the decision maker before the decision was made. See Western Stales Petroleum
6.~~ociatiQ!1v. S4Q.~.r.iorCour!, 9 Cal. 4th559, 577-578 (1995). Nor are these documents protected under the
del iberative process privilege. These documents show the timing by which certain materials were obtained, whether
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Statement of Facts

The Project site consists of a 47,000+ square foot site that is currently vacant. (AR 258).
Petitioner plans to construct a 20-story mixed use building with 192,000+ square feet of total
floor area. (Id.) The building was originally planned to contain 151 residential units and 6,200
square feet of ground-level retail located along Hollywood Boulevard. (Id.) The project
included flve levels of parking with 331 spaces for residential development and 14 spaces for the

those materials were placed in the public file, whether those materials were considered by the decision-maker at (he
hearing and the access afforded by interested parties to the decision-rnakers. All of these non-deliberative facts are
highly probative on the issue of whether the administrative process in this instance was "fair."

With regard to the "declaratory evidence" set forth in tab 6, the motion is denied. The facts set forth in paragraphs
\-9 were known by the declarant before the final administrative action in this case on May 10j 20 II and there is
nothing that would have stopped Petitioner in the exercise of reasonable diligence from presenting this information
to at the PLUM Committee hearing. Thus, this declaration fails to meet the strict and narrow exceptions to the
general rule of inadmissibility ofextra-record evidence in administrative mandamus proceedings. Western States
Petroleum Association v. Superior Court, 9 CaL 41h 559, 577~578 (1995). Paragraph 10 is covered in the Declaration
of Daniel Wright and is, therefore, cumulative.

With regard to tab 7, that same objection applies to paragraphs 2~6 of the Wright Declaration. However, in
Paragraph 7, Attorney Wright notes that the May 10,20 II letter from Dale Goldsmith, containing the Hirsch/Green
Parking Study, was not available to the public until May 11 _.,one day after the PLUM Hearing was held and closed.
This fact and this information could not have been presented to the PLUM Committee before the hearing; nor (given
the nature of the City Council's determination of this matter without further hearing)·couid it have been presented in
the exercise of reasonable diligence to the City Council. Accordingly, the Court grants the motion to augment the
administrative record to include tab 7, paragraphs 1 and 7. "

The Petitioner's motion to further augment the administrative record is granted. Although late, it requests that the
court consider additional e-rnails showing exactly when the Hirsch/Green parking study was provided to the City
Planning staff and the timing of staff revisions to the developer's supplemental findings. As discussed above, these
materials are relevant, existed at the time of the administrative proceeding and could not have been obtained and put
into the record with the exercise of reasonable diligence. As before, these e-rnails were never presented to the
decision-makers in the matter or considered by them. They are, therefore, not protected by the deliberative process
privilege.

Petitioner's requests for judicia! notice of exhibits A~C are denied. While records of the Superior Court are
ordinarily subject to judicial notice, these decisions involve a wholly different case. The unremarkable proposition
that different judges rule in different ways is not sufficiently relevant to allow these documents to be judicially
noticed. To be judicially noticed, the evidence must also be relevant. Evid. Code 3SO.

Respondents' and Real Party's joint request for judicial notice of Exhibit 1 is denied. Although selected portions of
the California Natural Resources Agency's December 2009 Statement of Reasons for Regulatory action may
constitute official acts of a public entity and otherwise no subject to dispute and capable of immediate and accurate
determination, they are properly objected to as partial and irrelevant. The responses to comment, which makes up a
substantial part of the Request for Judicial Notice, appears merely to be staff responses at a public hearing that were
not adopted by any official act of the Natural Resources Agency's Board. Additionally, this partial document did
not inform any aspect of the environmental review conducted by the City in this case.

The Court does, however, grant judicial notice of the City's Administrative Code (Exhibit 2), without deciding the
issue of whether it is valid after the enactment of the new City Charter in 1999 The Court shall also take Judicia!
Notice of Exhibit 3, which is a portion of the LAMe.
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retail development, for a total of 345. (AR 258, 315). As of the date of the PLUM Committee
hearing, the Project had grown to include 176 condominiums and 7,200 square feet of ground
floor retail uses - with the same number of parking spaces. (AR2I06).

On January 28, 2008, the City issued a notice of preparation of an Environmental Impact Report
("ErR") on the Project.' (Id.) In October 2009, the Draft EIR was completed. (AR 1724). .
In the summary of impacts prepared as part of the Draft EIR, the City noted that the proposed
project would not meet the Planning Department's Residential Parking policy. (AR 315). Under
that Policy, a condominium is required to have two spaces per unit, plus .5 spaces per unit for
guest parking. (Id.) Using that model, the project would have 109 spaces less than required.'
(Id.)

Although the applicant expressed "confidence" that it would have sufficient parking because the
project would operate initially as an apartment building rather than a condominium, it was noted
in the Draft ErR that the Project location was in a "parking congested area." (Id.) The Draft
ElR also noted that "the Project was targeted" to individuals and households attracted by walking
and public transit. (Id). No additional mitigation measures were proposed. (Id.)

In a later portion of that same Draft EIR, however, the agency opined that "[gjiven the urban
surroundings of the project, and the availability of public transit opportunities adjacent to and in
close proximity to the site, the proposed amount of residential parking is anticipated to be
adequate to meet the needs of the project. (AR 334). It was also noted that a recently approved

_ project in the vicinity was required only to provide .25 guest spaces per unit, rather than the .5
spaces required by the Parking Authority Guidelines. Under this model, the Project would be
only 65 "resident" spaces deficient. (Id.) Nonetheless, the a?plicant wouldrequest a waiver
from the Planning Department's Residential Parking policy. (Id.) And, to state the obvious,
were the project to provide less parking than needed, it would result in a significant impact on
parking. (AR 661). But, it might oecasion a reduction in the significant and unavoidable traffic
impacts at adjacent intersections during peak traffic time. (AR 754).

2 The City's Initial Study identified inadequate parking capacity as a potentially significant impact of the Project
which would be evaluated in an EIR. (AR 850~51), Respondent wishes to retract this admission based on a state
agency's Statement of Reasons for Regulatory Action promulgated after the Draft EIR was prepared and circulated.
The Natural Resources Agency's Statement did not inform the instant CEQA process, nor was it cited by or relied
upon by the decision maker in this case, Accordingly, it is outside of the record and shall not be considered as pan
of this mandamus proceeding. Western States Petroleum, supra, 9 Cal. 4that 577·578.

3 In its current dimension, the Project's residential parking spaces are thirty percent below what is required by the
Planning Department's Residential Parking policy for condominiums. (AR 2290).

4While the initial development might be rented as apartments, the developer requested a subdivision map that would
allow the units to become condominiums in the future were the market demand for such units develop. (AR 1845).
For a proper assessment of the Project's potential effects, therefore, the Project would be evaluated under the
parking policy relating to condominiums. (AR 1846). The !\eal Party's effort to characterize the Project as "code
compliant" by applying the apartment standard is wholly incorrect. (AR 4664) .

s The Draft E[R assumed that the City's parking requirements applied to the proposed Project. (AR 685).
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In a report dated September 2008, Hirsch/Green Transportation Consulting, Inc. made many of
the claims contained in the Draft EIR. Because the Project was located in an urban
neighborhood with proximate public transit, the expert assumed that it would not be necessary-
for residents to own and park two vehicles per unit. (AR 1488). In addition, the consultants
assumed that the project could secure an exemption to allow .25 guest space model, as had been
used at another near-by development." (Id.) Without further analysis, the expert declared the
parking for the Project to be adequate. (Id.)

A number of comments were submitted by interested persons in response to the Draft ElK (AR
1828-1835). One commentator challenged the use of the .25 guest space model because the
project for which that variance was provided had a surplus of parking for its retail component.
(AR 1831). Such an assumption for this Project, however, would be improper as there was no
retail parking surplus. (Id.) In reply, the agency made the same argument as was contained in
the Draft EIR - this is an urban setting in which public transit would be available and, by
implication, two cars per household would not be necessary. (AR 1846). Nothing is mentioned
about surplus retail parking at the other location or the sufficiency of guest parking with a .25 per
unit ratio. (Id.)

In June 2010, a Final E[R was prepared. (AR 1925). In the Final EIR, the City noted that the
Project's parking spaces would fall well below the applicable recommended residential parking
ratios. (AR 1811). In response, there were no mitigation measures required and the claimed
impact of such parking shortages was deemed "less than significant." (Id). Again, the parking
was presumed adequate because of the urban surroundings and the availability of public transit.
(AR 1812). Once again, the EIR noted that the developer would apply to obtain a reduction in
the required number of guest parking spaces, but noted that the Project would still fail to meet
existing parking requirements. (AR 1812).

In August 2010, the City's Advisory Agency, which is responsible for subdivision map
applications, and a hearing officer, conducted a joint public hearing on the project. (AR 2105-
07). At that hearing, Petitioner and others made objections to the proposed Project. (AR 2029).
Nevertheless, the Advisory Agency approved the tentative tract map, including a reduction in the
parking required for the Project. (AR 3078-83). Petitioner timely appealed that decision to the
Planning Commission.

In December 2010, the Planning Commission heard the appeal of the tentative tract map decision
and the zoning entitlements sought by the Real Party. (AR 3195-96). Over expressed
reservations regarding the adequacy of the parking in the building, the Commission adopted the
EIR, approved the Project and denied Petitioner's appeals. (AR 22 J 7,2229,3352,3378,3407-
08,3440,3461,3487). Petitioner timely appealed. (AR 3517-35,3669-82).

'The Consulting Report IS confusing en this point. At one point, the consultant's note that the City of Los Angeles'
policy is to require additional guest parking at.5 spaces per unit and that this rule applied to this project. (AR 1486-
87). At another point, they use .25 guest spaces per unit to conclude that "the proposed amount of residential
parking is anticipated to be adequate 10 meet the needs of the project." (AR 1488). There is no discussion as to any
similarity or dissimilarity of the other project's parking situation with those present in the proposed Project.
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On April 7, 2011 - four months after the Planning Commission adopted the EIR and approved
the project and five days before Petitioner appeal was to be heard by the PLUM Committee --
6104 Hwd's land use consultant submitted a letter that was added to the City Council file for on
line viewing. (Joint Answer ~ 26). That letter urged the members of the Planning and Land Use
Management (PLUM) Committee of the City Council to adopt "Supplemental Findings"
provided by the Planning Department. (AR 4077-83). At that time, there were no
"Supplemental Findings" in the City Council File. (Joint Answer ~ 27).

On that same day, April 7, the developer's consultant submitted draft review supplemental
findings to City Planner Jae Kim "for his independent review and consideration." (Joint Answer
~ 32.)

On April 12, the PLUM Committee continued the meeting to approve the project and to consider
Petitioner's appeal until May 10,2011. (AR 2269-70).

During the brief continuance, Petitioner repeatedly checked the City Council's public file and
inquired of City Council staff regarding the existence of such "supplemental findings." On May.
5 or 6, City Planner Jae Kim acknowledged that the developer had provided the Planning
Department with "courtesy" supplemental findings, but Kim stated that the City had no intention
of submitting any such findings at the May 10 hearing. (Verified Petition at 34).

Nevertheless, Petitioner's representative traveled to City Hall the next day and obtained a copy
of these "courtesy supplemental filings" (ld. ~ 35). One document contained 139 single-spaced
pages of "Findings," and another was 110 single-spaced pages of "Findings of Fact (CEQA)."
Id. Three days before the hearing, therefore, Petitioner received for the first time over 200
pages of proposed "courtesy supplemental filings" what had been provided by the developer to
the City almost a month earlier. And, these "supplemental findings" further referred to a
"parking utilization study" that was not included in the materials. (Verified Petition '139).

Immediately before the PLUM Committee meeting commenced, City Planner Jae Kim handed
Petitioner's representative a set of "revised findings" that would be presented to the PLUM
Committee. (Joint Answer ~ 39; AR 2105). The first document, entitled "Supplemental
Findings," was 134 single-spaced pages. The other document, entitled "Findings of Fact
(CEQA)" was 97 pages in length. (Id.; AR 27-257) The 295 page "parking utilization study"
referred to in the findings was not included in these materials. (Augmented Record at Tab 7, ~ 7;
AR 2288).

Despite Petitioner'S request for a two-week continuance in order to give Petitioner an
opportunity to rebut these newly submitted findings, PLUM concluded the hearing and voted to
adopt the EIR, approve the Project without modification and deny Petitioner's appeals.' (AR
2284-2288, 2325-2326).

7 Although RPl argued [hat this meeting remained open for submission of additional materials after the vote had
been taken, the decision/recommendation by PLUM had occurred. The courts have articulated (and CEQA
Guidelines have restated) six separate policy grounds justifying the requirement that agencies seek and respondto
comments: (1) "sharing expertise; (2) disclosing agency analysis; (3) checking for accuracy; (4) detecting omissions;
(5) discovering public concerns; and (6) soliciting counterproposals, CEQA Guidelines § 15200. The process
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One day after the PLUM hearing, the City Clerk made available in the City Council file the May
10,2011 letter from Real Party's attorney and the March 2011 Hersch/Green parking study and
other sources. (AR 4727-4790).

On May 17, 20 II, the City Council certified the ErR and adopted the findings of the PLUM
Committee and denied the Petitioner's appeal without further hearing. (AR 2331).

Petitioner filed the Instant writ on June IS, 20 I I.

Statement of Issues

Both Respondent and Petitioner have set forth the Statement of CEQA Issues pursuant to Public
Code Section 21167.8(1). The court incorporates those statements as if fully set forth herein.

Standard of Review

In any action or proceeding ... to attack, review, set aside, void or annul a determination,
finding or decision of a.public agency on the grounds of non-compliance with CEQA, the inquiry
shall extend only to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Abuse of discretion is
established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required by law, or if the determination
or decision is not supported by substantial evidence." Madrigal v. Citv of Huntington Beach,
147 Cal. App. 4th 1375, 1381 (2007).

Substantial evidence is defined as "enough relevant evidence and reasonable inferences from this
information that a fair argument can be made to support a conclusion, even though other
conclusions might also be reached." 14 CCR § 15384(a). Substantial evidence, however, is not
"argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, evidence which is clearly
erroneous or inaccurate or evidence of social or economic impacts which do not constitute or are
not caused by physical impacts ... " 14 CCR § 15384(a).

[0 applying the substantial evidence standard, "the reviewing court must resolve reasonable
doubts in favor of the administrative finding and decision." Topanga Ass' 0 for a Scenic
Community v. County of Los Angeles, 11 Cal. 3d 506, 514 (1974). However, a clearly
inadequate or unsupported study is entitled to no judicial deference. Berkeley Keep Jets Over
the Bav Comm. v. Board of Port Comm'rs., 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1355 (2001).

Persons challenging an E[R bear the burden of proving that it is legally inadequate and that the
agency abused its discretion in certifying it. Cherry Valley Pass Acres and Neighbors v. Citv of
Beaumont, 190 Cal. App. 4th 316, 327-28 (2010).

employed in this case effectively negated the benefits of meaningful public participation. CEQA's policy of inviting
effective public participation was wholly derailed by the process. adopted by the City in this case.
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Analysis

Petitioner asserts a number of different arguments in support of its claim that the Respondent
abused its discretion under CEQA and that it violated due process by denying Petitioner a fair
hearing. Considering those two arguments separately:

I. The City Failed to Proceed in a Manner Required by CEQA

In lawsuits challenging agency decisions for alleged non-compliance with CEQ A, the Court "can
and must ... scrupulously enforce all legislatively mandates CEQA requirements." Citizens of
Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal. 3d 553, 564 (1990). One of those legislatively
mandated requirements requires that the public be allowed to participate in the CEQA process.
Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn., Inc. v. Montecito Water Dist., 116 Cal. App. 4th396,
400 (2004)("[e]nvironmental review derives its vitality from public participation,") Comments
from the public "are an integral pan of the [final] ErR." Sutter Sensible Planning, Inc. v. Board
of Supervisors, 122 Cal. App. 3d 813, 820 (1981).

The purpose of requiring public review is to demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry
that the agency has, in fact, analyzed and considered the ecological implications of its
action. Public review permits accountability and informed self-government .... Public
review ensures that appropriate alternatives and mitigation measures are considered, and
permits input from agencies with expertise .... Thus, public review provides the dual
purpose of bolstering the public's confidence in the agency'sdecision and proving the
agency with information from a variety of ex pens and sources.

Schoen v. Department of Forestry & Fire Protection, 58 Cal. App. 4th 556, 573-74 (1997).

Consistent with this interest in ensuring meaningful public participation, the law also requires
that, if subsequent to the commencement of public review, but prior to final ErR certification, the
lead agency adds "significant new information to an EIR, the agency must issue new notice and
re-circulate the revised EIR or portions thereof, for additional commentary and consultation."
Pub. Res. Code § 21092.1; CEQA Guidelines § 150885.5; Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v.
Regents of the University of California ("Laurel Heights 11), 6 Cal. 4th 1112 (1993). The revised
environmental document must be subjected to the "same critical evaluation that occurs in the
draft stage," so that the public is not denied "an opportunity to test, assess, and evaluate the data
and make an informed judgment as to the validity of the conclusions to be drawn therefrom."
Sutter Sensible Planning, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors, 122 Cal. App. 3d 813, 822 (1981).
Recirculation of an EIR requires notice pursuant to Section 15088.5, subd, (d)8

In this case, the PLUM Committee relied extensively upon the Hirsch/Green Transportation
Consulting, Inc.'s March 28,2011 parking "study" as "substantial evidence" to support its

SThis issue has been exhausted administratively. (AR 4157).
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findings that the Project would not result in a substantial adverse impact because the proposed
parking spaces were sufficient to meet the needs of the residents.9 (AR 75-76).

Petitioner asserts that this study constitutes "significant new information" as defined in the
Guidelines and under relevant case law. CEQA Guidelines 15088.5; Pub. Res. Code section
21092. I. Specifically, "new information added to an ErR is "significant" if the EIR is changed
in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial
adverse environmental effect of the project. Id. For example, where a draft EIR is so
fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful public review
and comment were precluded, significant new information that may constitute substantial
evidence requires recirculation in order to ensure meaningful public review. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5, subd. a (4); Mountain Lion Coalition V. Fish and Game Commission, 214 Cal.
App. 3d 1043 (1989).

Respondent and Real Party assert that the new parking study did not require recirculation
because it only clarified, amplified or made insignificant changes to an adequate EIR.IO See

'!The Court does not reach, nor does it decide, whether the March 28, 20 J I Hirsch/Green study constitutes
substantial evidence to support a finding that the number of parking spaces proposed for the Project are sufficient to
meet both resident only and residential guest parking. This material was added to the "record without a sufficient
time for the public to consider and question its contents. Looking at it more carefully, however, may reveal its
defects. First, the projects relied upon by the expert are not particularly good proxies to the Hollywood/Gower
Project. The 200! Kaku study focused on both apartments and condominiums in Long Beach, Santa Monica and
San Diego. It is unclear whether any of the locations studied were in the severely parking-scarce adjacent
neighborhood as is true in this case, (AR 4740- 4766). Nor can it be determined whether these studies considered
"luxury projects"-such as this one -- where residents are more likely to retain their cars and drive in higher
numbers than the general public. (AR 94. 106). As for the "Shared Parking" book, it provides only "a systematic
way to apply" adjustments to parking ratios, but then states that "a poorly designed site for shared parking often
cannot be significantly improved, and more spaces may ultimately have to be added." (AR 4777). The City of Los
Angeles, obviously with access to such treatises, has decided in the Advisory Agency's Residential Parking Policy
No. AA 2000-1, issued May 24, 2000. That Policy requires new residential condominiums to provide 2 parking
spaces per dwelling unit p1us.5 guest spaces per dwelling unit in light of the unique and particular car-centric nature
of Los Angeles. That academics or consultants suggest a change in that policy is not substantial evidence that the
Project in this case will provide sufficient parking without occasioning an overflow into the surrounding
neighborhood, The third «study" upon which the March 28 "study is based involves high-rise apartments, not
condominiums. (AR 4787-88). Finally, the chart showing the developers other projects is immaterial to the
question of whether the current parking ratio is sufficient to meet demand. (AR 75, 4790). See Berkeley Keep Jets
Overlhe Bay Comm. V. Board of Port Comm'rs, 91 Cal. App. 4" 'I344, 1355 (2001 Xa clearly inadequate or
unsupported study is entitled to no judicial deference); Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the
University of California, 47 Cal. 3d 376, 404-09 (I988)(fmdings must be adequate. complete and not based on
erroneous calculations or misinterpretations of the studies they rely upon.)

TIle Court, however, rejects RPI's claim at oral argument that this· study was simply composed of already pub! ished
information and that it added no new information for public review. The record shows that the March 28, 20 I I
report was neither a summary nor simply a regurgitation of existing reports/studies already in the record. (AR 56,
4681 ).

10 Respondent and Real Party also appear to argue that under the most recent CEQA Guidelines, a project's
inadequate parking capacity is not considered an adverse environmental impact. Whatever recent changes have
taken place in the Guidelines, those do not affect this case. The NOP in this case was published at a time when
parking capacity was considered an adverse environmental effect. (AR 850·51). The initial study acknowledged
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California Oak Foundation v. Regents of the University of California, 188 Cal. App. 4th227,266
(2010). CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, subd. b. An agency's decision not to recirculate an
ElR must be supported by substantial evidence in the administrative record. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5, subd. (e).

The agency' s decision not to recirculate the Draft EIR in this instance is not supported by
substantial evidence in the administrative record. The March 28, 2011 parking study - no matter
how flawed - was a monumental improvement from what was presented in the Draft EIR. The
Draft EIR contained only unsubstantiated opinions and conclusory statements that allowing a
Project with parking spaces below the City's policy requirements would not cause any
significant impacts. CAR315-16, 685-86, 1486-88). For example, the Draft EIR notes that the
"project applicant is confident that the amount of proposed parking would meet the needs of the
proposed project." (AR 315). Developer "confidence" does not constitute substantial evidence
to support a fact. Nor can it be fairly argued that parking ratios for "apartments" should be used,
as the Project is clearly one for condominiums. 11 Finally, while the Draft EIR notes that the
Project is "targeted to individuals attracted by the location," and that there are "public transit
opportunities available within the project vicinity," fails to bridge the analytic gap. That some
residents may like to walk around the area or that there arc public transit stops nearby does not
explain how the construction of a project with 109 too few parking spaces will not occasion
inadequate parking for residents and their guests. Unless and until objective evidence is posited
showing that occasional use of public transit or preference for walkable neighborhoods obviates
the need of high-wage earners to own and park a car at one's residence, the link between these
facts and the conclusion for which they are posited has not been established. In fact, the
substantial evidence in the record is to the contrary. (AR I06)(Planning Commissioner Epstein's
contrary opinions based on experience). ..

Moreover, authorizing a departure from existing parking requirements - the recommendation
made by PLUM with regard to the Project - will have a substantial adverse environmental effect.
While any new information does not trigger re-circulation, section 21092.1 requires an agency to
provide the public with "new information" that was a substantial changelimprovement on the

such an effect. The City is bound by the legal framework it has proceeded under. Gentry v. City ofMuriena, 36
Cat. App. 4~ 1359, 1404-05 (1995).

Moreover, under the new CEQA Guidelines Appendix Checklist, inadequate parking capacity can still be considered
an adverse environmental impact if the project would "conflict with an applicable plan or policy ... establishing
measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system." Without any discussion in this record that
the circulation system of Hollywood is sufficiently robust to withstand untold numbers of new residents and their
guests cruising for non-existent street parking, the Respondents' claim that the Project's variance from City-
established parking ratios cannot cause an adverse environmental effect is unsupported by substantial evidence,

II Although the Real Party repeatedly refers to the City's parking requirement for apartments, this project was a
condominium project. Further, while there is some discussion about the Paseo Plaza project as a "proxy" to
demonstrate that the parking spaces in the Project are not insufficient, that building only reduced the ratio of guest
parking spaces from .5 per unit to .25 per unit because in that instance, as noted by a speaker at the public hearing,
there were surplus retail parking spaces. That project is not SUfficiently similar to the Hollywood/Gower project to
support a finding that the reduced parking spaces at the Project were "consistent with other high-r-ise mixed use
buildings in the Central Hollywood area."
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previously provided information. See also CEQA Guidelines sections 15162 and 15163. Where,
as here, the March 2011 Hersch/Green parking study made a significant modification to an
otherwise inadequate EIR, recirculation is required. Laurel Heights n, 6 Cal. 4th 1112,1121-22
(1993).

Without having an opportunity to review the new traffic study evidence which is the only
evidence to support the EIR's finding of no significant environmental impacts - the public was
deprived of its right to fulfill its proper role in the CEQA process. See Laurel Heights
Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the University of California, 47 Cal. 3d 376,404-05 (1988).

By failing to recirculate for public comment, Respondent's approval of the EIR failed to comport
with the law under CEQA and, therefore, constitutes an abuse of discretion.

For that reason and on that ground, the Writ is granted.

2. "Fair Hearing" Claims

While the Court initially declined to reach the question of whether the process afforded by the
Respondent in this case was constitutionally deficient, it shall do so here.

While a court must give substantial deference to the good faith judgment of an agency that its
procedures afforded fair consideration of a party's claims, that deference is not unlimited. A
local agency's adjudicatory decisions must be made pursuant to principles of due process. Hom
v. County of Ventura, 24 Cal. 3d 605, 610 (1979).

In this case, the first time that Petitioner even heard that a March 29, 2011 report compiling
parking utilization at a total of 18 residential developments in the Southern California region and
supplemented by recommendations provided by the Urban Land Institute and the Institute of
Transportation Engineers would be relied upon as substantial evidence that the parking ratio
provided by the applicant would be sufficient to meet demand was provided one business day
before the PLUM hearing. (AR 5243,5293, 5380). This late disclosure was compounded by the
fact that the City Planner had repeatedly reassured Petitioner's representative that no additional
evidence would be submitted. (AR 22-23,26-27). The first time that the petitioner was able to
see the evidence in the new parking study was on Mayl1, 20 I I, the day after the PLUM
Committee held the hearing on this Project. (AR 4663-4790). This parking study is the only
substantial evidence cited in the revised findings adopted by the PLUM Committee that the
reduction in parking proposed for this Project would not result in overflow parking impacts in
the adjacent neighborhood. (AR 75-77, 199-20 I)

And, while the City contends that its deprivation of notice and opportunity to Petitioners was
"cured" at the City Council, that claim is simply incorrect. The parking study upon which the
PLUM Commission relied was made public one day after the matter was referred to the full City
Council. (AR 4124,4734-4790). There wag no hearing at the next level; the only "hearing" at
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which Petitioner could have proffered "rebuttal" was at the PLUM Commission nearing." (AR
2328-2332,4124).

While there is no express statute that affords Petitioner the right to have notice and an
opportunity (0 be heard, the doctrine of due process applies to land use administrative hearings of
the type at issue here. Mohlief v. Robert Janovici, 51 Cal. App. 4th 267, 302 (1996)(standards
regarding adequacy of due process apply at administrative hearings). The deprivation of process.
in this case - of a basic right to have before it the information upon which the administrative
decision rests and an op~ortunity to be heard as to the competency or adequacy of that
information - is patent.' The City put more than 200 pages of new findings that relied upon a
new planning book not generally available to the public on short notice and the undisclosed 56-
page Hirsch/Green Parking Report into the record less than one business day before the hearing
on this matter. Having deprived the Petitioner and the public a reasonable advance opportunity
to review the new findings and the new evidence cited in support of these findings, the City
failed to afford Petitioner a fair hearing in this case. See Clark v. City of Hermosa Beach, 48
Cal. App. 4th 1152, 1171-72 (1996)("A hearing requires that the party be apprised of the
evidence against him so that he may have an opportunity to refute, test and explain it.")

As the PLUM Commission's approvals of the Project violated thc due process requirements ofa
fair hearing, the Writ is granted on this ground as well.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, the Court grants the Writ of Mandate.

Counsel for Petitioner is to submit to this Department a proposed judgment and a proposed writ
within J 0 days with a proof of service showing that copies were served on Respondent by hand
delivery or fax. The Court will hold these documents for ten days before signing and filing the
judgment and causing the clerk to issue the writ.

The administrative record is ordered returned to the party who lodged it to be preserved without
alteration until a final judgment is rendered and to forward it to the Court of Appeal in the event
of appeal.

DATED: JULY 23,2012

ANN I. JONES
ANN 1. JONES, JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT

12 Both RP! and the City sought to assert that the PLUM Committee decision was only a recommendation, not a
decision, Constitutionally, the one who "decides, must hear." .v oilstedt v. City of Stockton, 220 Cal. App. 3d 265,
274-75 (!990). IFthe actual decision-maker was the City Council, it decided the issue without hearing any
testimony, much less rebuttal experts. Although Petitioner and its counsel submitted speaker cards at the City
Council meeting on the project, no testimony was allowed. (AR 5039-41,2330,2340-43).

II The Petitioner has a property interest sufficient to allow its due process claim 10 be heard. An neighborhood
adversely affected by a proposed development has a deprivation substantia! enough to require procedural due
process protection. Cf. Hom v. County of Ventura. 24 Cal.Jd 60S. 615 (1979).
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lRTHUR L. KASSAN, P.E.
Consulting Traffic Engineer

April 9, 2013

Bradly S. Torgan, Esq.
927 Kings Road #220
West Hollywood, CA 90069

Subjecr-ll Villaggio Toscano Project
Refined Conceptual Site Plan

Dear Mr. Torgan:

Subsequent to the completion of my letter of February 12, 2013, in which I commented
on the inadequacies of the Environmental Impact Report for the above-captioned
project, it has come to my attention that there are several serious deficiencies in the
"Refined Conceptual Site Plan" for the development [Figure 11-1, page 11-2of the FEIRJ.
The deficiencies, if not corrected, will lead to traffic operational and safety problems. In
particular: a) there will be conflicts between market delivery trucks and other vehicles
and pedestrians within the development site; and b) residential ingress and egress
could be blocked due 0 unforeseen and unaccounted for events. Neither the DEIR nor
the FEIR for this development has addressed these potentially significant design
defects.

Delivery Truck Access

The problem arises from the inadequate curb retum and turning radius proposed for the
intersection of the development "fire lane" and Camarillo Street at the southwestern
corner of the site. Although the roadway along the western and northern periphery of
the site is labeled "fire lane", that roadway is actually a development access and
circulation roadway that will serve the primary entries/exits for the residential parking
and the retail parking, as shown on the plan. Additionally, and most crucially, that
roadway will provide the only on-site circulation routing for trucks heading to and from
the "market loading area" in the northern part of the development.

The market loading area is shown on the plan with a southwest-to-northeast alignment
and with the loading docks and market delivery doors in the southwestern part of the
area. Therefore, it can be inferred that the truck delivery and pick-up operation will be as
follows:

• market-oriented trucks will turn from either direction of Sepulveda Boulevard to
enter Camarillo Street traveling westbound;

• the trucks will turn right from westbound Camarillo Street to the northeast bound
fire lane and proceed to the market loading area;

• the trucks will back into the loading area at an angle to the fire lane with. their
front ends heading toward the northeast;

Telephone
(310) 558-0808

5105 Cimarron Lane
Culver City, CA 90230

FAX
(310) 558-1829



Bradly S. Torgan, Esq.
April 9, 2013

Page 2

• when leaving, the trucks will exit the loa ding area frontwards and head to the
driveway on Sepulveda Boulevard at the northeastern corner of the site, from
which they will have to turn right onto southbound Sepulveda Boulevard.

The trucks serving the market loading area will range in size up to a 50-foot long semi-
trailer cornbination truck with a 40-foot long wheelbase (designated a WB-40 truck in
traffic engineering design terms). For design purposes, that size and type of truck has a
20-foot long inner tuming radius and a 41 .2-foot long outer turning radius.

Based on the "Revised Conceptual Site Plan", the curb return proposed for the
intersection of Camarillo Street and the fire Ian e will be approximately 15 feet in radius.
Further complicating the tuming problem at the intersection will be the angle at which
the two roadways intersect. The fire lane will intersect Camarillo Street at an angle of
approximately 70 degrees. Normally, streets intersect at a 90-degree angle or as close
to that as possible. With the angle shown on the plan, the entering truck will have to tum
through a total of 110 degrees, causing the truck to use more of the fire lane roadway to
complete its turn than would be necessary under normal conditions.

Attached are two exhibits that illustrate the potential turning paths of the market-bound
trucks.

Exhibit A shows the minimum turning path of a WB-40 truck with the intersection curb
return shown on the plan. The truck would have to start its turn 13 feet south of the
Carnarillo Street curbline. The truck is 8 Y, feet wide. Added to the 13 feet from the
curbline, the turning truck will occupy rnore than 21 feet of the 25-foot westbound
roadway of Camarillo Street. That would result in the truck blocking all of the westbound
traffic flow on the street.

Even starting that far into the street, the outer edge of the turning truck would be at the
western curbline of the fire lane. That is, the truck, in turning to travel northbound, would
occupy the entire width of the fire lane, intruding into the southbound lane.

Any vehicle that is southbound on the fire lane within four vehicle lengths of the
intersection would impede the turning of the truck from Carnarillo Street. Southbound
drivers exiting from the residential and retail driveways, not understanding the physical
necessities of a turning truck, may try to pass around it and cause collisions. As the
southbound fire lane will be the prirnary exit route for vehicles leaving the residential
and retail components of the developrnent, the potentials for interference and safety
hazard are high.

Exhibit B shows the minimum path that could accommodate the turning truck without
its intruding into the southbound lane of the fire lane and starting frorn an acceptable'
location within the Camarillo Street roadway - approximately 6 feet frorn the north
curbline, leaving an t t-toot lane width for other westbound traffic on the street. Based
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on Exhibit S, it is recommended that a minimum of a 3D-foot radius curb return be
provided at the "northeast" corner of the intersection of Camarillo Street and the fire
lane.

That radius curb return would eliminate the need for the intrusion of turning trucks into
the conflicting southbound fire lane traffic. That size and larger curb returns are
commonly provided at city street intersections at which meaningful numbers of large
trucks are expected to turn. For example, the curb returns at the intersection of
Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard are of 30- to 35-foot radius.

Shown on the development plan at the southwestern corner of the site, adjacent to the
small-radius curb return, is a small, square building that is not identified as to use. A 30-
foot or larger radius curb return would pass through that building. It would be necessary
to re-locate or modify that building in order to provide the recommended adequate
turning radius for the market-oriented trucks.

Vehicle Access for the Residential Parking

The Refined Conceptual Site Plan shows only one on-site driveway identified as
"Residential Parking Entry". As that is the only driveway identified for general, i.e., non-
guest parking, it can be assumed that it is a two-way driveway that will be used for
residential parking exiting as well as entry. With one driveway serving the approximately
800 residential parking spaces, there could be entry and exiting problems in cases of:
a) one or more vehicles blocking the driveway beci3use of an accident or breakdown:
b) a fire near the driveway..c) earthquake damage to the building affecting the driveway;
or d) similar types of unpredictable but possible adverse incidents, For the"safety and
convenience of the development residents, a second two-way driveway must be
provided to serve the large residential parking facility.

If you have any questions about my concern an d recommendation for the significant
design feature, please contact me at your convenience. The analysis should be added
to the environmental impact studies for the development. I would be pleased to present
my analysis to City officials and staff for the benefit of the truckers and the development
residents and retail patrons.

Very truly yours,

Arthur L. Kassan, P.E.
Registered Traffic Engineer No. 152
Registered Civil Engineer No. 15563

Attach.
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SHERMAN OAKS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Post Office Box 5223
Sherman Oaks, California 91413

Information: (818) 377-4590
www.shermanoaks914.com

Founded in
1964

February 14, 2013

City of Los Angeles Planning Department
City Hall Offices
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attention: Nicholas Hendricks
Hearing Officer, Case Number: CPC 2010-3152(ZC)(HD)(SPE)(SPR)(SPP)(CUB)

Subject: nVillaggio Toscano - SOHA Comments and Recommendations on Final EIR Noise

Dear Mr. Hendricks:

Introduction

An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is normally divided into several sections by topic and then further
divided by issue. The topics would include traffic, noise, air quality, and other areas. The issues are
usually divided into the effect of the environment on the project, and the effect of the project on the
environment. These can then be subdivided into subjects such as the effect of traffic noise on the
surrounding environment, and effect of construction noise.

Environmental noise in California is evaluated using the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL),
which is a 24-hour energy average level, with levels occurring between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. increased by 5
dB, and those occurring between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. the next day by 10 dB, before averaging. The rest of
the world uses the Day Night Level (Ldn) or the Day Evening Night Level (Lden) systems, which were
developed later but are similar.

Impact of the Exterior Noise Environment on the Project

Due to the proximity of the project site to two freeways and a major boulevard, the existing noise
environment is quite loud. Almost the entire residential structure will extend above the existing traffic
noise barriers and thus will be exposed to unshielded noise. Based on the measurements published in the
EIR, CNEL levels expected to impact the residential towers, will be on the order of 78 dB CNEL. This is
from measurements taken on the fifth floor of the Galleria parking lot. Measurements made by Marshall
Long Acoustics on the sixth floor of the parking lot in the north-west corner yielded an 80 dB CNEL
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level. The parking lot is exposed to traffic from the 405 freeway, but is not as close as the proposed
development is to the 101 freeway. Consequently it is probably an underestimate of the actual levels by
approximately 2-3 dB.

The EIR references the City of Los Angeles CEQA threshold guide to determine impact. This guide, a
copy of which is attached, sets a level limit of 70 dB CNEL, above which multifamily residential projects
are deemed "clearly unacceptable." The guide defines clearly unacceptable as requiring that "New
construction or development should generally not be undertaken." Thus the Los Angeles CEQA thresbold
guide prohibits residential buildings in these high noise areas. The EIR ignores this standard. Instead it
points to the fact that the City of LA does not have standards on allowable noise levels on balconies.

As a mitigation measure the EIR suggests that calculations be undettaken to restrict interior noise levels to
less than 45 dB CNEL. This requirement has been a state mandated standard for all multifamily dwellings
since 1974. It also includes requirements on the construction of walls and floor ceilings. Unfortunately the
City of Los Angeles Building Department has never enforced the state law or the building code in this
regard and is unlikely to enforce it for this project. Even if the city suddenly decided to enforce the
building code, after ignoring it for 39 years, there is no one in the city capable of judging the accuracy of
an acoustical report as they have never enforced it in the past.

But clearly an accurate measurement should be undertaken to determine the noise at the closest building
to the freeways. This can easily be done by placing a microphone on top of the sound barrier at a point
where it would receive levels from both the 405 and the IO! freeway traffic, It is highly likely that the
inclusion of both these sources would raise the exterior level by 2-3 dB CNEL. However, since the City
of Los Angeles does not enforce the multifamily building code now, it is unlikely that this change in level
would have much impact on their current lack of enforcement.

Impact of Traffic Noise on the Environment

The EIR estimates that the impact of changes to traffic-generated noise due to th.is project and other
projects in the area would be 1.8 dB CNEL. It compares this to the LA City Standard for determination of
impact of street traffic noise of 3 dB and indicates that there is no significant impact. The 3 dB threshold
for the finding of an impact is an unusually high standard. The standard for aircraft noise impact in the
same document for example is a change of 1.5 dB. The threshold of impact in standard textbooks on the
subject is usually set to a change I dB. A 3 dB change in traffic noise requires a 100% increase in traffic
on a given street. It does not take much common sense to figure out that many people would be negatively
affected well before the traffic had increased by hundred percent. A I dB increase in noise is generated
by a 26% increase in traffic, wh.ich is a noticeable and significant change in traffic volume.

Impact of Construction Noise

Two major sources of noise during construction include equipment on-site and equipment off-site. The
on-site equipment is used in the constructing the building and excavating the site. The off-site noise is
generated by hundreds of construction vehicle trips by heavy dump rrucks used to carry the excavated soil
from the site. The proposed mitigation for the first of these sources suggested in the EIR is an 8 foot
wooden barrier. In order for acoustical barriers to be minimally effective, they must block the line of sight
between the source and the receiver. Since construction vehicles such as crawler tractors and dump trucks
radiate most of their noise from their exhaust stacks, and these exhaust stacks are 8 feet h.igh, the barrier
would only be marginally effective. Th.is is particularly true when the receiver is a second floor resident
across the street from the project or adjacent to it.
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Analysis of the noise due to heavy dump trucks carrying the excavated soil has not been included in the
EIR. The haul route is discussed in the traffic section but not in the noise section. It has been calculated
that the number of vehicles required to transport the excavated soil, if placed end to end, would stretch
from San Francisco to Las Vegas. Thus the noise impact of these vehicles will extend well beyond the
boundaries of the construction site.

We strongly recommend that the EIR be rejected in its present form, and be revised to. include these items.

We also recommend that the project be revised to reduce density so as10 bring down the impact of traffic-
related noise on the surrounding communities.

We also recommend that the EIR address alternative projects that comply with the Ventura Boulevard
Specific Plan.

Kindest regards,

Marshall Long Acoustics

Marshall Long, Ph.D., P.E.
Fellow Acoustical Society of America
SOBA BoardlLand Use Chair

MUcf
Enc.

cc: Councilman Tom LaBonge, District
Councilman Paul Koretz, District 5
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Chapter I. The General Plan u m Page 8 of 12

1
IIELEMENT in 1993 Revision required
by July, 1996

!tSAFETY ELEMENT I
IFire Protection ITo be included in the SAFETY

ELEMENT

ISafety ITo be updated as the SAFETY
ELEMENT

jseismic Safety ITo be included in the SAFETY
ELEMENT

PURPOSE OF THE CITYWIDE GENERAL PLAN FRAMEWORK ELEMENT
The Framework Element establishes the broad overall policy and direction for the entire general plan. [t is
a discretionary element of the general plan which looks to the future and replaces Concept Los Angeles
and the Citywide Plan (adopted in 1974). It provides a citywide context and a comprehensive long-range
strategy to guide the comprehensive update of the general plan's other elements -- including the
community plans which collectively comprise the Land Use Element. The Framework Element also
provides guidance for the preparation of related general plan implementation measures including Specific
Plans, ordinances, or programs, including the Capital Improvements Program.

The Framework Element is not sufficiently detailed to impact reguests for entitlements on individual
parcels. Commun'lty plans will be more specific and will be the major documents to be looked to for
consistency with the general plan for land use entitlements,. . ,,'

The Framework Element sets forth a conceptual relationship between land use and transportation on a
citywide basis and defines new land use categories which better describe the character and function of the
City as it has evolved over time, In addition, it sets forth an estimate of population and employment
growth for a 15 to 20 year time period that can be used to guide the planning of infrastructure and public
services, This, however, does not represent a limit on growth or a mandated level of growth in the City or
its community plan areas. Traditionally, such "end-state" limits have proven ineffective in guiding growth
and public infrastructure and service investments and in responding to the changing needs of a city's
residents and its economy. In its place, the Framework Elemcnt establishes a program to annually monitor
growth, its impacts, and infrastructure and service needs that will be documented in a report to the City
Council and pertinent service departments and agencies, This will provide decision makers and planners
with the information that is essential in shaping growth in a mariner that can mitigate its impacts, minimize
development costs, conserve natural resources, and enhance the quality of life in the City,

REGIONAL CONTEXT AND CONFORMlTY WITH OTHER REGIONAL PLANS
The Framework Element serves as subregional input to the Southern California Association of
Governments Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and provides a context for cooperative planning
efforts between the City of Los Angeles, adjacent cities; and the County of Los Angeles, Thc Framework
Element, along with the Air Quality Element and the Transportation Element, ensures conformity between
the Los Angeles City General Plan and the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Regional Air
Quality Management Plan. The Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide includes Growth 'Management
and Mobility components.

MONITORING AND REPORTING
The Department of City Planning will develop and implement a growth Monitoring System and annually
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OFFICE OF THE LOS ANGELES CITY ATIORNEY
CARMEN A. 1RUTANICH, City Attorney (SBN 86629x)
TERRY KAUFMANN MACIAS, Deputy City Atty. (SBN 137182)
TIMOTHY McWILLIAMS, Deputy City Atty. (SBN 167769)
200 North Main Street, 701 City Hall East
Los Angeles, California 90012-4131
Telephone: (213) 978-8239
Facsimile: (213) 978-8090.
Email: tim.mcwilliams@lacity.org

Attorneys for Real Party In Interest,
EMERSON COLLEGE, INC.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2 1

22

2 3

24

2 5

2 6

27

2 8

Attorneys for Respondents,
CITY OF LOS ANGELES and
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES

RJ COMER (SBN 186284)
HOWARD WEINBERG (SBN 117236)
ARMBRUSTER GOLDSMITH & DEL VAC LLP
11611 San Vicente Blvd., Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 90049
Telephone: (310) 209-8800
Facsimile: (310) 209-8801
Email: rj@agd-landuse.com

NO FEE DUE
GOV'TCODE

§ 6103

EAST-WEST STIJDIOS, LLC, a Delaware
corporation;

Petitioner,
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1 significant impacts similar to the construction-related significant impacts from development of

2 the approved Project on the Property.
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D. The City Made the Findings Required by City Charter Section 556

City Charter section 556 requires the City tofind that the General Plan amendment

adopted in this case is consistent with the General Plan. The City made such a finding and the

finding is supported by substantial evidence. CAR 1:49-58 [entitled "Charter Section 556

Findings"]; 10:4155-4168; 12:4857-4864.)

EWS incorrectly claims that, in addition to the comprehensive General Plan consistency

findings the City made, other specific findings and CEQA analysis are required under General

Plan Framework Element (the "Framework") 7 section 3.14.6. No such findings or analysis are

required. The Framework "establishes the broad overall policy and direction for the entire

general plan." (AR 12:4958.) By its own terms, the Framework is not intended to impose

procedural requirements on individual entitlement applications.

The Framework Element is not sufficiently detailed to be applied 10 requests for
entitlements on individual parcels. Community plans will be more specific and will be the
major documents to be looked to for consistency with the general plan for land use
entitlements. (AR 12:4966 {emphasis added}.)

Framework Chapter 3, which contains Framework section 3.14.6 cited by EWS, does not

require the City to make specific findings for the approval of a General Plan amendment relative

to specific projects. Rather, it identifies the contents of Chapter 3 as "guidance for the

comprehensive update of community plans." (AR 12:4966 {emphasis added}.) Thus, EWS

incorrectly suggests that Framework seetion 3.14.6 applies to Emerson's Project - it does not.

The considerations set forth in Framework section 3.14.6 are meant to guide land use designation

. changes when the City undertakes to comprehensively update an entire Community Plan. In this

case, the land usc designation of the Property under the HCP was changed from LM to Regional

Center Commercial, The HCP itself was not comprehensively updated.

EWS mistakenly characterizes the Framework as imposing requirements on specific

project approvals. Such allegation is another form of its oft-repeated argument regarding the

7 The City's General Plan Framework is part of Emerson's Request for Judicia! Notice.
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3radly S. Torgan, JD, AICP
927 Kings Road #220

West Hollywood, CA 90069
Phone 323.574.7554

Fax 323.417 .7151
btorgan@ix.netcom.com

VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

February 14,2013

Mr. Nicholas Hendricks, City Planner
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
6262 Van Nuys Blvd. Room 351
Van Nuys, CA 91401

Re: Comments on Proposed Environmental Impact Report and Entitlements for
II Villagio Toscano, ENV-2004-6000-EIR, SCH No. 2004111068, CPC-
2010-3152, VTT-61216

Dear Mr. Hendricks:

I. INTRODUCTION.

This office represents Sherman Oaks Residents for a Safe Environment
("SORSE"), whose members live in Sherman Oaks and who will be adversely impacted
by development of the proposed Il Villagio Toscano project ("Project"). This
correspondence constitutes our initial written comments on and objections to the
proposed EIR and entitlements for the Project, and the Project itself.

As a preliminary matter, please ensure that notice of all hearings, actions, events
and decisions related to the Project are timely provided to this office. All objections,
including those regarding proper notice and due process, are expressly reserved.

II. THE PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS INCOMPLETE AND MISLEADING.

A. Description of uses.

The EIR never quite tells us how many buildings there are. At one point it
mentions a "series of six-story buildings." (EIR, II-7.) At another point, the EIR
mentions "several six-story buildings." (EIR, I1-J.) The description also misleads the
reader as to the true size and scope of the Project: describing the Project as "several six-
story buildings, located on top of a structural podium," masks what the Project really is -
an unspecified number of buildings as high as eight stories.
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A project description must be both accurate and consistent. "An accurate, stable
.and finite project description is the. sine qua non of an informative and legally sufficient
EIR." County ofInyo v. City ofLos Angeles (1977) 7lCal.App.3d 185, 193. In this
respect and on this preliminary but foundational basis, the Project description fails and
constitutes a violation of CEQA.

B. Access and Parking.

The Draft EIR mentioned five points of access to the Project parking garage, plus
one additional point of access to the Project via a porte-cochere driveway. Four of these
six points of access are on Camarillo.

The text of the EIR indicates two access points along the rear fire lane - one
residential and one commercial - and four along Camarillo, two residential, one
commercial, and one porte-cochere. (ErR II-I 0.) The FEIR revised concept plan,
however, only shows three points of access - one retail, one residential, and the porte-
cochere. (FEIR Figure II-I.) This discrepancy must be reconciled in a recirculated Draft
EIR.

Moreover, FEIR Figure II-I and Appendix H (page ii) indicate that the residential-
only driveway[sJ on Camarillo accesses only residential guest parking. No such
restriction exists in the text of the Draft EIR. (See EIR, II-IO.) Does this mean that the
only point of access for residents is along the back fire lane?

All of these issues must be disclosed, analyzed and mitigated in a recirculated
Draft ErR.

IU. THE AESTHETICS ANALYSIS IS DECEPTIVE AND MISLEADING.

A. The Draft ErR Fails To Provide Appropriate Comparative Standards;
Doing So Shows A Significant And Unmitigated Impact.

The EIR fails to provide substantial evidence to support its conclusion that the
Project will have no significant impact on aesthetics. To the contrary, the analysis is
misleading and deceptive, obfuscating the true significant impacts of the Project.

This deception stems from an inadequate description of the environmental setting.
While the maximum Project height is given - 100 feet - the height of surrounding
buildings is not. Instead, buildings in the surrounding neighborhood are described in
stories or levels (ErR, rV.A-14), preventing attempts at meaningful comparison, and thus
masking the actual and significant impacts of the oversized Project.
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Moreover, by using both levels and stories to describe the height of nearby
buildings as a comparative standard, the EIR improperly implies that the two are
equivalent. They are not. A six-level parking structure can be the functional equivalent
of five stories, since the top level of parking would be the roof.

In order to provide any meaningful analysis, one needs to look elsewhere in the
EIR, where the Project is described as a six-story building on top of a two-level parking
podium. This is the functional equivalent of an eight-story building.

The environmental documentation must provide consistency in description in
order to provide the ability for meaningful comparison. Currently, that has been denied
to the decisionmakers and the public. When so done, proper comparison reveals a Project
that is as much as four times taller than the two-story motel directly across Camarillo on
Sepulveda, and 60% taller than the Grand Apartments, I as much as 60% taller than the
parking garage, and as much as eight times as tall as the residential buildings and homes
across Sepulveda. Under no circumstances can the Project be considered "only
marginally taller" than the adjacent and nearby buildings to the south. To so claim, as the
EIR does, borders on fiction, and shows a fundamental dishonesty that mars the EIR.
The Project height and massing would dramatically alter the existing visual character of
the area. Moreover, Sepulveda Boulevard will not serve as a "buffer" sufficient to
mitigate the significant aesthetic impacts. Further, the "buffer" concept, whatever that is
intended to mean, is vague, ambiguous and unsupported in the EIR.

The EIR's use of the lri-story Comerica Bank building at the opposite comer of
Galleria Plaza and Sepulveda Boulevard as a comparative standard is also misleading.
The bank building itself rises significantly over everything to the north and east. It also is
separated from the Project site by a relatively uniform, intervening five-story roofline
approximately one-eighth of a mile in length. Ifanything, the Cornerica Bank building
suggests that aesthetically appropriate development for the site would be that which
"steps down" the farther one moves north on Sepulveda Boulevard from Ventura
Boulevard.

B. The Project Conflicts With Design-Related Policies Of The
Relevant Land Use Plans.

The EIR in Table IV.A-l attempts to show consistency between the Project and
what the EIR refers to as "design policies" of the relevant plans. What the EIR fails to
acknowledge, however, and which was noted by several other commentators, is the
obvious: the Project is inconsistent with the design standards contained in the Ventura-

The Grand Apartments are actually four residential stories on top of ground level
parking.
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Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan ("S pecific Plan") because it needs variances
from those standards.'

In the planning hierarchy, the Specific P Ian is designed to refine and implement
the Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass Community Plan ("SOCP")
and Los Angeles General Plan Framework. An inconsistency with the design elements in
the Specific Plan, such as those related to height, FAR, and setbacks, presumptively
creates an inconsistency with the plans above it in the hierarchy.

With respect to the specific policies and objectives, the EIR first identifies one
goal and two objectives from the General Plan Framework Element. These, however,
address urban form and neighborhood design. They bear little, if any, relevance to a site-
specific development project.' The General Plan Framework Element defines "urban
form" as the general pattern of building height and development intensity.
"Neighborhood design" is defined as the physical character of neighborhoods and
communities within the City. (See Exhibitl.)

Nevertheless, with respect to one of the objectives mentioned, "Objective 5.5:
Enhance the livability of all neighborhoods by upgrading the quality of development and
improving the quality of the publicrealm," it is important to remember that the public
realm includes the streets. A project that creates significant traffic impacts to study
intersections almost one mile away and creates significant unmitigable impacts to five
study intersections, including a freeway on/off ramp, does not improve the quality of the
public realm.

The ErR also cites three residential policies from the Community Plan. Two of
these policies are designed to implement Community Plan Objective 1-3, "[t]o preserve
and enhance the varied and distinct residential character and integrity in existing single
and multi-family neighborhoods." (SOCP, IlI-4.) These two policies, 1-3.1 and 1-3.3,
address protecting the character of the existing residential neighborhood and
compatibility with adjacent development. As noted above in Section Ill.A, however, the
Project is vastly out of scale with the existing apartment and single family residential
neighborhood to the east and adjacent development to the south.

2 The response to comments takes great pain to assert that no "variances" are being
sought, only "exceptions." An exception, however, is merely a variance by another name. The
only real difference is that the former is applicable to Specific Plans, while the latter is applicable
to the Municipal Code.

3 We also point out that General Plan Framework goals and policies are not
applicable to a site-specific entitlement. See Section VLA, infra.
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The third residential policy listed, 1-5.4, is designed to implement Objective 1-5,
"[t]o limit the intensity and development in hillside areas." (SOCP, III-5.) The program
associated with this policy is implementation of the Citywide Hillside Ordinance and the
Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan. It is thus not applicable to the Project and
appears to have been included here only to create a false sense of consistency.

IV. THE AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS UNDERESTIMATES SIGNIFICANT
IMPACTS TO HUMAN HEALTH.

As part of the Air Quality section, the EIR examines the impact of off-site sources
of toxic air contaminants on potential Project residents; in effect, it purports to examine
the impact to human health oflocating a dense multi-family project adjacent to the
1011405 interchange. In doing so, the EIR uses SCAQMD significance thresholds.
Agency "thresholds of significance" are not the only thresholds, however, that may be
used in determining the existence of a "significant" impact. A significant impact may
occur even if the particular impact does not trigger or exceed an agency's arbitrarily set
threshold of significance. Communities for a Better Environment v. Califomia Resources
Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 114.

In this case, emphasis on these thresholds underestimates the impact to human
health and leads to an incorrect conclusion of a less than significant impact after
mitigation with respect to carcinogenic risk, PMIO, and PM2.5. It also ignores significant
impacts with respect to other public health issues, the additional analysis in the FEIR
notwithstanding.

The EIR itself notes CARB siting recommendations that include avoiding siting
sensitive receptors within 500 feet of freeways and high-traffic roads. (ErR; rV.B-14.) It
also notes that SCAQMD has adopted similar land use planning guidelines in the
Guidance Document/or Addressing Air Quality Issues in General Plans and Local
Planning (May 2005). (ErR, rV.B-17.) What this means is that locating multi-family
housing in which children may be present within 500 feet of a freeway presumptively
creates a significant impact to human health. This impact is well-documented, including
the 2004 Children's Health Study and another 2007 study conducted by researchers at
USC, which linked such exposure to increased risk of asthma and impaired lung
development (Exhibits 2 & 3), and a 2010 study that found a link between living freeway
adjacent and autism. (Exhibit 4).

As one of the authors of the 2004 Children'S Health Study told the Los Angeles
Planning Commission in 2008, "there's strong health-science justification for regulating

. exposures within 500 feet of roadways with heavy traffic," he said. "I'm not sure that
will guarantee the health of our children, but I think that there's very good evidence that
within that margin, what might be thought of as a margin of safety, that there are health
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effects that children are going to be suffering." (See Exhibit 5, ["Black Lung Lofts,
L.A. Weekly, March 6, 20 I0, http://www.laweekly.eoml2010-03-06/news/black-lung-
lofts/].)

The way the Draft ErR generally addressed these issues was to refer to a report
issued by the Planning Department in 2009 that discussed measures for mitigating the
impacts of exposure to air pollutants adjacent to freeways. (EIR, IV.B-24 -26.) There is
no evidence that the report was ever adopted. Some of the design features of the Project
indicate they were not, such as placing an active recreation area - the pool - adjacent to
the freeway, and providing operable windows.

There is also no evidence of the efficacy of any of the purported mitigation
measures the 2009 report discussed. Indeed, as the article "Black Lung Lofts" notes,
suggested mitigation in the form of air-filtration systems and windows that don't open
are ineffective; they are "both measures that scientists say do not keep fine-particulate
matter out of the lungs of children and others because the dust is so pervasive and works
its way through a building'S tiniest cracks and holes." The efficacy of filtration systems
is also compromised by operable windows, although this is apparently a design feature of
the Project. (See EIR, rV.H-27 [the presence of balconies with direct line-of-sight to the
freeway interchange shows operable windows and/or balcony doors].)

As the attached memorandum from Hans Giroux, an expert in both air quality and
noise impact analysis with over 30 years experience, notes, the reliance on air filtration as
adequate mitigation is misplaced because filters do not trap many gaseous pollutants.
(Exhibit 6.) A design requirement/mitigation measure requiring particulate filters with a
MERV of 15 does nothing to address this problem. It only addresses the risks of
particulate matter. The SCAQMD also raised this problem (comment 5-11), a comment
that was ignored.

Mr. Giroux's analysis identifies numerous other flaws in the Air Quality Analysis
of the Draft ErR, including the failure to analyze air quality impacts associated with the
haul route and failure to use age-sensitivity factors in the HAS assessment. Neither of
these issues was properly addressed in the HRA prepared for the Final EIR.

What we can only be left with is a conclusion that Project impacts to public health
are still significant and unavoidable and greater than recognized by the ErR.

V. THE NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS IS INADEQAUTE AND INACCURATE.

The conclusion in the ErR that the noise impacts of the Project will be less than
significant when mitigated defies logic. Locating multi-family residential units adjacent
to two freeways with traffic levels of 600,000 vehicles per day will result in significant
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and unavoidable noise-related impacts. The expert technical assessment of Mr. Giroux
(Exhibit 6) confirms this, contrary to the conclusion of the EIR. As Mr. Giroux's
analysis explains more fully, the EIR analysis ignores relevant implementation programs
in the Los Angeles General Plan Noise Element, uses incorrect data for determining
ground-borne vibration impacts, and omits analysis of noise impacts associated with use
of the haul route.

Mr. Giroux also takes to task the statement in the Draft EIR that "private balconies
of the residential units, which have direct line-of-sight to the freeway interchange, would
be exposed to freeway noise level up to 78 dBA (CNEL). However, there are no City's
[sic] noise limits applicable to the private balconies." (BIR, IV.H-27.) This incorrectly
implies that 78 dBA does not create a significant impact because there allegedly is no
City threshold of significance for outdoor balconies."

First, an adopted threshold of significance is not the only threshold that may be
used in determining the existence of a significant impact. Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agencv (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98. 114. As Mr.
Giroux points out, standing next to the equivalent of a garbage disposal or standing three
feet away from a person shouting at you will have a potentially significant noise related
impact.

Moreover, there is an identified threshold of significance. The land use
compatibility table, Table IV.H-l, suggests that noise exposure for multi-family homes is
clearly unacceptable above 70 dBA. Implicit in the "multi-family homes" classification
is reasonably expected ancillary outdoor use, such as balconies and patios. This is
implicit because other land uses identified in the Table are uses in which normal and
expected activity occurs outdoors (e.g., outdoor spectator sports, playgrounds).

VI. THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE RELEVANT LAND USE
PLANS.

According to CEQA, a project has a potentially significant impact if it "conflictls]
with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction
over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect." (Initial Study Checklist IX.b.)

4 The statement in the Draft EIR is followed by the sentence "Incorporation of the
mitigation measures below would reduce potential impacts associated with the introduction of
residential uses on the project site to a less than significant level." There is no mitigation
provided, however, related to noise impacts on outdoor balconies. (See ErR, rV.H-29-30.)
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As demonstrated below, the Project is not consistent with the relevant land use
plans. Not only does this create a significant impact not identified in the EIR, it prevents
the City from making the findings required by Los Angeles City Charter section 556.

A. The Los Angeles General Plan Framework Is Inapplicable To Site
Specific Entitlements.

A Project is consistent with the relevant land use plans "if, considering all its
aspects, it will further the objectives and policies of the [those plans] and not obstruct
their attainment." Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of
Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 378. The relevant plans here are those
applicable to individual entitlement requests. They do not include the Los Angeles
General Plan Framework Element, the assertion of the EIR to the contrary
notwithstanding.

The Draft EIR spends a great deal of time purporting to show consistency with the
General Plan Framework Element. By the very language of the doeument, however,
'[tjhe Framework Element is not sufficiently detailed to impact requests for
entitlements on individual parcels. Community plans will be more specific and will be
the major documents to be looked to for consistency with the general plan for land use
entitlements." (Exhibit 7; emphasis added.)

Thus, by its very terms, the relevant analysis to determine land use consistency is
not the General Plan Framework. It is the Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-
Cahuenga Pass Community Plan and the VenturaiCahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific
Plan. As is demonstrated below, the Project clearly obstructs attainment of the goals of
those relevant plans.

B. The Project Is Inconsistent With The Residential Goals, Policies And
Objectives Of The Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga
Pass Community Plan.

The EIR claims that the Project is consistent with Community Plan Objective 1.1,
"to provide for the preservation of existing housing and for the development of new
housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the existing residents and
projected population of the Plan area to the year 2010," because it provides new housing.
One cannot make that determination, however, without actually reviewing the policies
adopted by the City to implement the Objective. In actually reviewing the policies that
implement this Objective (which the EIR conveniently does not), the inconsistency of the
Project with this Objective 1.1 becomes readily apparent.. In particular, Project is
inconsistent with the following policies:
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"1-1.2: Protect existing single family residential
neighborhoods from new, out-of-scale development.

1-1.3: Protect existing stable single-family and low density
residential neighborhoods from encroachment by higher
density residential and other incompatible uses.

1-1.4: Protect the quality of the residential environment
through attention to the appearance of communities, including
attention to building and site design.

1-1.6: The City should promote neighborhood preservation,
particularly in existing single family neighborhoods, as well
as in areas with existing multi-family residences."

As amply demonstrated throughout this correspondence, a Project of the height,
size, and scale sought by the applicant does not protect nearby residential neighborhoods
from out-of-scale, incompatible uses. No matter how nice a building may look in a
vacuum, a Project out-of-scale and incompatible with the surrounding neighborhood
degrades the quality of that neighborhood. A project that creates significant unrnitigable
traffic impacts to virtually the entire ingress/egress of a residential neighborhood, as this
Project does to the neighborhood bordered by Kester, Sepulveda, the Ventura Freeway
and Ventura Boulevard, does not promote preservation of that neighborhood. Rather, it
promotes destruction of that neighborhood.

The EIR claims the Project is consistent with Community Plan Objective 1.3, "to
preserve and enhance the varied and distinct residential character and integrity in existing
single- and multi-family residential neighborhoods," by comparing it to the Sherman
Oaks Galleria and the Grand Apartments complex located southeast of the project site.
(BIR,IV.G-38.) Again, in reviewing the policies that implement this Objective, the
inconsistency of the Project with this Objective 1.3 becomes readily apparent.

Policy 1.3-1 is to "seek a high degree of compatibility and landscaping for new
in fill development to protect the character and scale of existing residential
neighborhoods." As noted elsewhere, the Project is as much as 60% taller than the Grand
Apartments, as much as four times as tall as the motel directly across the street at
Camarillo and Sepulveda, and as much as eight times higher than the residential
neighborhood to the east. This is not a high degree of compatibility and does not protect
the character and scale of nearby neighborhoods.

Opening some of the interior landscaping to Sepulveda, as revisions to the Project
purport to do, does little to change this - not when the landscaping appears to be on top
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of a two-story parking podium above the Sepulveda Blvd, sidewalk. Making a plaza
visible from the street is not the same as making a plaza accessible from the street. (8.ee
FErR, III-72 [comment 9-6].)

Moreover, this incompatibility of scale and size, when combined with the
significant unmitigable traffic impacts that result explicitly from the applicant's decision
to expand existing residential density through exceptions to the Specific Plan, renders the
Project inconsistent with Policy 1.3-2.

As a result of these inconstancies with the policies and objectives, the Project
overall is inconsistent with Goal I of the Community Plan. It is important to note that the
inconsistency is not a result of the proposed uses, per se. It is a result of deviations
sought from a Specific Plan that implements these goals, policies and objectives in the
Community Plan.

C. The Project Is Inconsistent With Commercial Goals, Policies And
Objectives Of The Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga
Pass Community Plan.

Simply plunking down a mixed commercial/residential development in a
commercial zone does not automatically confer consistency with the goals, policies and
objectives that support commercial activity at that location. As many of the goals,
policies and objectives make abundantly clear, the context of the surrounding
neighborhood is important.

While the EIR claims consistency between the Project and Policy 2-1.3,
"requir[ingJ that projects be designed and developed to achieve a high level of quality,
distinctive character, and compatibility with existing uses and development," the
evidence shows the contrary. As noted above, the Project is as much as 60% taller than
the Grand Apartments, as much as four times as tall as the motel, and as much as eight
times higher than the residential neighborhood to the east. It also creates significant and
unmitigable traffic impacts at the intersection that serves as entrances and exits to that
residential neighborhood. That emphatically is not a project designed and developed to
achieve compatibility with existing uses and development.

The EIR also claims consistency with Policy 2-3.3, "ensure that commercial infill
projects achieve harmony with the best of existing development." Harmony and
compatibility are equivalent, and the lack of compatibility with the residential
neighborhood to the east and development to the south has been amply demonstrated.
Moreover, the program to implement this policy includes implementation of the
Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan. This Project is not consistent with
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the Specific Plan unless the plan is effectively overridden through the use of multiple
exceptions, creating further inconsistency with this Community Plan policy.

Policy 2-3.5 and Policy 2-4.1 also require that development be compatible with
existing uses and adjacent development. Similarly, Policy 2-4.2 seeks to preserve
community scale. Again, the scale and size of the Project ensures that these policies will
be violated. Additionally, the program for implementation of Policy 2-4.1 is "continue
the implementation of the Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan, and
implement the applicable design standards identified in the Design Guidelines of the
Community Plan." The implementing program is similar for Policy 2-4.2. Again, this
Project is not consistent with the Specific Plan unless the applicable standards to address
height and mass are ignored and overridden.

D. The Project Is Inconsistent With The Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard
Specific Plan.

Given the number of exceptions from the Specific Plan necessary for the Project to
move forward, no one could argue anything other than the inconsistency of the Project
with the Specific Plan. The Specific Plan does create a mechanism for granting
exceptions, but granting the specific exceptions sought by the applicant for this will not
eliminate inconsistency with the Specific Plan.

In granting any exception from a standard in the Specific Plan, consistency must
still be demonstrated with the relevant purposes outlined in Section 2 of the Specific
Plan. The Project, however, is not consistent with those purposes and remains
inconsistent with the Specific Plan even if the exceptions sought are granted.

Purpose A of the Specific Plan is "to assure that an equilibrium is maintained
between the transportation infrastructure and land use development in the Corridor and
within each separate community of the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific
Plan area." The unmitigable traffic impacts caused by the Project ensure disequilibrium
and incompatibility with this first and fundamental purpose of the Specific Plan.

Purpose B of the Specific Plan is "to provide for an effective local circulation
system of streets and alleys which is minimally impacted by the regional circulation
system and reduces conflicts among motorists, pedestrians, and transit riders." This
Project, with the exceptions it seeks, creates significant and unmitigable traffic impacts at
every intersection along Sepulveda from Ventura Blvd. to the freeway and severely
impacts access to parking for the motel and Grand Apartments. This is far more than a
minimal impact. Granting the exceptions to allow this impact will not be consistent with
this Specific Plan purpose,
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Purpose C of the Specific Plan is "to provide building and site design guidelines to
promote attractive and harmonious multi-family and commercial development. In a
similar vein, Purpose E of the Specific Plan is "to provide a compatible and harmonious
relationship between residential and commercial development where commercial areas
are contiguous to residential neighborhoods." Granting the exception will thwart
accomplishment of these purposes by allowing disharmony, a Project grossly out-of-scale
to that which surrounds it.

Purpose L of the Specific Plan is "to provide community development limitations
based on the community infrastructure's transportation capacity." That is exactly what
the Standards in the Specific Plan are intended to do. If a project results in significant
and unmitigable impacts to circulation, those impacts are substantial evidence that the
transportation capacity is being exceeded. This Project does have those impacts, creating
further evidence of inconsistency with this purpose of the Specific Plan.

None of the foregoing should be used to respond that any exceptions would violate
the stated purposes of the Specific Plan. If that were the case, then the process for
seeking exceptions for a project would be superfluous. It is the exceptions being
explicitly sought for this Project that result in inconsistency with the stated purposes of
the Specific Plan.

Responses to comments to the Draft ErR are even more revealing in showing a
violation of the spirit - if not the letter - of the Specific Plan. In responding to the Plan
Review Board ("PRB") for the Specific Plan, which highlighted the Draft EIR's improper
attempt to imply that the Project met the definition of a "mixed use development" in the
Specific Plan, the Final EIR says this:

"While it is true that the II Villaggio Toscano does not meet
the Specific Plan's technical definition of mixed-use, the fact
remains that the II Villaggio Toscano project is a mixed-use
project which combines both residential and commercial uses.
The Specific Plan's definition of a mixed-use project is only
relevant in that consistency with the Plan entitles the project
to development incentives offered such as increased height
and in some areas increased floor area." (Response to
comment 7-3.)

This is remarkably revealing. What this response does is acknowledge that the
Project does not meet the definition of a mixed-use development and thus cannot take
advantage of development incentives such as increased height and FAR that are available'
to those projects. A project that seeks these incentives without meeting the definition of a
mixed-use development is not consistent with the Specific Plan. Yet that is exactly what
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the Project does by seeking multiple exceptions to the Specific Plan without providing a
true mixed-use project.

The FEIR appears to dismiss the inconsistencies with the Specific Plan by
implying that the SpecificPlan does not apply as strongly here as it does to the rest of the
Plan area: "The Specific Plan was established largely to ensure that development along
Ventura Boulevard did not create traffic impacts in excess of the capacity of the
transportation infrastructure within the Specific Plan's subareas." (Response to comment
7-3.) This response, however, is given without any support whatsoever. If that were the
case, Specific Plan land use controls would only be along Ventura Blvd. - which is not
the case.

VII. THE DISCUSSION OF TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS IS INADEQUATE.

A. The Transportation Analysis Fails To Account For The Alley To The
West Of Sepulveda.

There is an alley approximately 200 feet west of Sepulveda, headed south from the
Project site, which provides access to parking for an apartment complex. (See Exhibit 8
[aerial photo].) On the south side of Camarillo between the alley and Sepulveda is access
to the motel parking.

The Draft EIR estimates that during the p.m. peak, 872 vehicles will exit the
Camarillo/Sepulveda intersection, 502 of them turning northbound onto Sepulveda. As
indicated in the attached analysis by Arthur L. Kassan, P.E., a consulting transportation
engineer with over 50 years of experience ("Kassan Report," Exhibit 9), there is a
reasonable foreseeability that this amount of traffic will potentially result in the alley and
driveway being blocked at times during the p.m. peak while motel guests and apartment
residents attempt to enter the motel entry and/or alley, creating unacceptable safety
hazards as the 580 vehicles trying to move westbound on Camarillo during that same
time potentially back up into the intersection. This could also potentially occur at other
times during the day.' This is a significant adverse impact that the Draft ErR fails to
analyze." Because it was never analyzed, reducing the size of the Project does not
remedy the deficiency.

S Security features at the Project entrances could further exacerbate this problem,
but we are provided no information on driveway security arrangements, further rendering the
analysis inadequate,

6 Now that we better know the location of Project ingress/egress, we would expect
a similar problem for cars attempting to exit the retail parking on the north side of Camarillo,
also about 200 feet west of Sepulveda. Most of that traffic would be expected to attempt to make
a left tum onto Camarillo.
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This and other traffic-related items that have not been, but must be, addressed in
the EIR are more fully detailed in Mr. Kassan' s report.

B. The Internal Circulation Pattern For The Project Creates Significant
Unmitigated Safety Hazards.

There is only one northbound exit out of the Project. According to the Draft EIR,
"it is anticipated that at Sepulveda Boulevard, the City would restrict the private
driveway/fire lane to right turn-only movements due to the proximity of the US-IO I
Freeway eastbound on-ramp and La Maida Street and the channelization for these two
roadways on Sepulveda Boulevard." (EIR, IV.K-2.) This means that all north-bound
traffic - including commercial truck traffic from the market - must exit through the
Camarillo/Sepulveda intersection. The impact of essentially routing all northbound
commercial truck traffic through the Project onto Camarillo is not analyzed in the Draft
EIR, in part, as Mr. Kassan notes, because we were provided little or no information
about the driveways. Without this information, the Draft EIR failed to provide sufficient
information about critical traffic and public safety issues associated with the proposed
Project. While we now know the location of the entrances/exit and market loading dock,
we are still not provided with this information.

A retail parking exit approximately 200 feet west of Sepulveda creates additional
potentially significant safety hazards. Mr. Kassan noted the reasonable foreseeability of
traffic post-Project effectively blocking the motel entrance and driveway on the south
side of Camarillo. (Section VIl.A, supra.) This same traffic will also foreseeably result
in traffic attempting to exit the retail parking being backed up into what will now be an
enclosed parking structure. (FEIR, II-9.) This will create public safety, circulation, and
air quality hazards within the parking podium.

C. The Project Has A Significant And Unmitigated Impact On Parking.

Under CEQA Guideline § 15l26.4(a)(I)(D), "[ijf a mitigation measure would
cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that would be caused by the
project as proposed, the effects of the mitigation measure shall be discussed but in less
detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed." Several transportation
mitigation measures proposed create their own potentially significant impacts. However,
there is no discussion of the effects of those mitigation measures, as required by CEQA.

Mitigation Measure K.8 would result in the loss of 21 on-street, mostly
unrestricted, parking spaces on Camarillo. The mitigation measure would also result in
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additional parking restrictions on Sepulveda. Mitigation Measure K.ll results in the loss
of3 on-street spaces on Ventura near Beverly Glen. Mitigation Measure K.14 will also
result in additional parking restrictions on Ventura near Haskell. Nowhere, however, is
there discussion of the potential impacts of the loss of these public parking spaces. The
Draft EIR also fails to account for the loss of off-street, presumably unrestricted, parking
along Peach and La Maida. As is clear from the attached Google earth photo, both streets
are used for parking. (Exhibit 8.)

The closest the ErR comes to discussion of this impact is not in the Traffic and
Circulation section of the EIR, but in the Other Environmental Considerations section at
IV-12: "the project would provide a parking supply that would exceed City
requirements." This borders, though, on being a non-sequitur. The issue is the loss of
public, mostly unrestricted parking, some of it more than y, mile from the Project.
Simply saying that there will be on-site private parking to meet City policy does not meet
the discussion requirements of CEQ A Guideline § 15I26.4(a)(l )(D). This loss of on-
street parking resulting from the implementation of mitigation measures must, as Mr.
Kassan notes, be fully studied as a secondary impact.

Moreover, to state the Project "would provide a parking supply that would exceed
City requirements" is misleading and incorrect. The requirement against which the Draft
ErR compares the project is not the correct standard for CEQA analysis. _'

A project for purposes of CEQA "means the whole of an action, which has a
potential for resulting in either a direct physical change in the environment, or a
reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment." CEQA Guideline §
15378(a). Here, regardless of the entitlements that are being sought at this time, the
"whole of the action" for purposes of CEQ A analysis must include ultimate conversion to
condominiums.

According to the original Project description, "[tjhe project's 500 multi-family
residential units [now 399] could be developed either as condominiums or apartments."
(ErR, II-7, n.l.)" In discussing the entitlements being sought at this time, the Project
description goes on to say:

The footnote goes on to say "[wlhere applicable, this Draft ErR analyzes the unit
type that would provide the most conservative (i.e., worst case) analysis of impacts." this
statement is false and misleading to the decisionmakers and the public. Analysis of the parking
for a multi-family project as condominiums, not as apartments, is the worst case scenario.
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"Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 17.0 I, the Applicant requests
approval of Vesting Tentative Tract Map (Tract No. 061216)
to merge the land into a single ground lot, with 9 airspace
lots, to facilitate the creation of a mixed use development
consisting of approximately 500 residential condominium
units with approximately 55,000 square feet of commercial
space." (EIR, II-16.)

A footnote goes on to say that the Applicant will "rent them in the near term."
The Transportation section of the DEIR uses the City Planning Department's Residential
Parking Policy for Division of Land - No. AA 2000-1 explicitly "to account for the
possibility of condominium conversion at a later time." (EIR, rV.K-42.)

Thus, for purposes of CEQ A analysis, conversion of the Project to condominiums
is a reasonably foreseeable change in the environment and part of the "whole of the
project." This makes the City Planning Department's Residential Parking Policy for
Division of Land - No. AA 2000-1 the required standard for CEQA review, not the Los
Angeles Municipal Code requirements for apartments. Under the correctly applied
standard, the Project does not exceed City requirements. It provides the minimum
amount necessary for the new construction.' It does not, however, account for the loss of
public on-street parking. The result is a net amount of Project parking less than that
required by Policy No. AA 200-1, and a significant impact to parking that has not been
mitigated.

Mitigation Measure K.15 does not sufficiently address the impacts from the loss of
off-street parking. It is vague and undefined. The "Special Parking Congestion Zone"
does not yet exist and the cost of implementation in unknown. The "new on- and off-
street parking technology" is unspecified and unknown and may not be feasible. This
total lack of detail makes it impossible to make informed decision as to the feasibility and
efficacy of the mitigation measure.

D. The EIR Fails To Accouu! For Spillover Effects In The Adjacent
Residential Neighborhood.

The Project creates a significant unmitigable impact at essentiallv everY
intersection along a one-third mile stretch of Sepulveda from the Ventura Freewav to
Ventura Boulevard, including a signalized ingress/egress into the Sherman Oaks Galleria

8 Changes to the Project made over the course of review by the Neighborhood
Councils do not change this conclusion. The revised Project still provides only the minimum
required, if that, for new construction.
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not mentioned in the Transportation Impact section of the ErR. According to Mr.
Kassan, this will result in secondary spillover effect in the adjacent residential
neighborhood that is unaccounted for in the EIR.

A secondary spillover effect is a change in traffic patterns. Traffic impacts on
Sepulveda will be so bad that some of the neighborhood traffic that would, absent the
Project, enter or exit the neighborhood from Sepulveda Boulevard via Camarillo or
Moorpark will instead use Kester. This failure to account for this secondary effect means
that not only will the impact to Sepulveda intersections remain significant and
unmitigated, but impacts to the intersections at Kester/Ventura, Kester/Burbank, and
KesterlMagnolia will be more severe than identified in the ErR. These failures of
analysis render the EIR incomplete and insufficient for decisionmakers and members of
the public to make informed decisions.

An additional spillover effect into the adjacent residential neighborhood is
parking. To avoid Project-related congestion on Camarillo, some guests and customers
will park in the adjacent residential neighborhood. Changes from the Draft ErR to the
Final EIR recognize this by indicating that both commercial and residential leases will
prohibit parking in the adjacent residential neighborhood. (FEIR II-38.) We question the
feasibility of this Project feature based on the practical inability to enforce such a
provision, nor could businesses compel guests or patrons to comply with it. Short of
time-limited parking or the creation ofa parking permit zone, which itself would need to
be disclosed, analyzed and mitigated, there is no practical or feasible means of addressing
this additional spillover effect acknowledged in the Final EIR.

E. The ErR Underestimates Significant Impacts By Undercounting
Traffic.

According to the EIR, "[tjhe project site was previously graded as part of the
removal of a four-story earthquake-damaged office building on the northeast portion of
the site, 24 multi-family residential units in three two-story buildings on the southeast
portion of the site, and 10 single-family detached residential units on the western portion
ofthe site." (ElR, III-I.) The trip generation table, however, takes trip credits for the 35
dwelling units that have not existed or been occupied for years. This undercounts the net
trip generation and underestimates the true impact of the Project. (See Table IV.K-8.)

Table IV.K-8 implicitly recognizes that this raises a red flag because a footnote to
the table notes that the trip credit "was taken for the residential uses removed as allowed
per LADOT Policy." This does nothing to address the underestimation of impact,
though. All it does is say that LADOT policy, even if it were appropriately applied by
the applicant, underestimates impacts.
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The footnote to the table goes on to say that "to consider the worst-case scenario,
the office building, (which had been vacant prior to its removal) was not included in the
baseline analysis or given credit for its trip generation toward the project trip generation."
The table does not consider the worst-case scenario as it purports to do. A worst-case
scenario would exclude the former residential uses from the baseline as well.

F. The EIR Uses An Incorrect Future Study Year.

The EIR uses 2013 as the future study year. As Mr. Kassan's February 2013
correspondence indicates, the City cannot use the current year as the future study year.
The future study year is supposed to take into account completion and full operation of
the Project. Even the Crain & Associates letter in Appendix H-J suggests a future study
year three years out - one year beyond the Project becoming operational. A new traffic
study must be prepared and circulated as part of a recirculated Draft ErR, using 2016 as
the future study year.

G. The True Transportation Impacts Of The Project Render It
inconsistent With The Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toiuca Lake-
Cahuenga Pass Community Plan.

Goal 12 of the Specific Plan seeks "a well maintained, safe, efficient freeway,
highway and street network." As noted above and in the Kassan Report, the Project
creates potentially unsafe conditions at the Camarillo/Sepulveda intersection, rendering
the Project inconsistent with this Goal.

According to Policy 13-1.4, "new development projects should be designed to
minimize disturbance to existing flow with proper ingress and egress to parking." Again,
as noted above in Section VI.A, the Project potentially creates a severe disturbance to the
existing ingress and egress to parking accessible only from the alley west of Sepulveda
and south of Camarillo. This results in an inconsistency with Policy 13-1.4. The Project
also potentially creates ingress/egress disturbances at the signalized ingress/egress to the
Sherman Oaks Galleria on Sepulveda between Moorpark and Camarillo that are not
analyzed in the ErR.

According to Policy 13.2-1, "[n]o increase in density and intensity shall be
effectuated by zone change, variance, conditional use, parcel map, or subdivision unless
it is determined that the transportation system can accommodate the increased traffic
generated by the project." The Project results in significant and unavoidable impacts at
five intersections, even if all of the mitigation measures proposed are determined to be
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feasible or alternative measures of equivalent effectiveness are provided. (ErR, 1-88.)
No such determination can be made for a project that creates such a significant and
unavoidable impact to traffic.

Goal 15 seeks "a sufficient system of well-designed and convenient on-street
parking and off-street parking facilities throughout the plan area." The Project removes
at least 21 on-street parking places and places additional time restriction on an
undisclosed number of other on-street parking spaces without sufficient mitigation. This
renders the Project inconsistent with Goal 15.

VIII. A CONCLUSION OF NO SIGNIFICANT FIRE PROTECTION IMPACTS
IS NOT SUPPORTED BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.

In March 2012, it came to the public'S attention that the Los Angeles Fire
Department has "for years released misleading data on the response time of firefighters."
(See Exhibit 10, generally.) This includes response times in the Valley. (Exhibit 11.)
This includes the time frames referred to in the correspondence from the Planning
Section of the LAFD contained in an Appendix to the Draft EIR. What corrected data
apparently show is that response times have not met federal standards for several years,
and continue to deteriorate. Traffic conditions impact response time and this new and
significant knowledge of at least several years of substandard response time - times that
will continue to deteriorate - creates new potentially significant impacts that must be
analyzed in a recirculated Draft ErR.

IX. THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSIS IS INADEQUATE AND
OUTDATED.

The cumulative impacts analysis for transportation fails to take into account the 1-
405 Sepulveda Pass Improvements Project, which will widen the freeway and make other
improvements north to US-IO!. See http://www.metro.net/projects/l-405.click
"overview" and "interactive maps" (incorporated herein by this reference). Construction
will occur through 2013, likely having impacts to Sepulveda Blvd. and circulation on
other area streets that will have overlapping and cumulative impacts with Project
construction. None of that was disclosed, analyzed or mitigated, thus further rendering
the EIR defective under CEQA.

The list of related Projects is almost 4 )/2 years old and should be updated and the
cumulative impact analysis revised. The Project cannot hide behind a 2004 Notice of
Preparation as a basis for failing or refusing to include the 1-405 improvements or other
more recent projects in the cumulative impacts list. Administrative agencies not only
can, but should, make appropriate adjustments, including to the baseline, as the
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environmental review process unfolds. No purpose would be served, for example, if an
agency was required to remain wedded to an erroneous course and could only make a
correction on remand after reversal on appeal. Citizens for East Shore Parks v. State
Lands Commission (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 549.

Moreover, the preparers of the Draft EIR knew or should have known of the 1-405
Project at the time the related projects list was generated in order to determine cumulative
impacts. The related projects list was not generated until October 2008. (Table III-I.)
The Draft ErR for the 1-405 project was released in May 2007. (Exhibit 12.)

X. THE DRAFT EIR IMPROPERLY FAILS TO ANALYZE A REASONABLE
RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES.

A. The Legal Standard For Alternatives Analysis.

"The purpose of an ErR is to give the public and government agencies the
information needed to make informed decisions, thus protecting' not only the
environment but also informed self-government.' [Citation omitted.]" In re Bav-Delta
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th
1143, 1162. Mitigation and alternatives discussion forms the core of the ErR. Id.

The CEQA Guidelines state that an EIR must "describe a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project ... which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of
the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project. ,," CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a).

"An agency may not approve a project that will have significant environmental
impacts if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures that would
substantially lessen those effects .... CEQA requires lead agencies to include within
EIRs potentially feasible alternatives that, if adopted, would avoid or substantially lessen
the otherwise significant environmental effects of the proposed projects." Lincoln Place
Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles (2007) 155 Cal.App.4th 425, 445.

"It is the agency's responsibility to provide an adequate discussion of
alternatives." CEQA Guidelines § 15126(d). That responsibility is not dependent in the
first instance on a showing by the public that there are feasible alternatives. If the agency
concludes there are no feasible alternatives, it must explain in meaningful detail in the
EIR the basis for that conclusion." Preservation Action Council v. City of San Jose
(2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1336, 1351. Bare conclusions or opinions will not suffice. rd.
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B. The Draft EIR Bases Its Alternatives Analysis On Misleading And
Incorrect Information.

An ErR that bases it alternatives on incorrect information misleads the public and
government agencies and prevents informed decision making. It also precludes the
establishment and analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives required by CEQA. In
this regard, the alternatives analysis here misleads the public and prevents informed
analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives because Alternative E, Development in
Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use Alternative, uses incorrect
information.

The ErR states that "under this alternative, the inconsistent zoning on the site [CR,
R3, RI, PF, and P zones] would be rezoned to C2 in conformance with the land use
designation." (EIR, V-25.) This statement incorrectly implies that all of the current
zoning designations for the Project site are inconsistent with the Regional Center
designation in the Specific Plan or the Community Plan.

Pursuant to the Community Plan, each plan land use category indicates the
corresponding zones permitted by the Plan unless further restricted by the Plan text,
footnotes, adopted Specific Plans or other specific limitations on discretionary
approvals." (SOCP, Il-4.) The CR zone and R3 zone are expressly allowed in the
Community Plan Summary of Land Use Table after page UI-26 of the SOCP. There are
no restrictions in the Specific Plan that would prevent the use of those two zones.

Use of a C2 zone here to establish the alternative is nothing more than an arbitrary
choice based on a false assertion as to what zones are consistent or inconsistent with the
Community Plan and Specific Plan.

C. The Project's Impacts Relative To The Residential-Only Alternative
Are Greater Than Disclosed By The Draft EIR.

While the Draft EIR is correct in its ultimate conclusion that the all-residential
alternative, Alternative C, is the environmentally superior alternative, some of the
analysis is problematic. The appropriate analysis shows even greater comparative
impacts between the Project and Alternative C.

At the outset, it is unclear why implementation of Alternative C requires R5
zoning. R4 zoning, for example, is also consistent with the Regional Center land use
designation and is encompassed within the C2 zoning that already exists for a portion of
the site. L.A.M.C §§ 12.14.A.I, 12.13.S.A.1.
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1. Aesthetics.

The difference in aesthetic impact between the Project and Alternative C is far
greater than indicated in the Draft ErR. The analysis in the ElR, without substantial
evidence behind it, calls the comparative impacts "similar." As noted above, however,
the Project will have significant and unmitigated aesthetic impacts as a result of its height
and scale. By contrast, Alternative C is one-quarter less in height, is closer to the visual
massing of neighboring structures to the south, and will have a greater effect of "stepping
down" development the more one moves north on Sepulveda from Ventura to the
northern end of the Regional Commercial designation. As such, the aesthetic impacts of
the Project are far greater than this alternative.

2. Land Use.

Similarly, the ElR states the land use impacts of the Project and Alternative Care
similar, except that the alternative has greater impacts with respect to land use
compatibility and consistency with the applicable land use plans. This is not just
deceptive; it is incorrect.

First, by saying that the impacts are greater for Alternative C with respect to land
use compatibility and consistency with the applicable land use plans, the ErR implies a
different level of significance-for the Alternative C with respect to these impacts. The
ErR, though, refers to both as having less than significant impacts in this area.

Moreover, as explained more fully in Sections IlI.B, VI, and VlI.F above, the
Project is inconsistent with all applicable Plans: the General Plan Framework Element,
the Community Plan, and the Specific Plan. As such, the impacts to land use are
significant, unmitigated, and far greater for the Project than the alternative.

Notwithstanding that the General Plan Framework Element does not apply to site-
specific projects, the analysis of the Project here in the context of the General Plan
Framework that "this alternative would not meet the objectivesof the General Plan
Framework to maintain and enhance existing businesses in the City and establish a
balance of land uses that provide for commercial development to assure maximum
feasible environmental quality" is unsupported by any evidence in the record. (See ErR,
V-53 -54.) First, maintenance and enhancement of existing businesses requires existing
businesses. The Project site is a vacant lot. With respect to existing off-site businesses,
there is no evidence that an all-residential alternative would not provide an enhancement
to nearby businesses in the Galleria and along Ventura Blvd. Common sense would
actually suggest the opposite. Additionally, the balance of land uses called for in the
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General Plan Framework refers to regional balance. Nowhere is any evidence provided
of a commercial/residential imbalance as a result of a residential-only alternative.

We also question how the preparers of the ErR came up with this random
sentence, "[ f]inally, this alternative would not reflect the high-quality development
promoted by the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan." (ErR, V-53.)
The description of the alternative is only one paragraph long and provides no rendering,
although the description of the alternative does provide that "It is assumed that the site
design (e.g., access, building layout, and configuration) would be similar to that of the
project." (ErR, V-46.) Given this EIR assertion of general similarity between the Project
and the alternative, this results in the EIR taking the position that the Project would also
not reflect the high-quality development promoted by the Specific Plan, and is thus
inconsistent with the Specific Plan.

With respect to comparative analysis in the context of the Specific Plan, the Draft
ErR ignores the obvious. The Project requires variances from the Specific Plan.
Alternative C does not. From this fact alone, the Project on its face has greater Land Use
impacts than the alternative.

D. A Reasonable Range Of Alternatives Must Include A Scaled-Back
Version Of The Project That Is In Accordance With Existing Plans.

Reading the description of Alternative B in a vacuum, one would get the
impression that only commercial uses are allowed in the C2 zone. This impression would
not be correct. The Los Angeles Municipal Code allows both commercial and residential
uses in the C2 zone, as well as theCR zone, subject to the restrictions of the Specific
Plan.

This leads to the obvious. A reasonable range of alternatives must include a
mixed-use version of the Project scaled back in accordance with existing plans. Such an
alternative is presumptively feasible and addresses the applicant's desire to have both
commercial and residential components in the Project. "It is the agency's responsibility
to provide an adequate discussion of alternatives." CEQA Guideline § l5126( d). "That
responsibility is not dependent in the first instance on a showing by the public that there
are feasible alternatives. If the agency concludes there are no feasible alternatives, it
must explain in meaningful detail in the ErR the basis for that conclusion." Preservation
Action Council v, Citv of San Jose (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1336, 1351. Bare
conclusions or opinions will not suffice, Id,

A mixed use alternative that does not require exceptions to the existing plans also
satisfies the demands of many members of the community who spoke of the desire for a
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project that does not require exceptions, as emphasized by the public during the process
before the Neighborhood Councils and submitted comments to Draft EIR on the same
subject.

XV. THE FINDINGS REQUIRED FOR THE EXCEPTIONS SOUGHT FROM
THE VENTURA-CAHUENGA BOULE VARD SPECIFIC PLAN CANNOT
BE MADE.

The Project requires numerous exceptions from the Specific Plan. The findings
necessary for any exception are:

"(a) That the strict application of the regulations of the
specific plan to the subject property would result in practical
difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the
general purpose and intent of the specific plan;

(b) That there are exceptional circumstances or conditions
applicable to the subject property involved or to the intended
use or development of the subject property that do not apply
generally to other property in the specific plan area;

(c) That an exception from the specific plan is necessary
for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right or use generally possessed by other property within the
specific plan area in the same zone and vicinity but which,
because of special circumstances and practical difficulties or
unnecessary hardships is denied to the property in question;

(d) That the granting of an exception will not be
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property
or improvements adjacent to or in the vicinity of the subject
property; and

(e) That the granting of an exception will be consistent
with the principles, intent and goals of the specific plan and
any applicable element of the general plan." (L.A.M.e.
§11.5.7)

These findings are virtually identical to those required for a variance under
L.A.M.e. § 12.27. In essence, exceptions are variances by another name.
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Although the Draft ErR merely notes the need for these exceptions without
analysis, it is abundantly clear from the Draft ErR and the additional analysis provided
herein that findings (d) and (e) cannot be made for this Project. The traffic impacts alone
ensure that finding (d) cannot be made. The welfare of the residential neighborhood to
the east" will clearly be damaged by the significant unmitigable impacts to intersections
along Sepulveda Blvd., Ventura Blvd., and Kester Avenue that provide access in and out
of the neighborhood. As noted in section VIII. C, above, the Project will also be injurious
to nearby properties by degrading access to parking.

Further, as noted above in Sections IIl.B, VI, and VrLF, the Project is inconsistent
with the Specific Plan, the Community Plan, and the General Framework. Finding (e)
cannot be made.

The response to comments suggests that "urgently needed" housing justifies the
exceptions, (See FEIR, III-89.) Substantial evidence for such a finding, though, cannot
exist until the population and housing baseline used in the ErR are reconciled with more
recent U.S, Census data.

The requirement for reconciliation is identified in the City's own CEQA
Thresholds Guide discussion of the use of population estimates:

"The City of Los Angeles uses two different estimates of its
population. The first is prepared by the California
Department of Finance (DOF) and provided to SCAG. For
purposes of conformity with the requirements of these other
agencies, the City uses this estimate when and where
appropriate, The City Planning Department prepares an
estimate of its population based on a number of locally
derived factors including: building and demolition permits
issued, school enrollments, and the percentage of active
electric meters. The City Planning Department estimates are
used for planning purposes in the City of Los Angeles, It
should be noted that both sets of numbers are estimates and,
therefore, only close approximations of the actual population.
Every 10 years these estimates are reconciled by the U.S.
Census." (L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide [2D06], Page J.l-l.)

9 A count using Z[MAS maps indicates approximately 510 parcels in the
neighborhood. See Exhibit 13.
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By pointing out the need for reconciliation, the Thresholds Guide indicates that the
most recent Census data should be used if it post-dates the population projections used.
That is the case here, but that data had not yet been provided.

What data are available suggest that the projections used in the EIR are inflated.
Using the same methodology as that of the EIR, the City of Los Angeles was projected to
have a 2010 population of 4,049,936 and the County of Los Angeles a population of
10,602,804. Actual Census data for 2010, though, show the projections overestimated
population by almost 6% for the City and over 7% for the County. Similar findings for
the Community Plan area would suggest slower growth and a need for housing not as
urgent as the applicant suggests, or more accurately, not "urgent" at all.

XVI. FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL OF A TRACT MAP CANNOT BE MADE.

According to Los Angeles Municipal Code section 17.06.A.2(a):

"The Advisory Agency may disapprove a Tentative Map
because of the flood hazard, inundation, lack of adequate
access, lack of adequate water supply or fire protection,
insufficient sewerage facilities, potentially hazardous
geological conditions or non-compliance with the
requirements of this article, the Subdivision Map Act, or the
standards, rules or regulations adopted by the Commission
pursuant to the provisions of Section 17.05 of this Code."

Section 17.0S.C requires conformance with the General Plan. The Subdivision
Map Act also disapproves of a tentative tract map if the design or improvements of the
proposed subdivision are not consistent with applicable general and specific plans. GoV!.
Code § 66474.61 (a). In addition to being inconsistent with the purposes of the Specific
Plan generally, see Section VI.D, it is also inconsistent specifically with the design-
related policies of the Specific Plan. Section III.B, supra. It is also inconsistent with the
residential and commercial goals and objectives of the Community Plan. Section VI,
supra.

Government Code section 66471.61 (d) indicates that a tract cannot be approved if
the advisory agency finds that the site is not physically suitable for the proposed density
of development. The Project, even as revised, creates significant and unavoidable
circulation impacts at every intersection along a significant stretch of Sepulveda
Boulevard from Ventura Boulevard to well north of the 101. It also creates significant
and unavoidable impacts to parking and creates a significant spillover effect into the
single family residential neighborhood to the east. Given that these impacts cannot or are
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not mitigated to a level of less than significant, the site is not physically suitable for the
proposed density of development, even as revised.

A tract map also cannot be approved if the design of the subdivision or the type of
improvements is likely to cause serious public health problems. Govt. Code §
66471.61 (d). As implied by the EIR reference to CARB siting recommendations,
locating multi-family housing in which children may be present within 500 feet of a
freeway presumptively creates serious public health problems. Absent mitigation
measures to reduce indoor and outdoor health risks to an acceptable level below
SCAQMD thresholds, as has been recommended for similar projects located adjacent to
the Hollywood Freeway in the Hollywood Community Plan area (see Exhibit 14), the
Advisory Agency must find that the Project is likely to cause serious public health
problems.

XVII. THE ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS TO LIBRARY SERVICES IS
INADEQUATE.

The ErR claims that the. Project will have no significant impact on library services
and, as such, requires no mitigation. This, however, is contrary to information provided
in the EIR itself.

According to Appendix G, October 2007 correspondence from the Los Angeles
Public Library, the Sherman Oaks Branch Library that serves the Project area:

"adequately meets the current demand for library services.
However ... it do [sic] not meet the new branch size criteria.
An increase in residential population has a direct impact on
library services with increase demands for library materials,
computers and information services and will require
additional resources to meet the demand of the additional
population."

This correspondence is quite clear. The threshold of significance for physical
facilities is already exceeded, creating a potentially significant impact that must be
mitigated. The mitigation suggested for overall impacts to the library system is
$200/capita.

Moreover, the analysis with respect to impacts on library services is cursory and
based on outdated information. While the environmental setting at the time of the Notice
of preparation is "normally" the baseline for analysis (CEQA Guideline § 15125(a)), that
baseline can and should change based on evidence of changed conditions. In the case of
the Sherman Oaks Branch Library, operational hours have dropped from 58 hours/week
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at the time of the 2007 correspondence to 50 hours/week currently. 10 Additionally, the
Branch Library Services Division ofLAPL confirms that since the 2007 correspondence,
staff positions at Sherman Oaks Branch have decreased by over 25% and staff actually
assigned to the library has decreased by 35%. (See Exhibit 15.) The increase in
population, both Project and cumulative, combined with a decrease in available resources
and services, is a potentially significant impact that must be analyzed and mitigated.

XVII. CONCLUSION

This EIR might be considered a good marketing tool for the Project, but it utterly
fails to provide the mandatory information needed to make an informed decision on this
Project as required by CEQA. Even if revised with proper analysis and correct
conclusions, the ErR is so inadequate in its identification of potentially significant
impacts that it cannot move forward without recirculation in accordance with CEQA
Guideline § 15088.5.

Even if an adequate document were put forward, however, the findings required
for the myriad of exceptions sought for this Project cannot be made.

On behalf of SORSE, I respectfully urge that the Project be denied in its entirety.

AICP

Attachments

cc: Councilman Tom LaBonge
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 480
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Renee Weitzer, Chief of Land Use Planning
Office of Councilman Tom LaBonge
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 480
Los Angeles, CA 90012

10 See http://www.lapl.org/branches/Branch.php')bID=SI, accessed February 7,2013.
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Jonathan Brand, Deputy Chief of Land Use Planning
Office of Councilman Tom LaBonge
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 480
Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Chapter 5

Urban Form
and Neighborhood Design
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ISSUES

INTRODUCTION
Los Angeles is a city of culturally and physically diverse neighborhoods - the fundamental building blocks
that comprise the physical City and define its form and character. Since residents spend a great deal of
time in their individual neighborhoods and often identity more strongly with those areas than with the City
as a whole, the physical design of these individual communities determines, to a rather considerable
extent, residents' quality of life.

In order to understand the physical nature of Los Angeles and its constituent parts, as well as discuss ways
in which the City can influence the design of development and the physical improvements that can alter its
form, this chapter is built around two concepts: "urban form" and "neighborhood design." The General
Plan Framework Element defines "urban form" as (a) the "general pattern of building height and
development intensity" and (b) the "structural elements" that define the City physically, such as natural
features, transportation corridors (including the planned fixed rail transit system), open space, public
facilities, as well as activity centers and focal elements. "Neighborhood design" is defined as the physical
character of neighborhoods and communities within the City.

SUMMARY OF URBAN FORM AND NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN rssues
The following issues and opportunities are related to urban form and neighborhood design and were
identified early in the preparation of the Framework Element.

Identity

I. Many residents do not identify with the City as a whole, but, instead, with their Own
neighborhood.

2. The existing and planned transit system (both fixed rail and major bus routes), as well
as corresponding concentrations of development, provide a structure for defining the
City'S form.

3. By recognizing that Los Angeles is com prised of neighborhoods, planning measures
can reinforce those neighborhoods and connect them to one another and to larger
districts, thereby defining a citywide structure.

L.A. is a city or culturally diverse neighborhoods.

htto:1 Ici tvDianninQ.laci tv.orQ/cwd/framwk/chante,,;o \/0) htm ")f7IJ() 1 1
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Liveability

I. Many parts of the City, but especially commercial corridors, are unattractive and lack
open space, community facilities and visual and recreational amenities.

2. The rights-of-way along transit routes, rail lines, and drainage corridors afford
opportunities to consider open space corridors and can link neighborhoods to parks
throughout the City.

3. Concentrating development in a limited area of the City, i.e., in transit-served centers
and corridors, can allow the development of new community facilities and small-scale
parks, gardens, plazas or other open spaces to serve surrounding neighborhoods.

4. Streets can function as open space if properly designed and landscaped and if
development reinforces their character.

Hollywood Boulevard's newly widened sidewalks,

street trees, lights and furniture enhance its open space
function

Leimert Park provides a focus for

both shops and surrounding residences

Biddy Mason Park is a small park in the heart of one ofLA.'s busies! commercial districts

Accommodating Projected Growth

I. Future development is likely to have little impact on urban form if it is dispersed.
2. The existing and planned transit system provides the opportunity to concentrate

development, affect the City'S form, and conserve the existing character of stable
neighborhoods.

3. Many residents oppose higher-intensity development on aesthetic grounds.
4. The Framework Element provides the opportunity to formulate appropriate

development standards and guidelines for higher-intensity development.
5. While the recommended urban form-fer the City is identified as compact centers,

districts and boulevards, it is possible that the forecast growth may not occur. It is also
possible that development in any area identified for higher-intensity will be constructed
to lower than planned levels.

hltp:1lei tvo Ianninz .lacitv.orz/cwd/ framwk/cheofc."/O' /0" h t~
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Higher-density housing is often opposed because it is poorly designed The concentration of new development in transit-served centers allows for
the conservation of neighborhoods

Housing built at {he same higher-density, however, can be attractive Development standards and design guidelines can help improve building
design

_._---_._",,_._----.,,-------------------------------------
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICIES
The following presents the goals, objectives, and policies related to urban form and neighborhood design
in the City of Los Angeles. Programs that implement these policies are found in the last chapter of this
document. Programs are also referenced after each policy in this document.

GOAL 5A
A liveable City for existing and future residents and one that is attractive to future investment. A City of
interconnected, diverse neighborhoods that builds on the strengths of those neighborhoods and functions at
both the neighborhood and citywide scales,

THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN IN THE PLANNING PROCESS
Although good neighborhood design is a key to creating a liveable City, the Framework
Element does not directly address the design of individual neighborhoods or communities.
Instead, it embodies generic neighborhood design policies and implementation programs that
can guide local planning efforts, thereby laying the foundation upon which the City's
community plans can be updated.

Objective 5.1

Translate the Framework Element's intent with respect to citywide urban form and
neighborhood design to the community and neighborhood levels through locally
prepared plans that build on each neighborhood's attributes, emphasize quality of

httn :11citvo lann inz .lacitv.ond cwdl framwkl chaoters/O5/0 5.htm )!7I?OI'1
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development, and provide or advocate "proactive" implementation programs.

Neighborhood shopping districts provide a focus for and support daily life This is also {rueof larger scale shopping areas in community centers
with connections to the rest orthe City (Third Street near Crescent Heights

Boulevard)

Policies
S.l.l Use the Community Plan Update process and related efforts to define the character of

communities and neighborhoods at a finer grain than the Framework Element
permits. CEl)
Implement demonstration projects that establish proactive measures to improve
neighborhood and community design, and coordinate these activities with the Los
Angeles Neighborhood Initiative demonstration projects, Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority station area activities, and other City, non-
profit and private efforts. (P38)

5.1.2

Click Here to View
URBAN FORM ELEMENTS

Illustration

CITYWIDE FORM
The overall form of the City is identified in the Framework Element. The growth that does occur is
encouraged to locate in transit-served regional and community centers, neighborhood districts and
corridors. With respect to neighborhood design, centers provide a physical and activity focus for
surrounding residents.

With respect to citywide urban form, these centers support the bus/fixed rail transit system and need to
provide a sufficient base of both commercial and residential development, to support that transit system. In
particular, fixed rail transit requires a substantial capital investment and sufficient residential densities
around station locations to make the system viable and the investment cost-effective. The area around
transit stations should therefore be designed to support its use.

Objective 5.2

Encourage future development in centers and in nodes along corridors that are served
by transit and arc already functioning as centers for the surrounding neighborhoods, the
community or the region.

Policies
5.2.1 Designate centers and districts in locations where activity is already

concentrated and/or where good transit service is, or will be provided. CEl)

httn· //ci tvnla n ning: .laci tv .ore/ cwd/framwk/chanters/05/05 .htm
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Subway rail transit is a major
investment that needs to be supported
by land uses located near stations (Pershing Square)

.~.

Like subways, at-grade rail transit is a major investment that
needs
to be supported by land uses located ncar stations

Existing activity centers served by transit
can be reinforced
(Broadway, Downtown los Angeles)

5.2.2 Encourage the development of centers, districts, and selected corridor/boulevard
nodes such that the land uses, scale, and built form allowed and/or encouraged
within these areas allow them to function as centers and support transit use, both in
daytime and nighttime (see Chapter 3: Land Use). Additionally, develop these areas
so that they are compatible with surrounding neighborhoods, as defined generally by
the following building eharacteristics.

Note: Centers and districts will vary from the following general standards in scale and built form,
depending on local conditions. Those serving higher-density neighborhoods may be at higher
intensities, while those constrained by local conditions, such as compatibility with historical
resources, will be at lower intensities.

a. Buildings in neighborhood districts generally should be low rise (one- to two-stories),
compatible with adjacent housing, and incorporate the pedestrian-oriented design elements
defined in policy 5.8.1 and policies 3.16.1 - 3.16.3. They should also be located along
sidewalks with appropriate continuous storefronts.
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b, Buildings in community centers generally should be two tosix
stories in height, with the first several stories located along the sidewalk.
They should also incorporate the pedestrian-oriented elements defined in
policy 5.8.1. Either housing or office space may be located above the
ground floor storefronts.

c. The built form of regional centers will vary by location. In areas
such as Wilshire and Hollywood Boulevards, buildings will range from
low- to mid-rise buildings, with storefronts situated along pedestrian-
oriented streets. In areas such as Century City and Warner Center,
freestanding high rises that are not pedestrian-oriented characterize
portions of these centers. Nevertheless, regional centers should contain
pedestrian-oriented areas, and incorporate the pedestrian-oriented design
elements defined in policy 5.8.1 and policies 3.16. I - 3.16.3.

d. Buildings located at activity nodes along mixed-use boulevards
generally shall have the same characteristics as either neighborhood
districts or community centers, depending on permitted land use
intensities. Housing over ground floor storefronts or in place of
commercial development shall be encouraged along mixed-use
boulevards. (fl, P18, P24, P25)

Page 6 of 15

5.2.3 Encourage the development of housing surrounding or adjacent to centers and along
designated corridors, at sufficient densities to support the centers, corridors, and the
transit system. While densities and distances will vary based on local conditions, the
following residential density standards, which are based on the City's adopted Land
Use/Transportation Policy, should be used as a general guide when updating
community plans through a public participation process:

a. Four-stories over parking (R4) within 1,500 feet of grade-separated
(subway or arterial) fixed rail transit stations;
b. Three-stories over parking (R3) within 1,500 feet of at-grade fixed

httn:l/citvnlanninrr.lacitv .ora/cwd/framwk/chaoters/n'of 'i htm 717n() 11
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rail transit stations;
c. Two-stories over parking (RD 1.5) within 750 feet of major bus
corridor intersections;
d. Where appropriate, two units per lot (R2) maybe considered within
750 feet of major bus corridors.
(fl,PIS)

R4 housing typically will be located adjacent 10 R3
housing typically will be located adjacent to at-grade

subway stations fixed roll stations

R3 housing typically will be located adjacent to at-grade
fixed rail stations

ROI.5 housing may be located at activity nodes R2

housing (duplexes) may be located along corridors along
corridors

R2 housing (duplexes) may be located along corridors

STREETS
Streets serve multiple functions (movement of vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians, shopping, recreational
strolling) and multiple users (pedestrians, transit, automobiles and trucks). They must therefore be
designed to accommodate these functions and users.

Objective 5.3

Refine the City's highway nomenclature and standards to distinguish among user
priorities.

Policies

5.3.1 Establish the following highway segment hierarchy based on function and user
priority:
a. Pedestrian-priority segments, where designated in community centers,
neighborhood districts, and mixed-use corridor nodes, are places where pedestrians
are of paramount importance and where the streets can serve as open space both in
daytime and nighttime. Generally these streets shall have the following
characteristics (as defined through the Street Standards Committee and designated by
amendments to the community plans to address local conditions):
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-(I) Buildings should have ground floor
retail and service uses that are oriented to
pedestrians along the sidewalk, with
parking behind.

Page 8 of 15

(2) Sidewalks should be wide and lined
with open canopied street trees,
pedestrian-scale street lights provided to
recognized standards commensurate with
planned nighttime use, and other
pedestrian amenities.

h. Transit-priority segments, where c. Vehicle-priority segments, consisting of
designated, should give priority to all remaining highway segments, should
pedestrians at transit stops and will consist give priority to the movement of through
of major bus or rail routes along which traffic.
transit vehicles have priority over other (1'.1)
vehicles. They may also include exclusive
transit lanes.

5.3.2 Adopt appropriate standards for each type of highway segment that complement
existing highway and development standards.

a. Roadway design standards shall address posted speed limits, minimum
sidewalk widths, maximum corner radii, traffic lane width, on-street
parking and frequency of curb cuts. These should consider all forms of
travel including vehicle (private automobile, truck, transit, and other),
bicycle, and pedestrian.

b. Public improvement standards should address street tree form and
spacing; street light type, height, and illumination level; and other
streetscape elements, particularly in the vicinity of transit stops, Street
tree form is dependent on species and available planting space.

c. Building and site development standards for pedestrian-priority streets
should address building design and use characteristics that encourage
pedestrian access, as well as the following: building height; location and
design of parking; location and transparency of front building facade;
location and design of pedestrian entrances and other openings; utilities;

httn: II citvnlann inz .lacitv.ora/cwd/tramwk/ chaoters/O 5/0 5.htm )17001 '1
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and signage.
(£L P3, P 18)

5.3.3 Classify highway segments by user priority in consideration of the following and
other appropriate criteria (see illustrative cross-sections):

a. Highway segments located in community centers or neighborhood
districts on the Framework Element maps should be considered for
pedestrian-priority highway segments through the Community Plan
Update process.

b. Highway segments on which at-grade fixed rail transit lines would be
located or which are major bus corridors with IO-minute peak hour
headways in the Basin and IS-minute peak hour head ways in the Valley
should be considered as transit-priority highway segments through the
Community Plan Update process.

c. All other highway segments should be considered as vehicle-priority
segments.
(£1, 1'3)

CLICK HERE TO VIEW
HIGHWAY SECTION ILLUSTRATIONS

5.3.4 Identify commuter and recreational bicycle routes that link major destinations within
the City, and establish and implement standards to maintain their safety and security.
(fl, P4)

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
Community facilities serve the basic needs of residents and are essential to the liveability and investment
potential of the City. With respect to neighborhood and community design, they can provide a focus for
activity and, by doing so, contribute to the definition of each neighborhood or community's character.
Policies in the Framework Element provide the opportunity to locate community facilities in a manner that
reinforces or defines the character of the communities or neighborhoods in which they are located. Given
current fiscal constraints, facilities could be shared and financed/developed by non-traditional means.

Objective 5.4

Encourage the development of community facilities and improvements that are based on
need within the centers and reinforce or define those centers and the neighborhoods they
serve.

Policies
5.4.1 Encourage the design of existing and new schools for multiple functions, including,

but not limited to, the following:

a. Design of school yards to be used as parks accessible to surrounding
neighborhoods;
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b. Design of school libraries to be used as community libraries, where
feasible; and

c. Design of school auditoriums to be used as community meeting
rooms.
(PI6)

5.4.2 Locate libraries, cultural facilities, police substations and other community facilities
on the ground floors of mixed-use buildings, where feasible. (P 18, P22)

5.4.3 Locate community facilities in or near community and regional centers. (fl, P18)
5.4.4 Encourage the use of community facilities for nighttime activity through the use of

appropriate roadway and pedestrian area lighting. (P48)

LrVEABLE NEIGHBORHOODS
As discussed previously, the definition of the City's current form and character resides largely in its
neighborhoods. Neighborhoods should therefore be the focus of the City's planning efforts with respect to
urban form and community character.

Citywide
All neighborhoods in the City deserve to have well designed buildings and a safe, secure, and attractive
public realm.

Objective 5.5

Enhance the liveability of all neighborhoods by upgrading the quality of development
and improving the quality of the public realm.

Policies'

Street trees in a residential neighborhood Street trees in a neighborhood shopping district

5.5.2 Install "slow residential streets" where requested by residents and feasible within the
established street hierarchy. Techniques include speed bumps, diagonal parking,
widened sidewalks and nan-owed streets. (P24)
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:,'

"Slo\~'$lreets" may include speed bumps and diagonal parking to
reduce traffic speed

5.5.3 Formulate and adopt building and site design standards and guidelines to raise the
quality of design Citywide. (P 18, P24, P25)

5.5.4 Determine the appropriate urban design elements at the neighborhood level, such as
sidewalk width and materials, street lights and trees, bus shelters and benches, and
other street furniture. (El, P3)

Streetscape elements include trees, lighting, benches. trash
receptacles, bus shelters, and special paving

5.5.6 Identify building and site design elements for commercial or mixed-use streets in
centers, that may include: the height above which buildings must step back; the
location of the building base horizontal articulation; and other design elements. (P24,
P25)

Good building design can take 3 variety of forms and can val)' from one neighborhood 10 another

5.5.7 Promote the undergrounding of utilities throughout the City's neighborhoods,
districts, and centers. (PIS)
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Conservation Areas
Conservation areas (all areas outside designated districts, centers, and boulevards) will not absorb
substantial amounts of additional development. By encouraging growth and new development in mixed-
use districts, centers and along corridors/boulevards, in revitalized industrial districts and around transit
stations, the Framework Element proposes to conserve the City's residential neighborhoods. For a more
detailed discussion of conservation areas, see the introduction to Chapter 3: Land Use.

Objective 5.6

Conserve and reinforce the community character of neighborhoods and commercial
districts not designated as growth areas.

Policy
5.6.1 Revise community plan designations as necessary to conserve the existing urban

form and community character of areas not designated as centers, districts, or mixed-
use boulevards. (fl.)

-~.:..~~- , .~.-
Community plan designations can conserve single-family

neighborhood

Objective 5. 7

Provide a transition between conservation neighborhoods and their centers.

Policies
5.7.1 Establish standards for transitions in building height and for on-site landscape

buffers. (P 18,P24, P25)
Limit uses, where feasible, that are incompatible with housing on parcels directly
adjacent to conservation neighborhoods. (P 18)

5.7.2

The lack of transition between commercial buildings and single-family Transitions between higher-density housing and single- family housing can
housing shown here is no longer permuted be provided by stepping down the building height and landscaping buffers

Neighborhood Districts and Community Centers
Neighborhood districts and community centers are planned to be central components of the City's physical
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structure. Future development will be concentrated within them and they are to serve as the focus of
community life for the surrounding neighborhoods. The physical design of these areas is critical to those
who will live in them and those who will visit them from outside to use their services.

Objective 5.8

Reinforce or encourage the establishment of a strong pedestrian orientation in
designated neighborhood districts, community centers, and pedestrian-oriented subareas
within regional centers, so that these districts and centers can serve as a focus of activity
for the surrounding community and a focus for investment in the community.

Policies
5.8.1 Buildings in pedestrian-oriented districts and centers should have the following

general characteristics:

a. An exterior building wall high enough to define the street, create a
sense of enclosure, and typically located along the sidewalk;

b.A building wall more-or-less continuous along the street frontage;

c. Ground floor building frontage designed to accommodate commercial
uses, community facilities, or display cases;

d. Shops witb entrances directly accessible from the sidewalk and
located at frequent intervals;

e. Well lit exteriors fronting on the sidewalk that provide safety and
comfort commensurate with the intended nighttime use, when
appropriate;

f. Ground floor building walls devoted to display windows or display
cases;

g. Parking located behind the commercial frontage and screened from
view and driveways located on side streets where feasible;

h. Inclusion of bicycle parking areas and facilities to reduce the need for
vehicular use; and

i. The area within 15 feet of the sidewalk may be an arcade that is
substantially open to the sidewalk to accommodate outdoor dining or
other activities.
(E±, P 18, P24, P25)
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Mixed-use (housing over shops) with ground floor retail and a more or less continuous building wall along the
street frontage

5.8.2 The primary commercial streets within pedestrian-oriented districts and centers
should have the following characteristics:

a. Sidewalks: 15-17 feet wide (see illustrative street cross-sections).

b. Mid-block medians (between intersections): landscaped where
feasible.

c. Shade trees, pruned above business signs, to provide a continuous
canopy along the sidewalk and/or palm trees to provide visibility from a
distance.

d. Pedestrian amenities (e.g., benches, pedestrian-scale lighting, special
paving, window boxes and planters).
crl, P3, P4, P25)

5.8.3 Revise parking requirements in appropriate locations to reduce costs and permit
pedestrian-oriented building design:

a. Modify parking standards and trip generation factors based on
proximity to transit and provision of mixed-use and affordable housing.

b. Provide centralized and shared parking facilities as needed by
establishing parking districts or business improvement districts and
permit in-lieu parking fees in selected locations to further reduce on-site
parking and make mixed-use development economically feasible.
<£'.lB., P24, P31)
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Cemralized parking may be necessary for the viability of mixed-use in some areas

5,8.4 Encourage that signage be designed to be integrated with the architectural character
of the buildings and convey a visually attractive character. (P26, P27)

IMPROVING PERSONAL SAFETY THROUGH URBAN FORM AND NEIGHBORHOOD
DESIGN

Good design is essential to the creation of safer, more comfortable environments. Defensible space is
created when pedestrians have a clear sense of spatial definition, and when natural surveillance potential is
used to its best advantage. Natural surveillance in development takes the form of placing public spaces or
high activity areas where they provide a visual overview or line of sight to potentially unsafe areas.
Mixed-use also provides increased security through increased activity and natural surveillance. Clearly
defined and observable spaces create a perception of risk for potential offenders while giving pedestrians a
sense of security.

Objective 5.9

Encourage proper design and effective lise of the buill environment to help increase
personal safety at all times of the day.

Policies:
5.9.1

5.9.2

Facilitate observation and natural surveillance through improved development
standards which provide for common areas, adequate lighting, clear definition of
outdoor spaces, attractive fencing, use of landscaping as a natural barrier, secure
storage areas, good visual connections between residential, commercial, or public
environments and grouping activity functions such as child care or recreation areas.
(P 18)
Encourage mixed-use development which provides for activity and natural
surveillance after commercial business hours through the development of ground
floor retail uses and sidewalk cafes. Mixed-use should also be enhanced by locating
community facilities such as libraries, cultural facilities or police substations, on the
ground floor of such building, where feasible. (P 18)

I Table of Contents I Framework Home I Next Chapter I
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The Effect of Air Pollution on Lung Development
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Whether exposure to air pollution adversely affects the growth oflung function during
the period of rapid lung development thatcccurs between the ages oflO and 18 years is
unknown.

From the Department of Preventive Medi-
cine, University of South em California, Los
Angeles (W.J.G.,EA, F.G., H.V., D.T., I<.B.•
R.M., N.I<.• E.R.,J.P.); Sonoma Technology,
petaluma, Calif. (F.L); Air Resources Board,

METHODS Stateofc.aUfomia, Sacramento (H,M.);and
'dy . d hildr c: h the University of British Columbia, Vancou·In this prospecnvestu I we recnnte 1759c en(avemgeage,lOyears) uomse ools vet,B.C., Canada (D.B.). Address reprint

in 12southern California communities and measured lung function annually for eight requests to Dr, Gauderman at the Depart-
years. The rate of attrition was approximately 10 percent per year. The communlties ment Of Preventive Medicine, University

d awid f bi idvaoor.nl djoxid of Southern California, 1540 Alcazar St.,represente a Wi e range0 am lent exposures to ozone, act vapor, nitrogen on e, ,. Suite 220, los Angeles. CA 90089, or at
and particulate matter. Linear regression was used to examine the relationship of air jimg@tlsc.edu.
pollution to the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and other spirometric

N EnglJ Med 2004;351:1057·67.
measures. Copyrighte 2004 MQmdwutt$ Mf4it:ol Society.

RESULTS

Over the eight-year period, deficits in the growth o[FEV, were associated with expo-
sure to nitrogen dioxide (P=0.005), acid vapor (P=0.004), particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 pm (PM",) (P=O.04), and elemental carbon
(P=O.007), even after adjustment for several potential confounders and effect modifi-
ers. Associations were also observed for other spirometric measures. Exposure to pol-
lurants was associated with clinically and sratistieallysignificant deficits in the FEV, at-
tained at the age of 18 years. For example, the estimated proportion of 18-year-old
subjects with a lowFEV, (defined as a ratioofobsetved to expectedFEV, of less than 80
percent) was 4.9 times as great at the higbestlevel of exposure to PM,.s as at the lowest
level of exposure 0.9 percentvs. 1.6 percent, P=0.002).

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that current levelsofairpoliution bave chronic, adverse
effects on lung development in children from the age oflO to 18 years, leading to clin-
ically significant deficits in attained FEV, as children reach adulthood,
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HERE IS MOUNTING EVIDENCE THAT
air pollution has chronic, adverse effects
on pulmonary development in children.

Longitudinal studies conducted in' Burope1,"3 and
the United States'" have demonstrated that expo-
sure toair pollution is associated with reductions in
the growth oflung function, strengthening earlier
evidencei42 based on cross-sectional data. How-
ever, previous longitudinal studies bave followed
young children for relatively short periods (IWO to
four years), leaving unresolved the question of
whether the effects of air pollution persist from ad-
olescence into adulthood. Tbe Children'S Health
Soody13enrolled children from 12 southern Cali-
fornia communities representing a wide range of ex-
posures to ambient air pollution. We documented
the children's respiratory growth from the ages of
10 to 18 years. Over tliis eight-year period, children
have substantial increases in lung function. By the
age ofl8 years, girls' lungs have nearly matured,
and the growth in lung function in boys has slowed
considerably, as compared with the rate in earlier
adolescence." We analyzed the association be-
tween long-term exposure to ambient air pollution
and the growth in lung function over the eight-year
period from the ages oflO to 18 years. We also ex-
amined whether any observed effect of air pollution
on this eight-year growth period results in ci1nicaJly
significant deficits in attained lung function at the
age of18 years.

METHODS

STUDY SUBJECTS

In 1993, the Children's Health Smdyrecruited 1759
fourth-grade children (average age, 10 years) from
elementary scbools in 12 southern California com-
munities as part of an investigation of the long-term
effects of air pollution on children's respiratory
health.6•12,13 Data on pulmonary function were ob-
tained by ttained field technicians, wbo traveled to
study schools annually from the spring of 1993
througb the spring of2001 to perform maximal-
effort spirometric testing of the children. Details of
the testing protocol have been published previous-
ly.1.2 We analyzed three measures of pulmonary
function: forced vital capaciry{FVC), forced expira-
toryvolume in the first second (FEV,), and maximal
midexpiratory flow rate (MMEF). Pulmonary-func-
tion tests were not performed on any child who was
absent from school on the day of testing, but such a

child was still eligible for testing in subsequent
years. Children who moved away from their recruit-
ment communitywere classified as lost to follow-up
and were not tested further. From the initial sample
of the 1759 cbildren in 1993, the number of chil-
dren available for follow-up was 1414 in 1995,1252
in 1997,1031 in 1999, and 747 in 2001, reflecting
the attrition of approximately 10 percent of subjects
per year.

A baseline questionnaire, completed at study en-
try by each child's parents or legal guardian, was
used to obtain information on the children'S char-
acteristics, including race, presence or absence of
Hispanic ethnic background, level of parental edu-
cation, presence or absence of a history of asthma
diagnosed by a doctor, exposure to maternal smok-
ing in utero, and household exposure to gas stoves,
pets, and environmental tobacco smoke. Questions
administered at the time of annual pulmonary-func-
tion testing were used to update information on
asthma status, personal smoking status, and expo-
sure to environmental tobacco smoke. The distribu-
tion ofbaseiine characteristics of all srudy subjects
and of twO subgroups defined according to the
length offollow-up (all eight years or less than eight
years) is shown in the Supplementary Appendix
(available with the full text of this article at www.
neim.org), The length cffollow-up was significant-
Iy associated with factors related to the mobility of
the population, including race, presence or absence
of Hispanic ethnic background, presence or ab-
sence of exposure to environmental tobacco smoke,
and parents'level ofeducation.However, the length
offollow-up was not siguificantly associated with
baseline lung function or the level of exposure to
air pollution, suggesting that the loss to follow-up
did not differ with respect to the primary variables
ofinterest.

The study protocol was approved by the instiru-
tional review board for human studies at the Uni-
versity of Southern California, and written informed
consent was provided by a parent or legal guardhm
forallstudysubjects. We did not obtain assent from
minor children, since this was not standard practice
when the srudywas initiated.

AUI~POLLUTION DATA

Air-pollution-monltoringstations were established
in each of the 12 study communities and provided
continuous data, beginning in 1994. Each station
measured average hourly levels of ozone, nitrogen
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dioxide, and particulate matter with an aerodynam-
ic diameter ofless than 10 prn (PM10). Stations also
collected two-week integrated-filter samples for
measuring add vapor and the mass and chemical
makeup of particulate matter with an aerodynamic
diameterofless than 2.5 pm (PM2•sl Acid vapor in-
cluded both inorganic acids (nitric and hydrochlo-
ric) and organic acids (formic and acetic). For sta-
tistical analysis, we used total acid, computed as the
sum of nitric, formic, and acetic acid levels. Hydro-
chloric acid was excluded from this sum, since lev-
els were very low and close to the limit of detection.
In addition to measuring PMz.s• we determined the
levels of elemental carbon and organic carbon,
using method 5040 of the National Institute fcr Oc-
cupational Safety and Health.1S We computed an-
nual averages on the basis of average levels in a
Zq-hour period in the caseofl'Mjs and nlrrogendi-
oxide, and a two-week period in the case ofPM1.S,

elemental carbon. organic carbon, and acid vapor.
For ozone, we computed the annual average of the
levels obtained from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (the eight-
hour daytime average) and of the one-hour maximal
levels. We also calculated long-term mean pollutant
levels (from 1994 through 2000) for use in the statis-
tical analysis of the lung-fimction outcomes.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The outcome data consisted of the results of 54 54
pulmonary-function tests of876 girls and 5300 tests
of883 boys over the eight-year period. We adopted
a two-stage regression approach to relate the longi-
tudinal pulmonary-function data for each child to
the average air-pollution levels in each study com-
munity.

The first-stage model was a regression of each
pulmonary-function measure (values were log-
transformed) on age to obtain separate, community-
specific average growth curves for girls and boys.
To account for the growth pattern during this peri-
od, we used a linear spline model'" that consisted of
four straight lines over the age intervals of younger
than 12 years, 12 to 14 years, 14 to 16years, and old-
er than 16 years, constrained to be connected ar the
three "knot" points. The model included adjust-
ments for log values for height; body-mass index
(the weight in kilograms divided by the square of
the height in meters); the square of the body-mass
index; race; the presence or absence of Hispanic
ethnic background, doctor-diagnosed asthma, any
tobacco smoking by the child in the preceding year,

exposure to environmental tobacco smoke, and ex-
ercise or respiratory tract illness on the day of the
test; and indicator variables for the field technician
and the spirometer. In addition [Q these covariates,
random effects were included to account for the
multiple measurements contributed by each sub-
ject An analysis of residual values confirmed that
the assumptions of the model had been satisfied.
The first-stage model was used to estimate the mean
and variance of the growth in lung function over the
eight-year period in each of the 12 communities,
separately for girls and boys.

The second-stage model was a linear regression
of the 24 sex- and community-specific estimates of
the growth in lung function over the eight-year pe-
riod on the corresponding average levels of each air
pollutant in each community. Inverses of the first-
stage variances were incorporated as weights, and a
community-specific random effect was included to
account for residual variation between communi-
ties. A sex-by-pollutant interaction was included in
the model to evaluate whether there was a difference
in the effect of a given pollutant between the sexes,
and when this value was nonsignificant, the model
was refitted to estimate the sex-averaged effect of the
pollutant Pclluranteffecrs are reported as the differ-
ence in the growth in lung function over the eight-
year period from the least to the most polluted
community, with negative differences indicative of
growth deficits with increasing exposure. We also
considered two-pollutant models obtained by sl-
multaneously regressing the growth in lung fimc-
rion over the eight-year period on pairs of pollutants.

In addition to examining the growth in lung
function over the eight-year period, we analyzed the
FEVJ. measurements obtained in 746 subjects dur-
ing the last year of follow-up (average age, 17.9
years) to determine whether exposure to air pollu-
tion was associated with clinically significant defi-
cirs in attained FEVr- We defined a low FEV1 as an
attained FEV1below 80 percentofthe predicted val-
ue, a criterion commonly used in clinical settings to
identify persons who are at increased risk for ad-
verse respiratory conditions. To determine the pre-
dicted FEV11 we first fitted a regression model for
observed FEV1 (using log-transformed values) with
the following predictors: log-transformed height,
body-mass index, the square of the body-mass in-
dex, sex, race or ethnic group, asthma status, field
technician, and interactions between sex and log-
transformed height, sex and asthma, and sex and
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race or ethnic group. Tb.is model explained 71 per-
cent of the variance in the attained FEV,level. For
each subject, we then computed the predicted FEV1

from the model and considered subjects to have a
low FEV1if the ratio of observed ttl predicted FEV1

was less than 80 percent. linear regression was then
used to examine the correlation between the com-
munity-specific proportion of subjects with a low
FEV1 and the average level of each pollutant from
1994 through 2000. This model included a commu-
nity-specific random effect to account for residual
variation. Regression procedures in SAS softvvare16

were used ttl fitall models. Associations denoted as
statistically significant were those that yielded a
P value ofless than 0.05, assuming a two-sided al-
ternative hypothesis.

RESULTS

From 1994 through 2000, there WaS substantial
variation in the average levels of smdy pollutants
across the U communities, with relatively little year.
to-year variation in the annua11evels within each
community (Fig. 1). From 1994 through 2000, the
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Figure 1. Mean (+SD) Annual Average Levels ofPollutams from 1994- through 2000 in the 12 StudyCommuntties In Southern California.
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average levels of ozone were not significantly cor-
related across communities with any other study
pollutant (Table 1). However, correlations between
other pairs of pollutants were all significant, rang-
ing from an R of 0.64 (P<O.OS)for nitrogen dioxide
and organic carbon, to an RofO.97 (P<0.001) for
PM10 and organic carbon. Thus.nlrrogen dioxide,
acid vapor, and the particulate-matter pollutants can
be regarded as a correlated "package" of pollutants
with a similar pattern relative to each other across
the 12 communities.

Among the girls, the average FEV1 increased
from 1988 ml at the age of 10 years to 3332 ml at
the age of 18 years, yielding an average growth in
FEV1of1344 ml over the eight-year period (Table2).
The corresponding averages in boys were 2082 ml
and 4464 ml, yielding an average growth in FEV1of
2382 ml over the eight-year period. Shnilar patterns
of growth over the eight-year period were observed
for PVCand MMEF (Table 2).

Although the average growth in FEV1was larger
in boys than ingirls, the correlations of growth with
air pollution did not differ significantly between the
sexes, as shown for nitrogen dioxide in Figure 2.
The sex-averaged analysis, depicted by the regres-
sion line in Figure 2, demonstrated a significant
negative correlation between the growth in FEV1

over the eight-year period and the average nitrogen
dioxide level (p=O.OOS). The estimated difference
in the average growth in FEV1 over the eight-year
period from the community with the lowest nitro-
gen dioxide level to the cnmmunitywith the high-
est nitrogen dioxide level, represented by the slope

of the plotted regression line in Figure 2, was
-101.4 ml.

Estimated differences in the growth of FEV 1,

PVC. and MMEF during the eight-year period with
respect to ali pollutants are summarized inTable 3.
Deficits in the growth of FEV1and FVC were ob-
served for all pollutants, and deficits in the growth
of MMEF were observed for all but ozone, with
several combinations of outcome variables and pol-
lutants attaining statistical significance. Specifical-
ly, for FEV1we observed significant negative cor-
relations between the growth in this variable over
the eight-year period and exposure to acid vapor
(P=O.004), PM,., (P=O.04), and elemental carbon
(p=O.007), inaddition to the above-mentioned cor-
relation with nitrogen dioxide. As with FEV

"
the ef-

fects of the various pollutants on FVC and MMEF
did not differ significantly between boys and girls.
Significant deficits in FVCwere associated with ex-
posure to nitrogen dioxide (P=O.OS)and acid vapor
(P=0_03), whereas deficits in MMEF were associat-
ed with exposure to nitrogen dioxide (P=0.02) and
elemental carbon (P=O.04). There was no signifi-
cant evidence that ozone, either the average value
obtained from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m, or the one-hour
maximal level, was associated with any measure of
lung function. In two-pollutant models for any of
the measures of pulmonary function, adjustment
for ozone did no,. substantially alter the effect es-
timates or significance levels of any other pollut-
ant (data not shown). In general, two-pollutant
models for any pair of pollutants did not provide a
significantly better fit to the data than the corre-

Table 1. Correlation of Mean Air. Pollution Levels fioom'1994 through 2000 across the 12 Study Communities.*

Elemental Organic
Pollutant 0, (10 a.m.-6 p.m.) NO, Add Vaport PM10 PM:t,$ Carbon Camon

Rva/ue

0,
I-Hour maximal level 0.9& 0.)0 0.53 0.31 0.33 0.17 0.25

10 a.m.-6 p.m. -0.11 0.35 0.1& 0.1& -0.03 0.13

NO, 0.87 0.67 0.79 0.94 0.64

Add vaport 0.79 0.&7 0.&& 0.76
PM10 0.95 0.&5 0.97

PM2.S 0.91 0.91
Elemental carbon 0.82

* Unless otherwise noted, values are the 24·hour average pollution levels. 0) denotes ozone, N02 nitrogen dioxide, and
PM 10 and PM~.s-particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 pm and less than 2.5 pm, respectively.

t Add vapor is the sum of nitric, formic, and acetic add levels.
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Table 2. Mean Levels of Growth in Pulmonary Function during the Eight~YearStudy Period, from 1993 to 2001.*

Pulmonary· Function Measure -'G"i"rls'--- _

Age of10yr

2262

1988

2311

Age oflS yr

3790

3312

3739

FV<; (ml)

FEVl (ml)

MMEF (ml/sec)

Figure 2. Communlty·Specffic Average Growth In FEVI among Girls and Boys
Duringthe Eight-Year Period from 1993 to 2001 Plotted against Average NitJo..
gen Dioxide (N0:i) Levels from 1994through 2000.

Average
t·yrgrowth

1528

1344

1428

Age ofl8yr

5202

4464

4709

Average
8-yr growth

2775
2382 .

2422

1062

Age oflOyr

2427

2082

2287

* levels at the ages of 10 and 18 years ate derived from the growth model described in the Methods section. FVC denotes
forced vital capacity, FEV l forced expiratory volume in one second, and MMEF maximal midexpiratory flow rate.

sponding slngle-pollutantmodels; this was not sur-
prising, given the strong correlation between most
pollutants.

The association between pollution and the
growth in FEV, over the eight-year period remained
significant in a variety of sensitivity analyses (Table
4). For example, esrimates of the effect of acid
vapor and elemental carbon (model 1 in Table 4)
changed little with adjustment fur in-utero exposure
to maternal smoking (model 2), presence in the
home of a gas stove (model 3) or pets (model 4), or
parenral level of education (model 5). To account
for possible confounding by short-term effects of
air pollution, we fitted a model tbatadjusted forthe
average ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and PM10 levels
on the three days befure each child's pulmonary-
function rest. This adjustment also had little effect

o Girls
eBoys

•
2485

2455 ~

2425 i
2395 ~

~•2365

•

152335 u...
12305•

2275

on the estimates of the long-term effects of air pol-
lution (model 6). Table4 also shows tbattheeffects
of pollutants remained large and significant in the
subgroups of children with no history of asthma
(model 7) and those with no history of smoking
(model 8). The effects of pollutants were not sig-
nificant among the 457 children who had a history
of asthma or among the 483 children who had ever
smoked (data not shown), although the sample siz-
es in these subgroups were small. Model 9 demon-
strates that the extremes in pollutant levels did not
drive the observed associations, in other words, we
found similar effect estimates after eliminating the
two communities with the highest and lowest levels
of each pollutant, Finally, model 10 shows the
effects of pollutants in the subgroup of subjects
who underwent pulmonary-function testing in both
1993 and 2001 (i.e., subjects who participated in
both the first and last year of the study): The mag-
nitudes of effects in this subgroup were similar to
those in the entire sample (model 1), suggesting
thatobserved effects of pollutants in the entire sam-
pIe cannot be attributed to biased losses to follow-
up across communities. These sensitivity analyses
were also applied to the other pollutants and to FVC
and MMBF,with similar results.

Pollution-related deficits in the average growth
in lung function over the eight-year period resulted
in clinically important deficits inanalned lung func-
tion at the age of 18 years (Fig. 3). Across the 12
communities, a clinically low FEV1was positively
correlated with the level of exposure to nitrogen
dioxide (P=O.005), acid vapor (P=O.Ol), PM,.
(P=O.02), PM,.5 (P=O.002), and elemencal carbon
(P=O.OO6). For example, the esrimated proportion
of children with a low FEV, (represented by the re-
gression line in Fig. 3) was 1.6 percentatthe lowest
level of exposure to PM,.. and was 4.9 times as great
(7.9 percent) atthe highest level of exposure to PM,.,
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Table 3. Difference in Average Growth in Lung Function over the Eight-Year Study Period from the Least to the Most Polluted Community.\\:

Pollutant FYC FEVt MMEF

Difference Difference Difference
(95%CI) PValue (95%CI) PValue (95%CI) PValue

mI mI mljsec
0,

10 a.m.-6 p.m. -50.6 (-171.0 to 69.7) 0.37 -22.8 (-122.3 to 76.6) 0.62 85.6 (-130.0 to 301.1) 0.40

l-Hour maximal level -70.3 (-183.3 to 42.6) 0.20 -44.5 (-138.9 to 50.0) 0.32 45.7 (-172.3 to 263.6) 0.65

NO, -95.0 (-189.4 to-O.6) 0.05 -101.4 (-164.5 to -38.4) 0.005 -211.0 (-377.6 to-44.4) 0.02

Acid vapor -105.2 (-194.5 to -15.9) 0.03 -105.8 (-168.8 to -42.7) 0.004 -165.0 (-344.8 to 14.7) 0.07

PM10 -60.2 (-190.6 to 70.3) 0.33 -82.1 (_176.9 to 12.8) 0.08 -154.2 (-378.3 to 69.8) 0.16

PM2..s -60.1 (-166.1 to 45.9) 0.24 -79.7 (-153.0 to -6.4) 0.04 -168.9 (-345.5 to 7.8) 0.06

Elemental carbon -77.7 (-166.7 to 11.3) 0.08 -87.9 (-146.4 to -29.4) 0.007 -165.5 (-323.4 to -7.6) 0.04

Organic carbon -58.6 (-196.1 to 78.8) 0.37 -86.2 (-185.610 13.3) 0.08 -151.2 (-389.4 to 87.1) 0.19

* Values are the differences in the estimated rate of eight-year growth at the lowest and highest observed levels ofthe indicated pollutant. Dif-
ferences are scaled to the range across the 12 study communities in the average level of each pollutant from 1994 through 2000 as follows:
37.5 ppb ero, (measured from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.). 46.0 ppbofO,. (the one-hour maximal level). 34.6 ppb ofNOl• 9.6 ppbof acid vapor. SlA
IIg of PM10 per cubic meter, 22.8 fig ofPM2..5 per cubic meter, 1.2fig of elemental carbon per cubic meter, and 10.5 fig of organic carbon per
cubic meter. CI denotes confidence interval.

<p=0.OO2). Similar associations between these pol-
lutants and a low FEV1were observed in the sub-
group of children with no history of asthma and
the subgroup with no history of smoking (data not
shown). A low FEV1was notsignificandycorrelated
with exposure to ozone in any group.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study provide robust evidence
that lung development, as measured by the growth
in FVC, FEV

"
and MMEF from the ages ofl0 to 18

years, is reduced in children exposed to higher lev-
els of ambient air pollution. The strongestassocia-
tiODS were observed between FEV1 and a correlated
setof pollutants, specifically nitrogen dioxide, acid
vapor, and elemental carbon. The effects of these
pollutants on FEV1were similar in boys and girls
and remained significant among children with no
history of asthma and among those with no history
of smoking, suggesting that most children are sus-
ceptible ro the chronic respiratory effects ofbreath-
ing polluted air. The magnitude of the observed ef-
fects of air pollution on the growth in lungfunction
during this age interval was similar to those that
have been reported for exposure to maternal smok-
ing'7,18 and smaller than those reported for the ef-
fects of personal smoking.17,19

Cumulative deficits in the growth in lung func-

tion dutingthe eight-year study period resulted in a
strong association between exposure to air pollu-
tion and a clinically low FEV1at the age of18 years.
In genetal, lung development is essentially com-
plete in girls by the age of18 years, whereas in boys
it continues into their early 205, but at a much re-
duced rate. It is therefore unlikely that cIinically sig-
nificant deficits in lung function at the age of 18
years will be reversed in either girls or boys as they
complete the transition into adulthood. Deficits in
lung function during young adulthood may increase
the risk of respiratory conditions - for example,
episodic wheezing that occurs duting a viral infec-
tion.20 However, the greatest effect of pollution-
related deficits may occur later in life, since reduced
lung function is a strong risk factor for complica-
tions and death during adulthood.11-27

Deficits in lung function were associated with a
correlated set of pollutants that included nitrogen
dioxide, acid vapor, fine-particulate matter (PMl.5),

and elemental carbon. In southern Callfornia, the
primary sourceofthese pollutants is motorvehicles,
either through direct tailpipe emissions or down-
wind physical and photochemical reactions of ve-
hicular emissions. Both gasoline- and diesel-pow-
ered engines contribute to the tons of pollutants
exhausted into southern California's air every day,
with diesel vehicles responsible fur disproportion-
ate amounts of nitrogen dioxide, PMl,s. and ele-
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Acid Vapor

Table 4. Sensitivity Analysis of the Effects of Acid Vapor and Elemental Carbon on Growth in FEVl over the Eight~Year
Stcidy Period.*

Model Elemental Carbon

Main model (modell)t

Additional covariates:t
Main model + in-utero exposure to materna!

smoking (model 2)

Main model + exposure to gas stove (mode! 3)

Main model + pets in home (model 4)

Main mode! + parental level of education
(modelS)

Main model + short-term effects of pollution
(modeI6)j

Subgroup effects
No history of asthma (modeI7)SU
No history of smoking (modeI8)~
After exclusion of communities with lowest and

highest levels of pollution (model 9)**

Complete follow-up {modellO)tt

Difforence (95% Confidence InteIVa!)
-105$ (-168$ to -42.7) -87.9 (-146.4 to -29.4)

-108.8 (-173.3 to -44.2) -85.8 (-147.4to-24.1)

-106.0 (-181.5 to -30.6)

-108.4 (-171.6to-45.2)

-100.7 (-167.2 to-34.2)

-84.S (-15<4.7 to-14,9)
-89.8 (-149.1 to-30.6)

-80.9 (-142.7 to -19.0)

-1l2.4 (-201.4 to -23.3) -103.2 (-ISl.S to -24.5)

-98.1 (-166.4 to-29.8)

-ns.s (-233.7to 2.5)

-106.7 (-192.3 to-21.2)

-88.9 (-149.2 to-28.6)

-iu.s (-214.9 to -!l.6)

-9<4.7 (-173.7 to -15.7)

-132.4 (-226.210-38.7) . -97.4 (-195.6 to 0.9)

1< Values are the differences in the estimated tate of elght-year growth at the lowest and highest observed levels of the in-
dicated pollutant. Differences are scaled to the range across the 12 study communities in the average level of each pol.
lutant from 1994 through 2000 as follows: 9.6 ppb of add vapor and 1.2 JIg of elemental carbon per cubic meter.

t Modell is equivalent to effect estimates for FEVl in Table 3 and is based on data on 1759 children.+ The main model was adjusted for each of the ccvarletes listed.
J Values were adjusted for the average levels of 01• NOa, and PM10 on the three days before each child's pulmonary.

function test.
, The analysis includes data on 1302 children with no history of doctor-diagnosed asthma.
I The analysis includes data on 1276 children with no history of active tobacco smoking at any time during follow-up.
**The anaiysis excludes children from the two communifles with the lowest and highest levels of each pollutant. This

leaves 1507 children (excluding those from Lompoc and Upland) in the analysis of add vapor and 1484 children
(exduding those from lompoc and long Beach) in the analysis of elemental carbon.

ttThe analysis includes 713 children who underwent pulmonary·function testing in both 1993 and 2001 (i.e.•those
observed throughout.the study).

mental carbon. In the current study, however, we
could notdiscem the independent effects ofpollut-
ants because they came from common sources and
there was a high degree oflntercorrelation among
them; similar difficulties have also been encoun-
tered inother studies oflung function and air-pol-
lutantmixtures.l,1.9.18~30 Since ozoneis also formed
during photochemical reactions involving fuel-
combustion products, one might expect ozone to
be correlated with the other study pollutants and
therefore to show similar associations with lung
function. However, theCbiJdren's Hcalth Studywas
specifically designed to minimize the correlation of
ozone with other pollutants across the 12 study
communities. Thus, although ozone has been con-
vincingly linked to acute health effects in many oth-
er studies." our results provide little evidence that

ambient ozone at current levels is associated with
chronic deficits in the growth oflung function in
children, Only a few other studies have addressed
the long-term effects of ozone on lungdevelopment
inchildren, and results have been inconsistent. 31 AI~
though we found little evidence of an effecr of
ozone, this result needs to be interpreted with cau-
tion given the potential for substantial misclassifi-
cation of exposure to ozone.31,33

The mechanism whereby exposure to pollutants
could lead to reduced lung development is un-
known, but there are many possibilities. Our ObM
servation of associations between air poUution and
all three measures oflung function - FVC, FEV"
and MMBF- suggests thatmore than one process
is involved_FVCis largely a function of the number
and size of alveoli, with differences involume pri-
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marily attributable to differences in the number of
alveoli, since their size is relativelyconstant.14 How-
ever, since the postnatal increase in the number of
alveoli is complete by the age of lOy ears, pollurion-
related deficits in the growth ofFVC and FEY1dur-
ing adolescence may, in part, reflect a reduction in
the growth of alveoli. Another plausiblemecbanism
of the effectofairpollurion on lung development is
airway inflammation, such as occurs in bronchioli-
tis; such changes have been observed in the airways

of smokers and of subjects who lived in polluted
environments.35•36

Astrength of our study was the long-term, pro-
spective follow-up of a large cohort, with exposure
and outcome data collected in a consistent manner
througbout the study period. As in any epidemio-
logic study, however, the observed effects could be
biased by underlying associations of the exposure
and outcome to some confounding variables. We
adjusted for known potential confounders, includ-
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ing personal characteristics and other sources of
exposure to pollutants, but the possibility of con-
rounding by other factors still exists. Over the eight-
year follow-up period, approximately 10 percent of
study subjects were lost to follow-up each year. At-
trition is a potential source of bias ina cohort study
ifloss to follow-up is related to both exposure and
outcome. However, we did not see evidence that the
loss of subjects was related to either baseline lung
function or exposure to air pollution. In addition,
we observed significant associations between air
pollution aod lung growth in the subgroup of chil-
dren who were followed for the full eight years of
the study, with effects that were similar in magni-
tude to those in the group as a whole, thus making
loss of subjects ao unlikely source ofbias.

We have shown that exposure to ambient air
pollution is correlated with significant deficits in
respiratory growth over ao eight-year period, lead-
ing to clinically important deficits in lung function
arthe age of 18 years. The specific pollutants that
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lmprove health by investigating
environmental exposures,
addressing risks from these
e>q)osures,studying vmo might be
most susceptible, and linking our
research efforts wfth the
communities ~ serve.

Our Center has scientists from USC
and UCLA who study cancer,
respiratory disease and adverse
reproductive outcomes. Some of
our scientists also develop new
methods for designing studies and
evaluating exposures.
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help you learn more about our
research efforts and community
outreach and education activities.

Or. Frank Gilliland
Center Director
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Living near a highway affects
lung development in children,

according to a USC study

Major traffic exposure could result in lifetime deficits in
lung function

Los Angeles, Jan. 25, 2007 - Children 000 live near a major highway are not only
more 'kely to develop aslhma or other respiratory diseases, but their lung
developmentmay aiso be stunled.

According to a study that will appear in the February 17 issue of The Lancet and
now available online, researchers at the Keck School of Medicine of the University
of Southern California (USC) found that children who filled within 500 meters of a
freeway, or apprOllimale1ya third of a mile, since age 10 had subslantial deficits in
lung function by the age of 18 years, compared to children fiving at least 1500
meters, or apprOximatelyone nile, away.

"Someone suttering a pollution-relaled deficit in lung function as a child ....11probably
have less than healihy lungs all of his or her life: says lead author W. James
Gauderman, assoctate professor of preventive medicine at the Keck School of
Medicine of USC. "And poor lung function in later adutt fife Is known to be a major
risk factor for respiratory and cardiovascular diseases."
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The study draws upon data from the Children's Health Study (CHS) , a longitudinal
study of respiratory health among children in 12 southern California communities.
More than 3,600 children around the age of 10 years were evaluated over a period
of eight years, through high-school graduation. Lung function tests were taken
during annual schooillisits, and the study team determined how far each child "lied
from freeways and other major roads.

'OtherWse-healthy children who were non-asthmatic and non-smokers also
experienced a Significant decrease in lung function from traffic pollunon,' continues
Gauderman. 'This suggests that all children, not just susceptible subgroups, are
potentiallyaffected by traffic e><poSure'.

Lung function was assessed by measuring how much air a person can exhale after
taking a deep breath, and how quickly that air can be exhaled. Children's lung
function develops rapidly during adolescence until they reach their late teens or
early 20s. A deficit in lung developmentduring childhood is likely to translate into
reduced function for the remainder of life.

'This study shows there are health effects from childhood exposure to traffic exhaust
that can last a lifelime," said Dallid A. Schwartz, M.D., the Director of the National
Institute of Enllironmental Health Sciences (NIEHS1. 'The NIEHS is committed to
supportingresearch to understand the relationship betweenenllironmental exposures
and diseases, and to identify ways to reduce harmful exposures to all populations,
especially children so they can realize their full potential for healthy and productive
lives."

Prellious studies have demonstrated links between lulig function growth and regional
air quality. These findings in this study add to that result, demonstrating that both
regionalair pollunonand local exposure to traffic pollunonaffect lung development.



'This study provides further proof that regional air quality regulations may need to be
adjusted based on local factors, including traffic volume: says Gauderman. "This is
important because in areas where the population continues to grow, more and more
children are tiving or attending school near busy roadways. This may ba harmful in
the long run." Gauderman adds that community leaders, school districts, and
dewlopers should consider these results when dewloping new schools or homes.

Study sites included the cities of Alpine, Anaheim, Glendora, Lake Arrowhead, Lake
Elsinore, Long Beach, Mira Lama, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Dimas, Santa
Barbara, Santa Maria and Upland.

Funding for this study came from the California Air Resources Board, the National
Institute of Environmental Healih Sciences, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, and the Hastings Foundation.

W. James Gauderman, Hita Vora, Rob McConnell, Kiros Berhene, Frank Gilliland,
Duncan Thomas, Fred Lurmann, Edward Avol, Nino Kunzli, Michael Jerrett and
John Peters, "Effect of exposure to traffic on lung dewlopment from 10 to 18 years
of age: a cohort study," The Lancet, Volume 368, February 2007.
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To view other press stories from today, January 26, please go to:

LA limes article: Freeways' tainted air harms children's lungs, experts say

Sacramento Bee article: Living near busy roads tied to kids' lung risk

Faculty Profile: Dr. W. James Gauderman

Professor of Preventive Medicine
Division of Bioslatistics
Keck School of Medicine of USC

Expertise:L---"-'-'---' __ ---'

- Air pollution and increased incidence of asthma, bronchitis and other
respiratory Illnesses in children
- Smog and its long-term effects on lung de""lopment
- long-term effects on children's lungs of air pollulants such as nitrogen
dioxide, perticulate matter and acid vapors resulting from the burning of
fossil fuels and emissions from industrial plants
- Lung function and respiratory heallh in schoof-aged children in Southern
California
- Geneiemironment interactions
- Gene/smoking interaction in lung cancer
- Genetic epidemiology
- Em,;ronmenlalheallh
- Biostatistics
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Research News
Case-control study demonstr8tes connection between autism lind traffic poI/(J/ion

RESEABCHER FROM CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL lOS ANGELES AND USC FINDS PROXIMITY TO FREEWAY IS
ASSOCIATED WITH AUTISMScientific Priorities

Research Annual Report

Bench To Bedside

MEDIA CONTACT: Ellin Kavanagh at (323) 361-8505
Email: ekavanagh@chlauscedu

LOS ANGELES (December 16, 2010) - Living near a freeway may be associated wl!h
increased risk of autism, according to a study published by a team of researchers from
Children's Hospital Los Angeles, the Keck School of Medicine of the University of
Southern Califomia (USC) and the UC Davis MIND Institute.

The paper will appear online in the journal Environmenta! Health Perspectives this
week.

'Children com to mothers living within 309 meters of a freeway appeared to be twice
as likely to have autism,' said Heather YOlk PhD MPH, and flfSt author on the study.
Dr. Volk holds a joint appointment at the Cgmmunitv Health Outcomes & !nleryemion
Research Program at The Saban Reooarch Institute of Children's Hospital Los
Angeles, the Zilkha Naurogenetic !nstltute and the Department of Preventative
Medicine at USC

Careers & EducaUon

Contact UI>

Saban Auditorium

Autism is a cevelopmental disorder that has long been ascribed to genetic factors.
Wlile changes In diagnostic criteria and measad awareness have been thought to
contribute to the rising incidence of the disorder, these tectore alone cannot explain
the dramatic increase in the number of children affected. Tile Centers for rxeeeee
Control reported a 57 percent increase between 2002 and 2006. This study supports
the theory that environmental factors, in conjuncllon with a strong genetic risk. may be
one possible explanation lor lhe increase.

Heather Yolk PhD MPH CommIinity, Health
~& Il118rwrllion Reooaroh Program III
ThB &lbBn RoS8arch Inst/IlIte of ChiJdran's
Hospitsl Loll A~, the Ziikha Ntlurogfmetic
Institute lind the DBP9rtmen/ of Prel'$n/lltive
Medicioo at USC

\rVhile titua is known about the role of environmental pollutants on autism, airpol!u1ion exposure during pregnancy has been soon to have
physical and developmental effects on 1M fetus in other !Studies. EXPOWffl to air pollution during the fitst months of life has also been
linked to cognitive developmental delay. However, the authors said that this study is the first to Ilnkexpowfe to vehiCUlar pollutants wah
autism risk, though direct measurements of poUtllants were not made.

Data from children with eutism and typically developing children, who served as controls. were drawn from the Childhooo Autism Risks
from Genetics and the Environment (CHARGE) study, a popula~ eese-connot study of preschool children. Children were
between the ages of 24 and 60 months at the start of the study and Uved in communities around Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Sacramento. Populatioo-b8&ed controls were recruiled from state of California birth files, and were frequency matched 10 the autism
cases by age, gender, and broad geographic area. Each partitipa\ing family was evaluated in person, AU children were assessed:
assessment of autism was done lI6ing well-velidated Instruments.

The study examined the cceuooe wtere the chlldren's families' live<:! during the first, second and third eimesrers ofthair mothers'
pregnancies, and at the time of the baby's birth end looked at the proximHy of these homes to a major road or freeway. The participants'
gestational ages were determined using ultresound measurements and prenatal records

Dr. Volk and her colleagues found Ihat living within 309 meters of a freeway (or just over 1000 feet) at bIrth was essoctaec with a two-fOld
increase in autism risk. This association was not altered by adjustment for child gender or ethnicily, maximum edueation in the home,
maternat age, or prenatal smoking. The researchers found no consistent pattern of association of autism with proximily to a major rcee.

Traffic-related air pollutants have boon observed to induce inflammation and oxidative stress in toxicological and human studies. The
emerging evidence that oxidative stress and in11ammalion are involved in the pathogenesis of autism supports the ftndings of this study.

"We expect to find many, perhaps dozens, of environmental factOfG over !he next few years, with each of them pro,bably contributing to a
fraction of autism casas. It is h!ghly liketythat most 01 them operate in conjunction with other exposures and/or with genes,M said trva Hertz
-Picconc, PhD, chief of the division of environmental and occupational heelth in the Department of Public Health Sciences at UC Davis,
and principal investigator on the CHARGE study.

Dr. Volk's co-authors on the study include: Rob McConnell, MD, from the Department of Preventative Medicine at USC, IIVa Hertz-
Plcclouc, PhD, and Lora Delwiche, MS, from the University of California at ~avis, and Fred Lunnann, of Sonoma Technology, Inc,

This study was supported by grants from the Nationellnstitute of Environmental Health Sciences, the Environmental Protection Agency,
the MIND tnstitute, the Southern California Environmental Health Sciences Center, Autism Speaks, and IIle Las Madrinas Endowment on
Autism Research. Intarvention and Outcomes.

The Saban Reseerch InstiMe of Children's Hospital Los Angeles is among the largest and most productive pediatric research facilities in
the United States, with 100 invastigators at work on 186 laboratory studies, clinica!lrials and community-based research and heallh
services. The Saban Research Institute is ranked eighlh in Nalional jnsunrtes of Health funding among chIldren's hosp~els in the United
States.

Founded in 1901, Children's Hospital Los Angeles is one Ofth~ nation'S leading children's hospitals and is ac::knoY.rledged wOfldwlde for its
leadership in pediatric and adolescent health. Children's Hospital Los Angeles is one of only seven children's hospitals in the nation _ and
the only ctdldren's hospltBl on the West Coast - ranked fortwo consecnive yeers in en 10 pediatric specialties in the U.S. News & wono
Report rankings and named to the magaz1oe's "Honor Roll" of Children's hospitals

Established in 1885, the Keck School of Medicine of USC (www.keck.usc.edu)isdedicatedtoexcotlenee in medical education, patient
care and research. Chlldren's Hospital Los Angeles is staffed by physicians and stienijsts Who are 00 \tie Keck School faculty, The Keck
School is home to a number of leadlOg scientific programs, including the ZHkha Neurogenetic Institute
(www.usc.edu/schools/medicinelresearchlinstitutes/znil). a premier translational brain disease insfilute dedicated to discovering the
causes of and developing treatments for a variety of brain disorders. Chlldren's Hospital Los Angeles is a premier teaching hospital and
has been affiliated wHh the Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southem California since 1932.

www.chla.org

http://www.chla.org/siteiapps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=ipINKTOAJsG&b=6079997&ct=8975... 4/5/2011
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Black lung lofts
Many children being raised in LA.'s hip, new freeway-adjacent housing are damaged for life
By Patrick Range McDonald
Saturday, Mar 62010

On a recent afternoon in the Eastside neighborhood of Lincoln Heights, Fay Green stands in the hallway
of her apartment complex, which sits just feet above the bumper-to-bumper traffic of the 1-5 freeway. A
soft-spoken black woman, she lives with her five kids and one grandson in an urban planner's idea of
perfection: the dense, "Avenue 26" master-planned community, touted by Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
and the city's Department of Housing as an environmentally smart "transit-oriented development" in
the city's core, efficiently served by light rail. From the outside, the stylish-looking village of 156 condos,
called Puerta del Sol, and 378 other apartments squeezed between Avenue 26 and the thundering I-S
gives off a Crate & Barrel vibe. But Green's four-bedroom unit, in the building dubbed Tesoro del Valle
Family Apartments, is regularly dirtied by a heavy film of what she calls "dust." She explains, "I clean the
place up, and in two orthree days, I have to wipe again."

The bedroom of her young son, who has a sinus problem, requires extra attention so he can breathe;
Green herself suffers from asthma. She says these sicknesses started before she moved to Avenue 26,
erected less than 100 feet from one of the world's busiest, and filthiest, freeways, used by 285,000
vehicles per day. But when the weather is hot, or other conditions create smog, Green notices that
many of her kids start to cough. She won't feel well, either.

Green moved into the new apartment in 2006. She vaguely remembers a TV news report about the
health risks of living near a freeway, but had never really thought about whether she or her young family
could become sick from the clouds of vehicle exhaust and tire-brake dust that hover above, and directly
next to, the 1-5.

. Her neighbors tell a similar story. Jesse A. Flores, in his 60s, says he never thought about the problems of
living adjacent to a major freeway. "So far, I'm okay," he says. "Nothing wrong with me."

Aura Sanabria, a 20-something mother of three young kids, has the same concerns Green has. She too
complains about the heavy "dust" that builds up in her apartment. ''I'm always cleaning and dusting:'

she says.

Teenager Andrew Garcia says he and his parents never think about the invisible particles that work their
way into the family home. "All we think about is that it's easier to get on the freeway or to the Metro,"
says Garcia, who takes the Gold Line to high school.

These residents don't know what the science shows, but l.A.'s elected leaders do.

In 2004, USC's landmark Children's Health Study rnade waves nationally, confirming that thousands of
Southern California children living in near high-traffic roadways were contracting higher levels of
crippling asthma and children living in smoggy areas were suffering impaired lung development.



The study proved long-held beliefs that fine particles such as those caused by tire rubber and brake
metal - so tiny that scientists say the dust seeps through the smallest cracks and holes and thus is not
blocked by air filtration systems or triple-paned windows - were burrowing into people's lungs.

When the revelations broke in The New England Journal of Medicine, L.A. was in the grips of a badly
overheated housing bubble. City Hall politicians and planning officials were embracing trendy housing
projects alongside freeways, especially downtown, where urbanists touting a "sustainable" lifestyle, free
of suburban commuting, were moving into places like the Medici and Orsini luxury complexes - a
stone's throw from the Harbor and Hollywood freeways, respectively.

L.A. officials were so thrilled with the new apartments rising next to freeways that they got into an ugly
tussle with Orsini developer Geoff Palmer when he rebuffed City Hall's pressure to make room in his
freeway-adjacent Medici building - for low-income families including children.

Meanwhile, on the other side of downtown, the Los Angeles Housing Department provided down
payments to buyers to move into Puerta del Sol. a stylish condo complex in the Avenue 26 community
where teenager Andrew Garcia breathes in the factorylike emissions and particulates created daily by
285,000 vehicles.

Since then, with the city's enthusiastic backing, including that of Councilman Ed Reyes, who represents
Lincoln Heights, the village's politically well-connected developer, Percy Vaz, has marketed the project
to families tired of commuting - in effect, targeting parents to live in an area scientists now know is
unusually hazardous to their children's health.

UWe've known for eight or 10 years there have been these impacts," says Dr. Joe lyou, executive
director of California Environmental RightsAlliance, an environmental justice group. He sees the
politicians at City Hall as knowingly endangering children.

In January 2007, USC scientists followed up their widely hailed Children's Health Study with an even
more detailed and damning longitudinal study of 3,600 Southern California children - and this time the
scientists went down to L.A. City Hall to get the attention of the politicians.

"I woke up one morning and read about [the study] in the newspaper," says Michael Woo, who sits on
the Los Angeles planning commission and is dean of Cal Poly's College of Environmental Design. "That's
when I started to put two and two together" - to realize that the city's residential zoning policies were
making kids sick.

The new study showed that alarming numbers of children ages 10 to 18 who live within about a block -
528 feet - of a Southern California freeway suffer reduced lung development, a deficit likely to persist
through adulthood, and which may increase the risk of respiratory disease and premature death. (Three
weeks ago, a group of USCand European scientists delivered more bad news: Hardening of the arteries
is twice as common among Angelenos living within a block of an L.A. freeway.)

But instead of playing a key role in the city's planning decisions, USC's 2007 study was ignored. City Hall
leaders, dominated by the desires of developer-contributors and a strong chorus of "density hawks,"
were rewriting hard-fought Community Plans.itossing out height and size restrictions on apartment
complexes citywide, and permitting the destruction of thousands of units of historic and affordable
housing.



Through city zoning laws, subsidies, city pension-fund investments and other policies, city leaders have
peddled freeway-abutting housing as "smart" land use that satisfies developers' push for "in-fill"
projects on "underutilized" land. At one paint during the frenetic housing boom in 2006, Villaraigosa and
city-pension trustees held a press conference at the Puerta del Sol condos in the Avenue 26
development perched above the 1-5 freeway. The mayor touted the development as a model example of
middle-class housing in which to "raise a family" - a view that remains unshaken inside City Hall today.

Today, in fact, the Department of City Planning chief Ga iI Goldberg and the Office of Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa concede to LA Weekly that nobody in City Hall is tracking, or can even estimate, the
number of children who have moved into housing erected within 500 feet of freeways since scientists
documented the chilling health effects. Los Angeles lawmakers are making no effort to measure the
human health costs of such housing. And with the shattered LA housing market now showing the first
few signs of recovery, City Hall is set, once again, to embrace freeway-adjacent housing that's marketed
to families.

One of the few elected leaders willing to be open about the unfolding situation is Hollywood-area City
Councilman Tom LaBonge, who says, "It would be great if we could call a time-out and try to plan better,
but it's not practical." He's given his blessing to freeway-adjacent housing in his district, and he insists,
"We need to save jobs."

Nor do the city's planning department, Villaraigosa and the Los Angeles City Council warn buyers and
tenants about the hazards of moving kids right next to freeways - the relatively modest disclosure rule
sought two years ago by USC's scientists that some developers say they could live with.

"Regulation is years behind the science," says Bahram Fazeli, a researcher and policy analyst for
Communities for a Better Environment, a grassroots environmental-justice organization that focuses on
issues like addressing the "cumulative impacts" of smog. Of the Southern California freeway studies,
Fazeli stresses, "The evidence that children are harmed is overwhelming."

L.A:s major freeways were mostly built in the 19S0s and 1960s, slashing through cohesive residential
neighborhoods and creating strange dead-end streets in places like Hollywood, Westwood, Toluca Lake,
Boyle Heights and Lincoln Heights. In the 1980s and 1990s, when new housing sprouted up beside
freeways in West LA, Reseda, Studio City, Hollywood and many other areas, environmentalists warned
that purposely placing housing next to the world's busiest and most polluted freeways was a bad idea.
They argued that any public good - providing affordable housing or addressing pent-up ownership
demand for condos - was outweighed by extensive health costs to people and society.

But the science wasn't there to back up the activists - until a team of mostly USCscientists published
the 2004 multimillion-dollar Children's Health Study in the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine.
Studying more than 1,700 children, scientists compared communities that enjoy clean air, such as Lake
Arrowhead and Alpine, to those with dirty air, such as Riverside and Long Beach. The study showed high
rates of underdeveloped lungs among children in the polluted areas. The implications were clear: long-
term health problems ranging from asthma to early death for significant numbers of children being
raised in Southern California.

"That study had a tremendous impact because of the quality of the research," says environmentalist
Lyou, who also sits on the governing board of the South Coast Air Quality Management District, which
sets air pollution-control policies affecting more than 16 million people. "It really shocked a lot of



people. It not only confirmed what people in the field already knew, but it also created an undebatable
view on the issue."

Around the same time, UCLA also published important findings showing that pregnant women who lived.
within 750 feet of a freeway had a greater-than-normal risk of delivering premature babies.

When USC scientists Rob McConnell, Jim Gauderman and others followed up the 2004 study by
researching a much larger group of children - specifically to look into health problems caused by living
within 528 feet of Southern California's crammed freeways - the findings worried epidemiologist
Gauderman enough to testify before the City Council.

In Council chambers on April 25, 2007, he warned: "It's not just watery eyes or coughing after a
particularly polluted day .... We're talking about long-term risks of asthma, long-term risks of reduced
lung development in children."

Scientists are especially concerned about nitrogen oxide and "particulate matter," essentially a dust that
sometimes can't be seen. Particulates can be metals, gas emissions from cars and trucks, tire rubber and
tire-brake dust. When mothers like Fay Green and Aura Sanabria complain about never-ending "dust"
that settles inside their apartments in the Puerta del Sol development next to the 1-5, they are actually
talking about particulate matter.

When kids breathe in this highly toxic particulate, it goes deep into their lungs and can cause long-term
health problems.

After listening to researcher Gauderman, several City Council members sounded ready to act.

Council District 12 representative Greig Smith, from the San Fernando Valley, announced that he and
Council District 1. representative Ed Reyes, from the city's Eastside, had put forth a motion to study the
idea of changing zoning laws to discourage or stop new housing within 500 feet of freeways.

"Maybe we should change the way of doing things around here," Smith told Gauderman and his council
colleagues. And City Council District 6 representative Tony Cardenas, also from the San Fernando Valley,
declared, "We have a lot of issues in my district we'd like to address, but with science, in my opinion, it's
the best way for us to create the best defense in order to defend the community."

Janice Hahn, who represents Council District 15 in San Pedro and is running this year for California's
lieutenant governor as an environmental candidate, was even more forceful, announcing, "I think the
time for studies is over. I think the time for action is now."

l.A.'s lawmakers talked a big game. But it was nothing more.

Councilman LaBange, who set up Gauderman's visit to the City Council, concedes today that, after that
downtown hearing nearly three years ago, the City Council did nothing. Smith and Reyes' motion to
"look into" a 500-foot barrier zone between new homes and freeways never turned into anything
substantive; Smith and Reyes recently declined to comment to the Weekly about their long-abandoned
motion.



Within months of USC's appeal to the City Council, in fact, one oILA's most brash examples of freeway-
abutting housing, the Universal Lofts, rose in Cahuenga Pass at 3450 Cahuenga Blvd., with a banner
exhorting Angelenos to both "live" and "work" in the pricey, corrugated metal-and-cinder block

buildings.

City zoning approvals allowed the developer to cram his $4,000-per-month, three-bedroom apartments
and $1 million condos into a strip of land no more than 20 feet from the 234,000 vehicles that rumble by
daily on the Hollywood Freeway.

LaBonge says such housing will continue to rise because "environmental issues need to compete with all
other issues," and averting a city fiscal disaster is the only thing on the City Council members' minds.

But critics say that hardly explains the City Council's failure to warn residents or to pursue better
planning when the city was flush with funds. Bill Gallegos, executive director of Communities for a
Better Environment, says, "They can't ignore the science. It just can't be shunted off to the side because
of the economic crisis."

LaBonge's logic probably wouldn't go over well with an activist parent like Elaine Lyles, whose daughter
Itanza developed asthma when she was 10 years old - she's now a sophomore in college. Lyles, a
commercial real estate broker, volunteers at a healthy-lungs advocacy organization, and she doesn't
want any parent or child to go through the ordeals her family suffered.

For years, Lyles has lived near the 10 freeway in the South Robertson neighborhood; Itanza attended a
nearby school. Years ago, upon receiving harrowing calls from school that her young daughter couldn't
breathe, Lyles was told by her doctor that the girl had contracted asthma due to "pollutants in the
atmosphere." The diagnosis changed Itanza Lyles' life.

"She would have difficulty breathing and I would tell her to calm down and be patient," Elaine Lyles
recalls. She sometimes clashed with doctors, who pushed her daughter to scale back her athletic
activities in order to improve her health. "But she's full of life and active, and she would get angry
because she couldn't live life to the fullest."

Lyles witnessed Itanza suffer horrific asthma attacks, which can kill victims via suffocation, and she
remains haunted by the fear that her daughter could die at anytime. A friend at church tragically lost a
child during a severe asthma attack, devastating her and shocking the Lyles family. "Your kid can't get
air," Lyles says. "You have as many inhalers as possible around, but you never know. As a parent, you're
never free of the idea that your child could succumb."

Lyles' oldest daughter doesn't have asthma. The first five years of her life, when her tiny lungs were
undergoing a critical stage of development, the Lyles family lived far from a major Los Angeles freeway,
in the Hollywood Hills near Griffith Park. "It's probably why she has better lung health," Lyles says. Many
scientists today would probably agree.

Percy Vaz, developer of the Lincoln Heights master-planned community where Fay Green and Aura
Sanabria clean up thick "dust" in the Tesoro del Valle apartments, opposes a buffer zone between
housing and freeway lanes. "I think there are apartment buildings just as susceptible on a major
thoroughfare," says Vaz, a prominent local developer and founder of AMCAL Housing, which specializes



in for-sale and rental affordable housing. "Would we have a buffer zone on Wilshire Boulevard> On a gut
level, 500 feet is far overreaching.

But even crowded Wilshire Boulevard doesn't carry anything approaching 285,000 cars per day, nor
does any L.A. surface street. The sheer volume on the city's freeways is a key reason why people are
getting sick. .

Yet Vaz doesn't think a health-hazard warning for renters or buyers is necessary. In fact, his tenant
Sanabria, the mother of three young children, is more concerned about homeless people sleeping
nearby, and neighbor Jesse Flores worries about gang activity in the area. "They're killing each other like
fools," Flores says.

Vaz reports that no one - not the city Planning Department nor Ed Reyes, chairman of the City Council's
Planning and Land Use Management Committee, who represents Lincoln Heights - has spoken to him
about enacting buffer zones or requiring a disclosure statement for housing placed within 500 feet of
freeways. (Through a spokeswoman, Reyes tells the Weekly he's "unavailable" to talk about the health
impacts caused when City Hall approves housing that abuts freeways.)

"If you're buying a home near a freeway, you know it's there," Vaz says. "The freeway is hitting you in
the face. Most people are buying and renting because there is a freeway." Moreover, he is seeing more
and more units erected near the freeways, in part, because "there's a shortage of land and people will
build where they can," even on often-expensive freeway-adjacent land.

With city officials now focused on preventing the city government of Los Angeles from sliding into a
deeper fiscal crisis, a debate over the health of tens of thousands of local children is unlikely to be
welcomed by the City Councilor Villaraigosa.

According to Woo, neither the City Council, led by electric car-driving Council President Eric Garcetti,
nor Villaraigosa, who wants Los Angeles to be "the cleanest and greenest city" in America, has shown an
interest in the 500-foot buffers or hazard-disclosure regulations suggested by the scientists. Inside City
Hall. where real estate developers have enjoyed outsized influence for the past 100 years or so, such
restrictions, Woo says,would "probably be very controversial."

But neither is the issue being pushed by the environmental community in Southern California, which has
been much more focused on lobbying the California Legislature on state environmental laws and global
warming.

"I can't think of an [environmental] group that's fighting development near freeways," says Martha
Arguello, executive director of the Los Angeles chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility, a
nonprofit, public-health advocacy group. "I'm hard-pressed."

The nonprofit organization Breathe L.A. - which promotes itself as a 107-year-old public-benefit group
dedicated to "clean air and healthy lungs in Los Angeles County" - is giving its 2010 Breath of Life
Award to District 9 City Councilwoman Jan Perry. The strongly pro-development Perry has pushed for
lofts, condos and apartments next to and near downtown's jammed freeways. She has not pushed any
plan to warn Angelenos about the serious health effects on children who move into that housing.



According to Breathe l.A.'s announcement, sent to the media a few days ago, Jan Perry promotes "clean
air and healthy lungs ... each and every day."

Environmentalists, says Bahram Fazeli of Communities for a Better Environment, have perhaps missed
an opportunity by focusing on other issues, such as cleaning up the ports and working with the Mayor's
Office to sign off on a "cumulative-impacts" directive.

Although the directive has been slow in coming, it would ideally force city departments to look into how
specific, major projects, such as a new oil refinery or airport expansion, add overall pollution to
'neighborhoods - and then plan accordingly. But the cumulative-impacts rule probably would be silent
on the more direct threat to human health - housing being built right next to L.A. freeways.

"Maybe we made a mistake, maybe we should have gone with (freeway-adjacent housing)," Fazeli
offers. "But we always think about these things, and think about strategy, and we only have limited
resources."

Some environmentalists also act as cheerleaders for dense urban housing, including that along freeways,
arguing that it helps to combat global warming by discouraging suburban living. Their focus is not on the
health of individuals but the planet.

For all of these reasons, the people who move their children into unusually unhealthy, freeway-frontage
projects fall into the cracks.

Ramel Pascual, Los Angeles acting deputy mayor for energy and environment, says Villaraigosa "is
someone who looks at public health and thinks it's very important."

'But the mayor has yet to look seriously at the danger of living next to the freeway. Says Pascual: "It's
worth exploring."

On August 14, 2008, USC preventive medicine professor Rob McConnell and the university's community
outreach expert Andrea Hricko sat before Villaraigosa's political appointees on the city Planning
Commission to share USC's 2007 freeway-housing findings. The meeting had been arranged by planning
commissioner Mike Woo, who was worried about freeway-adjacent housing.

Jim Gauderman's USC colleague, environmental-health researcher McConnell, told the Los Angeles
Planning Commission, "The very smallest particles pass right through the respiratory system and into the
body, including the brain." McConnell and Hricko urged city planners to push for a 500-foot buffer zone
between new housing and freeways Of, at least, pursue an ordinance requiring developers to disclose to
prospective renters or buyers the risks of living within one block of freeways.

Hricko cited Puerta del Sol, the city-backed condos near the 1·5 freeway in Lincoln Heights, and the
massive, 1,000-unit, walled-in, University Village directly abutting the 405 freeway in West L.A., as two
troubling, real-life examples of housing developments that could make residents sick. "There are a lot of
small kids in that housing," Hricko said of University Village.

It's ironic that UCLA, with great ballyhoo, touted the new University Village as affordable college housing
in the 1990s and filled it with university students and employees. University Village immediately flanks
both sides of the 405 freeway along Sawtelle and Sepulveda boulevards, where 281,000 passing cars



and trucks create one of the world's most congested freeways. The roar of traffic necessitated towering
sound walls, yet the University Village Web site boasts a playground and "state-of-the-art" child-care

center - for 200 children.

The pale-stucco apartment buildings have a hipster feel that has attracted many young medical-school
students and other student residents, as well as UCLAemployees. They probably think it's a great deal
because the rents are set below market rates for the pricey Westside.

According to a UCLA scientist who works with the EPA Southern California Particle Center, no studies of
health effects were conducted at University Village. But in 2004 scientists measured the shape and size
of the indoor and outdoor ultrafine "nano" particles in the village - which are of concern to scientists
because nano particles can act as miniature transporters of toxins into the human respiratory tract.

Just like developer Geoff Palmer's upscale Orsini and Medici residences in l.A.'s "new downtown," and
the Avenue 26 project, University Village sits well inside the 500-foot zone scientists say is hazardous to
kids - and, they fear, almost no amount of mitigation can change that. Some scientists say that air-
filtration systems designed into buildings - and even double-paned and triple-paned windows that are
common in the luxury downtown condos next to the Harbor and Hollywood freeways - cannot stop the
finest pollutants from finding their way in.

As McConnell told the city's planning commission in 2008, when pollution is tested next to Southern
California freeways "you see a huge increase in a number of traffic-related pollutants, and it diminishes
quite rapidly when you go back to 300 meters" or 984 feet, about two city blocks. The number of
asthma cases among children, McConnell explained, tracks the same way - more sick kids near the
freeway, more healthy kids farther away.

That day, the USC professor gave the planning commissioners an unusually firm recommendation: "I
think there's strong health-science justification for regulating exposures within 500 feet of roadways
with heavy traffic," he said. "I'm not sure that will guarantee the health of our children, but I think that
there's very good evidence that within that margin, what might be thought of as a margin of safety, that
there are health effects that children are going to be suffering."

Hricko concurred, saying a 500-foot buffer zone was merely a "start" and strongly suggested that real
estate developers be required to disclose to prospective buyers and tenants the facts about possible
health risks of living right next to a freeway.

By the end of the two-hour City Hall meeting in the late summer of 2008, Michael Woo, the planning
commissioner, was shaken to the bone. liMy reaction was, 'This is a very serious problem,' that it's
worse than I thought," Woo tells L.A. Weekly.

Then-planning commission President Jane Usher ordered Los Angeles City Planning Department staffer
Charlie Rausch to return in three months with "next-steps" suggestions from the planning department
for the planning commission to consider, and potentially enact,

But by the deadline in November 2008, Rausch's boss, planning chief Gail Goldberg, had failed to
produce any "next steps" for the planning commission. Goldberg and Usher, in fact, were busy sparring
over City Hall's controversial push to increase housing density in neighborhoods citywide. Goldberg led
City Hall's so-called density hawks, and Usher was on the other side, upset that carefully designed



Community Plans were too often ignored by Goldberg's planning department - for example, that
developers seeking height and size "variances" to override local zoning were regularly given the green
light. Usher resigned as planning commission president that December, in a very public parting.

The next month, in January 2009, with the outspoken Usher gone, Goldberg finally delivered her list of
freeway-adjacent housing recommendations, which Woo describes as "weak." Goldberg suggested
several mitigation ideas she said had been "proven very effective." Among other things, Goldberg said
vegetation could be planted between housing and freeways - but some scientists say a thick and deep
stand of mature trees would be required.

She suggested the installation of home air-filtration syst-ems and proposed that developers install
windows that don't open - both measures that scientists say do not keep fine-particulate matter out of
the lungs of children and others because the dust is so pervasive and works its way through a building's
tiniest cracks and holes.

The planning department and Goldberg "never really accommodated anything from that [August]
meeting" with the scientists, saysAngelo logan, executive director of EastYard Communities for
Environmental Justice, who was present and also testified.

Goldberg's halfhearted recommendations have now become a forgotten, and possibly lost, public
document.

City Planning Department Deputy Director Vincent Bertoni could not find the year-old "first steps"
report for the Weekly after repeated requests in January, according to Bertoni's aide. And although that
list of recommendations is clearly a public document, another staffer said it's something that the los
Angeles City planning department would not keep for future reference - a claim that drew an
incredulous response from former commissioner Usher.

The Weekly finally obtained a copy of the forgotten Gail Goldberg plan from an environmental activist. It
contains no suggestions that families or others be warned before renting or buying housing within a
block of an L.A. freeway.

Today, years after scientists warned City Hall leaders, Woo says the planning commission has "no legal
tools to prevent a developer from building" family housing right next to a freeway. And environmentalist
Logan backs this up, saying that the problems of "planning near freeways has been ignored."

Developers of the "vast majority" of housing in L.A. don't need permission from Villaraigosa's planning
commissioners because the developers are not seeking special variances to get around height or density
rules, Woo says. As a result, the planning commission has limited chances to challenge freeway-adjacent
housing. "We don't have a very good process for at least questioning housing projects near freeways,"
he says.

One developer who would oppose a freeway buffer zone is Jeremy Bvk, vice president of real estate
development at Sherman Oaks-based IMT Residential. IMT builds apartments near the 101 and 405
freeways in the San Fernando Valley, with literature promoting "easy freeway access." One luxurv
project in Encino, with a towering lobby and grape-arbor facade still under construction, will soon offer
two- and three-bedroom, mostly market-rate apartments 70 feet from the humming roadbed of the
Ventura Freeway.



For IMT, if it can place an apartment building on land directly adjacent to a busy freeway, it can
advertise, without paying a penny, to thousands of motorists everyday. The complex in Encino, at 5501
Newcastle Ave., had for months a banner festooned across the front reading "Multi-Family Housing,"
which could be seen by the roughly 291,000 cars and trucks that pass that stretch daily.

"We like to be near as highly trafficked and high-visibility roadways as possible," says Byk. "It drives our

sales that way."

He says he hasn't read the USC studies and didn't know about the push by scientists for the SOO-foot
buffers or a disclosure statement warning parents. He says he's fine with the idea of a health-hazard
disclosure statement, but not a buffer zone. "It's ridiculous."

The developer says he is "always concerned" about the health of his tenants. But he is apparently
unaware that some scientists don't believe current mitigation measures sufficiently keep out the
pervasive toxic particles. He explains, "We're building modern buildings with air filters and dual-paned
windows. We mitigate as much as possible."

Byk argues that in the future, vehicles will be far cleaner, and that current levels of lung damage will be
reduced. "Emissions from cars and diesel trucks are ever diminishing ,.. I don't see it as a long-term,
significant issue."

But, as Lyou of AQMD points out, California is many years from attaining lower, federally mandated
emissions standards - and the volume of traffic is not decreasing but increasing. Even if radically lower
tailpipe emissions were achieved in the next decade, Lvou says,cars and trucks will continue to produce
vast amonts of hazardous freeway particulate matter from tire rubber and brake dust.

If leading scientists are shocked that their years of effort researching the health of thousands of children
in Southern California produced zero action from L.A.'s mayor and IS council members, many are
unwilling to say so - or even to discuss their disappointment - publicly.

Andrea Hricko, director of community outreach at USC's Keck School of Medicine, though not a scientist,
is charged with educating elected officials about important studies conducted by scientists like Rob
McConnell and Jim Gauderman. But she doesn't play the kind of political hardball needed to get City
Council members and the Mayor's Office involved in a controversial issue that would almost certainly
infuriate developers - who are big campaign contributors to many City Hall politicians.

"This particular issue about buffer zones and freeways is a difficult one for city policy," Hricko says

politely.

Although researcher McConnell strongly and very publicly supported SOD-foot buffer zones in 2008, and
Hricko backed him up and firmly put forth the idea of a health-hazard disclosure statement, she
backtracked recently, telling the Weekly that she and McConnell "haven't advocated for a particular
thing." The city of Los Angeles, she now says, has "plans to develop" regulations to address the problem
of new housing next to freeways.

In fact, city leaders have no such plan. Officials in the Planning Department can't even find the old ideas
from Gail Goldberg's January 2009 "first-steps" list Comments from Councilman LaBange, commissioner



Woo, and acting deputy mayor Pascual make clear that no elected City Hall politician is taking up the
cause.

Yet Los Angeles City Council members do approve headl ine-grabbing environmental policies that tend to
portray them as benevolent guardians of human health.

The council has banned smoking outdoors in or near restaurant patios, and in Z008, the council placed a
controversial temporary ban on new fast-food outlets in a 32-square-mile area of South Los Angeles
after Jan Perry said her constituents were eating too much fat. She and other council members used the
scientifically dubious argument that fast-food chains were to blame, only to be embarrassed by a Rand
Corp. study some months later clearly showing that South Los Angeles actually has fewer fast-food
chains than several areas of L.A.

The council is not considering a disclosure ordinance, however, to warn people about the well-
researched and proven risks, especially for children, of living right next to a freeway. Joe Lyou finds the
situation "outrageous," saying, "To create housing near areas that are dangerous for your health just
seems so fundamentally wrong."
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MEMO

To: Bradly S. Torgan, JD, AICP

From: Hans Giroux, Senior Analyst

Subject: II Villagio Toscana DEIR Review

Date: May 26, 2011

Via e-mail:

As per your request, we have reviewed the air quality and noise impact analyses form the above
project. We have focused more heavily on the air quality issue because the severity of the
impact is greater. Moreover, the Sherman Oaks Homeowner's Association has a highly
respected acoustician on its board (Dr. Marshall Long) such that the noise impact analysis will
receive a separate and thorough review.

General Comments: My overall impression after 45 years as an atmospheric phenomena
specialist is that the proposed project is poorly placed and wrongly sized. Every land use
planning policy with which I am familiar strongly recommends not placing 500 residential units
as close as 50 feet from a major freeway. There are 600,000 vehicles per day on the 101 and 405
Freeways passing the site along with another 50,000 per day on Sepulveda and Camarillo. Aside
from the diesel particulate exhaust inhalation cancer risk, numerous studies have found that
gaseous tailpipe emissions have observed links to diminished lung capacity, pulmonary irritation
such as asthma and bronchitis, and a recent study reports a possible nexus between freeway
proximity and autism in children. Residential development is proposed within an acoustic
environment labeled "clearly unacceptable" in the Noise Element of the General Plan and
violates the Implementation Policies of the General Plan. The level of traffic generated by the
proposed massive project scope creates unacceptable levels of traffic congestion that add not
only the project congestion increment, but slow already congested baseline traffic to more
pollution-inefficient travel speeds. Our specific comments are as follows:

Noise

Page IV.H-5 fails to include Implementation Program Pl6 of tile Los Angeles General Plan
Noise Element, which states:
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Use, as appropriate, the "Guidelines for Noise Compatible Land Use" (Exhibit I) to
guide land use and zoning reclassification ... especially relative to sensitive uses within
a line of sight of freeways ... " (Noise Element, Page 4-4)

It is directly relevant to consideration of this Project and must be included in section 2.b(I)(a).

Table Iv.H-l, states that noise environments exceeding 75 dB CNEL are clearly unacceptable for
multi-family residential use, with clearly unacceptable meaning "new construction or
development should generally not be undertaken." Proposed placement of residential use in an
area exceeding 75 dB CNEL as shown to occur on the Project site violates both Policy 3.1 and
Implementation Program P16. [fTable IV.H -I is correct, the far right hand column suggests that
residential uses are clearly unacceptable at ambient noise levels exceeding 70 dB CNEL,
although this conflicts with the third column that the transition from normally unacceptable to
clearly unacceptable ambient noise environments for residential use occurS with the 70-75 dB
CNELrange.

Page IV.H-II contains substantial amount of baseline noise information based upon
measurements made in 2004. Even the updated data is from 2007. Given that the DElR was
released at the end of20 10, it would be more appropriate to provide contemporaneous data by
which to characterize the existing environment rather than out-dated history.

Page IV.H-15 suggests that the ground-borne vibration of "rubber-tired vehicles" is 63 VdB at
50 feet from the roadway centerline. That figure is correct from rubber -tired vehicles such as
buses or other people movers equipped with shock absorbers for human travel comfort. That
figure is completely incorrect for loaded trucks traveling at a substantial rate ofspeed. Table 12-
2 from the same cited reference (FTA Manual) shows. that the vibration levels from loaded trucks
are actually 86 VdB at 25 feet, or 77 VdB at 50 feet. The use of the correct factor for loaded
trucks creates quite a different conclusion than that reached by the Draft EIR. It is not below the
acceptable ground-borne vibration levels for residences and buildings where people normally
sleep. Vibration impacts to the closest proposed residences to the freeway are potentially
significant and must be reanalyzed in light of this contradictory evidence.

Page IV.H-19 notes that construction activities are permitted by law up to 9 p.m. on Monday
through Friday. Subsequent analysis predicts a temporary noise level increase of 16-19 dB at the
777 Motor Inn. This is 3-4 times louder than the ambient level. Equipment noise at 9 p.m. of
such magnitude would be highly intrusive to any guest attempting to fall asleep at that time and
create a potentially significant impact.

Page IV.H-20 makes no mention of noise impacts associated with the hauling and disposal of
165,000 cubic yards of excess soil. In order to reduce traffic conflicts, many major excavation
projects in Los Angeles haul spoils at night with associated noise conflicts. For typical truck
capacities of 14 cubic yards per truck, there would be almost 12,000 truck trips outbound full,
and another 12,000 truck trips inbound empty. The failure to even acknowledge this level of
activity, much less to analyze the impact, is a fatal flaw of the noise impact analysis.
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Pages IV.H-26-27 implies that outdoor noise levels of 78 dB CNEL will occur on private
balconies with a freeway view, but no land use/noise incompatibility would exist. The fact that
levels exceeding 75 dB CNEL are designated as "clearly unacceptable" for residential use in the
General Plan is completely ignored. The implication arises from the statement that "there are no
City'S [sic] noise limits applicable to the private balconies.". Figure IV.H-I on page IV.H-2
shows that 78 dB is close to the sound generated by a garbage disposal or a person shouting from
3 feet away. Standard or no standard, one cannot possiblly conclude that sitting or standing on
one's balcony with an ambient noise comparable to standing next to a continuously running
garbage disposal is not an incompatible land use.

Page IV.H-29, Mitigation Measure H-I, suggests that an 8-foot high wood fence would provide a
10 dBA construction equipment noise reduction. Because noise sources such as exhaust stacks
on heavy equipment are elevated, an 8-foot high wall would not come close to a 10 dB benefit.
Furthermore, at least the 777 Motor Inn is multi-storied such that upstairs motel windows will
have a direct line of sight of the equipment with or without such a wall.

Page IV.H-31 references a Mitigation Measure H-7. The Draft ElR posted on-line, however,
does not contain any Mitigation Measure H-7.

Air Quality

Page IV.B-3 uses Burbank air quality monitoring data to characterize the existing air quality
environment. The background air quality in Burbank is dramatically different from the Project
site air quality immediately next to the interchange of two major freeways each carrying
approximately 300,000 vehicles per day.' Given the long gestation period of this project, there
has been more than ample time and opportunity to conduct on-site air quality measurements, In
my professional opinion, the findings of such monitoring will likely strongly contra-indicate the
wisdom of placing 500 housing units adjacent to the freeway, The setting also fails to discuss
the prevailing site meteorology relative to the freeway. It would be highly instructive to know
the frequency with which freeway air pollution is carried across the project site versus the
percent of time winds blow from the site toward the freeways, That same information should
have been gathered while diesel particulates and gaseous exhaust pollutants were monitored.
Given that locating residential uses within the immediate proximity of not just one, but two
major freeways is so strongly contra-indicated by cognizant air quality regulatory agencies, the
use of baseline data from Reseda for this project impact analysis in almost indefensible, Even if
long-term air quality data gathering had not been conducted (as is should have been), limited
monitoring should certainly have been performed to justify the use of a data resource so far
physically removed from this critical location,

Table IV,B-I contains some outdated information because of the lag time between completion of
the air quality analysis and release of the Draft ElR,

Pages IV,B-6-7 state that N02 standards were not exceeded, This is not correct relative to the
new federal one-hour standard as shown in Table lV.B-2.
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Page IV.B-14 and several subsequent references highlight the mandatory ARB program to
reduce emissions from in-use, off-road diesel-powered equipment. These notations suggest that
compliance will reduce diesel exhaust emissions from construction activities perhaps more than
assumed in emissions prediction models. In December, 2010, at the time of release of the DEIR,
implementation of these regulations was substantially delayed (AB 1085 and SB 855) with the
initial, required action beginning in 2014 and final phased completion in 2028. Unless early
compliance is made a mitigation condition for the proposed Project, the claims of an impact
reduction benefit made in this document are invalid.

Page IV.B-17 states that the SCAQMD recommends use of the URBEMIS2007 emissions model
as used in the air quality impact analysis. The correct statement is that the SCAQMD now
recommends use of the CalEEMod computer model, but accepts use of URBEMIS for projects
whose analysis was substantially completed when CalEEMod was released. It would be
instructive, however, to provide a limited comparison of the results using the formerly approved
model versus the currently supported analysis routine.
Pave IV.B-23 focuses heavily on diesel particulate matter (non-DPM) as the pollutant of greatest
concern and later recommends air filtration as adequate mitigation. The baseline discussion of
potential health impacts should reference study results linking freeway proximity to a variety of
observed adverse health effects likely related to non-DPM pollution exposure. Increased rates of
asthma, reduced lung function, and, most recently, even possible juvenile autism, have been
surmised to be related to elevated non-DPM air pollution exposure. Increased rates of
hospitalization and mortality are directly couple to elevated PM-IOIPM-2.5 exposure likely to be
found adjacent to a major freeway interchange. The discussion of potential health effects in this
section is excessively generic and nebulous and does not provide sufficient information on which
to based reasoned conclusions. .

Page IV.B-26 cites the results of the "next steps" recommendations presented by Gail Goldberg
to the Planning Commission in January, 2009. Planning Commissioner Michael Woo
characterized these recommendations as "weak" ("Black Lung Lofts", L. A. Weekly, March 6,
20 I0). The over-reliance on air filtration is disputed in the scientific community because the
filters do not trap many gaseous pollutants and recent SCAQMD studies on filtration efficiencies
for the tiniest particulates have been overstated. See Exhibit I ("Pilot Study of High
Performance Air Filtration for Classroom Applications, October 2009
[(www.aqmd.govlrfp/attachments/201 01AQMDPilotStudyFinaIReport.pdf)] for results of a
classroom filtration study using various types of filters.

Page IV.B-43 notes that 165,000 cubie yards of excess soil will be exported. The regional
exhaust emissions appear to have been included in the URBEMIS modeling. However, locally
there is no analysis of the air quality impacts, especially in light of the fact that there is no
mitigation measure requiring trucks to tarp their loads. Blow-off dirt and diesel exhaust will be
released along the haul route. This is a potentially significant impact that is never identified or
analyzed.

Page IV.B-44 states that diesel emissions control programs will reduce exhaust pollution to less
than shown in Table IV.B-4 assuming a year 2013 project occupancy. As previously stated,
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these enhanced programs do not begin to take effect until 2014 and would not provide any
suggested benefit unless made an early implementation requirement for project contractors.

Table IV.B-7 presents a somewhat skewed result of project impacts: While there often is a
tendency to downplay impacts, Table IV.B-7 incorporates a number of assumptions designed to
inflate impacts. This approach was likely taken to create a substantial gap between Project
related impacts and the SCAQMD CEQA thresholds that would justify rejection of the reduced
intensity alternative as a mechanism to create a less-than-significant impact. In particular, NOx
emissions of29 pounds above threshold are considered too substantial to be reduced through
fewer housing units. Assumptions contributing to this degree of excess include:

• 17 pounds of electrical generation emissions are attributed to the project. LADWP is part
of the Western Interconnect grid. Emissions from project electrical demand can/will
occur anywhere in the Western United States and Canada. Project implementation will
not create a 17 pound per day spike in LADWP power-plant emissions. These numbers
were further calculated using emission factors that are decades old and do not reflect
current power resources.

• The calculation assumes 100% project build-out and full occupancy in 2013. Given that
the environmental process and the entitlement process are not yet completed and that two
years of construction are needed, full occupancy will not OCcurin 2013 but at a later year
when vehicles will be cleaner.

• The analysis presents winter-time NOx emission levels that are higher than in summer.
NOx is an ozone precursor critical during the warmer months, but less so in winter.

• Page IV.B-42 identifies multiple project design features that might reduce trip generation,
but the analysis uses model default factors that over-predict impacts.

With a morc realistic emissions profile, the smaller degree of excess NOx emissions above the
CEQA threshold would be such that it no longer could be used as justification that a reduced
residential intensity would be a preferred alternative in terms of air quality impacts. Had there
not been an obvious attempt to over-state the NOx impact to such a degree that a reduced density
alternative cannot be found to be the environmentally superior alternative, a size reduction of 30-
40 percent clearly would be found to have a less-than-significant air quality impact.

Page IV.B-50 states that compliance with SCAQMD rules is sufficient evidence ofa less-than-
significant impact from diesel generators. Compliance with rules by itself is not a sufficient
basis for such a finding, and use of cleaner alternative-fueled generators would reduce any
cumulati ve impact with other project -related emissions such that the presented lack of anal ysis is
deficient.

On Page IV-8-55, carcinogenic exposures from freeway DPM were evaluated for 9- and 30-year
exposure periods. The SCAQMD guideline for risk assessments, however, is based upon a
lifetime exposure adjustment factor of 1.0 for a 70-ycar lifetime and does not recognize that EPA
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acknowledges that 9- or 30-year doses are more reasonable. The most fatal flaw in the analysis,
however, is that since 2009, the guidelines of the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment (OEHf-IA) have specified the use of age sensitivity factors (ASF) in any health risk
assessments (HRA) as stated in the OEHHA Technical Support Document, May 2009. The
HRA must be revised to comply. with OEHHA and SCAQMD standards to be acceptable.

Page IY.B-56 for non-DPM exposure is silent on the numerous documented health effects from
non-DPM exposure that would be critical in making a land use decisions to place 500 housing
units immediately adjacent to two freeways.

Page IY.B-62 purports that the Project is consistent with AQMP growth assumptions on a sub-
regional scale. Use of a sub-regional comparison ignores the inconsistency created at the local
level by proposed land use changes from current zoning.

Page IY.B-71 claims credit for urban forestry initiatives to plant "several trees." At 83% lot
coverage, how many carbon-sequestering trees can possibly fit on the site?

Table IV.B-IO fails to include the "on-site renewable energy systems" identified in the Project
Design Features (PDF). Please clarify.

Mitigation Measures B-5 and B-6 are qualified with "to the extent possible" and "as feasible"
without any assurance that they are possible or feasible at all. The entire construction emissions
mitigation section is woefully inconsistent with SCAQMD guidelines contained in the CEQA
Handbook sub-section labeled "Mitigation Measures and Control Efficiencies" as updated
November 3, 2010. Given the magnitude of the proposed project and the scope of the impact,
the mitigation section is a weak token effort that goes little beyond standard grading permit
requirements.

Mitigation Measure B- I I purports to reduce DPM exposure impacts to less than significant by
making windows facing the freeways inoperable. Air pollution is not a line of sight event. The
back sides of buildings not facing the freeway will have almost the same levels of air pollution as
windows facing the freeway such that this measure cannot achieve the desired objective. The
noise section also speaks of balconies facing the freeway. How will those balconies be reached
if any freeway side access is inoperable, or does the inoperability only apply to windows but not
to sliding glass doors?
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SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION:

Bachelor of Arts in Physics, University of Cali fornia (Berkeley), 1965.

Bachelor or Science in Meteorology, University of Utah, 1966.

Graduate studies in Meteorology, University of Wisconsin, 1967-68.

Masters or Science in Meteorology, UCLA, 1972.

Candidacy for Doctorate in Meteorology, UCLA, 1974.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Weather Forecaster, U.S. Air Force, Truax AFB, Madison, WI, 1966-67.

Staff Weather Officer/Chief Forecaster, McChord AFB, WA, 1968-69.

Teaching Assistant, Basic Meteorology/Advanced Dynamics, UCLA, 1969-71.

Research Assistant, California Marine Layer Structure, UCLA, 1971.

Research Assistant, Remote Air Pollution Sensing by Satellites, UCLA, 1972.

Research Assistant, Climate Change - Aircraft Pollution, UCLA, 1973.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Cal State Northridge, 1972-74.

Air Pollution Meteorologist, S-Cubed, LaJolla, CA 1973-75.

Senior Meteorologist, Meteorology Research. Inc., Altadena, CA 1975-77.

Instructor, Weather for Flight Aircrews, Orange Coast College, 1976.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Golden West Community College, 1976-81.

Instructor, Basic Meteorology, Orange Coast College, 1977-81.

Consultant, Atmospheric Impact Processes, Irvine, CA, 1977-present.
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PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

Military: Performed operational weather forecasting for jet aircrews; trained new
personnel; responsible for ground safety, security, records administration,
quality control, forecasting methodology research.and liaison with other base
units; air defense battle staff weather officer; and deputy detachment
commander.

University: Conducted laboratory sessions; instructed students in the use of
meteorological instrumentation; demonstrated weather analysis techniques;
supervised student weather observation programs; gave lectures and tests.

Private:
Air Quality

Prepared air quality impact assessments for coal- and oil-fired, nuclear, solar
geothermal and wind energy power generation systems; prepared impact
assessments for transportation systems, industrial emissions sources,
wastewater treatment plants, landfills, toxic disposal sites, oil processing
facilities, mining operations, commercial, residential, institutional and
recreational land uses, airports and harbors; conducted atmospheric gas tracer
experiments; developed numerical airflow analyses; and conducted numerous
meteorological and air quality data acquisition programs with a very strong
emphasis in arid environments, geothermal development, odors and nuisance
and in regional pollution impacts from Southern California urbanization.

Developed impact assessments for roadways sources, construction
equipment, sand and gravel plants, wineries, industrial equipment, gas
recovery plants, railroads, recreational activities and oil refineries; monitored
ambient noise levels from above sources, calibrated highway traffic noise
model (FHWA-RD-77-108), and calculated sensitive receptor noise
exposures; wrote community noise ordinances, purchased monitoring
equipment and trained city statf; performed noise mitigation studies including
barrier design, location, equipment noise control, and residential building
retrofits.
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ABSTRACT

A pilot study was conducted between April and December 2008 to investigate the
effectiveness of three different air purification systems in reducing the exposure of
children to air contaminants inside nine classrooms at three Southern California schools
(three classrooms per school). Two of them, Del Amo Elementary and Dominguez
Elementary, are part of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), while the
third school, Hudson Elementary, is part of the Long Beach Unified School District
(LBUSD). Continuous 'and integrated measurements were conducted to monitor the
indoor and outdoor concentrations of the following species: ultrafine particles (UFP),
particulate matter mass (both PM", and PMIO), black carbon (BC), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). An HV AC-based high-performance panel filter (HP-PF), a register-
based air purifier (RS), and a standalone system (SA) were tested alone and in different
combinations for their ability to remove the monitored pollutants from the indoor air.

Overall, the coupling between a register system and a high-performance panel
filter (RS + HP-PF) was the most effective solution for reducing the indoor
concentrations of BC, UFP, and PM'5, with study average removal efficiencies varying
from 87 to 96%, When using a HP-PF alone, reductions close to 90% were also obtained.
Due to re-suspension of dust and other relatively large particles from common indoor
activities such as walking and cleaning, the removal performance ofPM,o was lower than
that of other particle measurements (68% when using a RS + HP-PF combination). In all
cases, air quality conditions were improved substantially with respect to the
corresponding baseline (pre-existing) conditions, when removal efficiencies for the
different particulate pollutants varied between 20% and 50%. Data obtained from the
analysis of canister samples collected at Dominguez elementary showed that the total
VOC removal performance of the register system (RS) was 28%. These values were
substantially higher for the standalone unit (SA) operated with and without the use of the
HVAC system (58 and 86%, respectively). Because gas-absorbing media may be subject
to saturation after experiencing high short-term concentrations, the effectiveness,
lifetime, costs, benefits, and maintenance of the gas removal systems tested in this pilot
study must be further assessed before conclusions and recommendations can be made.
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INTRODUCTION

Background
Numerous epidemiological and toxicological studies have found positive

associations between exposure to atmospheric particulate matter (PM) and adverse health
effects (Pope and Dockery, 2006; Environmental Protection Agency Integrated Science
Assessments, 2009). Although air quality standards have been established for outdoor
ambient environments, a significant portion of human exposures to PM occurs indoors,
where people spend around 85-90% of their time. Hence, it is important to understand
and reduce the sources of both indoor and outdoor PM. Indoor PM consists of outdoor
particles that have infiltrated indoors, particles emitted indoors (primary), and particles
formed indoors (secondary) from precursors emitted both indoors and outdoors.

Children are regarded as particularly susceptible to potential health hazards
related to PM exposure, which include asthma, lung inflammation, allergies and other
types of respiratory and cardiovascular problems. School-aged children spend
approximately 30% of their day in classrooms. For this reason, minimizing the
concentration of PM (as well as that of other air contaminants) inside classrooms is
important, especially at schools located in close proximity to roadways and other
substantial sources of air pollution. One approach is the installation of panel filters inside
the Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (BV AC) system. Common medium
performance filters with a Minimum Performance Reporting Value (MER V) of 7 (those
installed in most commercial buildings) remove only a small fraction of the particles with
aerodynamic diameters lower than 0.3 urn, although higher removal efficiencies are
generally achieved for larger particles. Diesel particulate matter, which is Considered an
air toxic, generally consists of particles less than 0.3 urn. New evidence also suggests that
ultrafine particles, less than 0.1 urn by definition, have harmful health effects beyond
those caused by particle mass.

Filtration in classrooms presents some unique challenges. The older HV AC
systems that exist in older schools were not designed with air filtration in mind. The
classroom is a noise sensitive environment, so filtration systems must meet strict decibel
limits when in operation. Classrooms often have high ventilation rates with doors and
windows that are frequently open to outside air. Finally, classrooms arc large, densely
occupied spaces with a lot of activity that can lead to indoor generation of particles and
other pollutants.

Objectives and Study Design
The objective of this pilot study was to investigate the effectiveness of three

different air purification systems/solutions in reducing the exposure of children to
outdoor-infiltrated and indoor-generated air contaminants inside nine classrooms at three
Southern California schools. To this end, the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD; 21865 Copley Dr, Diamond Bar, CA 91765) worked in close
collaboration with IQAir (IQAir North America, 10440 Ontiveros Place, Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670), a company that specializes in air purification solutions, and Thermal
Comfort Systems (Thermal Comfort Systems Inc., 8038 Andasol Ave .. Northridge, CA
91325), an HVAC contractor. Of particular interest was the removal of various sizes and
types of particulate matter, especially the smaller sizes associated with diesel engine



exhaust. Solutions for removing gaseous air contaminants that may be air toxics or cause
odors were also examined. The types of pollutants for which the performance of the
installed systems were tested are described below:

Ultra-fine particles (UFPs; particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 0.1 urn):
UPP are primarily produced from the combustion of fossil fuels (e.g. motor-vehicle
emissions). Recent health studies suggest that UFPs are more toxic than fine particles,
possibly due to their chemical composition and their ability to penetrate cell walls,
enter the blood stream, and trans locate to organs throughout the body. UFP are
currently unregulated in the United States.

Fine PM (PM,.,; particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 urn): Sources
of PM,s include emissions from motor vehicles, power plants, residential wood
burning, forest fires, agricultural burning, and other combustion activities. Fine
particles have well established health effects, including multiple adverse respiratory
and cardiovascular outcomes. PM,s is a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.
EPA) criteria pollutant for which there exist National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS).

PMJQ (particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 10 urn): PM,o includes all
PM,., particles, but also larger particles between 2.5 and 10 urn in diameter. Sources
of these coarse partieles include crushing or grinding operations, re-suspension of
dust from vehicles traveling on roads, and other mechanical processes. PM 10 is also a
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) criteria pollutant and also has
associated National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQ.S).

Black Carbon (BC; sometimes referred to as soot; related closely to elemental
carbon): BC is a component of PM and is formed through the incomplete combustion
of fossil fuels and biomass, and is emitted from both natural and anthropogenic
sources. Most atmospheric BC is in the fine or ultra-fine particle size ranges. The
majority of BC in Southern California comes from diesel particulate matter (DPM)
emissions. DPM is considered an air toxic by the State of California, and the
SCAQMD has recently estimated that DPM accounts for more than 80% of the total
cancerrisk from air toxics in the South Coast Air Basin (MATES III Study, 2008).

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs): these gases are emitted by a variety of
evaporative processes and combustion sources, including paints, cleaning supplies,
pesticides, building materials, household products, refineries, and mobile sources.
Given some of the indoor sources, concentrations of many VOCs may be much
higher indoors than outdoors (Jia et al., 2007; Bruno et al., 2008). Gasoline and diesel
fuels are also important sources of VOCs. Exposure to many of these organic
contaminants has also been associated with a wide array of toxic health effects.
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METHODS

Schools and Classrooms Characteristics
Three elementary schools (all located in Southern Los Angeles County in the

Carson-Long Beach area) were selected for this pilot study. Two of them, Del Amo
Elementary and Dominguez Elementary, are part of the Los Angeles Unified School
District (LA US D), while the third school, Hudson Elementary, is part of the Long Beach
Unified School District (LBUSD). All three schools are in close proximity to at least
three large refineries and several heavily trafficked highways and freeways including the
l-lIO, 1-405, 1-710, and CA-103 (Figure I). The Los Angeles and Long Beach Port
complexes and the Union Pacific Railroad Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (UPRR
ICTF) are other major emissions sources in the area. The presence of these important
emissions sources has lead to local concerns about the air quality in the surrounding
communities.
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Figure 1. Map of the study area as obtained from Google Earth (Google Inc. 1400
Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 94043). The yellow circles indicate the
locations of the three elementary schools participating in this pilot study: Del Amo (A),
Hudson (B), and Dominguez (C). The Union Pacific Railroad lnterrnodal Container
Transfer Facility is marked by the black rectangle
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At each of the three elementary schools, three classrooms with similar structural
characteristics and ventilation conditions were selected to provide reproducible test
conditions for the various air purification systems deployed. All classrooms (varying
between 7533 and 9196 ft3 in size) already included forced-air HV AC systems, although
windows and doors were regularly used for additional ventilation. The most relevant
characteristics of all nine classrooms are listed in Table I, along with their respective
identification numbers.

Table l. Structural characteristics and ventilation conditions of the mne classrooms
selected for this pilot study

SCHOOL
DEL AMO HUDSON DOMINGUEZ

Classroom 10 DA·6 OA-7 OA-8 H-Il H-15 H-52 DZ·7 DZ-9 02-[[
Total Number or Occupaets 18 19 " 21 II 17 28 28 29

Room Size (ft) 38"24"10 38 "2<lx 10 38"24><10 30"30...;9 30"30"9 31 ><27><9 38"22><11 ]8"22" J I 38"22" II
Room Volume «((3) 9120 9120 9120 8100 8100 753} 9196 9196 9196

HVAC System Type DW.1v! DW·M OW-Iv! DM·ZR·' DM-ZR·· DR·" DR"· DR'" DR'"
HVAC Panel Filter Type 2" Pleated 2" Pleated 2" Pleated 2" Pleated 2" Pleated 2" Fiberglass [" Pleated 1" Pleated I" Pleated

Filter Rating MERV 7 MERV 7 MERV 7 MERV 7 MERV 7 Unclassified MERV7 MERV 7 MERY7
HVAC Operation Manual Manual Manual Automatic Automatic Manual Manual Manual Manual

Number or Supply Vents I I I I I 4 3 J 3
Supplied Airnowu [cfm] 1200 1200 1250 840 903 1236 1642 1681 1772

Air Exchanze Rate 7.9 7.9 8.2 6.2 6.7 9.8 10.7 11.0 11.5

'DW-M '" Dueled Wall-Moull!

"DM,ZR" Dueled M"ltj-Zon~ RQoftnp

'"DR''' Dueled Rooftop

'With exiSling panel flher

Prior to beginning this study. none of the selected classrooms featured any
specific air purification device other than one or more medium performance panel filters
(MER V 7) installed inside the respective H VAC systems. The typical replacement
interval for these air filters is approximately three months according to schools schedules.
The primary purpose of this panel filter is (0 remove coarser particles and dust to protect
the HVAC system's heating and cooling coils. These filters generally provide little or no
removal of smaller particles or gaseous pollutants.
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Air Purification Solutions
Three different air purification solutions were tested for their ability to remove

UFP, PM,s, PM,o, BC and, where possible, VOCs from the air stream:

a) an HV AC-based high-performance panel filter (HP-PF),

b) a register-based air purifier (here referred to as register system or RS), and

c) a standalone system (SA).

All air purification solutions were provided, installed, and maintained by IQAir, and their
primary features are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of the primary features of the three air purification devices adopted
for this pilot study: high-performance panel filter (HP-PF), register system (RS), and
standalone system (SA)

High-performance Register Standalone
Panel Filter Sysyem System

(PF) (RS) (SA)
High UFP and PMn Filtration Efficiency , , ,

High Gas Phase Filtration Efficiency °
, ,

Low Pressure Drop I High Air Flow , , ,
Low Noise , , ,

Low Maintenance , - , ,
High Classroom Compatibility , , v

No HVAC System Retrofit ,
°

,
Minimal Impact on Classroom Space , , ,

Low Power Consumption NlA NlA ,
Tamper-Resistant Design NlA NIA ,

,J '" featured
o '" not featured
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High-performance panel filter (HP-PF)
In most classrooms, the existing medium performance panel filters were replaced

with one or more HP-PFs as shown to in Figure 2.

Hiqh-Performarrce Pane! Filter

Classroom

HVAC Air Handler

\

'. , ..

Figure 2. Schematic of a typical HVAC system. The picture on the right-hand side shows
a typical high-performance panel filter (HP-PF) after several months of usage

Compared to standard/conventional med ium performance MERV filters, the high-
performance panel filters used for this pilot study are twice as thick (2" in depth) and
have a much larger filter surface area (five to nine times larger). Due to the increased
surface area and the special filter material used, they generally have similar air resistance
properties as conventional filters and, thus, do not act to reduce the air flow through the
HV AC system. Also, due to the increased surface area and specific design, these media
have the potential to last longer than conventional filters before replacement is required.
Because these filters are manufactured using a proprietary "nano-fiber" technology, their
ability to remove UFPs and BC from the air stream is also higher. Table 3 shows a
comparison between the characteristies of several conventional MER V filters available
for residential and commercial applications and the HP-PF employed in this pilot study.
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Table 3. Comparison between the main characteristics of several conventional MERV
filters and the high-performance panel filters (HP-PF) tested in this study

Panel Filter Filter Filter Pressure Media Filter, Filter Annual Annual Total Annual

Type Rating E~:ry(%)1 Drop (in w.gi Area (re) Life (months) Cost ($) Fllte r Cost ($) Ma!ntenance Cost ($)J Cost ($)

atO.3 at 1.0 um
CONVENTIONAL'PANELFfttE/ts" .':: . f" >;.' ,

'~-'.

Low Efficiency (unrated) I 10 0.28 4.0 3 3 to 5 12 to 20 50 62 to 70
2"Fiber lass

Medium Efficiency MERV7 J 25 0.48 1.5 J S to 7 20 to 28 50 70 [0 78
I" Pleated

Medium Efficiency MERV7 5 ]5 0.30 11.8 3 7 to 10 281040 50 78 to 90
l"Plealed

High Efficiency MERVII 15 ss OY~ !7 .8 3 !3 to 20 52 to 80 50 10210 ! 30
2" Pleated

Hii:h Efriciency MERV 13 JO 85 0.41 21.1 J 25 10 40 100to 160 50 15010210
2" Pleated

High Efficiency MERV 16 90 99 2.00 5.5,0 3 80 320 50 310
2" Mini-Pleat

PILOT STUDY JiIOli-PERFORMANCE PANEL FILTER .'. .: . '.'

High-performance MERVI6 9J 99 0.38 60,0 610 12 120 12010240 !J to 25 13310245
2"Mini·Pleat

Data are based on a nomina! 24"" 24 "filter size
'Typical minimum efficiency al rated face ..elocity of 492 fpm
lTypical pressure drop of a new filter; based on a face velocity of 492 rpm
'uesed on an estimated maintenance lime of !5 min per filter change (at $SO/hr)
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Register system (RS)
This device is installed directly on the HY AC register, where the air supply enters

the room. The unit is equipped with a "nano-technology" filter media for the removal of
PM and high-capacity gas phase filter cartridges to eliminate certain gaseous pollutants
from the air stream (e.g, VOCs) (Figure 3). This particular design allows for a longer
contact time between the filtration media and the gaseous pollutants than would be
permitted by using an activated carbon panel filter in the HVAC system. Nevertheless,
the RS does not reduce the overall HY AC system airflow if installed by a trained
specialist.

Figure 3. Schematic of the register system (RS) as installed in one of the study
classrooms. A high-performance panel filter (HP-PF) may also be installed in the HV AC
air handler to provide additional particle filtration

8



Standalone system (SA)
A standalone system (SA) is a self-contained air cleaning device that operates

independently of a classroom's HV AC system. This air filtration system is 6 feet tall and
has a footprint of about 4 ft2 (Figure 4). The SA is tamper proof, runs on a standard power
circuit, and is built with an energy efficient fan, located inside a specially designed box
for ultra quiet operation «45 db(A) at high airflow). Indoor air enters from the lower part
of the system (about 6 inches off the ground) and passes, sequentially, through a large
"nano-technology" filter media, for the removal of PM, and 12 high-capacity gas phase
filter cartridges, for removal of the gaseous pollutants commonly found indoors (VOCs)
(Figure 4).

II-
("j""" ""
~../

1i\I\AI\ ...._-

I\I\!V\ /1, VV 1'1 <."- , I

Figure 4. Schematic of the standalone system (SA) as installed in one of the classrooms

The main characteristics of the SA tested in this pilot study have been
summarized in Table 4 and compared to those of other typical "residential" and
"commercial" standalone units available on the market. A major design consideration for
the SA was low noise. Many school districts have set a 45db(A) noise threshold for new
in classroom equipment. At this noise level, available residential and commercial air
purification devices offer less than two air changes per hour (ACH) in a typical
classroom. This SA unit offers more than five ACH.
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Table 4. Comparison between the main features of the standalone system used for this
pilot study and those of other commercially available standalone air purifiers

Residential Cornrne rcial Pilot Study
Air Pun fie r Standalone Standalone

Particle Filtration Technology Electronic I Media Electronic IMedia Media
Removal Efficiency at 0.3 urn (%) 40 to 99 60 to 99 >99

Maximum Airflow (cfm) ISO to 400 400 to 1200 1200
Airflow at45 dB(A) (cfm) 25 to 100 100 to 200 800

Gas-phase Filtration Media (Ib) 0.5 to 18 10 to 80 100
Price ($) 200 to 1,000 1,50010 12,000 8,500

Price ICFM at 45 db(A) ($) 8 to 10 IS to 60 II
Classroom ACH at 45 db(A)* 0.2toO.7 0.7 to 1.3 5.3

* Air Changes per Hour (ACH) based on a 9000 ft l room

In-classroom configurations
Different combinations of the standalone system, HVAC-based high-performance

panel filter, and register-based air purifier were used inside the studied classrooms to
evaluate the performance of these air filtration devices:

I. High-performance panel filter alone: HP-PF
2. Register-based air purifier alone (RS). It should be noted that in some cases a

conventional Imedium performance panel filter (PF) was already installed inside
the HV AC system prior to the beginning of the study: RS+PF

3. Register-based air purifier in conjunction with a high-performance panel filter:
RS + HP-PF

4. Standalone system in classrooms with no HVAC running: SA
5. Standalone system in classrooms with a HV AC running, in which case a

conventional Imedium performance panel filter (PF) was already installed inside
the HV AC system prior to the beginning of the study: SA + PF

6. Standalone system in conjunction with a high-performance panel filter: SA + HP-
PF

A schematic representation of these six configurations is shown below (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the six air purification solutions tested in this pilot
study
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Indoor and outdoor measurements
Four mobile air quality monitoring stations were used to measure the indoor and

outdoor concentrations of the targeted air pollutants. Each of these stations was
comprised of a mobile cart supporting the following instruments (Figure 6): ..

• .A portable Aethalorneter (model AE42, Magee Scientific, 2800 Adeline
St., Berkeley CA 94703) to provide continuous measurements of BC
concentrations (ng/nr')

• A water-based condensation particle counter (CPC model 3781, TSI, 500
Cardigan Road, Shoreview, MN 55126) to provide continuous
measurements of the particle number concentration (#/cm\ an indicator
ofUFPs

• A laser particle counter (IQAir ParticleScan Pro): for determining the
number concentration (#/cm') of particles down to ·0.3 urn in diameter.
Since the PM25 particle mass concentration in urban areas tends to be
dominated by particles in the OJ - 1.0 urn range, this instrument provides
a rough estimate of the PM'.5 mass.

• A laser-based particle mass monitor (Aerocet 531 Aerosol Particulate
Profiler, MetOne; 1600 Washington Blvd., Grants Pass, Oregon 97526): to
provide continuous measurements of the mass concentration (ug/nr') of
both PM2s and PMIO

• A low volume filter sampler (SKC Leland Legacy Sample Pump with
SKC DPS Impactor, 863 Valley View Road Eighty Four, PA 15330): to
collect time-integrated filter-based PMIOsamples. Samples were collected
at 10LImin on 47mm Teflon filters for the duration ofa typical school day:
These substrates were weighed before and after collection using a
microbalance, and the PM 10 concentration (ug/m ') was calculated by
dividing the difference in PM,o mass by the corresponding sampling
volume. These gravimetric measurements were considered as primary
indicators of the PM,o mass.

• 6L EPA TO-IS SUMMA canisters: to collect time-integrated air samples
over the course of a typical school day. Samples were then analyzed by
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to measure the
concentrations of61 specific VOCs (ppbv).

12



Figure 6. One of the four mobile stations used to monitor the indoor and outdoor
concentrations of the targeted air pollutants

At each school, one air quality monitoring cart was set-up outside to sample
outdoor air. The remaining three stations were placed indoors, one in each classroom,
near one of the walls and just a few meters away from the students. Measurements were
made away from all air conditioning vents to better represent mixed indoor air quality
conditions as experienced by students and teachers. All sensors and inlets were
approximately three feet above the floor, or about the height of a child's head when
seated. The effectiveness of each of the tested air purification solutions was then
evaluated by comparing the indoor concentrations of the targeted air pollutants to the
corresponding outdoor levels. Baseline measurements were taken before installing any of
the air purification solutions to estimate the pre-existing removal efficiencies of the'
classrooms before modification. Measurements that were found to be inaccurate or
unrepresentative due to meteorological conditions (e.g. rain), improper cart placement, or
instrument malfunction were not considered in the data analysis.

Before and after school hours, the four measurement stations were collocated in a
storage room and the continuous instruments were run "side-by-side" to provide quality
assurance of the measurements, to estimate the precision characteristics, and to identify
any potential problems. Table 5 shows the specific air purification solutions that were
tested inside each of the nine classrooms, along with the dates whcn all baseline and
actual measurements were taken.
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Table 5. Summary of the air purification solutions tested in each of the nine classrooms.
The dates when all baseline and actual measurements were taken are also included

School! Class 10 Conffzurations Used
04107-/1108 04114-18108 04121-25108 04128 I 081005/02 I 08

Del Arno I OA-6 Baseline SA +PF SA +PF SA -I- HP·PF
DclAmo/DA-7 Baseline RS RS RS
Del Arno / OA·8 Baseline HP-PF Hp·PF HP-PF

05112-16108 05//9-23108 05 126-30 I 08 06102·06108
Hudson I H-11 Baseline Hp·PF RS + Hp·PF RS + HP·PF
Hudson I H-! 5 Baseline Hr·PF RS + HP·PF RS + Hp·PF
Hudson I H-S2 Baseline HP·PF RS + HP·PF RS + HP-PF

III 18·26108 12101-05108 /2(08-12108 12//5-19/08
Dominguez I OZ-7 Baseline SA/SA+PF SA + HP-PF SA + HP-PF
Dominguez I OZ-9 Baseline HP-Pr HP-PF HP-PF
Dominrruez I OZ-11 Baseline HP-PF RS + HP-PF R5 + HP-PF

HP-PF '" HVAC-based high-performance panel filter
RS ~ register-based air purifier
SA '" stand alone system
PF = conventional I medium efficiency panel filter

The three schools were tested one at a time from April to December 2008 for a
total of over 150 valid measurement days across all schools and classrooms. The period
of sampling was during regularly scheduled school hours, with minor adjustments for
school schedule changes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Removal of PM and other particle species
Figure 7a summarizes the study average particle removal efficiencies (here

defined as the percentage reduction in the indoor concentration of a particular pollutant
relative to its concurrent outdoor concentration) achieved by the six air purification
solutions. Indoor and outdoor mass and particle number concentrations were averaged
over the duration of a typical school day and across all days, classrooms and schools. The
corresponding study average particle removal efficiencies for each elementary school are
shown in Figures 7b, 7c, and 7d for Del Amo, Hudson and Dominguez, respectively.
Daily and weekly average indoor and outdoor concentrations of BC, UFP, PM,s and
PMIO at all schools and classrooms are provided in APPENDIX A, along with the
corresponding average indoor/outdoor ratios and removal efficiencies.

Overall, the combination of a register system and a high-performance panel filter
(RS + HP-PF) was the most effective solution for reducing the indoor concentrations of
BC, UFP, and PM,s (both mass and particle count), with average removal efficiencies
varying from 87 to 96% (Figure 7a). Replacing a conventional 11VAC-based panel filter
(PF) with a HP-PF resulted in a substantial reduction in the indoor levels of all particulate
pollutants inside all classrooms, especially when this high-performance panel filter was
operated in conjunction with other air filtration devices. When using the HP-PF alone, the
study average removal efficiencies were also close to 90% (88, 86, 91, and 88%, for BC,
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UFP, PM,.5 count, and PM,", mass, respectively), These average values are significantly
higher than baseline (pre-existing) conditions, when removal efficiencies for the different
pollutants were only about 20-50%,
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Figure 7. Particle removal efficiencies (%) achieved by the six air purification solutions.
Bars indicate data averaged a) at all schools and in all classrooms, b) at Del Amo, c) at
Hudson, and d) at Dominguez
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In all cases, air quality conditions were improved substantially with respect to the
corresponding baseline measurements. The intra-classroom variability of the measured
removal efficiencies was low, as indicated by the low standard deviations given in Table
6a. This reflects the fact that all air purification solutions were highly effective at all
schools and in all classrooms, as confirmed by the particle removal performance data for
each of the three elementary schools in Tables 6b (Del Amo), 6c (Hudson) and 6d
(Dominguez).

The stand-alone system (SA) is well suited for indoor environments not equipped
with an HV AC. In order to simulate conditions similar to those encountered in older
classrooms not equipped with a forced air climate control device, the HV AC in room DZ-
7 (at Dominguez) was intentionally turned off for part of the study. When the SA unit
was running with the HVAC off, removal efficiencies were close to 90% for BC, UFP
and PM,s (count) (Table 6d). For BC and UFP, these percentages were slightly lower
when the HV AC was running since more of the smaller particles (mostly unfiltered by
the existing conventional panel filter) were entering the classrooms from outdoors.
Overall, our results confirmed that conventional HVAC panel filters are not particularly
effective in removing UFP, although they can be effective in removing coarser particies.
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Table 6, Particle removal efficiencies (%) achieved by the six air purification solutions,
Data represent averages a) at all schools and in all classrooms, b) at Del Amo, c) at
Hudson, and d) at Dominguez

a) " '< ' "":' "':, >",' , ',ALL,CLASSROQMS AND ALL SCHOOLS
Study

PM~.;count (%) PM!.\ mass(%)
PMw PM,u

BC(%) UFP(%)
gmvimctric mass (%)' mass monitor (%)!days (H)

Baseline .. n , n 50 ," " , " " , as -st , 156 u , "SA+ PP" " "' , 6 " , 6 " , , t , s " , " " , ,
SA + IiP·PF " " , 6 " , , so , , 82 , " " , " Sl , "

RS" PI' " " , 20 " , 10 " , " 69 , " " , ss " , "RS + HP·PI' " " , z es , , " , s " , " " , " " , 18

HP·PF " es , s 86 ± , " , , as , • " , as " , "
b) , ',' , DELAMO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Study
UFI'(%) PMl.looum(%) PM) I mass (%)

PM,,, PM,,,
BC(%)

gravimetric mass (%)' mass monitor (%)'days (II)

Baseline " s , , " , 16 " , 20 " , " ·27.4 , 27S ie , ze
SA' N" NIA., WA NlA ± NfA N" , ," WA , N'A NIA , N'A NI,\ , N'A

SA + PP" 10 52 , , 6. , 6 GO , , " , s 29 , 101 s t , ,
SA .. HP-PI' s co , 5 " , , " , I " , , .. , " " , "

RS '" PI' " " , 20 " , \0 " , " 69 , 24 " , ss " . ,,,
RS i'I-!P·PF lOA NlA • NlA NEA ± NI." N.'A , lOA lOA , NIA N'A , NIA NiA , NIA

Hp·PI' " es , , ", , sv • , " , s sa , " " t_~

C) HUDSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Srudy

UFP(%} PM).> COUllt (%J PM) ~ maliS (%J
PM,.. PMu,

BC(%)
gravimetric mass ("Ioj' mass monitor (%)~

,--~-
da~'s(li)

Baseline " H , , " ," " , II " , S " , " " , !l

SA" NI,' NlA t NIA NfA * WA NiA , NiA NIA , NIA NIA , N" NiA, , NlA
SA + PFH Nt> NfA * NlA N/A 1: WA NIA , NiA NtA , NIA NIA , NIA N/,\ , N"A

SA i' HP·PF NIA NfA ~ NfA NfA * WA NiA , NiA NtA , NIA NIA , NIA Nt> , N'A

RS t PF NiA NIA t NlA NlA t WA N!> , NiA NIA , NIA NIA , Nt> NtA , NlA

RS t !'IP·PF n 96 , a sa , 2 " , , " , s " , s H e ;0

HP·PF 1\ cz , z " , , 9J , 2 9J , , 6S , " " , JJ
,.,--

" DOMINGUEZ ELEMENTARY SCHOOLd)

SlUdy I PM",PM., ~BC(%) UFP{%} PM~;collm(%) PM~ ,!llaSS (%)
l,onIvimerricmass (%,)' mJSS ",omlor (%)~days (II)

Baseline " H , 21 ;\4 ," to , II " , " -4Q < 161 I ·H , 00

SA' I eo , • .. , i " , o " , 10 0 . n " , "SA ,. PF" • " , , i6 , s " , , ae , • I , " " , s
S..\ ;. HP-PF c 9J , 6 .. , , " , s " , 20 t; , 20 " , H

RS !- PF NlA NIA t NlA NIA ± NIA NiA , WA NIA , NIA NtA , N'A NtA , N'A

RS + HP-Pf a " , z " , I 9J , 6 80 , " 60 , " l.; , J~

Hp·PF " as , • " , 15 9J , , " , \6 "
, re " , -ta

Note: NegO!ive removal efflciwcies indicate \hepr=ce M an indoor source ofl'M ..

'from !1~vimellic Ifiller meaWlem'lIl~

IUsing a particle mass ,lIollilOr
'The HVAC syslem was iumed off
• 'Operated ill cOllju"<;Iioll ";10' s.. nd.rd (MERV 7,pand fllt.( installed in Ihe IlVAC system

It should be noted that the negative removal efficiencies associated with several
baseline PM 10 measurements indicate conditions where indoor concentrations were higher
than the corresponding outdoor levels. This is likely due to re-suspension of dust and
other relatively large particles caused by in-classroom activities Stich as walking and
cleaning. Due to the presence of these indoor sources, the removal performance of PM 10

was lower than that of other particle measurements.
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Figure 8 illustrates the effect of indoor activities on in-classroom PMIO levels at
Hudson Elementary School (Room H-15) on May 21, 2008. On this day removal
efficiencies approached 100% before the school day started and during lunchtime (when
students and staff members were outside the classroom) and were substantially lower
when classes were in session.

EFFECT OF INDOOR ACTIVITIES ON THE
REMOVAL EFFICIENCY OF PMlO

+100
»r--,

:!': +500~
;>,
o
C 0.~
o

!.H -50q..;
r.r.l

'";> -1000
8
<l)

-150~

-200

Class duration
,,,,,,,,
: .

r
i

Ii
I'
I:,
i
I

Time

Figure 8. Effect of indoor activities on the removal performance of PM" at Hudson
elementary school (Room H·15) on May 21, 2008

Activities occurring immediately outside the school boundaries were observed to
influence the indoor concentrations of some pollutants and, thus, their corresponding
removal efficiencies. Figure 9 shows the effect of increased motor-vehicle emissions due
to the morning drop-off of students (grey areas) on the outdoor concentrations of BC, and
the associated spikes in indoor BC levels occurring just before the beginning of the
school day, when the classroom doors were left open. Overall, these indoor peaks caused
a relatively small decrease in the calculated removal performance when averaged over the
course of the entire school day.
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Impact on the HVAC system airflow
As discussed earlier, the high-performance panel filters (HP-PF) used for this

pilot study are thicker than standard/conventional medium performance MERV filters.
However, due to their increased surface area and proprietary "nano-flber" design, they
generally have similar air resistance properties as conventional filters and, thus, do not
reduce the airflow through the HV AC system.

As shown in Table 7, replacing a conventional panel filter (PF; typically I" in
depth) with a thicker high-performance panel filter (HP-PF; 2" deep) did not alter the
measured airflow in any of the studied classrooms. Adding a register system without
upgrading to a high-performance panel filter (see the RS-PF configuration data below)
reduced the HVAC system airflow by an average of 9%. This small reduction is due to
the increased pressure drop resulting from the addition of a gas-phase filtration media.
Using a register system while also upgrading to a high-performance panel filter (RS +
HP-PF configuration in Table 7) altered the airflow by only 1-3%. At Hudson elementary
school, installation of the register system in classrooms H-II and H-15 required a
widening of the connection to the supply duct. This caused an airflow increase between
17 and 24%.

Table 7. Effect of a high-performance panel filter (HP-PF) and/or a register system (RS)
on the HV AC system airflow

DELAMO ELEMENT ARY$Cl:!OOL .
DA·6 DA·7 DA·8

Airflow (cfm) I Change «'II;}) Airflow (cfin) I Change (%) Airflow (cfm) I·· Change (%)

Baseline 1200 1200 1250
HP·PF 1210 1 N/A N/A 1250 0

RS + PF N/A N/A 1090 ·9 N/A N/A

HUDSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
H·I! H·IS H·S2

Airflow (cfm) I Change (%) Airflow (cfm) 1 Change (%) Airflow (cfm) ( Change (%)

Baseline 840 903 1236
HP·PF 844 0 913 1 1246 I

RS + Hp·pF 1039 24 1054 17 1194 ·3

.-
DOMINGUEZ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

OZ-7 OZ-9 DZ-I!

Airflow (cfm} I Change (%) Airflow (elm) I Change (%) Airflow (cfm) I Change (%)

Baseline 1642 1681 /722
I-IP·PF 1661 I 1664 ·1 1771 3

RS + HP·PF N/A N/A N/A N/A 1742 I



Removal of VOCs
Although canister samples were collected at all schools and classrooms, and all

samples were analyzed for VOCs, the data recovery at Del Amo and Hudson was
insufficient to guarantee an adequate interpretation of the results. The detection limits of
the analysis method used at those schools were not low enough to quantify most of the
VOCs of interest. After the analysis methods were modified to correct for this problem,
reliable VOC data were obtained for Dominguez elementary. Therefore, only VOC data
from Dominguez are discussed in this section. Table 8 summarizes the removal
efficiencies for:

• Total VOCs: expressed as the sum of 61 individual compounds and 53
unspeciated organ ic compounds

• Ethanol: a chemical emitted from both indoor and outdoor evaporative sources
• Benzene: a species mostly emitted from gasoline-powered vehicles. This

compound was used here as an indicator of VOCs of outdoor origin

Daily average concentrations of individual VOCs measured at Dominguez
elementary school (i.e. DZ-7, DZ-9, and DZ-Il) are given in APPENDIX B.

Table 8. Average removal efficiencies of total VOCs, ethanol, and benzene at
Dam inguez elementary school

DOMINGUEZ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Study

Total VOCs(%)!
Days (U)

Ethanol(%) Benzene (%)

Baseline (8 .( (4 ± 73( ·(230 ± 982 .( ( ± 22
SA (HY AC of!)' ) (5 ± 132 ·349 ± 276 52 ± 35

SA 1- PF (HVAC on)~~ 4 (9 ± (98 ·587 ± 903 58 ± 33
SA + HP·PF 6 ·6 ± 280 ·929 ± 853 73 ± u

RS N/i\ N/A ± N/A N/A ± N/A N/A ± N/A
RS + KP·PF 8 ·3 ± 345 ·534 ± 502 58 ± 49

flP·PF (8 ·64 ± 404 -un ± It 64 ( ± 38

ISum of 61 known VOCs and 53 unspeciatcd organic compounds
"Operated with the HVAC system turned off
"<Operated with the HVAC system turned on

Large standard deviations reflect the wide concentration ranges for the different
chemicals. As expected, existing and high-performance panel filters (PF and HP-PF,
respectively) had virtually no effect on the VOC levels measured indoors, since these air
filtration media did not include gas removal capabilities. The standalone system (SA)
demonstrated a 52 to 73% removal performance for benzene.

At all three schools, the indoor concentrations of ethanol were consistently the
highest among all measured VOCs and higher than outdoor levels. This organic
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compound is a common solvent used in whiteboard markers, detergents and other
cleaning products, and has several potential indoor sources. The negative removal
efficiencies shown in Table 8 indicate that the indoor concentrations of some VOCs were
often higher than the corresponding outdoor levels. Our findings are in line with those
from previous research studies (Jia et al., 2007; Bruno et al., 2008), and confirm that
several measured indoor VOCs are mostly of indoor origin. For this reason, a direct
comparison of indoor and outdoor total voe concentrations is not appropriate when
significant indoor sources exist.

Therefore, classroom OZ-9, whose air conditioning system was equipped with a
HP-PF and no gas phase filtration device, was used as the "baseline" (rather than the
outdoor monitoring site) to better evaluate the actual effectiveness of the standalone unit
(SA) and the register system (RS) installed in classrooms OZ-7 and OZ-II, respectively
(Table 9). When compared to the control classroom (OZ-9), the removal efficiencies for
total VOCs in classrooms OZ-7 and OZ-Il showed a reduction in gaseous pollutants with
respect to baseline conditions.

Table 9. Average removal efficiencies of total VOCs with respect to a control classroom
(OZ-9) not equipped with any gas phase filtration device. All data refer to measurements
taken at Dominguez elementary school

. . DOMfNGUEZELEMENTARYSCHOOL
. ···.·(removal efficiencywith.respeclto classroom DZ-9)

Classroom Study
Tolal VOCs (%)2

Comparison I Days (#)

Baseline DZ·7 & DZ-II vs DZ-9 14 ·31 ± 367
RS DZ·II vs DZ-9 10 ·3 ± 52!

SA (HVAC off)" DZ-7 vs DZ-9 2 55 ± 50
SA ,. PF (HVAC on)" DZ·7 vs DZ-9 8 27 ± 198

'OZ_9 ::::"control classroom" (HP-PF but no gas-phase filtration)
2Sum of61 known VOCs and 53 unspeciated organic compounds

"Operated with the HVAC system turned off
"<Operated with the HVAC system turned on

Removal efficiencies corresponding to baseline measurements indicate that the
total VOC concentration inside the two test rooms (OZ-7 and OZ-ll) were, on average,
31% higher than that in the control classroom (OZ-9), probably because of differences in
indoor activities (e.g. cleaning). Assuming this difference persisted throughout the entire
duration of the study, the actual VOC removal performance of the register system (RS)
was about 28% (-3% + 31%). Similarly, when normalizing for the initial conditions in the
control classroom, the removal efficiencies of the standalone (SA) unit operated with and
without the use of the !-IVAC system were about 58% (27% + 31%) and 86% (55% +
31%), respectively.
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Overall, these solutions demonstrated some ability to reduce VOCs indoors,
although not as consistently or effectively as the particle filtration. This may be due to the
presence of one or more indoor sources of gaseous. pollutants. The removal performance
of gas-absorbing media (as opposed to filtration substrates) is dependent on media history
and may be subject to saturation after experiencing high short-term concentrations or
after longer-term use. Therefore, the lifetime, cost, benefits, and maintenance of the gas
removal media must be further assessed before conclusions and recommendations can be
made.
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APPENDIX B. Daily average concentrations of individual VOCs measured outside
Dominguez elementary school and inside three of its classrooms (here referred to as DZ-
7, DZ-9, and DZ-II)

Dominguez Elementary School Outdoor VOC data-
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIA TED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
11118108 IlIl9f08 11120/0S 11121108 IIlZ4/08 11125(08(ppbv) limit (nnbv)

Propylene 10 ON t t " 4.S <7 U
Freon 12 (Dlchlorodifluorcrnethane) os "'4 07 0.7 07 0.7 M 06

Freon 114{J ,2.Dichloroteuaf1uoroethall) o.s om O.Ol 0,(}2 0.02 0.02
Chloromethane o.s c.oa 0.6 0.7 06 0.6 0' 06
Vinyl chloride os ON
Bromomethane os 1).05 0.07 om

Ethanol IS 0.30 " l6 l4 14 IS "Freon l lf'Frichlorctlucromethene} O.S 0.'" 0) 0)
Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanolj LS 0.0) 7.7 S.' 7.1 ., , I.'

Freon 113(1.1,2-TrichlofOtrifluoroethan) o.s 0.06 0,07 'M 006 0.07 006 0.06
Acetone )0 0.08 2S " " 70 17 "Carbon disulfide 1.0 0,04 o.ct 0,06 00) 0'" ON 001

Methylene chloride LS ON 17 1 0.6 1.1 0.6 "Methyl-ten-butyl ether(MTBE) os o.os
trans- 1 ,2·Dichlofoethene o.s 00'

n-Hcxanc c.s 0,03 1 1 U 1.2 os 0<
l.-Dichloroethane o.s 0.1)4

Vinyl acetate os 0,05
2wButanone(MEK) I.S 0,07 IS ) ) I.' t s 09

cis-I,2-Dichloroethenc o.s o.os
Ethyl acetate os 0.07 0.5 06 07 " 02 OJ
Chlorofonn o.s O.Ol 0.08 0'" 0,08 00' DOl

Tetrahydrofuran . O.S 0.07 0.' 0.' 0) OJ 02
1.1.L'Trichlcroethanc o.s 0.1l4 0,02

Cyclohexane o.s 0.04 Q7 06 0.6 07 0' 0.'
Carbon tetrachloride os 0,04 Q,OK 007 0.07 0.Cl7 007 0.'"

a-Heptane OS 0,04 o c Q7 07 0.' " OJ
1.2-Dichlroethane QS om

Benzene o s 0.02 1.2 1.2 1 " 06 OS
Tnchlcrocrhcnc OS 0,04 o t 0,0<1 00' co OOJ G,OS

l.z-Dicbtoroorcpeoc 0.5 o.os
Brcmodichtorcrnethanc os O,O~ 0,"

4-Methyl-2'pemanone(MISK) o s 0,06 11.2 02 07 OJ OOQ
cis-Lj-Dschloropropenc o s 0.04

Toluene .0,5 0.05 U ,.. r.s s.s z.z IS
trans-Lj-Dichloropropene OS 0.04

!.l.z-Trichlcroctbenc c.s 0.06
2-Hexanone(MBK) I.S OM 0,2 0.' 01
Tctracbtorocthenc OS 0.04 0) 02 om 0.7 0,08 0.08

Dibromochloromethane OS OM 0,02 001
1,2-Dibromoethane OS 0.'"

Chlorobcnaeec OS 0.04

Ethylbcnzene os O,OS 07 08 06 0.' 0< 0)
Xylene {para & meta) 10 0,10 z r z z I.' " U 1

Xylene (Ortho) 05 0.0$ 09 0< 08 1 0; "Styrene o.s oos " 07 08 " c c oz
Bromoform o.s OOS 0,01

I I.L2·Tetrachloroethane OS (I.OS

a-Ethyltcluene 0; 0.06 c.e 08 06 e s " OJ
1,3,5.Trimcthylbenzene OS OM 02 0' 0) c r 00'
l,2,4-Trimethylbenzene OS 008 08 o r 06 o s 0< 0)

Ls-Dichlorobcnzenc OS 0.06
!.a-Dichlorobenzcnc OS o.os 0,," 01 00'> 007 ""Benzyl chloride Q\ ow
! .2-Dichlorobenzcnc 's 0,10 001

1.2.4-Trichlorobenzene 10 0.10
Hexacblcro-t.J-butadicne os 0,30 om co
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Dominguez'Elementary School Outdoor VOC data-
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPEClA TED ORGANIC COM}>OUNOS Reponing Limit Method Detection
11126/08 12/1108 1212/08 1213108 1214/08 1215/08(ppbv) limit (nnbv)

Propylene 1.0 0,04 4.6 15 1.4 2.6
Freon 12 (Dichlorodif1uoromethane) 05 e.ca 1 05 0.5 0.4 0.6

Freon 114(1,2.Dichlorotetra!1uoroethan) 05 0.03 0.02 O,O! 0.Q2 0,05 0.04 0.05
Chloromethane 05 0.08 0.6 05 05 05 07 05
Vinyl chloride 05 0.04 0.06
Bromomethane 05 0.05 0.03 0,07 0.Q7 0,04

Ethanol 1.5 0.30 21 I.' 6.4 7 " Il
Freon! I(Trichlorofiuoromclhane} 05 0.04 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4

Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanol) 1.5 0.03 4.8 1.4 1.1 0.6 1.7 1.5
Freon ! 13( U .z-Tnchlorouinuorcethem 05 0.06 0.G7 om 0.1 0.07 0.08

Acetone J.O 0.08 15 ra lQ Il 17 "Carbon disulfide 1.0 0.04 om om 0.08 0.Q7 01
Methylene chloride 1.5 0.04 0.2 0.4 0.1 OJ 0.4 05

Methyl-Iert-butyl ethcr(MTBE) 05 0.05 0.04
trans- I.z-Dchtoroerhene 05 0.04 0-0)

n-Hexanc 05 om 0.2 1.4 0) O.J OJ 05
!,-Dich!oroethane 05 0.04 0.03

Vinyl acetate 0.5 0.05 0.06
2-Butanone(MEK) 1.5 0.07 1.6 2' 54 " 4.4 U

cis-! ,2·Dich!oroethene 05 0.05 om
Ethyl acetate 05 0.07 02 0.2
Chloroform 05 O.QJ 0.06 0.0& 0.05 0.08

Tetrahydrofuran 05 0.07
Lt.t-Trichlorocthaoe 05 0.04 om

Cyclohexarte 05 0.04 0.7 0.2 02 OJ
Carbon tetrachloride 05 0.04 0.Q7 0.07 007 0.1 0.Q7 0.06

n-Heptane 05 0.04 O.J 0.2 02 o:~
t.z-Dictnroerbenc 05 0.02 0.05

Benzene 0.5 0.02 0) 1.2 0.2 0.4 0) 0.8
Tricbtorocrheoe 05 0.04 0.Q3 0.05 006 0.Q9 O.os

!,2-Dichloropropane 05 0.05 0.04
Bromcdichlorornethaoe 05 0.04 0.04 0.04

4-Mclhy!-2-pcntanonc(MIBK) 05 0.06 0.08 0.08 o.r 01 0.2 0.09
cis-t ,3-0ichloropropene 05 0.04 0.Q3

Toluene 05 0.05 09 .u 0.6 09 1.2 2A
trans-! .f-Dichloroprcpene 05 0.04 DOl om 0.Q3

1,1,2- Trichloroethane 05 0.06 0.Q4
2-Hexanone{MBKl 1.5 0.05 OJ 0.2 0, OJ 09 0.1
Terrachloroethene 05 0.04 0.02 0.0'1 007 0.Q7 0.09

Dibromochloromethane 05 0.06 0.04 0.02
! ,2-Dibromoethane 05 0.Q6 0.Q3

Chtorobenzene 05 0.04 0.04 0.03
Ethylbenzene 05 0.05 0.2 0.6 0.08 0.2 02 O.J

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 O' 1.9 0.2 0, 06 1
Xylene (Ortho) 05 0.05 02 0.8 0.1 0.2 OJ 0.4

Styrene 05 0.05 OM OS 0.06 0.1 01 1
Bromoform 05 OM 0.02

t. I ,2,2- Tetrachloroethane 05 0,08 0,06 0.06 0.04
a-Ethyltoluenc 05 0,06 0.2 06 0.08 01 0.1 O.J

l.Ls-Frirnethylbeozcnc 0.5 OM 0.Q5 01 0.02 0,06 0.1
1,2.4- Trimcthylbenzene 0.5 0,08 0.2 06 0.08 0.' 0.2 0)

I.J-OichlQrobem::enc 0.5 0,06 0.04 ON 0.0)
l.e-Dichlorobcnzenc 0.5 O.OS 0.05 0.06 0,05 0.05 0,04

Benzyl chloride OJ 0.06 O,O~ 0,05
1,2-0ichlorobcnzcnc 05 0.10 om 0,0-1 0,04 0.0.1

1,2A-Trich!orobcnzenc 1.0 0.10 02 0,07 0,06 004
Hcxachlcro.t .j-botadienc 05 0,)0 0.04 OJ)} 0.05 0,04
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Dominguez Elementary Schoot- Outdoor VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECtATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

IUS/OS 1219108 12/10f()S 1211110S 12112108 IU1S/08(ppbv) limit (pnbv)
Propylene 10 0.04 U 1.6 2.3 2.6 1.1

Freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 ON 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4
Freon 114(!,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethan) 0.5 0.0) 0,0) om om 0.02 0,03

Chloromethane 0.5 0,08 0.4 0.04 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5
Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04

Bromomethanc 0.' OJ)5

Ethanol 1.5 0.10 3.1 IJ 6.3 9.4 9.1 14
Freon II(Trichlorofluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

Isopropyl a!Coho\{2-Propanol) 1.5 0.03 0.7 J.J I 1.6 4.6
Freon 113(1 .t.z-Trichtoroutftcoroetban) 0.' 0.06 0,08 O.OS 0,08 0.Q5 0.0f> 0.05

Acetone 3.0 0,08 '.3 2l 9.' 13 " a
Carbon disut fide 10 0.04 0.03 0,05 0,04 0.04 0.04 O.Ot

Methylene chloride I' 0.04 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5
Methyl-ten-butyl ether(MTBE) 0.5 0,05

trens-l.z-Dichlorocthcnc 0' 0.04

n-Hexeoe 0.' 0,03 0.2 0.' 0.1 07 0.' 0.2
l,-Dichloroethane 05 0.04

Vinyl acetate 0.' 0.Q5

2.Butanone(MEK) 15 0.07 0.' U 0.' I.' 15 0.'
cis-l.z-Dicblcroethcne 0' oos

Ethyl acetate 05 0.Q7 0.4 0.1 0.2
Chloroform 0.5 om 0.D4 om

Tctrahydrcfuran 0' 0,07 I.,
1,1.l-Tnchlorocthanc 0.5 0.04

Cyclchexene 05 0.04 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1
Carbon tetrachloride 05 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.D7 0.05 0.06 0.06

n-Heptane 05 0.04 0.1 0.5 0.- 0.< 0.2
t.z-Dlchlrcethanc 0.' 0.02

Benzene 05 0.02 0) 15 0.4 0.6 0) 0)
Trichlorcethenc '0.5 0.Q4 0.Q2 0.05 om om om om

l.z-Dichloropropanc 0.5 0,05

Bromodichloromethanc 0.' 0,04

4 -Methyl-2 -pentanoncf M IBK) ',0.5 O.OG 0.04 0.1 O.OS 0.08 0.2
cis-l.f-Dichloropropeoe 0.' 0.Q4

Toluene 05 0.05 0.' '5 IJ 2,2 2.2 0.8
trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene 05 0.Q4

t.Lz-Tricbloroerhane 05 0.06

2-Hexanone(MBK) 1.5 0.05 om 0.1 0.) 0.3 0.1
Tetrachloroethenc 05 0,04 O.oJ 0.1 0.04 0.08 0.08 0,04

Dibromochtorcmerhenc 05 0,06

! ,2-Dibromoethane 05 0.06

Cbtorobcnzcnc 05 0.04 0.01
Ethylbenzcnc 05 0.05 0.1 06 0.2 0.4 0.< 0.2

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 OJ 2.1 0,6 1.1 rz 05
Xylene (Ortho) 05 0.05 0.1 0.8 0,2 0.' 0.4 0.2

Styrene 05 0.05 O,OS 17 05 0.2 OJ 0.1
Bromoform 05 0.05

I,! ,2,2· Tetrachloroethane 05 0,08 0.D6
a-Ethyltotcene 05 0.06 0.1 0.6 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.2

1,3,5- Trimethylbenzenc- 0.5 0,05 0,0) OJ OM 0.09 01 0.05
!,2,4.T rirnerhvlbenzene 0.5 0.08 0.1 0.6 0.' OJ 04 0,1

! .j-Dichlorobenzenc 0.5 0.06 00! 0.03
l.a-Dichtcrobenzenc o.s 0.05 0.G2 O.O~ om 0.G4 OM OO~

Benzyl chloride 0.' 0,06 0.G2
t.z-Dictuorobcnzeoe 0.5 0.10 0.01 OO! om

! ,2,4. Trichlorobenzenc 1.0 O.tO 0.02 0,Ol 0.05 0.08 0.03
Hcxachloro-I .Lbutadicne 0.5 O.lO om
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Dominguez Elementary School Outdoor VOC data-
voe concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detecttcn

12/16(08 12/17/08
(nnbv) limit (pnbv)

12118/08 12119/08

Propylene 1.0 0.04 2.4 I.' 2.6
Freon 12 (Dichloroditluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Freon 114(1,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethan) 0.5 om
Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4
Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04

Brornomerhanc 05 0.05
Ethanol L5 0.30 7.6 1.7 4) SA

Freon Il(Trichlorofluofomethanc) 0.5 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Isopropyl alc"ohol(2-Propanol) 1.5 O.oJ 1.7 1.4

Freon I !3( 1.1,2·Trichlorocrifluoroethan) 0.5 0.06 0.06 0.05
Acetone )0 0.08 10 1.1 6.8 Il

Carbon disulfide 1.0 0.04 0.02
Methylene chloride 1.5 0.04 0) 0.08 0.1 0)

Methyl-tert-butyl ethcr{MTBE) 0.5 0.05

rrans-! ,2·0ichloroethene 0.5 0.04

n-Hexanc 0.5 0.03 0) 0.03- 0.2 0)
I.-Dichloroethane 0.5 0.04

Vinyl acetate 0.5 0.05
2.Butanone(MEK) r.s 0.07 0.9 0.1 1.1 Il

cis-t .z-Dicbtoroctuene 0.5 0.05

Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.07

Chloroform 0.5 0.03

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.07

1.1, I-Trichloroethane 0.5 0.04

Cyclchexane 0.5 0.04 0' 0.1 0.2
Carbon tetrachloride 0.' ON 0.06 O.OS 0.05 O.OS

n-Hcprane 0.5 0.04 0.5 0.4
1.2-Dichlroethane 05 0.02

Benzene 0' 0.02 0.5 01 OJ 0.6
Trichloroethene 0.5 0.04 0.Q2 0.02

t.z-Dichtorooropane 0.5 0.05

!3romodichloromethane 0.5 0.04

4.Methy!·2·pentanone(MIBKl 0.5 0.06

cis-! .j-Dichloropropene 0.5 0.04

Toluene 0.5 0.05 1.9 0.2 0.8 1.8
trans- t .3-Dichloropropene 0.5 0.04

Lt.z-Tnchloroerhene 0.5 0.06

2-Hexanone(MBKl 1.5 OM 0.1 0.2 0.3
Tetrachforocthcnc 0.5 0.04 0.06 0.04

Dibromochloromethanc 0.5 0.06

t.z-Dibromoethenc 0.5 0.06

Chlcrobenzene 0.5 0.04

Ethylbenzene 05 0.05 0.2 O.QJ 01 0.)
Xylene (para & meta) 10 0.10 0) 0.09 0.9 0.9

Xyiene rOrtho} 0.5 OM 0) O.M 0.2 0.4
Styrene 0.5 c.os e.z 0.04 0.7

Bromoform 0.5 OM
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethanc 0.5 0.08

4-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0.06 0.2 0.03 0.1 OJ
1,3,5- Trimethylbenzene 0.5 0.05 0.01 0,0·\ 0.08
1,2,4- Trimetbylbcnzenc 05 0,08 OJ 0.03 0.1 0)

lj-Dichtorobenzenc 05 0.06

la-Dichlorobcnzene 0' 0,05 0,01 0,01 0,02
Benzyl chloride 0.5 0,06

l.z-Dicblorobcnzcnc 0.5 0,10

t.z.a.Tnchtorobenzece 1,0 0.10

Hexachtoro-Lj-buradiene 0.5 0.30
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Dominguez Elementary School Outdoor VOC data-
VOC concentration (Ppbv)

TENT ATlVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

Ilf18/08 Ii/20f08
(ppbv) limit (ppbv)

11119/08 11/21108 11124/08 11125/08

2.2,3,3.Tetramethyl butane NIA NIA

2,2,4-Trimcthyl pentane NIA NIA

2,2-DimethyJ hexane NIA NIA z U 2.1 2.5

2,3·0imethyl pentane NIA NIA 14 r.z 1 1.5

2,4-Dimethyl hexane NIA NIA

2-Methy! butane NIA NIA 7.8 7.9 9.' 9 4.2- 36

2-Methyl hexane NIA NIA L2 1.1

2.Methyl pentane NlA NIA 3.2 Jl 35 3' 16 Il

z-Pentene NIA NIA

3-Methyl hexane NIA NIA 1.5 r.a U 1.5

J-Mcthyi pentane NIA NIA 17 I.' z "
Acetaldehyde NIA NIA .., 2_1 1.8

Butane! NIA NIA

Butane NIA NIA 5.5 6.' ., 6.5 3.5 2.9

Ditluorochlorcrnethane NIA NIA 5'

Hepranat NIA Nli\

Hexamcthyl cyclcrrislloxanc NfA NIA '6

Isobutane NiA NIA , .4 51 4.5 " 31 2.6

Limonene NI,\ NIA

Methyl cyclohexane NtA NIA

Methyl cyc!opentane NIA NIA IA 1.5 1.8 I..
Octamethyl cyclorrisiloxanc NIA NIA

Pentane N/A NIA 3.5 3.7 4.1 2,3

Trimcth I silanol NIA NIA

Dominguez Elementary School - Outdoor VOC data,

VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENT ATIVE(.Y IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

11126/08 1211108
(ppbv) limit (ppbv)

1212108 1213/08 12/4/08 1215108

2.2,3,l-Tetramethyl butane NIA NJ..\

2.2.4-Trimethyl pentane NIA N/,\ U

2,2.0imethyl hexane NIA Nh\

z.r-Dtmerhylpemanc NiA NIA I

2,4-Dimcthyl hexane NIA NtA

2-Methyl butane ",A NIA '6 8.' 1.8 " 1.8 3.2

2-Methy! hexane NiA NIA

2-Methy! pentane NIA NIA 33 1.6

z-Pcnrcne NIA NIA

J-Methyl hexane NIA NIA II

3-Methy! pentane NiA NIA a
Acetaldehyde NIA NIA 1 a 4 ,. " I

Butanal NIA NIA lJ II L7

Butane NIA NIA 2.4 8.6 1.6 ,. 1.6 ,.
Dtuuorochtoromcrhane NIA NtA 1.6

Heptane! NIA NIA II

Hexamcthyl cyclotnsiloxane NIA NIA 13

lsobutane N/A NtA 2.4 5.' L7 12 1.9

Lirnonene NiA NIA

Methyl cyclohexane NI;\ NIA I

Methyl cyclopcnranc NIA N/i\ 2,2

qctamelhyl cyctctrisilcxanc NIA NIA II

Pentane NIA NtA 4.8

Tnmeth I silanol NIA NIA
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Dominguez Elementary School - Outdoor VOC data
VOCconcentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IOENTlFlED COMPOUNDS
RepOrting Limit Method Detection

12/8[08 lU9/0S
(opb,) limit (pDbv)

12110108 12111/08 121l2l0S 12115/08

2.2,3,3-Tctramethyl butane NIA NfA L1 r.a
2,2.4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA 1.9

2,2.Dimethyl hexane NfA NtA

2,3-Dimethy! pentane NIA NfA

z.a-Dirnethyl hexane NIA NIA

2-Mdhyl butane NIA NfA t.z 4.' 1.5 4 )9

2-Methy! hexane NIA NfA 1.1

2-Methyl pentane NIA N'A 25 2.6

z-Pentene NfA NfA 1.4

j-Methyl hexane NIA Nf< 1.4

l-Methy! pentane NfA NfA 1.4 L5
Acetaldehyde NfA NfA

Butanal NfA NfA

Butane N/A NfA )5 1 2.5 2.6

Diftuorochlororncthane N'A NtA

Heptanal NIA N/A.

Hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxane NfA NIA

Isobutane NIA NIA 2.1 1.4 14

Limoncnc NIA NIA

Methyl cyclohexanc N'A NIA

Methyl cycloperuane N'A NfA I.S 1.2 1.2
Octamethyl cydotrisiloxane NfA NtA

Pentane NfA NfA U 1.1

Trimethv! silano! NfA NfA

Dominguez Elementary School - Outdoor VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
ReportingLimte Method Detection

(2/16/08
(ppbv) limit (ppbv)

12117/08 lUIS/OS 12119/08

2,2,3,3-Tetramclhyl butane NIA NfA

2,2,4·Trimelhyl pentane NIA NfA

2,2.0imethyl hexane NIA NIA

2,3·0imethyl pentane WA NfA

2,4·Dimelhyl hexane NfA NfA t.t

z-Merhyl butane NIA NfA Il 1.5
2~Methyl hexane NIA NIA

2-Methyl pentane WA NfA t.t
2·Pcntene WA NfA

j-Metbyl hexane N<A WA

3-Methyl pentane NIA WA

Acetaldehyde N<A N'A

Butanal NIA NfA

Butane Nt" NfA 1.1

Diftuorochloromethane NfA NIA

Heptanal N<A NfA

Hcxamethyl cyclotrisiloxane NIA NfA
lsobutane NIA NfA

Limonene WA WA

Methyl cyclohexane N<A WA

Methyl cyclopcntanc NIA NfA

Octamcthyl cyclotrisiloxanc N'A NfA

- Pentane WA NIA

Trimetl!1!~~"_ NIA WA 14
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room? (DZ-?) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COM"POUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

11118/08 11120/08
(ppbv) limit (ppbv)

11/19108 11121108 11124/08 11125108
.

Propylene 1.0 0.04 9.5 4A 3A 5.9 5.3 2.8

Freon 12 (Dichlorodiflucromcthane) 0.5 0.04 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 05

Freon 114( I .z-Dtchloroterranuoroetban) 05 0.03 0,0\ 0.02 0.Q2

Chloromethane 05 0.08 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.92

Bromomethane 05 0.05 0.Q2 0.Q2 0.02

Ethanol U 0.)0 140 310 480 }80 sv 480

Freon I I(Trichlcrofluoromcthane} 0.5 0.04 0.3

Isopropyl a!cohol(2-Propanol) r.s 0.03 14 35 39 31 6.9 32
Freon 113(1, Lz-Trtchlorotrtfluoroetnan) 05 0.06 0,08 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

Acetone 3.0 0.08 37 44 22 35 16 33
t.t-Dlchlcroetbenc 0.5 0.03

Carbon disulfide 1.0 ON 0.08 0.08 0,08 0.07 0.06 0.1

Methylene chloride 1.5 ON 1.8 I 0.6 2.2 0.7 0.5

n-Hexane 0.5 0.03 22 I 0.9 1.8 0.8 0.5

2-Butanonc(MEK) r.s 0.07 2.5 2.3 1.4 2.5 1.2 1.1

Ethyl acetate 05 0.Q7 I 0.1 0.3 05 0.3 0.3

Chloroform 05 O,OJ 0.1 0.Q1 0,06 0.1 0,06 0,05

Tctrahydrcfuran 0.5 0.07 1.1 0,·1 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.'

I I. t-Trichloroethene 0.5 0,04 0.01

Cyclohcxanc 0.5 0.Q4 t.s 0.8 0.5 3J 0.5 04

Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0.04 0.07 0,07 0,07 0,07 0,06 0.06

n-Heptane 05 O.O~ 2.6 1.9 l.l 0.'

Benzene 0.5 0.02 2.1 1 0.8 1.6 I 0.6

Trichloroethene 05 0.04 OM 0.05 0.04 0.06 0,03 0.06

Bromodichloromethane 0.5 0,04

"4-Methyl-2-pentanone{MIBK) 0.5 0.06 04 04 04 4 0.2 0.9

cis-t.J-Dicbtoropropene 0.5 0,04

Toluene OJ OM '.3 4.2 2.' 12 4.5 ),2

uans-I J-Dichloropropene OJ 0.04

I ,1,2- Trichloroethane OJ 0.06

2-Hexanone(MBK) t.s 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5

Tctrachlorcethcnc 05 0,04 0) 0.1 0,08 0.4 0.1 0.1

Chlcrobenzenc 0.5 0.04

Ethylbenzene OJ 0,05 t.r 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.1 0.5

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 3.9 1.8 J.5 3.1 2.3 14

Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 OM 1.4 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.' 0.6

Styrene 0.5 0.05 IJ 05 04 0.7 04 0.6

1.1,2.2-Tetrach!oroethane 0.5 0,08

q-Ethyltcluenc OJ 0,06 13 0.1 0.6 U 0.1 0.5

1,3,5- Tnmetbylbenzenc 0.5 OM 04 0.2 04 0.2 0.2

1.2.4- Trirncthylbenzcnc 0.5 0.08 1.4 0.' 0.6 13 0.1 0.6

! ,J-DicWorobenzene 05 0.06

!A-Dichlorobenzene 05 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.'
1,2·Dichlorobenzene OJ 0,10

1,2,4·Trichlorobenzene 1.0 0,10

Hexacbloro-t.j-butadiene 0,5 0.30 0,02
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Dominguez ElementarySchool- Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data
. voc concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

11126108 1211108 1212/08 1213108 1214108 1215108(ppbv) limit (opbv)
Propylene .0 0,04 U 3

Freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.5 0.4 05 0.4 3.6 IA
Freon 114(l,2~Dichlorotetraf1uoroethan) 05 0.03 0.02 om 0.04 0.05

Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.9 0.1 0.8 1 0.1 0.1
Bromomethane 0.5 OM 0.02 0,04

Ethanol 1.5 0.30 130 12 40 160 49 49
Freon II(Trichlorofluoromethane) 0.5 0.Q4 0.2 0.1 01 OJ

Isopropyl alcohokz-Propanol) 1.5 0.03 16 3.9 6.6 5.9 2.5 1.6
Freon 113(1, 1,2-Trichlorotrifluoroethan) 0.5 0.06 0,06 0.05 0.05

Acetone 3.0 om 11 19 6.8 10 12 9
I. l-Dichlorocthenc 05 0,03 0,02
Carbon disul fide .0 0,04 0,04 0,02 0,02 0.08 0.07 0,09

Methylene chloride 1.5 0,04 0.2 02 0.2 02 0.2 OA
n-Hexane 0.5 0.03 0.2 04 0.07 0.1 0.1 0.2

2-Butanonc(MEK) .5 0.Q7 0.5 3.l 0,2 1.4 I.' OA
Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.D7 OJ
Chloroform 0.5 0.03 0.04 0,04

Tetrahydrofuran 05 0,07

t.Ll-Tncblorcethane 0.5 0.04

Cyclohcxane 0.5 0,04 0.2 0.2 0,06 0.08 0.1 0.1
Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0,04 0,06 0.04 0.04 OM

a-Heptane 0.5 0.04 0.- OJ
Benzene 0.5 0.02 0.3 0.3 0,05 0.1 0.1 0.2

Trichloroethene 05 0.04 0.D2 0.03 0,03 0,04
Bromodichloromethanc 0.5 0.04

4-Methyl-2-pentanone{MIBK) 0.5 0,06 0.2 o 1 OA 0.1 0.1 0.1
cis- l.JcDlchloropropenc 0.5 0.04 (J,Ol

Toluene 0.5 0.05 Ll 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 01
trans-I ,3-Dichloropropene 0.5 0,04 0.Q2 0.Q1

t.t.z-Tnchtoroethanc 0.5 0,06 0,03
2~Hcxanonc(MBK) 1.5 0.0:; 0.2 0.2 0.1

Tetrachlorcethenc 0.5 0,04 0.03 0.02 O,OJ 0.Q4 0,05
Chlorobenzene 0.5 0.04 0,0) 0,03 0,0)

Ethylbenzenc 0.5 0.05 0.2 0.1 0,03 0,06 0.08 0.1
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 0.6 0.- 0,06 0.1 0.1 OJ

Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 0.05 OJ 0.2 0,03 0,07 0,08 0,2
Styrene 0.5 0.0:; 0.2 0.1 0,02 0,04 0.05 0.1

1,1,2,2- Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0,08 0.03 0,03
a-Ethylroluene 0.5 0,06 0.3 0.2 0.04 0,05 0.1 02

1,3,5· Trimethylbenzenc 0.5 0,05 0.08 0,04 0,01 O,OJ 0.05 0,07
i,2,4- Trimethylbenzene 0.5 0,0& 0.3 0.1 0,0,1 0.05 0.1 02

1,3-Dichlorobenzene 0.5 0,06 0.03 0.Q3 0.03
l.a-Dichlorobenzene 0.5 005 0.8 0.1 0.08 0.06 0,06 0,05
Lz-Dichlcrobenzene 0.5 0,10 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03

1.2,4- Tnchlorobenzene 1.0 0,10 ON 0.04 0.04
Hexachloro- l.Lbutadiene 0.5 0.30 0,03 0,0] 0.04 0.03
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Domin z Elementary School Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC datague - .

VOC(':ol1centration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

12/8108 1219108 12110108 I2I1l108 12112108{ppbv) limit (npbv) 12115108

Propylene 1.0 ON 1.8 1.7
Freon 12 [Dichlorodifluorcmethane] 0.5 0,04 1 6.3 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.5

freon 114( 1,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethan) 0.5 OM 0,03 0.02

Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6
Brorncmethane 0.5 0.05

Ethanol I.S 0-30 12 as 3S H 68 17
Freon I lf'Frichloroflucrometbanej 0.5 0.04 0.3 r.r 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

Isopropyl elcohohz-Propanot) I.S om 7.6 3.7 4.6 7.6 " 7.6
Freon 113( 1,1,2-Trichlorotrifluoroethan) 0.5 0,06 0.03 0.03 om 0.02.

Acetone 7.0 0.08 " 14 9.1 9.2 20 10
l.l-Dicbtoroerhene 0.5 om 0.3

Carbon disulfide 1.0 0,04 0,07 0.05 0.04 0,04 0,02 0.02
Methylene chloride I.S O.O~ 0.3 0.5 0.) OA 0.6 0.3

n-Hexane 0.5 OM 0.08 0.1 0.09 0.1 0.2 e.os
2-Butanone(MEK) I.S 0,07 1 U Q.? 0.6 0.7 0.5

Ethyl acetate OJ 0.07 0.1
Chloroform 0.5 om 0,02

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 om
I, I.! -Trichloroethanc 0.5 0.04

Cyctouexaoe 0.5 0,04 0.06 0.1 01 0.1 0.3 0.06
Carbon tetrachloride .e.s 0,04 0.03 0.Q3 0,0) 0.Q2

a-Heptane 0.5 ON 0.1 0.5
Benzene 0.5 om 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

Tnchloroethcne 0.5 0,04 0.02 0.Q2

Bromodichloromethane 0.5 0.04 0.01
4-Methyl-2~pentanone(M[BK} 0.5 0,06 0.04 0.08 om 7 0.Q7

cts-t.t-Dicbloropropene 0.5 0.04

Toluene 0.5 0.0) 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4
trans- J ,J-Dichloropropenc 0.5 0.04

l.Lz-Trichloroetnane 0.5 0,06

2-Hexanone(MBK} 1.5 0.0) 0.1 0.2 0,08 0.07
Terrachloroetbene 0,) 0,04 0,02 0,04 002 0.02

Chlorobenzene 0.5 0,04 0.01

Ethylbenzene 0.5 00) O.OS 0.08 0,06 0.1 0.07 0.07
Xylene (para & meta) 10 0,10 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2

Xylene (Orrho) 0.5 0,05 0,06 0.1 0.08 0.1 0.08 0.1
Styrene 0.5 OM 0.02 0.07 0.1 0.08 0.05 0.06

I, I ,2,2~T etrachlcroethane 0.5 om
4-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0,06 0,05 0.08 0.07 0.1 0.07 01

\,3,5- Trimethylbenzcnc 0' OM 0.02 0.03 0.03 OM 0.04
I ,2,4-T rimethylbenzene 0.5 0,08 0.05 0.08 0.07 u.z 0.Q7 0.1

l.f-Dlchlorobenzene 0.5 0.06 O.O! O.O!
I .q-Dichlorobenzonc 0.5 0.05 0.04 0,05 0.Q2 0.D2 0.1)1 0.Q7
l.z-Dtchtcrobenzene os 0.10 0.01 O,O!

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzcne 1.0 0,10 0.02 0.02 OM 0.03
Hexechloro-t.f-butadtene 0.5 0.30 0.02 0,02 0.01
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data .

VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATEO ORGANIC COMPOUNOS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

12116108 12117108
(ppbv) linlit (ppbv)

12118/08 12119108

Propylene 1.0 0.04 1 1.5
Freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 0,04 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Freon 114(1 ,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroelhan) 0.5 0.03
Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6
Brcmomethanc 0.5 0.05

Ethanol 1.5 0.30 110 54 110 56
Preon 11(frichlorofluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanol) 1.5 0,03 5.4 4.6 '.6 3.6
Freon 113(1.t.z-Tnchlorcutfluoroethan) 0.5 0,06 0.02 0,04 0,02

Acetone 3.0 0,08 7.9 6.5 " 14
l.t-Dicbloroetbene 0.' 0.03
Carbon disulfide 1.0 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.03

Methylene chloride 1.5 0,04 0.4 02 0.2 03
n-Hcxanc 0.5 0.03 0.1 0.09 0.1

2-Butanonc(MEK) 1.5 0.Q7 0.4 08 0.8
Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.07 0.4 0.8
Cbloroforrn 0.5 0,03

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.07
1,1,1- Trichloroethane 0.' 0.04

Cyclohexane 0.5 0.Q4 0.08 0.1 0.1
Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0,04 0.04 0,02

a-Heptane 0.5 0,04 0.3
Benzene 0.5 0.02 0,2 0,1 0.1 0.2

T nchtoroetbene 0.5 0.04
Bromodichlcromethane 0.5 0,04

4-Methyl-2-pentanone(MIBK) 0.5 0,06 0.05 0.05 0,04
cis-I,J-Oichloroprope-ne 0.5 0,04

Toluene 0.5 0,05 0.5 0.6 1.5 0.9
trans-I ,3-Dichloropropene 0.5 0_04

Lt.z-Trichlorccthane 0.5 0.06
2-Hexanone(tv1BK) !.5 0.05
Tctrachlcroethcne 0.5 0.04 0,02

Chjorobenzene 05 0,04

Ethylbenzene 0.' 0.05 0.Q9 0.1 0.05 0.1
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 03 0.3 0.2 0.4

Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 0.D5 0.' 0.1 0.06 0.2
Styrene 0.5 o.os 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.2

I I ,2 ,2- Tetrachloroethane 0' 0,08
a-Ethyholuenc 0.5 0,06 0.2 0.1 0,06 0.2

1,3's-Trimethylbenzene 0.5 0,05 0_06 0_04 0,02 0,05
I2A-Trimetbylbenzene 0.5 0,08 0,2 0.1 0.06 0.2

1,3·Dichlorobenzene 0.5 0,06 om
I A-Dichlorobenzene 0.5 0_05 0.05 0,04 0.04 0.Q4
l.z-Dichlorobenzenc 0.5 0.10 0,02

1,2,4- Trichlorcbenzene 1.0 0.10 0,04
Hexachloro- l.Lbutadicnc 0.5 0.30
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENT" TIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Metbod Detection

1111810S 11119108 11120108 11121108 li124108
iDDbY) limit (ppbvl ' 11/25108

.alpha. -Pinene NlA NIA

! .j-Pcntadiene NIA NlA

l-Butano! NIA NlA 2,9

IR-.alpha.-Pinenc NIA NIA

2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane NIA NIA 1.8 I.S 17
2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NIA NIA ,

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NIA NIA 2,9

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NIA NIA 2,7 1.9 L2

2,4-bis(trimethylsiloxanc) Benzaldehyde NIA NIA 28
2~Methy!butane NIA NIA 16 6,9 6 12 7.3 4.4
2-Methyl hexane NIA NIA 2,1

2-Methyl pentane NIA NIA 6.4 2,8 2.4 4,9 28
2-Methyl-I,3-butadiene NIA NiA 3.2 I.J 2,6 2.5

J-Methyl hexane NIA NIA 2.5 2 11
3·Methyl pentane NIA NIA J.S 1.5 14 2,6 15

4-Ethy!-2,2,6.6~tetfamethyl heptane NIA NIA 1.8
Acetaldehyde NIA NlA 1.8 I.J 15 ).1

Benzaldehyde NIA NIA 2,1 7 24 2.5 1.9

Butanal NIA NIA

Butane NIA NIA II 5,) 5,' 8,4 5.) ),6

Butyl ester acetic acid NIA NIA 8,'
Decanal N/A NIA

Difluorochlcrcrncthane NIA NIA

Dcl.irnonenc NIA NIA 1.7 5.5 I.S 2,6

Hcptanal NIA NIA

Hexarnethy! cycloutsdoxane NIA NIA 1

Hexanal NIA NIA 1.2 1.8
Isotxnane NIA NIA 7 J.3 12 5 38 2.2

Methyl cyclopentane NIA NIA l 13 U 2J U

Nonanal NIA NIA 1.2 2.J
Ocatanal NIA NIA 1.8

Octamcthyl cyclotrisiloxanc NIA NIA 68
Pentane NIA NIA 6.1 3.1 5.4 3,1 2.8

Tridecanc NIA NIA
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
lI12G/08 1211/08 1212/08 1213/08 12/4/08Innbv) limitlnnbv) 1215/08

.alpha-Pinenc NfA NfA 1.2
I,3~Pentadienc NlA NfA 2.2

l-Butanol NfA NfA 1.8
IR-.alpha.-Pinene NlA NlA

2,2,),J-Tetramethyl butane NfA NfA

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NfA

2.J-Dimethyl pentane NlA NfA

2.4-bis(trimethylsiloxane) Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA 2.6 2.8 21 Il
2-Methyl hexane NfA NlA

I-Methyl pentane NfA NlA

2-Mcthyl-I.3-butadiene NfA NtA

3-Mcthyl hexane NfA NlA

3-Methyl pentane NfA NlA

4-Ethyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl heptane NfA NfA

Acetaldehyde NfA NfA 2.7 27 1.5
Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

Butanal NIA NfA 1.1 1
Butane NlA NlA 2 3. 1.8 1.9 " 1.6

Butyl ester acetic acid NlA NfA

Oceana! NfA NfA

Ditluorochloromethane NlA NfA 1.5
D-Limonene NfA NfA 37

Hcptanal NfA NfA

Hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxanc NfA . N/A

Hcxanal NfA NfA

Isoburanc NfA NtA 1.7 2.6 1.9 1.6 IJ 1.8
Methyl cyclopcnranc NlA NfA

Nonanal NlA NfA I.!
Ocetenat NfA NfA

Octamethyl cyclotrisiloxenc NfA NfA I
Pentane NfA NfA 1.5

Tridecanc NfA NfA I.!
-
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Dominguez Elementary School Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data-
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TEr'lTATlVELY IDENTlFlED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

1218/08 1219108 12/10/08 12111108 12/12108 12/15/08(nob" limit{nnbv)
.alpha-Pinene NtA NtA

l.J-Pentadicne NtA NtA

l-Buteuot NtA NtA

IR-.alpha .•Pinene NtA NtA r.9 4.1

2,2,3.3·Tetramethyl butane NIA NtA

2.2,4-Trimethyl pentane NtA NtA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NtA NtA 24

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NtA NtA

2,4-bis(trimethylsiloxane} Benzaldehyde NtA NtA

2-Methyl butane NtA NtA 1.1

2-Methyl hexane NfA NfA

z-Memyl pentane NtA NtA

2-Methyl- l.j-butadiene NfA NfA

)-Methyl hexane NIA NfA 4J

3-Methyl pentane NfA NfA

4-ethyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethy! heptane NfA NfA

Acetaldehyde NfA NfA

Benzaldehyde NfA NIA 2.4

Butanal NfA NfA 2

Butane NfA NtA 1 1.8

Butyl ester acetic acid NfA NtA

Oceana! NfA NtA "9
Difluorochloromethane NfA NfA r.9

D'Lirnoncnc NfA NI!\.

Heptanat NtA NfA t. 9

Hexamethyl cyctotrisiloxanc NtA NtA

t1exanal NtA NIA'

Isobutane NtA NIA r.a Il

Methyl cyclopcntanc NtA NfA

Nouanal NfA NfA

Ocatanal NfA NIA L.
Octernethyt cyclorrlstloxane NIA NfA

Pentane NfA NfA

Tridccanc NIA NfA
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Domingnez Elementary School- Room 7 (DZ-7) VOC data
voc concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY (l)ENTIFlEO COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection 12116/08' 12117/08 12118/08 12119108

(nnbv' limit (ppbv]
.alpha-Pinene NfA NfA

t.j-Penradiene NfA NfA

l-Butanol NfA NfA

IR-.alpha.-Pinene NfA NfA

2,2,3,3·Tcrramethy! butane NlA NlA

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NfA

2.3-Dimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,4-bis(trimethylsiloxane) Benzaldehyde NlA NfA

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA

2-Methyl hexane NfA NIA

2-Methyl pentane NfA NtA

2·Methyl·\ .j-butadiene NfA NfA

3-Methyl hexane NfA NiA

3·Methyl pentane NfA NIA

4-Ethyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl heptane NlA NfA

Acetaldehyde NfA NfA

Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

Butane! NfA N/A

Butane NfA NfA 1.2
Butyl ester acetic acid NfA NfA

Oceana! NfA NfA

Difluorochloromethane NfA NfA

D-Limonene NO, NIA

Heptanal NfA NiA

Hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxanc NfA Nt ....

Hcxanal NIA N.'A I
lsobutane NfA Nli\ I

Methyl cyclopentane NlA Nlr\

Nonanal NfA Ni.<\

Ocatanal NfA Nir\

Ocramcthyl cyclotrisiloxanc NfA Nlr\

Pentane NfA NiA
Tridecanc NfA NI:\
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 9 (DZ-9) VOC data
voc concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporttng Limit Method Detection

11118/08 11119/08 lI120/08 1\/21108 !1124/08 1\125/08(Dobv) IimitfDDbv)
Propylene 1.0 0.04 4.\ 4.4 2.8

freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.6 0.6 0.6 05

Freon 114(1.2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethan) 05 0,0) o.oz 0.02 0.02 0.02

Chloromethane 0.5 0,08 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.7 08 0.8

Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04

Bromometbane 0.5 0.05 0.05 0.D2

Ethanol I.S 0.30 200 580 ISO 120 520 180

Freon II(Trichlorof1uoromethanc) 05 0.04 0.3 0.2

Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanol) I.S om 11 160 20 92 270 200
Freon l13( I, l.z-Trichlororrifluorocthan) 0.5 0,06 0.06 0.06 0,06 0,06 0,06

Acetone 3.0 0.08 2S 21 11 21 31 26
Carbon disulfide 1.0 0,04 0.Q9 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.05 0.04

Methylene chloride I.S 0.04 1.2 1 0.6 " 06 0.4

n-Hcxanc 05 om 1.1 Ll 1.4 1.2 07 0.5

2-Butanone(MEK) I.S om 1.8 2.2 2.5 2..~ 2J 2.5
cis- I .z-Dichlorocthene 0.5 0.05

Ethyl acetate 0.5 om 1.6 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.4 OJ
Chloroform 0.5 om 0.08 0,07 0.Q7 0,09 0,05 o.os

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.Q7 0.5 0.2 0.1 0,4 0.3 0.2

I, I, r -Frichloroethanc 0.5 0,04 O.oz 0.02

Cyclohexane 0.5 0,04 0.' 1.7 0.8 1.7 0.5 0.3

Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0,04 0.07 0,07 om 0,07 0.06 0.06

n-Heptane 0.5 0,04 !.2 4.7 0.9 0.9 0.6

Benzene 0.5 0.02 1.2, 1.1 1.1 I.l 0.8 0.6

Trichloroethene 0.5 0.04 0.D9 0,07 O.OS 0,06 0.D3 0,06

4-Methyl·2-pentanone(MIBK) 0.5 0.06 0.5 IJ OJ 0.4 0,4 0.4

cis-Ls-Dlchloropropene 0.5 0.04

Toluene 0.5 0,05 5.4 5,! 43 6.4 J8 )

trans-Lj-Dichlorcpropene 0.5 0,0·1

2-Hexanone(MBK) 1.5 O.os 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0,4

Tetrachloroethcnc 0.5 0.04 0) 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.09

Dibromochloromethane 0.5 0.06

Chlorobcnzene 0.5 0.04

Ethytbenzeue 0.5 005 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.'
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0,10 2A 2 1.8 2.9 1.7 1.1

Xylene (Ortho) 05 0,05 09 0.9 0.7 1.1 07 0.5

Styrene 0.5 0.05 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.4

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane OJ 0,08

e-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0,06 0' 07 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.4

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 0.5 0.05 02 0.2 0) 02 0.1

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzenc 0.5 0,08 09 0.1 06 1 0.7 0.5

r.a-rxcucrobenaeoe 0.5 0,06

l.a-Dtchlorobenzene 0.5 0.05 0,08 0.09 om 0.1 0.1 0,08

1,2-Dichlorobenzene 0.5 0,10

! ,2,4 -Trichlorobcnzenc 1.0 0,10

Hexachlorc-t.j-butadiene 0.5 0.30 0.03 0.03
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Domingnez Elementary School-Room 9 (OZ-9) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
11126/08 1211108 1212108 1213/08 1214/08 1215108(eebv) Iimitlnnbv)

Propylene 1.0 0,04 0.9 4 1.1 0.1 1.1 2.6
Freon 12 (Dichlorodifiuoromethane) 0.5 0,04 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6

Freon I 14( t.z-Dtcbloroterraflucroethenj 0.5 0:03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0,05 0.05
Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.6 0, 0.6 0.6
Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04 0.04
Bromomethane 0.5 0.05 0,05 O.os

Ethanol 1.5 0.30 110 210 82 " 61 "Freon II(Trichlorofluoromethane) 05 0.04 02 0.2 OJ OJ 0.4
Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanol) 1.5 0.0) 41 15 5.4 " 4.2 J9

Freon 1I3(1,1,2-Trichlorotrifiuoroethan) 0.5 0.06 0.06 0,06 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.1
Acetone 1.0 0.08 Il 2l 16 1.' 2l 16

Carbon disulfide 1.0 0,04 0.0) 0.04 o.os 0,07 0.Q9 0.1
Methylene chloride 1.5 0,04 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5

n-Hexane 0.5 0.03 0.2 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.5
2-Butanone(MEK) 1.5 am 0.4 2.2 z.a 0.' 4 I

cis-l,2-Dichloroethene 0,$ 0,05 O.Ol
Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.Q1 0.4 0) 0.2
Chloroform 0,$ om 0.06 0.08

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.Q1 O.
J,! ,I-Trichloroethane 0.5 0.04

Cyclohexane 0.5 0,04 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2 O.
Carbon tetrachloride O.S 0.04 0,06 0.07 0,07 0,08 0.07 0.Q7

a-Heptane 0.5 0.04 0.6 0.2 0.4
Benzene 0,) 0.02 0.2 12 O.? 0.2 0.4 0.9

Trichloroethcne 0,) 0.D4 om 0.Q4 0.03 0.07 0,05
4- Methyl -2 -pentanone{M IBK ) O.S 0,06 01 O,} 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.08

cis-I J -Dichloropropene 0.5 om 0-02 0.02
Toluene 05 0,05 U " 0.' 0.6 1.2 2.6

trans-I .f-Dlohloroprcpene 05 0.0,1 0-02 0.02
2-Hexanone(MBK) I,) 0.05 0.1 OJ 0.4
Tetrachloroethene 0.5 0,04 om 0,06 0.05 0.07 01

Dtbromocbloromcrhanc os 0,06 0.02 0.G2
Chlorobenzene 0,) 0.04 0.03
Ethyibenzene 0,) 0.05 0,1 0.6 0.09 0.1 0.2 04

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0,10 04 1.9 0.2 OJ 0.4 1.1
Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 0,05 0.2 08 0.1 02 0.2 0.4

Styrene 0,5 0.05 0.1 0.9 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.9
r, I ,2,2- Tetrachloroethane os 0.08 0,04

4-Ethyltoluene 0.\ 0.06 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4
1,3 ,S-Trimethylbenzene 0,5 Q.OS 0.05 0.2 0.03 0.D9 0.06 0.1
1,2,4-Trimelhylbenzcnc OJ 0.08 0.2 0.1 0.1 OJ 0.2 0.4

1.3 -Dichlorobenzcnc 0.5 0,06 0.03 O.oJ 0,0)
IA-Dichlorobenzene OS 00:5 0,06 0.1 0.03 0.04 0,04 0.05
l.z-Dichlorobcnzenc OS 0,10 om 0.03 0,03 om

1,2.4-Trichlorobcnzenc 10 0,10 0.04 0.04 om
Hexachtoro- J ,3 -butadienc 0.5 0.30 0,0) om 0.03 am
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Dominguez Elementary School - Room 9 (DZ-9) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
1218/08 [219108 12110/08 12l1l/0S 12112/08(oobv) limit Innbv) 12115108

Propylene 1.0 0.04 1.4 4.9 2.6 II
Freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 0.04 05 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.4 0'

Freon 114(1.2-Dichlorotetraf1uoroethan) 0.5 0.03 0.03 0.Q3 0.03
Chloromethane 0.5 0.0& 0.5 05 0.' 0.5 0' 0.5
Vinyl chloride 0.5 1),04
Bromcmethane 0.5 0.05

Ethanol 15 0']0 68 30 110 68 21 110
Freon II(Trichlorofluoromethane) 0.5 0,04 03 OJ 0' 0.2 0.2

isopropyl atcohottz-Propanol) 1.5 am 4.9 43 5) 6.2 J6 20
Freon! !3( I, t.z-Trichforotrtrluoroerhen) 0.5 0.06 0.09 0.09 0,08 0.06 0.06 0.05

Acetone )0 0,08 14 15 15 25 17 12
Carbon disulfide 10 0.04 om 0.05 0.Q5 0.03

Methylene chloride 1.5 0.04 0) 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.2
a-Hexane 05 0.03 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.2

2-Butanone(MEK) 1.5 0,07 1.7 0.9 1.2 2 2' u
cis-! .z-Dlcbloroethene 0.5 0.Q5

Ethyl acetate 0.5 om 0.1 OJ OJ 0.2
Chloroform 0.5 0.03 0,06 0.06 0.Q7

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 om 0.7
1,1,!" Trichloroethane 0.5 0.04

Cyctohexanc 0.5 0.04 0.2 0) 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.2
Carbon tetrachloride O.S 0.04 0.08 0.08 0,07 0.06 0.06 0.05

n-Heptanc 0.5 0.04 0.5 1.6 0.8 0.6 0.6
Benzene 0,5 0.Q2 0.3 0.8 0.4 II 0.6 OJ

Trichlcroethonc 0.5 0.04 0.Q2 0.04 0,02 0.06 0.02 0.02
4-Mcthyl-2-pentanone{MIBK) 0.5 0.06 0.08 0.1 0) 0.1 0.1 0.2

cis-Lf-Dichloropropcnc OJ 0.04
Toluene 0.5 O.os I 2.2: 1.4 4.4 2.J 0.8

trans-Lf-Dichloropropenc 0.5 0.04
2-Hexanone(MBK) 1.5 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0,2
Tetrachloroethene 0.5 0.04 0.Q3 0,08 0.04 01 0.09 00]

Dibrornochlcrcmcthanc 0.5 0,06
Chlorobenzene 0.5 0.04
Erhylbcnzcoc 0.5 O,OS 01 OJ 0.2 0.6 0) 0.1

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0,10 0.4 I 0.8 19 1.1 0.4
Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 O.os 0.2 0.' 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.2

Styrene 0,5 0,05 0.07 0.' 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.1
I.1.2.2- Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0,08

a-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0.06 0.1 03 0.2 0.6 03 0.1
! J,5-Trimethylbenzene 0, 0,05 om 0.1 0.06 02 0.1 0,05
1,2.4-Trimethylbenzene 0.5 0.08 0.1 OJ o.z 0.6 0.' 0.2

! .f-Dichlcrobeazene 0.5 0.06 om 0.01
l.e-Dlchlorobcnzene 0.5 0.05 0,02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02
l.z-Dicblorobeezene 0.5 0.10 0.01 0,01 0.02 0.01

1,2,4- Trichlorobcnzcnc 1.0 0.10 0,02 0.02 0.D2 0,04 0.04 0.03
Hexachlcro-l.j-butadicne 0.5 0.30 0.01 O.O! 0.D2
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Dominguez Elementary School Room 9 (DZ 9) VOC data- - .

. VOC concentration (ppbv) ,

SPECIATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection 12116/08 12117108 12118/08 12119108(nnb~\ limitfnnbv\

Propylene 1.0 0.04 0.4 1.7 2.6

Freon! 2 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 0.5 0,04 0.4 0.4 0.4

Freon 114(l,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethan) 0.5 0.03 0.02

Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.4 0.' 0.4 0.4

Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04

Brornomethane 0.' 0.05
Ethanol r.s 0.30 54 76 sz 40

Freon l lf'Trichlorofluoromcthanc) 0.5 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Isopropyl alccbouz-Prcpanol) r.s 0.03 2.' 27 9.6 31
Freon 113(1, !,2-Trichlorotrifluoroethan) 0.5 0.06 0.05 0_05 0.05

Acetone 30 0.08 19 " 9.9 16
Carbon disulfide 1.0 0.0< 0.Q2 0,01 0,02 0.03

Methylene chloride r.s 0.0< 0.4 0.1 0.1 0)

n-Hexanc 0.5 0.03 0) 0.1 0.3 0.4

2-Butanone(MEK) \.5 om 2 0.2 0.9 I

cis-t.z-Dichtoroethene 0.5 0.05

Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.Q7 0.5

Chloroform 0.5 O.oJ

Tctrahydrofuran 0.:5 0.07

I 1,1-Trichloroethane 0.5 0,04

Cyclohexane 0.5 0,04 0) 0.2 OJ OJ
Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 O.O~ 0.05 0.06 0.05 0,05

a-Heptane 0.' 0.04 )7 3.9 IJ I.'
Benzene 0.5 0.02 0.6 0.1 0.6

Trichlorocthcne 0.' 0.04 0.02 0.02

4 -Meth y! -2 -pentanone(MI B K) 0.5 0.06 0.1 0.05 0.1 0,06

cis-t J-Dichloropropcne 0.5 0.04

Toluene 0.5 0.0:5 1.7 0.4 6, 2

trans-Ls-Dichtoropropene cs 0.04

2-Hexanone(!'v1BK) 1.5 0.05 OJ
Tcrrachloroethene 0.5 0.04 0,06 0.D2 0,04

D ib romoch loromethane 0.5 0.0<;

Chlorobcnzene OJ (l.04

Ethy!benzene OJ 0.05 02 om 0.2 OJ
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 0.8 0.2 0.6 I

Xylene (Ortbo) 0.5 0,05 OJ 0.08 OJ 0.4

Styrene 0.' 0.05 0,25 om 00<; 0.8

1,1.2,2- Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0.08

a-Ethyltotuenc 0.5 0.06 OJ 0_06 0.1 OJ
1.j.S-Trimetbylbenzene 0,5 0.D5 0.09 0.02 OJ 0.0')

t.z.a-Trimethylbenzenc 0.5 0.08 0.2 0.07 0.2 0)

! .j-Dichlorobcuzene 0.5 0."
l.q-Dichlorobcnzenc 0.5 O,OS 0,02 om 0.02 0,03

Lz-Dichtorobcnzene 0.5 - 0.10

Lz.a-Tncbtorobenzene 1.0 0.10 0.02

Hexachloro-I .Lbutadiene 0.5 0.30
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 9 (DZ-9) VOC data
voc concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Methoo Detection

11118/08 11119/08 . 11120/08 ll121/08 11124/08 11125108(Dob~\ Iimitlonbv\
a-Bromofluorobcnzcnc NfA NlA 9.&4 10.13 10.69 1!.36 11.97 11.86

!.j-Dlmethyl cyclohexane NlA NfA

1,3-Pentadiene NfA NlA
"I.a-Pcntadicne NfA NfA

"t-Buranot NfA NfA 1.1 19

l-Dodecene NfA NlA

IS-.alpha.-Pinene NfA NfA 1.5

2,2,}.3-Tetramcrhyl butane NfA NlA 2.1

2,2,4,6,6-Pentamethyl heptane NlA NfA 9, S.3 11

2.2,4-TrimethyJ pentane NfA NfA 2J 2.1 1.1

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NfA 24

2,3.3-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2.3 -Dimcthyl pentane NfA NIA 1.5 1.1

2-Methyl butane NIA NIA 8.2 7.4 9 8.9 5.3 3.8

2-Methyl hexane NIA NfA I.J 14

2-Methyl pentane NIA NfA 3.5 3.3 36 3.7 a 1.5
2-Methyl-l,3-butadiene NIA NfA 16 1.5

3-Methyl butanal NfA NlA

J-Methyl hexane NfA NfA 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.5

J-Methyl pentane NfA NfA 19 18 2.1 1

Acetaldehyde N/A NfA 16 14 2.4
Benzaldehyde N'A NfA 19 1 3

Butanal ! . NIA NfA

Butane NlA NIA 5.9 6.1 8.3 6.7 4.J 3 I

Difluorochloromethane NIA NIA 26 3.6 i9

D-Limonene NIA NIA 1.1 U 1.9

Heptanal NfA NiA

Hexamethyl cyclotdsiloxanc NlA NiA

Hexanal NfA NIA

Isobutane NIA NIA 4.6 < )1 " 3.5 22

Methy! cyclohexanc NfA NIA 1.1

Methyl cyclopenranc NIA NlA 1.6 16 19 L7

Ncnanal NIA NfA 2 2

Ocatanaj NIA NfA 2

Octamcthyl cyctorrtsiloxane NIA NfA 10 "Octane NlA NfA

Pentane NlA NfA 3.6 4 4.1 3

trans-ta-Dimeuivl cvclohexane NlA NfA
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 9 (DZr9) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY (()ENTlFIEO COMPOllNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection 11126108 1211108 1212108 [213108 1214108 IUS{OS

{nnb~\ limit {nnbv\
4-Bromofluorobenzenc NfA NfA (1.53 9.44 9.66 8.08 9.07 8.76

l.j-Duuethyl cyclohexane NfA NfA

l.j-Pcntadicnc NfA NtA

ld-Pentadiene NfA NtA

I-Butanol NfA NfA

t-Dodecenc NfA NfA I

IS-.alpna,-Pinene NfA NfA

2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane NfA NIA Ll

2.2,4,6,6-Pentamethyl heptane NfA NfA 1.1

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NtA NfA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NtA

2,3.3-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NfA Nli\

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA , 8.\ 1.1 Ll 1.9 )'
z-Merhyt hexane NfA NfA

2-Methyl pentane NfA NfA ) I 1.9

2-Methyl-! .j-botadienc NlA NfA i6

J-Merhyl butanal NfA NfA I 1.1

j-Methyl hexane NfA NfA

3-Methyl pentane NfA NfA 1.9

Acetaldehyde NfA N/A,' 1.6 2.6 U )

Benzaldehyde NfA NtA 1.4

Butanal NfA NtA 1.1 1

Butane NfA NfA i6 8.1 2.9 1.7 1.8 '.6
Dttluorochloromcthane NfA NfA

DiLimonene NfA NfA 2.2

Heptanal NfA NIA II

Hexamcthyl cyclotrisitoxanc NtA NfA U

Hexanal Nt..... NfA I

lsobutanc NIA N/A II. ';5 11 , 14 2.1

Methyl cyclohexenc NIA NIA

Methyl cydopentane NfA NfA 1

Nenana! NfA NfA 1.6

Ocatanal NfA NfA I.J

Octamethyl cyclorrislfoxane NfA NtA I.J J..1

Octane NfA NfA

Pentane NIA NfA 4.8

trans-I .q-Dimethyl cvclohexanc NfA NfA
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Dominguez Elementary School - Room 9 (DZ-9) VOC data
voc concentration (ppbv)

TENT ATlVELY IOENTlF!EIJ COMPOUNIJS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

1218/08 1219/08 12110108 12IIl/08 12112108 12115/08(nob~\ limit (oobvl
a-Bromoduorobenzene NfA NfA 8.61 S.4 ! 11.22 9.55 9.52 10.2 r

1,3-Dimethyl cyclohexanc NfA NfA

1.3~Pentadiene NfA Nlil
1,4-Pentadienc NIl\. NfA

t-Butanol NfA NtA I.'
l-Dodecene NfA NlA

l Sc.alpha-Pmenc NfA NfA

2,2,3J-Tctramclhyl butane NfA NfA 1 1.9 t.t

2,2,4,6,6·Pentamethyl heptane NfA NfA

2.2,4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NfA

2,3,3·Trimethyl pentane NfA Nf,\

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NfA NfA 1.6

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA U l.7 1.4 4.' 3.2

2-Methyl hexane NfA NfA 1.6 1.2

2-Methyl pentane NfA NfA 17 )2

2-Methyl-I,3-butadiene N/A NfA

3-Methy! butana! NfA NfA

3-Methy! hexane Nli\. N/A H 1·1

3-Methyl pentane NfA NfA I.' 1.1
Acetaldehyde NfA NfA

Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

Butanal NfA NfA t.t

Butane NIA NtA 1 11 U a s 1)

Dj fluorochloromethanc NfA NfA

DsLimoncne NfA NtA 2)

Heptanal NfA NfA

Hexamethyl cyclotnsiloxane NfA NfA

Hcxanal NfA NtA

Isobutenc NfA NfA U " 1.6

Methyl cyclohexane NfA NfA

Methyl cyclopentane NfA Nt,\ IS "Nonana! Nt.<\. Nt.<\.

Ocetenal NtA NfA U

Octamethy! cyclotrisiloxanc NfA NfA

Octane NiA N/A

Pentane NlA NI.:"

trans"! .a-Dtmethyt £Xclohexane Nt:\ NfA _."
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 9 (DZ-9) VOC data
voc concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
12116108 12117/08 12118108 12119/08

{nnbv' limit Innbv\
-t-Bromofluorobenzene NfA NfA 9.66 9.52: 9.74 10.01

! ,3-Dimethyl cyclohexane NfA NfA 1.8

1,3-Pentadiene NfA NfA

!.e-Penradiene NfA NfA

l-Butancl NfA NfA

l-Dodecene NfA NfA

lSv.alpha-Pinene NfA NfA

2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane NfA NfA

2.2.4.6,6-Pentamethyl heptane NfA NfA

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2,2-0imethyl hexane NfA NfA

2,3,3-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA 1.2

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NfA NfA
" "

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA 1.6 II 1.5
2-Methyl hexane NfA NfA 2.4 22

2-McthyJ pentane NfA NfA " L2
2-Methyl-I,3-butadiene NfA Nt"

3-Methyl butanal NfA NfA

3-Methyl hexane NfA NfA 5 5.1 Ll 1.5
3-Methyl pentane NfA NtA

Acetaldehyde NfA NfA "Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

Butanal NfA NfA

Butane NfA NfA 1.2 I L2
DiIluorochloromethane NfA NfA

D'Lirnoncne NfA Nft\

Heptanal NfA NfA

Hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxene NIA NtA

Hcxanal NfA NtA

lscbutane NtA NfA

Methyl cyclohexanc NfA NfA

Methyl cyclopentanc NtA NtA

Nonana! NfA N/A

Ocatanal NfA NfA

Octamethyl cyclotrisiloxanc NfA NfA

Octane NfA NfA 2.7

Pentane NfA NfA

trans-Lq-Dimethyl cvclohexane NfA NfA I
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room II (DZ-Il) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECtATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection 11/18108 1l/l9/O8 11/20108 11121108 11124108 11125108. (nob-v' limit Innbv'

Propylene 1.0 0.04 5.4 3.7 , " 2.9
Freon 12 (Dicblorodifluoromethanc) 0.5 0.04 0.7 0' 0.7 0.' 0.'

Freon 114(1,2~Dichlorotetrafluorocthan) 0.5 0.03 0.01 0.01 O,O!

Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.' 0.8 0.'
Vinyl chloride 0' 0.04
Bromomethane 0' 0.05 0.04 om 0,02

Ethanol r.s 0.30 530 150 180 170 210 200
Freon II(TrichloroOuoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.3 0.2

Isopropyl alcobohz-Propenol) 15 om 70 21 15 12 " 16
Freon IIJ(I,I,2-Trichlofotrifluorocthan) 0' 0.06 0,07 0,06 0.06 0.06 0.06

Acetone 3.0 0,08 34 30 20 28 " 21
Carbon disulfide .1.0 0,04 0,08 0.07 0.Q7 0,05 0.06 0.06

Methylene chloride 1.5 0.04 U I 0.' I., 0.' 0'
n-Hexane 0.5 O.oJ U LI 1.9 15 0.' 0'

2·Butanone(MEK) t.s 0.07 2.4 2.' 1.8 2.4 2.5 1.9
Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.07 0.9 0' 0.3 0' 0.2 0.2
Chloroform 0' 0,0) 0.1 0.08 0,06 0.09 0,05 0.05

Terrahydrofuran 0.5 0.07 OJ 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2
Cyclohexaoc 0.5 0.04 I 0.7 2.2 9.6 0.5 OJ

Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0.04 om 0.07 0.07 om 0.06 om
n-Heptane 0.5 0.04 3.6 0.7 1.7 L1 0.6
Benzene 0.5 0,02 U 1.2 I 1.6 0.8 0.6

Tnchloroethene 0.5 004 0.07 0.07 003 om om. 0.05
Bromodichlorornethane 0.5 0,04

a-Methyl- 2-pentanonc(M 18K) 0.5 0,06 41 O. 0.7 0.5 OJ 0.7
cis-I,3-Dichloropropcne 0.5 0,04

Toluene 0.5 0.Q5 s.a 4.9 3.3 9.' 3.2 2.4
trans-t .j-Dichtoropropenc 0.5 0,04

1,1,2-Trichloroethane OJ 0.06

2-Hexanonc(MBK) L5 0.05 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2
Tetrachloroethene 0.5 0.04 OJ 0.2 0.08 OJ 0.1 0,09

Cblorobcozenc 0.5 0,04

Ethytbenzene 0.5 0.Q5 0.9 0.8 0.5 1.7 0.5 o.
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 3.1 2.3 1.7 5.7 1.7 1.2

Xylene (0£1110) 0.5 0.05 1.1 09 0.7 1.7 OJ 0.6
Styrene 0.5 0,05 15 0.' O. 0.7 1.3 0'

Bromoform 0.5 0,05 0.01
[,1,2.2- Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0.08

4-Ethy\toluene 0.5 0,06 LI 0.8 0.6 L2 0.' 0.5
IJ,5-Trimethylbenzene OS 0.05 OJ 0.2 OJ 0.2: 01
! ,2,4-Trimethylben7.ene OJ 0,08 1.1 0.' 0.6 1.2 0.6 0.5

t.f-Dichlorobeezene 05 0,06

La-Dlchtorobenzcne 0.5 0.05 02 0.1 0,09 0.2 0.1 0.08
l.z-Dicblorobcnzenc 0.5 0.10

t.z.a-Tricbtorobenzenc 1.0 0.10

Hcxachloro-Lj-butadiene 0.5 0.30 0.02
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 11 (DZ-ll) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIA TED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

IJn6108 1211108 1212108 12/3/08 1214/08 1215108'oobv' limit (nnbv)
Propylene 1.0 0.04 12 4.4 . 2.7

Freon 12 (Dichlorodiflucromethane) 0.5 0,04 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6

Freon 114(1 .z-Dichforotctrafluoroetban) 0.5 0.03 0.01 0.0\ 0.01 0.04 0.04 0,06
Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.6

Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04 0.05
Brcmomcthane 0.5 0.05 0.06 0.05

Ethanol 1.5 0.30 260 100 310 210 6J 41
Freon II(Trichlorot1uoromethane) 0.5 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4

Isopropyl alcohouz-Propanot) t.s am 160 sz J2 Il 4:4 5.4

Freon 113(1, Lz-Tricblororrtnuoroethan) 0.5 0.06 0.06 0,06 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.1

Acetone )0 0.08 " zs 14 17 IJ 22
Carbon disulfide 1.0 0.04 om 0,06 0.07 0,04 0.1

Methylene chloride 1.5 0,04 0.2 0.4 02 0) 0.4 0.6
n-Hcxanc 0.5 0.Q3 0.2 1.5 0) 0) 0) 0.6

2-Butanone(MEKI 1.5 0.Q7 2.1 3.9 1.4 2 U 1.6

Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.07 0.2 0.3 OJ 0.1 0)

Chloroform 0.5 0.0) 003 0,06 0.06 0,09

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.07

Cyclohexanc 0.5 0,04 0.7 0.2 0.2 0'
Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0,04 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.0& 0.Q7 0,07

a-Heptane 0.5 0,04 14 Ll 0.2 0.5
Benzene 0.5 0.G2' 0.2 1.2 0.2 04 0.4 0.9

Trichloroethenc 05 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04 0,06 0,05

Bromodichloromethane 0.5 0.04 0,03
4~Methyl-2-pentanone(M1BK) 0.5 0.06 2 0' 0.1 0.2 0.2 02

cis-t.J -Dichloropropene 0.5 O,O~ 0,02

Toluene 0.5 0,05 I 4.6 0.8 0.9 I 2,7

trans- [,3-Dich!oropropcnc 0.5 0.04 0.02 0,02

!,1,2.Trichloroethane 0.5 0.06 0.03
2·Hcxanone(MBK) IS 0.05 0.2 0.4 02 0.2 0.1 0.1

Tetraohloroethenc 0.5 0,04 0.03 0.08 0.06 0,07 01
Cblorobenzene 0.5 0.04 0.03 OO~

Ethylbenzenc 0.5 0,05 0.1 06 0.1 0.2 O.} 0.4

Xylene (para & mere) 10 0,10 0.5 I 0) 0' 0.4 1.2

Xylene (Ormo) OJ 0.05 0) 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5

Styrene 0.5 0,05 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9

Bromoform 0.5 0.05

1, I ,2.2- Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0_08 0.03 0,04
a-Ethyltotucnc 0.5 0.06 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5

1,3,5-Trimcthylbcnzene 0.5 0.05 0,05 0.2 0.D4 (},06 0,06 0.2
[,2,4- Trimethylbcnzenc 0.5 0.08 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 0,2 0,5

! ,3-Dichlorobenzene 05 0,06 0.0) 0,0] 0.03

t.a-Dichlorcbcnzcnc 0.5 0,05 0,05 01 OM 0.04 0,04 0.06
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 05 0.10 0.03 0,03 0.04

! ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 1.0 0,10 0.05 0.Q3 0.05

Hexachtoro-t J -butadicnc 0.5 0.30 0.Q4 0.03 O.O'l
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 11 (DZ-Il) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATEO ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detecuon

1218108 1219108 12/10/08 12111108 12/1Zl08 12115108(nnbV) limitlnnbv\
Propylene 1.0 0.04 I 4.7 0.7

Freon 12 (Dichloroditluoromethane) 0.5 0.Q4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4

Freon !14(1,2~D[ch!orotetratluoroethan) 0.5 0.03 0.03 0.Q2

Chloromethane 0.5 0.08 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5

Vinyl chloride 0.5 0.04

Bromorncthanc 0.5 OM
Ethanol 1.5 0.30 18 42 6.4 60 23 99

Freon II(Trichlorofluorometilane) 05 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 O,}

Isopropyl alcohol(2-Propanol) 1.5 O.O} 3S 8A 4.2 7.9 3.2 13

Freon! 13(1,1,2·Trichlorotrifiuoroethan) 0.5 0,06 0.04 0.04 0.06 0,03

Acetone 3.0 0.08 14 15 5.9 19 19 15
Carbon disul fide 1.0 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02

Methylene chloride 1.5 0.04 0.2 05 0.2 0.5 0.8 OJ
n-Hexane 0.5 0.03 0.05 0.1 0,07 0.2 0.8 0.1

2-Butanone(MEK) 1.5 om 0.8 0.1 0.3 IA Ll

Ethyl acetate 0:5 0_01 0.2

Chloroform 0.5 0.03

Tetrahydrofuran 0.5 0.0?

Cyclobcxanc 05 0.04 0,04 0,08 0,2 0.5 0.2
Carbon tetrachloride 0.5 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06

n-Heptanc 0.5 0.04 0.1 0,2 0.6
Benzene 0.5 0,02 om 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.1 0.06

Trichlorocthenc 0.5 0.04 0.02 0,06

Bromodichloromethane 0.5 0.04

a-Methyl-z-pcntanoneflvt 18K) 0.5 0.06 0.04 0.09 2.9

cis-t.LDichlcropropenc 0.5 0,04 2.9

Toluene 0.5 0.05 01 04 0.5 0.5 r.a
trans-t.J-Dicbtoropropenc 0.5 0.04

1,1.2-Trichloroethane 0.5 0.06

2-Hexanone(MBK) L5 O.os 0.1 0.2

Tetrachlorocthenc 0.5 0.04 0.01 0.Q3 0.D2 0.Q2 0.1

Chlorobenzenc 0.5 0.04 0.01
Ethylbcnzene 0.5 0,05 0.Q3 0,07 0,07 0,08 0.6 0,0)

Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0.10 0.08 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.7 0.08
Xylene (Ortbo) 0.5 0.05 0,04 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 003

Styrene 0.5 0.Q5 0.02 0.06 0.2 0,06 0.7 0.02
Bromoform 0.5 0.05

I 1,2.2-Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0,08 0.Q3

a-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.1 0,08 0.5 0.03
1.3.5- Trimerhylbenzene 0.5 0.05 0,02 om O,OS 0.03 0.1 0,01
l.z.a-Trirnetbylbenzcne 0.5 0.08 0.04 0,08 0.2 0.08 0.5 0.04

t.j-Dichlorcbenzene 0.5 0.06 O.O! 0,01

J .a-Dicbtorobenzenc 0.5 O.os 0,01 0.D2 0.01 O.O! 0.04 0,01

t.z-Diculorobenzenc 0.5 0.10

J ,2,4-Trtchlorobenzcnc 1.0 0.10 0,02 0,02 0.02 0.02 0,02
Hexachloro-Lj-butadiene 0.5 0.)0 O.O!
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 11 (DZ-ll) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

SPECIATEO ORGANIC COM;POUNOS
Reporting Limit Method Detection 12/[6108 [2/[7108 )2/[8108 [2/[9108'oob~\ limit lnnbv\

Propylene 1.0 0.04 1.1 1.8
Freon 12 (Dichlorodifluoromethane) 05 ON 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Freon 114(L2·Dicnlorotetratluoroethan) . 05 O.oJ 0.02
Chloromethane 05 0,08 05 0.6 05 05
Vinyl chloride 05 0.04

Bromomethane 05 0.05
Ethanol 15 0.30 110 ISO 58 12

Freon II(Trichlorotluoromethane) 05 0.Q4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1
isopropyl atcoholfz-Propanol) 1.5 0.03 " 20 10 5.4

freon 1l3(1, Lz-Trichlorcrriflcoroctban) 05 0,06 0,02
Acetone 30 0.08 " 17 19 15

Carbon disulfide 1.0 0,04 0.04 0,01 om
Methylene chloride 15 0.04 0.' 0.2: 0.2 0)

n-Hexane 05 om 0.1 0,05

2-Butanone(MEK) 1.5 0.07 0) 0.6 1
Ethyl acetate 0.5 0.07 0.2
Chloroform 05 0.03

Tetrahydrofuran 05 {W7

Cycfohcxane 05 0.04 0.1 0,05
Carbon tetrachloride 05 0.04 0003 0.02 0,02

a-Heptane 05 0.04

Benzene 0.5 0.02 0.2 0,03 0,05 0,09

Trichlorcethene 0.5 0.04 0.02
Bromodichloromethane 0.5 0.04

4-Methyl-2-pentanone(M!BK) 0.5 0,06 6.6 3.5 0.2 0.8
cis-L'l-Dichloropropcne 0.5 0.04

Toluene 0.5 0.05 0.6 0.07 0.3 0,2

trans-Lj -Dtchloropropene 0.5 0.Q4

1, l.z-Trichlorocrbanc 0.5 0.06
2-Hexanone(MBK) 15 0,05 0,08 OJ
Tetrachlorocthcnc 0.5 0,04 0.0.1

Chlorobcnzenc 05 0,04

Ethylbenzene 05 0.05 0.1 om 0,03 OM
Xylene (para & meta) 1.0 0,10 0.4 OM 0,07 0.2

Xylene (Ortho) 0.5 0.D5 0.2 0,04 0,06
Styrene 0.5 0.D5 0.06 0.05

Bromoform 0.5 0.D5
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 0.5 0.08

4-Ethyltoluene 0.5 0.06 0.2 om 0.03 0.05
1,3,5- T rimethylbenzene 0.5 0.05 0,01 0,02
1,2,4-T rimethylbenzene 0.5 0.08 0.2 0,02 0,03 0,05

1,3-Dichlorobenzene 0.5 0.06 0.01
La-Dlchlorobenzenc 0.5 0,05 0.03
1,2-Dichlorobenzcne 0.5 0,10 0.01

[ ,2.4-Trichlorobenzene 1.0 0,10 0.05
Hexachtoro-Lf-butadicne 0.5 0.30
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room II (DZ-ll) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTmEO COMPOUNDS Reporting Limit Method Detection
1lI18108 11119108 11120108 H/2l/0S 11124108 11125108(DDbv) limit {nnbv\

I,I-Ditluoroethane NIA NIA
I-Butanol HlA NIA 1.7

l-Dodccenc NIA NIA
2,2,3,J-Tetramethyl butane NIA NIA 21

2,2,4,6,6-Pentamethyl heptane NIA NIA 12
2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NIA NIA 2.'

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NIA NIA 21 3
2,3-Dimethyl pentane NIA NIA 1.8 I.l U I.,

2-Mcthyl butane NIA NIA 92 7.7 8.2 " 4.7 3.8
2-Mcthyl hexane NlA NIA 1.5 1.6 1.4
2-Methyl pentane NIA NIA 4.1 7.2 36 4.6 2 !.4

2-Methyl-l.3-butadiene NIA NIA 2.6 1.8 U 1.7 14 1.1
3-Methyl butanal HlA NIA
3-Methy! butane N/A NIA
3-Mcthyl hexane N/A NIA 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.1
3-Methyl pentane NIA NIA 2.1 1.8 }.2 }.S 1.1

3-Methyl-I,2-butadiene NIA NIA
A ectal deh yde N/A NIA U 1.1 1.5 1.9 21
Benzaldehyde NIA NI,\ I.< I !.5 1.8 1.6

Butanal NlA NIA
Butane N/A NIA 64 6.4 Jj " )9 )1

Butyl ester acetic acid NIA NIA 8.8
Difluorochloromethane NIA N/A 12

D-Limonene NlA NfA "Heptanal NlA NIA
Hexametbyl cyclotnsiloxanc NiA NiA JS

Hexane! NIA NIA

Isobutanc NfA WA 4.6 4.9 .u 47 2q 2.3
Methyl cyC!ohexane NIA NtA U
Methyl cyclopentanc NlA NIA 1.8 " U 2

Naphthalene NlA N/A

Nonanal NIA NlA 14
Ocatanal NIA NIA 1.1 U

Octamethyl cyclotrtsiloxanc NlA NIA 5.7 jJ

Pontanal NIA NIA
L___ Pentane NlA NIA 4.1 )7 " 25
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Domingnez Elementary School Room 11 (DZ-ll) VOC data- .

voc concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Lim it Method Detection

11126/08 1211108 12f2f08 1213108 1214/08 1215108
(nnbVI limitfohbv\

t.t-Dfttuoroethane NfA NIA
--

l-Butanol NfA NfA

t-Dodeccne NIA NfA I

2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane NfA NtA '6
2,2,4,6,6-Pentamethy1 heptane NIA NfA

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NfA NfA I.J

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NtA

2,3-Dimethyl pentane NfA NfA

2-Methyl butane NfA NfA 2.1 '.7 az 1.1 1 )9
2-Methyl hexane NfA NfA

2-Methy\ pentane NfA NfA )) 1
2-Methyl-! .j-butadienc NfA NfA 1.1

3-Methyl butanal NtA NIA II

3-Methyl butane NIA NfA I

3-Methyl hexane NIA NIA

3-Methyl pentane NfA Nt .... 2.!
3-Methyl-I,2-butadiene NfA N'A 1.1

Acetaldehyde NfA N(" 2.8 n 1.1 7..7
Benzaldehyde NfA Ni:\ " "Butanal NfA NIA '6 1.1

Butane NfA NIA 1 e.s 2.6 2.5 r. 19
Butyl ester acetic acid NfA NtA

Diflucrochtcromcthane NfA NfA

D-Limonene NfA NiA 1.' s
Heptane! NfA NiA 24

Hcxemethyl cyclorristloxane NfA NlA )) 1.1
Hexanal NfA NlA 1.8

Isobutane NfA NfA s.s 2.} r. 1.3 2.6
Methyl cyclohcxane NfA Ni,.\

Methyl cyctopemane NIA NiA 2. I

Naphthalene NfA NiA

Nenana! NIA NiA 1.7 11

Ocatanal NfA NfA 1.6 1.8
Octamethyl cyctotrisiloxane NfA NfA 6.'

Pentanal NfA Nt,>, I.S
Pentane NfA NfA
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Dominguez Elementary School- Room 11 (DZ-Il) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMrOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection [218108 1219108 12110/08 IUll/08 12/12/08 12115108

{nnbv\ limit innbv\
1,1--Difluoroethane NfA NfA 26

I-Butanol NfA NfA

t-Dodecenc NfA NfA

2,2,3.3-Tetramethyl butane NfA NfA , LS

2,2,4,6.6·Pentamethyl heptane NfA NfA

2,2,4-Trimethyi pentane NfA NfA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NfA NtA

z.j-Dtmeuiyl pentane NfA NfA

2.Methyl butane N'A NfA 2.7 4'
2-Mcthyl hexane WA NfA II

. 2-Methyl pentane WA NfA 1.7 3.2

z-Methyl-Ls-butadtene NfA NfA

3-Mcthyl butanal NfA NfA

J-Methyl butane NfA NfA

J-Methyl hexane NfA NfA 1.3

3-Methyl pentane N/A NfA 1.7

j-Methyl-l.z-buradicnc NfA NfA

Acetaldehyde NfA NfA

Benzaldehyde NfA NfA

Butanal NfA NfA

Butane NfA NfA LJ 2.1 J4 II

Butyl ester acetic acid NfA NfA

Difluorochloromethane N!A N/A

D-Limonene NfA N!A 2.3

Heptanal NfA NfA

Hexamethyl cyclotristtoxanc N/ .... WA

Hexane! N'A NIA

Isobutane NfA NfA IJ 2.4 U 1.7
Methyl cyclobexanc NfA NtA

Methyl cyclcpcntane NfA WA

"Naphthalene N/t\ NIA

Nonanal NfA NfA

Ocatanal NfA NfA

Octamcthyl cyclotrisiloxaac NfA NfA

Pontanal NfA NfA

Pentane NfA NfA
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Domingnez Elementary School- Room 11 (DZ-Il) VOC data
VOC concentration (ppbv)

TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS
Reporting Limit Method Detection

12116/08 [2/[7/08 [2/[8/08 [2/[9108
{DDb~\ limit {oobv)

I.! -Difluoroethanc NIA NfA

I-Butanol NIA NfA

l-Dodecene NtA NfA

2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane N/A NIA 1.1
2,2,4,6,6·Pentamethyi heptane NlA NIA

2,2,4-Trimethyl pentane NIA NIA

2,2-Dimethyl hexane NIA NfA

2,3-0imcthy\ pentane NfA NfA

2-McthyJ butane NIA NlA

2-MethyJ hexane NIA NIA

2-Methyl pentane NlA NIA

2-Methy!-I,3-butadiene N/A NlA

3-Methy! butanal NtA NfA

3-Methyl butane NIA N!A

3-Methyl hexane Nf,\ NIA

3-Melhy\ pentane N/A NiA

j-Methyl-! .z-buradienc N/A NfA

Acetaldehyde Ni/>,. NIA

Benzaldehyde NIA NiA

Butanal NfA NIA

Butane NIA NIA II

Butyl ester acetic acid NIA NfA 1.6

Difluorochloromethane NlA NfA

D-Limonene NIA NIA

Hcptanal NfA NIA

Hexamcthyl cyclotrisiloxane NlA NtA

Hexane! NIA NfA

Isobutanc N/A NfA r.
Methyl cyctohexane Ni,\ NIA

Methyl cyctopentanc N!A NIA

Naphthalene Nt'.'\. N!A 1.2

Nonanal NlA NlA

Ocatanal NiP, N:A

Octamethyl cyctotnsttoxanc NlA N.'A

Pentanal N:A Nr'A

Pentane NfA NiA
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Chapter I. The General Plan S m Page 8 of 12

\

IELEMENT in 1993 Revision required
by July, 1996

ItSAFETY ELEMENT I
IFire Protection ITo be included in the SAFETY

ELEMENT= liTo be updated as the SAFETY
ELEMENT

jseismic Safety ITo be included in the SAFETY
ELEMENT

PURPOSE OF THE CITYWIDE GENERAL PLAN FRAMEWORK ELEMENT
The Framework Element establishes the broad overall policy and direction for the entire general plan. It is
a discretionary element of the general plan which looks to the future and replaces Concept Los Angeles
and the Citywide Plan (adopted in 1974). [t provides a citywide context and a comprehensive long-range
strategy to guide the comprehensive update of the general plan's other elements -- including the
community plans which collectively comprise the Land Use Element. The Framework Element also
provides guidance for the preparation of related general plan implementation measures including Specific
Plans, ordinances, or programs, including the Capital Improvements Program.

The Framework Element is not sufficiently detailed to impact requests for entitlements on individual
parcels. Community plans will be more specific and will be the major documents to be looked to for
consistency with the general plan for land use entitlements. .

The Framework Element sets forth a conceptual relationship between land use and transportation on a
citywide basis and defines new land use categories which better describe the character and function of the
City as it has evolved over time, In addition, it sets forth an estimate of population and employment
growth for a 15 to 20 year time period that can be used to guide the planning of infrastructure and public
services. This, however, does not represent a limit on growth or a mandated level of growth in the City or
its community plan areas. Traditionally, such "end-state" limits have proven ineffective in guiding growth
and public infrastructure and service investments and in responding to the changing needs of a city's
residents and its economy. ln its place, the Framework Element establishes a program to annually monitor
growth, its impacts, and infrastructure and service needs that will be documented in a report to the City
Council and pertinent service departments and agencies. This will provide decision makers and planners
with the information that is essential in shaping growth in a manner that can mitigate its impacts, minimize
development costs, conserve natural resources, and enhance the quality of life in the City.

REGIONAL CONTEXT AND CONFORMITY WITH OTHER REGIONAL PLANS
The Framework Element serves as subregional input to the Southern California Association of
Governments Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and provides a context for cooperative planning
efforts between the City of Los Angeles, adjacent cities, and the County of Los Angeles. The Framework
Element, along with the Air Quality Element and the Transportation Element, ensures conformity between
the Los Angeles City General Plan and the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Regional Air
Quality Management Plan. The Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide includes Growth Management
and Mobility components.

MONITORING AND REPORTING
The Department of City Planning will develop and implement a growth Monitoring System and annually

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/framwklchapters/OI/OI.htm 21712013
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ARTHUR L. KASSAN, P.E.
Consulting Traffic Engineer

February 12, 2013.

Bradly S. Torgan, Esq.
927 Kings Road #220
West Hollywood, CA 90069

Subject: II Villaggio Toscano Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Mr. Torgan:

At your request, I have reviewed the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the II
Villaggio Toscano residential/commercial project proposed for the west side of
Sepulveda Boulevard, north of Camarillo Street, in the Sherman Oaks community of the
City of Los Angeles. I have concentrated my review on transportation/traffic issues. I
also reviewed other sections of the complete EIR for descriptions of the planned project
and other pertinent background information.

Following are my comments.

1. The traffic impact study for the 2010 Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) is
based on a previous traffic impact study dated December 2008. The sole change
from the 2008 study was the addition of a factor of 4% to the counted traffic
volumes at all of the study locations to estimate the traffic growth between the
two study dates. However, for the 2010 study, there were no revisions of the
related projects data to account for the additional projects that were proposed for
the area during the year and one-half between the two traffic studies (fall of 2008
to spring of 2010).

The Sherman Oaks and neighboring Encino communities are locations of high
levels of continuing development activity, and new projects that may affect the
same intersections that will be impacted by the II Villaggio Toscano should be
included in the analysis. Without those, the baseline data and ability to analyze
and mitigate impacts are skewed, and the EIR fails as an informational
document. The related projects list and associated traffic and circulation data
and impacts must be added and the EIR recirculated with this additional,
essential information.

2. Although a new development program has been proposed by the applicant since
the completion and circulation of the DEIR, there is no new and up-to-data traffic
impact analysis for that currently-proposed program. Instead, the applicant's
consultants have modified their previous analysis by making only one adjustment
- they have changed the analysis study year from 2010 to 2013. [FEIR Appendix
H-1] The study year, by definition, should be the year in which the project will be
not only fully built but also, essentially, fully occupied.

Telephone
(J 10) 558-0808

5105 Cimarron Lane
Culver City, CA 90230

FAX
(J 10) 558-1829
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Again, a traffic growth factor of 4% has been applied to the results of the 2008
study traffic study. With that one change in the analysis parameters, the
consultants have identified three additional intersections at which there will be
significant traffic impacts in the year 2013 that cannot be mitigated.

However, that analysis, made in 2010 for the 2013 study year, is invalid on the
bases of the following issues:

a) it is based on traffic counts that were made in 2008 and are currently five
years old; and

b) it is based on a related projects list that was initially produced in 2008 and
that has notbeen up-dated in five years, despite the large number of
substantial projects that have been proposed and approved for the vicinity of
the development site.

3. The use of 2013 as the study year for traffic analysis, in itself, is now an invalid
assumption. The development has not yet been approved by the several City
bodies whose approvals are necessary prior to construction. Also, the extensive
and complicated project will require several years to construct. Beyond that is the
duration necessary to lease and move tenants into the approximately 400
apartments that are currently proposed.

In the consultant's supplemental analysis [FEIR Appendix H-1], dated March 23,
2010, they showed that taking the single step of increasing the study year by only
two years, from 2011 in the Draft EIR to 2013 in the FEIR, would result in
significant traffic impacts at three additional intersections, that is, in addition to
the ten impacted intersections identified in the original DEIR report. How many
more intersections would be identified as significantly impacted if the analysis
were expanded to a more reasonable study year of 2016, when it is possible that
a substantial level of development occupancy will have been attained?

In 2016, the traffic count data and related projects list (both produced in 2008)
upon which all of the consultant's analyses are based will be eight years old. A
project of this magnitude, with already-identified significant impacts that cannot
be mitigated, should be subjected to a more rigorous and more current analysis
than has been produced so far. The neighbors and the decision-makers are
entitled to no less.

4. The information presented throughout the DEIR regarding project access is
incomplete and contradictory. In several places,the DEIR says that there will be
no project driveways on Sepulveda Boulevard, for example: "No driveways on
Sepulveda Boulevard would be proposed." [page 11-10 of the DEIR main text];
and "No project driveways are proposed on Sepulveda Boulevard." [page 30 of
the Traffic Impact Study, DEIR Appendix H].
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Yet, on page IV,K-23 of the DEIR main text there is discussion of a "new private
driveway/fire lane along the back side of the site, .,. extending from Sepulveda
Boulevard to Camarillo Street." The paragraph following that sentence refers to
the "driveway/fire lane" three more times, including a description of potential
turning-movement restrictions atits intersection with Sepulveda Boulevard. The
same wording appears on page 11-10of the DEIR main text. That implies that
there will be a driveway (i. e., a private on-site roadway with the sole purpose of
providing access to the site development) on Sepulveda Boulevard for the
project, contrary to the statements quoted in the preceding paragraph.

The figures that depict the traffic volumes that will be generated by II Villaggio
Toscano assigned to the study intersections do not include the volumes that will
use that driveway [Figures 5(a) and 5(b), pages 27 and 28, Traffic Impact Study,
Appendix H]. Although the driveway is not one of the study intersections, it would
be important and essential information to know what volumes are projected to be
using that driveway because of its location on Sepulveda Boulevard between the
freeway on-ramp and La Maida Street. Nowhere in the report main text or the
Appendix could I find data on the potential traffic volumes that will use that
driveway.

In the FEIR, the "Refined Conceptual Site Plan" [FEIR Figure 11-1,page 11-2]
shows a clearly labeled driveway on Sepulveda Boulevard at the northern edge
of the proposed development, despite several statements in the DEIR by the
applicant's consultants that there would be no development driveways on that .
street.

The inconsistencies between certain text in the DEIR versus the illustrations. and
other text in the DEIR have been continued into the FEIR. As driveway locations
and operations along a primary highway are of SUbstantial interest in evaluating
traffic impacts, the development review process should not continue until those
inconsistencies have been resolved.

5. Not only is the driveway on Sepulveda Boulevard ignored in the analysis of the
project impacts, but all of the II Villaggio Toscano driveways have been ignored
throughout the DEIR, and therefore, in the FEIR, as well. Beyond stating the
number and purposes of the proposed driveways (plus the confusing information
on whether or not there will be a driveway on Sepulveda Boulevard), nothing
about the proposed driveways is described.

a) What will be the exact location and width of each driveway? City Department
of Transportation policy calls for a minimum width of 30 feet for two-way
driveways; that width is not shown in the site plan. [FEIR Figure 11-1,page 11-2]

b) What will be the volumes of peak-hour traffic that will use each driveway?
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c) How many lanes will be provided at each driveway?

d) For each driveway, will there be gates or other security devices, and where will
such devices be located?

e) What will be the impacts of peak-hour left turns to and from each driveway? .

Without this information, the EIR fails to inform the public and decision makers
about critical traffic, circulation and pedestrian/vehicle safety issues associated
with the proposed project.

6. No attention has been paid to the impacts of II Villaggio Toscano traffic on the
other developments and existing driveways along Camarillo Street. Currently, the
south side of Camarillo Street is fully developed with a parking structure for the
Sherman Oaks Galleria shopping and office center and a motel. The Galleria
parking structure has three significant driveways on Camarillo Street - one for
visitor parking entry and exit; one for employee parking entry and exit; and one
for visitor parking exit only. The motel at the southeast corner of the Sepulveda
Boulevard/Camarillo Street intersection has two entry/exit driveways for its
patrons and employees. And, there is an alley separating the Galleria structure
from the motel; the alley connects Camarillo Street to the apartment development
south of the motel. The DEIR and the traffic impact report make no mention of
any of those potentially impacted driveways, nor is there any figure on which they
are illustrated.

The designers of II Villaggio Toscano are proposing several driveways for the
north side of Camarillo Street - a residential drop-off/pick-up area with one entry
driveway and one exit driveway; a two-way driveway for residential guests; and a
two-way driveway for retail traffic. For the original project, the traffic analysts
have estimated that more than 500 vehicles of II Villaggio Toscano traffic will use
Camarillo Street in the peak hour.

What will be the impacts of II Villaggio Toscano traffic on the operations of the
several existing driveways along the south side of Camarillo Street? It can
reasonably be inferred based on the facts in the record to date that the
operations of those existing driveways and the alley will be significantly impacted.
Additionally, II Villaggio Toscano traffic would not only likely impact the existing
alleys and driveways, it may also result in significant safety hazards at Camarillo
Street and Sepulveda Boulevard as vehicles attempting to enter those driveways
and alley potentially back up into the intersection. Yet there is no disclosure,
analysis or mitigation of those conditions and impacts. The EIR fails as a
sufficient informational document on this additional ground.
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As illustrated in FEIR Figure 11-1[page 11-2J,the residential guest parking
driveways will be close to the driveway for the drop-off/pick-up area and also
close to the intersection of the driveway/fire road with Camarillo Street. What will
be the safety and traffic flow impacts of so many access points within a short

. frontage and located directly opposite the Galleria parking structure driveways?

7. The privately-owned road along the western edge of the Shennan Oaks Galleria
is not discussed. It will likely be a potential access route of II Villaggio Toscano
traffic, even though it is not a public right-of-way, and II Villaggio Toscano traffic
may not be entitled to use it. The road intersects Camarillo Street opposite the
proposed intersection of the new drivewaylfire road for II Villaggio Toscano and
extends south through the Galleria property to an intersection with Ventura
Boulevard ..Therefore, traffic heading towards II Villaggio Toscano could turn left
or right to enter the Galleria road from Ventura Boulevard, and traffic leaving II
Villaggio Toscano could turn right from the Galleria road onto westbound Ventura
Boulevard heading toward the San Diego Freeway on-ramp and Encino.

Within the Galleria site, this private road serves parking structure driveways and
truck delivery/service areas for the Galleria shopping center. There are numerous
locations for vehicle turning and trucks rnaneuvering into and out of dock areas.

The DEIR contains no discussion of the potential use of this private road as a
short-cut or bypass for II Villaggio Toscano traffic, with the attendant increase in
potential liability to the owners of the Galleria. Because there is no such
evaluation, there are no measures that have been proposed to prevent the use
the Galleria road as a convenient route to and frorn II Villaggio Toscano. That
discussion, together with appropriate mitigation measures that will be acceptable
to the Galleria management, should be presented in the DEIR and the FEIR.
This omission of information ignores both vehicular and pedestrian safety issues
in such a high-volume area as the Galleria site and its private road serving
parking structure driveways and truck delivery/service areas for the Galleria
shopping center.

8. Mitigation measures are presented for many of the intersections that will be
impacted by the II Villaggio Toscano traffic. At several locations, the measures
call for on-street parking to be eliminated in order to provide the additional lane( s)
that will be necessary to accommodate the new traffic.

Camarillo Street, west of Sepulveda Boulevard: Parking will be eliminated on
both sides of the street - a total of 14 parking spaces. Those spaces will not be
replaced by the parking spaces that will be' provided within the II Villaggio
Toscano project. The drivers who currently use those spaces will not be' entitled
to park within the new development.
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Ventura Boulevard at Beverly Glen Boulevard: Parking will be prohibited on the
south side of Ventura Boulevard. According to the traffic engineer's "Conceptual
Mitigation Plan", three parking spaces will be lost. [DEIR Appendix H, page 295J

What will be the impacts of the removals of those on-street parking spaces,
particularly on adjacent businesses? It is reasonable to expect that there will be
increased parking spillover into the adjacent neighborhoods south of Ventura
Boulevard and the neighborhood east of Sepulveda Boulevard, north and south
of Camarillo Street. Yet there is no disclosure, analysis or mitigation of those
conditions and impacts. The EIR fails as a sufficient informational document on
this additional ground.

9. The residential neighborhood east of Sepulveda Boulevard has been ignored in
the impacts analysis. Only three streets that serve the neighborhood intersect
Sepulveda Boulevard between the freeway and Ventura Boulevard - Camarillo
Street, La Maida Street, and Moorpark Street. Of those three intersections, all will
be significantly impacted by II Villaggio Toscano traffic, but only one - Sepulveda
Boulevard/Camarillo Street - is purported to have its impacts mitigated by the
proposed measures. The other two intersections - Sepulveda Boulevard/La
Maida Street and Sepulveda Boulevard/Moorpark Street - will not have
mitigation measures and will remain significantly and unavoidably impacted after
completion of the project. [DEIR page K-50 of the main text].

With two of the three neighborhood access intersections Significantly impacted,
there will be a significant, unmitigated impact on the residents and visitors of the
neighborhood. Many will choose to change their routes from and to the
neighborhood in order to avoid congestion at the impacted intersections. Some
may choose to use Camarillo Street for access to/from Sepulveda Boulevard,
because it will have the best operations of the three neighborhood street
intersections. Others may choose to use the neighborhood streets that intersect
Ventura Boulevard, although the intersection of Ventura Boulevard and Kester
Avenue (North), which could be viewed as an alternative, will be operating at
such poor Levels of Service that it may not be attractive to neighborhood traffic.

The impacts on neighborhood accessibility should not be ignored. There should
be a substantial evaluation of those impacts of II Villaggio Toscano traffic. The
omission of such information that is so meaningful to the neighborhood residents
further results in an EIR that fails as a sufficient informational document.

10. The alternatives analysis of the DEIR is insufficient in that it does not provide a
complete evaluation of the potential for traffic impact mitigation by means of
reducing the magnitude of the proposed project.
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Beginning on page V-2 of the DEIR text is a section entitled, "2. Alternatives
Considered and Rejected". In the sub-section, "Alternatives to Reduce Significant
Traffic Impacts", there is the statement, "In order to elirninate the significant and
unavoidable traffic impacts of the project (at all five intersections that would be
significantly impacted), it is estimated that the project would need to be reduced
by 86 percent." That is a rnisstaternent. It is not the "project" that would have to
be reduced; it is the traffic generated by the project that must be reduced to
achieve mitigation. According to the trip generation estirnates in Table IV.K-8
[DEIR page IV.K-36 of the rnain text], approximately 48% of the "Net Project
Trips" will be generated by the grocery store and specialty retail components of
the project. If those two cornponents were eliminated, that would leave a
remaining trip reduction of 207 afternoon peak-hour trips to corne from the
residential component. That would equate to a reduction of approxirnately 364
dwelling units, meaning that an alternative of 136 dwelling units, in addition to all
of the commercial components, would reduce traffic impacts at all intersections to
levels that would be less than significant with mitigation.

An All Residential Use Alternative is analyzed in the Alternatives chapter
[beginning on DEIR page V-46 of the main text]; however, the only quantity of
dwelling units for which the impacts were evaluated was the original proposal of
500 units. With the elimination of the two retail components, the 500-unit all-
residential project would still result in unmitigated and unavoidable traffic impacts
at three intersections - Ventura Boulevard/Sepulveda Boulevard; 1-405 Freeway
northbound ramps-Greenleaf Street!Sepulveda Boulevard; and Moorpark Street!
Sepulveda Boulevard [DEIR pages V-59 and 60, DEIR main text]. Not mentioned
in the DEIR is that at all three of the unavoidably impacted intersections, the
significant impacts would occur in the afternoon peak hour only; there would be
no significant impacts in the morning peak hour at any of those three
intersections with the all-residential alternative.

In conclusion, the EIR has failed to analyze a reasonable range of alternatives.
As a result, it fails as an adequate informational document.

11. In DEIR sub-section V.E. "Environmentally Superior Alternative", it is
acknowledged that the All Residential Use Alternative would be environmentally
superior to the proposed project, including with respect to traffic impacts. "A
comparative evaluation of the remaining alternatives indicates that the All
Residential Use Alternative would be the environmentally superior alternative.
With the elimination of the proposed commercial uses under this alternative,
operational impacts associated with dernand for public services, and demand for
utilities would be less than the project. ... this alternative would generate
approximately 2,750 fewer daily trips than the project." [page V-69 of the DEIR
main text]
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The authors go on to say that the All Residential Use Alternative would not meet
all of the "project's objectives," because the retail uses would be eliminated with

. the alternative. The project's objectives were not formulated by an objective and
unbiased body, such as a panel of city planners and neighborhood residents and
business people. The objectives were formulated by the project applicant and his
consultants and were tailored to suit the development components that the,
applicant proposed, not the verifiable needs of the community. The objectives
that would not be met by the alternative are discussed briefly in the DEIR.IDEIR
page V-69.] .

• "... to provide commercial uses to serve project residents in a manner that
contributes to a synergy of site uses and enhances the character of the
neighborhood within walking distance of numerous apartments and single-
family residences ... "

Patronage of the commercial facilities by residents of the project apartments
was not considered to be a significant component of the project trip attraction in
the traffic impact study. The traffic analysts for both the applicant and the City
assumed that only 5% of the commercial traffic would be "Internal Trip Credit,"
that is, walking trips between the commercial and residential components of II
Villaggio Toscano. [Table IV.K-8, page IV-36 of the DEIR main text] That
means that 95% of the commercial trips were estimated to be coming from
outside of the project.

No trip credit was taken by the traffic engineers for walk-in trips from the nearby
apartments and single-family neighborhood. The proposed market, which will
constitute 82% of the commercial floor area, will be located in the northernmost
part of the site, as far as possible from the nearest apartments on Sepulveda
Boulevard south of the motel and as far as possible from the traffic-signa 1-
controlled Sepulveda Boulevard/Camarillo Street intersection at which
pedestrians can make the crossing of the wide boulevard that will separate the
single-family neighborhood from the market.

A market with 45,000 square feet of floor area requires a trade area of 1 Y, to 2
miles in radius. Most patrons will be reluctant to walk more than y. of a mile
from a market considering the packages that they will have to carry. To
consider the proposed market as a significant pedestrian destination is
unrealistic.

Additionally, there are already two supermarkets in the general vicinity of the
neighborhood, a Whole Foods at 4520 N. Sepulveda Boulevard and a
Pavillions at 14845 Ventura Boulevard. What pedestrian traffic to a market in
the project there might otherwise be will be reduced by the locations and
presence of those two supermarkets.
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• "... presents an attractive retail face along street frontages while
enhancing pedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the
project area ... "

Approximately half of the project frontage along Sepulveda Boulevard will be
taken up by the market. Generally, markets use their street frontages for
extensive advertising that cannot be considered aesthetically pleasing. The
other commercial facilities will be small, totaling 10,000 square feet, and they
will have to advertise their names and merchandise/services to the passing
traffic to compete with the many similar shops and services in the vicinity.

As discussed above, the attraction of pedestrians to the commercial facilities
will be not significant, and the few who will make that trip will not add
meaningfully to the street life along an eight-lane wide Sepulveda Boulevard.

• "... create a viable and successful mixed-use project through the
development of new housing, commercial uses, and associated amenities
consistent with market demands ... "

That description of the project's objective speaks more to the applicant's
interests than to the interests of the community, considering the magnitude of
the impacts that will be significant and unavoidable as a result of the proposed
project. The All Residential Use Alternative could be developed as a viable and
successful project consistent with market demands and with minimized traffic
impacts, as discussed in comment 8, above. The commercial components,
which will cause approximately half of the unmitigated and unavoidable traffic
impacts, should be eliminated from the proposal.

In summary, the EIR is no longer valid and fully-informative. The traffic impact analyses
should be expanded considerably to address the following subjects and should be
recirculated so the public and decision makers can review the new information that is
vital to the understanding and evaluation of the impacts of the proposed II Villaggio
Toscano.

• The project addressed in the traffic (and other) studies should be the
development program that is currently being proposed by the Applicant.

• The related projects list and analysis should be up-dated. This, in turn, will
also require an updated cumulative traffic impacts analysis.
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• There should be complete descriptions of all of the proposed driveways,
including the types of ingress and egress controls that will be used, plus a
quantification and analysis of the peak-hour traffic volumes that will use
each driveway. Of particular importance are the "private driveway/fire lane"
that will intersect Sepulveda Boulevard (despite internally conflicting
statements and illustrations to the contrary within the EIR) and the
intersection of the private drivewaylfire lane with Camarillo Street.

• There must be consideration of the impacts of II Viliaggio Toscano traffic
and driveway locations on the existing driveways and alley along the south
side of Camarillo Street west of Sepulveda Boulevard.

• There must be analysis of the potential use of the Sherman Oaks Galleria
western edge road as a bypass route between II Villaggio Toscano and
Ventura Boulevard.

• The loss of on-street parking resulting from the implementation of several
mitigation measures must be studied as secondary impacts.

• The limitations on access to the neighborhood east of Sepulveda Boulevard
resulting from the significant impacts of II Villaggio Toscano traffic must be
evaluated.

• The alternatives analysis must be expanded substantially to include
analysis of reduced-size all-residential developments that will go further
toward mitigating the significant impacts of II Villaggio Toscano.

• The objectives of the development should be re-stated to add ress the
concerns of the neighboring residents and business people. The objectives
should not be mere descriptors of the proposed project primarily reflecting
the interests of the applicant.

I would be pleased to discuss my comments and recommendations with you and with
City officials and staff. Please contact me at your convenience.

Very truly yours,

rthur L. Kassan, P.E.
Registered Traffic Engineer No. 152
Registered Civil Engineer No. 15563



ARTHUR L. KASSAN, P.E.
Consulting Traffic Engineer

Arthur L. Kassan, P.E., Consulting Traffic Engineer, is a firm specializing in the
traffic engineering needs of private developers and neighborhood organizations.
With over 52 years of experience, Mr. Kassan has developed a balanced perspective
in which problems are brought into focus resulting in feasible solutions.

EDUCATION

The Cooper Union, New York, New York.
Bachelor of Civil Engineering, 1959.

Yale University Bureau of Highway Traffic, New Haven, Connecticut.
Certificate in Highway Traffic, 1961.

REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER

Civil Engineer, California, No. 15563.
Traffic Engineer, California, No. 152.

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

Life Fellow, Institute of Transportation Engineers.
Life Member, American Society of Civil Engineers.

EXPERIENCE

1987 - Present; President, Arthur L. Kassan, P.E., Consulting Traffic Engineer.
As a consultant to numerous developers, architects, and civil engineers, Mr. Kassan
prepares feasibility and planning studies; site planning studies; off-site improvement
designs; parking needs studies; conceptual parking facility layout and signing/striping
studies; and traffic impact studies for all types of developments including: shopping
centers; schools; entertainment complexes; industrial parks; office complexes;
residential communities; hotels and motels; government centers; and parking facilities.
As a consultant to several cities and a Redevelopment Agency, Mr. Kassan has
participated in the transportation planning processes, and has evaluated development
proposals and their potential environmental impacts. He has managed the
Neighborhood Traffic Management Program for a city, assisting residents in designing
programs to mitigate local street through traffic and speeding problems. He also
consults with several neighborhood organizations regarding such matters.
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5105 Cimarron Lane
Culver City, CA 90230
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1969-1987; Senior Traffic Engineer, Donald Frischer & Associates, Van Nuys,
California. Over an 18-year period, Mr. Kassan was in responsible charge of
several hundred traffic engineering design and planning studies for private
developers and govenunent agencies. Those projects included all types of
developments; streets, freeway, and traffic signal designs; and community master
plans.

1968-1969; Traffic Engineer, City of Los Angeles Traffic Department. As Head of
the Research Bureau, Mr. Kassan planned and directed studies of new techniques
and devices for controlling traffic flow, increasing freeway flow, and improving
transit operations.

1965-1968; Senior Traffic Engineer, Victor Gruen Associates, Los Angeles,
California. Mr. Kassan prepared the traffic plans for numerous cities, particularly
downtown redevelopment projects, and commercial developments. He participated
in comprehensive research projects sponsored by the National Highway Research
Board and the Automobile Manufacturers Association. He represented the firm as
resident traffic engineer in Tehran, Iran during the preparation of the
comprehensive plan for that city.

1964-1965; Traffic Engineer, City of Huntington Beach, California.

1962-1964; Traffic Engineer, City of Santa Ana, California.

1961-1962; Director, Statewide Accident Reduction Program, State of Ohio
Department of Highways, Columbus, Ohio.

1959-1960; Civil Engineer, State of California Division of Highways, Los Angeles,
California.
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L.A. Fire Department admits exaggerating response times
MarcillO,20!zI8:44am

-,
Top l.h': AIlj!('k:!; f'in- !it:p,mJUt'n! officials on pridayadmlned to The Times that for years the agency put out data that mad:: II ;q.'lll:ur tuut lireii,c.hkn: \\'(:n'
arriving at the scene of emergencies faster than they actually'were.

The statistics snafu comes as the department is facing increased scrutiny over how budget reductions have affected service.

The dust-up began 'phursday, when candidate Austin Beumer complained in a Hufiin;Iwll PO.;l column that recent Fire Department budget cuts have sen:
response times for medical emergencies soaring. Beumer laid the blame on the City Council members who approved the cuts. singling out mayoral rivals hi,

(;af('(:!\; and .Lu t l'(·n::. He also criticized another opponent. City Controller \\'l:lIfi:. i :n%'::, {or failing to scrutinize the effect of the cuts.

Relying on Fire Department reports presented to lawmakers, Beumer said that in 2008 the department responded to medical emergencies within five minutes
86% of the time. After the cuts, the department last year met that standard just 59% of the lime. he said

Following Beutner's critique - and a Times inquiry - the department made an awkward admission: Data showing it did so well in the past were simply wrong

Federal guidelines call for first responders 10 arrive on scene in under five minutes 90% of the time. But a former department statistician counted alt responses
within six minutes. officials explained. which improved the record. Retired Capt. Billy Wells. who crunched the data with a hand calculator, said he followed
the department's long tradition of using a six-minute response standard

Wens' successor, Capt. Mark Woolf. said he reluctantly continued using the flawed formula for a time because he didn't want to be blamed for a sudden drop in
department performance. ''I didn't want to touch thaI [extra} mmute because I knewtb~ data would take a dump." he said

Corrected data generated by a new computer svstem shows that m :w08. the dconrtmem actualiv Ill! the five-minute goal 01'11)'64% of the time. officials said.
By last year. rbat number had fallen to about 60%

Fire Chief Brian Cummings said his department's performance ISpretty good, given the 16% reduction to its budget in recent years, which has led to the
eammanon of firerrucks or ambulances at about one-fourth of the city's roe fire stations

AlEO;
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L.A. Fire Dept. audit: Medical-response waits lengthen by 12
seconds citywide and as much as 20 seconds in the Valley
By Rick: OrJov, StafJWriter LA Daily News
Posted: ' DailyNews.com

The Los Angeles Fire Department's response to medical emergencies slowed by 12 seconds
citywide and as much as 20 seconds in the San Fernando Valley since budget cuts closed some fire
companies, Controller Wendy Greuel reported Friday.

She also expressed concern about the quality of the department's response time data, noting that
about one-third of the incidents reviewed were not coded properly and it was unclear whether they
were emergency or non-emergency calls.

"It's unacceptable that the LAFD has not been able to accurately track its emergency response
times," Greuel said, adding she hoped the audit would lay the groundwork for city officials to make
improvements,

Greuel's audit was initiated after media reports suggested firefighter response times had slowed
after the department budget was cut and fire engines and ambulances were taken offline or moved
to other areas of the city.

Greuel's audit compared response times from June 2007 to July 2009, before the redeployment plan
was enacted, with after it took effect in July 2011.

The report found response times for emergency medical calls increased an average of 12 seconds to
four minutes, 57 seconds.

However, the response time to fires and non-medical emergencies dropped about 21 seconds -- also
to four minutes, 57 seconds.

Pat McOsker, president of the United Firefighters of Los Angeles City, said the audit confirms his
warnings over the past several years.

"You cannot cut the department by the 15 percent it has been cut and not have an impact," McOsker
said. "In emergencies, seconds count and we have a system that delays the response."

LAFD Chief Brian Cummings could not address the specifics of the audit Friday. He said his
department has been looking at all aspects of the response times to determine what is happening.

"Our goal is to get units to the correct address as quickly as possible," Cummings said. "That's what
we are looking at and hope to resolve."

The City Council has set aside funds for an independent consultant to look at all aspects of the
responses -- from the time a call is made to 911 to when stations are advised of the calls and when
units arrive on the Scene.

http://www.dailvnews.comlpolitics/ci 20659487 /l-fire-deot-audi t-mcdical-resnonse- WB; Is-
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Greuel said the department needs to look at two areas that could be affecting response times -- how
long it takes 911 dispatchers to transfer calls to the LAFD, and the protocols dispatchers have to
follow before ordering a unit to respond.

McOsker said part of the problem is dispatchers are required to go through a list of more than 20
questions before an emergency call is placed with paramedics. The protocol was developed to try to
reduce the number of calls made for nonemergencies.

"There was a time that once they determined the nature of the emergency, they could send a unit
out," McOsker said. "Now, they have to go through the entire list of questions before they send
anyone to the call."

Neither Greuel nor Cummings would say the answer to slowing emergency medical response would
be hiring more firefighters and paramedics. More study is needed On the reason for the higher
response times, they said.

Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who brought in an independent consultant to help analyze the
response time data, welcomed Greuel's findings.

"The LAFD has been forced to do more with less as budget cuts brought on by the recession have
affected multiple city departments," Villaraigosa said.

"However, public safety has remained a priority even during these difficult times. The LAFD is
already addressing the issues raised in this audit and they will work quickly to improve call
processing times. II

The department has been forced to develop several new deployment plans over the years to respond
to the budget cuts.

The LAFD originally had a modified deployment plan that resulted in shutting down several engine
companies each day. Last year, the department adopted a plan to shift firefighters and ambulances
to high demand areas.

More recently, the mayor called on the City Council to buy six new rescue ambulances to add to the
fleet to help with emergency medical response.

The LAFD, with an annual budget of$425million, now has 34 ambulances plus 89 paramedic
ambulances available at 109 stations.

Greuel's audit also confirmed earlier studies that nearly 85 percent of all calls to the LAFD are for
medical reasons. rick.orlov@dailynews.com
213-978-0390

.... --"
Copyright ©20 10 Los Angeles Newspaper Group.
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L.A. Fire Dept. audit: Medical-response waits lengthen by 12 seconds citywide
and as much as 20 seconds in the Valley
By Rick Orlov, Staff Writer LA Daily News
Posted; DailyNews.com

The Los Angeles Fire Department's response to medical emergencies slowed by 12 seconds citywide and as much as
20 seconds in the San Fernando Valley since budget cuts closed some fire companies, Controller Wendy Greuel
reported Friday.

She also expressed concern about the quality of the department's response time data, noting that about one-third of
the incidents reviewed were not coded properly and it was unclear whether they were emergency or non-emergency
calls.

"It's unacceptable that the LAFD has not been able to accurately track its emergency response times," Greuel said,
adding she hoped the audit would lay the groundwork for city officials to make improvements.

Greuel's audit was initiated after media reports suggested firefighter response times had slowed after the department
budget was cut and fire engines and ambulances were taken offline or moved to other areas of the city.

Greuel's audit compared response times from June 2007 to July 2009, before the redeployment plan was enacted,
with after it took effect in July 2011.

The report found response times for emergency medical calls increased an average of 12 seconds to four minutes, 57
seconds.

However, the response time to fires and non-medical emergencies dropped about 21 seconds -- also to four minutes,
57 seconds.

Pat McOsker, president of the United Firefighters of Los Angeles City, said the audit confirms his warnings over the
past several years.

"You cannot cut the department by the 15 percent it has been cut and not have an impact," McOsker said. "In
emergencies, seconds count and we have a system that delays the response."

LAFD Chief Brian Cummings could not address the specifics of the audit Friday. He said his department has been
looking at all aspects of the response times to determine what is happening.

"Our goal is to get units to the correct address as quickly as possible," Cummings said. "That's what we are looking
at and hope to resolve."

The City Council has set aside funds for an independent consultant to look at all aspects of the responses -- from the
time a call is made to 911 to when stations are advised of the calls and when units arrive on the scene.

Greuel said the department needs to look at two areas that could be affecting response times -- how long it takes 911
dispatchers to transfer calls to the LAFD, and the protocols dispatchers have to follow before ordering a unit to
respond.

McOsker said part of the problem is dispatchers are required to go through a list of more than 20 questions before an
emergency call is placed with paramedics. The protocol was developed to try to reduce the number of calls made for
nonemergencies,

"There was a time that once they determined the nature of the emergency, they could send a unit out," McOsker said.
"Now, they have to go through the entire list of questions before they send anyone to the call."

Neither Greuel nor Cummings would say the answer to slowing emergency medical response would be hiring more

Page! of2 )!f05/20!214:31 PM
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firefighters and paramedics. More study is needed on the reason for the higher response times, they said.

Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who brought in an independent consultant to help analyze the response time data,
welcomed Greuel's findings.

"The LAFD has been forced to do more with less as budget cuts brought on by the recession have affected multiple
city departments,'! Villaraigosa said.

"However, public safely has remained a priority even during these difficult times. The LAFD is already addressing
the issues raised in this audit and they will work quickly to improve call processing times."

The department has been forced to develop several new deployment plans over the years to respond to the budget
cuts.

The LAFD originally had a modified deployment plan that resulted in shutting down several engine companies each
day. Last year, the department adopted a plan to shift firefighters and ambulances to high demand areas.

More recently, the mayor called on the City Council to buy six new rescue ambulances to add to the fleet to help
with emergency medical response.

The LAFD, with an annual budgetof$425million, now has 34 ambulances plus 89 paramedic ambulances available
at 109 stations.

Greuel's audit also confirmed earlier studies that nearly 85 percent of all calls to the LAFD arc for medical reasons.
rick.orlov@dailynews.com
213-978-0390
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INTERSTATE 405

Sepulveda
Pass

Widening
Project

Draft Environmental Impact Report!
Environmental Impact Statement

and Section 4(1) Evaluation

Widening and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Improvements
from Interstate 10 to US Highway 101, in the City of Los Angeles,

Los Angeles County
PM 28.8/39.0
EA 120300

Prepared by
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Highway Administration
. and
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Department of Transportation

May 2007



SCH Number: 20020 II 0 17
FHWA-CA-[)Il!S 06-12-0

07-LA-4Q5
PM 28,8139,0

£lA: 120)00

WIDEN fNTERSTA TB 405 (SAN DIEGO FREEWAY) FROM lNTERSTA TE to TO US-IO 1
IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CAUFORNIA

ORAliT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT!
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

AND SECTION 4(1) EVALUATION

Subnuucd Pursuant to (State) Division 13, Public Resources Code
(Jledend) 42 United States Code4332(2)(c) end 49 U.S.c. 303 by (he

U.s. OEPARTMENTOFTRANSPORl'A1l0N. Federal Highway Administration,
TIlE STATe OF CAUFORNfA, Department of Transportation, and

Cooperating and Responsible Agencies

os-j;rlor
Date of Approval ~~~~--

Division Administrator
Federal Highway Admieistrauo

The following persons may be contacted for additional information concerning this document:
Carles 1. Montez Steve Healow
Senior Bnvfronmcntal Planner Project Development Engineer
California Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration
100 South Main Street, Suite 100 650 Capitol Mall, Suite4-IOO
Los Angeles, CA 90012 Secrarueoto, CA 958 14
(213)897-9116 (916)498-500
Olr12S.moutezUi:ldot.ca.gov stcxe,healow@fhwa.dot.goy

~
This Draft BlRIBIS addresses alternatives for improving interstate 405 (1-405 from lnterstate 10 (I-I 0) tu U.S. Highway I {}I (US-
lCl) in J..Qs AngelCS'County, TIle Califcmia Department of Transportation (Caltrans).and the Federal Highway Administration
arc proposing to add e. High Occupancy vehicle (HOY) lane cn ncnhbound r-405 from approximately f·IO to US·IO I in the City
m Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. 1he purpose of the proposed project is to reduce congestion by adding an HOV lane and
closing the HOV gnp by providing a continuous HOV lane from the Orange County line to the (-40SfUS·I0 I interchange. l1w
proposed alternatives would involve badform eltearicns and aesthetic impacts. impacts to homes eod businesses, displ.acemcm
of existing urban land uses and oomrmrnity disruption, air quality and noise e!fed.s, water quality, biological resources, unp'.l1.'t.;
00 utilities end short-term construction impacts. MitIgation measures would reduce the level of significance of these impacts.

Please send comments by July I l , 2007 to: Ron Kosinski. Deputy Distrid Director
Division ofEnvironmcntal Planning
Celtrens, District 7
100 Sou1h. Main Street
Los ~elC:l,CA 90012
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South Coast
Air Quality Management District
21865 Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4182
(909) 396-2000 • www.aqmd.gov

E-mailed: December 8, 20 II
Srimal.Hewawitharana@lacity.org

December 8, 2011

Ms. Srimal Hewawitharana
Room 750, City Hall
Department of City Planning
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Review of the Final EnvironmentallmpactReport (Final EIR)
for the Proposed Hollywood Community Plan Update Project

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the above-mentioned document. The following comment is intended to
provide guidance to the lead agency and should be incorporated into the Final
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) as appropriate.

In a comment letter submitted to the lead-agency on June 1,2011 regarding the Draft E1R
for the proposed project AQMD staff expressed concern that the lead agency did not
demonstrate that the project will have less than significant operational air quality impacts.
Specifically, the AQMD staff commented that given the absence of a health risk
assessment in the Draft ElR quantifying the potential health risk impacts from the 101
Freeway, the lead agency had not demonstrated its less than significant determination for
the project's operational air quality impacts. As a result, the AQMD staff recommended
thatthe lead agency require a 500 foot buffer for any new residential project built close to
the 101 Freeway. In response to this comment the lead agency provided additional
mitigation in the Final ElR that will require a health risk assessment for any discretionary
project within 500 feet of the 101 Freeway and that requires health risk impacts to be
reduced to an acceptable level (i.e. air quality mitigation measure #4 in the Final ElR).
Given that this measure is not applicable to all projects within the plan area and that the
lead agency has not set a health risk impact threshold consistent with AQMD thresholds
the AQMD staff is concerned that these measures are not sufficient to reduce the
project's potential health risk impacts to an insignificant level. Therefore, the AQMD
staff recommends that the lead agency revise air quality mitigation measure #4 as
follows:

1> Require a health risk assessments to be conducted for doseretionar), residential !!!lY
projects containing sensitive land uses that is located within 500 feet of the 101
Freeway. Mitigation measures shall be required as necessary to reduce health risks
(for indoor and outdoor uses) below SCAQMD's adopted thresholds ~
level. These health risk assessments shall be circulated to SCAQMD for review and
comment.



Ms. Srimal Hewawitharana 2 December 8, 20 I I

Please provide the AQMD with written responses to all comments contained herein prior
to the adoption of the Final EIR. Further, staff is available to work with the lead agency
to address these issues and any other questions that may arise. Please contact Dan Garcia,
Air Quality Specialist CEQA Section, at (909) 396-3304, if you have any question,
regarding the enclosed comments.

Sincerely,

L 1/:2L '/Vi.
Ian MacMillan
Program Supervisor, CEQA Inter-Governmental Review
Planning, Rule Development & Area Sources

Attachment

[M:DG

LACI I 1007-01
Control Number



Hollywood Community Plan
Addition to Final EIR - May 18, 2012

Additional Responses to Public Agency Comments, Corrections and
Additions

Environmental Impact Report
State Clearinghouse No. 2002041009

ENV-2005-2158-EIR

This Addition to the Hollywood Final EIR includes the following components:

1) Responses to correspondence from the South Coast Air Quality Management District dated
December 8, 2011, received since publication of the Final EIR that addresses additional
environmental issues. These comments were submitted after the close of the 90-day
circulation and comment period.

2) Additional Corrections and Additions to further clarify the Draft and Final EIR

RESPONSES TO CORRESPONDENCE FROM:
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Ian MacMillan, Program Supervisor,
December 8, 2011

In response to concerns about increasing residential densities adjacent to freeways and air
quality, the City Planning Commission recommended changes at its meeting of December 8th,

2011 to remove proposed residential development incentives for residentially zoned lots within
500 feet of the US 101 Freeway. These changes have been incorporated into the plan and are
forwarded to the Council for consideration.

In regards to requiring health impact assessments, recent CEQA litigation has confirmed that it
is the impact of the project on the environment and not the impact of the environment on the
project that must be analyzed as part of the environmental review process. Notwithstanding
this, the City Planning Commission recommended removing residential development incentives
for residential zoned lots within 500 feet of the US 101 Freeway. Furthermore, the Final EIR's
new (fourth) air quality mitigation measure has been revised in response to this comment. The
mitigation measure has been clarified to ensure that any incentivized residential project in any
zone must prepare a health risk assessment if within 500 feet of the US 101 Freeway. See
Additional Corrections.and Additions below.

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO FURTHER CLARIFY THE DRAFT AND
FINAL EIR

Page 4.6-26 olthe Draft EIR (and page 4·19 of the Final EIR), the new fourth air quality
mitigation measure added in the Final EIR is revised as follows:

4. Require health risk assessments to be conducted for discretionary all residential
projects located within 500 feet of the 101 Freeway that take advantage of any of the
increased reSidentialdensities provided by the.plan (i.e. a project that builds more
units on a parcel than currently permitted under the existing plan). Mitigation
measures shall be required at the project level as necessary to reduce health risk
(for indoor and outdoor uses) to an acceptable level below SCAQMD's adopted
thresholds. These health risk assessments shall be circulated to SCAQMD for review
and comment.

Page 20f2
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BOARD OF LIBRARY
COMMISSIONERS

CITY OF Los ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

ROBERT A. ClUCK
CARLOS SINGER
RITA WALTERS

LOS ANGELES
PUBLIC LIBRARY

ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICES

630 WEST FIFTH STREET
LOS ANGELES; CA 901}71

(213) 228·7515 Phone
(213) 228.7096 TOD
(877~ 488-4327 TDD

(1'OU.I!'R£E NO.,

OR. TVREE WIEDER
PRESIDENT

DR. MARSHA I-llRANO·NAKt\NISHI
VIC[-f'RtSIDENT

RAQUEL BORDEN
BOARD EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

ANTONIO R VILLARAIGOSA
MAYOR MARTiN J. GOMEZ

CITY Ll8RARIAN

March 8,2011

Bradly S. Torgan, JD, AICP
927 Kings Road #220
West Hollywood, CA 90069

RE: CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST - SHERMAN OAKS BRANCH
LIBRARY

Dear Mr. Torgan:

This letter is in response to your records request dated March 3, 2011, which was received by
the Los Angeles Pubic Library on March 3, 2011, to obtain information under the California
Public Records Act with regards to the Sherman Oaks Branch Library located at 14245
Moorpark Street Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.

t. There are ten (10) Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) authorized staff positions.

2. There are eight and one-half (8%) Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) staff assigned to the
library.

Sincerely,

i(J!\fi)~
~1:Wager
Business Manager
Los Angeles Public Library



Los ANGELES CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
200 N. Spring Street, Room 272, Los Angeles, California, 90012, (213) 978-1300

www.lacity.orgIPLNlindex.htm

JUIt 1 B l013Determination Mailing Da1:e: _

CASE: CPC-2010-31S2-ZC-HD-SPE-SPR-SPP-
CUB.

CEQA: ENV-2004-6000-EIR, SCH#2004111 068
Related Case: VTT-61216-CN-1A

Applicant: M. David Paul & Associates
Rep.: Craig Lawson & Co., Inc.

Appellant: Sherman Oaks Residents for a Safe
Environment
Rep.: Law Office of Bradly S. Torgan

Location: 4827 Sepulveda Blvd.
Council Districts: 4 - LaBonge .
Plan Areas: Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca
Lake-Cahuenga Pass
Requests: Zone Change, Height District,
Specific Plan Exception, Site Plan Review,
Specfic Plan Permit Compliance, Conditional
Use Beverage

At its meeting on April 25, 2013, the following action was taken by the City Planning Commission:
1. Approved the requested Vesting Zone Change from the (Q)CR-1L, (Q)P-1L, R3-1L, and R1-1 Zones, to

the {T)(Q)C2-2D Zone, with a residential density limited to 325 units.
2. Approved the requested Height District Change from Height District 1L, to Height District 2D with "0"

limitations to Floor Area and Height as prescribed under the Specific Plan Exceptions grant.
3. Approved the requested Site Plan Review.
4. Approved the requested Conditional Use Permit for a full-line of alcoholic beverages ior oft-site

consumption in conjunction with the operation of a grocery market.
5. Approved the requested Specific Plan Exceptions as follows:

• Denied a Floor Area Ratio of 2.75: 1 and Approve a Floor Area Ratio of 2.25:1.
• Approved a front yard setback of 59 feet for approximately 137 lineal feet of the project's

approximate 461 lineal-foot Sepulveda Boulevard frontage to accommodate portions of an
approximate 1'3,000 square-foot public plaza, which is 69 feet deep and approximately 137 feet
wide.

• Approved a maximum lot coverage of78.5% at grade.
• Denied a height of1 00 feet and approved a height of 82 feet.

6. Approved a Project Permit based on the above exception grants.
7. Adopted the attached modified Conditions of Approval.
8. Adopted the attached Findings.
9. Certified Environmental Impact Report No. ENV-2004-6000-EIR, SCH#2004111 068 and the associated

Findings. .
10. Advised that time limits for effectuation of a zone in the "T' Tentative classification or "Q" Qualified

classification are specified in Section 12.32.G of the LAM.C. Conditions must be satisfied prior to the
issuance of building permits and, that the 'T' Tentative classification be removed in the manner indicated.

11. Advised the applicant that pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game Fee
is now required to be submitted to the County Clerk prior to or concurrent with the Environmental Notice
of Determination (NOD) filing.

Recommendations to City Council:
1. Recommend that the City Council adopt a Vesting Zone Change from the (Q)CR-1L, (Q)P-1L, R3-1L,

and R1-1 Zones, to the (T)(Q)C2-2D Zone, with a residential density limited to 325 units.
2. Recommend that the City Council adopt Height District Change from Height District 1L, to Height

District 2D with "0" limitations to Floor Area and Height as prescribed under the Speclfic Plan Exceptions
grant

3. Recommend that the City Council Certify Environmental Impact Report No. ENV-2004-6000-EIR,
SCH#2004111068 and the associated Findings.

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through
fees.
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This action was taken by the following vote:

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Roschen
Cardoso
Freer, Lessin, Perlman
Burton, Eng, Hovaguimian, Romero

Vote: 5-0

James K.
City Plan

Effective Date/Appeals: The decision of the City Planning Commission is appealable. Any aggrieved party may
file an appeal within 20-days after the mailing date of this determination letier. The Zone Change/Height District
Change is appealable by the applicant only (if it has been disapproved in whole or in part). Any appeal not filed
within the 20.day period shall not be considered by the City Council. All appeals shall be filed on forms provided
at the Planning Department's Public Counters at 201 N. Figueroa Street, Fourth Floor, Los Angeles, or at 6262
Van Nuys BoQlevafcl, Suite 251, Van Nuys.

JUL 08 '[013
FINAL APPEAL DATE: _

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, the
petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the
City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time
limits which also affect your abillty to seek judicial review.

Attachments: Modified Conditions of Approval, Ordinance, Map, Findings
City Planning Associate: Nicholas Hendricks
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CONDITIONS FOR EFF ECTUATING (T) OR [TJ
TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION REMOVAL

Pursuant to Section 12.32 G of the Municipal Code, the (T) or rn Tentative Classification shall
be removed by the recordation of a final parcel or tract map Dr by posting of guarantees throuqh
the B-pennit process of the City Engineer to secure the followinq without expense to the City of
Los Angeles, with copies of any approval Drguarantees provided to the Department of City
Planning for attachment to the subject planning case file.

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING

1. That a 2-loo! wide sidewalk easement and 5-fool and variable width strip of land be
dedicated along Sepulveda Boulevard adjDining the subdivision to complete a 57-foot
wide half street dedication in accordance with Major Highway Standards, including a 20-
foot radius property line return, Dra 15 by 15 corner cut at the intersection with Camarillo
Street all satisfactory to the City Engineer.

2. That a 6-fDDt wide strip of land be dedicated alone Camarillo Street adjOining the
subdivision to provide a minimum 36-foot wide half riqht-of-way and a modified
hammer-head turnaround at the terminus all within the tract area on alignment
satisfactory to the City Engineer.

3. That an additional 2-foot wide public sidewalk easement, if necessary, be dedicated at
the location of the driveways along Camarillo Street adjoining the tract map satisfactory
to the City Engineer.

4. That portions of La Maida Street and Peach Avenue within the subdivision be permitted
to be merged with the remainder of the subdivision pursuant to Section 66499.20-1/2 of
the State Government Code, and in addition, the followinp conditions be executed by the
applicant and administered by the City Engineer:

a. That consents to the streets being merged and waivers of any damages that may
accrue as a result ot such mergers be obtained from all property owners who
might have certain rights in the area being merged.

b. That satisfactory arrangements be made with all public utility agencies
maintaining existing facilities within the areas being merged.

Note: The Advisory Agency hereby finds that the dedications to be merged are
unnecessary for present or prospective public purposes and all owners of interest
in the real property within the subdivision have or will have consented to the
merger prior to recordation of the final map.

5. That two copies of a parking area and driveway plans be submitted to the Valley District
Office of the Bureau of Engineering for review and approval Dr that a Covenant and
Agreement be recorded agreeing to do the same prior to the issuance of a building
permit.

6. That the final map be approved by the State Department of Transportation with respect to
the alignment of the San Dieqo Freeway. Four copies of the final map shall be submitted
to the City Engineers Office tor the states approval prior to recordation of the final map
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7. That necessary arrangements be made with the State Department of Transportation prior
to recordation of the final map for any necessary permits with respect to any construction
and drainage discharge within or adjacent to the San Diego Freeway right-of-way.

8. That a set of drawings be submitted to the City Engineer showing the followings:

a. Plan view at different elevations.

b. Isometric views.

c. Elevations views.

d. Section cuts at all locations where air space lot boundaries change.

9. That the owners of the property record an agreement satisfactory to the City Engineer
stating that they will grant the necessary private easements for ingress and egress
purposes to serve proposed airspace lots to use upon the sale of the respective lots and
they will maintain the private easements free .ano clear of obstructions and in a safe
condition for use at all times.

10. That the subdivider execute and record a Covenant and Agreement advising future -
owners and builders that the finished first floor elevation of the structure shall be
required to be constructed at least 2 feet above the adjacent Sepulveda Boulevard top of
curb satisfactory to the City Engineer.

11. That Condition No. S1(a) of the Planning Department's standard conditions regarding
payment of the Sewerage Facilities Charge be deemed as satisfied, insofar as the
recordation of this tract is concerned.

12. That any surcharge in conjunction with the street merger be paid.

13. That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the final
map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

a. After submittal of hydrology and hydraulic calculations and drainage plans for
review by the City Engineer prior to recordation of the final map, public/private
drainage facilities may be required including the removal of any drainage facilities
within the merger area all satisfactory to the City Engineer.

b. Improve Sepulveda Boulevard being dedicated and adjoining the tract by the
construction of a 12-foot full-width concrete sidewalk with tree wells including any
necessary removal and reconstruction of the existing improvements satisfactory
to the City Engineer.

c. Improve Camarillo Street being dedicated and adjoining the subdivision by the
construction of the following:

(1) A concrete curb, a concrete gutter, and a 10-foot concrete sidewalk with tree
wells including any necessary removal and reconstruction of the existing
improvements to construct a 26-foot half roadway section including the
construction of concrete curb and gutter to close the intersection of Peach
Avenue and Camarillo Street.

(2) Suitable improvement of hammer-head turnaround area satisfactory to the
City Engineer.
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Note: Approval from Beard of Public Works may be necessary before removal
of any street trees in conjunction with the improvements above, through Bureau
of street Services Street Tree Division.

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Mr. Georgie Avanesian
of the Land Development Section, located at 201 North Figueroa Street, Suite
200, or by calling (213) 202-3484.

Additional Condition Added by Commission and Volunteered by Applicant

d. Sepulveda Boulevard Median. The Permittee shall request approval from the
Bureau of Engineering to install landscaping within the median along Sepulveda
Boulevard between Moorpark Street and Camarillo Street consistent with the
landscaping along the project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Permittee
shall install and maintain the Ian dscaped improvements within the median at its
own expense for the life of the project.

BUREAU OF STREET LIGHTING

14. If new street light(s) are required, then prior to the recordation of the final map or
issuance of the Certificate of Occupan cy (C of 0), street lighting improvement plans
shall be submitted for review and the owner shall provide a good faith effort via a ballot
process for the formation or annexation of the property within the boundary of the
development into a Street Lighting Maintenance Assessment District.

Relocate and upgrade street lights: three (3) on Camarillo Street and four (4) on
Sepulveda Boulevard.

BUREAU OF SANITATION - WATERSHED PROTECTION DIVISION

15. Stormwater. Prior to the issuance of a Grading Permit, the project shall comply with the
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) and/or the Site Specific Mitigation
Plan to mitigate stormwater pollution as required by Ordinance No.'s 172,176 and
173,494. The appropriate design and application of Best Management Practice (BMP)
device(s) and facilities shall be determined by the Watershed Protection Division of the
Bureau of Sanitation, Department of Public Works. More Information may be obtained at
www.lastormwater.org.



ORDlNANCENO _
An ordinance amending Section 12.04 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code

by amending the zoning map.

THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES DOORDAfN AS FOLLOWS:

Section _. Section 12.04 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is hereby
amended by changing the zone classifications of property shown upon a portion
of the Zoning Map incorporated therein and made a part of Article 2, Chapter 1 of
the LAMC, so that such portion of the Zoning Map shall confonm to the zoning on
the map attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.
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(Q) or [Q] QUALIFIED CO NDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Pursuant to Section 12.32 G of the Municipal Code, the following limitations are hereby imposed
upon the use of the subject property, subject to the "Q" Qualified classification.

A. Entitlement Conditions

1. A. Site Plan.

The use and development of the subject property shall be in substantial
conformance with the site plan, and elevations attached to the subject case file.
Minor deviations may be allowed in order to comply with provisions of the
Municipal Code and the Conditions of Approval. All signage shall be implemented
in accordance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code and any applicable regulations
of the Specific Plan.

Design Elements Shall include (Added by Commission as Volunteered by
Applicant):

1. A Stair-stepped design, with four stories along Sepulveda Boulevard,· six
stories on the interior of the site and seven along the north and west perimeters
of the site.

2. A plaza along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, which shall be
approximately 13,000 square feet and include tables, chairs, benches and
planters with native landscaped vegetation. The Permittee shall request that
the Bureau of Engineering permit the two '(2) foot wide sidewalk easement
dedication indentified for the Project along Sepulveda Boulevard to be uses to
further expand the size of the plaza.

3. An open air colonnade along Sepulveda Boulevard in front of the project's retail
component to enhance the architectural facade of the project.

4. Gardens from the interior residential level to Sepulveda Boulevard that are
visible to the public.

5. A pedestrian entrance to the retail component from the ground level parking off
Camarillo Street.

B. Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan.

1. Prior to the issuance of a building permit (excluding grading, shoring and
foundation permits) for the project, the Permittee shall submit tD the
Department of Public WDrks tor review and approval a Pedestrian, Streets cape
and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide pedestrian, streetscape and transit
enhancements to promote consistency with the neighboring Sherman Oaks
Streetscape and Design Plan to foster a high-quality pedestrian environment
along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plan may include such
features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken
and uneven sidewalks,sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting,
bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban swales. Prior to the submission of the
Plan to the Department of Public Works, the Permittee shall provide a draft of
the Plan to the IL Villaggio Toscano NeighborhoDd Committee for review and
input Upon approval by the Department of Public Works and any other
applicable City Departments, the Permittee shall implement the approved Plan
prior to the 'Issuance of a certificate of occupancy for the project.
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2. Use. 'The use of the subject property shall be limited to those uses permitted in the
C2 lone as defined in Section 12.14 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code
("L.A.M.C."). 'The residential density shall be limited to 325 dwelling units. Further,
the following shall apply:

A. The Conditional Use Permit granted for the sales of a full-line of alcohol for
off-site consumption shall be subject to the following:

1. All rules, regulations and policies of the State of California and any
applicable regulations of the Leis Angeles Municipal Code pertaining the
handling, selling and dispensing of alcohol shall be strictly adhered to.

2. All employees involved with the sale of alcoholic beverages shall enroll in
the Los Angeles Police Department "Standardized Training for Alcohol
Retailers (STAR)". Upon completion of such training, the applicant shall
request the Police Department to issue a letter identifying which
employees completed the training. The applicant shall transmit a copy of
the letter from the Police Department to the Department of City Planning
as evidence of compliance. In the event there is a change in the licensee,
within one year of such change, this training program shall be required for
all staff.

B. All applicable provisions of the VenturafCahuenga Boulevard Corridor
Specific Plan shall be strictly adhered to, except for those provisions granted
under the Specific Plan Exceptions of this determination.

3. Vehicular Parking and Bicycle Racks.

Vehicular Parking. Parking spaces shall be provided at a ratio of 2.5 spaces per
residential unit. Parking provided for commercial uses shall be provided pursuant
to the Los Angeles Municipal Code.

Bicycle Racks.

Long· Term - 325 bicycle racks shall be provided for residents

Short Term - 33 bicycle racks shall be provided for residential guests.

The bicycle racks shall be placed in convenient locations for residents and guests.

4. Lighting. All lighting shall be shielded and directed onto the site. No floodlighting
shall be located so as to illuminate directly onto any adjacent residential property.
This condition shall not preclude the installation of low-level security lighting.

5. Height and Floor Area Ratio. See D Limitations Section

6. Landscape Plan. The proposed project areas of the subject site shall be
attractively landscaped and maintained in accordance with an approved
landscape plan. The project shall also comply with all applicable provisions
of Ordinance No. 170,978.

Additionally, the following shall apply pursuant to the City Planning
Commission's instruction:
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a. The landscape buffer, including the raised curb, along the fire lane and the
property boundary shall be 7 feet in width. A 2-foot wide landscape buffer
also shall be created along the fire lane and the parking podium. The
Applicant shall submit final plans detailing these Landscape areas to the
satisfaction of the Director of Planning.

b. The project shall provide trees on top of the podium at the edge of the
structure adjacent to the pool and its border with the fire lane. The trees
shall provide shade and enhance air quality, but shall not prohibit view
opportunities to the west from the pool deck.

7. Fire Department Comply with all requirements of the Fire Department.

8. Solid Waste. Trash and recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations
throughout the subject site, including the parking lot area.

9. Air Filtration. The applicant shall install an air filters capable of achieving a
Minimum Efficiency Rating Value (MERV) of at least 15 or better in order to reduce
the effects of diminished air quality on the occupants of the project. (See Mitigation
Measure No. 19)

8. Environmental Mitigation Conditions

10. In addition to SCAQMD Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust) requirements, the Project
applicant will implement the following measures:

Construction

• Water three times daily or non-toxic soil stabilizers shall be applied,
according. to manufacturers' specifications, as needed to reduce off-site
transport of fugitive dust from all unpaved staging areas and unpaved
road surfaces

• Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit the construction site
onto paved roads or wash off trucks or any equipment leaving the site
each trip;

• All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials are to be
covered;

• Replace ground cover in disturbed areas as quickly as possible;

• Pave road and road shoulders;

• Traffic speeds on all unpaved roads to be reduced to 15 mph or less;

• Suspend all excavating and grading operations when wind speeds (as
instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph; and

• Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison
concerning on-site construction activity including resolution of issues
related to PM,o generation

11. Streets shall be swept as needed during construction with sweepers using
reclaimed water, where available, but not more frequently than hourly, if visible
soil material has been carried onto adjacent public paved roads,
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12. All construction equipment shall be properly tuned and maintained in accordance
with manufacturer's specifications.

13. General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to
minimize exhaust emissions. During construction, all trucks and vehicles will
have their engines turned off when not in use or idling will be limited to five (5)
minutes or less, to reduce vehicle emissions. Ensure that all off-road equipment
.is compliant with the California Air Resources Board's (CARB) in-use off-road
diesel vehicle regulation and SCAQMD Rule 2449. Construction activities should
be phased and scheduled to avoid emissions peaks and discontinued during
second-stage smog alerts.

14. To the extent possible, petroleum powered construction activity shall utilize
electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel power generators
and/or gasoline power generators.

15. The projectrepresentative shall make available to the lead agency and SCAQMD
a comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction equipment, equal to or
greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours
during any portion of the mass grading phase of project construction. The
inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine production year, and
certification of the specified Tier standard. A copy of each unit's certified tier
specification, BACT documentation, and CARB or AQMD operating permit shall
be provided onslte at the time of mobilization of each applicable unit of
equipment. Off-road diesel-powered construction equipment shall meet the Tier
standards based on the followinq schedule:

• January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014: All off-road diesel-powered
construction equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet Tier 3 off-road
emissions standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be outfitted
with BACT devices certified by CARB. Any emissions control device used by
the contractor shall achieve emissions reductions that are no less than what
could be achieved by a Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a
Similarly sized engine as defined by CARB regulations.

• .Post-January 1, 2015: All off-road diesel-powered construction equipment
greater than 50 hp shall meet the Tier 4 emission standards, where available.
In addition, all construction equipment shall be outfitted with BACT devices
certified by CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall
achieve emissions reductions that are no less than what could be achieved
by a Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized engine as
defined by CARB regulations.

16. light-colored roof materials to deflect heat and reduce energy demand for
building cooling purposes shall be used.

17. Double-paned windows shall be used to reduce thermal loss and reduce energy
demand for temperature control purposes.

18. The project shall be designed and operated to conserve energy as required by
the City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Southern California
Edison, Southern California Gas Company, and/or other appropriate agencies.

19. The project shall include heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) control
systems that service residential occupancies consistent with the minimum
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specifications per floor and building location included in Attachment A of
Appendix FEIR-D, At a minimum, residential units shall include HVAC control
systems with particulate filters that have a minimum efficiency reporting value
(MERV) of 15 as indicated by th e American Society of Heating Refrigerating and
Air Conditioning Engineers (ASH RAE) Standard 52.2, The air handling systems
shall be maintained on a regular basis per manufacturer's recommendations by a
qualified technician employed or contracted by the project proponent or
successor. Operation and mai ntenance of the system shall ensure that it
performs in compliance with the manufacturers' specified reportlnqvalus,

20, To minimize exposure to diesel exhaust and the reentrainment of paved roadway
dust, the proposed project shall:

(1) install inoperable windows facing the freeway, except where operable
windows are required by the building code; (2) place actively and passively
utilized outdoor areas as far away from the roadway as possible; and (3) include
landscaping along the property perimeter nearest the freeway with a dense
mixture of shrubs and trees to maximize passive filtration of particulate air
contaminants,

21, If vegetation removal occurs between February 15 and August 31, a biological
survey shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to the removal of the
vegetation to determine if nesting birds are occurring on site, In the event
nesting is observed, the biologist shall recommend a buffer area with a specified
radius to be established (buffer may range between 50 and 300 feet as
determined by the monitoring biologist), within which no disturbance or intrusion
shall be allowed until the young had fledged and left the nest or it is determined
by the monitoring biologist that the nest has failed. If no nesting is observed, no
further action shall be warranted.

22, Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, a plot plan prepared by a reputable tree
expert, indicating the location, size, type, and condition of all existing trees on the
project site, shall be submitted for approval by the Department of City Planning
and the Bureau of Street Services-Street Tree Division, All trees in the public
right-of-way shall be treated in accordance with the current Street Tree Division
standards and all conditions of approval shall be met.

23, The Applicant or its contractor shall incorporate the recommendations detailed in
the geotechnical investigation prepared for the proposed project, as approved by
the City of Los Angeles, (Geotechnical recommendations regarding pile or drill
caissons, footings, slabs, fill, shoring, retaining walls, and site drainage are
provided within the Geotechnical Engineering Investigation (geotechnical report)
dated June 6, 2002, and Addendum I, Additional Exploration, dated March 17,
2003, both prepared by Geotechnologies, Inc, provided in Appendix C of the

. Draft EIR)

24, The project shall provide on-siie storm drain improvements to detain peak storm
water flows to the satisfaction of the City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works.

25, The project shall comply with the requirements of the applicable NPDES permit
for stormwater discharge and with all applicable requirements of the RWQCB,
EPA and local agencies including the City of Los Angeles regarding water
quality,

26, The project shail implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) to detain or
treat the runoff from a storm event producing 0,75 inch of rainfall in a 24-hour
period, The design of structural BMPs shall be in accordance with the
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Development Best Management Practices Handbook Part B Planning Activities.
A signed certificate from a licensed civil engineer or licensed architect that the
proposed BMPs meet this numerical threshold standard shall be provided

27. All storm drain inlets and catch basins within the Project area shall be stenciled
with prohibitive language (such as "NO DUMPING-DRAINS TO OCEAN")
and/or graphical Icons to discourage illegal dumping. .

28. The legibility of signs and stencils discouraging illegal dumping shall be
maintained.

29. Materials used on site with the potential to contaminate stormwater shall be: (1)
placed in an enclosure such as, but not limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar
stormwater conveyance system; or (2) protected by secondary containment
structures such as berms, dikes, or curbs.

30. A temporary sound barrier, capable of providing a minimum 10 dBA reduction
(e.q., solid wood fence) and minimum height of 8 feet, shall be erected along the
project's east property line along Sepulveda Boulevard for the entire length of the
project site as well as between the project site and the 777 Motor Inn.

31. To the extent feasible, construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid
operating several pieces of heavy equipment simultaneously, which causes high
noise levels.

32. Engine idling from construction equipment such as bulldozers and haul trucks
shall be limited, to the extent feasible. Idling of haul trucks shall be limited to five
(5) minutes at any given location as established by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District. Signs that limit engine idling shall be posted on the project
site during construction.

33. The construction staging area shall be located as far as feasible from sensitive
receptors.

34. An acoustical analysis of the architectural plans of the proposed residential
building facade constructions shall be prepared by a qualified acoustical
engineer, prior to issuance of building permits, to ensure that the building
construction (i.e., exterior wall, window and door) will provide adequate sound
insulation to meet the acceptable interior noise level of 45 dBA (CNEL).

35. The Applicant shall retain services of an acoustical consulting engineer
experienced in mechanical noise analysis and during plan check provide the City
with an acoustical report indicating that the project mechanical design meets the
City's noise ordinance (i.e., maximum 5 dBA above ambient noise levels).

36. Prior to the issuance of the building permit, the Applicant shall consult with the
LAPD's Crime Prevention Unit, regarding on-site crime prevention features
appropriate for the design of the property. These features may include the
following elements:

• deSigning entryways, elevators, lobbies and parking areas with lighting that
eliminates areas of concealment;

• eliminaiing areas of dead space;

• providing solid core doors with deadbolt locks to all residential units and
commercial uses; and
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• providing parking within an en closed parking podium that would be internal to
the site.

37. Prior to the issuance of any bu ilding permits, the Applicant shall provide the
commanding officer at the Van Nuys Community Police Station with a diagram of
each portion of the property, incl uding access routes and additional information
which may facilitate a police response.

38, Project building plans including a plot plan shall be submitted for approval by the
Los Angeles Fire Department either prior to the recordation of the final map or
the approval of a building permit.

39. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the Applicant shall consult with the Los
Angeles Fire Department and design the project to meet on-site fire flow
requirements and incorporate fire prevention and suppression features and other
life-saving equipment.

40. The project shall comply with all applicable State and local Codes and
Ordinances found in the Fire Protection and Fire Prevention Plan, as well as the
Safety Plan, both of which are elements of the General Plan of the City of Los
Angeles, unless otherwise approved.

41. Pursuant to California Government Code Section 65995, the Project Applicant
shall pay developer fees to Los Angeles Unified School District prior to the
issuance of building penmits.

42. In consultation with the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks,
the Applicant shall do one or more of the following: (1) dedicate additional
parkland to meet the requirements of Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 17.12;
(2) pay in-lieu fees tor any land dedication requirement shortfall; or (3) provide
on-site improvements equivalent in value to said in-lieu fees.

43. Prohibit parking along the west side of Sepulveda Boulevard from the northern
site boundary to Camarillo Street and restripe to provide a southbound right-turn-
only lane. For this short-term condition, it is proposed that the restriping be
limited to the segment of Sepulveda Boulevard approximately from Camarillo
Street to La Maida Street, that the existing southbound left-turn lane approaching
Camarillo Street be temporarily reduced in width to 9 feet, and that the proposed
southbound right-tum-only lane be 10 feet wide.

44. Whenever feasible during construction, sidewalk access along Sepulveda
Boulevard and Camarillo Street shall be provided to maintain pedestrian access.

45. A Construction Management Plan or Worksite Traffic Control Plan shall be
prepared by the Applicant and approved by the Department of Transportation
and Department of Public Works and shall contain, at minimum, the following:

• The name and telephone number of a construction manager who can be
reached 24 hours a day;

• An up-to-date list of local police, fire, and emergency response organizations
and procedures for the continuous coordination of construction activity,
potential delays, and any alerts related to unanticipated road conditions or
delays, with local police, fire, and emergency response agencies.·
Coordination shall include the assessment of any alternative access routes
that might be required through the proposed project area and maps showing
access to and within the area and to adjacent properties;
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• Procedures for the training of traffic safety personnel (flaggers) to assist in
emergency response; and

• The location, times, and estimated duration of any roadway or sidewalk
closures, traffic detours, use of protective devices, warning signs, and
queuing areas.

• Configure construction parking to minimize traffic interference;

• Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and
equipment, where space is available and would not result in a safety concern
for pedestrians and motorists; and

• Reroute construction trucks away from congested streets or sensitive
receptor areas, where the resultant trip length would not substantially
increase.

46. Flaggers shall be provided as necessary to minimize impact to traffic flow and to
ensure safe movement into and out of the project site.

47. Heavy-duty construction trucks shall arrive at the site no earlier than 7:00 A.M.
and depart no later than 3:30 P.M.

48. Construction vehicles shall not be permitted to queue where they would interfere
with traffic movement or block access to adjacent businesses or residences.

49. All-construction-related vehicles shall be parked on-site or in off-site parking
facilities, pursuant to a Temporary Parking Plan. On-street parking of
construction-related vehicles shall be prohibited on nearby local streets.

50. Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard: Dedicate an additional 6 feet and
widen by 4 feet along the north side of Camarillo Street between Sepulveda
Boulevard and the westerly site boundary. In order to implement this measure,
on-street parking along both sides of this segment of Camarillo Street shall be
removed and this leg of the intersection shall be restriped to provide an
eastbound left-turn only lane, shared eastbound through and left-turn lane, and
eastbound right-turn only lane. Modify the existing traffic signal to install
eastbound protected-permissive phasing. In addition, on-street parking shall be
removed during the A.M. peak period (approximately 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.)
along the west side of Sepulveda Boulevard from the northerly site boundary to
Galleria Gateway. The southbound approach shall be restriped to provide a
fourth southbound through lane from north of Camarillo Street to north of Ventura
Boulevard during the A.M. peak period.

51. Ventura Boulevard!405 Freeway Southbound Cn-Remo=-Shermen Oaks
Avenue: Widen by 5 feet the south side of Ventura Boulevard from Sherman
Oaks Avenue to approximately 270 feet westerly, as measured from the
centerline of Sherman Oak Avenue. Additionally, widen by 2 feet both sides of
Ventura Boulevard from US-101 Freeway eastbound off-rampll-405 Freeway
southbound on-ramp-Sherman Oaks Avenue to approximately 230 feet easterly
as measured from the centerlines of the freeway ramps and Sherman Oaks
Avenue; and restripe to provide an exclusive westbound right-turn-only lane at
the intersection. Modify the existing traffic signal to accommodate resiriping.

52. Ventura Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard: Restripe to add a second
southbound left-turn lane at Ventura Boulevard. Modify the existing traffic signal
to install southbound protected left-turn phasing.
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53. Ventura Boulevard and Beverly Glen Boulevard: Widen by 3 feet the south side
of Ventura Boulevard from Beverly Glen Boulevard to approximately 160 feet
westerly, as measured from the centerline of Beverly Glen Boulevard. Restrict
parking on south side of Ventura Boulevard and restripe the eastbound approach
to provide an eastbound right-turn-only lane at Beverly Glen Boulevard.

54. Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard: Convert the southbound optional
through-right-turn lane on Sepulveda Boulevard at Ventura Boulevard to a
through lane.

55. US-101 Freeway Eastbound On-Ramp & Sepulveda Boulevard: Install a new
traffic signal to control this intersection, including southbound left-turn phasing
and the ATSAC/ATCS upgrade. This signal would provide improved capacity
and reduce conflicts between the southbound left-turning traffic accessing the on-
ramp and the heavy northbound through traffic on Sepulveda Boulevard.

56. 'Ventura Boulevard & Haskell Avenue (North): Widen the north side of Ventura
Boulevard from the north leg of Haskell Avenue to approximately 190 feet
easterly, as measured from the centerline of that leg, and restripe to provide a
westbound right-tum-only lane.

57. The project applicant will contribute $300,000 to a fund for the identification and
implementation of local parking, transportation and circulation improvements in
the following areas: the area bounded clockwise by Haskell Avenue beginning at
Valley Vista Boulevard and extending northerly to SR-101 (on the west), from
that point extending easterly along SR-101 to 1-405, and from that point
extending northerly along 1-405freeway to westernmost prolongation of Magnolia
.Boulevard, and from that point extending easterly on Magnolia Boulevard
prolongation to Kester Avenue, and from that point extending southerly along
Kester Avenue to the prolongation of Moorpark Street, from that point extending
easterly along the prolongation of Moorpark Street to Beverly Glen Boulevard-
Tyrone Avenue, from that point extending southerly along Beverly Glen
Boulevard-Tyrone Avenue to Dickens Street, from that point extending westerly
along Dickens Street to Kester Avenue, from that point extending southerly along
Kester Avenue to Valley Vista Boulevard, and from that point extending westerly
back to Haskell Avenue. The $300,000 payment will be guaranteed through
cash, bond or irrevocable letter of credit, payable to DOT. The fund will be used
for measures that include but are not limited to parking improvements intended to
increase parking availability, reduce search times and relieve traffic congestion;
neighborhood traffic calming; transit-related improvements and amenities;
bicycle-related improvements and amenities; pedestrian-related improvements
and amenities; and streetscape improvements and amenities.

58. Bicycle rack parking that is secure, convenient, and easily accessible, shall be
added on-site and within the public right of way with the approval of Bureau of
Street Services, Department of Public Works through their A Permit process.
The copy of the A Permit will be submitted to Department of BUilding and Safety
prior to approval of Certificate of Occupancy. Bicycle parking spaces shall be
provided at the rate of two percent of the number of automobile parking spaces
required for non-residential uses.

59. For the commercial uses on the project site, the applicant shall (unless otherwise
required and to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety):

• Install high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-tlush water
closets, and high-efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or
waterless urinals, in all restrooms as appropriate. Rebates may be offered
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through the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to offset portions of
the costs of these installations.

• Install restroom faucets with a maximum fiow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute.

60. Unless otherwise required, all restroom faucets for the commercial uses on the
project site shall be of a self-clos ing design, to the satisfaction of the Department
of Building and Safety.

61. For the residential uses on the project site, the applicant shall (unless otherwise
required and to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety)

• Install a demand (tankless or instantaneous) water heater system sufficient to
serve the anticipated needs of the dwelling(s).

• Install no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a flow rate no
greater than 2.0 gallons per minute.

• Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water factor of 6.0 or
less) in the project, if proposed to be provided in either individual units and/or
in a common laundry room(s). If such appliance is to be furnished by a
tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement,' and
the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance.' Rebates may be
offered through the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to offset
portions of the costs of these installations.

• Install and utilize only high-efficiency, Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the
project, if proposed to be provided. If such appliance is to be furnished by a
tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and
the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance.

62. In addition to the requirements of the Landscape Ordinance, the landscape plan
for the proposed project shall incorporate the following:

• Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff;

• Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads;

• Drip/microspray/subsurface irrigation where appropriate;

• 'Minimum irrigation system distribution uniformity of 75 percent;

• Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and use of native/drought tolerant
plant materials;

•. Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff; and

• A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff
shall be installed for irrigated .Iandscape areas totaling 5,000 square feet and
greater, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety.

63. Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of
such equipment shall be indicated on the building plans and incorporated into
tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling refers to the use of potable water
to extract heat from process equipment; e.g., vacuum pump, ice machines, by
passing the water through equipment and discharging the heated water to the
sanitary wastewater system).

64. The construction contractor shall only contract for waste disposal services with a
company that recycles demolition and construction-related wastes. The contract
specifying recycled waste service shall be presented to the Department of
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Building and Safety prior to approval of the demolition and building permits for
the proposed project

65. To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition and construction-
related wastes, the construction contractor should provide temporary waste
separation bins on-site during demolition and construction of the proposed
project.

66. Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations on the project site to
promote recycling of paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable materials.

67. All residential and commercial uses established within the project site shall be
permanently provided with clearly marked, durable, source sorted recyclable bins
at all times to facilitate the separation and deposit of recyclable materials.

68. A qualified paleontologist shall be retained to perform periodic inspections of
excavation and grading activities of the project site where the older Quaternary
Alluvium would be disturbed. The services of a qualified paleontologist shall be
secured by contacting the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County. The
frequency of inspections will be based on consultation with the paleontologist and
will depend on the rate of excavation and grading activities, the materials being
excavated, and if found, the abundance and type of fossils encountered.
Monitoring shall consist of visually inspecting fresh exposures of rock for larger
fossil remains and, where appropriate, collecting wet or dry screened sediment
samples of promising horizons for smaller fossil remains.

69. If a potential fossil is found, the paleontologist shall be allowed to temporarily
divert or redirect grading and excavation activities in the area of the exposed
fossil to facilitate evaluation and, if necessary, salvage.

70. At the paleontologist's discretion and to -reduce any construction delay, the
grading and excavation contractor shall assist in removing rock samples for initial
processing.

71. Any fossils encountered and recovered shall be prepared to the point of
identification and catalogued before they are donated to their final repository.

72. Any fossils collected shall be donated to a public, non-profit institution with a
research interest in the materials, such as the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County. Accompanying notes, maps, and photographs shall also be
filed at the repository.

73. If fossils are found, following the completion of the above tasks, the
paleontologist shall prepare a report summarizing the results of the monitoring
and salvaging efforts, the methodology used in these efforts, as well as a
description of the fossils collected and their significance. The report shall be
submitted by the applicant to the lead agency, the Natural History Museum of
Los Angeles County, and representatives of other appropriate or concerned
agencies to signify the satisfactory completion of the project and required
mitigation measures.

Additional Conditions of Approval Added/Modified by Commission and
Volunteered by Applicant.

74. Transportation.

A. Neighborhood Transportation Measures Fund. Prior to the issuance of the
first building permit, the Permittee shall guarantee the necessary funding for
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the $300,000 fund required by Mitigation Measure Number MM-S7, as well as
an additional $100,000, for a total of$400,000 ("Neighborhood Transportation
Measures Fund") through bond or irrevocable letter of credit, payable to
LADOT.

The Neighborhood Transportation Measures Fund shall be used for parking
improvements designed to increase parking availability, to reduce search
times and relieve traffic congestion, to provide neighborhood traffic calming,
to provide for transit-related improvements and amenities, bicycle-related
improvements and amen ities, pedestrian-related improvements and
amenities, and streetscape improvements and amenities. Neighborhood
traffic calming measures, wh ich may be paid for by the Fund shall be 'limited
to the area bounded by Halbrent Avenue to the west, Moorpark Street to the
south, Saloma Avenue to the east and the 101 Freeway to the north
(including La Maida Street) and may include, but not be limited to:

i. Street bumbs;

ii. Intersection bump outs,

iii. Permit parking;

iv. Establishment of an "anti gridlock" zone at the intersection of Noble
Avenue and Moorpark Street,

v, Trimming trees that block "STOP" signs or other traffic calming signage,
and;

vi. Repainting "STOP" markings on streets.

All expenditures from the Neighborhood Transportation Measures Fund shall
be made only upon the approval and written acknowledgement of the Director
of Planning and LADOT.

B. Neighborhood Transportation Measures Plan. Prior to the issuance of any
building permit for the Project, the Permittee shall submit to the Planning
Department a proposed Neighborhood Transportation Measure Plan (the
"Plan") designed to create a formal mechanism for administration of
,expenditures from the Neighborhood Transportation Measures Fund.

i. The Plan shall be developed in consultation with the Planning
Department, LADOT and the applicable Council District Office.

ii. The Plan shall be submitted to the Planning Department prior the
issuance of any building permit. Implementation of the Plan shall proceed
immediately upon the acceptance of the Plan by the City.

iii. The Plan may include measures such as parking improvements intended
to increase parking availability, reduce search times' and relieve traffic
congestion, neighborhood traffic calming, transit-related improvements
and amenities, bicycle-related improvements and amenities, pedestrian-
related improvements and amenities, streetscape improvements and
amenities, as well as other improvements of possible concern to the,
neighbors and community that may be brought to the attention of the
Planning Department, LADOT, the applicable Council District Office, and
the Permittee.

C. Additional Neighborhood Protection Measures. Permittee shall fund a warrant
analysis by a traffic engineer for submission to LADOT for review and
approval of the installation of:
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i. Signage indicating that through traffic from Sepulveda Boulevard is
prohibited onto Camarillo Street, La Maida Street and Moorpark Street
between 7:00 am and 9:00 am on weekdays; and

ii. "STOP" signs on Camari 110 Street at the intersections of Norwich Avenue
and Saloma Avenue.

D. Transportation Management Oroanization. The Permittee shall request
approval from LADOT and the Department of City Planning to allow use of
the Project's PIA fee toward the establishment of a Transportation
Management Organization (TMO) for the Sherman Oaks area. Prior to the
issuance of the first building permit for the Project, the Permittee shall submit
a feasibility study and busi ness plan for the establishment of a TMO to
LADOT and the Department of City Planning. The Permittee shall include in
its feasibility study and business plan for the establishment of a TMO
innovative and flexible prog rams and measures, such as: an online TMO
similar to the Century City TMO, ridesharing opportunities and personalized
travel plans, shuttles to and from the Orange Line, and employee discounts
on transit passes to TMO members and the employees and residents
represented by their membership

E. Transoortation Demand Manaaement. The Permittee's Transportation
Demand. Management Plan shall, at a minimum, include the following
elements:

i. Discounted bus passes shall be made. available to resideniial tenants at
the time of lease exeoution; The proiect shall provide ..at no charae one
(1) transit pass far each residential unit, upon a tenant's request for the
first three vears after the Project is in operation. After the first three
years. a single discount pass will be offered upon reauest to each unit.
The Applicant can satisfy th·ls reauirement by participating in programs
offered by the MTA. as applicable;

ii. Transportation Coordinator on-SITe;

iii. Coordination with area businesses to maximize leasing to their
employees as central focus of marketing strategy;

iv. Unbundle leasing of dwelling units from parking spaces;

v. Preferential parking for carpools and vanpools for retail employees;

vi. Personal trip plans (transit, carpool, vanpool, bicycle, walking) for
residential and employees;

vii. Transportation information to residents in project communications;

viii. Semi-annual events to promote ridesharing and transit usage;

ix. Transportation Information Displays in common areas; and

x. Wire residential units for high speed internet access.

F. Haul Route Permtt Hours (amends Tract Condition No. 23.f for hours and
number of trucks oer day). The Haul Route Permit hours shall be from 7:00
am to 3:30 pm. The Permittee shall be allowed to send up to 20 hauling
trucks daily via the 101 Freeway westbound to Sepulveda Boulevard Offramp
and south to Camarillo Street to stage the trucks on the property no earlier
than 7 am, Monday through Friday. These trucks may load and exit the
property via Camarillo Street to Sepulveda Boulevard north to the 101
Freeway onramp eastbound between 7 am and 9:30 am. No additional trucks
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may travel to the site or stag e in other nearby areas until after 9:30 am. Haul
trucks may load and travel normal routes between 9:30 am and 3:30 pm.

G. Shared Transit Resources. The project shall provide shared transit
resources for the use of residents, for the life of the project, consisting of:

i. ."Up to ten (10) parking spaces shall be provided on-site for a Car Share
program (i.e., Zipcar or similar). Parking for Car Share cars may be
included as part of the required residential parking required by this
approval. The Applicant shall submit final plans detailing the location of a
Car Share Program to the Director of Planning, prior to the issuance of a
certificate of occupancy.

ii. Twenty (20) Shared Ride bicycles for the use of the project residents on a
reservation basis shall be provided on-site. Parking for Shared Ride
bicycles may be included as part of the residential bicycle parking
required by this approval. The Applicant shall submit final plans detailing
the location of a Bike Sharing Program to the Director of Planning, prior to
the issuance of a certificate of occupancy.

C. Administrative Conditions

75. Grant. The entitlements granted herein shall be effectuated as prescribed by the
Los Angeles Municipal Code.

76. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or
verification of consultations, review or approval, plans, etc., as may be required by
the subject conditions, shall be provided to the Planning Department for placement
in the subject file.

77. Code Compliance. All regulations of the zone classification of the subject
property shall be complied with, except where herein conditions or grants have
been modified.

78. Covenant. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, an
agreement concerning all the information contained in these conditions shall be
recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement shall run with the land
and shall be binding on any subsequent property owners, heirs or assign. The
agreement must be submitted to the Planning Department for approval before
being recorded. After recordation, a copy bearing the Recorder's number and date
shall be provided to the Planning Department for attachment to the file.

79. Definition. Any agencies, public officials or legislation referenced in these
conditions shall mean those agencies, public officials, legislation or their
successors, designees or amendment to any legislation.

80. Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions
shall be to the satisfaction of the Planning Department and any desiqnated agency,
or the agency's successor and in accordance with any stated laws or regulations,
or any amendments thereto.

81. Building Plans. Page 1 of the grants and all the conditions of approval shall be
printed on the building plans submitted to the City Planning Department and the
Department of Building and Safety.
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82. Indemnification. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the
City, its agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding
against the City or its agents, officers, or employees to attack, set aside, void or
annul this approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation period.
The City shall promptly notify the applicant of any.claim, action, or proceeding and
the City shall cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the
applicant of any claim, action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in
the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify,
or hold harmless the City.

83. Project Plan Modifications. Any corrections andlor modifications to the Project
plans made subsequent to this grant that are deemed necessary by the
Department of Building and Safety, Housing Department, or other Agency for Code
compliance, and which involve a change in site plan, floor area, parking, building
height, yards or setbacks, building separations, or Jot coverage, shall require a
referral of the revised plans back to the Department of City Planning for additional
review and final sign-off prior to the issuance of any building permit in connection
with said plans. This process may require additional review and/or action by the
appropriate decision making authority including the Director of Planning, City
Planning Commission, Area Planning Commission, or Board.

84. Mitigation Monitoring. The applicant shall identify mitigation monitors who shall
provide periodic status reports on the implementation of the Environmental
Conditions specified herein, as to area of responsibility, and phase of intervention
(pre- construction, construction, post-construction/maintenance) to ensure
continued implementation of the Environmental Conditions. The applicant shall
adhere to the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program as provided in
Section IV of the Final Environmental Impact Report.
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D LIMITATIONS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Pursuant to Section 12.32 G-4 of the Municipal Code, the following limitations are
hereby imposed upon the development of the subject property, subject to the D
Limitation Classification.

1. D Limitation - Height. The height of all buildings and structures on the subject
property shall not exceed 82 feet. This height limitation excludes the lighting
standards, flagpoles, and rooftop equipment. All rooftop equipment and/or duct
work that exceeds the roof ridge or parapet wall, whichever is higher, shall be
screened from horizontal view with materials compatible with the design of the
structures.

2. D Limitation - Floor Area Ratio - A maximum Floor Area Ratio of 2.25:1 shall be
permitted on the subject site.
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FINDINGS

General Plan/Charter Findings

1. General Plan Land Use Designation. The subject property is located within the area
covered by the Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass Community
Plan (the "Plan"), which was adopted by the City Council Dn May 13,1998 (Council File
ND. 97-0704). The subject property is also located within the Ventura/Cahuenga
Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan area which was adopted by City Council on January 4,
1994 (Council File No. 85-0926 S22). The Plan map designates the property for
Regional Commercial Land Uses. The Correspondinq Zones under the Community
Commercial Plan Designation is the CR, C1.5, C2, C4, R4, R5,RAS3 and RAS4 Zones.
The property is currently zoned CR, R3, R1 and P. Therefore, the proposed zone
change from the said zones to the (T)(Q)C2-2D Zone is consistent with the Community
Plan Land Use Designation as defined in the Plan and as established by the Community
and Specific Plan Maps.

General Plan Text. See Findings 2 A and 2 B

2. A. That the proposed Zone Change is in conformity with the General Plan.

The proposed Zone Change seeks to create consistency between the General Plan and
the site's zoning. The City's long term Vision for the site is one of higher intensity land
uses creating synergy with the nearby employment Center which is served by a number
of public transit bus lines.

General Plan FramewDrk

The General Plan's RegiDnal Cornmerclal desiqnation, applicable to this site, is applied
to "higher-density places whose physical form is substantially differentiated from the
lower-density neighborhoods of the City." Generally, Regional Center designations will
offer fleer area ratios ranging up to 6:1 and are characterized by six- to twenty-story (Dr
higher) buildings as determined in the community plan. While not as intense as the
City's vision tor the land use desipnation, the II Villaggio Toscano project's residential
intensity provides realistic opportunities to reduce vehicle miles traveled in the City. This
project locates housing density near a significant number of jobs as well as
entertainment and retail uses. Additionally, the Project's neighborhood serving retail
uses creates a new amenity within walking distance of existing area residents and
employees. According to the General Plan, Regional Centers typically provide a
significant number of jobs and many non-work destinations that generate and attract a
high number of vehicular trips. Additionally, Regional Centers are usually major
transportation hubs. Consequently, each center is intended to provide extensive transit
opportunities to provide transportation alternatives. The project site is located within y,.
mile of a major jobs center well-served by public transit. The proposed mixed-use
project, with higher density residential units, is compatible and consistent with the
General Plan's land use designation of Regional Center, which seeks to locate more
intense housing in proximity to jobs and public transit.

Community Plan

The Community Plan designates the site as Regional Commercial. As defined in the
Specific Plan, the "Regional Commercial" land use designation in the Community Plan is
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"a focal point of regional commerce, identity and activity and containing a diversity of
uses, such as corporate and professional offices, residential, retail commercial malls,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural facilities,
and supporting services. The Community Plan highlights the area as "mixture of diverse
office uses, retail and service activities". This density of jobs creates a perfect
opportunity to reduce vehicle miles travel by locating residential Units within walking
distance of an employment center. . The Community Plan identifies several. issues and
opportunities for residential uses in the Sherman Oaks area. In order to address those
issues and opportunities, the Community Plan includes the following Policies:

1-2.1 Locate higher residential densities near commercial centers, rail transit stations
and major bus routes where public services facilities, utilities and topography will
accommodate this development.

From a residential perspective the proposed project would locate "housing in a manner
which reduces vehicular trips and makes it accessible. to services and facilities" and with
access to transit. The project site is located proximate to 6.5 million square feet of
commercial office space and numerous retail and entertainment uses consistent with the
area's Regional Center/Commercial land use designations. These uses provide
numerous opportunities for residents to walk to work, as well as to easily access
shopping and recreational opportunities. For those individuals that cannot walk to work,
but still strive to avoid the frustrations of automobile traffic, the site offers numerous
transit opportunities within easy walking distances. This site is located along Sepulveda
Boulevard (a Major Highway) which is serviced by a MTA Rapid Bus providing access to
the very successful Orange Line and within walking distance of two additional Rapid
Buses both of which are also located at the intersection' Ventura and Sepulveda
Boulevards.

1-2.2 Encourage multiple residential development in commercial zones.

While only a portion of this site is currently zoned commercial, the entire site enjoys
Commercial land use designations in the General Plan Framework (Regional Center)
and the Community Plan/Specific Plan (Regional Commercial), both of which envision
intense commercial development while also permitting residential uses as part of mixed-
use developments. In an effort to reduce trips in the area the project locates e significant
amount of density within walking distances of the commercial uses along Ventura

. Boulevard and provides transit opportunities to various other commercial centers
inciuding Warner Center, Universal Studios, the Van Nuys Municipal center, Westwood
Village/UCLA and downtown Los Angeles.

1-4.2 Promote housing in mixed use projects in pedestrian oriented areas and transit
oriented districts.

2-3.2 New development needs to add to and enhance the existing pedestrian street
activity

While the project is just outside a Pedestrian Oriented District, it 'IS being desig ned with
many of the design features envisioned for such a district. As part of the cornmunity
outreach effort, the Applicant agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for
their review and approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancernent Plan to
provide pedestrian, streetscape and transit enhancements to promote consistency with
the neighboring Sherrnan Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan, with the objective of
fostering a high-quality pedestrian environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard
frontage. The Plan may include such features as street trees, planter boxes, street
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furniture, improvements to broken and uneven sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection
scoring, street I"Ighting,bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban swales.

The Project's proximity to the intersection of Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards would
encourage pedestrian activity from the Project's residents, as they will be able to walk to
the various commercial and retail uses in the vicinity.

As mentioned above the project is withi n walking distance of three metro Rapid Buses
providing express service to numerous job centers and a variety of local bus lines that
can also be accessed at the intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards.

2-3.5 Require that mixed use projects and development in pedestrian oriented districts
be designed and developed to achieve a high level of quality, distinctive character, and
compatibility with existing uses.

The project provides significant vertical and horizontal articulation and a large 13,000-
square foot Public Plaza which creates a distinctive design unparalleled when compared
to development in the area. The building's massing steps up as it moves away from the
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, creating consistency with the existing built environment
and pushing the project's building height as far from the closest single family'
neighborhood as practical. The project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with
a 4-story structure consistent with the 4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments
located to the site's south. The building's height steps back as it transitions toward the
site's center and rear adjacent to the 405 freeway and the Sherman Oaks Galleria's
multi-story parking structure. The proposed height is needed to elevate the first two or
three residential levels above the 26-foot tall Caltrans wall, thereby allowing light and air,
as well as unobstructed views of the Santa Monica Mountains and the Sepulveda Basin.
The proposed building heights are consistent with or lower than many of the existing
buildings in the area, including the Galleria and its parking structure, the 15-story
Comerica Bank building, the approximately 20-story National City Bank building, 13-
story CitiBank Building as well as other structures found in the Regional Commercial
area surrounding the intersection Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards (Exhibit D:
Surrounding Building Height graphic). These nearby taller structures are consistent with
the "Regional Center" land use designation in the General Plan Framework, which
defines "Regional Centers" as characterized by 6- to 20-stories (or higher). As a result,
the proposed project's height is consistent with the General Plan Framework, the
Community Plan and the built environment. As designed, only approximately 32% of the
site would exceed the permitted height, and those areas would be located to the center
and rear of the site, as far away as possible from the single family homes located east of
Sepulveda Blvd. Sepulveda Boulevard, developed at a 104-foot right-of-way, creates a
larger buffer between the first residential uses, located in an R3 Zone, and another 100
feet further away still from the first sinqle family zoned properties. The mixed-use project
is designed to achieve a high level of quality and to be compatible with the existing uses
of the surrounding built environment.

The mixed use project is consistent with the development in the area in that it creates a
transition from high intensity commercial to the lower density residential found east of
Sepulveda Boulevard.

More importantly, greater housing opportunities would be provided for area workers to
live closer to their jobs, while area residents and workers would have easy walking
access to neighborhood-serving retail uses including a grocery store. The Project
complies with the Policy's stated requirement that a mixed-use project be designed and
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developed to achieve a high level of quality, distinctive character, and compatibility with
existing uses.

2-3.6 Require that the first floor street frontage of structures, including mixed use
projects and parking structures located in pedestrian oriented districts, incorporate
commercial uses.

As illustrated in the project drawings the ground level fronting along Sepulveda
Boulevard is dedicated to neighborhood-serving commercial uses in addition to its
enhanced pedestrian streetscape and I~uge Public Plaza. All of these elements combine
to promote pedestrian activity in the area, and the commercial uses will benefit the
surrounding community. The Project complies with the Policy's stated requirement that
the first floor street frontage of the building incorporates commercial uses.

2-3.7 Promote mixed use projects in proximity to transit stations, along transit corridors,
and in appropriate commercial areas.

The proposed project is a mixed-use project located within walking distance of three
Rapid Bus stops, as discussed in detail in the "Transit Options" section above.

2-4.4 Landscaped cotridots should be created and enhanced through the planting of
street trees along segments with no building setbacks and through median plantings.

In addition to the enhanced streetscape discussed above, the Applicant has agreed to
install and maintain, with approval of the Department of Public Works, landscaping WIThin
the median along Sepulveda Boulevard between Moorpark Street and Camarillo Street

. consistent with the landscaping along the Project'sSepulveda Boulevard frontage.

2-5.1 Require that future development of properties localed along the Los Angeles River
be designed with river access features. .

The Public Plaza includes a meandering pedestrian path which gains its inspiration from
the LA River.

5-1.3 Require development in major opportunity sites to provide public open space.

The project is proposing to construct a publicly accessible 13,000-square foot Public
Plaza along its Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plaza would be designed as a
passive gathering place for the community that includes ample landscaping and intimate
seating areas. The size of this Plaza is significantly larger than any other public space
on private property in the area.

The Urban Design Element of the Community Plan requires that residential projects with
five or more units be designed around a landscaped focal point or courtyard to serve as
an amenity for residents. The proposed project includes a large Public Plaza along its
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, as well as several interior gardens, a park, and a bocce
court situated within the center of the development. The six residential buildings are
built around the periphery of this landscaped courtyard setting.

Although there would be approximately 78.5 percent lot coverage on the ground floor of
the project site (including the surface parking area), there would be approximately
61,500 square feet, or 1.5 acres, of both active and passive open space opportunities for
residents atop the residential podium. The open space would include, but not be limited
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to, a variety of landscaped areas, a central park, smaller landscaped corridors, a bocce
court, a swimming pool, and meandering pathways between buildings. Private space
also would be provided as every unit would have its own balcony. These open space
areas are dedicated to the enjoyment of the residents of the project and do not take into
consideration the Public Plaza provided along Sepulveda Boulevard.

The Project complies with the policy's stated requirement that development in major
opportunity sites (which includes the project site) provides public open space.

As discussed above, the approval of the Zone Change will be consistent with the policies
of the Community Plan.

Framework Element. The Framework Element for the General Plan was adopted by the
City of Los Angeles on August 2001. The Framework Element provides guidance
regarding policy issues for the entire City of Los Angeles, including the project site. The
Framework Element also sets forth a Citywide comprehensive long range growth
strategy and defines Citywide polices regarding such issues as land use, housing, urban
form', neighborhood design, open space, economic development, transportation,
infrastructure, and public services.

The project site is an under-improved parcel designated for Regional Commercial land
uses. The project provides an infill development in a neighborhood comprised of multi-
family, single-family and commercial land uses. By enabling the construction of
residential uses in close proximity to existing multi-family neighborhoods and commercial
uses, the proposed Zone Change would be consistent with several goals and policies of
the Framework Element.

Further, the Land Use chapter of the Framework Element identifies objectives and
supporting policies relevant to the project. Those objectives and policies seek, in part, to
provide for the stability and enhancement of residential neighborhoods. With respect to
this, the development of this site within a transitional commercial and residential area
serves to stabilize and enhance the residential character of the area in a manner that
satisfies the purpose and intent of the Framework Element.

Housing Element

A Zone Change to the C2 Zone is consistent with the goals and the policies of the City's
Housing Element (2006-2014). It would permit the construction of .a dense mixed-use
project proximate to a significant employment center which is well-served by transit lines.
The Housing Element contemplates high density mixed-use projects located in the high
intensity commercial areas as a solution to the City's urgent housing shortage. The
Project has the added value of be'lng located on a site separated from the closest single
family area by 250 feet, while also reducing vehicle miles traveled.

The Housing Element states the City is facing an "unprecedented housing crisis" and
indicates that over 14,000 residential units need to be built to address its Reg'lonal
Housing Needs Assessment ("RHNA") numbers. The Housing Element estimates that
the Sherman Oaks area has the capacity to accommodate approximately 4,300 of these
required units without consideration of this development site. A Zone Change to C2

. would permit the construction of the proposed 325 residential unit project in an area
contemplated by the City. Evidence of this intent is provided in the General Plan's
"strategy to meet this challenge, by directing growth to transit-rich and job-rich centers
and supporting the growth with smart, sustainable infill development and infrastructure
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investments.' The project site is located proximate to an employment center, which is
well-served by public transit.

The Zone Change would also permit the development of a project which demonstrates
consistency with the following Policies:

Policy 1.1.4: Expand location options for residential development, particularly in
designated Centers, Transit Oriented Districts and along Mixed-Use Boulevards and
Policy 2.2.6: To accommodate projected growth to 2014 in a sustainable way,
encourages housing in centers and near transit, in accordance with the General Plan
Framework Element, as reflected in Map ES.1

As reflected in the graphic highlighting approximately 6.5 million square feet of
commercial floor area located in the area and with the General Plan's Regional Center
and Community Plan's Regional Commercial land use designations, this site is
appropriate for a dense residential project. Residents of this proposed project would
have the opportunity to access area jobs without driving personal vehicles, as they
would have the attractive options of walking, biking or utilizing the area's rich public
transit options. The intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards is well served by
numerous transit lines including three separate Rapid Bus lines providing regional
connectivity.

Policy 1.2.3: Rehabilitate and/or rep/ace substandard housing with housing that is
decent, safe, healthy, sanitary and affordable and of appropriate size to meet the City's
current and future household needs.

Prior to its demolition, the site was developed with low density older housing units, many
of which had reached the end of their life expectancy. The approval of this Zone
Change would allow for the construction of a unified development providing modem safe
units with a variety of sizes, thereby providing a wide range of housing options that helps
to fulfill the City's current and future housing needs.

Policy 2.1.2: Establish development standards that enhance health outcomes.

Over the past few years the City Planning Commission has taken an increased interest
in the relationship of populations living near freeways and health risks. This issue
creates tension between the City's desire to focus high intensity residential development
near jobs and transit centers which are typically serviced by or proximate to freeways
and arterials.

In 2009, the City created a policy that required projects located near vehicular pollution
sources to include a hiqher level of air filtration and to consider these potential impacts
when designing the site massing and landscaping. On November 8, 2012, the City
Planning Commission approved a Staff recommendation to attach a notice to all
properties within 1,000 feet of a freeway highlighting that this potential health risk needs
to be analyzed if residential uses are being proposed.

The EIR for the project thoroughly analyzed the potential air quality impacts associated
with development of residential uses in close proximity to the 405 and 101 Freeways
through the preparation of a comprehensive Health Risk Assessment (HRA) by Air
Quality Dynamics. The HRA concluded that any potential impacts could be mitigated
through MERV filtration.
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While this is an important issue that the Project application has reviewed and mitigated,
there are a few considerations worth noting that further reduce the concerns. A key
assumption of the Health Risk Assessment is that individuals live in the same location
for 90 years, creating long-term pollution exposures. However, studies discussed in the
EIR show that residents in rental units live in the same location for 3-7 years,
dramatically reducing the exposures. Consequently, these studies are extremely
conservative and do not adjust for the actual length of time residents are exposed.

Additionally, there are many State and Local policy initiatives that directly and indirectly
seek to reduce the pollution levels generated from transportation. A few examples
include the State of California's landmark land use legislation; SB 375 which implements
AB 32, and was adopted in September 2008. These state laws effectively linked
transportation planning and funding to land use and housing needs. A local level
example would be the Clean Truck Program proposed by the Mayor of Los Angeles in
2008 that immediately banned 10% of th e dirtiest trucks, resulting in the removal of 350
tons of harmful emissions. According to the Port of LA's website, "In its first year, the
program reduced the rate of port truck emissions by an estimated 70 percent.' Initiatives
such as these, as well as ones that came before them, have led to a reduction in health
risks. This is highlighted well by an August 8, 2012 article in the Daily News which
reported: "The level of dozens of volatile organic compounds in the Los Angeles basin
fell about 98 percent in the past 50 years, according to a study funded by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration."

The Project has analyzed and addressed the Air Quality concerns raised in the Housing
Element thorough mitigation measures. Additionally, there are several policy initiatives
that will further reduce exposure levels

Policy 2.2.3: Provide incentives and flexibility to generate new housing and to preserve
existing housing near transit.

The Housing Element discusses providing additional trip credits for mixed-use
development located near transit. However, the EIR for the project conservatively did not
apply such credits. The Applicant proposes to maximize the project's number of
residential units so as to generate new housing desired by the Housing Element and to
provide such housing in proximity to transit, thereby diminishing the broader traffic
impacts that otherwise would result from satisfying this housing demand through multiple
dispersed locations.

The approval of the Zone Change and the Project's related entitlements provides a
sufficient incentive to construct these new residential units within walking distance of 3
Rapid Bus stops and other bus lines as well as major employment nodes.

Policy 2.2.4: Promote and facilitate a jobs/housing balance at a citywide level.

The approval of the Zone Change would permit the construction of approximately 325
residential units within walking distance of approximately 6.5 million square feet of
commercial office space and an abundant and diverse array of retail and entertainment
uses. By locating this type of density near jobs, the Project would promote a
jobs/housing balance with the Community Plan area.

Objective 2.3: Promote sustainable buildings, which minimize adverse effects on the
environment and minimize the use of non-renewable resources.

The project is designed to achieve a LEED Silver compliance level.
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Objective 2.4: Promote livable neighborhoods with a mix of housing types, quality
design and a scale and character that respects unique residential neighborhoods in the
City.

The project promotes livability by providing opportunities for residents to walk to their
jobs as well as to their retail and entertainment needs. The project includes ground level
neighborhood-serving retail uses located along Sepulveda Boulevard, in conjunction with
a 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza, allowing for shopping and gathering opportunities for
area residents. The building massing is in character with the built environment. The
project provides four-story elements along Sepulveda Boulevard consistent with the
massing of the Grand Apartments to th e South of the site. Moreover, the project steps
up as it moves closer to the six level Sherman Oaks Galleria parking structure and the
abutting freeway interchanges. This design pushes the mass of the building away from
the single family development found east of Sepulveda Boulevard. The approval of the
Zone Change would promote a livable neighborhood by allowing the development of a
mixed-use project that respects the unique residential neighborhoods that exist to the
east of the project site.

For the reasons outlined above the approval of the Zone Change is consistent with the
objectives and policies of Housing Element.

Transportation Element

Approval of a Zone Change on the site to C2 would facilitate the construction of a project
consistent with the purposes of the General Plan's Transportation Element. This
Element recognizes that primary emphasis must. be placed on maximizing the efficiency
of existing and proposed transportation infrastructure through advanced transportation
technology, through reduction of vehicle trips, and through focusing growth in proximity
to public transit. The proposed Project would address. trip reduction goals via its location
and due to its inclusion of a detailed transportation demand management ("TOM")
program. The TOM would include an on-site transit coordinator, discount bus passes
provided at the time of lease signing, unbundling parking and other similar transit-
oriented measures. The Project's location is ideal to address the concerns of vehicle
miles traveled. It is not only located in a Regional Center with numerous entertainment
options, it is proximate to 6.5 million square feet of commercial office space and
numerous transit options including three Rapid Buses and the Orange line.

The Transportation Element sets forth goals, objectives and policies to establish a
citywide strategy to achieve long-term mobility and accessibility within the City of Los
Angeles. For example:

• Objective 2 strives to mitigate the impacts of traffic growth, reduce congestion, and
improve air quality by implementing a comprehensive program of multimodal
strategies that encompass physical and operational improvements as well as
demand management.

Within this Objective, the first policy header is Transportation Demand. The Applicant is
working with a transportation demand consultant to craft an effective strategy to reduce
the use of private automobiles by the Project's residential tenants and employees of the
commercial uses. The Applicant also has proposed to explore the creation of an area-
wide transportation management organization tasked with organizing area wide trip
reduction measures.
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The combination of the site's proximity to public transit and plentiful job opportunities
helps address the impacts of traffic growth, congestion and air quality issues. The
Applicant's initiation of a Transportation Demand Management program would provide
residents the opportunity to walk to work, to retail areas, or to a high quality transit line.
By providing alternatives to single occupancy automobile trips impacts to air quality can
be reduced.

• Objective 3 strives to' support development in regional centers, community centers,
major economic activity areas and along mixed-use boulevards as designated in the
Community Plans.

The Zone Change promotes consistency with this objective by allowing for the
development of new density near multiple bus lines that provide easy access not only to
Ventura Boulevard's multitude of jobs but also its regional transit network.

For these reasons outlined above, the approval of the Zone Change allows for a project
that demonstrates consistency with the Transportation Element of the General Plan.

Open Space Element

As referenced earlier in this application, the Project incorporates three significant open
space elements. The Project is proposing to provide 1.4 acres of common open space
including landscaped gardens and pool area for the enjoyment of the project residents.
A 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza is being designed with extensive landscape and
hardscape elements for use by the commercial patrons, project residents and
community members. Finally, the Project is proposing to landscape and maintain an
adjacent public right-ol-way southeast 01 the project between Sepulveda Boulevard,
North Sepulveda Boulevard, Camarillo Street and Moorpark Street. The project and
these proposed improvements are consistent with the following goals and policies of the
Open Space Element:

To provide an open space system which provides identity, form and a visual framework
to the City. (page 3: bullet 3 under Goals)

The project is proposing unifonmed landscape design within both the project's Sepulveda
Boulevard frontage, including the Public Plaza, and the adjacent public right-of-way
which it has agreed to landscape and maintain, The design would create a visual
gateway into the Sherman Oaks community.

This goal is implemented via a series of policies and the project is consistent with the
following:
The provision of malls, plazas, green area, etc in structures of building complexes and
the preservation and provision of parks shall be encouraged (page 5: bullet 10 under
Policies General);

This private development would be providing a 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza
available to the community for passive recreation and' community gathering.
Additionally, the project provides an equivalent 01 an acre more of open space for its
residents than is required by Code .. The improvement 01 the public right-of-way creates
a visually appealing green belt along approximately 900 linear feet of Sepulveda
Boulevard. Each of these improvements would be fully funded and maintained by the
project.
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Open Space areas shall be provided or developed to serve the needs as appropriate to
their location, size and intended use of the communities in which they are located, as
well as the City and region as a whole (page 5: bullet 12 under Policies General);

As mentioned above, the project would provide significantly more open space for its
residents than is required by the Code, thus ensurinq that the residents' needs are well
served. Additionally, the project would pay park fees (Quimby Fee) of approximately
$1.7 million based on the 325 residential unit project. This money is required by law to
be spent on the creation of new recreational facilities within a 2-mile radius of the project
site.

Small parks, public and private should be located throughout the City (page 5: bullet 13
under Policies General)

By setting aside approximately 61,500 square feet of area for common open space for
project residents that includes ample landscaping and a variety of gardens and trees, the
proposed project would create a small park which would otherwise not exist. WhHenot a
park per se, the 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza provides additional open space for the
area residents that are not available today.

Private development should be encouraged to provide ample landscaped spaces, malls,
fountains, rooftop green areas and other aesthetic features which emphasize open
space values through incentive zoning practices or other practicable means. (page 7:
bullet 3 under Policies: Privately Owned Open Space Lands and Desirable Open Space)

The provision of the vast amounts of open space and landscaping created with the
common areas. Public Plaza, and the public-rlphts-of-way are facilitated by rezoning the
site and granting it relief from certain aspects of the Specific Plan. Consequently, the
approval of this project encourages the creation of landscaping and green spaces.

As outlined above, the approval of the Zone Change facilitates the development of a
project that is consistent with the goals and policies of the Open Space Element.

As discussed in full above, the approval of the Zone Change is consistent with the
numerous goals, objectives and policies of the General Plan, the Specific Plan, the
Community Plan, the Housing Element, the Transportation Element and the Open Space
Element.

Additionally, the Sewerage Facilities Element of the General Plan will be not be
adversely affected by the recommended action. The project will be connected io existing
sewer facilities consistent with the health and safety goals of this Plan Element.

B. That the proposed Zone Change is in conformity with public necessity,
convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice.

The proposed Zone and Height District changes are in conformity with public necessity,
convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice. The Zone Change would result
in a' uniform zoning pattern consistent with the land use designations envisioned for the
site. The Zone Change also permits the construction of a unified development which is
compatible with its surroundings and consistent with multiple Federal, State and City
planning goals. Without this approval, the property's multiple zoning designations will
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continue to stifle this urban infill slte's ability to achieve numerous laudable Planning
goals.

Public Necessity, Convenience and General Welfare

Approval of the Zone Change would facilitate the redevelopment of an unattractive,
under-utilized, split-zoned site. The proposed Zone Change would permit a vibrant
mixed-use development-that appropriately locates needed residential density near jobs
and transit, generates significant spending for local business and tax revenue for the
City, promotes pedestrian activity in the general area and provides a community
gathering point. Additionally, the Applicant worked for over 18 months with the Sherman
Oaks Neighborhood Council to ensure the project provides tangible benefits to the
community.

Approval of the requested Zone Change provides a uniform zoning pattern over the site
that facilitates the creation of a medium density infill mixed-use development within
walking distance of numerous jobs and quality transit opportunities. Without the Zone
Change the site's multiple zoning designations provides a density inconsistent with the
Regional Commercial Land Use Designation. This type of development has a direct
relationship to the City's ability to minimize vehicle miles traveled. An inability to develop
higher density housing at a prime location adjacent to jobs and many transit
opportunities would forgo the transportation options that effectively address air quality
issues.

The Zone Change allows residential development to be located close to major transit,
job centers, and shopping areas. The proxirnity of these uses to the site would facilitate
residents' interaction with the community, bringing more people onto the streets and
providing more customers for local businesses. In additionto the proximity of uses, the
Applicant is proposing street improvements to further encourage pedestrian activity.
Even though the site falls just outside of a Pedestrian Overlay District, the Project is
proposing to implement streetscape and landscape 'Improvements that would provide
further pedestrian improvements to the area. The project is considering a series of
improvements consistent with the Sherman Oaks Streetscape Plan. The proposed
13,000-square foot Public Plaza with its trees, tables and benches would create a
comfortable gathering place for patrons and community members. If permitted by the
Bureau of Engineering, the intent would be to create a seamless design from curb to
building. The design would include paving, landscaping and street furniture consistent
with the plans for Pedestrian Oriented areas in the Specific Plan. Additionally, the
Applicant has agreed to landscape and maintain a publicly owned strip of land which
divides Sepulveda Boulevard from North Sepulveda Boulevard.

Good Zoning Practices

The City's existing long range planning documents designate this site for uses more
intense than have previously existed on the site. Historically, slightly less than 50% of
the site was developed with single family homes, while the remaining development area
was divided relatively equally between the now-demolished office building site, its
surface parking and multi-family development parcels. The General Plan's Regional
Commercial designation, applicable to this site, is applied to hiqher-density places
whose physical forrn is substantially differentiated from the lower-density neighborhoods
of the City. Consistent with General Plan's vision, the Community Plan and the Ventura
Cahuenga Specific Plan designate the site a Regional Commercial land use. While the
Community Pian refers to the site as one of the Plan's "major development opportunity
sites", the Ventura Cahuenga Boulevard Specific Plan defines the land use as "a focal
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point of regional commerce, identity an d activity and containing a diversity of uses, such
as corporate and professional offices, residential, retail, commercial malls, government
buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural facilities and
supporting services", In order to facilitate these consistent visions of the various Plans,
the Community Plan establishes the following compliant zones, CR, C1.5, C2, C4,
RAS3, RAS4, R3, R4 and R5.

Currently, the site is comprised of 18 assessor parcels covered by four different zones,
(Q)CR-1L, (Q)P-1L, R3-1L and R1-1L, Two of the four existing zoning designations or
approximately 70% of the site, the R1 (approximately 50% of the site) and P1
(approximately 20% of the site) desigmations, are inconsistent with the Community
Plan's Regional Commercial land use designation. A basic principle of good zoning
practice, and State law as required by Government Code 65455, is consistency between
the General Plan land use designation and zoning designations. In addition to creating
consistency between the General Plan and the site's Zoning, the Zone Change would
eliminate the "Q" conditions applicable to the now-demolished commercial structure and
its surface parking.

This inconsistent zoning pattern creates sign.ificant challenges to the development of a
unified development. A unified zoning pattern with a single zone allows for the creation
of an efficient site plan based on the shape and size of the site and not on outdated
zoning designations. The existing zoning pattern prescribes separate development
standards and a conflicting list of permitted uses. The individual yard requirements are
a good example of a problematic development standard which requires breaks in a
structure based on an arbitrary zone boundary and not based on sound site planning
standards. The conflicting list of permitted uses for the site would only permit low
density housing over the majority of the site, while precluding housing and commercial
uses on other portions of the site. Consequently, the disjointed and illegal zoning pattern
discourages a unified development and exclude's the Applicant's ability to construct a
single integrated well-desiqned project.

The C2-2 Zone Change proposed for this site is consistent with the dominant zoning
south of the site (located in the same Regional Commercial land use desiqnation) which
is developed with dense residential and commercial development. These adjacent C2-2
areas are developed with numerous commercial office buildings, including the CitiBank
tower, the CoAmerica tower and the City National building, which combine to create the
bulk of the 6.5 million square feet of commercial office space in the area. The Sherman
Oaks Galleria, which enjoys this same C2 zoning, not only provides a regional
entertainment draw, but also provides restaurant, retail and additional office uses. The
adjacent motel and the Grand Apartments are developed on R4 zoned sites which are
consistent with the density permitted by the C2 zone. However, the R4 prohibits
neighborhood-serving uses which as discussed below eliminate a trip reduction aspect
of the project.

In addition to being consistent with the surrounding zoninq, the C2-2 zone allows for a
mix of uses which directly responds to a major concern of the community: traffic. The
area's peak period traffic congestion is based on the combination of the existing
development in the immediate area and more importantly its location as a gateway into
the job-rich Westside of Los Angeles and the Cities of Santa Monica and Culver City.
The number of jobs located on the Westside draws hundreds of thousand motorists
through the Sepulveda pass regardless of what development occurs in Sherman Oaks,

The C2-2 zone change allows for the creation of urgently needed housing. The housing
is not only needed because the Housing Element highlights "an urgent need" throughout
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the City; it is also needed to provide housing density near jobs and transit in an attempt
to address future congestion growth. VVhile not all future residents will work in the area
Dr use public transit, there would be realistic opportunities for residents to avoid the
single occupancy vehicle by walking to work or taking transit. In addition, allowing
commercial uses on the site that are focused on neighborhood services provides an
additional trip reduction advantage as they provide convenient access to goods and
services for both project and area residents as well as area employees.

The approval of the C2-2 Zone Change facilitates the construction of a mixed-use
project which the Federal, State and Local Governments believe are critical to
addressing greenhouse gas emission by reducing vehicle miles traveled, which in turn
has implications on one of Los Angeles' pressing issues: traffic congestion. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development's Sustainable Housing and
Communities program includes the following policy overview: "By ensuring that housing
is located near job centers and affordable, accessible transportation, we will nurture
healthier, more inclusive communities .." At the State level, in 2008 California adopted
SB 375, legislation that linked transportation planning and funding io land use and
housing needs. In 2007, the City adopted GREEN LA: An Action Plan to Lead the
Nation in Fighting Global Warming. According to the City Housing Element, this
environmental challenge is addressed by "directing growth to transit-rich and job-rich
centers and supporting the growth with smart, sustainable infill development and
infrastructure investments."

This infill site is an ideal location to promote these various policy initiatives by locating
residential units proximate to employment opportunities and high quality transit. From a
residential perspective, the Zone Change would locate "housing in a manner which
reduces vehicular trips and makes it accessible to services and facilities" and with
access to transit. This siteis Iocated along Sepulveda Boulevard (a Major Highway)
which is serviced by an MTA Rapid Bus providing access to the very successful Orange
Line via Rapid Line 734 and Local 234. There are two additional Rapid Buses lines (750
services Ventura Boulevard and 761 provides transportation to the WestSide) with stops
at the intersection Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards. Not only would new residents be
located above neighborhood-serving retail uses, they would also be within walking
distance of Ventura Boulevard which offers a multitude of commercial uses, including
employment, shopping, entertainment and dining. The Zone Change would further
promote pedestrian activity in lieu of driving by facilitating the development of
neighborhood retail shopping opportunities within walking distance of numerous existing
residential and commercial uses in the area. Goal 1 of the Commercial section within
the Community Plan supports the proposed Zone Change as well when it states:

Plan policy provides for the development of single or aggregated parcels for mixed
use commercial and residential development. These structures would normally
incorporate retail, office, and/or parking on the lower floors and residential units on
the upper floors. The intent is to provide housing in close proximity to jobs, to reduce
vehicular trips, to reduce congestion and air pollution, to assure adequate sites for
housing, and to stimUlate pedestrian oriented areas to enhance the quality of life in
the Plan area.

A common concern of area residents is the morning peak period congestion near the
intersection of Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards. However, contrary to long-standing
notions that high density development generates traffic congestion, projects such as this
one, which locate housing proximate to transit and jobs, have proven to be effective in
mitigating the effects of higher density through the promotion of transit usage and
walkability.
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It is well documented that the proximity of housing, employment and transit, facilitates
the reduction of vehicle miles traveled. According to Transit Coooerative Research
Program Report 128: Effects of TOO on Housing, Parking and Travel sponsored by the
Federal Transit Administration: 'This research helps confirm what had been intuitively
obvious: TOD housing produced considerably less traffic than is generated by
conventional development." The anticipated level of reduction was discussed on page 9
of Growing Cooler: The Evidence on Urban Develooment and Climate Chanoe which
states .

"When viewed in total, the evidence on land use and driving shows that compact
development will reduce the need to drive between 20 and 40 percent, as compared with
development on the outer suburban edge with isolated homes, work places and other
destination. It is realistic to assume 30 percent cut in VMT with compact development."

The City of Los Angeles Housing Element also acknowledges this relationship in Policy
2.2.3 A of the Housing Element which states

"Provide additional "trip credits" for residential development that is located in
close proximity to Metro fixed rail and fixed guideway stations and transit stops
with frequent (15 minute frequency or less between 7:00 am and 6:30 pm) bus
service. Provide additional trip credits for .rnixed-use development and mixed
income development located near transit. Reduce project required traffic
mitigations".

Notwithstanding this policy, to provide the most conservative analysis LADOT did not
factor in trip reductions consistent with these policies when outlining the scope of this
project's traffic study.

Approval of the Zone Change also would promote good zoning practices by facilitating
the development of a project well-positioned to accommodate the needs of a growing
population in close proximity to transit lines and commercial corridors.

Based on the foregoing, the Zone Change promotes good zoning practices by unifying
disparate and inconsistent zoning classifications into a coherent zoning pattern and by
facilitating the development of a project that can maximize the ability of the residents and
employees to reduce vehicies miles traveled by applying zoning to the site that is
consistent with zoning of neighboring properties.

Specific Plan Exceptions

3. That the strict application of the regulations of the specific plan to the subject
property would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent
with the general purpose and intent of the specific plan.

Strictly applying the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan's regulations
relating to Height Limit, Floor Area, Lot Coverage, and Front Yard Setback requirements to
this unique srte creates practical difficulties for any development on this site. The site's
configuration, its existing zoning, its location proximate to its surrounding commercial and
residential uses and the Project's proposed use provide justification to deviate from
regulations that impose these practical difficulties.

The subject site is an irregular-shaped property having only 3 borders instead of the four
borders that frame most properties and development sites. The property is also isolated
from single-family residential zones, which typically abut commercial development along
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Ventura Boulevard. In contrast to most sites located in the Specific Plan, the subject site
is not abutting or located across a locally designated street or alley from single family
zoning. Rather, the site.is separated from single family zoning by over 250 feet, including
the width of Sepulveda Boulevard and the 150-foot deep R3 zoned parcels fronting on the
east side of Sepulveda Boulevard. Sepulveda Boulevard, the eastern boundary, ranges
between 100 to 104 feet in width over the site's 651-100t frontage. Sepulveda Boulevard's
three travel lanes in each direction, curb parking on the east side and center turn lane
create a significant buffer from the project site to the uses to the east. Camarillo Street,
the site's southern border, is a locally designated street that extends only 382 feet to the
west from Sepulveda Boulevard before ending at the 405 Freeway. It provides access to
the corner motel, the Grand Apartments and the Sherman Oaks Galleria's 6-story parking
structure and its service road that accesses loading docks and ultimately Ventura
Boulevard. A curving and elevated freeway interchange from the northbound 405
Freeway to the eastbound 101 Freeway creates an 873-foot long northwest property
boundary. The majority of this boundary is demarked by a 26-foot tall sound wall running
the majority of its length. While this infill development site gains an advantage by its
relative isolation from single family development, having an almost 3-story sound wall
running along one property line creates practical difficulties and an unnecessary hardship.

The splitzoning, consisting of (Q)CR-1L, (Q)P-1L, R3-1L and R1-1L zones, prevents a
unified development. The subject site, therefore, is now mainly vacant and underutlized,
and has languished in that condition for years due its outdated land use restrictions. Two
of the four existing zoning designations, the R1 Zone (approximately 50% of the site) and
P1 Zone (approximately 20% of theaite). are inconsistent with the Community Plan's
Regional Commercial land use designation. In addition to creating consistency between
the General Plan and the site's zoning, the requested Zone Change would eliminate the
"Q" conditions applicable to the now-demolished commercial structure and its surface
parking. Although the current split-zoning configuration would be remedied by approval of
the Applicant's Zone Change request, the underlying split zoning nevertheless represents
a unique hardship in that the obsolete and inconsistent zoning has contributed to the
underutilization of the site today.

The site's adjacency to commercial uses is also an important consideration relative to the
requests. The site is in close proximity to 6.5 million square feet of commercial office
space. In addition to a number of the jobs provided within that space, there are hundreds
more jobs in the area's retail and service businesses. The proposed Project is
appropriately locating housing density in a location which addresses Specific Plan traffic
considerations.

The first purpose of the Specific Plan is to "assure that an equilibrium is maintained
between the transportation infrastructure and the land use development." The site's
proximity to a iarge employment node and quality transit creates an opportunity to further
the goal of this equilibrium. As outlined in the Housing Element there is a defined need for
housing to be provided throughout the City and in the Sherman Oaks area. If housing is not
built on this site, it will be built elsewhere in the community. There are few, if any, locations
able to achieve the trip reduction potential of the proposed site due to its proximity to jobs
and transit. This proximity is important because it is very likely the future residents of these
other sites would travel the same transportation corridors, but would not gain the value of
the trip reduction opportunities provided by compact development. Transit adjacency is
anotherimportant site consideration because this key transit intersection is served by three
separate Rapid Bus lines providing high quality transit access to numerous regional job
centers including the Van Nuys Government Center, Warner Center, Westwood
Village/UCLA and Universal City. These Rapid Bus lines also connect with the very
successful Orange bus line and Metro Rail Red transit line, further dramatically expanding
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transit mobility. Consequently, this proposed Project in this location is better situated to
promote the equilibrium between transpo rtation infrastructure and land use development
contemplated by the Specific Plan.

Floor Area

Strict enforcement of the Specific Plan floor area ratio for the site makes impractical the
construction of a niixed-use development that maximizes the Specific Plan's equilibrium
desires and the Federal, State and City's desires of locating housing near jobs and transit.
The City's Housing Element highlights an "urgent need" to build housing in the City. It
anticipates that Sherman Oaks can accommodate approximately 4,300 units over the
course of the remaining seven-and-a-half years of the Housing Element period between
January 2007 and June 2014. The subject site presents a unique opportunity to
accommodate a substantial amount of this housing demand allocation. The site's proximity
to jobs and transit makes it an ideal in-fill development site for a dense residential project.
The project site is located close to employment opportunities and transit options located
within Y. mile of the site. Due to the proximity to jobs and transit, this site offers an
opportunity for the City to reduce vehicle miles traveled and create the desired
transportation equilibrium. While other sites might be available and combine to provide the
same housing benefit, there are few locations that so substantially and completely further
the vision of reduced vehicle miles traveled. It is very likely the future residents of other
sites less proximate to jobs and transit would travel the same transportation corridors.
However, due to their distance from the employment node and the transit connections
along Ventura Boulevard, those sites would not provide the compact development known to
reduce vehicle miles traveled.

While the FAR allowed on the property would generate a SUbstantial commercial (office or
retail) development, such a development would neither address the area's housing needs
nor the Specific Plan's equilibrium desire. Moreover, there is a market need for housing
and some limited neighborhood-serving commercial uses in the area, but the same cannot
be said for an office or large volume retail uses. The creation of large scale commercial
development at this site, as would be consistent with the Specific Plan, would generate
considerably more traffic trips than the proposed project. Additionally, a practical difficulty is
imposed on a residential proposal at this site by an FAR limitation that impacts the ability to
maximize housing created at this location. There is a relationship between compact
development and trip reductions. Consequently, an increased FAR becomes appropriate if
it furthers the stated goal of transportation equilibrium via vehicle miles traveled and the
resulting trip reductions.

Strictly enforcing the floor area standards on a site that necessitates building a podium to
deter the practical difficulties associated with an adjacent 26-foot sound wall would impose
an unnecessary hardship by limiting the only viable use (multi-family residential) to a
density that is not supportable and a design that is not practical. As demonstrated
elsewhere in these findings, a podium is necessary to raise the base of the multi-family
development above the curving and elevated freeway interchange and sound wall. This
sound wall reaches 26 feet in height from finished grade following the majority of the arc
along the freeway interchange and along the northwest border of the subject property.
Building a podium is therefore necessary to overcome this unique site constraint.

Further, the strict adherence to the Specific Plan's floor area limitation of 1.5 to 1 is
inconsistent with the General Plan's land use designation of Regional Center and the
Community Plan's land use designation of Regional Commercial. Therefore, Denial of the
requested exception would result in practical difficulties and unnecessary hardship
inconsistent with the general purpose and intent of the Specific Plan.
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The lengthy sound wall alongside the freeway interchange stands close to three stories tall
creating practical difficulties for a residential development on this site. This wall restricts
light and air along the site's longest boundary, negatively impacting the marketability of the.
first two Drthree residential levels if the res idential development was built at grade. In order
to compensate for practical problems created by this wall, the first level of residential needs
to be 'elevated at or above the sound wall level. Consequently, the Applicant is proposinp a
podium design elevating the first residential level 26 feet above grade, equal to the height
of the sound wall, thereby generating marketable units with ample light, air and views.
Equally important to the need to locate the first residential level above the wall is the need
to create a project which is sensitive to nearby residential uses.

Two-thirds of the proposed Project is designed with building heights consistent with the 75-
foot height limit established by the Specific Plan. Within this 75-foot limit, six stories of
residential component can be provided on top of the podium. However, the current
proposal includes.a stair-stepping design which removes the top two levels frontinp along
Sepulveda Boulevard in order to create a design sensitive to the surrounding community
and consistent with the surrounding built environment.

Building atop the necessary podium while limiting height to 75 feet and providing the stair-
stepping design compatible to the area would not result in a physically viable project. This
is a practical difficulty arising from a unique physical hardship on-site. However, where the
unique condition of one's property combined with an inability to use the property for the
purposes of its existing zoning caused by the prevailing uses of surrounding property
causes the financial hardship, an exception to the rule is permissible. Fortunately, this
increased height can be accommodated on this atypical development site without creating
negative impacts.

The height increase does not violate the spirit of the Specific Plan, which primarily is
focused at limiting the impact of development on abutting single-family residential uses.
Given the site's unique location, the additional requested height does not result in any
shade/shadow impacts or privacy concerns on surrounding land uses, especially
neighboring single family residents, which are removed at a minimum of 250 feet away from
the project site. The site's distance from the single family zoned properties is one of the
unique site characteristics and one that makes it atypical in the Specific Plan area, where
most commercial developments are contiguous to single family residential properties, As
designed, the Project's stair-stepping configuration responds directly to its built
environment. The Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a 4-story structure
consistent with the 4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments to the project's south.
The building's height steps up as it transitions toward the site's center and rear. As a result,
the increased heights are adjacent to the freeway interchange and the Sherman Oaks
Galleria's multi-story parking structure.

The proposed building heights are consistent with or lower than many of the existing
buiidings in the area including the Galleria, its parking structure, the 16-story Comerica
Bank building, the approximately 20-story National City Bank building, 13-story CitiBank
Building as well as other structures found in the Regional Commercial area surrounding the
intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards (Exhibit D: surrounding height graphic).
These nearby taller structures are consistent with the "Regional Center" land use
designation in the General Plan Framework, which defines "Regional Centers" as
characterized by 6- to 20-stories (Dr hiqher). As a result, the proposed project's height is
consistent with the General Plan Framework, the Community Plan and the built
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environment. As designed, the project's height would be located towards the center and
rear of the site, as far away as possible from the single-family homes located east of
Sepulveda Blvd. Based on the foregoing, strict application of the Specific Plan's
height limit to the project would result in practical difficulties.

Lot Coverage

The proposed project is consistent with the spirit of the Specific Plan's goal to break up the
mass of a development by establishing a lot coverage limitation. By breaking the mass of a
project, an attractive and harmonious development is generated which is sensitive to its
surrounding uses. This is especially important for the typical development site along the
Ventura Boulevard Corridor which abuts or is very close to R1-zoned properties
necessitating the need for a lot coverage Iimitation. The proposed project is atypical in that
the closest R1 zoned properties are approximately 250 feet to the east and are separated
from the project site by the width of Sepulveda Boulevard and the R3 zoned properties
adjacent to the east side of Sepulveda Boulevard. While this project proposes lot coverage
3.5% greater than the 75% permitted, the podium design creates practical challenges
related to this constraint.

The project site's irregular shape is defined by a long sound wall which creates practical
challenges when developing the site with residential units. In order to address this
development constraint, the Applicant is proposing the construction of a parking podium in
order to elevate the first level of residential above the sound wall. As a result, the podium
design limits the amount of ground level area which can be left completely open to the sky,
but the project achieves the massing modulation intent of the Specific Plan and provides a
significant amount of open space on its podium level.

By creating a smaller podium, and thus reducing the lot coverage, practical difficulties are
created for the project. A smaller podium could impact the design of the project in a variety
of ways. One impact of a smaller podium would be to reduce the open space areas located
on the podium which would reduce the large spacious open areas planned for the
development. In addition, by raising the usable open space to the podium level, there is
greater light access and a reduced impact of traffic noise. As planned, these courtyard
areas provide ample light and air for not only the open areas but also for the residential
units. A smaller podium would narrow the open space areas by moving the building
(fingers) closer together which in turn would increase the difficulty of protecting each
resident's privacy within their respective units. A final design response could be a reduction
in the number of units.

As proposed, the project mass is broken along its vertical and horizontal planes to such a
degree that it creates consistency with the spirit of the lot coverage limitation. The project's
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is developed with a spacious, publicly accessible 13,000-
square foot Public Plaza that creates building setbacks ranging from 18 inches along the
neighborhood retail uses, to 10 feet in front of the proposed grocery store and up to 70 feet
at the Plaza's depth. This Plaza exceeds any publicly accessible open space within the
Specific Plan, including the approximately 9,000 square foot open space provided by the
Sherman Oaks Galleria. Vertically, the project provides a variety of building heights by
stair-stepping the building heights along various locations on the site. Further breaking up
the mass of the project is more than 60,000 square feet of open space gardens located on
top of the podium. Without consideration of the open space on the podium, the project
slightly exceeds the 75% prescribed by the Specific Plan. If this podium level open space
area, which significantly breaks up the mass of the building, could be included in the lot
coverage calculation, it would reduce down to approximately 60%. Even without those
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areas, the proposed Project is consistent WIThthe Specific Plan's lot coverage intentions
and only slightly exceeds the defined limitation. As it stands, the requested maximum lot
coverage of 78.5% at grade is an otherwise minor increase of the lot coverage necessitated
by the project site's unusual circumstance. The site's configuration, its location proximate to
its surrounding uses and the Project's proposed use provides justification to deviate from a
regulation that in this case imposes an unnecessary hardship.

Front Lot Line Setback

The Specific Plan imposes a maximum 10-foot front yard setback to create a pedestrian
friendly development, which places active and attractive uses along pedestrian corridors in
an attempt to foster greater pedestrian activity. In certain areas of the Specific Plan, the
City has created Pedestrian Oriented areas, which utilize a set of design standards
facilitating pedestrian comfort. While the project site is 'Immediately north of the Pedestrian
Oriented District near the Sherman Oaks Galleria, the proposed mixed-use project is a
natural extension of the area and proposes pedestrian friendly improvements. The
Applicant is proposing a series of improvements to enhance the pedestrian realm, including
the creation of a large Public Plaza that will prove inviting to area residents and workers.

The Applicant agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for their review and
approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan providing pedestrian,
streetscape and transit enhancements to promote consistency with the neighboring
Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan which fosters a high-quality pedestrian
environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plan may include such
features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken and uneven
sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and
urban swales.

The inclusion of the above-referenced pedestrian amenities still allows the Project to
comply with the setback requirements along most of the Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.
However, it does prohibit a key feature of this enhanced pedestrian environment: the Public
Plaza. Strict compliance would not permit the expansive 13,000-square-foot open plaza.
The Public Plaza, which became larger as a result of community input during the public
outreach process. This amenity would provide a more pedestrian friendly project that
enhances the streetscape, consistent with the purpose and intent of the Specific Plan.

A practical difficulty is created on the Project by the strict implementation of the Specific
Plan's 1o-foot maximum setback requirement. This becomes an unnecessary hardship in
that it does not allow the Project to provide an amenity which promotes pedestrian activity
envisioned in the area. As a result, the Applicant is requesting to exceed the to-toot front
yard setback by 59 feet for 137 lineal feet of the project's approximate 461-lineal foot
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage to accommodate portions of the approximately 13,000-
square foot Public Plaza, which is approximately 69 feet deep and approximately 137 feet
wide. Strict application of the Specific Plan's front yard setback would prohibit the Applicant
from providing the desired Public Plaza, thereby eliminating this publicly accessible open
space amenity that serves to activate pedestrian activity as proposed by the Specific Plan.
Notably, Purpose H of the Specific Plan seeks to "promote an attractive pedestrian
environment which will encourage pedestrian activity and reduce traffic congestion." This
purpose would not be achieved by strict adherence to the front yard setback, as the result
would be the elimination of an attractive project feature that enhances pedestrian activity.
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4. That there are exceptional circumstances or conditions applicable to the subject
property involved or to the intended use or development of the subject property that

. do not apply generally to the other property in the plan area.

Site Configuration and Location

The subject site is an irregular shaped property having only 3 borders instead of the four
borders that frame most properties and development sites. At approximately 196,673
square feet (4.5 acres) of pre-dedicated lot area, the site is larger than the vast majority of
the sites in the Regional Commercial land use designation of the Specific Plan. It is the
only such site that is adjacent to a nearly 3-story, 26-foot tall sound wall running along the
majority of its longest border, which negatively impacts the site's light and air circulation.
Its northwestern boundary stretching from the southwestern portion of the project all the
way to the northeastern portion is a curved shape outlining the interchange connection
between the 405 and the 101 Freeways. The arc boundary creates a site planning
constraint atypical of other properties in the Specific Plan area. Also, while the vast
majority of the property in the Specific Plan area is within 350 feet of Ventura Boulevard,
the focal point of the Specific Plan, the closest portion of this site is 1,330 feet from
Ventura Boulevard and it extends northward an additional 500 feel. In addition, in contrast
to most of the Specific Plan sites, the subject site is not abutting or located across a locally
designated street or alley from single family zoning. In this particular case the site is
separated from R1 zoned properties by over 250 feet including the width of Sepulveda
Boulevard and the 150-foot deep R3 zoned parcels fronting the east side of Sepulveda
Boulevard.

Existing Zoning

The split zoning, consisting of (Q)CR-1L, (Q)P-1L, R3-1L and R1-1L zones, has prevented
redevelopment of this site. The subject site is under-utilized and has remained vacant for
a number of years. Two of the four existing zoning designations. the R1 Zone
(approximately 50% of the site) and P1 Zone (approximately 20% of the site) designations,
are inconsistent with the Community Plan's Regional Commercial land use designation.
R1 zoned lots, approximately 35 in all, are very rare in the 17-mile long Specific Plan.
Forty five percent (or 15) of the R1 zoned lots are located on the project site and these are
the only R1'zoned lots with a Regional Commercial land use designation in the Specific
Plan. In addition to creating consistency between the General Plan and the site's zoning,
the requested Zone Change would eliminate the 'Q" conditions applicable to the now-
demolished commercial structure and its surface parking. Although the current split-
zoning configuration will be remedied by approval of the Applicant's Zone Change request,
the underlying split zoning nevertheless represents an exceptional circumstance in that the
obsolete and inconsistent zoning has contributed to the underutilization of the site today.

Surrounding Built Environment

The site's adjacency to commercial uses, including numerous jobs, employment centers,
retail centers, and public transit options, also creates an exceptional circumstance relative
to the requests. The site is in close proximity to 6.5 million square feet of commercial
office space. In addition to all of the jobs provided within that space, there are hundreds
more jobs in the area's retail and service businesses. Adjacency to mass transit options is
another important site consideration. The project is within y,; mile of the intersection of
Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards where major bus routes are located. This key transit
intersection is served by three separate Rapid Bus lines providing high quality transit
access to regional jobs centers including the Van Nuys Government Center, Warner
Center, Westwood Village/UCLA and Universal City. These Rapid lines also connect with
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the very successful Orange bus line and Metro Rail Red transit line, further expanding
transit mobility.

The combination of the considerations outlined above creates a special set of
circumstances that are not applicable to any other properties in the area.

5. That an exception from the specific plan is necessary for the preservation and
enjoyment of a substantial property right or use generally possessed by other
property within the specific plan are in the same zone and vicinity but which,
because of special circumstances and practical difficulties or unnecessary
hardships, is denied to the property in question.

The special circumstances, practical difficulties, and unnecessary hardships applicable to
this site are set forth above. Therefore, exceptions from the Specific Plan are necessary
for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right possessed by properties
within the Specific Plan area in the same zone and vicinity. The site is and has been
significantly underutilized for years in relationship to other uses in the area and the site's
land use designations. A fundamental property right enjoyed and generally possessed by
every other property in the area is to put property to practical use.

Practical use of this property is limited in many respects because the area is already
saturated with retail centers and office space. Additionally, an all commercial use would
generate far more vehicle trips than would the Project, even if proposed only at the 1.5 to1
FAR limit. When these factors are combined with the housing needs outlined in the City's
of Los Angeles Housing Element, it becomes clear a mixed-use project focused on
residential uses is most appropriate land use for the property.

Floor Area

Strictly enforcing the floor area standards on a site that necessitates building a podium to
escape the practical difficulties generated by a 26-foot sound wall would impose an
unnecessary hardship by limiting the most viable use (multi-family residential) to a density
that is not supportable and a design that is not practical. As previously discussed, multi-
family residential development is the appropriate use on this site. A podium is necessary
to raise the base of any multi-family development above the curving and elevated freeway
interchange and sound wall. This sound wall reaches 26 feet in height from the property
site grade following the majority of the arc of the freeway interchange along the northwest
border of the subject property. Building a podium is therefore necessary to overcome the
practical difficulty generated by the sound wall. The Specific Plan floor area limitation of
1.5:1 does not provide enough floor area to offset the constnuction cost of the podium
design, creating an unnecessary hardship on the site.

The construction of the proposed project races practical difficulties when creating a
marketable residential development. As outlined previously, the extended elevated
freeway interchange and its high sound wall creates a hardship in that it restricts light and
air which are essential elements of a successful residential project. In order to
compensate for practical problems created by this wall, the first level of residential needs
to be elevated at or above the sound wall level. In order to achieve this, the Applicant is
proposing a podium design to elevate the first residential level 26 feet up in the air above
the interchange and its sound wall. The project site's adjacency to a freeway interchange
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with a high sound wall barrier is a special circumstance not shared by other properties in
this vicinity, and as a result, an exception from the specific plan's height limit is necessary
for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right or use generally
possessed by other property within the specific plan area in the same zone and vicinity.

The height increase is consistent with th e spirit of the Specific Plan which strives to limit
the impact of development on abutting uses which are typically single family residential
uses. This site is uniquely located in its ability to accept increased heights without creating
any direct shade/shadow or privacy concerns on surrounding land uses, especially
neighboring single family residents, which are removed at a minimum of 250 feet away
from the project site. The site's distance from the single family zoned properties is one of
the unique site characteristics and one that makes ITatypical in the Specific Plan area,
where most commercial developments are contiguous to single family residential
properties. As designed the Project's stair-stepping configuration responds directly to its
built environment. As a result, the increased heiqhts are adjacent to the freeway
interchange and the Sherman Oaks Galleria's multi-story parking structure. The proposed
building heights are consistent with or lower than many of the existing buildings in the area
including the Galleria, its parking structure, the 16-story Comerica Bank building, the
approximately 20-story National City Bank building, 13-story CitiBank Building as well as
other structures found in the Regional Commercial area surrounding the intersection of
Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards. Therefore, due to the special circumstances and
practical difficulties generated by the 26-foot sound wall, a height increase is justified in
order avoid an unnecessary hardship and to maintain a substantial property right
possessed by other property within the Specific Plan area.

Lot Coverage

The proposed project is consistent with the spirit of the Specific Plan's desire to break up
the mass of a development by establishing a lot coverage limitation. By breaking the
mass of a project, an attractive and harmonious development is generated which is
sensitive to its surrounding uses. This is especially important as many development sites
along the Ventura Boulevard Corridor abut or are very close to R1-zoned properties that
necessitate the need for a lot coverage Iimitation. The proposed project is not proximate
to single family residences on R1 zoned properties, as the nearest R1 zoned parcels are
approximately 250 feet to the east, buffered from the project site by the width of Sepulveda
Boulevard and the R3 zoned properties fronting on the east side of Sepulveda Boulevard.
While this project proposes lot coverage 3.5% larger than the 75% permitted, the podium
design creates practical challenges related to this constraint.

As previously discussed, the project site's irregular shaped border is defined by a long
sound wall and elevated freeway interchange which creates special circumstances and
practical challenges when developing the site with residential units. In order overcome the
hardship created by this development constraint, the Applicant is proposing the
construction of a parking podium elevating the 'first level of residential above the sound
wall. As a result, the podium design limits the amount of ground level area which can be
left completely open to the sky, but the project achieves the massing modulation intent of
the Specific Plan.

A smaller podium could impact the design of the project in a variety of ways, each of which
has negative implications. One impact of a smaller podium would be to reduce the open
space areas located on the podium which would negatively impact the large open areas
designed for the project. In addition, by raising the usable open space to the podium level,
there is greater access to light which makes the linear courtyards more pleasant and
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usable. The elevated podium also reduces the impact of the traffic noise. As planned
these courtyard areas provide ample light and air for not only the open areas but also for
the residential units. A smaller podium would narrow the open space areas by moving the
building (fingers) closer together which in turn would 'Increase the difficulty of protecting
each resident's privacy within their respective unit. A final design response could be a
reduction in the number of units.

The project mass is broken along its vertical and horizontal planes to such a degree that it
creates consistency with the lot coverage limitation. The project's Sepulveda Boulevard
frontage is developed WITha spacious, publicly accessible 13,DDD-squarefoot Public Plaza
that creates building setbacks ranging from 18 inches along the neighborhood retail uses,
10 feet in front of the proposed grocery store and up to 70 feet at the Plaza's depth.
Vertically, the project provides a variety of building heights by stepping the building heights
at various locations on the site. Further breaking up the mass of the project is the
extensive, more than 60,000 square feet of open space gardens located on top of the
podium. Without consideration of the open space on the podium, the project slightly
exceeds the 75% maximum lot coverage prescribed by the Specific Plan. If this open
space area, which effectively breaks up the mass of the building, could be included in the
lot coverage calculation, it would reduce down to approximately 60%. Even without those
areas, the proposed project is consistent with the Specific Plan's spirit in that the project's
massing is modulated and only exceeds the maximum lot coverage requirement by a
small, reasonable amount. Therefore, the site's configuration and adjacency to a freeway
interchange with a high sound wall create special circumstances and practical difficulties
such that an exception to the specific plan is necessary for the preservation and
enjoyment of a substantial property right or use generally possessed by other property
within the specific plan area in the same zone and vicinity. .

Front Lot Line Setback

The Specific Plan imposes a maximum 10-foot front yard setback in a desire to create a
pedestrian friendly development which places active and attractive uses along pedestrian
corridors in an attempt to foster greater pedestrian activity and lesser use of vehicles. In
certain areas, the City has created Pedestrian Oriented areas which utilize a set of design
standards facilitating pedestrian comfort. While the project site is immediately north of the
Sherman Oaks Galleria and its Pedestrian Oriented area, the proposed mixed-use project
is a natural extension of the area and is proposing pedestrian friendly improvements. The
project is proposing a series of improvements to enhance the pedestrian realm, includinp
the creation of a large Public Plaza that will prove inviting to area residents and workers.

The Applicant agreed to SUbmit to the Department of Public Works for their review and
approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide pedestrian,
streetscape and transit enhancements to promote consistency with the neighboring
Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan which fosters a high-quality pedestrian
environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Pian may include
such features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken and
uneven sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus
shelters, and urban swales.

The inclusion of the above-referenced pedestrian amenities still allows the Project to
comply with the setback requirements along most of the Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.
However, it does prohibit a key feature, requested by the community, of this enhanced
pedestrian environment: the Public Plaza. Strict compliance would not permit the
expansive 13,OOO-square-footopen plaza. The Public Plaza, which became larger at the
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request of the community during the public outreach process, has been very well received
in the community and is an expected design feature. The amenity would provide a more
pedestrian friendly project that enhances the streetscape, consistent with the purpose and
intent of the Specific Plan.

An unnecessary hardship is created on the Project by the strict implementation of the
Specific Plan's 10-foot maximum setback requirement. This becomes a practical difficulty
in that it does not allow the Project to provide a publicly accessible Plaza which promotes
pedestrian activity in the area. The Approval of an increased setback to allow for the
Public Plaza is well supported in the community and consistent with the Specific Plan's
goal to activate and beautify the pedestrian environment. To facilitate a pedestrian friendly
environment, the Applicant is requesting to exceed the front yard setback by 59 feet for
137 lineal feet of the project's approximate 461-lineal foot Sepulveda Boulevard frontage
to accommodate portions of the approximately 13,000-square foot Public Plaza, which is
approximately 69 feet deep and approximately 137 feet wide. This proposed Public Plaza
will be a significant amenity feature for both residents and members of the local
community, and should enhance pedestrian activity along Sepulveda Boulevard.

Strict application of the Specific Plan's front yard setback would prohibit the Applicant from
providing the desired Public Plaza, thereby eliminating this publicly accessible open space
amenity that serves to activate pedestrian activity as proposed by the Specific Plan.
Notably, Purpose H of the Specific Plan seeks to "promote an attractive pedestrian
environment which will encourage pedestrian activity and reduce traffic congestion." This
purpose would not be achieved by strict adherence to the front yard setback, as the result
would be the elimination of an attractive project feature that enhances pedestrian activity.

The Approval of an increased setback to allow for the Public Plaza is well supported in the
community and is, in part, necessitated by special circumstances and practical difficulties
created by the elevated freeway interchange. In order to successfully develop this site the
project requires Exceptions from the Specific Plan, which are necessary for the
preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right or use generally possessed by
other property within the specific plan area in the same zone and vicinity. In exchange for
these exceptions, the Applicant has proposed certain conditions including a community
gathering point created by the proposed Public Plaza, which will serve as a beneficial
amenity for" neighborhood residents and should enhance pedestrian activity along
Sepulveda Boulevard

As outlined above, there are special circumstances and practical difficulties created by the
freeway interchange and sound wall which are not applicable to other properties in the
area which justify these requests.

6. That the granting of an exception will not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to the property or improvements adjacent to or in the vicinity of the
subject property.

Granting the requested exceptions will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious
to the property or 'Improvements in the area. The proposed development, a mixed-use
project focusinq most of its floor area towards residential floor area, would enhance the
site, while generating fewer trips than many of the permitted alternatives and move the
City closer toward the Policy goals of reducing vehicle miles traveled. Granting the
requested exceptions will allow for a cohesive, architecturally attractive, mixed-use project
proximate to public transit, job centers, entertainment, and retail uses.
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The proposed Project would not only clean up a less than attractive site, which has been
undenutilized due to its disjointed zoning pattern, it will also provide aesthetic
enhancement to the area, It is proposing a 13,000-square foot Public Plaza, streetscape
improvements within the public right-of-way promoting pedestrian activity and beautifying a
neglected island of public right-of-way. The Public Plaza would contain extensive
landscape and hardscape improvements creating a community gathering point in front of
the Project, easily accessible to pedestrians along Sepulveda Boulevard, In conjunction
with this Plaza the Applicant is proposinq improvements to the public right-of-way fronting
the project consistent with the Sherman 0aks Streetscape and Design plan, Even though
the Sherman Oaks pedestrian area stops short of this property, the Applicant desires to
promote pedestrian activity along Sepulveda Boulevard to Ventura Boulevard, If permitted
by the Bureau of Engineering, the intent will be to create a seamless design from curb to
building, The design will include paving, landscaping and street furniture consistent with
the plans for Pedestrian Oriented areas in the Specific Plan, Additionally, the Applicant
will work with the Department of Public Works to improve and maintain a neglected island
of public right-of-way bound by Camarillo Street, North Sepulveda Boulevard, Sepulveda
Boulevard and Moorpark Street with a consistent landscape theme, This project is also
proposing articulations to its massing with vertical and horizontal variations to promote
consistency with its surrounding environ rnent. The Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is
designed with a 4-s10ry structure consistent with the 4,5 levels associated with the Grand
Apartments to the project's south, Vertical variations are created as the building steps up
towards the site's center and rear, Podium level landscaping will be visible from
Sepulveda Boulevard, thereby providing additional relief and texture to the design.
Horizontal articulation of the project is provided by the inclusion of the Public Plaza which
pushes a large portion of the building's Sepulveda Boulevard Street frontage
approximately 70 feet from the property line, All of these improvements combine to
promote the public welfare and enhance the aesthetic of the area.

The surrounding area already experiences heavy peak period traffic, Consequently, any
proposed project at this site must respond to this existing traffic conditions and a mixed-
use project is the most appropriate type of development to address this concern with traffic
congestion,

The proposed project would generate less than half the daily trips that would be generated
by a big box retail development on the site, developed in compliance with the Specific
Plan's floor area ratio and height requirements, Even a mixed-use project, consistent with
the Specific Plan's mixed-use definition and consisting of a floor area equal to 1,5:1, would
generate approximately 1,000 more trips than the proposed project, while providing
approximately half of the residential unit density.

The proposed mixed-use project not only creates fewer trips than many alternatives, it
would locate density near a large employment node allowing residents the opportunity to
live closer to their work, At a minimum, the proximity could allow' a reduction in vehicle
miles traveled as their commuting miles are reduced, but it could also allow residents to
use transportation alternatives including walking, biking and public transportation. The
site's proximity, less than a % mile, to the transportation corridor of Ventura Boulevard
would allow residents to relatively easily walk to this employment center or to the three
Rapid bus stops which provide mobility to a variety of other job centers.

The Project is proposing an extensive Transportation Demand Management ('TOM") pian
than will encourage residents and retail employees to utilize alternative transportation
modes to the single occupancy motor vehicle, In concert with this effort, the Applicant is
proposing that a portion of its Project Impact Assessment Fee be used to create an area
wide Transportation Management Organization/Association ('TMO"). The TMO has the
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ability to incorporate a larger number of area businesses and their employees into a TDM
program focused on reducing some of the existing trips in the area.

The implementation of a Transportatio n Demand Management plan, along with the
project's proximity to many transit options, would result in a project that will not be
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property or improvements adjacent to or
in the vicinity of the subject property. .

Floor Area

The approval of a floor area ratio increase for the site will not be harmful to the public
welfare or injurious to the properties in the area because the construction of a mixed-use
development promotes both the Specific Plan's transportation equilibrium goals and the
Federal, State and City's goals of locating housing near jobs and transit. As outlined by
the City's Housing Element there is an "urgent need" for housing and it anticipates that
Sherman Oaks can accommodate approximately 4,300 units over the course of its
January 2007 to June 2014 timeframe. The subject site presents a unique opportunity to
accommodate a substantial amount of this housing demand allocation While creating
consistency with current Planning policies without injury to the surrounding properties.

The site's proximity to jobs and transit makes it an ideal in-fill development site for a dense
residential project. Locating a substantial amount of residential units close to thousands of
jobs and public transit opportunities offers a potential to reduce vehicle miles traveled in
the area. The proposed Project is intended to address both the Housing Element and
Specific Plan goals and purposes, as well as make economic use of the property, through
a mix of residential and community-serving commercial uses. While the FAR allowed on
the property would generate a substantial commercial (office or retail) development, such
a development would not address the housing needs or the Specific Plan's desire for
equilibrium between the transportation infrastructure and land use development in the
Ventura Boulevard Cor-ridor. Moreover, there is a market need for housing and some
limited neighborhood-serving commercial uses in the area, but the same cannot be said
for a floor area compliant office or large volume retail use. Consequently, increasing the
residential floor area of a project located near jobs and transit promotes the public welfare
because it addresses an urgent housing need and furthers the stated goal of
transportation equilibrium via the reduced vehicle miles traveled.

Due to the site's location and the design of the project, the granting of a height exception
will not be harmful to the public welfare of injurious to the property or improvements in the
area. The height increase is consistent with the spirit of the Specific Plan which strives to
limit the impact of development on abutting uses which are typically single-family
residential uses. The proposed design also moves the mass of the majority of the height
increase to the center and rear of the project.

This site is uniquely located in its ability to accept increased heights without creating any
direct shade/shadow or privacy concerns on surrounding land uses, especially neighboring
single family residents. As designed, the proposed height 01 the building would be located
toward the center and rear of the site, as far away as possible from the single-family
homes located east of Sepulveda Boulevard. Sepulveda BOUlevard,developed at a 104- .
foot right-ol-way, creates a larger buffer between the first residential uses, located in an
R3 Zone, and another 150 feet further away still from the first single family zoned
properties. The mixed-use project is desiqnad to achieve a high level of quality and to be
compatible with the existing uses of the surrounding built environment
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As designed, the Project's stair-stepping configuration responds directly to its built
environment. The Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a 4-story structure
consistent with the 4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments to the project's south.
The building's height steps up as it transitions toward the site's center and rear As a
result, the increased heights are adjacent to the freeway interchange and the Sherman
Oaks Galleria's multi-story parking structure, where any.potential impacts of the increased
height would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property or
improvements adjacent to the subject property. The proposed building heights are
consistent with or lower than many of the existinq buildings in the area including the
Galleria, its parking structure, the 16-story Comerica Bank building, the approximately 20-
story National City Bank building, 13-story CitiBank Building as well as other structures
found in the Regional Commercial area surrounding the intersection Sepulveda and
Ventura Boulevards. These nearby taller structures are consistent with the "Regional
Center" land use designation in the General Plan Framework, which defines "Regional
Center" as characterized by 6- to 20-stories (or higher). As a result, the proposed project's
height is consistent with the General Plan Framework, the Community Plan and the built
environment.

In order to compensate for practical problems created by the CalTrans soundwall, the first
level of residential needs to be elevated at or above the sound wall level. In order to
achieve this, the Applicant is proposing a podium design to elevate the first residential
level 26 feet up in the air above the freeway interchange and its sound wall. The project
site's adjacency to a freeway interchange with a high sound wall barrier is a special
circumstance and as a result an exception from the specific plan's height limit can be
provided without injuring the surrounding property or being detrimental to the public
welfare.

Lot Coveraoe

The granting of this lot coverage exception will not harm the public welfare or be injurious
to the surrounding community due to its compatibility with the spirit of the Specific Plan's
desire to break up the mass of a development By breaking up the mass of a project, an
attractive and harmonious development is generated which is sensitive to its surrounding
uses. The typical development site along the Ventura Boulevard Corridor abuts or is very
close to R1-zoned properties, thereby necessitating the need to impose a lot coverage
limitation. The proposed project is not proximate to single family residences on R1 zoned
properties; as highlighted previously the nearest R1 zoned parcels are approximately 250
feet to the east, buffered from the project site by the width of Sepulveda Boulevard and the
R3 zoned properties fronting on the east side of Sepulveda Boulevard. The proposed
project is surrounded by land uses which will not be impacted by the 3.5% increase in lot
area coverage. The vast majority of this triangular shaped site is surrounded by two
freeways, the Sherman Oaks Galleria's multi-story parking structure as well as Sepulveda
Boulevard.

While this project proposes lot coverage 3.5% larger than the 75% permitted, it is because
of the podium design that strict compliance cannot be achieved. However, the project
mass is broken along its vertical and horizontal planes to such a degree that it creates
consistency with the spirit of the regulation. The project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is
developed with a spacious 13,000-square foot Public Plaza that creates building setbacks
ranging from 18 inches along the neighborhood retail uses, 10 feet in front of the proposed
grocery store and up to 70 feet at the Plaza's depth. Further breaking up the mass of the
project is more than 60,000 square feet of open space gardens located on top of the
podium. Without consideration of the open space on the podium, the project slightly
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exceeds the 75% maximum lot coverage prescribed by the Specific Plan. The proposed
project is consistent with the Specific Plan's spirit in that the project's massing is
modulated and only exceeds the maximum lot coverage requirement by a small margin.
Therefore, the site's configuration and adjacency to a freeway interchange with a high
sound wall creates a circumstance requiring a podium design which limits the Applicant's
ability to be 100% consistent with the regulation. However, the project location and its
design ensure that the public welfare is protected and that surrounding properties are not
injured.

Front Lot Line Setback

A Specific Plan exception from the maximum 10-foot front yard setback facilitates the
creation of a pedestrian friendly development that promotes the public welfare and would
not be injurious to the surrounding community. In certain areas, the City has created
Pedestrian Oriented areas which utilize a set of design standards facilitating pedestrian
comfort. While the project site is immediately north of the Shennan Oaks Galleria and its
Pedestrian Oriented area, the proposed mixed-use project is a natural extension of the
area and proposes pedestrian friendly im provements consistent with that Sherman Oaks
Streetscape and Design Plan. The Applicant is proposing a series of improvements to
enhance the pedestrian realm, including the creation of a large Public Plaza that will prove
inviting to area residents and workers.

The Applicant agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for their review and
approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide pedestrian,
streets cape and transit enhancements to promote consistency with the Sherman Oaks
Streetscape and Design Plan which fosters a high-qu"lity pedestrian environment along
the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plan may include such features as street
trees, planter boxes, street fumiture, improvements to broken and uneven sidewalks,
sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban
swales.

The inclusion of the above-referenced pedestrian amenities allows the Project to comply
with the setback requirements along most of the Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. However,
it does prohibit a key feature, requested by the community, of this enhanced pedestrian
environment: the Public Plaza. Strict compliance would not permit the expansive 13,000-
square-foot open plaza. The Public Plaza, which became larger as part of the public
outreach process, is an expected design feature. The amenity would provide a more
pedestrian friendly project that enhances the streetscape, consistent with the purpose and
intent of the Specific Plan. To facilitate a pedestrian friendly environment, the Applicant is
requesting to exceed the front yard setback by 59 feet for 137 lineal feet of the project's
approximate 461-lineal foot Sepulveda Boulevard frontage to accommodate portions of the
approximately 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza, which is approximately 69 feet deep and
approximately 137 feet wide. This proposed Public Plaza will be a significant amenity
feature for bath residents and members of the local community.

Strict application of the Specific Plan's front yard setback would prohibit the Applicant from
providing the desired Public Plaza, thereby eliminating this publicly accessible open space
amenity that serves to activate pedestrian activity as proposed by the Specific Plan.
Notably, Purpose H of the Specific Plan seeks to "promote an attractive pedestrian
environment which will encourage pedestrian activity and reduce traffic congestion." This
purpose would not be achieved by strict adherence to the front yard setback, as the result
would be the elimination of an attractive project feature that enhances pedestrian activity.
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This requested exception for the front yard setback permits an amenity that fosters the
public welfare because it promotes pedestrian activity and consequently, cannot be
construed to be injurious to the property or improvements adjacent to or in the vicinity of
the subject property.

7. That the granting of an exception will be consistent with the principles, intent and
goals of the specific plan and any appll cable element of the general plan.

The granflng of the exceptions will be consistent with the principles, intent and goals of the
Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan, the General Plan Framework, the
Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass Community Plan, and applicable
elements of the General Plan. The requested exceptions will result in a more aestheti c
design and in a development appropriate for the immediate area. The Applicant is
committed to creating a dynamic and vis ually appealing development that improves the
conditions of the site and improves the character of the surrounding area.

Soecific Plan

The Specific Plan desiqnates the site with a "Regional Commercial" land use designation
which is defined in the plan as:

"A land use designation in the Community Plan which is a focal point of regional
commerce, identity and activity and containing a diversity of uses, such as
corporate and professional offices, residential, retail commercial malls,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural
faciliiies and supportinp services."

Purpose Statement A of the Specific Plan, which provides: "To assure that an equilibrium
is maintained between the transportation infrastructure and land use development in the
Corridor ... ,"

This statement creates a challenge for any development of this infill site due to its
proximity to a heavily traveled intersection of Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda
Boulevard. This intersection is heavily traveled not only because it is surrounded by a
large employment node' containing approximately 6.5 million square feet of commercial
office spaces, numerous retail, entertainment and services jobs in the area, but also
because it is choke point between the San Fernando Valley's low density residential
communities and the job-rich Westside of Los Angeles and its surrounding Cities.

If one is to develop a use which is consistent with the Specific Plan's vision for the land
use category, is financially feasible and helps achieve equilibrium between transportation
and land uses in the area, a high density mixed-use project appears to be the best use for
the site. This is because the proposed mixed-use residential development generates
significantly fewer trips than even a Specific Plan compliant mixed-use project much less a
commercial use built to the 1.5:1 FAR standard. Additionally, the proximity of the
employment node and the three Rapid Bus lines creates transit opportunities for residents.
f>.s outlined 'In other sections provided herein, the proposed use is consistent with the
vision for the area, generates fewer trips than other permitted uses, has the ability to
reduce some trips already coming into the area, and addresses housing needs.

PUfDose Statement D: To assure a balance of commercial land uses in the Specific Plan
area that will address the needs of the surrounding communities and greater regional
area.
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As evidenced in prior Findings, the area is developed with various commercial uses
including 6.5 million square feet of commercial office space and numerous retail
establishments along Ventura Boulevard. Based on the volume of empty storefronts and
shuttered businesses and on market studies discussed in applicant's filing, the commercial
(retail and office) rental markets are struggling. Apparently, there is not enough business
in the area to maintain typical occupancy rates within many of these establishments. Even
if there were sufficient demand to fill the existing uses, locating substantially more
commercial uses on the project site would not advance Purpose Statement D. The
Community has expressed that it already feels overburdened by traffic in part because
there is such a large commercial node in the area that is a regional draw and because the
area is a conduit from the low density residential development of the San Fernando Valley
to the job-rich Westside of Los Angeles. Consequently, meeting the area's housing
demand and providing more local consumers to patronize local businesses through a site
that can provide the best opportunities to reduce vehicle trips through transit and walking
and also providing neighborhood-serving uses on-site helps to capture the balance
sought by this Specific Plan purpose. In particular, the Project's new residents would lead
to an increased demand for the commercial services in the area, and the Project would not
exacerbate the over-saturation of the commercial market.

Purpose Statement G: To enhance the plan area landscaping by providing guidelines and
a process for a coordinated landscaping program of public and private property for the
Specific Plan's communities.

The Project would provide approximately 93,500 square feet (or 2.15 acres) of public and
private open space, which exceeds its requirement by approximately 48,000 square feet
(or 1.1 acre). This open space includes an approximately 13,000 square foot public plaza
and other pedestrian-oriented improvements planned for the Sepulveda Boulevard
frontage, providing an inviting community gathering point with direct access into the
project's commercial uses.

While not technically applicable to the site, the Project would use the Sherman Oaks
Streetscape and Design Plan as a baseline to design the publicly accessible space of the
project. The project has also agreed to landscape and maintain, with the approval of the
Department of Public Works, an neglected island of public right-of-way paralleling
Sepulveda Boulevard from Camarillo south to Moorpark. The combination of the two
areas would create a uniformed entry into Sherman Oaks from the north.

Additionally, the Project would provide approximately 61,500 square feet (1.5 acres) of
common open space, in addition to the Public Plaza, on the project's podium level. The
buildings rising from the podium are arranged around a central park with three finger-
shaped open spaces connecting the central park to Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo
Street. As requested by the Community, the landscaping within these fingers would be
visible from Sepulveda Boulevard and in some cases cascade over the podium edge.

The proposed project includes an enhanced landscaped plan, on-site and off-site, which is
based on the City's Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan.

Purpose Statement H: To promote an attractive pedestrian environment which will
encourage pedestrian activity and reduce traffic congestion.

While the project is just outside a Pedestrian Oriented District, it is being designed with
many of the design features envisioned for such a district. The Applicant agreed to submit
to the Department of Public Works for their review and approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape
and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide pedestrian, streetscape and transit
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. enhancements to promote consistency with the neighboring Sherman Oaks Streetscape
and Design Plan, with the objective of fostering a high-quality pedestrian environment
along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plan may include such features as
street trees, planter boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken and uneven
sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters,
and urban swales.

The Project is within walking distance of three MTA Rapid Bus Jines, providing express
service to numerous job centers and a variety of local bus lines that can also be accessed
at the intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards.

The Project is consistent with the principles, intent and goals of the Speclfic Plan.
However, to be consistent with the site's governing Plans, the Applicant requests approval
for the discretionary requests, including Exceptions, discussed in this application.

General Plan Framework

The General Plan's Regional Center designation, applicable to this site, is applied to
"higher-density places whose physical form is SUbstantially differentiated frorn the lower-
density neighborhoods of the City." Generally, Regional Center designations will offer
floor area ratios ranging up to 6:1 and are characterized by six- to twenty-story (or higher)
buildings as determined in the community plan. While not as intense as the City's vision
for the land use designation, the /I Villaggio Toscano project's residential intensity provides
realistic opportuniiies to reduce vehicle miles traveled in the City. This project locates
housing density near a significant number of jobs as well as entertainment and reiail uses.
Additionally, the Project's neighborhood-serving retail uses create a new amenity within
walking distance of existing area residents and employees. According to the General
Plan, Regional Centers typically provide a significant number of jobs and many non-work
destinations that generate and attract a high number of vehicular trips. Additionally,
Regional Centers are usually major transportation hubs. Consequently, each center is
intended to provide extensive transit opportunities and transportation alternatives. The
project site is located within Y. mile of a major jobs center weI/-served by public transit
The proposed mixed-use project, with higher density residential units, is compatible with
the General Plan's land use designation of Regional Center, which seeks to locate more
intense howling in proximity to jobs and public transit

Community Plan

The Community Plan designates the site as Regional Commercial. As defined in the
Specific Plan, the "Repional Commercial" land use designation in the Community Plan is a
focal point of regional commerce, identity and activity and containing a diversity of uses,
such as corporate and professional offices, residential, retail commercial malls,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural facilities,
and supporting services. The Community Plan highlights the area as "mixture of diverse
office uses, retail and service activities. This density of jobs creates a perfect opportunity
to reduce vehicle miles traveled by iocating residential units within walking distance of an
employment center.

The Community Plan identifies several issues and opportunities for residential uses in the
Sherman Oaks area. In order to address those issues and opportunities, the Community
Plan includes the following Policies:
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1-2.1 Locate higher residential densities near commercial centers, rail transit stations and
major bus routes where public services facilities, utilities and topography will
accommodate this development.

From a residential perspective, the proposed project would locate housing in a manner
which reduces vehicular trips and makes it accessible to services and facilities and with
access to. transit. The project site is located proximate to 6.5 million square feet of
commercial office space and numerous retail and entertainment uses consistent with the
area's Regional Center/Commercial land use designations. These uses provide numerous
opportunities for residents to walk to work, as well as to easily access shopping and
recreational opportunities. For those individuals that cannot walk to work, the site offers
numerous transit opportunities within easy walking distances. This site is' located along
Sepulveda Boulevard (a Major Highway) which is serviced by three MTA Rapid Bus at its
intersection with Ventura Boulevard providing transit mobility to numerous regional job
centers.

1-2.2 Encourage multiple residential development in commercial zones.

While only a portion of this site is currently zoned commercial, the entire site is designated
for Regional Commercial land uses by the General Plan Framework (Regional Center) and
the Community Plan/Specific Plan (Regional Commercial), both of which envision intense
commercial development while permitting residential uses as part of mixed-use
developments. In an effort to reduce trips in the area, the project locates a significant
amount of density within walking distances of these commercial uses along Ventura
Boulevard and provides transit opportunities to various other commercial centers including
Warner Center, Universal Studios, the Van Nuys Municipal center, Westwood
Village/UCLA and downtown Los Angeles.

1-4.2 Promote housing in mixed use projects in pedestrian oriented areas and transit
oriented districts.

2-3.2 New development needs to add to and enhance the existing pedestrian street
activity

While the project is just outside a Pedestrian Oriented District, it is being designed with
many of the design features envisioned for such a district. As part of the community
outreach effort, the Applicant agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for their
review and approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide
pedestrian, streetscape and transit enhancements to promote consistency with the
neighboring Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan, with the objective of fostering a
high-quality pedestrian environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.
The Plan may include such features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture,
improvements to broken and uneven sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street
lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban swales.

The Project's proximity to the intersection of Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards would
encourage pedestrian activity from the Project's residents, as they will likely walk to the
various commercial and retail uses in the vicinity, as well as to employment opportunities.

As mentioned above the project site is within walking distance of three metro Rapid Buses
providing express service to numerous job centers and a variety of local bus lines that can
also be accessed at the intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards.
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2-3.5 Require that mixed use projects and development in pedestrian oriented districts be
designed and developed to achieve a nigh level of quality, distinctive character, and
compatibility with existing uses.

The project provides significant vertical and horizontal articulation and a large 13,000-
square foot Public Plaza, which creates a distinctive design unparalleled when compared
to development in the area. The building's massing steps up as it moves away from the
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, creating consistency with the existing built environment
and pushing the project's building height as far from the closest single family
neighborhood as practical. The Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a
4-story structure consistent with the 4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments
located to the site's south. The building's height steps back as it transitions toward the
site's center and rear adjacent to the 405 Freeway and the Sherman Oaks Galleria's multi-
story parking structure. The proposed height is needed to elevate the first two or three.
residential levels above the 26-foot tall Caltrans wall, thereby allowing light and air, as well
as unobstructed views of the Santa Monica Mountains and the Sepulveda Basin. The
proposed buiiding heights are consistent with or lower than many of the existing buildings
in the area, including the Galleria and its parking structure, the 16-story Comerica Bank
building, the approximately 20-story National City Bank building, 13-story CitiBank Building
as well as other structures found in the Regional Commercial area surrounding the
intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards (Exhibit D: surrounding height graphic).

These nearby taller structures are consistent with the "Regional Center" land use
designation in the General Plan Framework, which defines "Regional Center" as
characterized by 6- to 20-stories (or higher). As a result, the proposed project's height is
generally consistent with the General Plan Framework, the Community Plan and the built
environment. As designed, the higher portions of the project would be located to the
center and rear of the site, as far away as possible from the single family homes located
east of Sepulveda Blvd. Sepulveda Boulevard, developed at a 104-foot right-of-way,
creates a larger buffer between the first residential uses, located in an R3 Zone, and
another 150 feet further away still from the first single family zoned properties. The mixed-
use project is designed to be compatible with the existing uses of the surrounding built
environment.

The mixed-use project is consistent with the development in the area in that it creates a
transition from high intensity commercial to the lower density residential found east of
Sepulveda Boulevard. More importantly, greater housing opportunities would be provided
for area workers, while area residents and workers would have easy walking access to
neighborhood-serving retail uses including a grocery store. The Project complies with the
Policy's stated requirement that a mixed-use project be designed and developed to
achieve a high level of quality, distinctive character, and compatibility with existing uses.

2-3.6 Require that the first floor street frontage of structures, including mixed use projects
and parking structures located in pedestrian oriented districts, incorporate commercial
uses.

As illustrated in the project drawings, the ground level fronting along Sepulveda Boulevard
is dedicated to. neighborhood-serving commercial uses in addition to its enhanced
pedestrian streetscape and large Public Plaza. All of these elements combine to promote
pedestrian activity in the area, and the commercial uses would benefit the surrounding
community. The Project complies with the Policy's stated requirement that the first floor
street frontage of the building incorporates commercial uses.
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2-3.7 Promote mixed use projects in proximity to transit stations, along transit corridors,
and in appropriate commercial areas.

The proposed project is a mixed-use project located within walking distance of three Rapid
Bus stops, as discussed in detail in the "Transit Options" section above.

2-4.4 Landscaped corridors should be creeieo'ero enhanced through the planting of street
trees along segments with no building setbacks and through median plantings.

In addition to the enhanced streetscape discussed above, the Applicant has agreed to
install and maintain, with the approval of the Department of Public Works, landscaping
within public right-of-way island surrounded by Sepulveda Boulevard, North Sepulveda
Boulevard, Moorpark Street and Camarillo Street consistent with the landscaping along
the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.

5-1.3 Require development in major opportunity sites to provide public open space.

The project is proposing to construct a publicly accessible 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza
along its Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plaza would be designed as a passive
gathering place for the community that includes ample landscaping and intimate seating
areas. The size of this Plaza is significantly larger than any other public space on private
property in the area.

The Urban Design Element of the Community Plan requires that residential projects with
five or more units be designed around a landscaped focal point or courtyard to serve as an
amenity for residents. The proposed project includes a large Public Plaza along its
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, as well as several interior gardens, a park, and a bocce
court situated within the center of the development. The six residential buildings are built
around the periphery of this landscaped courtyard setting.

Although there would be approximately 78.5 percent lot coverage on the ground floor of
the project site there would be approximately 61,500 square feet, or 1.5 acres, of both
active and passive open space opportunities for residents atop the residential podium.
The open space would include, but not be limited to, a variety of landscaped areas, a
central park, smaller landscaped corridors, a bocce court, a swimming pool, and
meandering pathways between buildings. Private space also would be provided as every
unit would have its own balcony. These open space areas are dedicated to the enjoyment
of the residents of the project and do not take into consideration the Public Plaza provided
along Sepulveda Boulevard.

The Project complies with the Policy's stated requirement that development in major
opportunity sites (which includes the project site) provides public open space. As outlined
above, the proposed Project is consistent with the Community Plan.

Housina Element

The proposed Project is consistent with the goals and the policies of the City's Housing
Element (2006-2014). It would permit the construction of a dense mixed-use project
proximate to a Significant employment center which is well-served by transit lines, The
Housing Element contemplates h'lgh density mixed-use projects located in the high
intensity commercial areas as a solution to the City's apparent housing shortage. The
Project is located on a site separated from the closest single family area by 250 feet and
provides opportunities to reduce vehicle trips.
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The Housing Element states the City is facing an "unprecedented housing crisis" and
indicates that over 14,000 residential units need to be built to address its Regional
Housing Needs Assessment ("RHNA") nu rnbers for the Study period of 2006-2014. The
Housing Element estimates that the Sherman Oaks area has the capacity to
accommodate approximately 4,300 of these required units without consideration of this
development site. An approval of the Exceptions would permit the construction of the
proposed residentialunits in an area contemplated by the City. Evidence of this intent is
provided in the General Plan's "strategy to meet this challenge, by directing growth to
transit-rich and job-rich centers and supporting the growth with smart, sustainable inill'
development and infrastructure investments." The project site is located proximate to an
employment center, which is well-served by public transit.

The approval of the Exceptions would also permit the development of a project which
demonstrates consistency with the following Policies:

Policy 1.1.4: Expand location options for residential development, particularly in
designated Centers, Transit Oriented Disiticis and along Mixed-Use Boulevards, and
Policy 2.2.6: To accommodate projected growth to 2014 in a sustainable way, encourage
housing in centers and near transit, in accordance with the General Plan Framework
Element, as ref/ected in Map ES. 1

Approximately 6.5 million square feet of commercial floor area is located in the area of the
project site. The site is designated for Regional Commercial land uses, which establishes
that this site, is appropriate for dense residential development. Residents of this
proposed project would have the opportunity to access area jobs, thereby providing
potential reduction in the use of vehicles, as they would have options of walking, biking or
utilizing the area's numerous public transtt opportunities. The intersection of Sepulveda
and Ventura Boulevards is well served by numerous transit lines including three separate
Rapid Bus lines providing regional connectivity.

Policy 1.2.3: Rehabilitate and/or replace substandard housing with housing that is decent,
safe, healthy, sanitary and affordable and of appropriate size to meet the City's current
and future household needs.

Prior to its demolition, the site was developed with low density older housing units, many
of which were in a diminished state. The approval of the Exceptions would allow for the
construction of a unified development providing modern safe units with a variety of sizes,
thereby providing a wide range of housing options that helps to fulfill the City's current and
future housing needs.

Policy 2.1.2: Establish development standards that enhance health outcomes.

Over the past few years the City Planning Commission has taken an increased interest in
the relationship of populations living near freeways and health risks. This issue creates
tension between the City's desire to focus high intensity residential development near jobs
and transit centers which are typically serviced by or proximate to freeways and arterials.

In 2009, the City created a policy that required projects located near vehicular pollution
sources to include a higher level of air filtration and to consider these potential impacts
when designing the site massing and landscaping. On November 8, 2012, the City
Planning Commission approved a Staff recommendation to attach a notice to all properties
within 1,000 feet of a freeway highlighting that this potential health risk and that projects
proposing residential uses in such areas may be required to prepare health risk
assessments in conjunction with such proposals.
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The EIR for the project thoroughly analyzed the potential air quality impacts associated
with development of residential uses in close proximity to the 405 and 101 Freeways
through the preparation of a comprehensive Health Risk Assessment (HRA) by Air Quality
Dynamics. The HRA concluded that any potential impacts could be mitigated through
MERV filtration.

While this is an important issue that the. Project application has reviewed and mitigated,
there are a few considerations worth noting that further reduce the concerns. A key
assumption of the Health Risk Assessment is that individuals live in the same location for
90 years, creating long-term pollution exposures. However, studies discussed in the EIR
show that residents in rental units live in the same location for 3-9 years, dramatically
reducing the exposures. Consequently, these studies are extremely conservative and do
not adjust for the actual length of time residents are exposed.

Additionally, there are many State and Local policy initiatives that directly and indirectly
seek to reduce the pollution levels generated from transportation. A few examples include
the State of California's landmark land use legislation; SB 375 which implements AB 32,
and was adopted in September 2008. These state laws effectively linked transportation
planning and funding to land use and housing needs. A local level example would be the
Clean Truck Program proposed by the Mayor of Los Angeles in 2008 that immediately
banned 10% of the dirtiest trucks, resulting in the removal of 350 tons of harmful
emissions. According to the Port of LA's website, "In its first year, the program reduced
the rate of port truck emissions by an estimated 70 percent." Initiatives such as these, as
well as ones that came before them, have led to a reduction in health risks.

The Project has analyzed and addressed the Air Quality concerns raised in the Housing
Element thorough mitigation measures. Additionally, there are several policy initiatives
that will further reduce exposure levels.

Policy 2.2.3: Provide incentives and flexibility to generate new housing and to preserve
existing housing near transit.

The Housing Element discusses providing additional trip credits for mixed-use
development located near transit. However, the EIR for the project conservatively did not
apply such credits. The Applicant proposes to maximize the project's number of residential
units so as to generate new housing desired by the Housing Element and to provide such
housing in proximity to transit, thereby diminishing the broader traffic impacts that
otherwise would result from satisfying this housing demand through multiple dispersed
locations.

The approval of the Exceptions and the related entitlements provides a sufficient incentive
to construct these new residential units within walking distance of 3 Rapid Bus stops and
other bus lines as well as major employment nodes.

Policy 2.2.4: Promote and facilitate a jobslhousing balance at a citywide level.

The approval of the Exceptions would permit the construction of approximately 325
residential units within walking distance of approximately 6.5 million square feet of
commercial office space and an abundant and diverse array of retail and entertainment
uses. By locating this type of density near jobs, the Project would promote a jobs/housing
balance with the Community Plan area.

Objective 2.3: Promote sustainable buildings, which minimize adverse effects on the
environment and minimize the use of non-renewable resources.
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The project is designed to achieve a LEED Silver compliance level.

Objective 2.4: Promote livable neighborhoods with a mix of housing types, quality design
and a scale and character that respects unique residential neighborhoods in the City.

The project promotes livability by providing opportunities for residents to walk to their jobs
as well as to their retail and entertainment needs. The project includes ground level
neighborhood-serving retail uses located along Sepulveda Boulevard, in conjunction with a
13,OOO-square foot Public Plaza, allowing for shopping and gathering opportunities for
area residents. The building massing is in character with the built environment. The
project provides four-story elements along Sepulveda Boulevard consistent with the
massing of the Grand Apartments to the South of the site. Moreover, the project steps
height as 'tt moves closer to the six-level S herman Oaks Galleria parking structure and the
abutting freeway interchanges. This design pushes the mass of the building away from
the single family development found east of Sepulveda Boulevard. The approval of the
Exceptions would promote a livable neighborhood by allowing the development of a
mixed-use project that respects the unique residential neighborhoods that exist to the east
of the project site.

For the reasons outlined above, the approval of the Exceptions is consistent with the
objectives and policies of the Housing Element.

Transportation Element

Approval of the Exceptions on the site would facilitate the construction of a project
consistent with the purposes of the General Plan's Transportation Element. This Element

. recognizes that primary emphasis must be placed on maximizing the efficiency of existing
and proposed transportation infrastructure through advanced transportation technology,
through reduction of vehicle trips, and through focusing growth in proximity to public
transit. The proposed Project would address trip reduction goals via its location and due
to its 'Inclusion of a detailed transportafion demand management ("TOM") program. The
TOM would include an on-site transit coordinator, discount bus passes provided at the
time of lease signing, unbundled parking and other similar transit-oriented measures. The
Project's location is ideal to address the concerns of vehicle miles traveled. It is not only
located in a" Regional Center with numerous entertainment options, it is proximate to 6.5
million square feet of commercial office space and numerous transit options including
three Rapid Buses and the Orange line.

The Transportation Element sets forth goals, objectives and policies to establish a citywide
strategy to achieve long-term mobility and accessibility within the City of Los Angeles. For
example:

• Objective 2 strives to mitigate the impacts of traffic growth, reduce congestion, and
improve air quality by implementing a comprehensive progrEJmof multimodal strategies
that encompass physical and operational improvements as well as demand
management.

Within this Objective, the first policy header is Transportation Demand. The Applicant is
working with a transportation demand consultant to craft an effective strategy to reduce
the use of private automobiles by the Project's residential tenants and employees of the
commercial uses. The Applicant also has proposed to explore the creation of an area-
wide transportation management organization tasked with organizing area wide trip
reduction measures.
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The combination of the site's proximity to public transit and plentiful job opportunities helps
address the impacts of traffic growth, congestion and air quality issues. The Applicant's
initiation of a Transportation Demand Management program would provide residents the
opportunity to walk to work, to retail areas, or to a high quality transit line. By providing
alternatives to single occupancy automobile trips impacts to air quality can be reduced.

• Objective 3 strives to support development in regional centers, community centers,
major economic activity areas and along mixed-use boulevards as designated in the
Community Plans.

The approval of the Exceptions promotes consistency with this objective by allowing for
the development of new density near multiple bus lines that provide easy access not only
to Ventura Boulevard's multitude of jobs but also its regional transit network:.

For these reasons outlined above, the approval of the Exceptions permits the construction
of a Project that demonstrates consistency with the Transportation Element of the General
Plan.

ODen Space Element

The project incorporates three significant open space elements. The project is proposing
to provide 1.4 acres of common open space including landscaping gardens and pool area
for the enjoyment of the project residents. A 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza is being
designed with extensive landscape and hardscape elements for use by the commercial
patrons, project residents and community members. Finally, the project is proposing to
landscape and maintain an adjacent public right-of-way southeast of the project along
Sepulveda Boulevard. The project and these proposed improvements are consistent with
the following goals and policies of the Open Space Element:

"To provide an open space system which provides identity, form and a visual framework to
the City. (page 3: bullet 3 under Goals);"

The project 'IS proposing uniformed landscape design within both the project's Sepulveda
Boulevard frontage, including the Public Plaza, and the adjacent public right-of-way which
it has agreed to landscape and maintain. The design would create a visual gateway into
the Sherman Oaks community.

This goal is implemented via a series of policies and the Project is consistent with the
following:

"The provision of malls, piazas, green area, etc in structures of building complexes and the
preservation and provision of parks shall be encouraged (page 5: bullet 10 under Policies
Genera!);"

This private development would provide a 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza available to the
community for passive recreation and community gathering. Additionally, the project
would provide an equivalent of an acre more open space for its residents than is required
by Code. The improvement of the public right-of-way creates a visually appealing green
belt along approximately 461 linear feet of Sepulveda. Each of these improvements would
be fully funded and maintained by the project.
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"Open Space areas shall be provided or developed to serve the needs as appropriate to
their location, size and intended use of th e communities in which they are located, as well
as the City and region as a whole (page 5: bullet 12 under Policies General);"

As mentioned above, the project would provide significantly more open space for its
residents than is required by the Code, thus ensuring that the residents' needs are well
served. Additionally, the project would pay park fees (Quimby Fee) based on the number
of residential units proposed. This money is required by law to be spent on the creation of
new recreational facilities within a 2-mile radius of the project site.

"Small parks, public and private should be located throughout the City (page 5: bullet 13
under Policies General);"

By setting aside approximately 63,500 square feet of area for common open space for
project residents that includes ample landscaping and a variety of gardens and trees, the
proposed project creates a small park which would otherwise not exist. While not a park
per se, the 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza provides additional open space for the area
residents that is not available today, while also providing a public gathering place for the
local community.

"Private development should be encouraged to provide ample landscaped spaces, malls,
fountains, rooftop green areas and other aesthetic features which emphasize open space
values through incentive zoning practices or other practicable means. (page 7: bullet 3
under Policies: Privately Owned Open Space Lands and Desirable Open Space)"

The vast amounts of open space and landscaping created with the common areas, Public
Plaza, and the public-rights-of-way are facilitated by rezoning the site and granting it relief
from certain aspects of the Specific Plan. Consequently, the approval of this Project
encourages the creation of landscapinq and green spaces.

As outlmed above, the approval the Exceptions facilitates the development of a project
that is consistent with Open Space Element of the General Plan.

As discussed in full above, the approval of the Exceptions permits th.e construction of a
Project consistent with the numerous goals, objectives and policies of the Specific Plan,
the General Plan, the Community Plan, the Housing Element, the Transportation Element
and the Open Space Element.

Additional Findings for Height Increase (Section 7.E_2.b)

8. The proposed project is consistent with the scale and character of the existing
neighborhood in terms of height, location, and orientation of buildings to adjacent
residentially zoned parcels and rear yard setbacks.

The height increase is consistent with the scale and character of the existing
neiqhbornood 'In terms of height, location, and orientation of buildings to adjacent
residentially zoned parcels and rear yard setbacks. Due to the site's location and the
design of the project, the granting of a height exception would be consistent with the scale
and character of the area. The height increase is consistent with the spirit of the Specific
Plan which strives to llmlt the impact of development on abutting uses which are typically
single family residential uses. The proposed design also moves the mass of the majority
of the height increase to the center and rear of the project, further away from any
residentially zoned properties located to the east of the project site.
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This project's increased height would not create any direct shade/shadow or privacy
concerns on surrounding land uses, especially neighboring single-family residents, As
designed, the project's height is directed towards those areas located to the center and
rear of the site, as far away as possible from the single family homes located east of
Sepulveda Blvd, Sepulveda Boulevard, developed at a 104-foot right-of-way, creates a
larger buffer between the first residential uses, located in an R3 Zone, and another 150
feet further away still from the first single family zoned properties, The mixed-use project
is designed to achieve a high level of design quality and to be compatible with the existing
uses of the surrounding built environment.

As designed the Project's stair-stepping configuration responds directly to its built
environment. The Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a 4-story structure
consistent with the 4,5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments to the project's south,
The building's height transitions toward the site's center and rear. As a result, the
increased heights are adjacent to the freeway interchange and the Sherman Oaks
Galleria's multi-story parking structure, The proposed building heights are consistent with
or lower than many of the existing buildings in the area including the Galleria, its parking
structure, the 16-story Comerica Bank building, the approximately 20-story National City
Bank building, 13-story CitiBank Building as well as other structures found in the Regional
Commercial area surrounding the intersection Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards (Exhibit
0: surrounding height graphic), These nearby taller structures are consistent with the
"Regional Center" land use designation in the General Plan Framework, which defines
"Regional Centers" as characterized by 6- to 20-s!ories (or higher), As a result, the
proposed project's height is consistent with the General Plan Framework, the Community
Plan and the built environment.

The project site has a special circumstance of being located along the boundary of the
freeway interchange of the 405 and 101 Freeways, A lengthy sound wall alongside this
freeway interchange stands close to three stories tali, creating a practical difficulty for
residential development on this site, This high sound wall restricts light and air along the
site's longest boundary, negatively impacting the marketability of the first two or three
residential levels if the residential development was built at grade, In order to compensate
for practical problems created by this wall, the first level of residential needs to be elevated
at or above the sound wall. Consequently, the Applicant is proposing a podium design
elevating the first residential level 26 feet above grade, equal to the height of the sound
wall, thereby generating marketable units with ample light, air and views, Equally
important to the need to locate the first residential level above the wall is the need to
create a project which is sensitive to the community and consistent with the surrounding
community,

The proposed Project is designed with building heights consistent with the 82-foot height
limit established by the Specific Plan, Section 7E2 of the Specific Plan allows an
exemption for an increase in height up to 82 feet for projects containing 25 percent or
more of non-hotel residential uses iocated in the Regional Commercial Designation east of
the 405 Freeway,

The current proposal includes a stair-stepping design from the area located along
Sepulveda Boulevard in order to create a design sensitive to the surrounding community
and consistent with the surrounding built environment. This increased height can be
accommodated on this site while providing development consistent with the scale and
character of the existing neighborhood, as the tallest elements of the project's building are
oriented towards the freeway and the rnulti-storv Sherman Oaks Galleria parking structure
located south and adjacent to the site, With the project's lower heights oriented to the
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage and closest to any residential properties, the proposed
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Project is consistent with the scale and character of the existing neighborhood in terms of
height, location and orientation to adjacent residentially zoned parcels.

9. The proposed project will not have su bstantial adverse impact on any residence
which is within 600 feet from the site of the proposed project.

Due to the location, design and mixed-use nature of the project, it will not have a
substantial adverse impact on any residence within 600 feet of the site. The site's
proximity to residential property is atypical of development on property with the "Regional
Commercial" land use designation in the Specific Plan. Unlike many other commercial
properties in the Specific Plan, the project site is not immediately adjacent to R1 zoned
properties. Even at a minimum distance of approximately 100 feet from the nearest multi-
family housing located on R3 zoned parcels, the Project is designed to push the building's
mass away from these residential uses. Furthermore, the nearest R1 zoned parcels are
located 250 feet away from the Project's frontage on Sepulveda Boulevard. Additionally,
the mixed-use nature of the proposed development generates fewer trips than many
permitted project alternatives, thereby reducing the potential impacts of traffic on
neighboring residential properties.

Unlike most development sites within the Specific Plan, the site does not abut single-family
zoning and the closest residential uses are multi-family dwellings located within an R3
zone which is more than 100 feet away from the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.
Sepulveda Boulevard is developed with a variable width right-of-way rang'lng from 100-104
feet. Within this right-of-way, there are 6 lanes of traffic, a center median and street
parking on the eastern side of the street which create a large buffer between the site and
the closest residential use. The first R1 zoned property is an additional 150 feet back from
Sepulveda Boulevard or more than 250 feet from the project site.

The Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a 4-story structure consistent with the
4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments to the project's south. The building's
height steps up as it transitions toward the site's center and rear. As a result, the
increased heights are adjacent to the freeway interchange and the Sherman Oaks
Galleria's multi-story parking structure and further removed from any neighboring
residential properties. The stair-stepping design of the project moves the mass on the
building further back from the street frontage, ensuring that there are no shade/shadow
impacts on the project or nearby residential properties.

For the reasons outlined above, the proposed Project will not have a substantial adverse
impact on any neighboring residential uses. The Project will be so arranged in its massing
and bulk that any impacts of the proposed height increase are directed to the surrounding
commercial uses and the freeway to the east of the project site.

Conditional Use Permit Findings - Alcohol

10. That the project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding
neighborhood or will perform a function or provide a service that is essential or
beneficial to the community, city, or region.

The Project will provide a service that is beneficial to the local community. The location of
the project will be desirable and enhance the built environment because the site is
currently vacant and underutilized and a responsibly-operated grocery store will provide a
desirable amenity within the Project to area residents. The grocery store proposes to sell
alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption as a compliment to the sales of foods and
other related items typically sold in a grocery store.
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The 45,000 square fool grocery store being located on the same site with a multi-family
residential mixed-use community provides easy and convenient access to the consumer.
This location allows easy access and eliminates the need to drive to other locations to
obtain such beverages by the local residents thereby potentially generating fewer vehicle
trips.

The proposed Project is also located in a prime' spot to provide the kinds of food and
beverages that consumers need for the single family homes Which exist in R1 zoned
property behind the R3 zoned uses fronting the east side of Sepulveda Boulevard.
Multifamily family uses also exist south of the site on the west side of Sepulveda
Boulevard and adjacent to Ventura Boulevard. There is easy walking and bicycle access
to the Project services from an extensive consumer market area to the east and to the
south of the Project further reducing the dependency on vehicle travel.

Furthermore, there is approximately 6.5 million square feet of office space located
immediately to the south of the Project that provides easy walking access for lunch time
and after work purchases further saving unnecessary driving trips to other more distant
locations.

11. That the project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features
will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent
properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety.

The Project's location, size, and sales operations will be compatible with and will not
adversely affect the public health, welfare, and safety of the adjacent properties and the
surrounding neighborhood.

The selling of a modest selection of alcoholic beverages will make up a small portion of
the overall grocery sales area. Sales are tailored to provide a safe, convenient alternative'
to meet the needs for customers shopping for food and other related items typically sold in
grocery stores. The safest and most desirable manner of selling alcoholic beverages is
from within a larger store whose merchandise is varied, thereby precluding some of the
loitering, littering and public safety issues that can arise with liquor sales. The selection of
a full line of alcoholic beverages will add to the variety of products available to customers
ranging from general merchandise, food stuffs, beauty care, personal care, household
items, candy and convenience food, photofinishing, and greeting cards. The addition of
alcoholic beverages will add a desired amenity sold in a safe, convenient location.
Operational and alcohol-related issues have been comprehensively addressed to
safeguard and insure the public welfare and to provide for their convenience.

The intent behind offering alcoholic beverages at the Project fulfills the Applicant's
commitment to save its customers time and money with the convenience of one-stop
shopping. Thus, the same customers who will shop for groceries will have the option of
being able to purchase alcoholic beverages as opposed to some other possibly more
distant and inconvenient location. As such, the alcoholic beverages for off-site
consumption will not change the existing numbers of customers at the store and because
of the volume of goods the applicant sells on dailybasis, devoting a small amount of shelf
and refrigerator space to alcoholic beverages will not materially increase the number of
truck deliveries or vehicles that currently come to the proposed project. In addition, there
will be no additional traffic generated by the addition of alcoholic beverages and as a
result, there will be no need for additional parking or loading spaces.

The proposed project will provide 208 off-street parking spaces in a secure parking garage
immediately adjacent lot that serves the grocery store and retail spaces. In addition,
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employees will be required to park on-site. Therefore, this parking provision will reduce
the likelihood of vehicles spilling over into nearby residential neighborhoods and clogging
on-street parking areas.

12.. That the project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of
the General Plan, the applicable comm unity plan, and any applicable specific plan.

The granting of the off-site alcohol sales permit will be consistent with the character of
development in the immediate area and will be in harmony with the applicable elements of
the General Plan. The CUB will result in wider array of retail sales opportunities providing
a one-stop shopping experience that includes groceries and alcoholic beverages in a
development compatible with the immediate area. The ground floor grocery store with
parking immediately adjacent provides safe and convenient access to the retail shopping.

General Plan Framework

The General Plan's Regional Center designation, applicable to this site, is applied to
"higher-density places whose physical form is SUbstantially differentiated from the lower-
density neighborhoods of the City." Generally, Regional Center designations will offer
floor area ratios ranging up to 6:1 and are characterized by six- to twenty-story (or higher)
buildinqs as determined in the community plan. According to the General Plan, Regional
Centers typically provide a significant number of jobs and many non-work destinations that
generate and attract a high number of vehicular trips. Additionally, Regional Centers are
usually major transportation hubs. Consequently, each center is intended to provide
extensive transit opportunities and transportation alternatives. The project site is located
within Y. mile of a major jobs center well-served by public transit. The proposed mixed-
use project, with alcohol sales as part of its retail component, is compatible and consistent
with the General Plan's land use designation of Regional Center, which seeks to locate
rnore intense housing in proximity to jobs and public transit.

Community Plan

The Community Plan designates the site as Regional Commercial. As defined in the
Specific Plan, the "Regional Commercial" land use designation in the Community Plan is
"a focal point of regional commerce, identity and activity and containing a diversity of uses,
such as corporate and professional offices, residential, retail commercial malls,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural facilities,
and supporting services." The Community Plan highlights the area as "mixture of diverse
office uses, retail and service activities." This density of jobs creates a perfect opportunity
to reduce vehicle miles traveled by locating a grocery store with alcohol sales within
walking distance of an employment center.

While the overall Project desig n together with the proposed uses are generally consistent
with the underlying land use of the Community Plan, the off-site sales of alcoholic
beverages is a secondary use to the principal uses of sales of food and sundries of the
grocery store. A CUB is required that is typically conditioned to protect the neighborhood
and vicinity. In this instance there are four off-site sales establishments that are between
2,100 and 4,400 feet from the project well beyond the 1,000 foot radius reporting required
for the CUB application. This separation of such outlets provides the necessary buffers to
give the feeling that the area is not oversaturated with such uses. The fact thai two of the
four alcohol licensed establishments in the census tract are outlets that sell alcoholic
beverages in conjunction with groceries and other goods. Alcohol sales are secondary
products that complement the sales of food and other goods therefore reducing negative
impacts potentially associated with such products.
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Although the ABC considered this census tract slightly over concentrated with off-site
licenses the census tract is not conside red to be in a high crime area. Therefore, the
proposed CUB would be an asset to the commercial development in the Community Plan
area by adding a desired service and by supplementing the tax revenue.

The Community Plan identifies several issues and opportunities for commercial uses as
part of a mixed-use project in the Sherm an Oaks area. In order to address those issues
and opportunities, the Community Plan in eludes the following Policies:

2-3.2 New development needs to add to and enhance the exisiini; pedestrian street.
activity

While the project is just outside a Pedestrian Oriented District, it is being designed with
many of the design features envisioned for such a district. As part of the community
outreach effort, the Applicant agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for their
review and approval a Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide
pedestrian, streetscape and transit en hancements to promote consistency" with the
neighboring Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design Plan, with the objective of fostering a
high-quality pedestrian environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage.
The Plan may include such features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture,
improvements to broken and uneven sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street
lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban swales.

The Project's proximity to the interseciion of Ventura and Sepulveda Boulevards would
encourage pedestrian activity as nearby residents of employees would walk to the grocery
store.

2-3.5 Require that mixed use projects and development in pedestrian oriented districts be
designed and developed to achieve a high level of quality, distinctive character, and
compatibility with existing uses.

The project provides significant vertical and horizontal articulation and a large 13,000-
square foot Public Plaza, which creates a distinctive design unparalleled when compared
to development in the area. The building's massing steps up as it moves away from the
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, creating consistency with the existing built environment
and pushing the project's building height as far from the closest single family
neighborhood as practical. The Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage is designed with a
4-story structure consistent with the 4.5 levels associated with the Grand Apartments
located to the site's south. The building's height steps back as it transitions toward the
site's center and rear adjacent to the 405 Freeway and the Sherman Oaks Galleria's multi-
story parking structure. The proposed height is needed to elevate the first two or three
residential levels above the 26-foot tall Caltrans wall, thereby allowing light and air, as well
as unobstructed views of the Santa Monica Mountains and the Sepulveda Basin. The
proposed building heights are consistent with or lower than many of the existing buildings
in the area, including the Galleria and its parking structure, the 16-story Comerica Bank
building, the approximately 2D-story National City Bank building, 13-story CitiBank Building
as well as other structures found in the Regional Commercial area surrounding the
intersection of Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards (Exhibit D: surrounding height graphic).

Specific Plan

The Specific Plan does not expressly address alcohol-serving uses. The sales of alcoholic
beverages are secondary and make up a small part of the overall sales and storage areas
of the primary grocery store use. The purpose of the Specific Plan first and foremost is to
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"assure that an equilibrium is maintained between the transportation infrastructure and
land use development in the Corridor".". The proposed Project accomplishes this in two
ways. First, as discussed previously, since the site enjoys a Regional Commercial land
use designation, it could potentially be developed entirely with retail/commercial uses,
which typically are the largest generators of vehicular trips. However, the Project is
comprised of approximately 91 percent residential uses and only 9.Jlercent of the square
footage is dedicated to commercial uses which are dedicated to neighborhood serving
uses, the combination of which generates far fewer vehicular trips. Therefore, the close
proximity of the single family and multi-family residences and the on-site residences to the
Project allows easy access to the grocery store by either pedestrian foot traffic or by
bicycles. Second, the sales of alcoholic beverages in connection with the food sales
promotes one-stop shopping and therefore assists in reducing vehicle trips and at the
same time provides an additional desirable use for those shoppers wishing to purchase
alcoholic beverages in connection with food purchases.

The Specific Plan requires four spaces per 1,000 feet of retail commercial floor area. The
proposed Project will provide 208 off-street parking spaces in a secure parking garage
immediately adjacent to the grocery store and retail spaces. In addition, there will be
adequate spaces and the employees will be required to park on-site. Therefore, this
parking provision will reduce the likelihood of vehicles spilling over into nearby residential
neighborhoods and clogging on-street parking areas.

The Specific Plan also establishes reputations and guidelines to address the physical
appearance, the type of development, the relationship between land uses, and to
encourage a pedestrian friendly environment. Specifically, the Plan seeks to promote
attractive and harmonious development and preserve and enhance the aesthetics of each
community. The inclusion of alcohol sales in conjunction with the grocery store will not
introduce an undesirable element into the neighborhood. Sales of alcoholic beverages will
be conducted completely within the grocery store and will not be seen from the public
areas of the adjacent public sidewalks and streets. The proposed CUB is consistent with
and will achieve these goals.

The CUB is proposed in the grocery store commercial use which is penmitted by right. The
General Plan promotes the provision of services throughout the City in locations that are
convenient to the public yet that do not impact nearby properties. The proposed sale of
alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption would not impair the integrity and character of
the zone in which ITis located because the sales of alcoholic beverages is conducted
completely inside the store and taken off-site to be consumed. The zone is designated for
various commercial uses, and no significant problems or negative impacts have been
caused by similar uses in the area or their patrons. However, the Sherman Oaks - Studio
City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass text is silent with regards to alcohol sales.

Conditional Use Permit - Additional Findings

13. Explain how the proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent
community.

The proposed Project with the CUB will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent
community. On the contrary, the approval of CUB will enhance the Sherman Oaks
community in the vicinity by providing easy access to the types of food and beverages
typically sold at such a full service grocery store.

Over an i8-month period beginning in 2010, the Project engaged in a community outreach
process to ascertain community concems and needs. The end result included design
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changes and enhanced volunteered community benefits. The' Applicant agreed to
volunteer a number of conditions as part of this outreach process, including a reduction in
density, the creation a 13,OOO-square foot Public Plaza, enhanced landscaping that
included an abandoned right-of-way and the establishment of a liaison to facilitate the
utilization of park fees in the immediate area. These volunteered conditions represent the
applicant's intention of working with the local community to achieve a project that meets
the needs of the community it serves and results in a top quality project without adverse
negative impacts that can hurt the success of a project.

The selling of a modest selection of alcoholic beverages will make up a small portion of
the overall grocery sales area. Sales is tailored to provide a safe, convenient alternative to
meet the needs for customers shopping for food and other related items typically sold in
grocery stores. The safest and most desirable manner of selling alcoholic beverages is
from within a larger store whose merchandise is varied, thereby precluding some of the
loitering, littering and public safety issues that can arise with free standing liquor stores.

The proposed project will have a positive impact on the economic welfare of the
community and approval of a conditional use for alcohol sales will not adversely affect the
economic welfare of the community. The proposed project will complement and add to the
revitalization of the area. Approval of the CUB at this location is for the sale of alcoholic
beverages within a grocery store, which will enhance the economic welfare of the
community. A grocery store is a public amenity to residents of the area and thereby
enhances the economic welfare of the area as well. Such stores do not give rise to the
adverse affects often associated with stand-alone liquor stores such loitering, littering,
security and public safety. Off-site sales of alcoholic beverages are an important
component to the success of a grocery store.

Further opportunities for success of the grocery store are great because there is a nearby
work force that can supply employees and there a large number of near-by residents and

. 6.5 million square feet of businesses in that vicinity who have easy access to shop.

14. Explain how the approval of the application will not result in or contribute to an
undue concentration of such establishments.

Granting a CUB permit for the sale of alcohol for off-site consumption at this location will
not result in an undue overconcentration of premises for the sale or dispensing of alcoholic
beverages in the area. The California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control ("ABC")
determines the appropriate concentration of liquor licenses by US Census Tract, i.e., by
population residinq within a census tract. The project is located in Census Tract 1413.02
which has a year 2000 US Census-reported population of 5,325 persons. According to the
ABC, the amount of liquor licenses for off-site consumption that is appropriate for this
population is four or one license per 1,618 persons. There are currently four
establishments within the census tract that sell liquor for off-site consumption. The census
tract is therefore over-concentrated. Of these four establishments, however, one is a
grocery store (Whole Foods Market), two ace specialty wine/liquor stores (Wines of the
World and Valley Beverage Company) and one is classified as a market (Cost Plus Wond
Market). Three of the establishments (Whole Foods, Wines of the World and Valley
Beverage Company) sell a full line of alcoholic beverages, the remainder sells beer and
wine only. Therefore, the existence of a slight overconcentration of off-sale licenses in
areas such as the subject Vicinity is not automatically inappropriate and does not
necessarily constitute an undue concentration.

The proposed project will include uses that complement rather than detract from existing
uses in the area. As previously identified, although there is a Whole Foods Market south
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of Ventura Boulevard, there are no grocery stores north of Ventura Boulevard within a few
miles of the project site. The CUB is only necessary for the sale of alcoholic beverages.
Thus, approval of the CUB would have no impact on whether or not there is a
concentration of outlets seiling alcoholic beverages in the area. Moreover, the Applicant
has conducted market research which indicates that the proposed sales of alcoholic
beverages is appropriate for the site.

The ABC reports that within Crime Reporting District No. 971, 235 crimes were reported
within a twelve-month period compared to a citywide high average (120% of average
number of offences or 282 offences). The total number of offences in the reporting district
was 254 crimes. Therefore, this area is not considered to be a high crime reporting district
which would trigger a CALDERA finding do to the level of crime (pursuant to CA Business
and Professions Code Section 23958 and 23958.4.) A caldera will be filed because the
number of permits request will now exceed what is permitted.

15. Explain how the approval of the application will not detrimentally affect nearby
residential zones or uses.

Approval of the CUB will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned properties.
The closest residentially-zoned properties are those roughly 100 feet to the east across
Sepulveda Boulevard, zoned R3-1, and developed with two and three-story apartment
buildings. Sinqle-iarnily residential development is located adjacent to the above-
mentioned three-story apartment complex approximately 200 feet from the Project. The
conditional use application is for a small portion of the proposed project, the sale of
alcoholic beverages within a grocery store. The proposal includes approximately 2,000
square feet of alcohol display area and an additional 400 square feet of storape. Sales of
alcoholic beverages within the grocery store within a mixed-use development will not have
a detrimental effect on residential properties because there is no on-site consumption that
could include noise from patrons and traffic from late night parties that could spill over into
the nearby residential neighborhoods. In addition, loitering, littering, traffic, safety or other
undesirable effects are reduced that could potentially occur in and around some
freestanding liquor store locations.

The proposed Project will provide a benefit to nearby residential uses by providing a clean,
convenient 'one-stop shopping location for groceries and for alcoholic beverages.
Currently, the project site is underutilized and a portion of the site nearly vacant. The
proposed Project will be a significant improvement over existing conditions. The
residential portion of the proposed Project will be compatible with nearby residentially
zoned properties and the grocery store will be a benefit to the nearby neighborhoods in the
vicinity of the Project site because of its strategic location that promotes pedestrian and
bicycle access. .

The proposed Project will provide 208 off-street parking spaces in a secure parking garage
immediately adjacent to the grocery store and retail spaces. In addition, there will be
adequate spaces dedicated to employees to park on-site. Therefore, this parking
provision will reduce the likelihood of traffic spilling over into nearby residential
neighborhoods.

Site Plan Review Findinos

16. That the project complies is in substantial conformance the purposes, intent and
provisions of the General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable
specific plan.
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As stated in the General Plan/Charter Findings above, the project is in substantial
conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan and applicable
Community Plan. The project generally conforms with the intent and purpose of the
Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan and where deviations have been
requested, Specific Plan Exceptions have been made. Additional Findings have been
made relative to the Zone Change (including the Height District Change), General Plan
Elements, and Conditional Use Findings as statedherein.

17. That the project is consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures
(including height, bulk, and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas,
lighting, landscaping, trash collection, and other such pertinent improvements, that
is or will be compatible with existing and future development on adjacent properties
and neighboring properties.

The site plan clearly demonstrates an effort to arrange buildings and structures in a
manner that reduces the appearance of size, mass, and height of the proposed project.
The project was also reviewed by the Urban Design Studio and the Professional Volunteer
Program, which has indicated that the project does conform in general to the Residential
Citywide Design Guidelines for mixed-uses. The project incorporates on-site, enclosed
parking areas and will incorporate shielded lighting as conditioned herein. Further, any
loading and trash collection areas will be screened and enclosed on-site within the garage
area.

18. That any residential project provides recreational and service amenities to improve
habitability for its resident and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.

The project provides a substantial amount of open space and recreational amenities. The
most significant area is the approximately 300 foot by 120 foot central park atop the
residential podium and surrounded by the buildings. Three additional inset parks connect
the central park to Sepulveda Boulevard and provide view corridors for the units in the
interior of the complex. These areas are comprised of several different landscaped
courtyards and gardens including an herb garden, Italian orchard garden, and exotic grey
leaf lotus land garden. In addition to the different parks and gardens on the podium level,
which comprise approximately 61,500 square feet (which exceeds its requirement by
approximately one acre) of the common open space, the Project also offers a pool and
spa uses, a gym, bocce court, community and recreation rooms. Finally, approximately
17,500 square feet of private open space in the form of balconies will be provided. The
Project incorporates considerable opportunities for active and passive recreation. The
substantial amount of the Project's open space and recreational amenities provided on-
site minimizes impacts on neighboring properties. Additionally, area residents would
benefit from the 13,000-square foot publicly accessible Public Plaza that creates an
inviting gathering place for members of the local community.

Project Permit Compliance Findings

19. That the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, findings,
standards and provisions of the specific plan.

The project is in substantial conformance with regulations, findings, standards and
provisions of the Specific Plan. The City's long term vision for the site, defined as a
Regional Commercial, is one of intense uses creating synergy with the nearby
employment center served by quality public transit. The Specific Plan designates the site
with a "Regional Commercial" land use designation, which is defined in the Plan as:
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"A land use designation in the Community Plan which is a focal point of regional
commerce, identity and activity and containing a diversity of uses, such as
corporate and professional offices, residential, retail commercial malls,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural
facilities and supporting services."

As envisioned by the Specific Plan, the site should be developed with active and intense
uses. The following outlines the project's compliance with the Specific Plan.

Purposes

• Statement A of the Specific Plan, which provides: "To assure that an equilibrium is
maintained between the transportation infrastructure and land use development in
the Corridor ... ,"

This statement creates a challenge for any development of this infill site due to its
proximity to a heavily traveled intersection of Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda
Boulevard. This intersection is heavily traveled as it is the center of a large employment
node and also a central connection between the low density residential communities found
in the San Fernando Valley and high denslty employment nodes found on the Westside of
Los Angeles

Current planning policies acknowledge the congestion reduction capabilities and
environmental value of compact development. Due to the concentration of jobs in the area
and the high level pass-through automotive congestion, a proposed mixed-use
development dominated by residential floor area with community-serving retail advances
the Specific Plan's purpose to create an equilibrium between transportation and land use.
The Project places residents proximate to employment, service and public transit options.

• Statement D: To assure a balance of commercial land uses in the Specific Plan area
that will address the needs of the surrounding communities and greater regional area.

The area is defined by its large employment node with Significant amounts of office space
and numerous retail establishments along Ventura Boulevard. A visual inspection of the
area and the larger Ventura Boulevard highlights a large volume of empty storefronts and
shuttered businesses, indicating the commercial (retail and office) rental markets are
struggling and unable to maintain typical occupancy rates. Even if there were sufficient
demand to fill the existing uses, locating a larger commercial use on the project site would
exasperate the area's traffic congesiion and fail to advance Purpose Statement A. The
Project's focus on residential uses leads to an increased demand for the commercial
services in the area while not aggravating the over-saturation of the commercial market or
the area's traffic congestion.

• Statement G: To enhance the plan area landscaping by providing guidelines and a
process for a coordinated landscaping program of public and private property for the
Specific Pian's communities.

While not technically applicable to the site, the Project has volunteered a condition
requlrinp it to utilize the Shenman Oaks Streetscape Plan as a baseline for the project's
publicly accessible open space. This open space includes an approximately 13,000-
square foot public plaza, and other pedestrian-oriented improvements planned for the
Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, providing an inviting community gather"rngpoint with direct
access into the project's commercial uses. The Project has also agreed to landscape and
maintain a neglected island of public right-of-way paralleling Sepulveda Boulevard from
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Camarillo south to Moorpark utilizing th e same design guidelines as a baseline. The
combination of the two areas would create a uniformed entry into Sherman Oaks from the
north.

Overall, the Project would provide approximately 2.15 acres of public and private open
space, which exceeds its requirement by approximately 1 acre. The Project proposes
approximately 1.5 acres of common open space, in addition to the Public Plaza, on the
project's podium level. The podium level buildings are arranged around a central park,
with three smaller open spaces connecti ng the central park to Sepulveda Boulevard and
Camarillo Street. Much of the project's courtyard landscaping would be visible from
Sepulveda Boulevard and in some cases cascade over the podium edge.

• Statement H: To promote an attractive pedestrian environment which will encourage
pedestrian activity and reduce traffic congestion.

Even though the project site is just outside the Sherman Oaks Pedestrian Oriented Area,
its proposed design includes many features envisioned for this Area. A project objective is
to create an inviting pedestrian environment promoting walking from the site to Ventura
Boulevard, including its numerous employment and transit opportunities, as well as from
Ventura Boulevard to the site's neighborhood-serving commercial uses. The Applicant
agreed to submit to the Department of Public Works for their review and approval a
Pedestrian, Streetscape and Transit Enhancement Plan to provide pedestrian, streetscape
and transit enhancements to promote consistency with the neighboring Sherman Oaks
Streetscape and Design Plan, with the objective of fostering a high-quality pedestrian
environment along the Project's Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The Plan may include
such features as street trees, planter boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken and
uneven sidewalks, sidewalk and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus
shelters, and urban swales. By providing pedestrian improvements in the area, the
proposed project seeks to offer viable alternatives to single occupancy automotive trips.
These pedestrian enhancements will offer attractive connections to the area's employment
and transit opportunities.

Section 6: Building Limitations

The Project is located in within the Regional Commercial land use designation area east of
the San Diego Freeway and is limited to a floor area ratio development right not to exceed
1.5: 1. The Project, as proposed, with a 2.75:1 would exceed this maximum FAR and
require the approval of a Specific Plan Exception. The recommendation for approval of an
FAR of 2.25:1 also would require a Specific Plan Exception, but would reduce the overall
mass and size of the project, as well as vehicle trips. With the granting of the Specific
Plan Exception, the project, as conditioned, substantially complies with the applicable
regulations, standards and provisions of the Specific Plan.

Section 7: Land Use Reoulations

• Yards and Setbacks (Section 7A)

The Specific Plan indicates that the yard requirements of both the Specific Plan and the
LAMC are applicable to the site. The Specific Plan defines and designates the front yard,
while the side yards are defined by the Los Angeles Municipal Code. There is no rear
yard to this site. The Specific Plan requires a variable width front setback ranging from a
minimum of 18 inches to maximum of 10feet and defines Sepulveda Boulevard as its front
yard. The proposed project provides an 18-inch minimum front yard along Sepulveda and
a maximum 10-foot setback, except for one portion where a Specific Plan Exception is
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requested to provide a 13,OOO-squarefoot Public Plaza. LAMC Section 12.11 C 2
requires an 11-foot side yard and LAMC Section .12.22 A 18 allows mixed-use projects
fronting on a public street, such as Camarillo Street, to provide no yard setback. The
proposed project provides a 28-foot setba ck along its north/western side yard and an 18-
inch yard along Camarillo Street. Accordingly, the majority of the site substantial complies
with the yard and setback requirements and, with the approval of the Specific Plan
Exception to allow for the Public Plaza, the entire Project will substantially comply with
applicable regulations, standards and provisions of the Specific Plan.

• Lot Coverage. (Section 7B.1)

The Regional Commercial and Community Commercial Plan Designation Areas of the
Specific Plan prescribe that buildings and structures shall cover no more than 75 percent
of the lot area. The Project slightly exceeds this maximum lot coverage prescribed by the
Specific Plan by 3.5%, due primarily to the need to construct the project atop a podium.
As stated in the Specific Plan Exception findings, the proposed project is consistent with
the intent of the Specific Plan to use lot coverage to reduce massing. While not technically

. applicable, the Project also provides an additional 1.5 acres of podium level open space
for the project residents, resulting in additional breaks in the massing. With the granting of
the Specific Plan Exception, the Project, as conditioned, substantially complies with the
applicable regulations, standards and provisions of the Specific Plan.

• Driveways (Section 7.G)

Multiple driveways are prohibited along a 250-foot or shorter street frontage. This
provision is not applicable to the project site as all of its frontages exceed 250 feet.

• Landscaping (Section 7.D)

There are several landscaping requirements, primarily addressing parking lots and parking
structures. There is no uncovered parking on the site, thus no parking lot trees will be
required. The subterranean parking lot is not required to be landscaped and the one at-
grade level will be within the building's podium. The Applicant has agreed to construct and
maintain public open space within the Public Plaza, the abutting public right of way and
along a desolate stretch of land south of the site on the east side of Sepulveda Boulevard,
thereby creating a integrated landscape gateway to Sherman Oaks. The Project's design
is in SUbstantial conformance with the Specific Plan's landscaping requirements.

• Height Limit (Section 7.E.1.b.4)

The Project is located in an area of the Specific Pian within Sherman Oaks which imposes
a height limit of 75 feet. In addition, Mixed-Use projects within this area of the Specific
Plan may qualify for an adjustment to 82 feet in height. The project, as proposed, with a
1~O-foot maximum height would exceed this height requirement and would require the
approval of a Specific Pian Exception. The recommendation for approval of a project
height at 82 feet would be consistent with the height adjustment allowed for Mixed-Use
projects. While the project is a mixed-use project, because it does not meet the definition
of a Mixed-Use project under the Specific Plan, it would require a Specific Plan Exception.
With the granting of the Specific Plan Exception, the Project, as conditioned, substantially
complies with the applicable regulations, standards and provisions of the Specific Plan.

• Parking (Section 7.F)
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The Specific Plan addresses parking requirements for commercial uses. Parking
requirements for residential uses remain subject to the LAMC. The Specific Plan parking
requirement for the project is 208 spaces, based on one parking space per 250 square
feet of retail use. The Project's parking supply complies with the regulations of the
Specific Plan

Section 8. Sign Regulations

The Specific Plan contains a series of reg ulations governing signs inciuding outlining the
size, shape, location and permitted types of signs. The Applicant submitted a Sign
program that is consistent with the Specifi c Plan.

Section 10. Transportation Mitigation Standards and Procedures

The Department of Transportation (DOT) reviewed the traffic study for the Project in
conformance with Section 10,Transportation Mitigation Standards and Procedures, of the
Specific Plan. Based upon DOT's review of the Applicant's traffic study for the Project,
DOT determined that the mitigation measures proposed by the Applicant would not reduce
all Project traffic impacts to a less than Significant level. In accordance with Paragraphs
A.1 and 0.5 of Section 10, DOT recommended an additional mitigation measure in its
traffic assessment, which required the Project to contribute $300,000 for the
implementation improvements to increase parking availability, reduce search times and
relieve traffic congestion; neighborhood calming improvements; and, transit, bicycle,
pedestrian and streetscape improvements and amenities. Accordingly, the Project
complies with the applicable regulations, standards and provisions of the Specific Pian.

Section 11. Proiect Impact Assessment Fees

Prior to obtaining a building permit, the Project is required to payor guarantee payment of
a "Project Impact Assessment" (PIA) fee for the purpose of funding Specific Plan
improvements, programs and services, inciuding pedestrian improvements and
transportation management organizations. With payment of the PIA fee, the Project will
substantially comply with the applicable regulations, standards and provisions of the
Specific Plan.

20. That the project incorporates rnltipatlon measures, monitoring measures when
necessary, or alternatives identified in the environmental review which would
mitigate the negative environmental effects of the project, to the extent physically
feasible.

As outlined in the recommended CEQA findings, an Environmental Impact Report, ENV
2004-6000 EIRI SCH # 2004111068, was prepared and certified by the City of Los
Angeles as the Lead Agency in connection with the Advisory Agency's approval of VTT-
61216. This document reviewed key environmental impact areas including: Aesthetics,
Air Quality, Biological Resources, Geology and Soils, Hazard and Hazardous Materials,
Hydrology and Water Quality, Land Use, Noise, Population, Housing & Employment,
various Public Services, Transportation and Circulation and Utilities. The EIR
incorporates a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, which includes mitigation
measures that mitigate the potential significant impacts of the project to the extent
feasible. While the EIR does identify certain significant and unavoidable impacts, the
recommended CEQA findings include a Statement of Overriding Consideration that the
Project's economic, social, aesthetic and environmental benefits outweigh these significant
unavoidable impacts of the Project.
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CERTIFICATION OF EIR

The Department of City Planning, acting as Lead Agency, determined that an Environmental
Impact Report ("EIR"), in accordance with State California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")
Guidelines Section 15081, would be the appropriate level of review under CEQA for the
proposed project.

The Department of City Planning 'Issued Environmental Impact Report No. ENV-2004-6000-EIR
(State Clearinghouse No. 2004111068)-consisting of the Draft EIR dated December 2010 and
appendices attached thereto, as well as the Final EIR dated January 2013 and appendices
attached thereto.

The project described below has been completed in compliance with CEQA, Public Resources
Code Section 21000 et seq. in connection with the following approvals granted to M. David Paul
& Associates (the "Applicant"). This Final EIR is being certified in connection WIThall
discretionary or ministerial approvals and permits required to implement the II Villaggio Toscano
Mixed Use Project (interchangeably, the "Project" or the "proposed project").

Proposed Project

Project Environmental Setting - Baseline

The environmental impact analysis is conducted against a baseline of existing conditions, i.e.,
the environmental setting. The baseline conditions are set as of the date the City published the
Notice of Preparation ("NOP") for the proposed project on November 12, 2004. The
Environmental Setting is fully described in Section III of the Draft EIR.

The project site is located in the Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass
Community Plan area, a highly urbanized regional area in the City of Los Angeles. With the
exception of a single-family residence located at 4804 Peach Avenue, the project site is
currently vacant and graded. The project site was previously graded as part of the removal of a
four-story earthquake-damaged office building on the northeast portion of the site, 24 multi-
family residential units in three two-story buildings on the southeast portion of the site, and 10
single-family detached residential units on the western portion of the site. EXisting landscaping
on-site consists of four non-native mature trees. An approximately 26-foot high masonry sound
wall serves as a barrier between the project site and the 1-405and US-1Oi freeway interchange.

The project site is located in a highly urbanized area along Sepulveda Boulevard, a major
north/south arterial that serves the community of Sherman Oaks. Surrounding land uses
consist of predorninantly low- to medium-rise commercial and residential buildings with a few
high-rise buildings located nearby along Sepulveda Boulevard. Specifically, the six-level
parking structure for the Sherman Oaks Galleria, a major retail and office complex, and a two-
story motel (777 Motor Inn) are located immediately to the south of the site across Camarillo
Street. Additionally, a four-story multi-family residential complex (referred to as the Grand
Apartments) is located south of the motel (adjacent to the Sherman Oaks Galleria) along
Sepulveda Boulevard, and a 16-story commercial office building is located further to the south.
Multi- and single-farnily residential uses ranging from one to three stories are located to the east
of the site across Sepulveda Boulevard with single-family residential uses located further east.
The 1-405and US-101 interchange borders the site to the west and north.

There are two zoning designations on the properties to the south of the site across Camarillo
Street. The property to the southwest is zoned [Q] C2-2 and is developed with the Sherman
Oaks Galleria parking structure. The property to the southeast is zoned R4-2L and is developed
with the 777 Motor Inn on the southwest comer of Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard.
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The property to the south of the motel is deve loped with the Grand Apartments sitting atop an
at-grade parking garage, The properties to the east across Sepulveda are zoned R3-1 and are
developed with three-story apartment buildings. The properties abutting the site to the west and
north are zoned PF-1XL and are developed with the northbound 405 San Diego Freeway
connector to the eastbound 101 Ventura Freeway.

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority and Los Angeles Department of
Transportation ("LADOT') operate several bus routes that serve the project area, Five bus
routes have stops within reasonable walking distance (approximately one-half mile or less) of
the project site, There are three Rapid Bus stops within 1,500 feet of the project site providing
access to numerous jobs centers, including the Van Nuys Government Center, Warner Center,
Westwood Village/UCLA and Universal City, as well as access to the Orange and Red transit
lines, The project site is within walking distance to approximately 6,5 million square feet of
commercial office and entertainment uses,

Based on SCAG forecasts from the 2008 Regional Transportation Plan, in 2008, the Community
Plan area had an estimated population of approximately 86,509 residents, 41,856 housing units,
and 47,123 employment positions.

Regional access to the project vicinity is provided by the San Diego Freeway (1-405) and the
Ventura Freeway (US-101). The San Diego Freeway is a north-south oriented freeway located
adjacent to the west of the project site. The Ventura Freeway is the primary east-west freeway
in the project area and is located adjacent to the north of the project site.

The project site is well served by a grid of arterial streets, including Sepulveda Boulevard,
Ventura Boulevard, Van Nuys Boulevard, Burbank Boulevard, Beverly Glen Boulevard, Valley
Vista Boulevard, La Maida Street, and Camarillo Street Access to the project site is currently
provided by Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street Internal site' access is provided by
Peach Avenue and La Maida Street, which transect the project site.

Although sidewalks exist on both sides of Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street,
pedestrian activity around the project site is minimaL No designated bicycle lanes are located
on any of the streets adjacent to the project site.

For purposes of identifying other projects within the environmental setting that may contribute to
cumulative environmental impacts, fifty one (51) small to large projects were identified within the
vicinity of the project site, These projects are described in Table III-ion page 111-13and are
located on the map presented in Figure III-ion page 111-16of the Draft EIR. The list of related
projects was compiled from a number of sources, including LADOTs related projects database.

Project Characteristics

The Project characteristics have changed since the commencing environmental review, The
density, intensity, and height of the proposed project have twice been reduced from the original
proposed project.

Original Project

The proposed project studied in the Draft EIR included the development of a maximum of 500
multi-family residential units and approximately 55,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving
commercial uses. The combined floor area for the residential and neighborhood-serving
commercial uses for the proposed project totaled approximately 708,659 square feet, with a
floor area ratio (FAR) of 3,3:1.
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The residential buildings would be arranged around a main central courtyard, with multiple-
themed gardens (e.g., a maze garden, herb garden, orchard garden, poplar garden), on the
plaza level. The courtyards and gardens would be articulated at the ground level. by stairs
leading up to the plaza level (i.e., podium) above. Other recreational amenities associated with
the residential uses would include a large pool facility, spa, gym, community rooms, a bocce
court, and lobbies. In addition, residential units would include private balconies. In total,
approximately 106,013 square feet of common and private .open space would be provided on-
site.

The proposed project's neighborhood-serving commercial uses would be located on the ground
level, fronting Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street. It is anticipated that a neighborhood
specialty grocery store, which would comprise up to approximately 45,000 of the 55,000 square
feet of the neighborhood-serving commercial space, would serve as the Project's anchor tenant.
The commercial storefronts and adjacent street frontages would be landscaped and enhanced
With amenities (i.e., paving, seating, decorative light posts) to create a pedestrian-friendly urban
setting. Additionally, a small piazzetta (i.e., small, Italian-style plaza) would be located on the
ground level on Sepulveda Boulevard.

The proposed project, as evaluated in the Draft EIR, included a total parking supply of
approximately 1,470 parking spaces, consisting of an estimated 1,000 parking spaces for
project residents, 250 parking spaces for residential guests, and 220 parking spaces for retail
visitors. Parking would be provided within a parking structure that would include two
subterranean levels, one ground level, and one mezzanine level. Primary access to the parking
structure would be provided via a new private two-way. roadway along the back side of the site,
(i.e., along the northern/western frontage) extending from Sepulveda Boulevard to Camarillo
Street. This private roadway would provide two driveway access points to the parking structure
along its length and would also serve as emergency access to the back of the site. In addition,
a two-way retail-only driveway, a porte-cochere type driveway for residential drop-off/pick-up,
and two two-way residential-only driveways on Camarillo Street are proposed.

The proposed project would be designed to achieve a silver rating under the U.S. Green
Building Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) green building
program. To achieve the LEED® silver rating, sustainability measures that address
transportation, water efficiency, and energy efficiency would be incorporated as part of the
Project.

Project construction would require approximately 165,000 cubic yards of grading and soil
export. Construction would require approximately 20 to 23 months to complete.

Reduced Praiect

In response to public comments received regarding the Draft EIR, the proposed project was
revised. The revised project identified and evaluated in the Final EIR involves reducing the
number of residential units from 500 units to 399 units, expanding the publicly accessible plaza
from 2,300 square feet to 13,000 square feet along the Sepulveda Boulevard frontage, and
reducing the proposed project's 55,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving retail by 3,000
square feet to 52,000 square feet of retail. Furthermore, the building heights along Sepulveda
Boulevard have been reduced based on distance from the Sepulveda Boulevard property line.
Additional changes in response to public comments include an 18-inch setback on Camarillo
Street and along portions of Sepulveda Boulevard, the inclusion of a pedestrian entrance to the
retail uses from the ground level parking along Camarillo Street, the inclusion of an open air
colonnade along Sepulveda Boulevard, and the inclusion of landscaped gardens that extend
from the interior residential levels to Sepulveda Boulevard. Expanding the size of the publicly
accessible ground level plaza up to approximately 13,000 square feet along the Sepulveda
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Boulevard frontage would exceed the maximum permitted front yard setback of 10 feet along
this portion of the Sepulveda Boulevard frontage. The publicly-available plaza is proposed to
include tables, chairs, benches, and planters with native landscaped vegetation.

With the proposed reduction in residential units and neighborhood-serving commercial uses, the
proposed project's parking supply would be reduced from approximately 1,470 parking spaces
to approximately 1,206 parking spaces, including 798 parking spaces for pr.oject residents, 200
parking spaces for residential guests, and 208 parking spaces for retail visitors. Also in
connection with the reduction in the number of residential units, the amount of open space
within the project site for residents would be reduced from approximately 106,013 square feet to
approximately 93,500 square feet.

Based on the modifications to the Project proposed by the Applicant, several of the requested
Specific Plan exceptions set forth in the Draft EIR have been revised or are no longer
applicable. Specifically, with the proposed reduction in residential units and commercial uses,
the Applicant has reduced the proposed project's floor area ratio of 3.3:1 to 2.75:1. Accordingly,
the Applicant's request for exception from Specific Plan Section 6.B.4 has been revised to
reflect the proposed project's reduction in floor area ratio from 3.3:1 to 2.75:1. With this
modification, the combined floor area for the proposed project's residential and neighborhood-
serving commercial uses would be reduced from approximately 708,659 square feet to
approximately 582,359 square feet. In addition, with the inclusion of an 18-inch setback on
Camarillo Street and along portions of Sepulveda Boulevard, the request for exception from
Specific Plan Section 7.A.2.a is no longer required. However, in order to accommodate an
expanded publicly accessible ground level plaza along Sepulveda Boulevard, the Applicant is
requesting an exception from Specific Plan Section 7.A.2.a to exceed the front yard setback
along a portion of the Sepulveda BOUlevardfrontage. Furthermore, the request for exception
from Specific Plan Section 7.B.1 has been revised to reduce the lot coverage of 83 percent at
grade to 78.5 percent at grade. Finally, with the revision to fully enclose the parking structure
along Camarillo Street, the request for exception from Specific Plan Section 7.D.2.b would be
eliminated. These proposed changes to the Project would reduce the overall environmental
impactsof the proposed project compared to the Project studied in the Draft EIR.

Approved Project

The Reduced Project has been further reduced from 399 units to 325 units and the floor area
ratio has been reduced from 2.75:1 to 2:25:1. Maximum height has been reduced from the 100
feet sought by the Applicant to a maximum of 82 feet approved by the City Planning
Commission.

In addition, at its April 25, 2013 hearing on this matter the City Planning Commission added
landscaping to the pool deck and increased the tree wells to a minimum of 7 feet along the
project boundary abutting the 405-t01 01 Freeway Interchange.

Project Approvals

The Applicant requests approval of the following discretionary actions (collectively, the "Project
Approvals"):

1) Pursuant to Los Angeies Municipal Code (L.A.M.C.) Section 12.32 F and Q, the
Applicant requests a Vesting Zone and Height District change from (Q)CR-1 L, (Q)P-1 L, R3-
1L and R1-1L to the C2 zone and to Height District 2D.
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2) Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 11.5.7.F, the Applicant requests the following Exceptions
from the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan sections:

a) Section 6.B.4, which restricts the floor area of a project to 1.5 to 1. The Applicant is
requesting a floor area ratio of up to 2.25 to 1.

b) Section 7.A.2.a, which prohibits front yard setbacks in excess of 10 feet. The Applicant
is requesting to exceed the front yard setback by 59 feet for 137 lineal feet of the
project's approximate 461 lineal foot Sepulveda Boulevard frontage to accommodate
portions of an approximately 13,000 square foot public plaza, which is approximately 69
feet deep and approximately 137 feet wide.

d) Section 7.B.1, which restricts the maximum lot coverage to 75%. The Applicant is
requesting maximum lot coverage of 78.5% atgrade.

f) Section 7.E.1.b.4, which limits the building heights in this sub-area to 75 feet. The
Applicant is requesting a maximum building height of 82 feet over approximately 32% of
the site.

3) Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 11.5.7 C, the Applicant requests approval of the project for
compliance with the Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan with the
exceptions identified above.

4) Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 12.24 Wi, the Applicant requests permission to sell a full iine
of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption in conjunction with a retail grocery store.

5) Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 17.01, the Applicant requests approval of Vesting Tentative
Tract Map (Tract No. 061216) to merge the land into a single ground lot, with 9 airspace
lots.

a) The subdivision will create one ground lot and 9 airspace lots which will include the
following uses:

i) Lot 1: contains the ground lot, fire lane and common access courtyard located
proximate to Sepulveda Boulevard;

ii) Lots 2 - 6: contain the commercial uses fronting Sepulveda (except for the grocery
store);

iii) Lot 7: contains the floor area within the grocery store;
iv) Lot 8: contains the commercial and guest parking;
v) Lot 9: contains the residential parking spaces, the loading dock and various vertical

penetrations throughout the building; and
vi) Lot 10: contains the residential units and lobby;

b) The Applicant requests permission to vacate La Maida Street and Peach Avenue.
c) The Applicant requests approval of a Haul Route,
d) The Appiicant is requesting that Sepulveda be defined as the front yard and the

remaining two yards be defined as side yards.

6) Pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 16.05, the Applicant requests that the decision-maker make
the Site Plan Review findings. '

7) Pursuant to various sections of the LAM. C., the Applicant will request approvals and
permits from the Building and Safety Department (and other municipal agencies) for project
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construction actions including, but not limited to the following: demolition, excavation,
shoring, grading, foundation, building, and tenant improvements.

8) Pursuant to Section 21082.1(c) of the Public Resources code, Certification of the
Environmental Impact Report and the adoption findings and Statement of Overriding
Considerations.

CEQA Process

The City circulated a Notice of Preparation ("N OP") for the proposed project on November 12,
2004, for a 3~-day comment period. In ad dition, a public scoping meeting was held on
November 30, 2004, to receive written and verbal comments on the scope and content of the
Draft EIR. The Initial Study, NOP, and comment letters received during the NOP comment
period are included in Appendix A of the Draft EIR.

The Project traffic study was done in 2008 and included a comprehensive related projects list.
The 2008 related projects database in the traffic study and EIR was large and extensive,
analyzing 51 related projects within an approximate 3.5-mile radius of the Project site. A radius
of 1.5-2.0 miles is typically used in most traffic studies. As a result, the traffic study
conservatively assumed higher traffic volumes from related projects. While it is expected that
some of the related projects have not proceeded or have been downscaled due to the economic
recession that began in 2008, the trips from all of these projects are still included in the analysis
of future traffic volumes. In addition, a generous ambient traffic growth factor of two percent
per year was used at the time of the original traffic study, accounting for potential projects not
yet proposed at the time the related projects database was developed. In 2010, the traffic study
was updated to reflect a revised buildout year for the project and, as part of that update,
additional ambient growth again was added to the counted traffic volumes, consistent with
LADOT -approved methodologies for traffic study updates. No projects were removed from the
2008 related projects list.

Based on public comments in response to the NOP, the Initial Study and a review of
environmental issues by the City, the Draft EIR analyzed the following environmental impact
areas:

• Aesthetics

• Air Quality

• Biological Resources

• Geology and Soils

• Hazards and Hazardous Materials

• Hydrology and Water Quality

• Land Use

• Noise

• Population, Housing, and Employment

• Public Services - Police Protection
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• Public Services - Fire Protection

• Public Services - Public Schools

• Public Services - Parks and Recreation

• Public Services - Libraries

• Transportation and Circulation

• Utilities - Water Supply

• Utilities - Wastewater

• Utilities - Solid Waste

The Draft EIR was circulated from December 16, 2010, to February 7, 2011. In addition, in
response to requests from the public, the comment period was extended to March 7, 2011.
Thus, the public review period exceeded the 45-day public comment period required by CEQA.

Following the Draft EIR public comment period, the Final EIR was prepared that addresses the
environmental effects associated with implementation of the proposed project, identifies feasible
mitigation measures and alternatives that may be adopted to reduce or eliminate these impacts,
and includes written responses to all comments received on the Draft EIR. Responses were
sent to all public agencies that made comments on the Draft EIR at least 10 days prior to
certification of the Final EIR pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(b). The Final EIR was
also made available for review on the City's website. Efectronic copies. of the Final EIR were
also made available at four libraries and the City of LOS Angeles Department of Planning.
Notices regarding availability of the Final EIR were sent to those within a 500-fool radius of the
project site as well as individuals that attended the scoping meeting and provided comments
during the NOP comment period.

A duly noticed public hearing on the project was held by the City's Deputy Advisory Agency and
a Hearing Officer on February 19, 2013. Both written and oral comments were received in
conjunction with the February 19 hearing. Final EIR Supplemental Responses to February
2013 Comments ("Supplemental Responses to Comments") were prepared by Matrix
Environmental with technical reports attached. The Supplemental Responses to Comments
include an update of traffic impacts.to 2015 as well as technical reports responding to air quality,
noise, and traffic concerns.

The Advisory Agency certified the Final EIR, adopted findings pursuant to CEQA, and approved
Vesting Tentative Tract Map (VTT-61215) on March 29, 2013. The Tract Map was appealed in
its entirety-including an appeal of the EIR Certification-on April 5, 2013. On April 24, 2013,
one day before the City Planning Commission was scheduled to hear the appeal, the Appellant
submitted to the City Planning Commission a i6-page letter dated April 23, 2013 with
approximately 50 pages of attachments.

On April 25, 2013, the City Planning Commission held a duly-noticed public hearing to consider
the Tract Map appeal and consider whether to approve the remaining project approvals: CPC-
2010-3152- ZC-HD-SPE-SPR-SPP-CUB. At the April 25, 2013 hearing testimony was received
from the Applicant and its representatives, the Appellant's representative, and members of the
public. Following public testimony, the City Planning Commission certified the EIR, adopted
CEQA findings, imposed additional conditions upon the project, and approved the project.
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The Applicant had previously submitted an Economic Impact Analysis of the project dated
August 2012 and prepared by the Los Angeles Economic Development Corporation, which set
forth evidence of the economic benefits of th e project. In response to the reductions in the
project approved by the City Planning Commission, the LAEDC updated the Economic Impact
Analysis. The Applicant submitted updated analysis, dated May 2013, to the City Planning
Department. .

The Final EIR consists of the Project Environmental Assessment Form, the Initial Study, the
Draft EIR and appendices attached thereto, and the Final EIR and appendices and errata
attached thereto, and Supplemental Responses to Comments and appendices attached thereto.
The Administrative Record shall consist of the Final EIR, the Project Approvals applications, the
Project Approvals determinations, the record of any public hearings or proceedings, and all
public statements and comments whether written or oral submitted at public hearings, including
any administrative appeals. The Administrative Record shall not consist of any draft or
screencheck versions of the Draft or Final EIR, or of any internal correspondences within the

.City Planning Department or any other agency of the City that are part of the City's internal
deliberative process. The Administrative Record shall not consist of any privileged attorney-
client communication or work product by and between the City Attorney and any employees or
officials of the City.

Required CEQA Findings

Section 21081 of the California Public Resources Code and Section 15091 of the State CEQA
Guidelines (the "Guidelines") require a public agency, prior to approving a project, to identify
significant impacts of the project and make one or more of three possible findings for each of
the significant impacts.

• The first possible finding is that "changes or alterations have been required in, or
incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR" (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1));
and

• The second possible finding is that "such changes or alterations are within the
responslbillty and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the
finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and should be
adopted by such other agency." (Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)); and

• The third possible finding is that "specific economic, legal, social, technoloqical, or other
considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained
workers, make infeasible, the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the
final EIR" (Guidelines, Section 15091(a)(3)).

The Department of City Planning served as the Lead Agency under CEQA with respect to the
proposed project and based on all the foregOing information, where applicable the City decision-
maker must find that:

1. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081(a)(1), that changes or
alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which mitigate or
avoid the significant efiects on the environment as identified in the Final EIR; and

2. Pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1), that changes or
alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental effects as identified in the Final
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EIR; and

3. The Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA and is adequate
under CEQA for approval of the actions necessary to implement the project and all
other City permits, entitlements, and discretionary approvals forthe project; and

4. Project alternatives that substantially reduce or avoid the project's significent
environmental impacts are rejected as infeasible.

The City hereby finds that each and all of the Findings and Determinations contained in this
document are based upon competent and substantial evidence, both oral and written, contained
in the entire record relating to the Project and the Final EIR. The Findings and Determination
constitute the independent Findings and Determinations of the City in all respects and are fully
and completely supported by substantial evidence. All of the language included in this
document constitutes Findings by the City, whether or not any particular sentence or clause
includes a statement to that effect. All summaries of information and the Findings to follow are
based on the Final EIR, the Project (and every component thereof), andlor other evidence in the
record. The absence of any particular fact from any such summary is not an indication that a
particular Finding is not based in part on that fact. The summaries of information below are only
summaries. Cross-references to the Draft and Final EIR and other evidence in the record have
been made where helpful, and reference should be made directly to the Final EIR, and other
evidence in the record for more precise information regarding the facts on which any summary
is based. In addition, unless noted or stated otherwise, the rationale for the Findings is that set
forth in the Final EIR (including the responses to comments), or elsewhere in the administrative
record.

Section 21081 of the California Public Resources Code and Section 15093(b) of the CEQA
Guidelines provide that when the decisions of the public agency allows the occurrence of
significant impacts identified in the Final EIR that are not substantially lessened or avoided, the
lead agency must state in writing the reasons to support its action based on the Final EIR andlor
other information in the record. Article I of the City's CEQA Guidelines incorporates all of the
State CEQA Guidelines contained in Title 15, California Code of Regulations, Sections 15000 et
seq. and thereby requires, pursuant to Section 15093 (b) of the CEQA Guidelines, that the
decision maker adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations at the time of approval of a
project if it finds that significant adverse environmental effects identified in the Final EIR cannot
be substantially lessened or avoided.

The City hereby adopts each of the above-referenced environmental findings as follows:

A. Impacts Found to be Less than Significant (No Significant impacts Would Occur
and No Mitigation Required)

The following impact areas were concluded by the EIR to be less than significant prior to
mitigation, and based on that analysis and other evidence in the administrative record relating to
the project, the City finds and determines that, based on substantial evidence, the following
environmental impact categories will not result in any significant impacts and that no mitigation
measures are needed:

1, Aesthetics

AestheticsIVisual Quality

-Short- Term Construction
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During construction of the proposed Project, the project site's visual appearance would be
altered due to site preparation activities and the construction of project buildings. However,
temporary fencing would be placed along the periphery of the project site to screen views of the
construction activity from the ground level. Project construction activities may require the
removal of several mature street trees bordering the site along Sepulveda Boulevard and
Camarillo Street, thereby temporarily reducing the visual quality of these streets adjacent to the

. project site. However, removal of trees is necessary to implement the project's proposed
landscaping plan, which would replace all street trees and would incorporate street frontage
improvements, such as decorative paving on the sidewalks and the planting of new trees,
shrubs, and turf. In this respect, the aesthetic impacts to trees during construction must be
considered in the context of the Project's overall landscaping plan. Since the loss of street trees
would be part of the Project landscape plan and removed trees would ultimately be replaced,
the removal of street trees during construction would not result in a significant impact.

Visible construction activities would also include truck traffic to and irom the site. However, the
impact of construction trucking would not Significantly impact the visual quality of the area, since
major roadways are intended to accommodate a range of vehicle types, including trucks
incidental to construction and deliveries. Furthermore, construction-related visual impacts
would only occur on a short-term basis. The Project would not substantially alter, degrade or
eliminate the existing visual character of the area. Thus, construction-related visual quality
impacts would be less than significant

-Operation

The existing structure on the project site is an aging residence, which does not possess notabie
aesthetic features nor contribute to a high visual quality of the surrounding area.
Implementation of the proposed project would remove and replace the- existing on-site
residence with a series of new buildings and associated landscape improvements. Although the
Project would develop new buildings up to 82 feet in height, the proposed building heights would
not present a sharp contrast, with surrounding developments, particularly given the diversity of
building heights in the area. Surrounding development consists predominantly of low- to mid-
rise buildings with high-rise structures present along Sepulveda Boulevard and throughout the
Ventura Boulevard commercial corridor. With such variations in building heights in the
surrounding locale, the Project's building heights would visually blend into the urban
environment. The proposed Project would be only marginally taller than the adjacent parking
and residential structures to the immediate south, and substantially shorter than the office tower
further to the south. Furthermore, although the Project would be taller than the one to three
story residential and commercial uses to the east, Project building heights would generally be
buffered by the six lanes of Sepulveda Boulevard. Lastly, the elevated 1-405 and US-101
interchange, would buffer the Project's building heights from off-site land uses located to the
west and north. Overall, the Project would contribute to the diversity of building heights and
would not detract from the existing valued aesthetic quality of the project area. Thus, project
implementation would alter the existing visual character of the project site from an underutilized
property with blighting influences (i.e., graffiti) to a new, contemporary development providing a
cohesive mix of residential and neighborhood-serving commercial uses.

The residential buildings would be arranged around a main central courtyard, with gardens, on
the plaza level, creating new open space areas and passive recreational uses for the enjoyment
of project residents. The courtyards and gardens would be articulated at the ground level by an
outdoor piazzetta and stairs leading up to the plaza level (i.e., podium) above. A colonnade
along Sepulveda Boulevard would be included to enhance the architectural facade.

Overall, the Project would not alter, degrade, or eliminate the existing valued visual character of
the area. Specifically, the Project would not remove or alier existing features or elements that
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substantially contribute to the area's valued vis ual character nor convert a large area of visible
natural open space. Furthermore, the Project would not introduce inappropriate contrast
between the proposed project elements and existing features that embody the surrounding
area's valued aesthetic image. Therefore, the Project would not substantially detract from the
existing style or image of the Sherman Oaks community. Project impacts on visual quality
would be less than significant.

Views

The Project site currently does not contain any scenic resources. Views of the Project site
consist of a primarily vacant and graded site with one aging single family residence. Due to the
site's relatively fiat topography, its adjacency to the elevated 1-405and US-101 interchange, and
the presence of existing low- to mid-rise buildings along Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo
Street, the project site does not offer any valued views or occupy a substantial portion of any
scenic viewshed. Additionally, most long-range views in the surrounding project area are
obstructed or at least partially obstructed by existing development and/or the surrounding
freeway infrastructure. Views are thus, limited to the immediate urban built environment.
Therefore, development of the Project with buildings up to 82 feet in height would not result in
the obstruction of valued views on-site or off-site since such views are not currently available.

The Project would not have a substantial effect on a scenic vista or alter views from a
designated scenic highway, and would not substantially obstruct an existing view of a
prominent, valued visual resource. Therefore, project impacts to views would be less than
significant.

Light and Glare

Due to the heavily urbanized character of the area, particularly along the active commercial
corridor of Sepulveda Boulevard, the surrounding area currently exhibits medium to high
ambient nighttime lighting levels. The proposed project would introduce new illumination
sources including interior and exterior lighting for wayfinding, security, parking, signage,
architectural highlighting, and landscaping purposes. Lighting introduced along the eastern
facade of the. proposed buildings on Sepulveda Boulevard would be designed to minimize light
spillover to residences located across Sepulveda Boulevard through the use of shielding, cut-off
fixtures, or similar measures. In addition, all exterior project lighting would comply with
applicable regulations contained within the LAMe and the Sherman Oaks Streetscape Plan and
Design Guidelines. Furthermore, given the degree of ambient lighting that currently exists in the
project area, the Project's proposed lighting levels would not substantially increase the existing
ambient nighttime light levels.

Glare is currently generated by existing buildings, vehicle windows, and other reflective surfaces
in the area. The facades of the buildings would include plaster siding and would not contain
highly reflective materials. Wihdows consisting of low-reflectivity glass would be utilized to
minimize off-site glare. As vehicular parking on the site would be enclosed within a parking
facility, automobile-related glare impacts to any off-site sensitive uses would not occur. Thus,
any potential glare effects would be insignificant.

Overall, the proposed project would not create a new source of substantial light or glare thai
would adversely affect adjacent light-sensitive areas or a new source of glare that would
substantially affect day or nighttime views in the area. Therefore, project impacts associated
with light and glare would be less than significant.

Shading
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The nearest shadow sensitive receptors to the project site are the residential uses located to the
east of the project site across Sepulveda Boulevard. Worst-case scenario shade/shadow
simulations for the winter solstice, spring equinox, summer solstice, and faJl equinox indicate
that the greatest off-site shading would occur during the winter solstice. However, project
shading on sensitive uses during the winter would not occur for more than the significance
threshold of three hours between the time frame of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. During the spring
equinox and summer solstice, respectively, shading on the residential uses to the east would be
very limited. During the fall equinox, noticeable shad·ing would be experienced by the first row
of residential properties to the east between the hours of 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. However, the
Project's shading impacts on shadow sensitive uses during the fall would not occur for more
than the significance threshold of four hours between the timeframe of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
In summary, based on the shading simulations for the four seasons which are provided in
Figures IV.A-11 through IV.A-14 in Section IV.A, Aesthetics, the project would result in less than
significant shading impacts.

Consistency with Applicable Policies

The design of the Project would be consistent with the Community Plan and the Sherman Oaks
Streetscape Plan and Design Guidelines. With regard to consistency with the Specific Plan, the
Project would require Specific Plan exceptions enumerated above. The Specific Plan includes
express provisions for granflng exceptions to the Specific Plan. Therefore, seeking exceptions
to the Specific Plan would not be inconsistent with the Specific Plan. Additionally, granting of
the Specific Plan exceptions would be consistent with the Specific Plan's procedural
requirements. Merely requesting Specific Plan exceptions does not render every inconsistency
with the Specific Plan a potentially significant aesthetic impact because prior to granting the
requested exceptions, the City considers compatibility and aesthetics with the required findings,
and such findings include substantial evidence that the inconsistencies do- not result in material
adverse effects. The aforementioned Specific Plan exception findings are incorporated herein
by reference. Project aesfhetic impacts relative to consistency with applicabie regulations or
plans would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

The cumulative analysis of aesthetics, views, light and glare, and shading considered 51 related
projects. Similar to the proposed project, the related projects consist of infill development
projects located in already urbanized areas. Of the related projects, the closest related project
is Related Project No. 23, a mixed-use residential and commercial project located at 15212-
15222 Ventura Boulevard located approximately 0.30 mile to the southeast of the project site.
This related project would also be. subject to the design standards and regulations of the
Community Plan, Specific Plan, and Sherman Oaks Streetscape Plan and Design Guidelines.
Therefore, it is not reasonably foreseeable that this related project would remove or alter
aesthetic elements that contribute to the valued character of the surrounding area or would
contrast with the existing visual environment. Development of the other related projects would
not cause cumulative aesthetic impacts as these related projects are not visible from the project
area due to either distance and/or existing intervening development.

With regard to views, only Related Project No. 23 is located within the same viewshed as the
Project (i.e., along Sepulveda BOUlevard) so as to contribute to cumulative impacts on views.
However, valued views in the project area are not currently available due to existing intervening
development. Therefore, development of Related Project No. 23 and the proposed project
would not result in a significant impact on valued views.

Development of the proposed project as well as the other related projects would cumulatively
introduce new or expanded sources of artificial light. As the project area is located in a highly
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urbanized area, the additional artificial light sources introduced by the related projects and the
proposed project would not significantly alter the existing medium-high to high nghting
environment. Due to the distance of the related projects from the Project, the lighting and glare
of the Project and these other related projects would not exceed the established thresholds of
significance. As such, cumulative nght and glare impacts are concluded to be less than
significant.

None of the identified 51 related projects are located adjacent to the project site or within close
proximity to the project site such that shadi ng on the same sensitive uses would occur.
Therefore, no cumulative shade/shadow impacts would occur relative to shadow sensitive uses.

2. Agricultural Resources

The Project site is located in an urbanized setting. No agricultural uses or related operations
are present within the site or surrounding area. Therefore, the proposed project would not result
in impacts to Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance, and no
further evaluation of this issue was necessary in the Draft EIR.

The Project site is zoned [QJCFH L (Limited Commercial), R3-1L (Multiple Dwelling), R1-1L
(One-Family), and [QJP-1L (Automobile Parking). No agricultural zoning is present on-site and
in the surrounding area, and no nearby lands are enrolled under the Williamson Act. Therefore,
no contlict exists with regard to agricultural zoning or Williamson Act contracts. No impact
would occur, and no evaluation of this issue was necessary in the Draft EIR.

Since there are no agricultural uses or related operations on or near the Project site, the
proposed project would not involve the conversion of farmland to other uses, either directly or
indirectly. Therefore, no impacts to agricultural land or uses would occur, and no further
evaluation of this issue was necessary in the draft EIR.

3. Air Quality

Final EIR Section II.B.IV.B adds an in-depth survey of studies and literature regarding the
potential health impacts of air pollutants, as well as public welfare and ecological effects of
various air pollutants. This additional information does not change the proposed project air
quality impact conclusions set forth in the Draft EIR, 'but amplifies the background information
regarding those impacts.

Construction - Toxic Air Contaminants; Cumulative Impacts

The greatest potential for toxic air contaminants (TAC) emissions during construction would be
related to diesel particulate emissions associated with heavy equipment operations for grading
and excavation activities. The proposed project would not result in a long-term (i.e., 70 years)
substantial source of TAC emissions. In addition, there would be no residual emissions after
construction and corresponding individual cancer risk. As such, project-related toxic emission
impacts during construction would be less than significant.

Similar to the proposed project, the greatest potential for TAC emissions at each related project
would involve diesel particulate emissions associated with heavy equipment operations during
grading and excavation activities. Given that the proposed project contribution to cancer risk
from construction activities would be less than significant and is a localized impact, related
projects that have not already been built would not result in a long-term (i.e., 70 years)
substantial source of TAC emissions with no residual emissions after construction and
corresponding individual cancer risk, Thus, TAC emissions from the related projects are
anticipated to be less than significant individually and cumulatively.
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Construction - Odors; Cumulative Impacts

Potential sources that may emit odors during construction activities include the use of
architectural coatings and solvents. Via mandatory compliance with SCAQMD Rules, no
construction activities or materials are proposed which would create objectionable odors.
Therefore, no construction-related odor impacts would occur and no mitigation measures would
be required.

Also similar to the proposed project, potential sources that may emit odors during construction
activities at each related project would include the use of architectural coatings and solvents.
Via mandatory compliance with SCAQMD Rules, it is anticipated that construction activities or
materials used in the construction of the related projects would not create objectionable odors.
Thus, odor impacts from the related projects are anticipated to be less than significant unto
themselves, as well as cumulatively in conjunction with the proposed Project.

Operation - Cumulative Toxic Air Contaminant Impacts

With respect to TAC emissions, the proposed project or any of the identified related projects
(which are largely residential, restaurant, retail/commercial, and institutional developments),
would not represent a substantial source ofTAC emissions. Uses typically associated with TAC
emissions include large-scale industrial, manufacturing, and transportation hub facilities. Based
on recommended screening level siting distances for TAC sources, as set forth in the California
Air Resources Board's Land Use Guidelines, the proposed project and related projects would
not result in a cumulative impact requiring further evaluation. However, the proposed project
.ano each of the related projects would likely generate minimal TAC emissions related to the use
of consumer products, landscape maintenance activities, among other things.

Pursuant to California Assembly Bill 1807, which directs the CARB to identify substances such
as TAC and adopt airborne toxic control measures (ATCMs) to control such substances, the
SCAQMD has adopted numerous rules (primarily in Regulation XIV) that specifically address
TAC emissions. These SCAQMD rules have resulted in and will continue to result in substantial
Basin-wide TAC emissions reductions. As such, cumulative TAC emissions during long-term
operations would be less than significant. In addition, the proposed project would not result in
any sources of TACs that have.

Operation - Localized Operation Impacts

Project-generated traffic volumes are forecasted to have a negligible effect on the projected 1-
hour and 8-hour CO concentrations at the intersections studied. Since a significant impact
would not occur at the intersections operating at the highest VIC ratio, no significant impacts
would occur at any other analyzed roadway intersection as a result of project-generated traffic
volumes. Thus, the proposed project would not cause any new or exacerbate any existing CO
hotspots, and, as a result. impacts related to localized mobile-source CO emissions would be
less than significant.

.A. freeway CO analysis was completed to ascertain potential impacts to the project site from the
US-101/1-405 interchange. Sensitive receptors on the project site would be exposed to t-hour
and 8-hour CO levels of 7.4 and 7.0 ppm respectively. These levels are below the t-hour and
8-hour CO standards and, therefore, the US-101 and the 1-405 would not cause local CO
emissions to exceed the prescribed threshold at the project site.

The proposed project may include the installation and operation of diesel-fired generators for
emergency power generation. Compliance with SCAQMD Rules and Regulations regarding
stationary-source combustion equipment would ensure that contributions to localized PM,o
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concentrations remain below the 2.5 ~gjm3 significance threshold. Compliance with existinp
applicable laws or regulations that regulate conduct for the purpose of reducing environmental
impacts may be assumed in CEQA analysis, and compliance with such laws or regulation need
not be set forth as mifrgation. Therefore, any potential impacts would be less than significant.

Operation - Toxic Air Contaminants On-Site Sources

The primary sources of potential air toxics asso ciated with proposed project operations include
diesel PM'0 from delivery trucks (e.g., truck traffic on local streets and on-site truck idling) and
emergency backup generators. Potential loca lized air toxic impacts from on-site sources of
diesel particulate emissions would be minimal since the proposed uses are not typically
associated with heavy-duty trucks trips to the site. However, in the event that a small number of
trucks access the project site, they would be required to limit idling to 5 minutes while on-site.
Based on the limited activity of the toxic air co ntaminant sources, the proposed project would
not warrant the need for a health risk assessment associated with on-site activities, and, in this
regard, potential air toxic impacts would be less than significant.

Typical sources of acutely and chronically hazardous toxic air contaminants include industrial
manufacturing processes, automotive repair facilities, and dry cleaning facilities. The proposed
project would not include any of these potential sources, although minimal emissions may result
from the use of consumer products. As such, the proposed project would not release
SUbstantial amounts of toxic contaminants, and no significant impacts on human health would
occur. Based on the limited activity of the toxic air contaminant sources, the proposed project
does not warrant the need for a health risk assessment, and potential air toxic impacts would be
less than significant.

Operation - Odors; Cumulative Impacts

The proposed project does not include any uses identified by the SCAQMD as being associated
with odors. Thus, potential odor impacts would be less than significant.

Neither the proposed project nor any of the related projects (which are primarily general office,
residential, retail, and restaurant uses) have a high potential to generate odor impacts.'
Furthermore, any related project that may have a potential to generate objectionable odors
would be required by SCAQMD Rule 402 (NUisance) to implement Best Available Control
Technology to limit potential objectionable odor impacts to a less than significant level. Thus,
potential odor impacts from related projects are anticipated to be less than significant
individually and cumulatively.

According to the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, land uses associated with odor complaints typically
include agricultural uses, wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants, chemical plants, ccmposflnq,
refineries, landfiHs, dairies, and fiberglass molding.
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Operation - Global Climate Change; Cumulative Impacts

The proposed project contains design features that would reduce the Project emissions profile
and would represent improvements above what can be considered "business as usual." The
proposed project would be designed to achieve a silver rating under the U.S. Green Building
Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®)green building program. To
achieve the LEED® silver rating, sustainability measures that address transportation, water
efficiency, and energy efficiency would be incorporated as part of the project. In addition, the
very nature of the Project, urban infill located in a transit rich area, further improves the project's
GHG reducing potential. The Project would be consistent with the goals set forth in AB32, as
well as in CARB's scoping plan. The project's GHG emissions reductions compared to the BAU
scenario constitute an equivalent or larger break from "business-as-usual" then has been
determined by CARB to be necessary to meet Assembly Bill 32's goals. Therefore, the
proposed project will not have a significant impact on the global climate change due to its
greenhouse gas emissions.

The proposed project, by implementing project features and GHG reducing measures, results in
a net decrease in GHG emissions when compared with business as usual. In addition, the City
of Los Angeles is also taking direct action to reduce emissions from all utility users and improve
transportation citywide. Therefore, due to the incremental amount of GHG emissions estimated
for this project, the fact that estimated operational emissions are likely overstated, the lack of
any evidence for concluding that the Project's GHG emissions could cause any measurable
increase in global GHG emissions necessary to force global climate change, and the fact that
the Project incorporates design features to reduce potential GHG emissions that are consistent
with the goals of AB 32, the CAT Report strategies, and the City of Los Angeles' strategies, the
Project is not considered to have a significant impact with respect to global climate change on a
cumulative basis.

SCAQMD Handbook Policy Analysis

While development of the proposed project would result in short-term regional impacts, Project
development would not have a long-term impact on the region's ability to meet state and federal
air quality standards. The proposed project would comply with SCAQMD Rule 403 and would
implement all feasible mitigation measures for control of NOx. PM10 and PM2.5. Also, the project
would be consistent with the goals and policies of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) for
control of fugitive dust. The Project's long-term influence would also be consistent with the
goals and policies of the AQMP and is, therefore, considered consistent with the SCAQMD's
AQMP.

City of Los Angeles Policies

The proposed project would be consistent with City of Los Angeles air quality policies, as it
implements the air quality goals and policies set forth in the City's General Plan. Development
of the proposed project at the proposed site location offers the opportunity to provide residential
uses within a highly urbanized regional employment center and adjacent to a regional shopping
center. The Project would support the reduction of air emissions via its use of existing
infrastructure, proximity to existing regional and local transit facilities, the provision of
pedestrian-scale street frontages, and location near existing commercial uses that would meet
many of the needs of the project's future residents.

Overall, no significant impacts would occur as a result of project development with respect to
compatibility with applicable air quality policies as set forth in the City's General Plan Air Quality
Element.
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4. Biologicallmpacts

Cumulative Impacts

The majority of the 51 related projects are located at a sufficient distance from the project site
so as to not cause potential cumulative impacts to raptors in the area. However, three related
projects are located within a half mile of the project site. The urbanized nature and sizes of .
these sites, along with their lack of seclusion, would prevent raptor hunting and breeding.
Therefore, current and future use of these sites by raptors is unlikely, In addition, all of the
related projects would be required to comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as well as the
City ordinances for protected trees and street trees. As a result, cumulative impacts to
biological resources would be less than significant.

5. Cultural Resources

Attachment B Section V of the November 2004 Iniiial Study provided substantial evidence
showing that potentially significant impacts to cultural resources were not reasonably
foreseeable as result of the proposed project. As part of this Initial Study, the properties within
the Project site have been formally assessed for historical significance for the purposes of
CEQA compliance, A records search was conducted by the South Central Coastal Information
Center (SCCIC) at California State University, Fullerton to identify previously recorded
prehistoric and historic resources in and around the project site. This search included a review
of the National Register of Historic Places (National Register) and its annual updates, the
California Historical Resources Inventory database maintained by the Califomia Office of
Historic Preservation (OHP), and the City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments register.
The records search indicated that there are currently no previously identified federal or state
level designated or eligible prehistoric or historic resources within or near the project site. There
is, however, one City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument located outside of the project
site, but within 0,5 mile of it. This resource is identified as the "Tower of Wooden Pallets"
(monument number 184). This historic resource is far enough away from the proposed project
site as to not be directly or indirectly impacted by the Project's implementation.

A review of survey data collected and evaluated indicates that no prehistoric or historic
archaeological sites have been identified within the local area and that no unique or important
prehistoric or historic archaeological resources have been encountered within the project
vicinity. The project site is located within an urbanized area and has been subject to extensive
disruption over the years', thus, any surficial archaeoloqlcal resources, which may have existed
at one time, have likely been previously disturbed.

The project site is located within an urbanized area that has been previously developed with
various uses, Within the project area, any traditional burial sources, Which include
archaeological sites, burial sites, ceremonial areas, gathering areas, or any other natural area
important to a culture for religious, burial, or heritage reasons, would likely be associated with
the Native American group known as the Fernandeno, a branch of the Gabrielino. No known
traditional burial sites or other iype of cemetery usage has been ifJentified within the project site
or nearby vicinity, Nonetheless, any discovery of human remains or related resources would be
treated in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations and guidelines for disclosure,
recovery, relocation, and preservation, as appropriate, 'Including CEQA Guidelines ,Section
15064.5(e), Therefore, no impacts are expected, and no further evaluation of potential impacts
associated with the discovery of human remains is necessary,
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6. Geology/Soils

Soil Conditions

Project construction would require approximately 165,000 cubic yards of grading and soil
export. Erosion and sedimentation from exposed soils could occur during construction.
However, project construction activities would be conducted in.compliance with erosion control
measures, including grading and dust control measures, 'imposed by the City pursuant to
grading permit regulations. In addition, the project would be required to have an erosion control
plan approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, as well as a Storm
Water Pollution Plan (SWPPP) pursuant to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit requirements. As part of the SWPPP, Best Management Practices (BMPs)
would be implemented during construction to reduce soil erosion and pollutant levels to the
maximum extent possible. As such, constructi on of the project would not constitute a geologic
hazard to other properties by accelerating instability from erosion or accelerating the natural
processes of wind and water erosion and sedimentation that would result in sediment runoff or
deposition that would not be contained or controlled on-site. Therefore, construction-related
impacts associated with erosion and sedimentation would be less than significant.

Soil erosion and sedimentation effects during operation would be less as compared with existing
conditions. In addition, Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) provisions that
would include site-specific BMPs would be implemented throughout the operational life of the
project, which would assist in reducing on-site erosion. As such, operation of the project would
not constitute a geologic hazard to other properties by accelerating instability from erosion or
accelerating the natural processes of wind and water erosion and sedimentation that would
result in sediment runoff or deposition that would not be contained or controlled on-site.
Therefore, operational impacts associated with erosion and sedimentation would be less than
significant.

With regard to landform alteration, the project site is located in an urbanized area and is
currently graded. As no distinct or prominent geologic or topographic features would be
destroyed, permanently covered, or materially and adversely modified as a result of the project,
impacts related to landform alteration would be less than significant

Seismic Hazard ~ Liquefaction

The proposed project is located within a state-designated and city-designated liquefaction zone.
However, liquefaction tests indicate that soil beneath the project site would not be prone to
liquefaction during a 10 percent earthquake (e.g. earthquake with a 475-year return period).
Furthermore, the project would comply with state and local building and safety codes, including
the CBC and the Los Angeles Building Code. In addition, the Project would comply with the
safety guidelines set forth in CGS Special Publications 117, Guidelines for Evaluating and
Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California and the project design recommendations set forth in
the geotechnical report. The LADBS indicated that due to the improbability of liquefaction on
the project site, no mitigation is necessary pursuant to the Seismic Hazard Mapping Act.
Therefore, the Project would not cause or accelerate geologic hazards which would result in
SUbstantial damage to structures or infrastructure or expose people to substantial risk of injury
and geologic hazard impacts related to liquefaction would be less than significant.
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Seismic Hazard - Inundation by Seiches and Dam Failures

The Project site lies within the inundation hazard areas of the Encino Reservoir and the
Sepulveda Dam, which are managed by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. It is
possible that overtopping of the reservoir and/or dam could occur with a worst-case scenario,
leading to dam failure. Seismic activity could also lead to failure of either of these water
containment structures. However, the California Division of Safety of Darns regulates the siting,
design, construction, and periodic review of all dams 'Inthe State. Mitigation of potential seiche
hazards has also been implemented by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
through regulation of the level of water in its storage facilities and the provision of walls of extra
height to contain seiches and prevent overflow or inundation. Further, the Sepulveda Dam has
automatically controlled spillway gates that rise and lower to control the dam from overtopping.
Automatic release of water from the dam is discharged to the Los Angeles River. In addition,
the 1-405 and US-101 Freeways serve as physlcal barriers between the Encino Reservoir, the
Sepulveda Dam, and the project site. Therefore, the project would not cause or accelerate
geologic hazards which would result in substantial damage to structures or infrastructure or
expose people to substantial risk of injury due to inundation by a dam or a seiche. Impacts
relatedto these issues would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Impacts associated with geologic and soil issues are typically confined to a project site or within
a very localized area and do not affect off-site areas associated with the reiated projects or
ambient growth. Cumulative development in the area WOUld,however, increase the overall
potential for exposure to seismic hazards by potentially increasing the number of people
exposed to seismic hazards. Nevertheless, all related projects would be subject to established
guidelines and regulations pertaining to seismic hazards. As such, adherence to applicable
building regulations and standard engineering practices would ensure that cumulative impacts
would be less than significant.

7. Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Release of Hazardous Materials

Construction of the proposed project would involve the temporary use of potentially hazardous
materials, including paints, adhesives, surface coatings, cleaning agents, fuels, and oils.
However, all potentially hazardous materials would be used, stored, and disposed of in
accordance with manufacturers' instructions and handled in compliance with applicable
standards and. regulations. Any associated risk would be adequately reduced to a less than
significant level through compliance with these standards and regulations. Additionally, any
emissions from the use of such materials would be minimal and localized to the project site.

With regard to potentially hazardous conditions on the site, the project site Is not listed on any of
the local, state, or federal databases concerning hazardous materials. Furthermore, no
evidence of hazardous environmental conditions was observed on the site. As such, the
potentia! to uncover contaminated soils or groundwater beneath the site during project
construction (particularly during grading and excavation activities) is considered low. Since
construction of the Project would comply with applicable regulations and would not increase the
risk of interierence with existing emergency response capacity to the project area over existing
conditions or expose persons to substantial risk resulting from the release of hazardous
materials or exposure to health hazards in excess of regulatory standards, impacts associated
with the potential release of hazardous substances during construction of the proposed project
would be less than significant.
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Operation of the Project would involve the limited use of potentially hazardous materials typical
of those used in residential and commercial developments, including cleaning agents, paints,
pesticides and other materials for landscaping. All potentially hazardous materials would be
used, stored, and disposed of in accordance with manufacturers' specifications and handled in
compliance with applicable standards and reg ulations. Thus,any risks associated with these
potentially hazardous materials would be reduced to a less than significant level through
compliance with these standards and regulatio ns. Therefore, as the Project would comply with
applicable regulations and would not increase the risk of interference with existing emergency
response capacity to the project area over exisrtinq conditions or expose persons to substantial
risk resulting from the release of hazardous materials or exposure to health hazards in excess
of regulatory standards, impacts associated with the use of hazardous substances during
operation of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Asbestos Containing Materials

Demolition of the one remaining building on the Project site would have the potential to release
asbestos fibers into the atmosphere if they are not properly stabilized or removed prior to
demolition aciivities. The removal of ACMs is regulated by SCAQMD Rule 1403 and, therefore,
ACMs would be removed (if present) by a certified asbestos containment contractor in
accordance with applicable regulations prior to demolition. Therefore, as the Project would
comply with applicable regulations and would not increase the risk of interference with existing
emergency response capacity to the project area over existing conditions or expose persons to
substantial risk resulting from the release of hazardous materials or exposure to health hazards
in excess of regulatory standards, the risk of exposure to ACMs would be less than significant.

Lead-Based Paint

Results of qualitative lead screening did not indicate the presence of lead-based paint within the
existing residence on the site. Therefore, the potential for construction workers to be exposed
to lead during demolition ofthe existing residence is considered low. As the proposed project
would not increase the risk of interference with existing emergency response capacity to the
project area over existing conditions or expose persons to substantial risk resulting from the
release of hazardous materials or exposure to health hazards in excess of regulatory standards,
potential impacts associated with the presence of lead would be less than significant.

Underground Storage Tanks

No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) was observed on the site and no records
have been found which indicate the potential existence of USTs. As the proposed project would
not increase the risk of interference with existing emergency response capacity to the project
area over existing conditions or expose persons to substantial risk resulting from the release of
hazardous materials or exposure to health hazards in excess of regulatory standards, potential
impacts associated with USTs would be less than significant.

Oil and Gas

There are no oil or gas wells or the drilling of oil and gas wells on the project site. In addition,
the project site is not located on an oil, gas, or geothermal field or within a city-designated
methane zone or methane buffer zone. As the Project would not increase the risk of
interference with existing emergency response capacity to the project area over existing
conditions or expose persons to substantial risk resulting from the release of hazardous
materials or exposure to health hazards in excess of regulatory standards, no impacts
associated with oil and gas would occur.
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Groundwater

Excavation activities for the Project would not encounter groundwater and the project site is not
listed on the local, state, or federal databases concerning hazardous materials. As such, the
potential to uncover contaminated groundwater beneath the project site particularly during
grading and excavation activities is considered low. As the proposed project would not expose
persons to substantial risk resulting from the release of hazardous materials or exposure to
health hazards in excess of regulatory standards from groundwater contamination, potential
impacts associated with contaminated groundwater would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Impacts associated with hazards and hazardous materials are typically site-specific and do not
cumulatively affect off-site areas. Furthermore, all related projects would be required to comply
with local, state, and federal regulations pertaining to hazards and hazardous materials.
Therefore, with adherence to such regulations, the cumulative development of the proposed
project and related projects would not result in cumulatively significant impacts with regard to
hazards and hazardous materials.

8. Land Use

Section IV.G of the Draft EIR, Responses to Comments 7-1 through 7-5 (which are repeated
and cross-referenced throughout the Responses to Comments), Final EIR Sections I.G, 11.A.1
and IV.G, the separate Vesting Tentative Map findings, as weJlas the Specific Plan Exception
findings-aJl of which are incorporated herein by reference-contain SUbstantial evidence that
environmental impacts reiative to applicable plans, policies and regulations would be less then
significant.

Not every policy, goal and provision of an applicable plane, policy or regulation is relevant to
CEQA compliance. Only those provisions that are adopted for the purpose of avoiding
environmental impacts are relevant to CEOA compliance. Similarly, a project need not be
consistent with every applicable goal, policy or provision in order to deemed to have a less-than-
significant land use impact. Overall consistency with the applicable provisions adopted for the
purpose of avoiding environmental impacts is a more reasonable and widely-accepted:
approach. Policy questions addressing whether the proposed project is desirable or
undesirable are not relevant to CEQA compliance because desirability is separate and distinct
from the physical environmental impacts of the proposed project and the CEQA question of
whether those physical impacts result in potentially significant environmental impacts. With
regard to consistency with the Specific Plan, the proposed project would require Specific Plan
exceptions enumerated above. The Specific Plan includes express provisions for granting
exceptions to the Specific Plan. Therefore, seeking exceptions to the Specific Plan would not
be inconsistent with the Specific Plan. Additionally, granting of the Specific Plan exceptions
would be consistent with the Specific Plan's procedural requirements. Merely requesting
Specific Plan exceptions does not render every inconsistency with the Specific Plan a potentially
significant

Consistency with Plans and Applicable Policies

Section IV.G of the Draft EIR, Responses to Comments 7-1 through 7-5 (which are repeated
and cross-referenced throughout the Responses to Comments), Final EIR Sections I.G, II.A.1
and IV.G provide detailed analysis of the Project's consistency with the following applicable
plans, policies, and regulations:

• City of Los Angeles General Plan
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The proposed project would be substantially consistent with the goals, objectives and
policies of the General Plan Framework. In particular, the proposed project would be
consistent with the site's Regional Center designation in terms of proposed land uses as
it would develop a mix of residential uses and neighborhood-serving commercial uses in
proximity to a number of employment, shopping, and dining destinations. The Project
would also increase the vitality of the Regional Center area by redeveloping an existing
underutilized and graded site .. Additionally, by locating new residential uses along a
major transportation corridor (Sepulveda Boulevard) and orienting neighborhood-serving
commercial uses along the street frontages, the Project would promote pedestrian
activity and would facilitate a reduction of vehicle trips in the project area. Since the
Project would be consistent with the applicable goals and policies of the General Plan
Framework, land use impacts relative to this plan would be less than significant.

• Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass Community Plan

As further detailed in Section IV.G, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the proposed project
would be substantially consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies of the Sherman
Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass Community Plan. In general, the
project would provide a high-quality mixed-use development consisting of new
residential and neighborhood-serving commercial uses in a Regional Commercial area
of the Shenman Oaks community. Thus, the Project would not conflict with the
surrounding uses but rather, would contribute to the area's identity as a major activity
center. Furthermore, as the Project would locate new residential uses along a major
transportation corridor, the Project would promote pedestrian activity and other
alternative modes of transportation. The Project would also comply with appiicabie
Community Plan policies and requirements. 'pertaining to urban design and
transportation. Since the Project would be consistent with the applicable goals and
policies of the Sherman Oaks - Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenqa Pass Community
Plan, land use impacts relative to this plan would be less than significant.

• Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan

Currently, the existing vacant and under-developed conditions on the project site do not
reflect the high quality development promoted by the Ventura-Cahuenga Bouievard
Corridor Specific Plan. Implementation of the proposed project would result in a high-
quality, mixed-use development consisting of multiple-family residential and commercial
uses along a major public transportation corridor. Section IV.G, Land Use, of the Draft
EIR provides a side by side analysis of whether the Project would be consistent with the
applicable standards and regulations of the Specific Pian. In order to implement the
Project as proposed, the Applicant seeks Specific Plan Exceptions referenced above.
As noted previously, the Specific Plan includes express provisions for granting
exceptions to the Specific Plan. Therefore, seeking exceptions to the Specific Plan
would not be inconsistent with the Specific Plan. Addiiionally, granting of the Specific
Plan exceptions would be consistent with the Specific Plan's procedural requirements.
With approval of the proposed Specific Plan Exceptions, the Project would generally be
in conformance with the intent of the Specific Plan, and land use impacts relative to this
plan would be less than Significant.

• City of Los Angeles Do Real Planning Guidelines

The Do Real Planning Guidelines includes a set of 14 points to guide planning activities
for the City. As further detailed in Section IV.G, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the project
would be consistent with these relevant points. Thus, land use impacts relative to the
Do Real Planning Guidelines would be less than significant.
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• City of Los Angeles Walkability Checklist

As further detailed in Section IV.G, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the Project would comply
with the principles presented in the City's Walkability Checklist. The Project would
implement design features that would improve the. pedestrian environment, in
accordance with the objective of the City's WalkabiJity Checklist. As such, the Project
would generally be consistent with the City's WalkabiJity Checklist

• City of Los Angeles Municipal Code

A zone change from [QJCR-1L, R3-1L, R1-1L, and [QJP-1L to C2 (Commercial Zone)
would bring the site into conformance with the existing Community Plan designation of
the project site as Regional Center, and the C2 zone would be more appropriate for the
project site as this zone was designed to accommodate both commercial and housing
development in a manner that contributes to the economic growth of the area.
Redevelopment of the site, as allowed under a C2 zone, would be an extension of the
.revitalization process occurring within the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor
Specific Plan area. The C2 zone designation would allow mixed uses that include both
residential and commercial development.

Similar to the proposed zoning change, the proposed height district proposed for the site
corresponds to the prescribed height district for the land use designation (I.e., Regional
Center). The project site is the only site within the boundaries of the Regional Center
designation that is not designated as Height District 2D. As the project site was
designated as Regional Center because of its proximity and physical relationship to the
other properties within the Regional Center area, the proposed height district change
would create a height district that is generally consistent with that of the surrounding
uses, particularly the uses to the immediate-south of the site.

• Regional Plans and Applicable Policies

Per SCAG, the proposed project is considered regionally significant. As further detailed
in Section IV.G, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the proposed project would be consistent
with SCAG policies and principles, including those of the Regional Comprehensive Plan,
Regional Transportation Plan, Compass Blueprint, and the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment.

Land Use Compatibility

The proposed project would be compatible with various surrounding uses, including the
Sherman Oaks Galleria to the south, as well as multi- and sinqle-farnily residential uses to the
east. The proposed neighborhood commercial uses would complement the Sherman Oaks
Galleria and would represent an extension of the existing commercial uses along Sepulveda
Boulevard. These neighborhood commercial uses would have hours of operation that are
similar to those of other nearby retail uses. Furthermore, the location of the proposed
residential and commercial uses would be appropriate given the site's location within a
populated, heavily-traveled, mixed-use Regional Center.

The design of the proposed project would also be compatible with the surrounding uses and
structures, which range in height from one story to approximateiy 16 stories. (See
Supplemental responses to Comments Fig. 1.) While the proposed building heights would be
areater than the single-story residence that currently exists on-site, the project height would not
;ontrast with the heights of the Shenman Oaks Galleria. Furthermore, the single- and multi-
family residential structures comprised of one to three stories to the east of the site are
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separated from the site by Sepulveda Boulevard, a six-lane Class 11Major Highway. Therefore,
a buffer currently exists to aid in the transition of the proposed project's high-density residential
uses to the medium- and low-density residential areas. In addition, the design of the project
would aid in this transition as the commercial uses fronting Sepulveda Boulevard would provide
an impression along this street as a smaller and more pedestrian scale, in keeping with the
desire to encourage pedestrian activity, as well as transition to the less dense residential uses
across Sepulveda Boulevard. .

In addition, the project site is an ideal location for the proposed mixed-use project, as it is
situated within a high commercial activity Regional Commercial area, along two major
transportation corridors, and near a variety of employment opportunities. The project is
designed to encourage pedestrian activity, as it would locate residential uses and commercial
uses within the same building and would be easily accessible by foot for other residents within
the project vicinity.

Based on the above, the Project would not substantially or adversely change the existing
relationship between on- and off-site land uses and properties, or have the long-term affect of
adversely altering a neighborhood or comm unity through ongoing disruption, division, or
isolation.

Cumulative Impacts

The 51 related projects generally consist of infill development in an already urbanized area and
redevelopment of existing uses. As with the proposed project, related projects are expected to
comply with relevant land use plans and regulations. Since the Project would be consistent with
the Community Plan, Specific Plan, and the LAMC upon approval of the Specific Plan
exceptions, zone change and height district change, the Project would not incrementally
contribute to cumulative inconsistencies with respect to land use plans. Cumulative impacts
associated with land use plans within the area would be less than Significant.

Additionally, there are no related prqjects located within the immediate Vicinity of the project site.
The closest related project is Related Project No. 23, a mixed-use development consisting of 52
condominiums and 7,460 square feet of specialty retail, to be located at 15212-15222 Ventura
Boulevard, approximately 0.30 mile to the southeast of the project site. As with the proposed
project, the mixed-use nature of Related Project No. 23 would be consistent with the existing
mix of commercial and residential uses that characterize the project area. Thus, development
of Related Project No. 23 and the proposed project would not alter the existing land use
relationships in the community. Therefore, cumulative 'land use impacts relative to land use
compatibility would be less than significant.

9. Mineral Resources

The project site is not located in an area containing significant mineral deposits as designated
by the City of Los Angeles. The project site has been previously developed and is located in an
urban, developed area. Therefore, project implementation would not result in the loss of
availability of a known mineral resource. No impacts would occur, and no further evaluation of
this issue was necessary in the Draft EIR.

According to the Conservation Element of the City of Los Angeles General Plan, sites that
contain potentially significant sand and gravel deposits which are to be conserved follow the Los
Angeles River flood plain, coastal plain, and other water bodies and courses and lie along the
flood plain from the San Fernando Valley through downtown Los Angeles. These sites are also
identified in two Community Plan elements of the City's General Plan (the Sun Valley and the
Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - East la Tuna Canyon Community
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Plans), neither of which incorporates the project site. Furthermore, the project site and rts
surrounding area are currently developed with urban uses. As such, project implementation
would not result in impacts associaied wiih the ioss or availability of a known mineral resource
that would be of value to the region and the residents of the state. No impacts would occur, and
no further evaluation of this issue is necessary in the Draft EIR.

10. Noise & Vibration

Construction & Operation - Ground-borne Vibration

The proposed project would generate ground-borne vibration during site clearing and grading
activities or large bulldozer operations. Vibration velocities from the operation of construction
equipment would range from approximately 0.003 to 0.089 inch per second peak particle
velocity (PPV) at 25 feet from the source of activity. The nearest receptor (777 Motor Inn),
which is approximately 50 feet from the project construction site, would be exposed to vibration
velocities ranging from approximately 0.001 to 0.031 inch per second PPV. As this value is
considerably below the 0.5 inch' per second PPV significance threshold (potential building
damage), project construction activities would not cause ground-bome vibration levels to
exceed 0.5 inch per second PPV at any off-site structures. Thus, vibration impacts associated
with construction would be less than significant.

WITh respect to annoyance, the Final EIR states that under a worst case scenario vibration
impacts associated with construction would be significant at the 777 Motor Inn when heavy
construction equipment is operating at the perimeter of the project site, close to the recepior.
This would occur intermittently for short durations only during site grading and excavation
phases. Vibration would be quickly reduced to below the significant threshold at approximately
80 feet from the receptor. The significance of ground-borne vibration impacts is a site-wide
evaluation. On a site the size and depth of this site, the' area where brief and sporadic ground-
borne vibration annoyance occurs is a small fraction of the construction area and a small
fraction of the construction time. It is, therefore, a less than significant impact.

Operation of the proposed project would include typical residential and commercial-grade
stationary mechanical and electrical equipment such as air handling units, condenser units,
exhaust fans, and electrical emergency power generators, which would produce vibration. In
addition, the primary sources of transient vibration would include passenger vehicle Circulation
within the proposed subterranean parking facility, and on-site loading/refuse collection truck
activity. Ground-borne vibration generated by each of the above-mentioned activities would be
similar to the existing sources (i.e., traffic on adjacent roadways and adjacent parking structure)
adjacent to the project site. The potential vibration 'Impactsfrom all proposed project sources at
the closest structure locations would be less than the significance threshold 72 VdB for
perceptibility. As such, project operation activities would not cause ground-borne vibration
levels to exceed 72 VdB at off-site vibration sensitive receptors including the 777 Motor Inn and
impacts would be less than significant.

Operation - Off-Site Roadway (Mobile) Noise

The larger proposed project studied in the Draft EIR is expected to generate a maximum of
5,844 additional daily trips. Traffic attributed to the proposed project would increase the total
daily traffic traveling along the major thoroughfares within the project vicinity. This increase in
roadway traffic volumes was analyzed to detemnine if any traffic-related noise impacts would
result from project development. Reducing the residential units of the Project from 500 to 325
units as well as the reduction of the proposed project's neighborhood-serving commercial uses
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from 55,000 square feet to 52,000 square feet, would further reduce the daily and peak-hour
trips generated by the Project, which would also reduce roadway noise. The largest project-
related traffic noise impact is anticipated to occur aiong the segment of Camarillo Street, west of
Sepulveda Boulevard. Project-related traffic would add 1.8 dBA CNEL to this roadway
segment, while related project plus ambient growth traffic volumes are expected to add less
than 0.1 dBA CNEL to this roadway segment, for a combined total of 1.8 dBA CNEL. As the
incremental increases in noise levels at all other analyzed locations are -less than 1.8 dBA
CNEL, and these noise level increases are less than the 3-dBA CNEL significance threshold,
project roadway noise impacts are considered to be less than significant

Operation - On-Site Stationary Noise

Mechanical Equioment

Stationary equipment (e.q., parking structure air vents, pool maintenance machinery, and
building heating ventilation and air conditioning, HVAC, equipment) would be designed to
comply with the City's Noise Ordinance requirement and the Project significance threshold of 5
dBA above the ambient noise levels. The Project mechanical design documentation will include
mitigation measures required to minimize HVAC/mechanical noise levels to no more than 5 dBA
above ambient noise levels. As such, impacts from stationary sources would be less than
significant

Loading Dock and Refuse Collection Areas

The loading dock area and refuse collection areas would be located together within a partially
enclosed/covered area near the northeast corner of the proposed grocery store/retail building.
Delivery and refuse service vehicles would have direct access to this area via a new private
roadway along the back side of the site (i.e., along the northern/western frontage), extending
from Sepulveda Boulevard to Camarillo Street. Loading dock and refuse service-related
activities such as truck movementslidling and loading/unloading operations would generate
noise levels that have a potential to adversely impact adjacent land uses during long-term
project operations.

The nearest noise-sensitive use (i.e., multi-family residences across Sepulveda Boulevard) is
approximately 150 feet east of the proposed loading dock and refuse service area. In addition,
the eastern portion of the proposed grocery store/retail building would fully block the line-of-sight
between the noise source and sound receptor location. Loading dock and refuse collection
noise levels would be 52 and 47 dBA, respectively, and would add less than 1 dBA Leqto the
average daytime and nighttime ambient noise environments at this property line, and would not
cause the existing daytime ambient noise level of 68,5 dBA, or nighttime ambient noise level of
58.1 dBA, to increase by the 5-dBA significance criterion. As such, impacts would be less than
significant

Courtyard Areas

The proposed project would incorporate a number of features that allow for small outdoor
gatherings. The Project would be developed with a main central courtyard and three finger-like
themed courtyards and gardens. The proposed courtyard areas would be located at the plaza
level on top of the podium, All off-site noise sensitive receptors would be shielded from the
courtyard areas by the project buildings. Therefore, potential noise impacts associated with
courtyard area activities would be less than significant.

Parking Facilities
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Parking would be provided within a parking structure with two subterranean levels, one ground
level, and one mezzanine level. The ground level and the mezzanine level parking would be
below the residential development and enclosed. Therefore, since all parking on the project site
would be enclosed within the proposed parking structure, parking facility noise would not
increase ambient noise levels at nearby sensitive receptors, including the 777 Motor Inn. As
such, potential noise impacts would be less than significant.

Pool Facilitv

The proposed project would include a pool/spa facility located on the southwestern portion of
the project site. Although the pool and spa related activities would generate noise, sensitive
receptors surrounding the project area would not be exposed to adverse noise levels due to the
noise shielding provided by the proposed buildings surrounding the pool area. As such,
potential noise impacts would be less than significant.

Of the 51 related projects, the two closest related projects are situated approximately 1,500 feet
to 1,700 feet from the project site and include Related Project No. 9 - 15357 Magnolia
Boulevard, Apartment and Related Project No. 23 - 15212-15222 Ventura Boulevard,
Condominium and Specialty Retail. All other related projects are located at a minimum of
2,500 feet away from the proposed project. The potential for noise impacts to occur are specific
to the location of each related project, as well as the cumulative traffic on the surrounding
roadway network.

Cumulative Impacts

Construction

Noise from construction of the proposed project and related projects would be localized, thereby
potentially affecting areas immediately within 500 feet from the construction site. Due to
distance attenuation and intervening structures, construction noise from one site would not
result in a noticeable increase in noise at sensitive receptors near the other site, which would
preclude a cumulative noise impact. As such, cumulative impacts associated with construction
noise would be less than significant. '

Operation

The cumulative increase in future CNEL traffic noise levels at project buildout with future
ambient growth and the 51 related projects, relative to the existing baseline, would be 1.8 dB or
less in areas that can potentially be affected by the proposed project. As the increase would be
below the project's 3 dBA significance threshold, cumulative traffic noise impact would be less
than significant.

The project site and surrounding area have been developed with uses that have previously
generated, and will continue to generate, noise from lawn maintenance activities, mechanical
equipment (e.q. air conditioninq systems), and vehicle movements, among other community
noise sources, Noise impacts related to project development would be less than significant. In
addition, the other related projects are of sufficient distance (approximately 2,100 feet from the
project site) such that operational noise levels from these projects would not be audible at the
project site, As such, cumulative noise impacts related to long-term project operations would be
less than significant.

11. Population, Housing & Employment

Construction
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Project development would generate construction workers on-site during the demolition, grading
and excavation, and building construction and finishing phases. However, individual
construction projects would not be expected to necessarily generate new employment within the
region. Rather, there is a pool of construction workers who move from project to project and.are
somewhat mobile.. To the extent that the Project supports and contributes to the pool of
construction workers, its impacts would be considered beneficial. Since construction
employment related to the proposed project would not exceed expected growth, 'construction-
related employment impacts would be less than significant.

Operation (including Cumulative Impacts)

Population

The proposed project includes new multi-family residential units and thus, would introduce a
new residential population into the area. Based on a household size factor of 1.70 persons per
household for medium density uses as provided in the Community Plan, the proposed project as
originally proposed with 500 units would generate a residential population of 850 persons at full
buildout. The increase of 850 permanent residents would represent approximately 48.16
percent of the anticipated growth within the lo cal (Community Plan) area from 2008 to 2013,
1.02 percent within the subregional area, and 0.23 percent of the anticipated growth within the
region. While the 850 new residents represent much of the growth anticipated in the local area,
they constitute only a small portion of City and County growth and could easily be absorbed at
these levels. This residential population would be reduced to 678 persons with the reduction of
residential units from 500 to 399 units proposed in the Final EIR. The further reduction to 325
units approved by the City Planning Commission would generate a population of approximately
549 persons.

Additionally, the neighborhood-serving commercial component of the project would generate
approximately 130 employees in several shifts. Any population growth attributed to project
employees relocating to the area would not be SUbstantial relative to the forecasted population
growth in the community. Furthermore, project implementation would not result in indirect
growth through the extension of existing roads or infrastructure as the roadways and
infrastructure to be utilized by the project are currently in place. Based on all of the above, the
Project would not substantially alter the location, distribution, density, or growth rate of
population planned for the area by local and regional plans. Thus, impacts related to population
growth would be less than significant.

Fifty-one related projects in the surrounding area are expected to be constructed and/or
operational during the same time period as the proposed project. Of the 51 identified projects, a
total of approximately 2,819 multi-family residential units (2,054 condominiums and
765 apartments) would be developed. At full capacity, these units could generate approximately
4,792 persons. When combined with the proposed project, a cumulative total of 5,642 persons
would be added to the population by 2013. The increase in 5,642 residents would account for
1.49 percent of the anticipated increase in residents within the region. As these numbers are
within the anticipated population growth projected by SCAG, the proposed project and the
related projects would have a less than significant cumulative impact on population growth.
Moreover, with the reduction in the project's residential units from 500 to 325 units, the
cumulative 'population increase would decrease significantly.

Housing

Development of the proposed project described in the Draft EIR is projected to account for
approximately 28.46, 0.89, and 0.35 percent of the 2008 to 2013 increase in residential units in
the local area, subregion and region, respectively. The proposed project would account for
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much of the housing increase within the local area. However, the area is experiencing a
housing shortage compared to the amount of jobs and, therefore, would also benefit with the
Project's contribution of residential units to the housing supply. The project's contribution to the
amount of housing in the area would be reduced from that originally analyzed in the Draft EIR
by 101 units.

Although the proposed project would not eliminate the housing shortage in the City, it would
promote the goal of generating more housing. The proposed project would not result in a net
loss of available housing unITS,would not be inconsistent with the current and projected housing
demand and supply, and would not contribute to a jobs/housing ratio imbalance in the project
area. Therefore, potential impacts related to housing would be less than significant.

When the project is combined with the related projects, a cumulative total of 3,319 units would
be constructed. This would represent 2.32 percent of the total residential units anticipated to be
built within the region by 2013. A cumulative total of 3,218 units would be constructed based on
the reduced project. Therefore, as the proposed project and the related projects would
contribute to the housing needed within the region, these projects would have a less than
significant cumulative impact on housing.

Emplovment

Project development of approximately 52,000 square feet of commercial uses would result in
approximately 123 new employment opportunities on the site. This increase in employment
positions would account for approximately 9.57 percent of the local area's increase in
employment, 0.27 percent of the subregion's increase in employment, and 0.10 percent of the
region's increase in employment. As the increase in employment generated by the Project
would represent a minimal amount of the employment projected for the local, subregional, and
regional levels, impacts related to employment would be less than significant. Furthermore,
given the current downturn in economic conditions, increases in employment growth would be
considered a benefit to the local area, subregion, and region.

Development of the proposed project's 55,000 square feet of commercial space identified in the
Draft EIR combined with the related projects' developed spaces would result in a total of
859,177 square feet of retail/service uses, 7,797 square feet of restaurant uses, 71,206 square
feet of office uses, 137,109 square feet of medical office uses, expansion or development of
4,783 square feet of school uses, and a net addition of 52,363 square feet of "other" uses (e.g.,
self-storage space). Based on average employment generation factors for these uses as
provided in SCAG's Employment Density Summary Report, SCAG (October 2001), a total of
2,556 employment positions would be added, which would account for 1.88 percent of the
anticipated employment growth in the region. With the reduction of neighborhood-serving
commercial uses from 55,000 square feet to 52,000 square feet proposed by the Applicant, new
employment opportunities would be reduced to approximately 123 employment positions. As
previously noted, given the current downturn in economic conditions, increases in employment
growth would be considered a benefit to the region. In addition, the proposed project and
related projects would result in a total cumulative development of 3,319 residential units, which
accounts for 2.32 percent of the anticipated increase in residential units. The reduction of
residential units from 500 to 325 units approved by the City Planning Commission would further
reduce this percentage. Therefore, the related projects would result in a greater increase of
residential units compared to employment positions, helping to balance the jobs/housing ratio in
the region. Therefore, the proposed project combined with the related projects would have a
less than significant cumulative impact on employment.

Jobs/Housing Ratio ,
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The jobs/housing ratio for the region would be 1.40 in 2013. The jobs/housing ratio would
improve to 1.38 by 2013 from 1.40 in 2008 for the subregional area and the jobs/housing ratio
would improve to 1.11 by 2013 from the 1.13 for the local area. As such, the Community Plan
area, the City of Los Angeles, and the County of Los Angeles would all benefit with a greater
increase in residential uses compared to employment positions since ali three geographical
zones are already projected to experience a greater imbalance in the jobs/housing ratio. As
such, the proposed project would not contrib ute to, but rather would help to alleviate, the
jobs/housing ratio imbalance for the local area, subregional area, and the region. Thus, impacts
would be less than significant.

Consistency with Regulatory Framework

Development of new residential units would support the policies of the City of Los Angeles
General Plan Framework. The proposed project would accommodate various income levels by
providing a mix of one- to three-bedroom units. The provision of new housing as part of the
project would assist in addressing the housing shortage that currently exists throughout the
County, City, and Community Plan area. In addition, the location of high-density housing in a
commercial area such as the project vicinity would increase housing within the community while
preserving the lower density residential neighborhoods. As such, the proposed project would be
consistent with applicable policies regarding population, housing, and employment, and
therefore, impacts would be less than significant.

The proposed project would add new units, varying in size, to the general housing supply and
would contribute to housing availability and opportunity in the area. According to the RHNA, the
Los Angeles City subregion area, in Which the project is located, is in need of a total of 112,846
additional housing units, including 27,238 very low income, 17,495 low income, 19,304
moderate income, and 48,839 above moderate income housing. The proposed project would
remove one existing single-family residential unit, but would construct 325 new residential units
and, thus, would not substantially affect the existing housing units, generally, or low-income
units. Further, the proposed project would not interfere with the potential provision of such
housing in the geographic areas analyzed. Additionally, as the Project would locate new
housing in close proximity to employment, shopping, dining, and other service destinations, the
Project would create new live-work opportunities in the Sherman Oaks community. Therefore,
the proposed project's development would not have adverse affects on the existing or future
availability of housing for other sectors.

12. Public Services

Police Protection - Construction

With the exception of utility line connections, project construction and staging would be confined
to the site and, therefore, would not interfere with LAPD access to surrounding properties.
Construction activities WOUld, however, generate traffic associated with the movement of
construction equipment, the hauling of materials by construction trucks, and construction worker
traffic. As such, construction activities could increase response time for police vehicles on
Sepulveda Boulevard due to travel time .delays caused by traffic. However, to address the
potential for increased response times for emergency vehicles, the LAPD would be notified of
the times of day and locations of any traffic slowing or lane closures. Traffic management
personnel (flag persons) would be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or
controlling the movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access. Further,
appropriate detour signage would be employed as necessary to ensure emergency access
would be maintained to the project site and that traffic flow would be maintained on street right-
of-ways. With coordination between the Project's construction managers and the LAPD, the
potential impacts of construction on LAPD emergency access would be less than significant.
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Police Protection - Cumulative

Of the 51 related projects, 18 include residential uses and are located within the service
boundaries of the Van Nuys Community Poli ce Station. In conjunction with the proposed
project, these 18 related projects would cumulatively increase the demand for additional police
protection services from the Van Nuys Community Police Station. Based on the average
household size of 1.70 persons per unit for the Sherman Oaks Community Plan area, the
related projects would generate a total residential population of 3,719 persons. The 18 related
projects could potentially generate 112 additional crimes per year. Therefore, the residential
populations of the proposed project and related projects could generate 138 additional crimes
per year for a projected total in the Van Nuys area of 8,830 crimes per year. This represents an
approximate 1.5 percent increase in annual crimes. Reducing residential units from 500 to 399
units as set forth in the Final EIR as well as the further reduction to 325 units approved by the
City Planning Comrnlssion would reduce the number of additional project-related responses,
thus reducing this percentage. In addition, the commercial components of the proposed project
and related projects could potentially generate crimes.

However, similar to the proposed project, all related projects would be reviewed by the LAPD to
ensure that sufficient security measures are im plemented to reduce potential impacts to police
protection services. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the LAPD would expand services as
necessary to meet anticipated growth. As such, cumulative impacts to existing police protection
services due to population growth and associated demand would be less than significant.

Fire Protection - Construction

Construction activities for the proposed project could temporarily increase the existing demand
for fire protection and emergency medical services. However, in compliance with OSHA and
Fire and Building Code requirements, construction managers and personnel would be trained in
emergency response and fire safety operations. Additionally, fire suppression equipment (e.g.,
fire extinguishers) specific to construction would be maintained on-site. Project construction
would comply with applicable codes and ordinances relating to fire safety practices. Therefore,
construction impacts on fire protection and emergency medical services would be less than
significant.

With the exception of utility line connections, project construction and staging would be confined
to the project site and, therefore, would not interfere with LAFD access to surrounding
properties, particularly the Sherman Oaks Galleria located south of the project site.
Construction activities WOUld, however, generate traffic associated with the movement of
construction equipment, the hauling of materials by construction trucks, and construction worker
traffic. As such, construction activities could increase response time for emergency vehicles on
Sepulveda Boulevard due to travel time delays caused by traffic. However, traffic management
personnel (flag persons) would be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or
controlling the movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access. Further,
appropriate detour signage would be employed as necessary to ensure emergency access
would be maintained to the project site and that traffic flow would be maintained on street right-
of-ways. Since emergency access to the site would remain clear and unobstructed during
construction of the project, impacts related to LAFD emergency access would be less than
signlficant.

Fire Protection - Cumulative

Of the 51 related projects, five related projects involvinq residential development are located in
the service district of Fire Station No. 88, the first responder to the project site. These related
projects, in conjunction with the proposed project, would cumulatively generate the need for
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additional fire protection and emergency medical services. Specifically, the proposed project in
conjunction with the related projects would result in approximately 233 additional responses per
year. This would represent an approximate 3.2 percent increase in Fire Station No. 88's
number of annual responses for the 2008 year (7,392). Reducing residential units from 500 to
399 units as set forth in the Final EIR as well as the further reduction to 325 units approved by
the City Planning Commission would reduce th e number of additional project-related responses,
thus reducing this percentage. In addition, the related projects within Fire Station No. 88's
service area involving development of restaurant and service uses would increase the daytime
population of the area, thereby increasing demand on LAFD services,

However, it is anticipated that developers of these related projects would be required to
coordinate with the LAFD to ensure that the fire services of Fire Station No. 88 would not be
significantly impacted. Additionally, the LAFD conducts periodic review of future staffing and
facility needs to ensure that Fire Station No. 88 would have adequate staffing and resources.
Furthermore, all related projects would be subject to review by the LAFD and thus, would be
expected to comply with LAMC Fire Code and Building Code regulations pertinent to fire safety,
access, hydrants, and fire flow. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project in
conjunction with related projects would result in a less than Significant impact relative to fire and
EMS services

Library Facilities and Services (including Cumuleiive Impacts)

Project residents would likely utilize the Sherman Oaks Branch Library. It is projected that the
project's 850 residents would represent approximately one percent of the future service
population for this library. Reducing residential units from 500 to 399 units as set forth in the
Final EIR as well as the further reduction to 325 units approved by the City Planning
Commission would reduce the number of additional project-related responses, thus reducing
this percentage. Therefore, the Project would result in a nominal increase in the demand for
library services at the Sherman Oaks Branch Library. As identified by the LAPL, while the
Sherman Oaks Branch Library does not meet the LAPL size criteria of 14,500 square feet for
libraries with a service population above 45,000, this library does adequately meet the demand
for library services within its community. Additionally, the Van Nuys Branch Library, the Studio
City Branch Library, and the Encino-Tarzana Branch Library, are located nearby (within five
miles) and, thus, would also be available for use by project residents. Use of these libraries
would help in reducing the Project's demand on the Sherman Oaks Branch Library. Therefore,
considering the population increase from the Project and the Project's nominal increased
demand for library services, impacts would be less than significant.

Of the 51 related projects Identified in the project vicinity, 29 are residential in nature or have
residential components, These 29 related projects would result in the development of
2,819 new residential units and, based on an average household size of 1.70 persons per
household, would generate a population of approximately 4,792 residents. These 29 related
projects and the proposed project would add a total of 5,642 persons to the Sherman Oaks
Branch Library's future 2013 service population of 85,022.- However, this number is overstated
as it does not consider that much of the growth associated with the Project and related projects
is already accounted for in the service population projections made by the LAPL. In addition, as
with the Project, it is anticipated that the related projects would be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis to ensure that no significant impacts to library services would occur. As such, cumulative
impacts on libraries would be less than significant.

13. Transportation

Operation - Freeway On Ramps, Off Ramps and Segments
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As shown in the Traffic Study provided in Appendix H, project-added trips to freeway on- and
off-ramps in the vicinity would be less than 50 trips. Therefore, no significant impact to these
ramps due to project traffic is expected and no further analysis is required per City criteria.
Freeway impacts associated with the CMP were analyzed for the nearest CMP freeway
monitoring segments. The Project would not result in significant impacts on CMP freeway
segments during either the a.m. or p.m. peak hour.

Operation - Public Transit

The proposed project could add a small arnou nt of new transit riders to existing public transit
services. It is estimated that no more than 3.5 percent of the new trips generated by the Project
would use transit. The 25 buses currently traveling on Sepulveda Boulevard adjacent to the site
during the a.m. peak and the 21 buses on Sepulveda Boulevard during the p.m. peak hour
would be able to adequately accommodate the Project's transit usage. Even with the Project's
promotion of transit, given the population increase anticipated from the Project and the available
capacity of transit lines, the Project would not add substantial new ridership to these transit lines
that would exceed their capacity or conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting
alternative transportation. Project impacts on public transit would be less than significant.

Operation - Parking

The proposed project described in the Draft EIR would be required to provide 963 parking
spaces for the 500 residential units pursuant to the LAMC. For the 55,000 square feet of retail
uses, 220 spaces would be required. However, the City Planning Department's Residential
Parking Policy for Division of Land - Number AA 2000-1 establishes a parking standard for new
condominiums of two spaces per unit plus 0.5 space per unit for guest parking. Therefore, to
account for the possibility of condominium conversion at a later time, the proposed project
would provide a total of 1,250 spaces for the residential uses. The Project would provide a total
parking supply of approximately 1,470 spaces, which would exceed LAMC's total requirement of
1,183 spaces. Reducing residential units from 500 to 399 units as described in the Final EIR as
well as the further reduction to 325 units approved by the City Planning Commission, and
reducing the proposed project's neighborhood-serving cornrnercialuses from 55,000 square
feet to 52,000 square feet, would reduce the number of parking spaces required by the LAMC.
The project approved by the City Planning Commission requires 2 spaces per residential unit
plus 0.5 spaces per residential unit for guest parking (813 spaces), and 1 space for every 250
square feet of retail use (208 spaces. Thus the total required parking for the project is 1,021
spaces. The Project provides a total parking supply of 1,021 spaces, including 813 spaces for
residential uses. The proposed parking supply meets all parking requirements

As set forth in the Final EIR, the Applicant would include within all commercial leases with its
commercial tenant(s) the necessary provision to provide parking within the project site to
accommodate the demands of its respective employees. All employees of the commercial
tenant(s) would park within the project site and would be prohibited from parking in the adjacent
residential neighborhood across Sepulveda BOUlevard. The Applicant would also include WIThin
all residential leases the necessary provision to require all residential tenants and their
guests/visitors to park their respective vehicle(s) within the project site and would be prohibited
from parking in the adjacent residential neighborhood across Sepulveda Boulevard.

Elimination of street parking will not result in significant parking impacts. The EIR did disclose
that the removal of on-street parking in connection with the implementation of mitigation
measures could have an effect on parking in the area, although this impact is concluded to be
less than significant. (See Section VI, Other Environmental Considerations, page VI-12 of the
Draft EIR.) The basis for this conclusion is that in the Vicinity of the Camarillo Street/Sepulveda
Boulevard intersection, there is metered on-street parking available along the east side of
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Sepulveda Boulevard between Camarillo Street and Moorpark Street, along the south side of
Moorpark Street between Sepulveda Boulevard and Columbus Avenue, and along both sides of
Columbus Avenue between Moorpark Street and Ventura Boulevard. Off-street parking is also
available in the Galleria parking structure. In the vicinity of the Ventura Boulevard/Beverly Glen
intersection, there is metered on-street parking available along both sides of Ventura Boulevard
between Beverly Glen Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard. In light of other available on-street
and off-street parking within reasonable walking distance (i.e., approximately 1/4-mile), the on-
street parking removals that would result from the project were concluded to be less than
significant. Moreover, the commenter presents no evidence to support the claim that the
removal of these spaces would result in spillover parking into adjacent residential
neighborhoods. (See Supplemental Responses to Comments 1-19 & App. C.)

The Project's parking demand would not exceed the parking supply. Therefore, project impacts
on parking would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts (except for intersection impacts)

A number of related projects would generate passengers that would use the same transit lines
as the proposed project, cumulatively increasing the demand for .transit. The Project's transit
trips would constitute a small proportion of the cumulative demand for transit. Thus, the
proposed project's cumulative impacts on transit would be less than significant.

With regard to parking and access, there are no related projects located in the immediate
vicinity of the project site which could contribute to cumulative parking and access impacts.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that any future related projects that would be developed near the
project site would be subject to City review to. ensure that adequate parking and access would
be maintained in the project vicinity. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to these issues
would be less than significant.

Cumulative impacts relative to pedestrian/bicycle safety would occur if related projects impact
the same pedestrian facilities or bicycle routes as the proposed project. There are no related
projects located within close proximity to the project site to potentially affect the same
pedestrian facilities or bicycle routes as the proposed project. Thus, cumulative impacts relative
to pedestrian/bicycle safety would be less than significant.

14. Solid Waste

Construction

Construction activities of the proposed project would generate construction and demolition
("C&D") waste including, but not limited to, soil, wood, asphalt, concrete, paper, glass, plastic,
metals, and cardboard that would be disposed of in the County's unclassified landfills. The
proposed project described in the Draft EIR would result in the export of approximately 165,000
cubic yards of soil, the demolition of 1,040 square feet of residential uses, and the construction
of 656,734 square feet of residential uses and approximately 55,000 square feet of
nonresidential uses. Based on these quantities, construction of the proposed project is
estimated to generate 173,250 tons of soil, 60 tons of demolition debris, and 1,545 tons of
construction debris for a combined total of 174,855 tons of C&D waste. This estimate does not
account for the recycling and reuse of the Project's C&O. Nor does it account for reduction in
waste generation associated with reducing the size of the square footage of the Project as
described in the Final EIR. The proposed project's total solid waste generation during
construction would represent approximately 0.34 percent of the estimated remaining capacity
(50.800 million tons) at the County's unclassified landfills open to the City of Los Angeles.
Based on the average 2008 unclassified landfill disposal amount of 0.174 million tons,
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unclassified landfills generally do not face capacity shortages. Therefore, unclassified landfills
would have adequate capacity to accornrn odate project-generated inert waste. Thus,
construction impacts relative to solid waste wou ld be less than significant.

Operation

The project site is currently developed with a single-family residence that generates
approximately 2 tons of solid waste per year. The residential, retail, and grocery store uses
described in the Draft EIR would result in a net increase in solid waste generation on the site.
However, the reduced Project described in the Final EIR would reduce this increase. In order to
engage in the most conservative analysis, the Draft EIR solid waste generation of 500
residential units is utilized for solid waste impact evaluation. The residential uses are estimated
to generate approximately 1,116 tons of solid waste per year, the retail approximately 44 tons of
solid waste per year, and the grocery store approximately 250 tons of solid waste per year for a
combined total of approximately 1,410 tons of solid waste per year. This amount represents a
net increase of 1,40S tons of solid waste generation per year over existing uses.

Solid waste attributable to the proposed project would be disposed of at one of the County's
Class III landfills open to the City of Los Angeles. The Project's total solid waste generation
during operation of 1,410 tons would represent an approximate 0.04 percent increase in the
City's yearly Class 111solid waste disposal quantity (based on 200S quantities), and represents
approximately 0.001 percent of the estimated remaining capacity (123.17 million tons) at the
County's Class III landfills open to the City of Los Angeles. Further, the Project's solid waste
generation of 1,410 tons would constitute less than 0.001 percent of the estimated remaining
capacity of Class III landfills open to the City of Los Angeles for the year 2011 (156.9 miliion
tons).

The ColWMP 2007 Annual Report concludes that the County would be able to provide for its
disposal needs through 2022 with the use of and expansion of in-County facilities, increased
use of out of County landfills.(e.g., MesqUite Regional Landfill) up to 15,000 tpd, as well as use
of new conversion technologies for up to 10,000 tpd.

Based on the above, the existing and planned landfillsfimprovements identified in the ColWMP
2007 Annual Report would be able to accommodate project-generated waste. Project-
generated waste 'Would not exacerbate the existing shortfall of landfill capacity such that the
projected timeline for the County's Class III landfills to reach capacity would be altered. In
addition, the project would not generate solid waste at a level that would generate the need for
an additional solid waste collection route or require new or expanded recycling or disposal
facilities. The available capacity of the existing and/or planned landfills would not be exceeded,
and impacts on solid waste generation from project operations would be less than significant.

The proposed project would include design features such as the provision of recycling
containers on-site and adequate storage area for such containers in accordance with City
Ordinance No. 1716S7. In addition, the proposed project would include severaldesiqn features
to achieve LEED Silver rating, including diverting construction and demolition wasie from
landfills, using salvaged, refurbished, or reused materials during project construction, and using
materials with recycled content. Additionally, the proposed project would participate in the City's
waste diversion programs (I.e., Curbside Recycling Program) to reduce the need for solid waste
disposal. Therefore, the proposed project would not conflict with solid waste policies,
objectives, regulations, plans, or programs. Impacts would be less than significant.

15. Water Supply

Construction
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A short-term demand for water would occur during construction activities on-site
(i.e., demolition, excavation, grading). As the Project would occur over a 20-23 month period,
construction activities would occur intermittently and would be temporary in nature. Thus, the
demand for water supplies for construction activities such as soil watering (i.e., for fugitive dust
control), clean up, masonry, painting, and other related activities would be minimal. Overall,
construction activities would require minimal 'Water and would not be expected to have any
adverse impacts on available water supplies or the existing water distribution system.
Therefore, impacts associated with short-term construction activities would be less than
significant.

Cumulative impacts

Fifty-one related projects are anticipated to be developed within the project vicinity. Related
projects would have an average daily water demand of approximately 724,509 gpd or 812 AF
per year. The Project's net increase of 122 AF per year over pre-existing conditions in
conjunction with related projects would yield a total average water demand of approximately
833,900 gpd or 934 AF per year. Reducing residential units from 500 to 325 will reduce the gpd
and AF per year of water demand. LADWP's 2005 UWMP projects yearly water demand to
reach 776,000 AF by 2030, which is an increase of 17 percent from 2005 water demand. With
the anticipated water demand increase of 934 AF per year from the development of the
proposed project and related projects, the demand for water would fall within the available and
projected water demand of LAOWP's 2005 UWMP. In addition, given that the 2005 UWMP
plans and provides for water supplies to serve existing and projected needs, including those of
future growth and development as may occur through related projects, and tbat the
requirements of S8610 and S8221 provide means to ensure that the water supply needs of
notable development projects are carefully considered relative to LADWP's ability to adequately
meet future needs, it is anticipated that LADWP would be able to supply the demands of the
proposed project and related projects through the foreseeable future.

Development of the proposed project in conjunction with the related projects would cumulatively
increase water demand on the existing water infrastructure system. However, each related
project would be subject to discretionary review to ensure that the existing and planned water
infrastructure would be adequate to meet the domestic and fire water demands of each project.
Furthermore, LADWP, Los Angeles Department of Public Works, and the City of Los Angeles
Fire Department" would' conduct ongoing evaluations to ensure facilities are adequate.
Therefore, cumulative impacts on the water inirastructure system would be less than significant.

There are complex physical, chemical, and atmospheric mechanisms involved in global climate
change that make it unreasonably speculative to predict what the effects of global climate
change will be, particularly at a state or local level. Due to this unpredictability, the secondary
affects that global climate change may have on water supplies for a given region is even more
difficult to predict. The science on global warming is still evolving and has not reached a point
where it can be quantified and incorporated into delivery projections of the SWP. Furthermore,
policy recommendations on how to incorporate potential changes to water supply due to climate
change into water resource planning and management are still being developed. Therefore,
consistent with studies prepared by DWR, it is considered unreasonably speculative and
premature to make an assessment of impacts under CEQA of how climate change will affect
water availability for the proposed project.

In summary, LADWP would have be able to meet future water demands for the service area
with the addition of the proposed project and related projects, and no significant cumulative
impacts related to water demand would occur.

16, Waste Water
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Construction

During construction of the proposed project, a negligible amount of wastewater would be
generated by construction staff. It is anticipated that portable toilets would be provided by a
private company, with the wastewater trans ported and disposed of off-site. Wastewater
generation from construction activities is not anticipated to cause a measurable increase in
wastewater flows at a point where, and at a time when, a sewer's capacity is already
constrained or that would cause a sewer's capacity to become constrained. Additionally,
construction is not anticipated to generate wastewater flows that would substantially or
incrementally exceed the future scheduled capacity of anyone treatment plant by generating
flows greater than those anticipated in the Wastewater Facilities Plan or General Plan and its
elements. Construction of the Project would not require or result in the construction of new
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities; or result in a determination by
the City that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project's projected demand in addition to
existing commitments. Therefore, construction impacts to the local wastewater conveyance and
treatment system would be less than significant.

Operation - Wastewater Generation and Infrastructure

The proposed project described in the Draft EIR is estimated to generate an average
wastewater flow of 84,400 gpd and a peak flow of approximately 0.412 cfs. The reduction of
residential units from 500 to 399 units as described in the Final EIR as well as the further
reduction to 325 units approved by the City Planninp Commission will reduce the amount of
wastewater generated by the proposed project. The proposed project would include new
connections to the 15-inch sewer line within Sepulveda Boulevard and the 8-inch sewer line
within Camarillo Street. The Project's average wastewater generation flow of 84,400 gpd
(0.0844 mgd) would enter the is-inch sewer main and the 8-inch sewer line within Camarillo
street. Based on the Sewer Availability Request provided by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of
Engineering, the existing municipal sewer lines would be able to accommodate project flows.
Furthermore, in order to connect to the existing sewer system, the Project would be required to
obtain an S-permii and pay a proportionate share of the costs of conveyance, operation,
maintenance, repair and capital improvements to upgrade and improve the City of Los Angeles
sewer system through payment of a Sewerage Facilities Charge. Project wastewater
generation during operation would not require or result in the construction of new municipal
wastewater conveyance facilities. Therefore, the impact of wastewater generation from the
project on sewage conveyance infrastructure would be less than significant.

Operation - Wastewater Treatment

The proposed project would generate approximately 84,400 gpd (0.084 mgd) of wastewater with
a peak flow of 143,480 gpd (0.143 mgd) that would be treated at the Hyperion Treatment Plant

. (HTP), which isa component of the Hyperion Service Area. The average dry weather flow
(ADWF) for 2010 for the HSA is projected to be approximately 492.3 mgd for the year 2015 and
511.3 mgd for the year 2020. These forecasted increases in wastewater flows without the
project are well within the HSA effective treatment capacity of 529 mgd. According to these
projections and based on effective treatment capacity, the HSA would still have a capacity of
51.7 mgd for the year 2010, 36.7 mgd for the year 2015 and 17.7 mgd for the year 2020.

The proposed project's wastewater generation would contribute an average wastewater flow of
84,400 gpd (0.084 mgd), which could be easily accommodated within the projected available
treatment capacity of the HTS for the years 2010, 2015, and 2020. Furthermore, this amount is
considered nominal on a citywide and reg'lonal scale and this increase would not significantly
impact the projected ADWF for the years 2010, 2015, and 2020. In addition, the wastewater
generation estimate does not account for reductions in wastewater that would occur with
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implementation of water conservation measures. As such, the increase in wastewater flows
generated by the project would have a less than significant impact on wastewater treatment
faciliiies. .

In addition, effluent conveyed to the HTP would not have a significant effect on the Santa
Monica Bay as the HTP continually monitors all effluent to ensure that it currently meets
applicable water .quality standards and is required to comply with water quality standards
established for beneficial uses. Lastly, the Project would be required to pay a connection fee
through the Connection Fee Program, which would ensure that all users pay a fair share for
necessary expansions of the sewer system, ad ditional improvements to conveyance, treatment,
and disposal facilities. The Project's contribution to the existing average daily flow (84,400 gpd)
is approximately 0.12 percent of its remaining capacity. Thus, the Project would not result in a
determination by the City that it has inadeq uate capacity to serve the Project's projected
demand in addition to existing commitments. Therefore, the HTP has sufficient capacity to
serve the Project's projected wastewater generation, and impacts would be less than significant.

Cumulative impacts

Fifty-one related projects are anticipated to be developed within the project vicinity. All 51 are
within the service areas of the HTS and the HTP for wastewater treatment. These related
projects would cumulatively contribute, in conjunction with the proposed project, to the
wastewater generation in the project area. The estimated average wastewater generation
associated with the related projects would be approximately 614,968 gpd (0.615 mgd) on
average. The proposed project would contribute an additional 84,400 gpd to this estimated
generation for a total of 699,368 gpd (0.699 mgd). Reducing the number of residential units
from 500 to 399 units as described in the Final EIR as well as the further reduction to 325 units
approved by the City Planning Commission would reduce the amount of wastewater generated
by the proposed projectdescribed in the Draft EIR.

The HSA has an effective treatment capacity of 529 mgd. By the years 2010, 2015, and 2020,
the ADWF of the HSA is projected to be 477.3 mgd, 492.3 mgd, and 511.3 mgd, respectively.
For the year 2010, the cumulative average wastewater flows would increase the projected
ADWF to approximately 478 mgd. For the year 2015, the cumulative average wastewater flows
would increase the projected ADWF to approxirnately 493 mgd. For the year 2020, the
projected cumulative ADWF would be approximately 512 mgd. Thus, cumulative wastewater
flows would be within the effective treatment capacity of the HSA. In addition, the ADWF
estimates in conjunction with the projected cumulative wastewater estimate associated with the
related projects represent a conservative analysis as the ADWF projections already take into
account future population growth, including growth such as that represented by the related
projects.

Additionally, in order to connect to the sewer system, related projects would be subject to
payment of the City's Sewerage Facility Charges. Furthermore, implementation of the IRP and
completion of the "Go-Projects," including improvements throughout the HSA consisting of the
expansion of the Tillman Water Reclamation Plant (TWRP) and improvements in the HTP, Los
Angeles-Glendale Water Reclamation Plant (LAGWRP), and wastewater collection system,
capacity of the HTS would be increased to 570 mgd. The IRP would increase the treatment
capacity of the TWRP and treatment process at the LAGWRP, which would result in less
bypass flows to the HTP for processing. As such, the LADPW and Bureau of Sanitation
anticipates ample wastewater treatment services to the City of Los Angeles and contracting
cities through the year 2020 and cumulative impacts associated with wastewater treatment
would be less than significant.
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The HTP currently meets applicable water quality standards as set forth by the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). As such, the cumulative projects' wastewater
effluent discharged to the Santa Monica Bay would have a less than significant impact on water
quality. Implementation of the IRP, upgrades in the advanced treatment processes at the HTP,
and continual monitoring by the Environmental Monitoring Division (EMD) would ensure that
effluent discharged into Santa Monica Bay are within applicable limits. Thus, cumulative
impacts on Santa Monica Bay water quality would .be less than significant and the proposed
project's contribution to the impact would not be cumulatively considerable.

B. Impacts Determined to be Potentiafly Significant. but can be Mitigated to Less
Than Significant Levels

The following impact areas were concluded by the EIR to be less than significant with the
implementation of mitigation measures described in the EIR. Based on that analysis and other
evidence in the administrative record relating to the project, the City finds and determines that,
based on substantial evidence, mitigation measures described in the Final EIR will reduce
potentially significant impacts identified for the following environmental impact categories to
below the level of significance:

1. Air Quality

Potential Impacts

Operation - Toxic Air Contaminants Off-Site Sources

For carcinogenic exposures, the summation of risk for the maximum exposed residential
receptor totaled 1.1E-D4 (1.1 in ten thousand) for the 3D-year and 3.3E-05 (3.3 in one hundred
thousand) for the 9-year exposure scenarios. The proposed project would result in locating
sensitive receptors within an area of cancer risk in excess of the SCAQMD significance
threshold of 10 in one million and, therefore, the proposed project would result in a significant
impact without incorporation of mitigation measures. Particulate emissions from trucks and
related diesel fueled vehicles contributed to more than 95 percent of the identified risk value.

To quantify non-carcinogenic impacts, the hazard index approach was used. The approach
assumes that chronic sub-threshold exposures adversely affect a specific organ or organ
system (toxicological endpoint). For each discrete chemical exposure, target organs presented
in regulatory guidance were utilized. To calculate the hazard index, each chemical's
concentration or dose is divided by the appropriate toxicity value. For compounds affecting the
same toxicological endpoint, this ratio is summed. Where the total is equal to or exceeds one, a
health hazard is presumed to exist. The analysis for the proposed project resulted in a chronic
hazard index for the maximum exposed receptors of 0.2, which is approximately 13 percent of
the SCAQMD recommended threshold. For acute exposures, the hazard indices for the t-hour
and 8-hour averaging times did not exceed 1.0. Therefore, non-cancer health risks are not
considered significant.

For criteria pollutants, the assessment revealed that PMlO emissions generated from the
adjacent freeway would result in PM,o concentrations at the maximum exposed residential
receptor of 51.72 ~g/m' and 22.68 jJglm' for the 24-hour and annual averaging times,
respectively. These values exceed the SCAQMO's PM'0 significance thresholds for the 24-hour
averaging time of 2.5 ~glm3 and the annual averaging time of 1.0 ~glm3without incorporation of
mitigation measures. For PMz.5, a maximum 24-hour average concentration of 9.2 fJglm3 was
predicted. This value also exceeds the SCAQMD's PM2.5 significance threshold of 2.5 fJg/m3
and warrants mitigation. For CO, the maximum predicted 1-hour concentration of 0.61 parts per
million (ppm) and 8-hour value of 0.47 ppm, when added to existing background levels, do not
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cause an exceedance of the ambient air quality standards. For N02, a maximum 1-hour
concentration of 0.08 ppm was predicted. This concentration, when added to existing
background levels, would also not cause an exceedance of the ambient air quality standards.

Because the 1-hour and 8-hour exposure levels associated with both toxic and criteria pollutants
are within acceptable limits, no impacts are anticipated to residents who access and utilize
amenities such as the pool and related' courtyard locations. For exceedances of particulate
exposure levels from diesel exhaust and reentrainment of roadway dust, the EIR imposes
mitigation to reduce pollutant concentrations within residential occupancies by restricting the
rate of infiltration, based on the recommendations of a comprehensive and detailed health risk
assessment.

Final EIR Section II.B.IV.B adds an in-depth survey of studies and literature regarding the
potential health impacts of air pollutants as well as public welfare and ecological effects of
various air pollutants. This additional information does not change the proposed project air
quality impact conclusions set forth in the Draft EIR, but amplifies the background information
regarding those impacts. The Final EIR also modified Mitigation Measure B-10 to increase the
HVAC control systems particulate filters minimum efficiency reporting value from (MERV) 14 to
(MERV) 15.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures B-10 (as modified in the Final EIR) and B-11,
the above-referenced potentially significant air quality impacts of the proposed project would be
less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, Which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

2. Biological Resources

Potential Impacts

Raplor Species

The proposed project's removal of the four existing on-site non-native trees could potentially
have an impact on raptor species due to the removal of potential foraging or hunting habitat to
raptors in the area. Although the loss of the existing on-site trees for potential foraging raptors
is not critical to the survival of these species, tree removal could possibly impact nesting sites
for other bird species including some birds which are considered possible prey species for
raptors. Nonetheless, to ensure that any nesting birds found 'on-site would not be impacted,
mitigation measures are recommended to ensure that efforts are made to schedule all tree
removals between September 1 and February. 14 to avoid the nesting season and, thereby
avoid potentially significant impacts. In addition, a biologist would be present on the project site
to monitor any tree removal to ensure that nests not detected during the initial survey are not
disturbed.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measure C-1, the above-referenced potentially significant
raptor species impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding
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The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1».

Protected Trees and Street Trees

No locally protected biological resources such as City-protected trees exist on the project site.
As such, the. Project would not conflict with the City of los Angeles Preservation of Protected
Trees Ordinance, and no impacts on locally protected species would occur. However, the
Project would involve the removal of four existing elm (Ulmus sp.) trees, as well as several
street trees along Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street. Since no protected biological
resources exist on the site and project implementation would occur in accordance with City
codes and Street Tree regulations, the Project would not conflict with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources. However, to ensure that no significant impacts
would occur as a result of the removal of the non-protected trees on the project site, a mitigation
measure is recommended.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measure C-2, the above-referenced potentially significant
tree impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR:" (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

3. Cultural Resources

Potential Impacts

Paleontology

Appendix B of the Draft EIR, Initial Study Section V.c, identified potential paleontological
resource impacts and prescribed mitigation. While this mitigation was included in the Initial
Study attached to the Draft EIR, it was inadvertently omitted from the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program attached to the Final EIR. The City hereby incorporates the analysis and
mitigation measures from the Initial Study into the Project.

A paleontology records search of the project area was conducted by the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County. A review of the record search data indicates that the project
site contains surficial deposits of Quaternary Alluvium from the floodplain of the Los Angeles
River channel immediately north of the site. These deposits typically do not contain significant
vertebrate fossil remains' in the uppermost layers. At depth, however, older Quaternary
sediments that contain significant fossil vertebrate materials are likely to be encountered.
Although the project site has been previously developed, any substantial excavations in the
proposed project area could encounter fossil vertebrate remains based on the known
occurrence of vertebrate fossils (and fossil invertebrates) within the .older Quaternary
sedimentary deposits. Thus, the potential for discovering unrecorded, paleontological resources
does exist. However, with implementation of the Mitigation Measures M-1 through M-B set forth
in the revised Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, potential impacts would be reduced
to less-than-signiflcant levels.

Finding
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The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project wh ich avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR [Initial Study]." (Guidelines Section 15091
(a)(1)).

4. Geology and Soils

Potential Impacts

Seismic Hazards - Faulting and Groundshaking

The geotechnical report prepared for the Project was found to be acceptable by the City of Los
Angeles Department of Building and Safety (LADBS), provided that the conditions specified
therein are complied with during site development. As recommended in the geotechnical report,
the project's proposed structures would be founded on a system of driven concrete piles and/or
drilled cast-in-place piles, bearing in the dense native soil. Thus, with implementation of the
geotechnical report's recommendations as set forth in Mitigation Measure D-1, the project would
not cause or accelerate geologic hazards that would result in substantial damage to structures
or infrastructure or expose people to substantial risk of injury, and geologic hazard impacts
related to soil instability would be less than significant.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measure D-1, the above-referenced potentially significant
faulting and groundshaking impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding 111.A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1 )).

5. Hydrology and Wate'r Quality

Potential Impacts

Construction and Operation - Hydrology and Water Quality

Project-related construction activities have the potential to result in adverse effects on water
quality. However, a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) would be developed
and implemented during project construction. The SWPPP would outline BMPs and other
erosion control measures to minimize the discharge of pollutants in storm water runoff.

Project construction activities would occur in accordance with City grading permit regulations to
reduce the effects of sedimentation and erosion. Furthermore, routine safety precautions and
"good housekeeping" practices would be implemented to minimize the potential pollution of
storm water by both hazardous and non-hazardous pollutants. Compliance with state and city
level permits, plans, and codes would ensure that construction of the project would not result in
discharges that would create pollution, contamination or nuisance or that cause regulatory
standards to be violated for the receiving water body. Thus, with compliance with NPDES
requirements and City grading regulations, construction impacts related to water quality would
be less than significant.

Development of the proposed project would permanently remove the surface storm drain
system, including the street and curb network, drain inlets, and the storm drain, within La Maida
Street. Storm drains and associated inlets and catch basins within Camarillo Street and
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Sepulveda Boulevard would remain in place. 0n-site stormwater flows would continue to drain
to the existing Hoot-wide, 2.5-foot-tall concrete culvert via the proposed storm drain system for
the project site.

Implementation of the Project would increase the amount of impervious surfaces areas on the
site and, as such, would increase stormwater runoff as compared to eXisting conditions.
Specifically, post-project stormwater runoff fi ow from a 50-year storm event would. be
approximately 18.3 cfs, which is greater than the existing 50-year stormwater runoff flow of 11.8
cfs. This increase in on-site stormwater flows from a 50-year storm event would be adequately
accommodated by the culvert. In addition, the Project would be required to provide appropriate
on-site drainage improvements to accommodate anticipated storm water flows. This would
include numerous planter areas and, if necessary, a flow detention device that would help
detain on-site runoff during a storm event.

During the operational phase of the proposed project, urban-related pollutants could potentially
be conveyed by stormwater runoff into municipal storm drains. Urban related pollutants may
include grease, oil, suspended solids, metals, solvents, phosphates, and pesticides/fertilizers.
However, in accordance with NPDES requireme nts, a SUSMP would be required to be in place
during the operational life of the Project to reduce the discharge of polluted runoff from the site.
The SUSMP would set forth BMPs that would be implemented during the operational life of the
Project. As part of the BMPs proposed, storm water runoff from the site would be directed to
raised filtration planters on-site. that would be equipped with a series of perforated pipes to
collect water from the planters. Implementation of SUSMP requirements, inclusive of BMPs,
would ensure that discharges from the Project would not violate water quality standards.
Furthermore, the Project would also be designed in compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA)
and Order No. 90-079 of the RWQCB, which regulates the issuance of waste discharge
rsqulrernents." Operation of the Project would not result in discharges that would create
pollution, contamination or nuisance or that cause regulatory standards to be violated for the
receiving water body. Therefore, project impacts on water quality during operation would be
less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

The 51 related projects within the project vicinity could potentially increase the volume of
stormwater runottand contribute point and non-point source pollutants, resulting in a cumulative
impact to hydrology and water quality. However, the City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works reviews all construction projects on a case-by-case basis to ensure that sufficient local
and regional drainage capacity is available. In addition, as with the proposed project, the
related projects would be subject to state and county NPDES permit requirements for both
construction and operation. Furthermore, each project would be evaluated individually to
determine appropriate BMPs and treatment measures to avoid impacts to water quality. Thus,
compliance with state and county NPDES permit requirements for both construction and
operation cumulative impacts to hydrology and water quality would assure that impacts are less
than significant

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures F-1 through F-6, the above-referenced
potentially significant hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed project would be less
than sign·[ficant.

Finding

2 Ibid.
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The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

6. Noise

Potential Impacts

Operation - Site Compatibility (Proposed Residential Uses)

The proposed project would locate sensitive residential receptors (I.e., proposed residential
buildings) near two heavily traveled freeway corridors, 1-405 and US-101 , and a main
thoroughfare, Sepulveda Boulevard. As the proposed residential structures would be built
above a 23-foot podium, the existing freeway sound wall would have no measurable noise
attenuation effect on freeway noise experienced at or within the proposed residential units .. The
freeway noise along the project western and northern building facades, which have a direct line-
of-sight to the freeway, would be approximately 78 dBA (CNEL). The estimated 78 dBA (CNEL)
represents the outdoor environment outside of the proposed residential building structure. With
respect to the requirements of the applicable building codes (City's building code), the building
design shall include adequate sound insulation to reduce the freeway noise to 45 dBA (CNEL)
or lower at the interior of the residential use. The private balconies of the residential units,
which have direct line-of-sight to the freeway interchange, would be exposed to freeway noise
level up to 78 dBA (CNEL). However, there are no City's noise limits applicable to the private
balconies. Incorporation of the mitigation measures would reduce potential impacts associated
with the introduction of residential uses on the project site to a less than significant level.

The proposed courtyard areas would be located at the plaza level on top of the podium. The
proposed project is .q~signed such that the west-facing buildings would act as a noise barrier for
courtyard uses. No courtyard areas would have direct line-of-sight to either US-101 or 1-405,
and the buildings would be of sufficient height to attenuate freeway-related noise to well below
the "conditionally acceptable" 70 dBA (CNEL) for multi-family residential uses. As such,
potential noise impacts associated with outdoor uses at the courtyard areas would be less than
significant.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures H-5 and H-6, the above-referenced potentially
significant site compatibility - residential use impacts of the proposed project would be less than
significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

7. Public Services

Potential Impacts

Operation - Police

Development of the proposed project described in the Draft EIR would generate a residential
population of approximately 850 residents. As described in the Final EIR, the proposed project
will be reduced from 500 units to 399 units, thereby reducing population to 678 persons. The
further reduction to 325 units approved by the City Planning Commission would generate a
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population of approximately 549 persons, In addition, the approximately 55,000 square feet of
neighborhood-serving commercial uses described in the Draft EIR would generate a daytime
population of approximately 165 persons,' Reducing the proposed project's neighborhood-
serving commercial uses from 55,000 square feet to 52,000 square feet will reduce daytime
population associated with. these uses to approximately 156 persons, The proposed project
would be served by the Van Nuys Community Police Station, which has approximately 322
sworn officers and a civilian support staff of 28 persons, With the Project's estimated 850 new
residents, the residential population for the Van Nuys Community Police Station's service area
would increase to a total of approximately 287,664 residents, Based on this new population, the
officer per resident ratio in the Van Nuys Community Police Station service area would
decrease from 1 officer per 891 residents to 1 officer per 893 residents, This would result in a
change in officer per resident ratio of less than one percent, which would not be a significant
change, This change would be reduced based on the proposed project's revised estimated
population of 549 persons consistent with the reduction of residential units from 500 to 325
units,

The new permanent residential and temporary daytime populations associated with the
proposed project would increase the demand for police protection services provided by the Van
Nuys Community Police Station, Assuming that the annual crime rate would remain constant at
0,03 crime per capita, the residential population of the project (850 residents) would potentially
generate approximately 26 crimes per year. The total annual number of reported crimes in the
service area of the Van Nuys Community Police Station was projected to nominally increase
from 8,692 crimes to approximately 8,718 crimes, This change would be reduced based on the
proposed project's revised estimated population of 549 persons consistent with the reduction of
residential units from 500 to 325 units approved by the City Planning Commission. In addition,
the commercial components of the proposed project and related projects could potentially
generate crimes,

As vehicle theft and burglary from vehicles are the two most common crimes in the Van Nuys
area, the proposed project would include security features within the parking facility such as
surveillance cameras, appropriate lighting, and gated access, Additionally, the Project would
provide for on-site security personnel and a keycard access system with keycard readers for
residents to minimize the demand for police protection services, Furthermore, the proposed
project would also generate revenues to the City's Municipal Fund (in the form of property taxes,
sales revenue, etc) that could be applied toward the provision oTnew police facilities and related
staffing, as deemed appropriate, The Project's security design features, as well as revenue to
the Municipal Fund, would help offset the increase in demand for police services,

Nonetheless, due to the Project's population increase and associated demand for police
services at the time of project buildout, the LAPD's Crime Prevention Unit has stated that the
project would have a significant impact on police services, Therefore, to reduce the proposed
project's potential impacts on police services to less than significant levels, mitigation measures
are provided below,

With the implementation of MiUgation Measures J-1 and J-2, the above-referenced potentially
significant police resource impacts of the proposed project would be less than siqnificant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III, A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)),

Operation - Fire
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Operation of the proposed project could result in significant impacts relative to:

• Capability of Existing Fire Services; and

• Fire Safety, Access, and Fire Flow Requirements; and

• Emergency Response Times.

The proposed project described in the Draft EIR would result in approximately 850 new
residents. As described in the Final EIR, the proposed project will be reduced from 500 units to
399 units, thereby reducing population to 678 persons Further reduction to 325 units as
approved by the City Planning Commission reduces population to 549 persons. In addition, the
proposed project would generate a daytime population associated with retail employees and
visitors. The Project's residential and daytime populations would increase the demand for LAFD
fire protection and emergency medical services.

Fire Station No. 88 is the closest fire station to the project site and, thus, would be the
responder to the site in the event of an emergency. Based on Fire Station No. 88's current
response rate of 0.16 response per capita, the 850 residents generated by the proposed project
are anticipated to result in approximately 136 additional responses per year. The 136 additional
responses per year by project residents would increase Fire Station No. 88's total annual
response by 1.84 percent. Reducing the number of residential units from 500 to 399 units, as
described in the Final EIR, would reduce the number of additional responses to approximately
108, thus reducing this percentage. Further reduction to 325 units as approved by the City
Planning Commission would further reduce the number of additional responses. Furthermore,
additional responses from the station would be required as a result of the Project's on-site
daytime population. Notwithstanding, a substantial number of responses is not anticipated.
Furthermore, given that the Project is located within close proximity (0.4 mile),of Fire Station No.
88, impacts relative to the LAFD's capability to provide adequate fire protection services would
be less than significant. In addition, Fire Stations Nos. 83 and 39 would also be available to
serve the project site in the event of an emergency. Furthermore, the Applicant would submit a
plot plan for the Project for approval by the LAFD either prior to the recordation of the final map
or the approval of a building permit to ensure that the LAFD would review site plans for access
before construction of any portion of the project. Therefore, the proposed project would not
require the addition of a new fire station or the expansion, consolidation or relocation of an
existing facility to maintain service. Impacts on fire services would be less than significant.

A project's impact on fire services is determined in part by its compliance with the applicable
provisions of the Fire Code and Building Code. A project that closely complies with applicable
provisions is less likely to cause any significant impacts to fire services. The project siie is 0.4
mile from Fire Station No. 88, which is within LAFD's recommended response distance of 1.5
miles. Based on the project site's response distance from Fire Station No. 88, as well as the
anticipated minimal increase in potential demand to Fire Station No. 88, the proposed project
would not require the addition of a new fire station.

Pursuant to Division 9 of the Fire Code, the proposed project would comply with specific fire
safety, access, and fire flow requirements. The Applicant would submit a plot plan for the
project for approval by the LAFD either prior to the recordation of the final map or the approval
of a building permit, The plot plan would indicate the Project's compliance with the
requirements of the Fire Code. Specifically, the Project would include a new 28-foot-wide
drivewaylfire lane along the back side of the site between Camarillo Street and Sepulveda
Boulevard that would provide emergency access. Therefore, no portion of an exterior wall
would be more than 150 feet from the edge of a roadway.
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New hydrants may be required to serve the project to ensure that none of the Project's
proposed buildings would be further than 300 feet from an approved fire hydrant. However, the
Project would comply with applicable LAMC fire safety requirements for building construction,
which include the submittal of a plot plan indicating the provision of adequate fire hydrants.

With regard to fire flow.' a minimum of 4,000 gpm from four hydrants flowing simultaneously
would be provided for the proposed project. For eight inch water mains, the LAFD requires fire
flows of 2,500 gallons per minute (gpm) and a minimum residual pressure of 20 pounds per
square inch (psi) is required for any fire service or hydrant flowing at capacity. Based on the
Service Advisory Requests (I.e., fire pressure flow reports) from LADWP, the existinp 8-inch
water main in Sepulveda Boulevard could accommodate the 2,500 gpm flows with a residual
pressure of 94 psi, which is well above the 20 psi fire flow requirement. 3 However, additional
coordination with LADWP and LAFD during the development of the project plans would be
required to ensure that adequate fire flow would be provided at the time of project occupancy.

The project would comply with the fire safety design and construction requirements for high-
rises set forth in Division 11B of the Fire Code. Consistent with Fire Code Division 119, the
Project would undergo an annual inspection including the evaluation of physical access,
property condition, and all fire-safety facilities and equipment required under the LAMC Fire and
Building Codes.

Based on the above, the Project would comply with applicable Fire Code and LAFD
requirements and would have a less than significant impact relative to fire safety, access,
hydrant, and fire flow requirements.

Project-related increase in traffic on surrounding roadways could have an impact on fire
protection and emergency medical services, if the response capabilities of the LAFD were
impeded. The 200B fire-related response time for Fire Station No. BB was 3.2 minutes, while
the emergency medical service response time was 6.0 minutes. These times are above the 5
minute threshold that is generally acknowledged as an acceptable response time; however, due
to the proximity of Fire Station No. 8B (OA mile) and the other two supporting stations to the site,
emergency response to the project site is not expected to significantly decline due to
implementation of the Project Thus, project-related traffic is not anticipated to impair the LAFD
from responding to service requests at the project site. Finally, the project would provide
access for emergency vehicles to the project site subject to the approval of the LAFD.
Therefore, the proposed project's potential impacts related to emergency response times would
be less than significant.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures J-3 through J-5, the above-referenced
potentially significant fire response and protection resources impacts of the proposed project
would be less than significant

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project Which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

Public School Facilities and Services

The proposed project is estimated to generate approximately 72 elementary school students, 43
middle school students, and 43 high school students for a total of approximately 158 students.

3 LADWP, SAR Number 7367, Fire Service Pressure Final Reports, March 16,2004.
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Reducing the number of residential units from 500 to 399 units as described in the Final EIR
would reduce the estimate of students. Further reduction to 325 units as approved by the City
Planning Commission will further reduce the estimate of students generated by the project.
The project site' is located within LAUSD District 2, therefore, these students would attend
Sherman Oaks Elementary School, Van Nuys Middle School, and Van Nuys High School. With
the addition of 72 elementary school students from the proposed project, Sherman Oaks
Elementary School would have an excess of 184 seats. With the addition of 43 middle school
students from the project, Van Nuys Middle School is projected to have an excess of 199 seats.
In contrast, with the proposed project's addition of 43 high school students, Van Nuys High
School would have a shortage of 220 seats.

However, pursuant to Section 65995 of the California Government Code, the payment of
developer fees in accordance with SB 50 is considered to provide full and complete mitigation
for any impact to school facilities. Therefore, with payment of the required SB 50 fees, project
impacts to schools would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Of the 51 related projects anticipated to be developed within the vicinity of the project site, only
19 were identified as being located within the attendance boundaries of at least one of the
schools serving the project site {i.e., Sherman Oaks Elementary School, Van Nuys Middle
School, or Van Nuys High School). The proposed project in combination with these 19 related
projects would have the potential to generate a cumulative total of 93 elementary school
students, 174 middle school students, and 174 high school students. Therefore, Sherman Oaks
Elementary School and Van Nuys Middle School 'would have sufficient capacity to
accommodate the cumulative total of 93 elementary schoolstudents and 174 iniddle school
students. Van Nuys High School is projected to experience a shortage of 177 student seats,
and thus, would be constrained by the addition of 174 high school students from the proposed
project and related projects. However, the proposed project and related projects would be
subject to the payment of developer fees in accordance with SB 50. Pursuant to Section 65995
of the California Goveq;JmentCode, the payment of developer fees in accordance with S8 50 is
considered full and complete mitigation and thus, cumulative impacts on school facilities would
be less than significant.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measure J-6, the above-referenced potentially significant
public school impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding 111.A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (GUidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

Public Parks

With regard to community parks, the proposed project would need to provide 1.70 acres of
community parkland to meet the PRP's lorig-range standard for community parks of 2 acres per
1,000 residents and approximately 0.85 acre to meet the PRP's more attainable short- and
intermediate-range standard of 1 acre per 1,000 residents. Reducing the number of residential
units from 500 to 399 reduced the community parkland demand to 1.36 acres in order to meet
the PRP's long-range goals and to 0.7 acre in order to meet the PRP's short-term and
intermediate-range goals. Further reduction to 325 units as approved by the City Planning
Commission will further reduce the community parkland demand. The proposed project's
provision of on-site open space would help reduce the use of off-site community parks in the
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area. Nonetheless, project residents would still be expected to utilize the community parks'
amenities including sports fields, tennis courts, basketball courts, and children's play areas.
The Project, therefore, would not meet the PRP's long-range standard or short- and
intermediate-range standards for community pa rks. However, implementation of the mitigation
measure below would ensure that through the provision of on-site recreational amenities and
open space areas, payment of in-lieu fees, dedication of parkland, or a combination of these
methods, the Project would comply with parks and recreational requirements. It should be
noted that the PRP standards are citywide standards and not requirements for specific
development projects, such as the proposed project. Rather specific, residential development
projects are subject to Sections 12.21 and 17.12 of the LAMC.

Section 12.21 of the LAMC requires that development projects with six or more dwelling units on
a lot provide a minimum square footage of usable open space per dwelling unit. Based on the
proposed dwelling unit types, the Project would be required to provide approximately 56,050
square feet of total usable open space. This demand for usable open space would be reduced
with the proposed reduction in residential units from 500 units to 325 units. The proposed
project would provide a total of approximately 106,013 square feet of usable open space areas
consisting of approximately 67,213 square feet of common open space (e.q., courtyards,
gardens, pedestrian pathways, large pool facility, spa, gym, community rooms, a bocce court,
and lobbies) and approximately 38,800 square feet of private open space (balconies) for its
residents. Reducing residential units and commercial uses as set forth in the Final EIR would
reduce the amount of open space from 106,013 square feet to 93,500 square feet. However,
this revised amount would still exceed the usable open space requirement as set forth under
Section 12.21 of the LAMC. Therefore, the proposed project would exceed the usable open
space requirement as set forth under Section 12.21 of the LAMC.

The proposed project would also be subject to Section 17.12 of the LAMC, the City's
implementing ordinance of the Quimby Act. Section 17.12 provides a formula for the dedication
of land for park and recreational purposes and/or the payment of in-lieu fees (subject to
determination by the Department of Recreation and Parks). Per Section .17.12, the proposed
project would be required to dedicate approximately 32 percent of the gross subdivision area for
parks and recreational purposes. Based on this requirement and the site area of 5.05 acres or
approximately 219,778 square feet, the project would be required to do one or a combination of
the following: dedicate approximately 1.62 acres or 70,720 square feet of park and recreation
space or pay in-lieu fees. The Project would provide approximately 1.54 acres (67,213 square
feet) of common park and recreation space, but this area would not be dedicated to the City of
Los Angeles as required to satisfy Section 17.12 requirements. As such, the project Applicant
would be required to pay in-lieu fees to satisfy Section 17.12 parkland requirements. The
Project's 67,213 square feet of common open space could be credited against the total parkland
dedication requirement or the total in-lieu park fee requirement, as determined by the DRP. With
'Implementation of the proposed approximately 13,000-square-foot publicly accessible ground
level plaza, the amount of common open space would increase to approximately 74,500 square
feet or 1.71 acres. Thus, potentially significant impacts relative to Section 17.12 could occur.

However, implementation of Mitigation Measure J-7 would ensure that through the provision of
on-site recreational amenities and open space areas as a credit against the dedication of open
space, payment of in-lieu fees, dedication of parkland, or a-combination of these methods, the
project would comply with the maximum requirements established under the Quimby Act. With
this mitigation measure, impacts on parks and recreational facilities would be less than
significant.

Cumulative Impacts
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Of the 51 related projects identified, 29 are residential in nature or have residential components.
These 29 related projects in the area would result in the development of 2,819 new residential
units. Growth from the proposed project and these 29 projects would combine to generate a
cumulative demand for additional parks and recreational facilities. The 850 residents estimated
to be generated by the proposed project, in addition to the estimated 4,792 residents associated
with the 29 identified related projects, would result in a cumulative population increase of
approximately 5,642 residents. Reducing the n umber of residential units from 500 to 325 units
proposed would reduce the project-related demand for park space generated by the project and
the associated cumulative demand for park spa ce. This cumulative population would increase
the demand for public parks and recreational facilities. However, as with the Project, the 29
related projects with residential uses would be subject to discretionary review to ensure
consistency with the PRP and would be required to comply with the requirements of Sections
12.21 and 17.12 of the LAMC. Given that related projects would be required to dedicate land
for park and recreational purposes, provide on-site open space to meet the recreational
demands of residents per Section 12.21 of the LAMC, and/or pay in-lieu park fees pursuant to
Section 17.12 of the LAMC, it can be expected that potential cumulative impacts to parks and
recreational facilities would be reduced to levels that are less than significant

With the implementation of Mitigation Measure J-7, the above-referenced potentially significant
public park impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

8. Transportation

Potential Impacts

Construction Traffic

Construction equipment, crew vehicles, haul trucks and delivery vehicles would generate traffic.
during the estimated 23-month construction period. It is anticipated that the construction
workers would park off-site in nearby facilities until completion of the project parking structure.

During construction, it is anticipated that on-street parking would be removed along Camarillo
Street west of Sepulveda Boulevard to provide additional room for construction activities.
However, through traffic lanes near the projectslte would remain open. To lessen the potential
for construction traffic to block through traffic lanes and driveways of nearby residents and
businesses, truck staging would occur at an off-site location approved by the City of Los
Angeles.

It is estimated that approximately 165,000 cubic yards of exported material would be
transported from the site, which would generate approximately 150 outbound and 150 inbound
truckloads per day, for a total of 300 truck trips per day. Trucks delivering materials for the
construction of the parking structure would average approximately 42 inbound and 42 outbound
trips per day, totaling approximately 84 delivery truck trips per day, while the construction of the
residential and retail uses would generate an average of 11 outbound and 11 inbound trucks per
day, for a total of 22 delivery truck trips per day. Although reducing the project FAR to 2.25:1
would result in an incremental reduction in construction traffic trips, a short-term Significant
construction traffic impact would still occur at the intersection of Camarillo Street & Sepulveda
Boulevard during Months 1-2 and Months 3-4 in the a.m. peak hour prior to mitigation
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The Final EIR amended Mitigation Measure K-3 by adding three more specific requirements in
addition to the 4 requirements identified in Draft EIR. With the implementation of Mitigation
Measures K-1 through K-7, the above-referenced potentially construction traffic impacts of the
proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

Access

Primary access would be provided from a new private roadway that would extend along the
back side of the site, (i.e., along the northern/western frontage) extending from Sepulveda
Boulevard to Camarillo Street. This private roadway would provide two access points to the
parking garage. Furthermore, addITional driveways for retail access, residential access, and
residential drop-off and pick up are proposed. Given these various points of access, no issues
related to site access are anticipated to occur.

The intersections nearest the primary site access are La Maida Street at Sepulveda Boulevard
and Camarillo Street at Sepulveda Boulevard. The La Maida Street and Sepulveda Boulevard
intersection is projected to operate at LOS C during the a.m. peak hour and LOS D in the p.rn.
peak hour in the Future (2013) "With Project" Conditions. Camarillo Street and Sepulveda
Boulevard is projected to operate at LOS C during the a.m. peak hour and LOS E in the p.m.
peak hour in the Future (2013) "With Project" Condilions. Therefore, as this intersection would
operate at LOS E in the p.m. peak hour, based on the City's significance threshold for access,
the Project would result in a significant impact with respect to access. However, a mitigation
measure is proposed at this intersection to improve conditions to LOS C in the p.m. peak hour.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures K-8, the above-referenced potentially significant
access impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

Pedestrian/Bicycle

The proposed project would encourage pedestrian activity in the area. The neighborhood
commercial uses fronting Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street would be pedestrian-
oriented. Pedestrians would have direct access to the neighborhood-serving commercial uses
from the sidewalks along Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street. To further increase
circulation a pedestrian entrance to the retail from the ground level parking along Camarillo
Street will be included. The Project would also not introduce any hazardous design features.
Thus, the Project would not result in an increase in pedestrian/vehicle or bicycle/vehicle conflict,
and impacts relative to pedestrian/bicycle safety would be less than significant. Nevertheless, a
mitigation measure is provided below to ensure that adequate bicycle parking would be
provided on-site.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures K-16, the less than significant pedestrian and
bicycle impacts would be assured.
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Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)),

Operation-Study Intersections

Implementation of the proposed project described in the Draft EIR would generate
approximately 5,844 net daily trips, which includes 321 trips during the a.rn. peak hour and 549
trips during the p.rn. peak hour, Trip generation would be reduced by implementation of the
smaller project described in the Final EIR, but to assure the most conservative analysis, the
Draft EIR trip generation rates are applied, Based on the City's significant traffic impact criteria,
the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts at 11 study intersections
during one or both peak hours, Feasible mitigation measures were identified that mitigate
potential impacts to less-than-significant levels at following 6 intersections:

• 101 Freeway EB On-Ramp and Sepulveda Boulevard (p.rn, peak hour);

• Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard (both peak hours);

• Ventura Boulevard and Haskell Avenue (North) (p.rn. peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevardfl-405 Freeway Southbound On-Ramp/Sherman Oaks Avenue (p.rn.
peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (p.m. peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevard and Beverly Glen Boulevard (p.rn. peak hour);

The Final EIR modified Mitigation Measure K-13 to provide greater specificity as to the scope,
use, and procedures of the funds required by Mitigation Measure K-13, With the
implementation of Mitigation Measures K-8 through K-11, K-13 through K-15, the above-
referenced potentially significant intersection impacts of the proposed project would be less than
significant.

All of these mitigation measures are technically feasible, However, two of the measures involve
the removal of on-street parking, which may have a secondary impact on local businesses and
residents as discussed on Section VI, Other Environmental Consideration of the Draft EIR.
These mitigation measures are not technically infeasible and the concern regarding secondary
impacts is unreasonable speculative, Alt~ough these mitigation measures may be undesirable,
they are not infeasible and shall be implemented. If this finding is appealed and overturned, the
City may substitute Em alternative measure of equivalent effectiveness,

The horizon date of the Project traffic study has been updated to 2015 (the "2015 Analysis"),
(Supplemental Responses to Comemntss Appendix D,) The 2015 Analysis updates the traffic
analysis for the Final EIR Project comprised of 399 dwelling units, a grocery store of 45,000
square feet and 7,000 square feet of retail use, This updated analysis assumes a two-year
construction period, The updated traffic data in the 2015 Analysis reached the same
conclusions for the Project as in the Final EIR. In particular, the 2015 Analysis concludes the
Project would result in the same significantly impacted locations for the year 2015, without and
with mitigation, as determined for the year 2013, Further reduction to 325 units as approved by
the City Planning Commission will further reduce the traffic generated by operation of the
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project, and would reduce the severity of pate ntially significant impacts, but would not reduce
them to levels of less-than-significance without rnitigation.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that 'changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR.' (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

Operation - Consistency with Plans

The proposed project would result in a sign ificant impact to the CMP arterial monitoring
intersection of Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard. However, as provided in the
following pages, the Project would include a mitigation measure that would partially mitigate the
impact and another mitigation measure that would provide for a financial contribution to
improving operations at this intersection. Thus, the Project would be consistent with the intent
of the CMP. The proposed project would also be consistent with the goals of the Community
Plan to minimize vehicle trips as it would develo p a mix of residential and commercial uses in a
Regional Center area of Sherman Oaks, within close proximity to various employment
opportunities, retail, and other service destinations. In addition, the proposed project would
include neighborhood-serving commercial serving uses on the ground level to encourage
pedestrian activity, would be easily accessible to transit service provided along Sepulveda
Boulevard and Ventura Boulevard, and would provide adequate parking. To minimize impacts
on the transportation system, the project Applicant would also implement mitigation measures.
Thus, the Project would support the goals of the Community Plan.

Furthermore, the proposed project would comply with the transportation requirements of the
Specific Plan including, but not limited to: the implementation of mitigation measures to reduce
traffic impacts to the extent feasible; implementation of a TDM Program; and payment of a
Project Impact Assessment (PIA) Fee. These are statutory requirements adopted for the
purpose of reducing environmental impacts associated wlth vehicle trips and compliance with
these requirements becomes part of the Project; they are not mitigation measure. Therefore,
the Project would not conflict with the implementation of adopted programs, plans, and policies
addressing transportation.

The Final EIR included revisions of the TDM plan. At minimum, the TDM shall include following:

• Provide information regarding discounted bus passes to residential tenants at the time of
lease execution.

• Designate a Transportation Coordinator that is part of the property management team
on-site.

• Coordinate with area businesses to maximize leasing to their employees as central
focus of marketing strategy.

• Provide preferential parking for carpools and vanpools for retail employees.

• Create and deliver personal trip plans (transit, carpool, vanpool, bicycle, walking) for
each new resident and employee and provide updates upon request.

• Deliver transportation information to residents in project communications including
website/page.
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• Host semi-annual events to promote ridesharing and transit usage ..

• Install Transportation Information Display(s)in common area(s).

• Wire residential units for high speed internet access.

• Unbundle the leasing of dwelling units from parking spaces.

With the implementation of Mitigation Measu res K-8 through K-12, the above-referenced
potentially significant impacts of the proposed project to consistency with plans would be less
than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding 111.A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

9. Water Supply

Potential Impacts

Operation - Water Supply

As set forth in the Final EIR, the proposed project wouid not result in significant impacts related
to domestic water supply. However, mitigation measures are recommended to ensure that the
proposed project would be compliant with the City's recommended water conservation
measures.

Operation of the proposed project would result in an increase in long-term water demand for
consumption, maintenance, irrigation, and other activities on the project site. According to the
Water Supply Assessment (WSA) prepared by LADWP for the proposed project, the Project is
estimated to result in a net increase in water demand of approximately 100 acre feet (AF) per
year over pre-existing conditions. When considering only the existing single-family residence
currently on the site, the proposed project would result in a net increase of approximately 122
AF per year.

According to the WSA prepared for the proposed project, LADWP anticipates that the
approximately 100 AF per year increase in water demand generated by the proposed project
over pre-existing conditions would fall within the available and projected water supplies for
normal, single-dry, and multiple-dry years through 2020 water demand projections of LADWP's
2000 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). Subsequent to the approval of the WSA for the
proposed project, LADWP adopted an updated (2005) UWMP and the pre-existing uses were
removed from the site. Based on correspondence with the LADWP, the water demand for the
proposed project was accounted for in the 2005 UWMP. Therefore, the proposed project's net
increase of approximately 100 AF per year over pre-existing conditions and the net increase of
approximately 122 AF per year over exisfing conditions would also fall within the available and
projected water supplies for normal, single-dry, and multiple-dry years through 2030 water
demand projections of LADWP's 2005 UWMP. Reducing residential units from 500 to 399 units
as set forth in the Final EIR as well as further reduction to 325 units as approved by the City
Planning Commission would reduce demand for water generated by the proposed project.
Given that LADWP would be able to meet the water demand of the project, as well as the
existing and planned future water demands of its service area, operational impacts on water
supply would be less than significant.
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In addition, compliance with State laws regarding water conservation measures (l.e., Title 20
and Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR)), as well as implementation of the
Project's water saving features (i.e., drought tolerant landscaping, low-water fixtures and
appliances) and mitigation measures, would red uce water consumption estimates for the project
at full buildout, thereby reducing the demand on City supplies.

Proposed improvements would include connections to the existing 8-inch water mains located in
Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street. To ensure sufficient water pressure in the system,
the existing 8-inch main in Sepulveda Boulevard (approximately 100 feet north of Camarillo
Street) and a portion of the existing 8-inch main in Camarillo Street (approximately 130 feet
west of Sepulveda Boulevard) may be upgraded to a 12-inch main. An alternative to upgrading
the existing 8-inch main in Camarillo Street could be the construction of a new 12-inch main
north of the centerline of Camarillo Street. This would prevent interruption of water supply for
two existing fire hydrants and other customers connected to the existing 8-inch main in
Camarillo Street. The above mentioned infrastructure improvements will be verified during the
detail design stage of the project in accordance with the Department of Water and Power. With
these anticipated improvements, domestic water and fire flow demand would be met.
Furthermore, Mitigation Measure J-4 as described in Section IV.J(2), Fire Protection, of the
Draft EIR would reduce potential impacts related to the provision of fire flow to a less than
s'lgnificant level.

The proposed project would either meet or exceed the water efficiency requirements set forth by
Title 20 of the CCR through incorporation of water conservation features that would include, but
not be limited to, drought resistant plants and measures to reduce potable water consumption
for irrigation by 50 percent, as well as low-water fixtures and appliances to reduce water
demand by 20 percent. Therefore, the Project would be consistent with applicable regulations
of the CCR.

The proposed project would be consistent with Ordinance Nos. 172,075 and 163,532, as project
design features would include water facilities and fixtures with established maximum flow rate
standards. The proposed project would include low-water fixtures and appliances to reduce
water demand by 20 percent. Therefore, the Project would be consistent with Ordinance Nos.
172,075 and 163,532.

The projected water demand for the proposed project would fall within LADWP's projected
future water demands set forth in their 2005 UWMP. In addition, the UWMP indicates that water
would be available to meet the water demand of the projected service area until 2030.
Therefore, the Project would be consistent with the UWMP

With implementation of Mitigation Measures L-1 through L-5, the above-referenced potentially
significant water supply impacts would be less than significant.

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that 'changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the signiiicant
environmental effect as identiiied in the final EIR." (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

1O. Solid Waste

Potential Impacts

Cumulative Impacts
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Fifty-one related projects are anticipated to be developed within the vicinity of the project site,

Construction of the proposed project in conjunction with related projects would generate C&D
waste and thus, would cumulatively increase the need for waste disposal at the County's
unclassified landfills, The proposed project would generate 173,250 tons of soil, 60 tons of
demolition debris, and 1,545 tons of construction debris for a combined total of 174,855 tons of
C&D waste which constitutes 'approximately 0,34 percent of the estimated remaining capacity at
the County's unclassified landfills open to the City of Los Angeles, While the Project's
contribution to unclassified landfills would not be significant at an individual level, the Project's
contribution in conjunction with related projects would be cumulatively significant. Therefore,
Mitigation Measures L-6 and L-7 are recommended to reduce the Project's cumulative impacts
during construction to a less than significant level.

Solid waste generation for related projects is forecasted to be 8,454 tons per year. In
conjunction with the proposed project's net increase in solid waste generation, the total
cumulative solid waste generation would be 9,862 tons of solid waste per year, This waste
generation will be reduced by reducing the number of residential units from 500 to 325, but for a
more conservative analysis, the larger Project waste generation is evaluated. Based on the
proposed project's estimated net increase of 1,408 tons of solid waste generation per year, the
proposed project's coniribution to cumulative generation would be approximate1y 16,896 tons by
2022, Thus, the proposed project's net increase in solid waste generation would represent
approximately 0.001 percent of the County's projected 199,53 million tons of waste disposal
need through 2022, Based on the proposed project's net increase plus related project's
estimated 8,454 tons of solid waste generation per year, the cumulative contribution to solid
waste generation wouid be approximately 118,344 ions by 2022, While the Project's
contribution to Class III landfills would not be significant at an individual level, the Project's
contribution in conjunction with related projects would be cumulatively significant. Therefore,
Mitigation Measures L-8 and L-9 are recommended to reduce the Project's cumulative impacts
during operation to a less than significant level.

It is anticipated that related projects would be subject to environmental review on a case-by-
case basis to ensure that they would not conflict with AB 939 waste diversion goals or the solid
waste policies and objectives in the City's Source Reduction and Recycling Element (SRRE) or
its updates, the City of Los Angeles Solid Waste Management Policy Plan (CiSWMPP), and the
General Plan Framework, Therefore, cumulative impacts to solid waste regulations, plans, and
programs from nnplementation of the Project and related projects would be less than significant.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures L-6 through L-9 would reduce potentially significant
cumulative solid waste impacts to less than significant water levels,

Finding

The City adopts CEQA Finding III. A, which states that "changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental effect as identified in the final EIR," (Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1)).

C. Sicmificant Unavoidable Impacts That Cannot Be Mitiaated to Less-Than-
Significant Levels

The City of Los Angeles determines that the following impacts are significant and unavoidable,
In order to approve the Project with significant unmitigated impacts, the City will be required to
adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations, No additional environmental impacts other
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than those identified below will have a significant effect or result in a substantial or potentially
substantial adverse effect on the environment as a result of the construction or operation of the
Project. The City finds and determines that all significant environmental impacts identified in
the EIR for the construction and operation of the Project have been reduced to an acceptable
level in that:

a. All significant environmental impacts that can be feasibly avoided have been
eliminated, or substantially lessened through implementation of the Project
design features and/or mitigation measures; and

b. Based on the EIR, the Statement of Overriding Considerations and other
documents and information in the record with respect to the construction and
operation of the Project, all remaining unavoidable significant impacts, as set
forth in these findings, are overridden by the benefits of the Project as described
in the Statement of Overriding Considerations for the construction and operation
of the Project and implementing actions.

1. Air Quality

Significant Impacts

Regional and Localized Construction Impacts, Cumulative Construction Impacts

Construction of the proposed project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the
use of heavy-duty construction equipment and through vehicle trips generated from construction
workers traveling to and from the project site. In addition, fugitive dust emissions would result
from demolition and construction activities. Mobile source emissions, primarily particulate
matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), would result from the use of construction equipment
such as dozers, loaders, and cranes. During the finishing phase, paving operations and the
application of architectural coatings (i.e., paints) and other building materials would release
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Construction emissions can vary substantially from day to
day, depending on the level of activity, the specific type of operation and, for dust, the prevailing
weather conditions. The assessment of construction air quality impacts considers each of these
potential sources.

Project construction .would require approximately 165,000 cubic yards of grading and soil
export. Grading and site preparation for the proposed project would require the removal of the
existing single-family residence. Construction would require approximately 20 to 23 months.

Construction-related daily maximum regional construction emissions would not exceed the
SCAQMD daily significance thresholds for VOC, PM,o, PM25, carbon monoxide (CO), or sulfur
dioxide (SOx). However, NOx emissions would exceed the SCAQMD daily significance
threshold during the site grading phase. Thus, regional construction emissions would result in a
significant short-term air quality impact.

Maximum localized construction emissions for off-site sensitive receptors would not exceed the
locaiized screening thresholds for CO. However, localized NOx, PM,o, and PM2., emissions
would exceed the applicable screening-level LST. Based on the dispersion modeling, NOx and
PM,o localized impacts would exceed the SCAQMD recommended thresholds. Therefore, with
respect to localized emissions from construction activities, impacts would be significant and
mitigation would be required.

Construction-period NO, mass regional emissions, and localized NO, and PMlO emissions
associated with the proposed Project are already projected to result in a significant impact to air
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quality. As such, cumulative impacts to air quality during proposed Project construction would
also be significant and unavoidable.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures B-1 through B-6 (as Mitigation Measures B-5 and B-6
are modified in the Supplemental Responses to Comments, will reduce the severity of the
above-referenced significant air quality impacts of the proposed project, but will not mitigate the
impacts-to less-than-significant levels.

Finding

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental impact of Air Quality (Regional and Localized
Construction Impacts, Cumulative Construction Impacts), as identified in the Draft EIR.
However, although such measures may reduce and possibly eliminate certain impacts, the
Project may be considered to result in a significant and unavoidable impact on the environment
under CEQA. Specific economic, legal, social, technological or other considerations make
infeasible additional mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR.

Regional Operational Impacts, Cumulative Construction Impacts

Regional air pollutant emissions associated with proposed project operations would be
generated by the consumption of electricity and natural gas, and by the operation of on-road
vehicles. Pollutant emissions associated with energy demand (i.e., electricity generation and
natural gas consumption) are classified by the SCAOMD as regional stationary source
emissions. Electricity is considered an area source since it is produced at various locations
within, as well as outside of, the Basin. Since' it is not possible to isolate where electricity is
produced, these emissions are conservatively considered to occur within the Basin and are
regional in nature. Criteria pollutant emissions associated with the production and consumption
of energy were calculated using emission factors from the SCAOMD's CEOA Air Quality
Handbook (Appendix to Chapter 9).

Mobile-source emissions were calculated using the URBEMIS 2007 emissions inventory model,
which multiplies an estimate of the increase in daily VMT by applicable EMFAC2007 emissions
factors. Based on the model for calculating regional emissions, the increase in regional
emissions resulting from operation of the proposed project are expected to exceed the
SCAOMD regional thresholds for vac and NOx. Therefore, regional operational emissions
would result in a significant air quality impact.

Regional operational emissions would still exceed the SCAOMD daily emission threshold for
regional vac and Nax after implementation of all feasible mitigation measures. Therefore,
operation of the project would have a significant and unavoidable impact on regional air quality.

The proposed project's incremental contribution to cumulative air quality effects is not
cumulatively considerable, per CEQA Section 15064(h)(3). However, by applying SCAQMD's
cumulative air quality impact methodology, implementation of the proposed project would result
in an addition of criteria pollutants such that cumulative impacts, in conjunction with related
projects in the region, would occur. Therefore, the regional emissions of these pollutants
generated by project operation would result in a cumulatively significant and unavoidable
impact.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures B-7 through B-9, will reduce the severity of the above-
referenced significant air quality impacts of the proposed project, but will not mitigate the
impacts to less-than-significant levels.
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Finding

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental impact of Air Quality (Regional Operational
Impacts, Cumulative Construction Impacts), as identified in the Draft EIR. However, although
such measures may reduce and possibly eliminate certain impacts, the Project may be
considered to result in a significant and unavoidable impact on the environment under CEQA.
Specific economic, legal, social, technological or other considerations make infeasible additional
mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR.

2. Construction Noise

Significant Impacts

Construction activities at the project site would include three stages: (1) demolition; (2) site
grading; and (3) building construction. Construction is estimated to last approximately 20 - 23
months. The proposed project would be constructed using typical construction techniques, and
no blasting or 'Impact pile driving will be used. Project construction would require the use of
mobile heavy equipment with hiph noise level characteristics. Construction of the proposed
project is estimated to last approximately 20 - 23 months. The site preparation work, including
demolition, grading and excavation, would take approximately six months. Construction of the
parking facility and project buildings would take approximately 14 months.

Construction-related noise would exceed ambient noise levels at the 777 Motor Inn (R3), the
residences east of Sepulveda Boulevard (R1), and the residences on La Maida Street (R5) by a
maximum of 19, 8, and 6 dBA, respectively, during the most intensive construction periods.
Thus, construction activities would cause the exterior ambient noise level to increase by 5 dBA
or more at noise-sensitive uses. As such, construction-period noise impacts would be
significant wlthout.incorporatlon of mitigation measures.

Implementation of Mitigation 'Measures H-1 through H-4, will reduce the severity of the above-
referenced significant noise impacts of the proposed project, but will not mitigate the impacts to
less-than-significant levels.

The temporary sound barrier prescribed in Mitigation Measure H-1can achieve a noise
reduction of 10 dBA or more in areas where the line-of-sight between construction-period noise
sources and off-site receptor locations is obstructed. Mitigaflon Measure H-2 would avoid
operating several pieces of heavy equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure H-3 would reduce the noise level impact associated with
construction activities to the extent practicable. Furthermore, as construction activity moves
away from the property line towards the center of the project site, noise levels would attenuate
considerably from these maximum levels. With the incorporation of mitigation, noise generated
by construction acfivities would be less than Significant on noise sensitive uses at the
residences east of Sepulveda Boulevard and at the residences on La Maida Street. However,
construction noise levels would still exceed the 5 dBA significance criterion at the 777 Motor Inn.
Construction noise impacts would be significant and unavoidable at the 777 Motor Inn.

Finding

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental impact of Construction Noise, as identified in
the Draft EIR. However, although such measures may reduce and possibly eliminate certain
impacts, the Project may be considered to result in a Significant and unavoidable impact on the
environment under CEQA. Specific economic, legal, social, technological or other
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considerations make infeasible additional mitigation measures or project alternatives identified
in the EIR.

3. Transportation

Significant Impacts

Operation & Cumu/ativ&-Study Intersections

Implementation of the proposed project described in the Draft EIR would generate
approximately 5,844 net daily trips, which includes 321 trips during the a.rn. peak hour and 549
trips during the p.rn, peak hour. Trip generation would be reduced by implementation of the
smaller 325-unit project approved by the City Planning Commission , but to assure the most
conservative analysis, the Draft EIR trip generation rates are applied, Based on the City's
significant traffic impact criteria, the proposed project would result in significant impacts at the
following 11 study intersections during one or bothpeak hours:

• 101 Freeway EB On-Ramp and Sepulveda Boulevard (p.m. peak hour);

• La Maida Street and Sepulveda Boulevard (p.rn. peak hour);

• Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard (both peak hours);

• Ventura Boulevard and Haskell Avenue (North) (p.m. peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevardll-405 Freeway Southbound On-Ramp/Sherman Oaks Avenue (p.rn.
peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard (both peak hours);

• Ventura Boulevard and Kester Avenue (South) (p.m. peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (p.rn. peak hour);

• Ventura Boulevard and Beverly Glen Boulevard (p.m. peak hour);

• 1-405 Freeway Northbound Ramps/Greenleaf Street and Sepulveda Boulevard (both
peak hours); and

• Moorpark Street and Sepulveda Boulevard (both peak hours).

As set forth in Finding B,7, mitigation measures would reduce .traffic impacts at six of the 11
significantly impacted intersections to less than significant levels,

Even with implementation of Mitigation Measure IV.K-12, a significant impact would remain at
the intersection of Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard (a CMP monitoring intersection)
during the p.rn. peak hour,

No feasible mitigation measure could be identified for the intersections:

• La Maida Street and Sepulveda Boulevard;

• 1-405 Freeway Northbound On-IOff-RampsIGreenleaf Street and Sepulveda Boulevard;
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• Kester Avenue (South) and Ventura Boulevard; and

• Moorpark Street and Sepulveda Boulevard.

In total, it is concluded that the project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts at five
intersections if all of the mitigation measures are determined to be feasible or alternative
measures of equivalent effectiveness are provid ed.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures K-8 through K-15, will reduce the severity of the above-
referenced significant traffic impacts of the proposed project, but will not mitigate the impacts to
less-than-significant levels.

The traffic intersection analysis takes into account ambient growth and related projects to the
future year. Therefore, cumulative traffic impacts at intersections that are not significantly
impacted or which are mitigated to less-than-siqnftcant levels will be less-than-significant.
Significant impacts at the remaining 5 intersections will also be cumulatively significant.

Finding

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental impact of Traffic (Operations-Study
Intersections), as identified in the Draft EIR. However, although such measures may reduce and
possibly eliminate certain impacts, the Project may be considered to result in a significant and
unavoidable impact on the environment under CEOA. Specific economic, legal, social,
technological or other considerations make infeasible additional mitigation measures or project
alternatives identified in the EIR.

D. Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes

CEOA Guidelines Section 15126.2(c) indicates that:

"[u}ses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued phases of the
project may be irreversible since a large commitment of such resources makes
removal or nonuse thereafter unlikely. Primary impacts and, particularly,
secondary impacts (such as highway improvement which provides access to a
previously inaccessible area) generally commit future generations to similar
uses. Also irreversible damage can result from environmental accidents
associated with the project. Irretrievable commitments of resources should be
evaluated to assure that such current consumption is justified. "

The Project would necessarily consume limited, slowly renewable and non-renewable
resources. This consumption would occur during the construction phase of the Project and
would continue throughout its operational lifetime. The proposed mixed-use development would
require a commitment of resources that would include: (1) bUilding materials; (2) fuel and
operational materials/resources; and (3) the transportation of goods and people to and from the
project site. Construction of the project would require the consumption of resources that are not
replenishable or which may renew so slowly as to be considered non-renewable. These
resources would include the following construction supplies: certain types of lumber and other
forest products; aggregate materials used in concrete and asphalt such as sand, gravel and
stone; metals such as steel, copper and lead; petrochemical construction materials such as
plastics; and water. Fossil fuels such as gasoline and oil would also be consumed in the use of
construction vehicles and equipment. The resources that would be committed during operation
of the project would be similar to those currently consumed within the City of Los Angeles for
residential and commercial uses. These would include energy resources such as electricity and
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natural gas, petroleum-based fuels required for vehicle trips, fossil fuels, and water. Fossil fuels
would represent the primary energy source associated with both construction and ongoing
operation of the project, and the existing, finite supplies of these natural resources would be
incrementally reduced. It should be noted that increased consumption generated by the Project
would be less than significant when compared with existing energy consumption levels citywide.
Operation of the Project would also occur in accordance with Title 24, Part 6 of the California
Code of Regulations, which establishes conservation practices that would limit the amount of
energy consumed by the project. In addition, as the Project would be designed to achieve the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Desig n (LEED) Silver rating, several project deslqn
features would be included that would improve water and energy efficiency. However, the
energy requirements associated with the Project WOUld, nonetheless, represent a long-term
commitment of essentially non-renewable resources.

In summary, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in the irretrievable
commitment of limited, slowly renewable, and n on-renewable resources, which would limit the
availability of these particular resources for future generations or for other uses during the life of
the Project. However, continued use of such resources would be of a relatively small scale and
would be consistent with regional and local growth forecasts in the area. Furthermore, the loss
of such resources would not be highly accelerated as compared to existing conditions. As such,
although irreversible environmental changes would result from the Project, such changes would
be less than significant.

E. Growth Inducing Impacts

Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEOA Guidelines requires a discussion of the ways in which a
proposed project could induce growth. 'This includes ways in which a project would foster
economic or population growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or
indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Section 12126.2(d) of the State CEOA Guidelines
states:

"Discuss the ways in which the proposed project could foster economic or
population growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or
indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Included in this are projects which
would remove obstacles to population growth (a major expansion of a waste
water treatment plant might, for example, allow for more construction in service
areas). Increases in the population may tax existing community service facilities,
requiring construction of new facilities that could cause significant environmental
effects. Also discuss the characteristic of some projects which may encourage
and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the environment, either
individually or cumulatively. It must not be assumed that growth in any area is
necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little significance to the environment."

The proposed project studied in the Draft EIR would redevelop the existing project site to
provide 500 multi-family residential units and 55,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving
commercial uses to better serve the existing and future needs of the Sherman Oaks community.
The Final EIR describes a reduced Project comprising 399 residential units and 52,000 square
feet of commercial uses. Further reduction to 325 units as approved by the City Planning
Commission will further reduce potential growth inducing impacts. Although the introduction of
residential uses would foster population growth within the area, it would help meet the housing
demand for the local area, subregional area, and the region as discussed in Section IV.I the
Draft EIR. Furthermore, the commercial uses proposed by the Project would not be expected to
foster economic growth since these uses would primarily serve the future project residents and
existing residents in the neighborhood. Development of the proposed project described in the
Draft EI R would result in increased population of the site to approximately 850 residents and
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approximately 130 employees in several shifts. These population and employee estimates
would be reduced with the reduced Project of 325 residential units and 52,000 square feet of
commercial uses. The number of units proposed and corresponding increase in population are
within SCAG's forecasts for the Sherman Oaks- Studio City - Toluca Lake - Cahuenga Pass
Community Plan area, as described in Section IV.I, Population and Housing. In addition, the
proposed residential development would meet existing and projected housing demand.
Furthermore, the additional employment is expected to be provided from the existing labor force
in the area, and the projected increase in workers would not exceed SCAG's forecasts for the
area. Since the project site is located in an urbanized area and is currently developed with
sinqle-farnlly and multi-family residences, operation of the Project would not require the
extension of infrastructure, such as roads or utilities that would be expected to accommodate
substantive growth beyond the Project. Implementation of the Project would also not open up
undeveloped areas to new development or induce growth that was previously restricted due to
inadequate access or infrastructure capacity. Overall, no growth-inducing impacts beyond the
direct effects of additional housing and employment opportunities would occur as a result of the
project.

F. Alternatives

CEQA requires that an EIR. analyze a reasonable range of feasible alternatives that could
substantially reduce or avoid the significant impacts of the proposed project while also meeting
the Project's basic objectives. An EIR must identify ways to substantially reduce or avoid the
significant effects that a project may have on the environment (Public Resources Code Section
21002.1). Accordingly, the discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the Project or
its location which are capable of avoidmq or substantially reducing any significant effects of the
Project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project
objectives, or would be more costly. The Draft EIR Alternatives Analysis, therefore, identified a
reasonable range of project alternatives focused on avoiding or substantially reducing the
project's significant impacts.

Project Objectives

These project objectives fall under three primary categories: (1) Development Objectives; (2)
Design Objectives; and (3) Economic Objectives.

1. Development Objectives

• Build upon the existing vitality and diversity of uses in the community of Sherman Oaks
by providing a vibrant urban-living development within the vicinity of an existing regional
shopping center.

• Create new living opportunities in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops,
restaurants, and entertainment uses.

• Provide new residential units to help meet the market demand for housing in southern
California and, in particular, in the San Fernando Valley.

• Develop an energy-efficient and environmentally.conscious project.

• Provide high-quality commercial uses to serve project residents in a manner that
contributes to a synergy of site uses and enhances the character of the neighborhood.

• Bring convenient neighborhood-serving commercial uses within walking distance of
numerous apartments and single-family residences in the surrounding neighborhood.
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• Provide sufficient parking to meet the parking needs of the project's residents, guests
and visitors, employees, maintenance personnel, and delivery vehicles.

2. Design Objectives

• Create a mid-rise development that complements and improves the visual character of
the area through appropriate scale and high quality architectural design and detail.

• Design the interiors and exteriors of the proposed project to promote quality living
spaces that effectively connect with the surrounding urban environment.

• Incorporate landscape features in a manner that provides character and texture in an
urban environment, enhances the visual character of the development, and facilitates a
sense of separation and privacy for project residents.

• Enhancepedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the project area.

• Provide retail uses that are designed in a manner that contributes to the Project's overall
design concept and that present an attractive retail face along street frontages.

3. Economic Objectives

• Bring the site to a more efficient and better use through development of new high-quality
housing, neighborhood-serving commercial uses, and associated amenities consistent
with anticipated market demands.

• Revitalize an existing underutilized site.

• Create a viable and successful mixed-use project.

• Provide housing that supports the economic future of the region in an area in which the
necessary infrastructure is already in place.

• Maintain and enhance the economic vitality of the region by providing job opportunities
associated with the construction of the proposed project.

Alternatives Analyzed in the Draft EIR

CEOA requires that an EIR analyze a reasonable range of feasible alternatives that could
substantially reduce or avoid the significant impacts of the proposed project while also meeting
the project's basic objectives.

Finding

The City finds that the Project EIR considered a reasonable range of alternatives to the project
to provide informed decision-making in accordance with Section 15126.6 of the State CEQA
Guideline. By analyzing four specific alternatives, the Project EIR meets .the requirements of
CEOA.

The four alternatives analyzed for the proposed project include:

Alternative A: No BUild/No Project Alternative;
Alternative B: Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use

Alternative;
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Alternative C: All Residential Use Alternative',
Alternative D: Alternative Site Alternative.

The City finds that the EIR studied a reasonable range of alternatives and the associated
potential environmental impacts of each alternative

Alternatives Rejected as Being Infeasible

Section 15126.6(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires EIRs to identify any alternatives that were
considered by the lead agency but were rejected as infeasible during the scoping process, and
briefly explain the reasons underlying the lead agency's determination. The Draft EIR includes
a thorough discussion of alternatives rejected as infeasible.

Reduced intensity alternatives are generally considered when a project has significant and
unavoidable impacts attributable to a project-related change in the intensity of on-site
operations. Several of the anticipated significant unavoidable impacts (e.q., air quality, noise)
would occur in conjunction with construction activities and not with proposed operations. As
such, similar impacts would be expected with any feasible alternative proposal for development
within the project site. Project operations would result in significant and unavoidable impacts
associated with regional air quality from mobile emissions and traffic at five intersections.
Therefore, an analysis was undertaken to determine the extent to which the proposed project
would need to be reduced in order to substantially reduce or eliminate some or all of these
project impacts.

Alternatives to Eliminate Significant Air Quality Impacts: Alternatives were considered to
eliminate the significant short-term construction and operational impacts of the Project. As
discussed in Section IV.B, Air Quality, construction impacts would be for short durations.
Furthermore, based on the thresholds. upon which the construction analysis is based, a
substantial reduction in the intensity of construction activities would tie. necessary to reduce
regional construction emissions to below a level of significance. A reduction of intensity of
construction to this level would not be able to meet any of the project goals and would likely not
be built due to several reasons including market conditions, return on investment, and the City's
desire for efficient use of land. Thus, such an alternative would not be feasible. Furthermore, a
reduction in the intensity of construction activities would only extend the duration of construction
activities.

With regard to operation of the Project, regional air quality impacts are largely associated with
the vehicle trips generated by the proposed project. An alternative that would reduce the vehicle
trips enough to substantially reduce the regional emissions associated with the Project would be
substantially less than the size of the proposed project, compromising the underlying objectives
of the proposed project. The reasonable range of alternatives required by CEQA does not
require that a project so substantially different from the proposed project be studied or adopted
when to do so would fail to accomplish any of the Project Objectives.

Finding

The City finds that substantial evidence in the Administrative Record demonstrates that
Alternatives to Eliminate Air Quality Impacts are infeasible.

Alternatives to Reduce Significant Traffic Impacts: The Traffic Impact Study prepared for
the Project evaluated the intersection impacts associated with the Project's proposed 500 multi-
family residential units, a 45,000 square foot grocery store, and 10,000 square feet of specialty
retail uses. As determined in the Draft EIR, the Project would result in significant traffic impacts
at five intersections if all of the mitigation measures proposed are implemented. In order to
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eliminate the significant and unavoidable traffic impacts of the Project (at all five intersections
that would be significantly impacted), it is estimated that the proposed project would need to be
reduced by 86 percent. This would result in a project with approximately 70 units, an
approximately 6,300 square foot grocery store, and approximately 1,400 square feet of specialty
retail uses. An alternative that would reduce the amount of development proposed under the
Project by more than half would not be able to achieve the Project's basic objectives to the
same extent that the Project WOUld. The Development Objectives to build' upon the existing
vitality of uses in the community by providing an energy-efficient urban-living development
within the vicinity of an existing regional shopping center; create new living opportunities in
close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops, restaurants, and entertainment uses to help meet
the market demand for housing in the San Fernando Valley; and provide high-quality
commercial uses to serve project residents in a manner that contributes to a synergy of site
uses and enhances the character of the neighborhood would be severely limited under such a
reduced alternative. The Design Objectives to create a mid-rise development that compliments
and improves the visual character of the area through appropriate scale and enhances
pedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the project area would also be
restricted since the amount of square footage that would be developed under this alternative
would be greatly reduced as compared to the Project. Finally, this alternative would not meet
the Economic Objectives to bring to the site a more efficient and better use through
development of new high-quality housing, neighborhood-serving commercial uses, and
associated amenities consistent with anticipated market demands that would maintain and
enhance the economic vitality of the region to the same extent as the project. As such, this
alternative has been eliminated from further consideration.

It should be noted that a reduced intensity alternative that would avoid the significant traffic
impacts at the five intersections would not avoid certain other significant impacts. Specifically,
construction-related air quality and noise impacts would still occur, similar to the project.

Finding

The City finds that substantial evidence in the Administrative Record demonstrates that
Alternatives to Reduce Significant Traffic Impacts are infeasible.

Reduce Mixed-Use Specific Plan Compliant Alternative. A public comment suggested that
reduced intensity; Specific Plan cornplaint alternative should be studied that would reduce the
number of residential units and FAR to meet the Specific Plan requirements, Substantial
evidence shows that a Specific Plan-compliant mixed use project of 1.5 FAR with 277
residential units, a 45,000 square-foot grocery, and 6,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving
retail impacts 10 of the 11 intersections impacted by the proposed Project, and after mitigation
would result in the same significant unmitigated impacts at the same 5 local intersections as the
Project. (See Crain & Associates letter dated February 14, 2013.) In order to reduce the
proposed Project to a level that would eliminate all significant traffic impacts, the Project would
need to be reduced by 86 percent to 70 residential units and 7,700 square feet of commercial-
a reduction far below the permitted FAR and height limits in the Specific Plan. Construction of
this reduced project would be comparable in terms of noise and air quality impacts because the
project would still require podium construction to overcome the Freeway sound wall. Thus, a
Specific. Plan compliant mixed-use alternative would not substantially reduce or avoid the
signiiicant impacts of the proposed Project

Finding

The City finds that substantial evidence in the Administrative Record demonstrates that a
reduced mixed-use altemative is infeasible.
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Alternative A: No Project I No Build Alternative

The No ProjectiNo Build Alternative assumes that the proposed project would not be approved
and no new development would occur within the project site. Thus, the existinq physical
conditions of the project site would remain. No new buildings would be constructed, the single-
family residence located on-site would remain, a nd the rest of the project site would continue to
be vacant and graded.

Relationship to Project Objectives

The No ProjectlNo Build Alternative would not meet any of the Project's objectives. It would not
allow the Applicant to meet the Project's Development Objectives. Specifically, this alternative
would not provide a new urban-living development within the vicinity of an existing regional
shopping center in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops, restaurants, and entertainment
uses to help meet the market demand for housing in southern California and the San Fernando
Valley in particular. In addition, the No ProjectiNo Build Alternative would not provide
neighborhood serving commercial uses to serve project residents and the neighborhood and
would not enhance the character of the neighborhood or develop an energy-efficient and
environmentally conscious project.

Further, the Design Objectives would not be met under the No ProjectiNo Build Alternative.
Specifically, Alternative A would preclude a mid-rise development that compliments the visual
character of the area; an interior and exterior design that promotes living spaces that connect
with the surrounding urban environment; or incorporate landscape features. The Design
Objectives to enhance pedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the project
area and provide retail uses along street frontages would also not be realized by the
No Project/No Build Alternative.

Finally, the No ProjectiNo Build Alternative would not meet the Project's Economic Objectives of
bringing the site to a more efficient use through development of new housing, neighborhood-
serving commercial uses, and associated amenities consistent with anticipated market
demands; revltalizlnp an eXisting underutilized site; and creating a viable mixed-use project. In
addition, the Economic Objectives of providing housinq that supports the economic future of the
region in an area in which the necessary infrastructure is already in place and maintaining and
enhancing the economic vitality of the region by providing job opportunities associated with the
construction of the proposed project would also not be met by the No ProjectiNo Build
Alternative.

Reduction of Significant Project Impacts

The No Project Alternative would not result in any significant environmental impacts because no
change to the physical environment would occur.

Finding

The City finds that Alternative A would not accomplish any of the Project's objectives and,
therefore, the City finds that specific economic, legal, social, technological; or. other
considerations, including considerations identified in Section G of these Findings (Statement of
Overriding Considerations), make Alternative A infeasible.

Alternative B: Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial
Use Alternative
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The Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use Alternative
represents reasonably foreseeable development based on the site's current General Plan land
use designation of Regional Commercial. This assumes that the site would be redeveloped with
regional commercial uses, consistent with the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific
Plan land use designation for the site. Under this alternative,a maximum of approximately
333,000 square feet of regional commercial uses would be developed on the project site based
on the permitted floor area ratio of 1.5:1 per the land use designation.

Relationship to Project Objectives

The achievement of Development Objectives would be limited under Alternative B. While this
alternative would provide commercial uses with in walking distance of apartments and single-
family residents in the surrounding neighborhood and provide sufficient parking to meet the
parking needs of employees, maintenance personnel, and delivery vehicles, a majority of
Development Objectives would not be met. Specifically, this alternative would not build upon
the existing vitality and diversity of uses in the community of Sherman Oaks by providing an
urban-living development within the vicinity of an existing regional shopping center; create new
living opportunities in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops, restaurant, and entertainment
uses; or provide new residential units to help meet the market demand for housing in southern
California and the San Fernando Valley in particular.

The Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use Alternative
would meet most Design Objectives. It would allow the Applicant to create a development that
complements the visual character of the area through appropriate scale and high quality
architectural design and detail; incorporate landscape features in a manner that provides
character and texture in an urban environment and enhances the visual character of the
development; enhance pedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the project
area; and provide retail uses that are designed in a manner that contributes to the Project's
overall design concept and that presents an attractive retail face along street frontages.
However, this alternative would not meet the objective of designing the Project to promote living
spaces that connect with the surrounding urban environment.

Finally, the Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use
Alternative might meet some of the Project's Economic Objectives by revitalizing an existing
underutilized site and maintaining and enhancing the economic vitality of the region by providing
job opportunities associated with the construction of the proposed project. However, the market
data regarding retail vacancy rates in the area indicates that Alternative B may not revitalize the
area and may not enhance the economic vitality of the region. Retail vacancy rates in the
Ventura Boulevard/Sherman Oaks area are already above 14 percent: which is more than
double the Valley-wide Q1 2012 average of 5.9 percent. Furthermore, the San Fernando Valley
experienced a Q1 2012 negative retail net absorption rate of -50,062 square feet.' "Except for
Orange County, Southern California's retail markets were extremely weak in the past quarter,
with rising vacancy rates, negative absorption, and soft rental rates." . Thus, the area has
experienced an over-saturation of office uses with the second highest office vacancy rate in Los
Angeles County; shopping center and retail vacancy rates are double the average vacancy rate
throughout the San Fernando Valley and retail vacancy and absorption is predicted to get
worse. Thus, both offices, as well as predominantly retail development on this site, would likely

4 Doug Kriegel, Sherman Oaks Patch, "Signs Around Us Offer Hint About Economy" Aug. 15, 2011,
htlp:lfshermanoaks,patch.com/articles!signs-around-us-offer-hint-about-economy; Keeley Webster, Sherman
Oaks Patch, "Ventura Boulevard's Vacancy Rate Rises to 14%" May 4,2011.

, NAI Capital Market Perspective, Spring 2012,pp. 4-5;
http://WNW2.naicapital.comIPortalsI35IdocsI2012Spring_Perspective.pdf

6 NAI Capital Reporter-Los Angeles County, Summer 2012,
http://WNW.naicapital.comfEncinoimarkef_reportJcapital_recorderlimages/la-retail.pdf.
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fail to revitalize an existing underutilized site and maintaining and enhancing the economic
vitality of the region.

This alternative would not bring the site to a more efficient use through creating a viable mixed-
use project or provide housing that supports the economic future of the region in an area in
which the necessary infrastructure is already in place.

Reduction of Significant Project Impa cts

Despite incorporation of all feasible mitigation measures, the proposed project would result in
significant impacts relative to air quality, noise, and traffic at five intersections. Alternative B
would result in greater significant operational traffic and air quality impacts than the proposed
project, and Alternative B would also result in significant construction-related air quality and
noise impacts as does the proposed project. However, the air quality impacts relative to
residential uses in proximity to the freeway would not occur in Alternative B.

The Development in Accordance with Existing Plans/Regional Commercial Use Alternative
would develop 333,000 square feet of regional commercial uses. This alternative would result
in a net trip generation of 11,205 daily trips, including 409 a.m. peak hour trips and 876 p.rn.
peak hour trips. Thus, this alternative would result in approximately 5,361 more daily trips,
including 188 more a.m. peak hour trips and 327 more p.m. peak hour trips, as compared to the
proposed project. With this increase in vehicle trips, this alternative would result in traffic
impacts on the study intersections that would be considerably greater than the project.
Specifically, after applying the same mitigation this alternative would result in significant and
unavoidable impacts at 11 intersections as compared to five intersections under the proposed
project. The 11 significantly impacted include: Oxnard Street/Sepulveda Boulevard; Burbank
Boulevard/Sepulveda Boulevard; Magnolia Boulevard/Sepulveda Boulevard; La Maida
Street/Sepulveda Boulevard; Camarillo Street/Sepulveda Boulevard; Ventura
Boulevard/Sepulveda Boulevard; Ventura Boulevard/Kester Avenue (North); Ventura
Boulevard/Kester Avenue .(South); 405 Freeway Northbound Ramps - Greenleaf
Street/Sepulveda Boulevard; Dickens StreetNentura Boulevard; and Moorpark
Street/Sepulveda Boulevard. Thus, impacts on intersections would be greater under this
alternative and would be significant and unavoidable. This alternative's increase in daily trips
would also result in greater traffic on freeways segments, on residential street segments, and at
access points. Thus, the traffic impacts of Alternative B would be greater than the traffic
impacts of the proposed project.

Finding

The Ctty finds that Alternative B would not meet the basic objectives of the Project and that
Alternative B would not substantially reduce or avoid the Project's significant traffic and atr
quality impacts and, therefore, the City finds that environmental, economic, legal, social,
technological. or other considerations, lncludinq considerations identified in Section G of these
Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations), make Alternative B infeasible.

Alternative C: All Residential Use Alternative

The All Residential Use Alternative includes the residential development of the proposed project .
but none of the retail development. The alternative would include 500 multi-family residential
units with on-site recreation and site amenities that are similar to the proposed project. It is
assumed that the site design (e.g., access, building layout, configuration) would be similar to
that of the proposed project, with residential development located within the former commercial
areas, offering a somewhat lower building profile.
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Relationship to Project Objectives

Several of the Project's objectives would be met under the All Residential Use Alternative,
including the Development Objective to provide a vibrant urban-living environment within the
vicinity of an existing regional shopping center in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops,
restaurants, and entertainment uses. The Design Objective to create a mid-rise development
that complements and improves the visual character of the area, as well as the Economic
Objectives to revitalize an existing site and provide housing that supports the economic future of
the region, would also be met under this alternative. However, as this alternative would not
include the development of 52,000 square feet of commercial uses as proposed under the
project, the Development Objective to provide commercial uses to serve project residents in a
manner that contributes to a synergy of site uses and enhances the character of the
neighborhood within walking distance of numerous apartments and single-family residences in
the surrounding neighborhood would not be met. The Design Objectives to provide retail uses
that are designed in a manner that contributes to the project's overall design concept and that
presents an attractive retail face along street frontages while enhancing pedestrian activity and
neighborhood commercial street life in the project area would also not be achieved under this
alternative. Furthermore, the Economic Objective to create a viable and successful mixed-use
project through the development of new housing, commercial uses, and associated amenities
consistent with anticipated market demands woul.d also not be met under this alternative.

Reduction of Significant Project Impacts

Based on the alternatives analysis provided in the Draft EIR and Alternatives Comparison Table
V-1, Alternative C, the All Residential Use Alternative, would be the environmentally superior
alternative. With the elimination of the proposed commercial uses under this alternative,
operational impacts associated with demand for public services and demand for utilities would
be less than the proposed project. Additionally, as construction activities associated with
development of this alternative would be reduced in scale and duration as compared to the
proposed project, construction-related traffic impacts would be less under this alternative as
compared to the project. Although this alternative would not eliminate the Project's significant
impacts with respect to operational regional emissions and would still result in significant
impacts on three intersections, this alternative would generate approximately 2,750 fewer daily
trips than the proposed project. Thus, operational regional air quality and traffic impacts, while
still significant and unavoidable, would be less than under the project.

Finding

The City finds that Alternative C would not meet the basic objectives of the Project and,
therefore, the City finds that specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other
considerations, including considerations identified in Section G of these Findings (Statement of
Overriding Considerations), make Alternative C infeasible.

Alternative D: Alternative Site Alternative

The Altemative Site -Alternative would consist of 500 multi-family residential units and
approximately 55,000 square feet of neighborhood commercial' uses. Specific criteria in
determining the acceptability of an alternative location include existing land uses and zoning
designations in the area that would be consistent with the proposed scale of development and
number of residential units.

In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(f)(2), altemative locations for the
proposed project have been considered. As stated in the Guidelines, only locations that would
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avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project need be considered in
the EIR. The purpose of the evaluation of an alternative location is to ascertain if moving a
project to another area would reduce or eliminate significant environmental impacts that may be
unique to a particular locale. Under this alternative, development was assumed to be similarto
the project evaluated in the Draft EIR, i.e., waul d consist of 500 multi-family residential units and
approximately 55,000 square feet of neighborh.ood commercial uses, which is the same as the
proposed project. SpecifiC criteria in determining the acceptability of an alternative location
include existing land uses and zoning designations in the area that would be consistent WIThthe
proposed scale of development and number of residential units. Other requirements for a
feasible alternative location are that the alternative site must be of adequate size to
accommodate the proposed development, be available for acquisition, be within the same
jurisdiction as the project site, preferably be underutilized from a land development perspective,
and would serve the same, or similar, target market.

More specifically, the project Applicant's ability to reasonably acquire, control or otherwise have
access to an alternative site is among the factors that may be taken into account when
addressing the feasibility of alternatives. Since several of the Project's basic objectives focus
on development within the San Fernando Valley, the Sherman Oaks Community in particular,
and proximity to a regional shopping center (i.e., Sherman Oaks Galleria) and other existing
commercial uses, the potential locations that could reasonably serve as an alternative site tor
the project are limited.

Furthermore, proximity to high-frequency transit is an important factor for successful infill mixed-
use development. Yet, the likelihood of finding an alternative infill site of adequate size in within
a quarter of a mile of a high-frequency bus line is quite low. Oniy about 12 percent of the
potential infill sites in California are within a quarter of a mile of a high-frequency bus line. The
project site's proximity to these transit options provides for optimal mixed use housing and retail
intill potentia!.'.

Relationship to Project Objectives

Development at an alternative site would generally meet project objectives to the same extent
as the proposed project. However, development of an alternative site would likely not meet the
Economic Objective to revitalize an existing underutilized site to the extent that the Project
would because unlike the proposed project site - which the Applicant has owned for many years
- an alternative site would need to be purchased.

Reduction of Significant Project Impacts

Development at an alternative site would not eliminate any of the Project's significant and
unavoidable impacts because an urban in-fill project of the proposed size and scale in the
Sherman Oaks community would generate the same type of impacts regardless of where it is
located. No impacts would be reduced under this alternative as compared to the proposed
project. Furthermore, this alternative would have the potential to generate additional significant
impacts depending on the location of the site and its proximity to sensitive uses.

Finding

The City finds that Alternative D would not substantially reduce or eliminate the Project's
significant impacts and, therefore, the City finds that specific economic, legal, social,

,
Housing Policy Debate, Vol. 17 Issue 4 "The Future of Infill Housing in Celiiomie: Opportunities. Potential, and
FeasibilitY' supra p. 695.
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technological, or other considerations, including considerations identified in Section G of these
Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations), make Alternative D infeasible.

Environmentally Superior Alternative

In addition to 'the discussion and compariso n of impacts of a proposed project and the
alternatives, Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an "environmentally
superior" alternative be selected and the reasons for such a selection disclosed. In general, the
environmentally superior alternative is the alternative that would be expected to generate the
least amount of adverse impacts. In this case, the No Project f No Build Alternative would result
in the least impacts on the existing environment. However, Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the CEQA
Guidelines states if the No Project Alternative is the environmentally superior alternative, then
the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives.

Based on the alternatives analysis provided in the Draft EIR and Alternatives Comparison Table
V-1, Alternative C, the All Residential Use Alternative, would be the environmentally superior
alternative. With the elimination of the proposed commercial uses under this alternative,
operational impacts associated with demand for public services and dernand for utilities would
be less than the proposed project. Additionally, as construction activities associated with
developrnent of this alternative would be reduced in scale and duration as compared to the
proposed project, construction-related traffic impacts would be less under this alternative as
cornpared to the project. Although this alternative would not eliminate. the Project's significant
impacts with respect to operational regional emissions and would still result in significant
impacts on three intersections, this alternative would generate approximately 2,750 fewer daily
trips than the proposed project. Thus, operational regional air quality and traffic impacts, while
still significant and unavoidable, would be less than under the Project.

Several of the Project's objectives would be met under the All Residential Use Alternative,
including the Development Objective to provide a vibrant urban-living environment within the
vicinity of an existing regional shopping center in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops,
restaurants, and entertainment uses. The Design Objective to create a mid-rise development
that complements and improves the visual character of the area, as well as the Economic
Objectives to revitalize an existing site and provide housing that supports the economic future of
the region, would also be met under this alternative. However, as this alternative would not
include the development of 52,000 square feet of commercial uses as proposed under the
Project, the Development Objective to provide commercial uses to serve project residents in a
manner that contributes to a synergy of site uses and enhances the character of the
neighborhood within walking distance of numerous apartments and single-family residences in
the surrounding neighborhood would not be met. The Design Objectives to provide retail uses
that are designed in a manner that contributes to the Project's overall design concept and that
presents an attractive retail face along street frontages while enhancing pedestrian activity and
neighborhood commercial street life in the project area would also not be achieved under this
alternative, Furthermore, the Economic Objective to create a viable and successful mixed-use
project through the development of new housing, commercial uses, and associated amenities
consistent with anticipated market demands would also not be met under this alternative.

Finding

The City finds that Alternative C would not meet the basic project objectives and, therefore, the
City finds that specific economic, .legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
considerations identified in Section G of these Findings (Statement of Overriding
Considerations), make Alternative C infeasible.
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G. Statement of Overriding Consideratic>ns

The Final EIR has identified unavoidable siqniflcant impacts. Section 21081 of the California
Public Resources Code and Section 15093(b) of the CEQA Guidelines provide that when the
decisions of the public agency allows the occurrence of significant impacts identified in the Final
EIR that are notsubstantially lessened or avoided, the lead agency must state in writing the
reasons to support its action based on the Fi nal EIR and/or other information in the record.
Article I of the City's CEQA Guidelines incorporates all of the State CEQA Guidelines contained
in Title 15, California Code of Regulations, Sections 15000 et seq. and thereby requires,
pursuant to Section 15093 (b) of the CEQA Guidelines, that the decision maker adopt a
Statement of Overriding Considerations at the time of approval of a Project if it finds that
significant adverse environmental effects identified in the Final EIR cannot be substantially
lessened or avoided. These findings and the Statement of Overriding Considerations are based
on substantial evidence in the Administrative Record, as defined above.

Accordingly, the City adopts the following Statement of Overriding Considerations. The City
recognizes that significant and unavoidable impacts will result from implementation of the
Project. Having (i) adopted all feasible mitigation measures, (ii) rejected as infeasible
alternatives to the Project, (iii) recognized all significant, unavoidable impacts, and (iv) balanced
the benefits of the Project against the Project's significant and unavoidable impacts, the City
hereby finds that the each of the Project's benefits, as listed below, outweighs and overrides the
significant unavoidable impacts of the Project.

Summarized below are the benefits, goals and objectives of the Project. These provide the
rationale for approval of the proposed Project. Anyone of the overriding considerations of
economic, social, aesthetic and environmental benefits individually would be sufficient to
outweiqh the significant unavoidable impacts of the Project and justify the approval, adoption or
issuance of all of the required permits, approvals and other entitlements for the Project and the
certification of the completed Final EIR. Despite the unavoidable impacts of the Project, the City
approves the Project based on the following contributions of the Project to the community:

• Development of a 13,000 square-toot publicty-available plaza that will activate this
segment of Sepulveda Boulevard compared to existing conditions; and

• Revitalization of a large under-utilized and vacant site into a coherent development
and mix of uses; and

• Installation and maintenance for the Hfeof the project of landscaping improvements
within the median along Sepulveda Boulevard between Moorpark Street and
Camarillo Street; and

• Use of the Project's two community rooms by local community-based organizations;
and

• Pedestrian, streetscape and transit enhancements, such as street trees, planter
boxes, street furniture, improvements to broken and uneven sidewalks, sidewalk
and intersection scoring, street lighting, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and urban
swales to promote consistency with the Sherman Oaks Streetscape and Design
Plan and foster a high-quality pedestrian environment along the Project's Sepulveda
Boulevard frontage; and

• According to the updated May 2013 "Economic Impact Analysis prepared by the
Los Angeles County Economic Development Corporation (the "EIA"), construction
of the proposed project will generate in the following economic benefits;
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Approximately $218 million in total economic output in Los Angeles County;

Support 1,470 annual jobs with labor income of $91.4 million; and

At least $18,0 million of total state and local taxes,
, '

0' According to the EIA, operation of the proposed project will generate the following
economic benefits:

Resident spending will generate $9,0 million in total economic output and
support 115 annual jobs in Los Angeles County with labor income of $3,9
million;

Total ongoing state and local taxes generated due to spending by new
residents of II Villaggio Toscano is estimated to be $954,240; and

Incremental property taxes due to the reassessed value of the property are
expected to generate an additional $1,55 million per year,

In addition, the Project will accomplish the following objectives:

1. Development Objectives

• Build upon the existing vitality and diversity of uses in the community of Sherman Oaks
by providing a vibrant urban-living development within the vicinity of an existing regional
shopping center,

• Create new living opportunities in close proximity to jobs, public transit, shops,
restaurants, and entertainment uses,

• Provide new residential units \0 help meet the market demand for housing in southern
California and, in particular, in the San Fernando Valley,

• Develop an energy-efficient and environmentally conscious project.

• Provide h'lgh-quality commercial uses to serve project residents in a manner that
contributes to a synergy of site uses and enhances the character of the neighborhood,

• Bring convenient neighborhood-serving commercial uses within walking distance of
numerous apartments and single-family residences in the surrounding neighborhood,

• Provide sufficient parking to meet the parking needs of the Project's residents, guests
and visitors, employees, maintenance personnel, and delivery vehicles,

2.. Design Objectives

• Create a mid-rise development that complements and improves the visual character of
the area through appropriate scale and high quality architectural design and detail.

• Design the interiors and exteriors of the proposed project to promote quality living
spaces that effectively connect with the surrounding urban environment.

• Incorporate landscape features in a manner that provides character and texture in an
urban environment, enhances the visual character of the development, and facilitates a
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sense of separation and privacy for project residents.

• Enhance pedestrian activity and neighborhood commercial street life in the project area.

• Provide retail uses that are designed in a manner that contributes to the Project's overall
design concept and that present an attractive retail face along street frontages.

3. Economic Objectives

• Bring the site to a more efficient and better use through development of new high-quality
housing, neighborhood-serving commercial uses, and associated amenities consistent
with anticipated market demands.

• Revitalize an existing underutilized site.

• Create a viable and successful mixed-use project.

• Provide housing that supports the economic future of the region in an area in which the
necessary infrastructure is already in place.

• Maintain and enhance the economic vitality of the region by providing job opportunities
associated with the construction of the proposed project.

H. Findinas Regarding Public Comments and Responses to Comments

The Planning Department evaiuated comments on environmental issues received from persons
who reviewed the Draft EIR and comments received in conjunction with the February 19,2013
joint Hearing Officer and Deputy Advisory Agency hearing. In accordance with CEQA, the
Planning Department prepared written responses describing the disposition of significant
environmental issues raised. The Final EIR provides adequate, good faith and reasoned
responses to the comments. Supplemental Responses Comments were prepared by Matrix
Environmental with technical reports attached. The Planning Department reviewed the
comments received and responses thereto and has determined that neither the comments
received nor the responses to such comments add significant new information regarding
environmental impacts to the Draft EIR. The City has studied all the comments on the Draft EIR
and the Responses to Comments contained in the Final EIR and the Supplemental Responses
to Comments.

Finding. The City finds none of the comments to the Draft EIR or the comments received in
conjunction with the February 19 hearing contain substantial evidence that the Draft EIR is
inadequate, failed to disclose a significant environmental impact, or failed to identify a feasible
mitigation or alternative that would substantially reduce or avoid the significant impacts of the
proposed project. The Lead Agency has based its actions on full appraisal of all viewpoints,
including all comments received up to the date of adoption of these findings, concerning the
environmental impacts identified and analyzed in the EIR. Responses to Comments comply with
CEQA and are directly responsive to the comments received on the Draft EIR.

Draft EIR Comments and Reponses to Comments

Comment 2

With regard to Comment 2, the City finds that CalTrans has not provided substantial evidence
that the EIR is inadequate or incomplete with regard to any potentially Significant traffic impact
to freeway segments or off-ramps, and has not provided any substantial evidence that mitigation
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measures determined to be infeasible are feasible. In addition, the City finds that the CMP
analysis utilized in the Project Traffic analysis is supported by substantial evidence and provides
adequate information as to the potential cumulative effect of the added traffic and references
Section 15065(3) of the CEQA guidelines. Neither the Caltrans Guide nor the HCM contained
therein identify any thresholds of significance for CEQA impacts. The thresholds in Section II.A
of the Caltrans Guide refer only to when a traffic study is required, not to impact thresholds of
significance for CEQA analyses. Consequently, CalTrans has provided no substantial evidence
to show that the methodology of the Project Traffic analysis is inadequate or understates Project
impacts.

Comment 5

The City finds that SCAQMD has not provided substantial evidence that the EIR is inadequate
or incomplete with regard to its evaluation of air quality impacts. The Project Health Risk
Assessment, air quality impact analysis, and Mitigation Measures are supported by substantial
evidence contained within expert technical reports. SCAOMD encourages the City to relocate
the proposed project away from proximity to the 101 and 405 Freeways. However, SCAOMD's
opinion regarding whether the proposed project should be approved is not substantial evidence
that the EIR is inadequate. The City does not prohibit residential development in close proximity
to freeways. However, the City recognizes that residential development in close proximity to
freeways requires in-depth analysis of exposure and mitigation measures informed by a
comprehensive Health Risk Assessment. The EIR contains these requirements. Response to
Comment 5-8 provides substantial evidence supporting the 3D-year exposure duration utilized in
the Project HRA. Although SCAOMD prefers a 70-year exposure duration methodology,
SCAOMD has provided no substantial evidence that it is reasonably foreseeable that anyone
will reside at the proposed project for a period approaching 70 years. To the contrary,
SUbstantial evidence in the record shows that the 3D-year exposure duration far exceeds the
reasonably foreseeable length of time anyone person would reside within the proposed project.
CEQA prohibits mitigation measures that are not rationally related to foreseeable impacts.
Therefore, no mitigation would be rationally related to a speculative impact of a 70 year
exposure because an exposure time of such length is neither reasonable nor supported by any
evidence.

Comment 6

The City finds that notwithstanding Comment 6-11 from the Department of Water Power, it is not
premature to estimate the size and capacity requirements of new water mains. On the contrary,
CEQA requires that a project's reasonably foreseeable impacts be set forth and the best
information be presented regarding rnitiqation. Furthermore, CEOA requires that this
inform ation be presented in sufficient detail to make mitigation measures enforceable and
reasonably likely to reduce potential impacts. Merely stating that "main upgrades may be
required" - as was suggested by LADWP - is not sufficient for CEOA analysis. On the other
hand, CEOA does not require that a Draft EIR contain information that cannot be presently
obtained. Consequently, the best estimates made by Sukow Engineering to determine
approximate needs for water system upgrades based on the best' available data constitutes
substantial evidence supporting the EIR's conclusions. The Final EIR clarifies that the final
sizes of the water system upgrades will be determined during the detail desiqn stage oi the
project. The conclusion of the Draft EIR is supported by expert engineering analysis based on
the best available data, combined with a requirement to comply with regulations and directives
from LADWP, L.A. Dept. of Public Works, and the City of Los Angeles Fire Dept. regarding any
capacity upgrades that may be required to meet minimum capacity and flow requirements.
Such compliance is required by law before the Project can become operational and is not set
forth separately as a mitigation measure, but may properly be considered a design feature of
the Project.
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Comment 7 (restated or similar comments in Comment 8)

The City finds that the Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan Review Board
(PRB) has not provided substantial evidence that the EIR is inadequate or incomplete.
Comment letters 7 and 8 both articulate the PRB's opposition to the requested Specific Plan
Exceptions but provide no substantial evidence relative to environmental impacts.

Comment 9

The City finds that the Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council Board (SONG) has not provided
substantial evidence that the EIR is inadequate or incomplete. Responses to Comment 9
contain substantial evidence supporting the conclusions of the Draft EIR. SONC's advocacy of
"scrambled" pedestrian crossings, whereby pedestrians may cross in all directions while traffic is
stopped, at Ventura and Sepulveda fails include any substantial evidence that such a measure
would substantially reduce or avoid the Project's significant impacts. Furthermore, SONC's
comments are not accompanied by any evidence of technical expertise with regard to traffic
analysis or mitigation. SONC advocates that in stead of vacating public streets as proposed by
the Project that they be transformed into public parks. This proposal does not substantially
reduce or avoid any of the significant impacts of the proposed project and, therefore, is not a
proper alternative for purposes of CEQA analysis.

Comment 10

The City finds that the Encino Neighborhood CDuncil has not provided substantial evidence that
the EIR is inadequate or incomplete. Comment Letter 10 primarily opposes the requested
Specific Plan exceptions but does not provide any substantial. evidence relative to
environmental impacts. Responses to Comment 10 contain substantial evidence supporting the
conclusions of the Draft EIR.

Comment 11

The City finds that the homeowner's associations authoring Comment 11 have not provided
substantial evidence that the EIR is inadequate or incomplete. Comment Letter 11, Comments
11-1 through 11-10 primarily oppose the requested Specific Plan exceptions but do not provide
any substantial evidence relative to environmental impacts.

Comments 11-11 through 11-15 express opinions and speculations that the Draft EIR is
defective and inadequate, but do not provide specific inadequacies or facts or evidence
demonstrating that the Draft EIR is inadequate.

Comments 11-16 through 11-69 primarily restate conclusions of the Draft EIR or provide broad
statements of what the EIR should evaluate. None of these comments contain SUbstantial
evidence that the Draft EIR failed to disclose a significant environmental impact or failed to
identify a feasible mitigation measure. Responses to Comment 11 contain substantial evidence
supporting the conclusions of the Draft EIR.

February 2013 Comments and Supplemental Responses to Comments

Supplemental Responses to Comments

The City Planning Department has thoroughly reviewed the Supplemental Responses to
Comments and the technical reports attached thereto, and the City finds that the conclusions of
the Supplemental Responses to Comments are supported by SUbstantial evidence cited therein
and elsewhere in the administrative record. The Supplemental Responses to Comments
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provide substantial evidence that none of the comments received in conjunction with the
February 19 hearing show that the EIR analysis is inadequate under CEQA or provide
substantial evidence of significant new information requiring recirculation of the Final EIR.

Furthermore, the City has thoroughly reviewed the expert credentials of the persons preparing
the technical reports attached to the Supplemental Responses to Comments. The City finds
that substantial evidence demonstrates that Traffic Engineer Roy Nakamura of Crain &
Associates, Acoustical Engineer Amir Yazdanniyaz of Acoustical Engineering Services, and Bill
Piazza of Air Quality Dynamics posses the requisite expertise and experience in their respective
fields and that the technical reports prepared by each of them is credible.

SORSE Leiter

The City Planning Department received a letter from attorney Bradly Torgan on behalf an
otherwise unidentified association of persons known as Sherman Oaks Residents for a Safe
Environment ("SORSE").

The SORSE Letter was filed more than two years after the public comment period on the Draft
EIR. The SORSE Letter ignored was submitted February 14, 2013-one business day before
the February 19 hearing. The SORSE Letter is 30 pages with 13 attachments. A May 26,2011
Project-specific correspondence from Hans Giroux addressed to Mr. Torgan and attached to the
SORSE Letter indicates that Mr. Torgan had been retained several months before submitting
February 14, 2013 letter. Although the SORSE letter was very late, the City Planning
Department fully considered the SORSE letter and the Supplemental Responses to Comments
provide complete responses to the. SORSE Letter. In addition, the Supplemental Reponses to
Comments contain expert technical reports responding to the memoranda and reports attached
to the SORSE letter.

Based upon the substantial evidence contained in the Supplemental Responses to Comments,
the City finds that the SORSE Letter does not provide substantial evidence that the EIR analysis
is inadequate under CEQA and does not contain SUbstantialevidence of undisclosed significant
environmental impacts or that significant impacts may be substantially more severe. The City
further finds that the SORSE Letter does not provide SUbstantial evidence of significant new
information requiring recirculation of the Final EIR. Nevertheless, suggestion to tighten the
enforceability Mitigation Measures B-5 and 8-6 were incorporated into revised mitigation
measures.

Furthermore, the City has thoroughly reviewed the expert credentials of the persons preparing
the technical reports attached to·SORSE Letter. The City finds that the credential of Hans
Giroux fails to demonstrate that Hans Giroux possesses the requisite expertise, training, or
experience to qualify him as an expert in the fields' of air quality, human health, noise or
vibration. Mr. Giroux's credential shows that he holds degrees in meteorology and physics,
which do not establish him as an expert in air quality, human health, noise or vibration. He holds
no degree in engineering or human health. Nothing in his credential shows any formal
education or experience in human health risk assessments. His credential reveals no relevant
publications he has authored and his experience as an educator has primarily been in the field
of meteorology. The City finds that Mr. Giroux's memorandum does not contain credible expert
opinion. The City further finds that the Supplemental Responses to Comments and expert
reports by Bill Piazza and Amir Yazdanniyaz attached thereto provide SUbstantial evidence
refuting the opinions offered by Hans Giroux.

The City has thoroughly reviewed the experience of Mr. Arthur Kassan and finds Mr, Kassan to
be qualified as an expert in traffic impact analysis. However, after thoroughly reviewing both Mr.
Kassan's report attached to the SORSE Letter and Mr. Nakamura's reports, the City finds that
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the opposing reports constitute a disagreement among experts. The City further finds that Mr.
Nakamura's reports and conclusion are more credible and provide substantial evidence refuting
Mr. Kassan's conclusions.

February 19, 2013 Letter from Sh ennan Oaks Homeowners Association and
Homeowners of Encino

The City Planning Department thoroughly reviewed a February 1g, 2013 Letter from the
Sherman Oaks Homeowner's Association and Homeowners of Encino (the "SOHNHOME
Letter"). The Supplemental Responses to Comments provide complete responses to the
SOHNHOME letter. Based upon the Supplemental Responses to Comments and other
evidence in the administrative record, the City finds that the SOHNHOME Letter does not
provide substantial evidence that the EIR analysis is inadequate under CEQA and does not
contain substantial evidence of undisclosed signiiicant environmental impacts or that significant
impacts may be substantially more severe. The City further finds that the SORSE Letter does
not provide substantial evidence of significant new information requiring recirculation of the Final
EIR.

March 8, 2013 Memorandum from Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac

Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac, attorneys for the Applicant, submitted a memorandum dated
March 8, 2013 with several exhibits (the "AGO Memo") addressing the SORSE Letter, the
SOHNHOME Letter, and a February 7, 2013 electronic correspondence to the City Planning
Department from Mr. Jeffery Kalban (the "Kalban Letter"). The City Planning Department has
thoroughly reviewed the AGD Memo and the exhibits attached thereto. The AGD Memo agrees
with the conclusions of the Supplemental Responses to Comments and provides further
evidence and analysis supporting the EIR and responding to SORSE Letter and the'
SOHNHOME Letter, The City finds that the AGD Memo provides substantial evidence that the
SORSE Letter, the SOHNHOME Letter, and the Kalban Letter do not provide substantial
evidence that the EIR analysis is inadequate under CEQA nor do these letters provide
substantial evidence of significant new information requiring recirculation of the Final EIR.

April 23, 2013 Letter from SORSE

On the day of the'April 25, 2013 City Planning Commission hearing on the SORSE appeal and
the project, the City Planning Commission received a 16-page letter with approximately 60
pages of attachments from attorney Bradly Torgan on behalf SORSE.

At the City Planning Commission hearing, Commissioner Perlman expressed dissatisfaction at
receiving a lengthy opposition on the day of the hearing and noted that it is impossible for the
Commissioners to consider lengthy material that is filed at the last minute, Thereafter,
testimony was taken from Mr. Torgan on speaking on behalf of SORSE and from the Applicant's
representative in rebuttal, No other written or oral testimony was g'lven by anyone identifying
himself or herself as a member of SORSE.

The City Planning Department staff has carefully considered the April 23 SORSE Letter and the
material accompanying the letter and finds that the April 23 SORSE letter does not provide
substantial evidence that the EIR analysis is inadequate under CEQA and does. not contain
substantial evidence of undisclosed significant environmental impacts or that significant impacts
may be substantially more severe, The City further finds that the April 23 SORSE letter does
not provide substantial evidence of significant new information requiring recirculation of the Final
EIR
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Mr. Torgan refers to the November 8, 2012 Advisory Notice Regarding Sensitive Uses Near
Freeways, which the City Planning Commission adopted as a guidance document for applicants
proposing developments within 1,000 feet of a freeway (the "Advisory"). Mr. Torgan also refers
to Case Number CPC 2008-4604 previously decided by the City Planning Commission as
evidence that CEQA requires the City Planning Commission to restrict residential development
within 500-feet of the freeway-as the Commission did in Case Number CPC 2008-4604.
Substantial evidence presented at the April 25, 2013 hearing shows that Mr. Torgan's reference'
to the Advisory and to Case Number CPC 2008-4604 fail to provide substantial evidence of a
Significant unmitigated air quality impact or hazard.

The project air quality and hazard analysis is consistent with the Advisory. The Advisory is not a
mandate and is not a prohibition on development within 1,000 feet of a freeway. It is a guidance
document that strongly encourages doing air quality health risk assessments in such
circumstances. The health risk assessment prepared for this project and included within the
EIR contains substantial evidence supporting all the conclusion of the EIR. Furthermore, the
Advisory expressly states that each proposal shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Finally, residential uses are allowed in the applicable zones on the subject property, and if the
City Planning Commission were prohibitresidential development within 500 feet of a freeway on
the subject property, then the City would be prohibiting all residential uses on this entire project
site.

Case Number CPC 2008-4604 is not applicable to the proposed project and does not act as a
precedent. The following differences distinguish Case Number CPC 2008-4604 from the
proposed project:

Case No. CPC-2008-4606 Toscano Project

Entire project site was Industrial-Zoned - The property is zoned commercial &
which does not allow residential uses - the residential- which allows residential uses by-
applicant was seeking new zoning allowing right; and residential uses previously existed
residential development. on site.

The property was large enough to prohibit Prohibiting uses within 500 feet of the
residential uses within 500 feet of the nearby abutting freeway would prohibit otherwise by-
freeway and still allow residential uses on right residential uses throughout the entire
other portions of the property. site.

Health Risk Assessment did not contain site- Health Risk Assessment contains SUbstantial
specific analysis and identified significant evidence and site-specific analysis showing
impacts. that mitigation plus conditions support a

conclusion of less than significant impact.

The April 23 SORSE letter includes another comment from Has Giroux, who Mr. Torgan
presents as an expert in air quality and health risk assessments. As previously-stated with
regard to Mr. Giroux's analysis accompanying the February 14, 2013 SORSE letter, the City
finds that the credential of Hans Giroux fails to demonstrate that Hans Giroux possesses the
requisite expertise, training, or experience to qualify him as an expert in the fields of air quality,
human health, noise or vibration. Mr. Giroux's credential shows that he holds degrees in
meteorology and physics, which do not establish him as an expert in air quality, human health,
noise or vibration. He holds no degree in engineering or human health. Nothing in his credential
shows any formal education or experience in human health risk assessments. His credential
reveals no relevant publications he has authored and his experience as an educator has
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primarily been in the field of meteorology. The City finds that Mr. Giroux's 'memorandum does
not contain credible expert opinion.

The April 23 SORSE Letter referenced a UC LA study linking air pollution from freeways to
autism in children and a UCLS/CARB study. Neither of these references provide substantial
evidence of a significant air quality impact .regarding the proposed project. They are
generalized studies and are not project-area specific. Furthermore, substantial evidence was
presented at the April 25 City Planning Commission hearing rebutting Mr. Giroux's comments
and the referenced studies as follows:

• The UCLA study found that exposure to nitrogen dioxide (N02) was the
predominant pollutant linked to an increased likelihood of autism. The authors of
the study also note that this link is not proof that air pollution causes autism and
more research is required to determine a causal relationship ..

• The project HRA evaluated N02 exposures. N02 exposures were found to be
within acceptable limits and did not exceed the State's ambient air quality
standard.

• The UCLA/CARB study noted ari increase in the downwind extent of ultrafine
particies in the early morning hours than previously thought to exist.
Atmospheric conditions (e.g., wind direction and speed) influence the lateral
extent and concentrations of ultrafine particles. The study also noted that for the
101 freeway in the San Fernando Valley, impacts associated with the freeway
trend to the north.

• The project HRA analyzed near-field impacts utilizing an approved dispersion
model and meteorological data which accounts for the atmospheric conditions
that exist during early morning hours. The near-field concentrations predicted by
the model are conservative (health protective) and consistent with regulatory
guidance.

• The prevailing winds across the project site are northward and the freeway is on
the. northwest boundary of the project site. Thus, prevailing winds across the
project site would dispersing any near-field concentrations of freeway pollutants
northward and away from the project site.

• The April 23 SORSE letter incorrectly claims that the project HRA focuses almost
exclusively on diesel exhaust and its relationship with excess cancer risk and
fails to recognize the recent UCLAICARB study. The HRA evaluated exposures
to particulates (PM,o and PM2,,), carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, benzene,
butadiene, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde and diesel particulates. All were
assessed based upon identified toxicity criteria and averaging times.

• A recent study conducted by the SCAQMD (Pilot Study of High Performance Air
Filtration for Classrooms Applications, Draft Report: October 2009) confirms the
efficacy of mitigation using MERV 16 filtration to remove diesel particulates and
ultrafine particles .. The report found that HVAC systems such as are proposed
for the IVT project readily control black carbon (a surrogate for diesel particulate
matter) and ultrafine particles by achieving removal efficiencies of more than 90
percent.

• The April 23 SORSE letter incorrectly states that the HRA fails to account of age
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specific factors in the risk assessment because the authors of the HRA do not
consider diesel particulate matter is a mutagenic compound. They are incorrect
because studies show that extracts of diesel exhaust contain mutagenic
compounds.

• Although studies indicate mutagenic extracts are found, along with many other
.non-mu1agenic compounds, related studies also note that 'whole" diesel exhaust
does not elicit a mutagenic mode of action (USEPA, Integrated Risk Information
System, Diesel Engine Exhaust. Website:
http://www.epa.gov/iris/substl0642.htm). As such, a mutagenic mode of action
has not been identified for whole diesel exhaust at this time.

The April 23 SORSE letter includes another memorandum from traffic engineer Arthur Kassan.
Most of the comments from Mr. Kassan repeat the disagreement among experts apparent in Mr.
Kassan's previous memorandum and Crain & Associate's rebuttal of Mr. Kassan's analysis. As
previously-slated, the City finds that the analyses prepared by Roy Nakamura of Crain &
Associates presents the more credible evidence regarding potential project traffic impacts.

The remainder of the April 23 SORSE letter appears to restate arguments and assertions made
in the February 14 SORSE letter, which have all been fully addressed to the satisfaction of the
City.

J. Mitigation Monitoring Program

In accordance with the Requirements of Public Resources Code § 21081.6, the City hereby
adopts the Mitigation Monitorin'g Program, which is attached to these Findings. The mitigation
measures which have been identified for the project were identified in the Draft and Final EIR.
The final mitigation measures are described in the MMRP. Each of the mitigation measures
identified in the MMRP, and contained in the Final EIR, is incorporated into the project. The City
finds that the impacts of the project have been mitigated to the extent feasible by the mitigation
measures identified in the MMRP, and contained in the Final EIR. The City reserves the right to
make amendments and/or substitutions of mitigation measures if the City determines that the
amended or substituted mitigation measure will mitigate the identified potential environmental
impacts to at least the same degree as the original mitigation measure, and where the
amendment or substitution would not result in a new significant impact on the environment
which cannot be mitigated. .

J. Consideration of Record: Independent Judgment

The City finds that the EIR provides objective information to assist the decision-makers and the
public at large in their consideration of the environmental consequences of the project. The
public review period provided all interested jurisdictions, agencies, private organizations, and
individuals the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Draft EIR. The Final EIR was
prepared after the review period and responds to comments made during the public review
period. In approving the proposed project, the City decision-makers have reviewed and
considered the Draft EIR and appendices, the Final EIR and appendices, and all other pertinent
evidence in the record of proceedings. The Applicant's consultants prepared the screen check
versions of the Draft EIR, Final EIR and technical studies and the Applicant submitted proposed
findings for cons'lderation by the City. All such materials and all other materials related to the
EIR or these findings were extensively reviewed and, where appropriate, modified by the
Planning Department or other City representatives. As such, the Draft EIR, Final EIR, technical
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studies, and all other related materials reflect the independent judgment and analysis of the
Lead Agency.

K. Substantial Evidence

The City finds and declares that substantial evidence for each and every finding made herein is
contained in the Draft EIR, Final EIR, technical studies, and other CEQA related materials, the
administrative record, staff reports, information provided by the applicant, each and all of which
are incorporated herein by this reference. Moreover, the City finds that where more than one
reason exists for any finding, each reason independently supports such finding, and that any
reason 'Insupport of a given finding individually constitutes a sufficient basis for that finding.

L. Relationship of Findinos to EIR

These Findings are based on the most current information available. Accordingly, to the extent
there are any apparent conflicts or inconsistencies between the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, on
the one hand, .and these Findings, on the other, these Findings shall control and the Draft EIR
and Final EIR or both, as the case may be, are hereby amended as set forth in these Findings.

M. Project Conditions of Approval

Each of the project features and mitigation measures referenced in these Findings shall be
conditions of project approval to be monitored and enforced by the City pursuant to the building
permit process and the Mitigation Monitoring Program. To the extent feasible, each of the other
findings and conditions of approval made by or adopted by the City in connection with the
project are aiso incorporated herein by this reference.

N. Custodian of Documents
.r-

The custodian of the documents or other material which constitutes the record of proceedings
upon which the Director's decision is based il? the CITYof Los Angeles, Planning Department,
located at 6262 Van Nuys Boulevard,' Room 351, Van Nuys, California 91401.

O. Recirculation Not Required

(a) CEQA requires that the lead agency recirculate an EIR when significant new information
is added to the EIR after public notice of its availability has previously been given but prior to its
certification. "Significant new infonmation" requiring recirculation includes, for example, a
disclosure showing that:

(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a
new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented;

(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result
unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of
insignificance;

(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from
others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the
project, but the project's proponents decline to adopt it; or

(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conciusory in
nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded.
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(b) Recirculation is not required where the new information added to the EIR merely clarifies
or amplifies or makes insignificant modifications in an adequate EIR.

(c) If the revision is limited to a few chapters or portions of the EIR, the lead agency need
only recirculate the chapters or portions that have been modified.

(d) Recirculation of an EIR requires notice pursuant to Section 15087, and consultation
pursuant to Section 15086.

(e) A decision not to recirculate an EIR must be supported by substantial evidence in the
administrative record

The Final EIR documents changes to the Draft EIR. Section II.C of the Final EIR provides
substantial evidence that the changes to the Draft EIR do not do not result in new significant
impacts and do not warrant circulation of the Draft EIR.

The Final EIR provides additional analysis that was not included in the Draft EIR. Furthermore,
Responses to Comments contained in the Final EIR fully considered and responded to
comments claiming that the project would have significant impacts or more severe impacts not
disclosed in the Draft EIR. Furthermore, the Responses To Comments include SUbstantial
evidence that none of these comments provided substantial evidence that project would result in
changed circumstances, significant new information, considerably different mitigation measures,
or new or more severe significant impacts than were discussed in the Draft EIR.

The project approved by the City Planning Commission is substantially reduced compared to
the project studied in the Final EIR. The project set. forth in the Final EIR has been further
reduced from 399 units to 325 units and the floor area ratio 'has been reduced from 2.75:1 to
2:25: 1. Maximum height has been reduced from the. 100 feet sought by the Applicant to a
maximum of 82 feet approved by the City Planning Commission. In addition, at its April 25,
2013 hearing on this matter the City Planning Commission added landscaping to the pool deck
and increased the tree wells to a minimum of 7 feet along the project boundary abutting the 405-
t0101 Freeway Interchange. These changes only serve to reduce the severity of the project's
significant impacts. They do not fundamentally change the proposed land uses or the
arrangement of land uses on the project site. These changes do not necessitate new or
different mitigation measures that would cause reasonably foreseeable secondary impacts. The
FAR and height reductions were set forth in the Ctty Planning Department recommendation
report prior to the City Planning Commission hearing, and all project reductions were fully
discussed at a duly notice public hearing before the City Planning Commission. None of the
reductions to the project constitute changes that would deprive the public a meaningful
opportunity to comment on a potentially significant impact or feasible alternative.

P. Textual Refinements and Errata

Textual refinements and errata were compiled and presented to the decisionmakers for review
and consideration. The Planning Department staff has made every effort to notify the
decisionmakers and the interested public/agencies of each textual change in the various
documents associated with the project review.. These textual refinements arose for a variety of
reasons. First, it is inevitable that draft documents would contain errors and would require
clarifications and corrections. Second, textual clarifications were necessitated in order to
describe refinements suggested as part of the public participation process.

Q. Uses of EIR
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The City is certifying an EIR for, and is approving and adopting findings for, the entirety of the
actions described in these Findings and in the EIR as comprising the project. It is contemplated
that there may be a variety of actions undertaken by other State and local agencies (who might
be referred to as "responsible agencies' under CEOA) , Because the City is the Lead Agency
for the project, the EIR is intended to be the basis for compliance with CEOA for each of the

"possible discretionary actions by other State and local agencies to carry out the project. '



IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

1. Introduction
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires a Mitigation Monitoring

and Reporting Program (MMRP) for projects where mitigation measures are a condition
of their approval and development. An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been
prepared to address the potential environmental impacts of the project. Where appropriate,
the EIR includes recommended mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen the
significant environmental impacts associated with the project. This MMRP is designed to
monitor implementation of these mitigation measures, This MMRP has been prepared
in compliance with the requirements of CEQA, Public Resources Code Section 21081,6,
and Section 15097 of the CEM Guidelines, This MMRP describes the procedures the
Applicant shall use to implement the mitigation measures adopted in connection with the
approval of the project and the methods of monitoring and reporting on such actions,

. "Monitoring" is generally an ongoing or periodic process of project oversight. "Reporting"
generally consists of a written compliance review that is presented to the decision making
body or authorized staff person, For this MMRP, the City of Los Angeles is the Lead
Agency for the project.

2. Purpose
It is the intent of this MMRP to:

1, Verify compliance of the required mitigation measures of the EIR;

2, Provide a methodology to document implementation of required mitigation;

3, Provide a record and status of mitigation requirements;

4, Identify monitoring and enforcement agencies;

5, Establish and clarify administrative procedures for the clearance of mitiqation
measures;

6, Establish the frequency and duration of monitoring and reporting; and
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
7. Utilize the existing agency review processes wherever feasible.

3. Administrative Procedures
The Project Applicant shall be obligated to provide documentation concerning

implementation of the listed mitigation measures to the appropriate monitoring agency and
the appropriate enforcement agency as provid ed for herein. All departments listed below
are within the City of Los Angeles unless otherwise noted. The entity responsible for the
implementation of all mitigation measures shall be the Project Applicant unless otherwise
noted.

As shown on the following pages, each required mitigation measure for the project is
listed and categorized by impact area, with accompanying discussion of:

Enforcement Agency-The agency with the power to enforce the Mitigation
Measure,

• Monitoring Agency-The agency to which reports involving feasibility,
compliance, irnplernentaticn and development are made.

Monitoring Phase-The phase of the project during which the Mitigation Measure
shall be monitored.

Monitoring Frequency-The frequency of which the Mitigation Measure shall be
monitored.

Action lndicatinp Compliance-The action of which the Enforcement or
Monitoring Agency indicates that compliance with the required Mitigation
Measure has been.implemented.

4. Enforcement
This MMRP shall be in place throughout all phases of the project. The entity

responsible for implementing each mitigation measure is set forth wtthin the text of the
mitigation measure. The entity responsible for implementing the mitigation shall also be
obligated to provide certification, as identified below, to the appropriate monitoring agency
and the appropriate enforcement agency that compliance with the required mitigation
measure has been implementeil.

5. Program Modification
After review and approval of the final MMRP by the Lead Agency, minor changes

and modifications to the MMRP are permitted, but can only be made by the Applicant or
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring arid Reporting Program
its successor subject to the approval by the City of Los Angeles. The Lead Agency, in
conjunction with any appropriate agencies or departments, will determine the adequacy
of any proposed change or modification. The flexibility is necessary in light of the proto-
typical nature of the MMRP, and the need to protect the environment with a workable
program. No changes will be permitted unless the MMRP continues to satisfy the
requirements of CEQA, as determined by the Lead Agency.

6. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

A. Aesthetics, Views, Light/Glare, and Shading

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.

B. Air Quality

(a) Construction

Mitigation Measure B-1: In addition to SCAQMD Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust)
requirements, the Project appiicant will implement the following
measures:

Water three times daily or non-toxic soil stabilizers shall be
applied, according to manufacturers' specifications, as needed to
reduce off-site transport of fugitive dust from all unpaved staging
areas and unpaved road surfaces

Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit the
construction site onto paved roads or wash off trucks or any
eqUipment leaving the site each trip;

All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials are to
be covered;

Replace ground cover in disturbed areas as quickly as possible;

Pave road and road shoulders;

Traffic speeds on all unpaved roads to be reduced to 15 mph or
less;

Suspend all excavating and grading operations when wind
speeds (as instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph; and

Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community
liaison concerning on-site construction activity including resolution
of issues related to PM10 generation

Enforcement Agency: SCAQMD

Ctty of Los Angeles II Villaggio Toscano Project
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

• Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspection during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor .

Mitigation Measure B-2: Streets shall be swept as needed during construction
with sweepers using reclaimed water, where available, but not more
frequently than hourly, if visible soil material has been carried onto
adjacent public paved roads.

Enforcement Agency: SCAQMD; Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor

Mitigation Measure B-3: All construction equipment shall be properly tuned and
maintained in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor

Mitigation Measure B-4: General contractors shall maintain and operate
construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions.
During construction, all trucks and vehicles will have their engines
turned off when not "Inuse or idling will be limited to five (5) minutes
or less, to reduce vehicle emissions. Ensure that all off-road
equipment is compliant with the California Air Resources Board's
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
(CARB) in-use off-road diesel vehicle regulation and SCAQMD Rule
2449. Construction activities should be phased and scheduled to
avoid emissions peaks and discontinued during second-stage smog
alerts.

• Enforcement Agency: SCAQMD; City of Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor

Mitigation Measure 6-5: Petroleum-powered construction activity shall utilize
electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel power
generators and/or gasoline power generators except for areas' that
construction worker or public safety would be of concern.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure B·6: On-site mobile equipment shall be powered by alternative
fuel sources (i.e., methanol, natural gas, propane or butaneL
where such equiprnent is commercially available and equivalent in
performance to existing petroleum based equipment. In addition,
the project representative shall make available to the lead agency
and SCAQMD a cornprehensive inventory of all off-road construction
equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used
an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of the rnass
grading phase of project construction. The inventory shall include
the horsepower rating, engine production year, and certification
of the specified Tier standard. A copy of each unit's certified tier
specification, BACT docurnentation, and CARB or AQMD operating
pemnit shall be provided onsite at the time of 'mobilization of each
applicable unit of equipment. Off-road diesel-powered construction
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
equipment shall meet the Tier standards based on the following
schedule:"

January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014: All .off-road diesel-
powered construction equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet
Tier 3 off-road emissions standards. In addition, all construction
equipment shall be outfitted with BACT devices certified by
CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall
achieve emissions reductions that are no less than what could
be achieved by a Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a
similarly sized engine as defined by CARB regulations.

Post-January 1, 2015: All off-road diesel-powered construction
equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet the Tier 4 emission
standards, where available. In addition, all construction
equipment shall be outfitted with BACT devices ·certified by
CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall
achieve emissions reductions that are no less than what could
be achieved by a Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a
similarly sized engine as defined by CARB regulations .

• Enforcement Agen cy: SQAMD; City of Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety .

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to construction; Periodic field
inspections during construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Submittal to LADOT and SCAQMD and Quarterly compliance
certification report submitted by project contractor

(b) Operation

Mitigation. Measure B·7: Light-colored roof materials to deflect heat and reduce
. energy demand for building cooling purposes shall be used.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction (during plan check)

1 Construction equipment standards based on the April 1, 2010, to December 31, 2011, schedule have expired
and, as such, are no longer applicable to the Project. All construction equipment utilized during Project
construction would conform to the standards set forth under the January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014, and
Post-January 1, 2015, schedules, as sppUcab/e.
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Frequency: Once, at plan check

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval and issuance of building permits .

Mitigation Measure B-8: Double-paned windows shall be used to reduce thermal
loss and reduce energy demand for temperature control purposes.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction (during plan check)

Monitoring Frequency: Once, at plan check

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval and issuance of building permits

Mitigation Measure B-9: The project shall be designed and operated to conserve
energy as required by the Southern California Edison, Southern
California Gas Company, andlor other appropriate agencies.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction (during plan check) and
Operation (prior to occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure .B-10:The project shall include heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) control systems that service residential
occupancies consistent with the minimum specifications per floor
and building location included in Attachment A of Appendix FEIR-D.
At a minimum, residential units shall include HVAC control systems
with particulate filters that have a minimum efficiency reporting value
(MERV) of 15 as indicated by the American Society of Heating
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard
52.2. The air handling systems shall be maintained on a regular
basis per manufacturer's recommendations by a qualified technician
employed or contracted by the project proponent or successor.
Operation and maintenance of the system shall ensure that it
performs in compliance with the manufacturers' specified reporting
value.

• Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of City
Planning
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety and Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction; Operation

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off .

Mitfgation Measure 8-11: To minimize exposure to diesel exhaust' and the
reentrainment of paved roadway dust, the proposed project shall:
(1) install inoperable windows facing the freeway, except where
operable windows are required by the' building code; (2) place
actively and passively utilized outdoor areas as far away from the
roadway as possible; and (3) include landscaping along the property
perimeter nearest the freeway with a dense mixture of shrubs and
trees to maximize passive filtration of particulate air contaminants.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety; City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction (during plan check);
Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Agency review prior to issuance of
building permit; once prior to occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval and issuance of building permits; Issuance of a
Certificate of Occupancy

C. Biological Resources

Mitigation Measure C-1: If vegetation removal occurs between February 15 and
August 31, a biological survey shall be conducted by a qualified
biologist prior to the removal of the vegetation to determine if nesting
birds are occurring on site." In the event nesting is observed, the
biologist shall recommend a buffer area with a specified radius to be
established (buffer may range between 50 and 300 feet as
determined by the monitoring biologist), within which no disturbance
or intrusion shall be allowed until the young had fledged and left the
nest or it is determined by the monitoring biologist that the nest has
failed. If no nesting is observed, no further action shall be warranted.

Enforcement Agency: California Department of Fish and Game;
Los Angeles Department of City Planning

2 Since the MBTA protects nests, the risk of a "take" exists if a bird were nesting on the ground. Therefore, tpe
measure includes ·vegetation (i,e., trees, brush) removal.
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sig n-eff; Compliance certification report

'submitted by qualified biologist ln the event that vegetation
removal occurs betwee n February 15 and August 31.

Mitigation Measure C-2: Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, a plot plan
prepared by a reputable tree expert, indicating the location, size,
type, and condition of all existing trees on the project site, shall be
submitted for approval by the Department of City Planning and the
Bureau of Street Services-Street Tree Division. All trees in the
public right-of-way shall be treated in accordance with the current
Street Tree Division standards and all conditions of approval shall be
met.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning
and Bureau of Street Services-Street Tree Division

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction; Post Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Submittal of plans prior to construction
and field inspection upon completion of construction

Action indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of grading permit and field inspection sign-off

D. Geology and Soils

Mitigation Measure D-1: The Applicant or its contractor shall incorporate the
recommendations detailed in the geotechnical investigation prepared
for the proposed project, as approved by the City of Los Angeles.
(Geotechnical recommendations regarding pile or drill caissons,
footings, slabs, fill, shoring, retaining walls, and site drainage are
provided within the Geotechnical Engineering Investigation
(geotechnical report) dated June 6, 2002, and Addendum I,
Additional Exploration, dated March 17, 2003, both prepared by
Geotechnologies, Inc. provided in Appendix C of the Draft EIR.)

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction and Construction
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Frequen cy: Once prior to issuance of grading
permit; periodic field inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Approval of she-specific geotechn'lcal report; Issuance of a
grading permit

E. Hazards and Hazardous Materi?lls

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.

F. Surface Water Hydrology and Surface Water Quality

Mitigation Measure F-1: The project shall provide on-site storm drain
improvements to detain peak storm water fiows to the satisfaction of
the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction; Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at review of plans and field
inspection during construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure F-2: The project shall comply with the requirements of the
applicable NPDES permit for stormwater discharge and with all
applicable requirements of the RWQCB, EPA and local agencies
including the City of LosAngeles regarding water quality.

Enforcement Agency: Regional Water Quality Control 'Board;
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Agency: Regional Water Quality Control Board; City
of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Approval of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan; Field
inspection sign-off
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure F·3: The project sh all implement Best Management Practices

(BMPs) to detain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing
0.75 inch of rainfall in a 24-hour period. The design of structural
BMPs shall be in accordance with the Development Best
Management Practices Handbook Part B Planning Activities. A
signed certificate from a Iicensed civil engineer or licensed architect
that the proposed BMPs meet this numerical threshold standard
shall be provided

Enforcement Agency: City of Los'Angeles Department of Public
Works

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction; Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once with approval of plans and field
inspection during construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of certificate of occupancy; Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure F-4: All storm drain inlets and catch basins within the Project
area shall be stenciled with prohibitive language (such as "NO
DUMPING-DRAINS TO OCEAN") and/or graphical icons to
discourage illegal dumping.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Operation (prior to and post occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to certificate of occupancy;
periodic field inspection during operation

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure F·5: The legibility of signs and stencils discouraging illegal
., dumping shall be maintained.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Operation (prior to and post occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to certificate of occupancy;
periodic field inspection during operation

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure F-6: Materials used on site with the potential to contaminate
stormwater shall be': (1) placed in an enclosure such as, but not
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar stormwater conveyance system;
or (2) protected by secondary containment structures such as berms,
dikes, or curbs.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Operation

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections during
operation

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

G. Land Use

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.

H. Noise

(a) Construction

Mitigation Measure H-1: A temporary sound barrier, capable of providing a
minimum 10 dBA reduction (e.g., solid wood fence) and minimum
height of 8 feet, shall be erected along the project's east property
line along Sepulveda Boulevard for the entire length of the project
site as well as between the project site and the 777 Motor Inn.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-Off.

Mitigation Measure H-2: To the extent feasible, construction activities shall be
scheduled so as to avoid operating several pieces of heavy
equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of BUilding
and Safety
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Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off and compliance certification report
submitted by projectco ntractor

. Mitigation Measure H·3: Engine idling from' construction equipment such as
bulldozers and haul trucks shall be limited, to the extent feasible.
Idling of haul trucks shall be limited to five (5) minutes at any given
locationas established by the South Coast Air Quality Management
District. Signs that limit engine idling shall be posted on the project
site duringconstruction.

• Enforcement Agency: SCAQMD; City of Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor

Mitigation Measure H-4: The construction staging area shall be located as far as
feasiblefrom sensitive receptors.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Departmentof Building and
Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection; Compliance certification report by the project
contractor

(b) Operation

Mitigation Measure H·5: An acoustical analysis of the architectural plans of the
proposed residential building facade constructionsshall be prepared
by a qualified acoustical engineer, prior to issuance of building
permits, to ensure that the building construction (i.e., exterior wall,
windowand door) will provide adequate sound insulation to meet the
acceptableinterior noise level of 45 dBA (CNEL).
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Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once-prior to Construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigatio'n Measure(s):
Issuance of building permit

Mitigation Measure H·6: The Applicant shall retain services of an acoustical
consulting engineer experienced in mechanical noise analysis and
during plan check provide the City with an acoustical report
indicating that the project mechanical design meets the City's noise
ordinance (i.e., maximum 5 dBA above ambient noise levels).

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety .

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once; prior to construction

• Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of building permits

!. Population, Housing, and Employment

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.j.

J.1 Public Services-Police Protection

Mitigation Measure J-1: Prior to the issuance of the building permit, the Applicant
shall consult with the LAPD's Crime Prevention Unit, regarding
on site crime prevention features appropriate for the design of the
property. These features may include the following elements:

designing entryways, elevators, lobbies and parking areas with
fighting that eliminates areas of concealment;

eliminating areas of dead space;

providing solid core doors with deadbolt locks to all residential
units and commercial uses; and

providing parking within an enclosed parking podium that would
be internal to the site.
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Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Police Department, Los
Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval and issuance of building permit

Mitigation Measure J-2: Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the
Applicant shall provide the commanding officer at the Van Nuys
Community Police Station with a diagram of each portion of the
property, including access routes and additional information which
may facilitate a police response.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Police Department, Los
Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Written verification from Los Angeles Police Department

J.2 Public Services-Fire Protection

Mitigation Measure J-3: Project building plans including a. plot plan shall be
. submitted for approval by the Los Angeles Fire Department either

prior to the recordation of the final map or the approval of a building
permit.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department; Los
Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Approval of the plot plan by the Los Angeles Fire Department

Mitigation Measure J-4: Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the Appiicant
shall consult with the Los Angeles Fire Department and design the
project to meet on-site fire flow requirements and incorporate fire
prevention and suppression features and other liie-saving equipment.

Enforcement Agency:.. Los Angeles Fire Department; Los
Angeles Department of City Planning
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Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval and issuance of building permit

Mitigation Measure J-5: The project shall comply with all applicable State and
local Codes and Ordinances found in the Fire Protection and Fire
Prevention Plan, as well as the Safety Plan, both of which are
elements of the General Plan of the City of Los Angeles, unless
otherwise approved.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department

Monitoring Phase: Operation

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to occupancy; periodic field
inspections during occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure{s):
Approval of the plot plan by the Los Angeles Fire Department;
Field inspection sign-ofts

J.3 Public Services-Schools

Mitigation Measure J-6: Pursuant to California Government Code Section 65995,
the Project Applicant shall pay developer fees to Los Angeles Unified
School District prior to the issuance of building permits.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Unified School District

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to issuance of building
permit

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure{s):
Issuance of building permit

J.4 Public Services-Parks and Recreation

Mitigation Measure J-7: In consultation with the City of Los Angeles Department
of Recreation and Parks, the Applicant shall do one or more of the
following: (1) dedicate additional parkland to meet the requirements
of Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 17.12; (2) pay in-lieu fees for
any land dedication requirement shortial!; or (3) provide on-site
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improvements equivalentin value to said in-lieu fees.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Recreation
and Parks

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Departmentof City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Pre-construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to certificate of occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Certificate of occupancy

J.5 Public Services-Libraries

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.

K. Transportation and Circulation

(a) Construction

Mitigation Measure K-1: Prohibit parking along the west side of Sepulveda
Boulevard from the northern site boundary to Camarillo Street and
restripe to provide a southbound right-tum-only lane. For this short-
term condition, it is proposed that the restriping be limited to the
segment of Sepulveda Boulevard approximately from Camarillo
Street to La Maida Street, that the existing southbound left-turn lane
approaching Camarillo Street be temporarily reduced in width to
9 feet, and that the proposed southbound right-tum-only lane be
10 feet.wide.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once

• Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of a Certificateof Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-2: Whenever feasible during construction, sidewalk access
along Sepulveda Boulevard and Camarillo Street shall be provided
to maintain pedestrianaccess.
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• Enforcement Agen cy: Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau
of Engineering

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department ofTransportation;
Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection slqn-off

Mitigation Measure K-3: A Construction Management Plan or Worksite Traffic
Control Plan shall be prep ared by the Applicant and approved by the
Department of Transportation and Department of Public Works and
shall contain, at minimum, the following:

The name and telephone number of a construction manager who
can be reached 24 hours a day;

An up-to-date list of local police, fire, and emergency response
organizations and procedures for the continuous coordination
of construction activity, potential delays, and any alerts related
to unanticipated road conditions or delays, with local police, fire,
and emergency response agencies. Coordination shall include
the assessment of any altemative access routes that might be
required through the proposed project area and maps showing
access to and within the area and to adjacent properties;

Procedures for the training of traffic safety personnel (flaggers) to
assist in emergency response; and

The location, times, and estimated duration of any roadway or
sidewalk closures, traffic detours, use of protective devices,
warning signs, and queuing areas.

Configure construction parking to minimize traffic interference;

Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks
and equipment, where space is available and would not result in
a safety concern for pedestrians and motorists: and

Reroute construction trucks away from congested streets or
sensitive receptor areas, where the resultant trip length would not
substantially increase.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Construction
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Written verification from City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation and City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works

Mitigation Measure K-4: .Flaggers shall be provided as necessary to minimize
impact to traffic flow and to ensure safe movement into and out of
the projectsite.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterlycompliancereport submitted by project contractor

Mitigation Measure K-5: Heavy-dutyconstruction trucks shall arrive at the site no
earlier than 7:00 A.M. anddepart no later than 3.:30P.M.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Buildingand Safety

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Building
and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s);
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor

Mitigation Measure K-6: Construction vehicles shall not be permitted to queue
where they would interfere with traffic movement or block access to
adjacentbusinesses or residences.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation;City of Los Angeles Fire Department

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodicfield inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Quarterly compliance certification report submitted by project
contractor.
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure K-7: All-construction-related vehicles shall be parked on-site

or in off-site parking facilities, pursuant to a Temporary Parking Plan.
On-street parking of construction-related vehicles shall be prohibited
on nearby local streets.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Statement of compliance from the Department of Transportation
or the Department of City Planning

Mitigation Measure(s): Quarterly compliance certification report
submitted by project contractor

(b) Operation

Mitigation Measure K-8: Camarillo Street and Sepulveda Boulevard: Dedicate an
additional 6 feet and widen by 4 feet along the north side of
Camarillo Street between Sepulveda Boulevard and the westerly site
boundary. In order to implement this measure, on-street parking
along. both sides of this segment of Camarillo Street shall be
removed and this leg of the intersection shall be restriped to provide
an eastbound left-turn only lane, shared eastbound through and left-
turn lane, and eastbound right-turn only lane. Modify the existing
traffic signal to install eastbound protected-permissive phasing. In
addition, on-street parking shall be removed durinp the A.M. peak
period (approximately 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.) along the west side of
Sepulveda Boulevard from the northerly site boundary to Galleria
Gateway. The southbound approach shall be resiriped to provide a
fourth southbound through lane from north of Camarillo Street to
north of Ventura Boulevard during the A.M. peak period.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Eng'lneering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure K·9: Ventura BouJevard!405 Freeway Southbound On-

Ramp-Sherman Oaks Avenue: Widen by 5 feet the south side of
Ventura Boulevard from Sherman Oaks Avenue to approximately
270 feet westerly, as measured from the centerline of Sherman Oak
Avenue. Additionally, widen by 2 feet both sides of Ventura
Boulevard from US-101 Freeway eastbound off-rampJI-405 Freeway
southbound on-ramp-Sherman Oaks Avenue to approximately .
230 feet easterly as measured from the canterlines of the freeway
ramps and Sherman Oaks Avenue; and restripe to provide an
exclusive westbound right-tum-only lane at the intersection. Modify
the existing traffic signal to accommodate restriping.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K·10: Ventura Boulevqrd and Van Nuys Boulevard: Restripe to
add a second southbound left-turn lane at Ventura Boulevard. Modify
the existing traffic signal to install southbound protected left-turn
phasing.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation ,..

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-11: Ventura Boulevard and Beverly Glen Boulevard: Widen
by 3 feel the south side of Ventura Boulevard from Beverly Glen
Boulevard to approximately 160 feet westerly, as measured from the
centerline of Beverly Glen Boulevard. Restrict parking on south side
of Ventura Boulevard and restripe the eastbound approach to
provide an eastbound right-tum-only lane at Beverly Glen Boulevard.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-12: Ventura Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard: Convert
the southbound optional through-right-turn lane on Sepulveda
Boulevard at Ventura Boulevard to a through lane.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles' Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Enqineerinq

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with MitigaJion Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-13: US-101 Freeway Eastbound On-Ramp & Sepulveda
Boulevard: Install a new traffic signal to control this intersection,
including southbound left-turn phasing and the ATSAC/ATCS
upgrade. This signal would provide improved capacity and reduce
conflicts between the southbound left-turning traffic accessing the on-
rarnp and the heavy northbound through traffic on Sepulveda
Boulevard."

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-14: Ventura Boulevard & Haskell Avenue (North): Widen the
north side of Ventura Boulevard from the north leg of Haskell Avenue

3 Future traffic volumes at this intersection would satisfy the traffic volume ctiterie in the "Peak-Hour Traffic
Signal Warrant" assuming the southbound left-tum lane as the "Minor Street" and northbound Sepulveda
Boulevard as the "Major Street. "
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IV. Mitigation Monitortng and Reporting Program
to approximately 190 feet easterly, as measured from the centerline
of that leg, and restripe to provide a westbound right-tum-only lane.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation; City of. Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Engineering

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once after completion of construction

Action indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-15: The project applicant will contribute $300,000 to a fund
-for the identification and implementation of local parking,
transportation and circulation improvements in the following areas:
the area bounded clockwise by Haskell Avenue beginning at Valley
Vista Boulevard and extending northerly toSR-101 (on the west),
from that point extending easterly along SR-101 to 1-405, and from
that point extending northerly along 1-405 freeway to westernmost
prolongation of Magnolia Boulevard, and from that point extending
easterly on Magnolia Boulevard prolongation to Kester Avenue, and
from that point extending southerly along Kester Avenue to the
prolongation of Moorpark Street, from that point extending easterly
along the prolongation of Moorpark- Street to Beverly Glen
Boulevard-Tyrone Avenue, from that point extending southerly along
Beverly Glen Boulevard-Tyrone Avenue to Dickens Street, from that
point extending westerly along Dickens Street to Kester Avenue,
from that point extending southerly along Kester Avenue to Valley
Vista Boulevard, and from that point extending westerly back to
Haskell Avenue. The $300,000 payment will be guaranteed through
cash, bond or irrevocable letter of credit, payable to DOT. The fund
will be used for measures that include but are not limited to parking
improvements intended to increase parking availability, reduce
search times and relieve traffic congestion; neighborhood traffic
calming; transit-related improvements and amenities; bicycle-related
improvements and amenities; pedestrian-related improvements and
amenities; and streetscape improvements and amenities.

•Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Transportation;
Los Angeles Department of Public Works

Monitoring Phase: Construction (prior to occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Once
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
• Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):

Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure K-16: Bicycle rack parking that is secure, convenient, and
easily accessible, shall be added on-site and within the public right of
way with the approval of Bureau of Street Services, Department of
Public Works through their A Permit process. The copy of the
A Permit will be submitted to Department of Building and Safety prior
to approval of Certificate of Occupancy. Bicycle parking spaces
shall be provided at the rate of two percent of the number of
automobile parking spaces required for non-residential uses.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate .of Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or penmanentCertificate of Occupancy.

L.1 Utilities-Water Supply

Mitigation Measure L-1: For the commercial. uses on the project site, the
applicant shall (unless otherwise required and to the satisfaction of
the Department of Building and Safety):

Install high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-
flush water closets, and high-efficiency urinals (maximum
0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms
as appropriate. Rebates may be offered through the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power to offset portions of the costs of
these installations.

Install restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons
per minute,

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure L-2: Unless otherwise required, all restroom faucets for the

commercial uses on the project site shall be of a self-closing design,
to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles· Department of Building and
Safety; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure L-3: For the residential uses on the project site, the applicant
shall (unless otherwise required and to the satisfaction of the
Department of Building and Safety)

Install a demand (tankless or instantaneous) water heater system
sufficient to serve the anticipated needs of the dwelling(s).

Install no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a
flow rate no greater than 2.0 gallons per minute.

Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water
factor of 6.0 or less) in the project, if proposed to be provided in
either individual units and/or in a common laundry room(s). If

.such appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement
shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the applicant
shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. Rebates may be
offered through the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
to offset portions of the costs of these installations.

• Install and utilize only high-efficiency, Energy Star-rated
dishwashers in the project, if proposed to be provided. If such
appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be
incorporated into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be
responsible for ensuring compliance.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety; City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power; City of Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate of Occupancy
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
• Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):

Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure L-4: In addition to the requirements of the Landscape
Ordinance, the landscape plan for the proposed project shall
incorporate the following:

Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff;

Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads;

Drip/mlcrospray/subsurface irrigation where appropriate;

Minimum irrigation system distribution uniformity of 75 percent;

Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and use of native/drought
tolerant plant materials;

Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff; and

A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master
valve shutoff shall be installed for irrigated landscape areas
totaling 5,000 square feet and greater, to the satisfaction of the
Department of Building and Safety.

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety; City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power; City of Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

Mitigation Measure L-5: Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited
from use. Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated on the
building plans and incorporated into tenant lease agreements.
(Single-pass cooling refers to the use of potable water to extract heat
from process equipment; e.g., vacuum pump, 'Ice machines, by
passing the water through equipment and discharging the heated
water to the sanitary wastewater system.)

Enforcement Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of
Building and Safety; City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power

Monitoring Agency: City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power; City of Los Angeles Department of Buildinp and
Safety
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IV. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once at issuance of first temporary or
permanent Certificate of Occupancy

•. Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure{s):
Issuance of temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy

L.2 Utilities-Wastewater

No Mitigation Measures are identified in the Environmental Impact Report for this
environmental issue.

L.3 Utilities-Solid Waste

(a) construction

Mitigation Measure L-6: The construction contractor shall only contract for waste
disposal services with a company that recycles demolition and
construction-related wastes. The contract specifying recycled' waste
service shall be presented to the Department of Building and Safety
prior to approval of the demolition and building permits for the
proposed project.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Departmentof Building and
Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction (prior to commencement of
construction activities); Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to issuance of demolition
permits

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Submittal of copy of contract by project contractor; Issuance of
demolition permit

Mitigation Measure L-7: To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of
demolition and construction-related wastes, the construction
contractor should provide temporary waste separation bins on-site
during demolition and construction of the proposed project.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building arid
Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction
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IV. 'Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspections

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

(b) Operation

Mitigation Measure L·B: Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations
on the project site to promote recycling of paper, metal,"glass, and
other recyclable materials.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning, Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning,
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction; Construction (prior to
'Issuanceof Certificate of Occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Periodic field inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Field inspection sign-off

Mitigation Measure L·9: All residential and commercial uses established within
the project site shall be permanently provided with clearly marked,
durable, source sorted recyclable bins at all times to facilitate the
separation and deposit of recyclable materials.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning, Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning,
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Phase: Pre-Construction; Construction (prior io
issuance of Certificate of Occupancy)

Monitoring Frequency: Once at plan approval; once at final
field inspection

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Plan approval; Field inspection sign-off and issuance of
Certificate of Occupancy

M. Cultural Resources

Mitigation Measure M-1: A qualified paleontologist shall be retained to perform
periodic inspections of excavation and grading activities of the
project site where the older Quaternary Alluvium would be disturbed.
The services of a qualified paleontologist shall be secured by
contacting the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County. The
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frequency of inspections will be based on consultation with the
paleontologist and will depend on the rate of excavation and grading
activities, the materials being excavated, and if found, the
abundance and type of fossils encountered. Monitoring shall consist
of visually inspecting fresh exposures of rock for larger fossil remains
and, where appropriate, collecting wet or pry screened sediment
samples of promising horizons for smaller fossil remains. .

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning; Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: To be determined by consultation with
paleontologist

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
Written verification byqualified paleontologist

Mitigation Measure M-2: If a potential fossil is found, the paleontologist shall be
allowed to temporarily divert or redirect grading and excavation
activities in the area of the exposed fossil to facilitate evaluation and,
if necessary, salvage.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Pianning; Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: To be determined by consultation with
paleontologist if resource(s) are discovered

Action Indicating Cornpliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
If unanticipated discoveries are found, submittal of compliance
certification report by a qualified paleontologist

Mitigation Measure M-3: At the paleontologist's discretion and to reduce any
construction delay, the grading and excavation contractor shall assist
in removing rock samples for initial processing.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning; Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: To be determined by consultation with
paleontologist if resource(s) are discovered
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Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
If unanticipated discoveries are found, submittal of compliance
certification report bya qualified paleontologist

Mitigation Measure M-4: Any fossils en countered and recovered shall be prepared
to the point of identification and catalogued before they are donated
to their final repository.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning; Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
If unanticipated discoveries are found, submittal of compliance
certification report by a qualified paleontologist

Mitigation Measure M-5: Any fossils collected shall be donated to a public, non-
profit institution with a research interest in the materials, such as the
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County. Accompanying
notes, maps, and photographs shall also be filed at the repository.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning; Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoririg Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning

Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
If unanticipated discoveries are found, submittal of compliance
certification report by a qualified paleontologist

Mitigation Measure M-6: If fossils are found, following the completion of the above
tasks, the paleontologist shall prepare a report summarizing the
results of the monitoring and salvaging efforts, the methodology
used in these efforts, as well as a description of the fossils collected
and their Significance. The report shall be submitted by the applicant
to the lead agency, the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County, and representatives of other appropriate or concerned
agencies to signify the satisfactory completion of the project and
required mitigation measures.

Enforcement Agency: Los Angeles Department of City
Planning; City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Agency: Los Angeles Department of City Planning
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Monitoring Phase: Construction

Monitoring Frequency: Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy

Action indicating Compliance with Mitigation Measure(s):
If unanticipated discoveries are found, submittal of compliance
certification report and report(s) on archaeological findings by a
qualified archaeologist

IV-
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